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TRAVELS  AND  DISCOVERIES 
IN 

AFRICA. 

CHAPTER  LXX. 

BEGINNING  OF  THE  NEW  YEAR.  —  ANOMALOUS  RISING  OF  THE 
NIGER.  —  COMMERCIAL  RELATIONS  OF  TIMBUKTU. 

I  HAD  long  cherished  the  hope  that  the  beginning  of 

1854  would  have  found  me  far  advanced  on  my  home- 

ward journey  ;  but  greatly  disappointed  in  this  ex- 

pectation, I  began  the  year  with  a  fervent  prayer  for 
a  safe  return  home  in  the  course  of  it. 

El  Medani,  my  friend  from  Swera,  or  Mogadore, 

whom  I  used  to  call  my  political  thermometer,  or 

rather  my  politico- meter,  on  account  of  his  exhi- 

biting towards  me  friendly  feelings  only  at  times 

when  he  saw  everything  quiet,  sent  me  his  compli- 

ments in  the  morning  of  the  first  of  January  ;  nay, 

even  the  two  leaders  of  the  hostile  factions,  —  Ham- 

madi,  the  rival  of  my  protector,  and  Taleb  Moham- 
med, the  wealthiest  merchant  in  the  town,  and  the 

leader  of  the  intriguing  merchants  from  Morocco, 

— gave  me  to  understand  that  they  wanted  to  enter 
VOL.  V.  B 



2 TRAVELS  IN  AFRICA.  Chap.  LXX. 

into  friendly  relations  with  me.  My  health  as  yet 

was  very  precarious ;  but  I  felt  so  much  recovered 

in  mind  and  body  that,  preparatory  to  my  longed  for 

departure,  I  began  arranging  the  remainder  of  my 

baggage,  which,  with  the  exception  of  my  small 

library,  had  been  very  much  reduced.  To  my  great 

astonishment  and  delight,  while  searching  through 

my  lumber,  I  found  another  thermometer  in  good 

repair.  From  the  remainder  of  my  broken  instru- 

ments I  picked  up  a  good  deal  of  quicksilver,  which  I 

gave  to  the  Sheikh,  who  himself,  as  well  as  his  other 

unsophisticated  friends,  derived  a  great  deal  of  amuse- 

ment from  observing  the  qualities  of  this  metal.  Mean- 

while, my  protector  endeavoured  to  make  me  fully 

acquainted  with  the  political  relation  in  which  he 

stood  to  his  brothers,  Sidi  Mohammed  and  Zen  el 

'Abidin,  whom  he  expected  soon  to  arrive,  and  of 
whose  different  views  in  politics  he  gave  me  some 

slight  hints  ;  and  I  lamented  greatly  that  the  power 

of  this  noble  family,  instead  of  being  strengthened 

by  the  number  of  its  conspicuous  scions,  was  only 

rent  and  split  by  the  divergency  of  their  views. 

The  course  of  my  material  existence  went  on  very 

uniformly,  w^ith  only  slight  variations.  My  daily  food, 
when  I  was  in  the  town,  consisted  of  some  milk  and 

bread  in  the  morning,  a  little  kuskus,  which  the  Sheikh 

used  to  send,  about  two  in  the  afternoon,  and  a  dish 

of  negro  millet,  containing  a  little  meat,  or  seasoned 

with  the  sauce  of  the  kobewa,  or  Cucurhita  Melopepo^ 

after  sunset.    The  meat  of  Timbuktu,  at  least  during 
DS( 



Chap.  LXX.  MATERIAL  EXISTENCE. 3 

the  cold  season,  agreed  with  me  infinitely  better  than 

that  of  any  other  part  of  Negroland  ;  but  this  was 

not  the  case  with  the  Melopepo^  although  it  is  an 

excellent  and  palatable  vegetable.  In  the  beginning  of 

my  stay  I  had  consumed  a  great  many  young  pigeons, 

which  form  a  favourite  dainty  in  this  city.  They  are 

sold  at  the  almost  incredibly  cheap  rate  of  ten  shells 

each,  or  at  the  rate  of  three  hundred  for  a  dollar ;  but 

the  poor  little  things  were  used  for  culinary  purposes 

so  soon  after  breaking  the  shell  as  to  be  almost  taste- 

less.  A  very  rare  dainty  was  formed  by  an  ostrich  egg, 

which  was  one  day  brought  to  me.  This  article  is  more 

easily  to  be  obtained  in  the  desert  than  in  the  towns, 

and  such  strong  food,  moreover,  is  not  well  adapted 
to  the  stomach  of  a  resident.  The  Sheikh  used  also 

to  send  me  a  dish  late  at  night,  sometimes  long  after 

midnight ;  but,  on  account  of  the  late  hour,  I  never 

touched  it,  and  left  it  to  my  servants. 

It  had  been  arranged  that  we  should  make  another 

excursion  to  Kabara,  but  our  visit  was  put  off  from 

day  to  day,  although  I  was  extremely  anxious  to 

witness  the  features  of  the  country,  in  the  present 

high  level  of  the  river,  at  the  place  where  I  had  first 

landed  on  my  arrival.  Thus  I  was  reduced,  for  en- 

tertainment, to  my  intercourse  with  the  Sheikh,  his 

kinsfolk,  and  followers ;  and  as  religious  topics  were 

always  brought  forward  more  prominently  by  my 

enemies,  but  especially  in  the  learned  letters  which 

the  emir  of  Hamda-Allahi   sent  in  reply  to  the 
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Sheikh*,  my  conversation  with  the  former  now  began 
to  turn  more  and  more  upon  religious  subjects,  such 

as  the  return  of  the  Messiah,  and  on  the  meaning  of 

the  name  "  Paraclete  "  given  in  the  New  Testament 
to  the  Holy  Spirit,  who  was  to  descend  upon  the 

apostles,  but  which  by  the  Mohammedans  in  more 

recent  times  is  applied  to  Mohammed,  whose  coming, 

they  say,  is  predicted  in  this  instance  by  the  Holy 
Book  of  the  Christians. 

One  day  when  I  visited  the  Sheikh,  the  two  brothers 

were  engaged  in  an  animated  discussion  respecting 

the  relation  of  'Aisa  (Jesus  Christ)  to  Mohammed, 
and  a  warm  dispute  arose  on  the  sophistical  question, 

whether  it  would  be  allowed,  after  the  return  of 

'Aisa  upon  earth,  to  eat  camel's  flesh.  The  Sheikh 
himself  was  anxious  to  prove  how  difficult  it  would 

be  for  themselves  to  change  any  part  of  their  creed 

after  the  return  of  *Aisa,  owing  to  the  ditFerence 
which  existed  between  the  precepts  of  the  two  pro- 

phets, and  thus  intended  to  excuse  the  Christians  for 

not  embracing  the  creed  of  Mohammed,  after  having 

once  adopted  that  of  'Aisa.  The  two  learned  men, 
in  the  heat  of  their  dispute,  had  overlooked  the  fact 

that  the  camel  w^as  a  prohibited  animal  to  the  Jews, 
but  not  to  the  Christians,  and  hence  that  the  return 

of  'Aisa  would  not  interfere  with  their  favourite 

repast.     It  was  by  cheerfully  entering  into  these 

*  I  possess  two  of  these  essays,  the  coritents  of  which  at  the  pre- 
sent moment  are  not  quite  devoid  of  interest,  as  they  show  in 

what  light  tliese  Mohammedans  regard  the  Christians. 
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discussions  that  I  obtained  for  myself  the  esteem 
even  of  those  who  were  most  anxious  to  extort  from 

me  as  much  as  possible  of  my  remaining  property. 
The  arrival  of  another  small  caravan  of  the  Tawdti 

was  very  near  causing  me  a  serious  embarrassment. 

Some  of  the  merchants  from  Morocco,  excited  by 

commercial  jealousy,  had  spread  the  report  that  the 

calico  brought  by  that  caravan  was  Christian  pro- 

perty, belonging  to  the  English  agent  in  Ghadames  : 

and  I  had  some  difficulty  in  making  the  people  un- 

derstand, that,  even  if  that  article  had  originally  be- 

longed to  the  agent,  it  was  now  the  property  of  the 

Tawati  merchants.  The  presence  of  those  people, 

also,  caused  the  road  to  the  north,  by  way  of  Tawd^f, 

to  be  again  brought  under  discussion,  as  the  route 

most  suitable  for  my  home-journey.  My  departure 

was  now  discussed  almost  daily ;  the  arrival  of  our 

lively  and  talkative,  but  indiscreet  messenger,  A^hmed 
el  Waddwi,  who  had  at  length  returned  from  his  er- 

rand to  the  Awelimmeden,  holding  out  the  hope  that 

my  departure  was  in  reality  not  far  distant ;  but  the 

fact  that  none  of  the  Tawarek  had  come  with  him, 

notwithstanding  his  assertion  that  they  were  soon  to 

follow,  convinced  me  that  my  prospect  of  departure 

was  put  off  for  an  indefinite  period. 

Towards  the  end  of  January  the  waters  of  the 

river  reached  their  highest  level,  exhibiting  that  mar- 

vellous anomaly,  in  comparison  with  the  period  of 

the  rising  of  other  African  rivers  north  of  the  equator, 

which  is  calculated  to  awaken  astonishment  in  any 
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man  acquainted  witli  the  subject.  For  when  he  knows 

that  the  rising  of  these  rivers  is  due  to  the  fall  of  the 

tropical  rains,  he  will  naturally  expect  that  the  Niger, 

like  its  eastern  branch,  the  Tsadda  or  Benuwe,  or 

the  Nile,  should  reach  its  highest  level  in  August  or 

September.  The  fact  can  only  be  partly  explained 

with  the  means  at  our  disposal,  and  in  the  present 

state  of  our  knowledge  of  this  part  of  Africa,  al- 

though it  is  illustrated  by  similar  cases,  if  we  com- 

pare it  with  the  anomalous  rising  of  some  South- 

African  rivers  ;  especially  the  grand  discovery  of  Dr. 

Livingstone,  the  Liambezi,  which,  forming  in  its 

upper  course  an  immense  shallow  sheet  of  water,  col- 

lects here  the  greatest  amount  of  water  at  a  time 

(July  and  August)  when  its  lower  course,  the  Zam- 

bezi, separated  from  it  and  withdrawn  from  the  im- 

mediate effects  of  the  waters  collected  above  by  the 

marvellous  narrowing  of  the  river-bed  from  the  Falls 

of  Victoria*  downwards,  is  in  its  lowest  state,  and, 
through  the  influence  of  the  water  by  which  it  is 

joined  in  its  lower  course,  reaches  here  its  highest 

level  at  quite  a  different  season,  February  and  March. 

We  have  before  us  exactly  the  same  phenomenon 

in  the  case  of  the  Niger,  the  great  W  est- African  river, 

*  I  assume  here  the  identity  of  these  two  rivers,  which,  however, 
has  not  yet  been  fully  demonstrated.  Compare  also  the  anomalous 

rising  of  the  Chobe  (Journ.  Royal  Geol.  Soc.,  vol.  xxii.  p.  169.);  al- 
though an  isolated  phenomenon,  caused  by  an  unusual  and  unequal 

fall  of  rain  in  the  basin  of  the  various  branches  of  a  great  river- 
system,  must  not  be  confounded  with  a  constant  and  regular 
course. 
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which,  according  to  the  most  accurate  information 

which  I  was  able  to  gather  on  the  spot,  every  year 
continues  to  rise  till  the  end  of  December  or  the 

beginning  of  January,  and  does  not  begin  to  decrease 

before  February ;  while  its  eastern  branch,  the  Be- 

nuwe,  as  well  as  the  lower  course  of  the  Niger,  where 

it  is  called  Kwdra,  exactly  as  is  the  case  with  the  Nile, 

reaches  its  highest  level  by  the  end  of  August  and 

begins  to  decrease  steadily  in  the  course  of  October. 

To  explain  the  difference  and  anomaly  of  these 

phenomena  we  must  attend  to  the  different  character 

of  these  rivers.  For  while  the  Benuwe  after  having 

once  assumed  a  westerly  direction  follows  it  up  with 

but  very  little  deviation,  the  great  western  branch  de- 

scribes three  quarters  of  an  immense  circle,  and  having 

but  very  little  fall  in  the  greater  part  of  its  extra- 

ordinary winding  course,  the  waters  which  flow  towards 

it  from  the  more  distant  quarters  require  a  long  time 

to  reach  its  middle  course,  so  that  the  rain  which 

falls  in  the  course  of  September  and  October  in  the 

country  of  the  Wangarawa,  or  the  South-eastern 

Mandigoes,  will  certainly  continue  to  swell  the  river 

at  Timbuktu  till  the  end  of  November  or  even  De- 

cember ;  for  that  rain  falls  in  those  quarters  behind 

the  coast  of  Sierra  Leone  and  Cape  Palmas  till  the 

end  of  September,  and  perhaps  even  in  October,  we 

may  conclude  with  some  degree  of  certainty  from  the 

fact  that  such  is  the  case  on  the  coast  * ;  and  this 

*  See  Isert  in  the  Journal  Hertha,  vol.  x.  a.  1827,  p.  374. ;  M'Gill 

inBerghaus's  Journal  (Zeitschrift),  vol.  viii.  a.  1848,  p.  59 — 61.; 
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is  confirmed  as  regards  Kakondi  and  Timbo  by  Caillie's 

observations.*  In  the  mountainous  southern  pro- 
vinces of  Abessinia,  too,  whose  latitude  corresponds 

exactly  with  that  of  the  regions  from  whence  the 

feeders  of  the  Niger  take  their  rise,  the  most  constant 

fall  of  rain  has  been  observed  in  September.  Now 

while  the  whole  region  between  Jenne  and  Timbuktu 

is  of  a  very  flat  and  level  character,  so  that  the  river, 

running  along  at  a  very  slow  rate  and  with  a  very 

meandering  course,  not  only  fills  a  very  broad  stream 

spreading  out  over  the  neighbouring  low  lands,  but 

forms  also  a  great  many  backwaters  and  basins  or 

lakes  of  which  the  Debo  is  only  one  although  per- 

haps the  largest  in  size,  the  river  lower  down  beyond 

with  regard  to  Cape  Palmas,  Fraissinet  in  Nouvelles  Annales  des 

Voyages,  1855,  vol.  ii.  p.  291—293. 

*  See  Tomaro  from  Caillie's  Observations  in  Berghaus's  Annal. 
1829,  p.  769.;  but  especially  Caillie's  own  account  of  his  stay  in 
Time,  vol.  i.  p.  328.  (Eng.  ed.):  "The  rains,  to  be  sure,  were  not 
so  incessant,  but  we  regularly  had  rain  every  day,  until  October, 

when  it  became  less  frequent."  We  know  also  from  Caillie  that 
the  Milo,  the  South-eastern  branch  of  the  Niger,  or  Dhiuliba, 

reaches  its  highest  level  in  September.  Park's  observations,  even, 
show  that  the  rains  in  the  districts  traversed  by  him  extend  till 

November;  while  we  learn  from  him  (Park's  First  Journey, 
3rd  ed.  4to.  p.  12.)  that  the  Gambia,  whose  feeders  partly  issue 
from  the  same  districts  which  feed  the  western  branches  of  the 

Niger,  reaches  its  highest  level  in  the  beginning  of  October ; 
and  when  we  learn,  from  the  same  eminent  traveller,  that  by  the 
beginning  of  November  the  Gambia  had  sunk  already  to  its  former 
level,  we  must  take  into  account  the  very  short  course  of  that 
river  in  comparison  with  the  Niger  which  has  a  course  of  two 
thousand  miles.  The  sinking  of  the  Niger  at  Sansandi  by  about 
four  inches,  on  the  8th  of  October  (Park,  vol.ii.  p.  274),  was  only  a 
temporary  fluctuation. 
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Bamba,and  especially  in  the  district  called  Tin-sherifen 
which  we  shall  visit  on  our  return  journey,  is  shut 

in  and  reduced  to  the  width  of  a  few  hundred  yards, 

so  that  the  water,  having  expanded  over  such  an 

immense  tract  and  not  exercising  therefore  the  same 

pressure  which  such  a  volume  of  water  would  do 

under  other  circumstances  if  it  were  kept  together 

in  a  narrower  channel,  preserves  its  level  or  even 

still  increases  in  extent  and  depth,  while  the  surplus 

produced  by  the  fall  of  rain  in  the  country  higher 

up  has  already  diminished. 

This  is  my  mode  of  accounting  for  a  phenomenon 

which  seems  to  contradict  in  so  great  a  measure  the 

whole  of  the  phenomena  which  have  come  under  our 

observation  with  regard  to  the  effects  of  rain  and  the 

rising  of  the  rivers  north  and  south  of  the  equator, 

and  imparts  to  the  upper  course  of  the  Niger  the 
same  character  as  the  Gabiin  and  other  rivers  of  the 

equatorial  line  which  reach  their  highest  level  in  the 

course  of  February. 

Of  course  this  state  of  the  upper  river,  although 

it  does  not  reach  always  the  same  level,  cannot  fail  to 

exercise  an  influence  also  upon  the  lower  part,  where 

it  is  called  Kwara,  and  where  it  has  been  visited  re- 

peatedly by  Englishmen.  But  although,  on  account  of 

their  being  unaware  of  this  character  of  the  river, 

they  have  not  paid  much  attention  to  its  features  at 

the  beginning  of  the  hot  season,  and  have  even 

rarely  visited  it  at  that  period,  nevertheless  Mr.  Laird, 

who  spent  several  months  in  the  Kwara,  has  not 

failed  to  observe  a  phenomenon  which  exactly  cor- 
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responds  to  the  state  of  the  river  which  I  have  just 

described.  For  he  records*  the  surprising  fact,  which 
formerly  must  have  been  quite  unintelligible,  but 

which  now  receives  its  full  illustration,  namely,  that  the 

river  at  Iddd  began  to  rise  on  the  22nd  of  March.  This, 

in  my  opinion,  he  erroneously  attributes  to  the  rains 

up  the  country,  as  there  are  no  rains  whatever  during 

the  whole  of  March,  and  only  a  few  drops  in  April ;  but 

it  is  evidently  the  effect  of  the  waters  in  the  upper  and 

wide  part  of  the  river  at  length  beginning  to  decrease 

about  the  middle  of  February,  if  we  take  the  current 

at  from  2^  to  3  miles,  as  the  windings  of  the  river 
extend  to  not  much  less  than  2000  miles  between 

Kabara  and  Idda.  The  elevation  of  Timbuktu  above 

the  level  of  the  sea  I  assume  to  be  about  900  feet. 

It  was  on  the  4th  of  January  that  the  first  boat 

from  Kdbara  approached  close  to  the  walls  of  the 

town  of  Timbuktu ;  and,  as  the  immediate  result  of 

such  a  greater  facility  of  intercourse,  the  supply  of 

corn  became  more  plentiful,  and,  in  consequence,  much 

cheaper ;  the  saa  of  millet  being  sold  for  40  shells, 

and  the  suniye,  that  is  to  say,  more  than  two  hundred 

pounds'  weight,  for  3000,  or  one  Spanish  dollar,  cer- 
tainly a  very  low  rate ;  while  I  myself,  as  a  foreigner 

and  a  stranger,  had  to  pay  3750.    The  high  state  of 

*  See  Laird  and  Oldfield,  vol.  ii.  p.  275.  "It  was  a  source  of 
satisfaction  to  find  that,  owing  to  the  rains  up  the  country,  the 
river  began  to  rise  about  Saturday,  March  22nd,  since  which  time 
it  had  increased  about  two  inches.  A  few  drops  of  rain  that  fell 

this  morning  was  all  that  we  had  at  Iddah." 
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the  waters  was  naturally  of  the  greatest  interest  to 

me ;  and,  in  order  to  satisfy  my  curiosity,  the  Sheikh 

took  me  out  on  the  9th.  Emerging  from  the  town 

at  about  the  middle  of  the  western  w^all,  where 

formerly  the  b^b  el  gibleh*  was  situated,  we  went 
first  to  the  nearest  creek  of  the  river,  but  found  here 

no  boats  ;  and  then  crossing  an  extremely  barren  and 

stony  level  reached  another  branch  of  the  creek, 

where  eight  or  ten  smaller  boats,  without  a  covering 

or  cabin,  were  lying ;  the  innermost  corner  of  this 

creek  not  being  more  than  four  or  five  hundred  yards 

distant  from  the  Great  Mosque,  or  Jingere-ber.  All 

the  people  asserted  that  the  river,  at  Kabara,  had  now 

reached  its  highest  level,  and  even  affirmed  that  it 

had  begun  to  fall  here  on  the  7th ;  but,  nevertheless, 

it  became  evident  that  the  waters  were  still  rising 

during  the  whole  of  the  month, — almost  endangering 

the  safety  of  the  town.  On  this  occasion  I  learned 

that  a  great  inundation  in  1640  had  flooded  a  con- 

siderable part  of  the  town,  and  converted  into  a  lake 

the  central  and  lowest  quarter,  which  is  called  Ba- 

gindi,  a  name  derived,  as  is  asserted,  from  the  tank 

thus  formed  having  been  enlivened  by  hippopotami. f 

*  Shabini,  in  stating  that  the  bab  el  gibleh  was  the  east  gate, 
certainly  labours  under  a  mistake,  "  gibleh  "  with  these  Western 
Arabs  signifying  the  west.  With  regard  to  the  creek,  where  we 
saw  the  boats,  see  the  ground  plan,  Vol.  IV.  p.  478,  n.  10. 

f  The  hippopotamus  being  called  "banga"  in  the  Songhay 
language,  the  name,  if  really  derived  from  that  cause,  ought  to  be 

spelt  "  Bangindi ;  "  but  the  g  may  be  a  nasal  sound. 
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Interesting  as  was  that  day's  excursion  it  cost  me 
dear ;  for  being  obliged,  not  only  to  be  armed  myself, 

but  also  to  have  an  armed  servant  with  me,  I  greatly 

excited  the  hostile  feelings  of  the  merchants  from 

Morocco,  and  especially  of  that  proud  nobleman, 

'Abd  e'  Saldm,  who  went  about  among  the  great  men 
of  the  town,  saying,  that  in  Morocco  we,  the  Eu- 

ropeans, or  rather  the  English,  were  not  allowed  to 

wear  arms.  But  to  show  the  absurdity  of  this  asser- 

tion, I  stated  that  while  travelling  in  Morocco  we  re- 
ceived armed  horsemen  for  an  escort,  while  here, 

where  there  was  no  settled  form  of  government,  we 

had  to  protect  ourselves.  He  then  spread  the  rumour 

that  an  armed  English  vessel  had  ascended  the  river 

as  far  as  Gogo ;  and  this  curious  report  was  backed 

with  such  strong  assertions  that  my  own  servant, 

'All  el  A'geren,  felt  convinced  of  its  truth,  and 
thought  it  strange  when  I  attempted  to  prove  its 

absurdity. 

But  notwithstanding  this  hostile  feeling,  'Abd  e' 
Salam  deemed  it  prudent  to  send,  next  day,  his 

friend,  Mulay  el  Mehedi,  in  order  to  excuse  himself 

for  the  expressions  which  he  had  used  a  few  days 

before  with  regard  to  me.  It  was  this  man,  Miildy 

el  Mehedi,  with  whom  I  should  have  liked  to  be 

able  to  converse  on  friendly  terms,  as  he  was  a 

person  of  intelligence,  and  even  possessed  some 

little  knowledge  of  astronomy.  Indeed,  I  was  not  a 

little  astonished  when,  conversing  with  him  one  day 

about  the  situation  of  Timbuktu,  he  came  out  with 
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the  statement  that  the  town  was  situated  about  18°  N. 

lat.,  without  my  having  thrown  out  the  slightest  hint 

in  this  respect. 

All  this  time  the  whole  of  the  surrounding  country 

was  in  a  most  disturbed  state,  owing  to  several  ex- 

peditions, or  forays,  which  were  going  on,  especially 

by  the  restless  tribe  of  the  Welad  'Aliish.  They  had 
lately  taken  600  camels  from  the  Welad  Mebarek, 

and  had  now  turned  their  predatory  incursions  into 
another  direction. 

On  the  12th  of  January  we  again  went  to  the  tents, 

which  had  now  been  pitched  in  another  spot,  called 

Ing6maren,  at  a  distance  of  about  six  miles  a  little 

S.  from  E. ;  but  this  time  our  stay  in  the  encampment 

was  very  unlucky  for  me  in  several  respects.  On  the 

13th  I  felt  tolerably  well,  and  had  a  cheerful  con- 

versation with  my  protector  about  my  approaching 

departure,  when  he  sent  me  several  presents,  such 

as  a  large  cover  for  the  top  of  the  tent*,  called  "  sa- 

rdmmu "  by  the  Songhay,  "  e'  beni  errega "  by  the 
Moors  hereabout,  and  several  leather  pillows ;  but 

on  the  14th,  a  little  after  noon,  I  was  seized  with  such 

a  sudden  and  severe  attack  of  fever  as  I  had  never 

experienced  before,  accompanied  by  violent  shivering 

fits,  which  made  my  kind  host  fear  that  I  had  been 

poisoned.  I  had  drunk,  a  short  time  before,  some 

sour  milk  brought  me  by  a  Berbiishi,  that  is  to  say,  a 

*  I  have  handed  over  this  specimen  of  Timbuktu  manufacture, 
together  with  other  specimens  of  leather-work,  to  the  Foreign 
Office. 
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man  who,  althougJb  intimately  attached  to  the  family 

of  the  Sheikh,  originally  belonged  to  the  tribe  of 

the  Berabish,  whose  chief  murdered  Major  Laing. 

Although  I  myself  had  no  suspicion  that  the  milk 

which  I  had  drunk  had  in  any  way  contributed  to  my 

sudden  attack  of  illness,  yet  as  that  man  had  some 

private  animosity  against  me,  and  did  not  seem  con- 

tent with  a  present  which  I  had  made  him  in  return 

for  his  small  gift,  I  became  so  irritated,  that  I  or- 

dered him  away  in  a  very  unceremonious  manner, 

which  caused  a  most  unpleasant  scene ;  for,  at  this 

conjuncture,  all  the  people,  including  my  own  servants 

and  even  my  very  best  friends  amongst  the  Sheikh's 
people,  without  paying  any  regard  to  my  feeble 

state,  gave  vent  to  their  feelings  against  me  as  a 
Christian. 

But  the  Sheikh  himself  did  not  for  a  moment 

change  his  kind  disposition,  sending  me  tea  re- 

peatedly, and  calling  frequently  to  see  how  I  was 

getting  on.  Fortunately,  a  tranquil  night's  repose 
restored  me  again  to  health,  and  the  following 

morning  my  friends  came  to  me,  one  after  the 

other,  in  order  to  beg  my  pardon  for  their  neglect. 

While  we  were  conversing  on  the  preparations  for 

my  journey,  a  messenger  brought  the  news  of  the 

arrival  of  a  very  intimate  friend  of  the  Sheikh, — Mo- 

hammed ben  'Abd-Allahi  el  Fiitawi, — who  had  come, 
with  a  numerous  suite,  in  order  to  stay  some  time  with 

the  Sheikh,  and,  if  possible,  to  be  cured  by  me  of  some 

serious  disease  :  and  the  prospect  of  soon  leaving 
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this  quarter  was  greatly  darkened  by  this  circum- 
stance. 

This  was  one  of  those  rainy  days  which January  15th. 
are  said  not  to  be  unusual  towards  the  end 

of  January  and  the  beginning  of  February  in  this 

quarter  along  the  river,  though,  in  the  other  parts  of 

Negroland  that  I  had  visited,  I  had  never  beheld 

anything  of  the  kind.  But  the  quantity  of  rain  that 

fell  even  here  was  very  little,  for  the  sky,  which  had 

been  cloudy  in  the  morning,  cleared  up  about  noon ; 

and  although  in  the  afternoon  it  became  again  over- 

cast, with  thunder  in  the  distance  followed  by  light- 

ning towards  evening,  yet  there  fell  only  a  few  drops 

of  rain  in  the  course  of  the  night. 

On  the  16th,  having  made  a  good  breakfast  on  a 

goat  roasted  whole  before  the  fire,  we  returned  again 

into  the  town,  where  I  was  desired  to  cure  a  man  of 

a  disease  over  which  I  had  no  power.  The  character 

and  position  of  the  person  would  have  rendered  it  a 

circumstance  of  the  highest  importance  to  me  if  I 
had  been  able  to  do  so.  The  chronic  disease  under 

which  Mohammed  ben  'Abd-Allahi,  for  this  is  the 
person  of  whom  I  speak,  was  labouring,  cast  a  melan- 

choly gloom  over  him.  I  admired  his  manners, 

and  the  fine  expression  of  his  features  ;  but  I 

was  disappointed  to  find  that,  although  well  versed 

in  his  religious  books,  he  did  not  possess  any  histori- 

cal knowledge  as  to  the  former  state  of  these  coun- 

tries, which  formed  an  object  of  the  highest  interest 

to  me.    The  arrival  of  this  person  made  my  pro- 
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tector  forget  all  the  thoughts  of  my  immediate  de- 

parture. 

Besides  this  circumstance,  nothing  of  interest  hap- 

pened for  some  days,  all  the  people  exhorting  me  to 

patience  ;  and,  my  departure  being  again  put  off,  fresh 

attempts  were  made  to  convert  me,  even  by  my 

friends,  who  from  sheer  friendship  could  not  bear  to 

see  me  adhere  to  a  creed  which  they  thought  er- 
roneous. But  I  withstood  all  their  attacks,  and  at 

times  even  ventured  to  ridicule  freely  some  of  their 

superstitious  notions.  I  was  far  from  laughing  at 

the  chief  principles  of  their  doctrine ;  but,  as  they 

always  recurred  in  their  arguments  to  their  belief 

in  sorcery  and  demons,  I  declared  one  day  that, 

as  for  us,  we  had  made  all  the  demons  our  "  kh6d- 

deman."  This  is  an  expression  with  which  these 
people  are  wont  to  denote  the  degraded  and  servile 

tribes;  and  I  represented  the  Europeans  as  having 

obtained  a  victory  over  the  spirits,  by  ascending  in 

balloons  into  the  higher  regions,  and  from  thence 

firing  at  them  with  rifles.  The  idea  that  the 

Christians  must  have  subjected  to  their  will  the  de- 

moniacal powers,  occurs  very  easily  to  the  mind  of 

the  Mohammedan,  who  does  not  understand  how  the 

former  are  able  to  manufacture  all  the  nice  things 

which  issue  from  their  hands. 

Meanwhile  I  was  glad  to  break  off  my  relations 

with  my  former  friend  the  Walati,  who  had  recently 

returned  from  a  journey  to  A'ribinda,  and  who  came 
to  ask  me  officially  whether  he  was  to  accompany  me 
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Oil  my  home  journey  or  not;  but  although  I  told 

him  plainly,  that  after  all  that  had  happened  he  could 

no  longer  be  my  companion,  I  treated  him  with  more 

generosity  than  he  deserved. 

At  the  same  time,  I  thought  it  also  prudent  to  cul- 

tivate the  good  will  of  my  servant  'All  el  A'geren, 
although  he  had  almost  entirely  separated  himself 

from  me,  and  left  me  to  my  fate,  since  he  had  become 

fully  aware  of  the  dangerous  nature  of  my  position. 

I  demanded  from  him  no  sort  of  service,  though  his 

salary  of  nine  dollars  a  month  went  on  all  the  time. 

However,  being  rather  short  of  cash,  and  not  being 

able  to  procure  a  loan  from  the  people  to  whom  I  had 

been  recommended,  I  was  glad  to  obtain  from  a 

friendlv  Ghaddmsi  merchant,  of  the  name  of  Moham- 

med  ben  'AH  ben  Tdleb,  about  50,000  shells,  equal 
to  13 J  mithkdl,  reckoned  at  3800  shells  each,  and  I 

afterwards  was  obliged  to  add  another  small  sum, 

making  the  whole  25  mithkals. 

In  this  place  I  think  it  well  to  give  a  short  sketch  of 

the  commercial  relations  of  Timbuktu,  though  it  can- 

not make  the  slightest  pretension  to  completeness, 
as  I  did  not  enter  into  such  free  intercourse  with 

the  natives  as  would  have  enabled  me  to  combine  a 

sufficient  number  of  facts  into  a  graphic  view  of  the 

commercial  life  of  the  city.  The  people  with  whom 

I  had  most  intercourse  could  offer  little  or  no  infor- 

mation on  the  subject.  My  situation  in  Kano  had 

been  very  different. 
VOL.  V.  c 
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The  great  feature  which  distinguishes  the  market 

of  Timbuktu  from  that  of  Kauo  is  the  fact,  that 
Timbuktu  is  not  at  all 

a  manufacturing  town, 

while  the  emporium  of 

Hdusa  fully  deserves  to  be 
classed  as  such.  Almost 

the  w^hole  life  of  the  city 

is  based  upon  foreign  com- 

merce, which,  owing  to 

the  great  northerly  bend 

of  the  Niger,  finds  here 

the  most  favoured  spot  for 

intercourse,  while  at  the 

same  time  that  splendid 

river  enables  the  inhabi- 

tants to  supply  all  their 

wants  from  without ;  for 

native  corn  is  not  raised 

here  in  sufficient  quan- 

tities to  feed  even  a  very 

small  proportion  of  the  population,  and  almost  all 

the  victuals  are  imported  by  water-carriage  from  San- 

sandi  and  the  neighbourhood. 

The  only  manufactures  carried  on  in  the  city, 

as  far  as  fell  under  my  observation,  are  confined  to 

the  art  of  the  blacksmith,  and  to  a  little  leather- 

work.  Some  of  these  articles,  such  as  provision  or 

luggage  bags,  cushions,  small  leather  pouches  for  to- 

bacco, and  gun-cloths,  especially  the  leather  bags. 
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are  very  neat,  as  shown  in  the  accompanying 

wood-cuts;  but  even  these  are  mostly  manufac- 

tured by  Tawarek,  and  especially  females,  so  that 

the  industry  of  the  city  is  hardly  of  any  account. 

It  was  formerly  supposed  that  Timbuktu  was  dis- 

tinguished on  account  of  its  weaving*,  and  that  the 

export  of  dyed  shirts  from  hence  was  considerable; 

but  I  have  already  had  an  opportunity  of  showing 

that  this  was  entirely  a  mistake,  almost  the  whole 

clothing  of  the  natives  themselves,  especially  that  of 

the  wealthier  classes,  being  imported  either  from 

Kan6f  or  from  Sansandi,  besides  the  calico  imported 

from  England.    The  export  of  the  produce  of  Kan6, 

*  It  may  have  been  so,  nevertheless,  in  the  time  of  Leo,  who 

mentions  the  many  "  botteghe  di  tessitori  di  tele  di  bambagio." 
B.  vii.  c.  5. 

I  I  will  here  only  observe  that  Lord  Fitzclarence,  owing  to  the 
inquiries  which,  on  his  passage  along  the  Red  Sea,  he  made  of 
a  clever  pilgrim,  obtained  a  hint  of  this  interesting  fact.  Journey 
from  India  overland,  p.  423. 

c  2 
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especially  by  way  of  A'rawan,  extends  to  the  very 
border  of  the  Atlantic,  where  it  comes  into  contact 

with  the  considerable  import  of  Malabar  cloth  by 
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way  of  St.  Louis,  or  Nd^r,  on  the  Senegal,  while 

the  dyed  shirts  from  Sansdndi,  which,  as  far  as  I  had 

an  opportunity  of  observing,  seem  to  be  made  of 

foreign  or  English  calico,  and  not  of  native  cot- 

ton, do  not  appear  to  be  exported  to  a  greater  dis- 

tance. These  shirts  are  generally  distinguished  by 

their  rich  ornament  of  coloured  silk,  and  look  very 

pretty;  and  I  am  sorry  that  I  was  obliged  to  give 

away,  as,  a  present  a  specimen  which  I  intended  to 

bring  home  with  me.  The  people  of  Timbuktu  are 

very  experienced  in  the  art  of  adorning  their  cloth- 

ing with  a  fine  stitching  of  silk,  but  this  is  done  on  a 

very  small  scale,  and  even  these  shirts  are  only  used 

at  home.  There  is,  however,  a  very  considerable 

degree  of  industry  exercised  by  the  natives  of  some  of 

the  neighbouring  districts,  especially  Fermdgha,  who 

produce  very  excellent  woollen  blankets,  and  carpets 

of  various  colours,  which  form  a  most  extensive  article 

of  consumption  with  the  natives. 

The  foreign  commerce  has  especially  three  great 

high-roads :  that  along  the  river  from  the  south-west 

(for  lower  down  the  river  there  is  at  present  scarcely 

any  commerce  at  all),  which  comprises  the  trade 

proceeding  from  various  points  ;  and  two  roads  from 

the  north,  that  from  Morocco  on  the  one  hand,  and 

that  from  Ghaddmes  on  the  other.  In  all  this  com- 

merce, gold  forms  the  chief  staple,  although  the  whole 

amount  of  the  precious  metal  exported  from  this 

city  appears  to  be  exceedingly  small,  if  compared  with 

a  European  standard.   It  probably  does  not  exceed  an 
c  3 
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average  of  20,000Z.  sterling  per  year.*  The  gold  is 
brought  either  from  Bambiik  or  from  Bure,  but  from 

the  former  place  in  a  larger  quantity.  The  gold  from 

the  country  of  the  Wangarawa  does  not  reach  this 

market,  but,  as  it  seems,  at  present  is  directly  ex- 
ported to  that  part  of  the  southern  coast  which  on  this 

account  is  called  the  Gold  Coast.  The  species  of  gold 

from  Bambiik  is  of  a  more  yellow  colour ;  that  from 

Biire  is  rather  whitish  ;  and  that  from  Wan gara  has  a 

greenish  hue.  Most  of  this  gold,  I  think,  is  brought 

into  the  town  in  rings.  I  do  not  remember  to 

have  seen  or  heard  of  gold  dust,  or  "  tibber,''  being 
brought  to  market  in  small  leathern  bags,  such  as 

Shabini  and  other  people  describe,  containing  about 

one  ounce,  equal  to  twenty-five  dollars  in  value.  But, 
nevertheless,  a  considerable  amount  of  this  article 

must  come  into  market,  as  most  of  the  gold  dust 

which  comes  to  Ghadames  and  Tripoli  passes  through 

Timbuktu,  while  another  portion  goes  directly  from 

Sansandi  to  A'rawan.f 
It  was  evidently  in  consequence  of  the  influence  of 

the  Arabs,  that  the  scale  of  the  mithkal  J  was  introduced 

*  M.  Graberg  de  Hemso  estimates  the  export  of  Morocco  manu- 
factures to  Negroland  at  one  million  dollars,  and  the  import  to 

Morocco  from  Nigritia,  at  from  three  to  four  millions.  Specchio  di 
Morocco,  &c.,  p.  146. 

j"  M.  Testa^  in  his  "  Notice  statistique  et  commerciale  sur  la  Re- 
gence  de  Tripoli,  1856,"  states  the  import  of  gold  dust  into  Tripoli 
to  be  of  the  value  of  240,000  francs. 

J  Whether  it  be  true  as  some  maintain  (amongst  others  M. 

Prax,  "Commerce  de  I'Algerie,  1849,"  p.  13.),  that  the  name 
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in  the  trade  in  gold ;  but  it  is  a  very  general  term, 

which  may  signify  very  different  quantities,  and  thus 

we  find  various  kinds  of  mithkals  used  in  Negroland, 

especially  those  of  A'gades,  Timbuktu,  and  Mango, 
the  Mandingo  place  between  Yendi  and  the  Niger,  the 

former  of  which  is  the  smallest,  and  equal,  as  I  have 

stated  in  the  proper  place,  to  1000  shells  of  Hausa 

standard,  although  in  the  present  decayed  state  of  the 

town  of  A'gades,  where  all  the  gold  trade  has  ceased, 
it  possesses  rather  an  imaginary  value.  The  mithkal 

of  Timbuktu  contains  the  weight  of  24  grains  of  the 

khariib  tree,  or  96  of  wheat,  and  is  worth  from  3000 

to  4000  shells.*  The  mithkal  of  Mango  is  equal  to 

1^  of  that  of  Timbuktu.  Besides  rings,  very  hand- 

some ornaments  are  worked  of  gold ;  but,  as  far  as  I 

could  learn,  most  of  this  workmanship  comes  from 

Walata,  which  is  still  celebrated  on  this  account. f 

The  next  article  that  forms  one  of  the  chief  staples 

in  Timbuktu,  and  in  some  respects  even  more  so  than 

gold,  is  salt,  which,  together  with  gold,  formed  ar- 

ticles of  exchange  all  along  the  Niger  from  the  most 

mithkal  is  a  corruption  of  "  medical,"  a  term  used  to  denote  the 
small  weight  used  for  medical  purposes,  I  am  not  able  to  decide. 

I  always  thought  that  it  was  derived  from  jj^; 

*  M.  Prax,  p.  12.  of  the  little  pamphlet  just  mentioned  in  the 
preceding  note,  is  totally  wrong  in  supposing  the  mithkal  of  Tim- 

buktu equal  to  half  a  duro,  or  Spanish  dollar,  or  two  fr.  sixty  cents. 
The  very  lowest  price  is  just  double. 

f  There  are  some  interesting  articles  of  gold  represented  by 
Lord  Fitzclarence  in  the  work  above  mentioned. 

c  4 
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ancient  times.*  It  is  brought  from  Taod^nni,  a  place 
whose  situation  has  been  tolerably  well  established  by 

M.  Caillie's  journey  f,  and  the  mines  of  which  have 

been  worked,  as  we  know  from  A'hmed  Babd,  since 
the  year  1596,  when  the  former  mines  of  Teghdza, 

situated  some  seventy  miles  further  to  the  north,  were 

given  up.  These  salt  mines  of  Teghaza  appear  to  have 

been  worked  from  very  remote  times,  or  at  least  before 

the  eleventh  century;  and  there  can  be  little  doubt 

that  the  mines  of  Tatental,  described  by  the  excellent 

geographer  El  Bekri  as  situated  twenty  days' journey 
from  Sijilmesa,  and  two  from  the  beginning  of  the 

desert,  are  identical  with  Teghdza.  Even  at  that 

time  both  Sigilmesa  and  Ghdnata  were  provided  from 

here,  while  at  least  the  eastern  and  original  portion  of 

Songhay  was  supplied  at  that  early  period  from  the 

mines  of  Tautek,  six  days  from  Tademekka.  J 

In  Taodenni  the  salt,  which  covers  a  very  extensive 

tract  of  ground  in  the  district  "  El-J6f,"  is  formed 

in  five  layers,  or  uj^/'  uppermost  of  which  is 
called  el-wdra ;  the  second,  el-benti ;  the  third,  el- 

*  See  El  Bekri,  ed.  de  Slane,  p.  174:—  , 

In  another  passage  (p.  183.)  he  describes  the  commerce  of  Gogo 
in  the  words : — 

"  The  commerce  of  Gogo  consists  of  salt,  and  salt  is  their  standard 

currency." 
I  See  Caillie's  Travels  to  Timbuctoo,  ii.  p.  119;  and  about 

Teghaza,  or,  as  lie  writes,  Trasas,  or  Trarzas,  p.  128. 
X  El  Bekri,  p.  l7l.  In  the  time  of  Ebn  Haukal  (a.  H.  960)  the 

salt  was  brought  from  AuHl  to  Audaghost. 
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hammamiye  ;  the  fourth,  el-kdhela,  or  the  black  one  ; 
and  the  lowest,  which  is  embedded  in  the  water, 

el-kdmera,  or  el-bedha.  The  upper  of  these  layers 

are  of  little  value,  and  the  most  in  request  is  the 

fourth  layer,  or  el-kdhela,  the  colour  of  which  is  a 
most  beautiful  intermixture  of  black  and  white,  like 

a  species  of  marble.  The  ground  is  let  out  by  the 

"kdid,"  who  resides  here,  and  whose  name  at  the 
present  time  is  Zen,  in  small  portions,  where  the 

diggings  are  made,  and  he  levies  a  tribute  called  the 

khomiis  from  each  hofra,  or  hole,  the  rest  being  sold 

by  the  workmen. 

The  largest  pieces  of  salt  which  are  dug  out  here 

measure  3  feet  5  inches  in  length,  13  inches  in  height, 

and  2J  inches  in  thickness,  but  they  are  of  very 

unequal  size,  varying  from  50  to  65  lb.  in  weight ; 

this,  however,  is  only  half  of  one  layer,  each  layer 

being  sawn  into  two  slabs.  The  price  of  these  slabs 

of  course  varies  greatly  at  different  times,  but,  as 

far  as  I  became  aware,  in  general  does  not  reach 

such^n  exorbitant  price  as  has  been  mentioned  by 

Leo  Africanus,  Mr.  Jackson,  General  Daumas,  and 

others.  When  lowest,  the  price  of  each  middle-sized 

slab  does  not  exceed  3000  shells  ;  and  the  highest 

price  which  was  paid  during  my  residence  in  the 

town  was  6000,  the  price  always  rising  towards 

spring,  when  the  salt  caravans  become  scarce  on 

account  of  the  number  of  blood-flies  which  infest  the 

town  and  the  neighbourhood  of  the  river.  Of  course, 

when  this  great  highroad  is  shut  up  for  a  long  period, 
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in  consequence  of  feuds  between  the  various  tribes, 

the  price  may  for  a  time  rise  much  higher,  but  such 

cases  must  be  quite  exceptional. 

The  trade  in  salt  on  a  large  scale,  as  far  as  regards 

Timbuktu,  is  entirely  carried  on  by  means  of  the  tiir- 

kedi,  or  the  cloth  for  female  apparel,  manufactured  in 

Kan6 ;  the  merchants  of  Ghaddmes  bartering  in  the 

market  of  A  rawdn  six  tiirkedi,  or  "  melhafa,"  for  nine 

slabs,  or  "  hajra,"  of  salt,  on  condition  that  the  Arabs 
bring  the  salt  ready  to  market ;  or  twelve,  including 

the  carriage  to  Taodenni.  If  they  themselves  then  carry 

the  salt  to  Timbuktu,  they  sell  there  eight  slabs  of 

salt  for  six  mithkal  of  gold  ;  but  if  they  carry  it 

to  Sansdndi,  each  slab  of  salt  fetches  two  mithkdl. 

But  the  expense  of  this  journey  up  the  river  is 

very  great,  on  account  of  the  boats  being  obliged  to 

unship  their  merchandise  at  the  islands  of  Jafarabe, 

whence  it  is  taken  to  Sansdndi  on  the  backs  of  asses, 

and  on  account  of  the  ashiir,  which  is  levied  by  the 

Fiilbe,  the  expense  is  equal  to  about  thirty-three  per 

cent ;  so  that,  out  of  every  six  slabs  of  salt  transj^orted 

to  Sans^ndi,  two  are  required  for  covering  the  expense 

of  transport.  Thus,  each  tiirkedi  bought  in  Kano  for 

about  1800  shells  fetches  two  mithkdl  of  gold  when 

sold  in  Sansdndi,  while  in  Timbuktu  it  fetches  from 

one  to  one  and  one  sixth.  This  certainly,  when  we  take 

into  account  the  price  of  gold  in  Ghadames  and  Tripoli, 

is  a  considerable  profit :  but  the  road  which  this  mer- 
chandise takes  from  Kano  to  Ghat,  thence  to  Tawat, 

and  from  that  place  to  Timbuktu,  is  very  circuitous 
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and  expensive,  and  requires  the  agency  and  co- 

operation of  several  persons,  no  single  merchant  un- 

dertaking the  whole  of  the  traffic. 

I  have  already  remarked,  in  the  proper  place,  that 

Libtdko,  or  rather  Dore,  forms  the  market-place  for 

the  salt  for  supplying  the  provinces  to  the  south-east 

of  Timbuktu.  It  is  transported  thither  by  a  direct 

road  by  way  of  Tosaye  or  Gogo,  without  touching  at 

Timbuktu  ;  while,  with  regard  to  the  region  to  the 

south-west,  Sansandi  is  the  great  entrepot  for  this  com- 

merce. The  trade  in  this  article,  which,  in  countries 

where  it  is  wanting  entirely,  becomes  so  precious,  and 

the  more  so  the  greater  its  bulk,  is,  as  I  said  before,  of 

very  ancient  date  in  this  western  part  of  Negroland. 

But  the  salt  was  brought  at  that  period,  not  from 

Taodenni,  but  from  the  neighbouring  salt  mines  of 

Teghaza ;  and,  in  the  former  period,  found  its  en- 

trepot in  Ghanata  and  Waldta. 

The  giiro,  or  kola  nut,  which  constitutes  one  of 

the  greatest  luxuries  of  Negroland,  is  also  a  most  im- 

portant article  of  trade.  Possessing  this,  the  natives 

do  not  feel  the  want  of  coffee,  which  they  might  so 

easily  cultivate  to  any  extent,  the  coffee  plant  seeming 

to  be  indigenous  in  many  parts  of  Negroland.  The 

guro  which  is  brought  to  the  market  of  Timbuktu  is 

imported  from  the  provinces  of  Tangr^ra,  the  town 

which  was  touched  at  by  M.  Caillie  on  his  journey 

from  Sierra  Leone  to  Morocco,  and  of  Teute  and 

Kdni,  to  the  south  of  Time;  while  the  giiro  which 

is  brought  to  the  market  of  Kano  is  imported  from 
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the  northern  province  of  Asanti ;  and  the  trees  which 
furnish  these  different  kinds  of  kola  nuts  do  not 

belong  to  the  same  species,  b^ing  distinguished  as 

Sterculia  acuminata^  or  the  red  kola  nut,  and  Sterculia 

macrocarpa^  or  the  white  k61a  nut ;  although  the  va- 

riety appears  merely  to  apply  to  the  seed,  the  fruit  of 

the  latter  kind  being  generally  of  larger  size,  while 

both  flower  and  leaf  are  quite  identical. 

But  there  is  a  good  deal  of  variety  in  the  character 

of  the  giiro  nut  of  each  of  these  two  species ;  and 

in  Kan6  four  different  kinds  are  distinguished,  accord- 

ing to  the  size  of  the  fruit ;  namely,  the  guriye,  the 

largest  fruit,  which  often  measures  an  inch  and  a 

half,  and  sometimes  even  nearly  two  inches  in  diameter, 

and  is  sold  at  a  very  high  price;  secondly,  the 

marsakatu ;  in  the  third  place,  the  sara-n-waga ; 
and  fourth,  the  menu.  But  this  is  not  all.  There 

is  a  further  distinction  of  three  kinds,  according  to 

the  season  when  the  fruit  is  gathered  :  first,  the  ja-n- 

kardgu,  the  first  giiro,  which  is  collected  about  the 

end  of  February,  but  spoils  easily,  like  the  takduf 

among  the  dates ;  secondly,  the  gammagdri,  collected 

at  a  later  season,  when  the  greater  part  of  the  fruit 

is  ripe,  and  remaining  from  three  to  four  months  on 

the  tree,  being  regarded  by  the  Arabs  as  correspond- 

ing to  those  kind  of  dates  called  tasfirt ;  and  lastly, 

there  is  the  ndta,  the  rest  of  the  guro,  and  of  small 

size,  which  does  not  spoil. 

As  for  the  guro  sold  in  Timbuktu,  I  had  no  oppor- 

tunity of  observing  so  many  different  varieties,  but 
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only  became  aware  of  three  distinctions  being  made, 

viz.  the  tin6ro,  or  Tino  liro,  "liro"  being  the  corre- 
sponding Songhay  name  for  giiro,  and  Tino,  or  Tina, 

the  name  of  a  district ;  then  the  kind  called  siga ;  and 

thirdly,  that  called  fdra-fara. 

As  regards  Selga,  the  district  to  which  the  Hdusa 

traders  go  for  their  supply  of  this  article,  three 

points  are  considered  essential  to  the  business  of  the 

kola  trade;  first,  that  the  people  of  Mosi  bring 

their  asses ;  secondly,  that  the  Tondwa,  or  natives  of 

Asanti,  bring  the  nut  in  sufficient  quantities ;  and 

thirdly,  that  the  state  of  the  road  is  such  as  not 

to  prevent  the  Hdusa  people  from  arriving.  If  one 

of  these  conditions  is  wanting,  the  trade  is  not  flourish- 

ing. The  price  of  the  asses  rises  with  the  cheapness 

of  the  giiro.  The  average  price  of  an  ass  in  the 

market  of  Selga  is  15,000  shells;  while  in  Hausa 

the  general  price  does  not  exceed  5000.  But  the  fa- 

taki,  or  native  traders,  take  only  as  many  asses  v/ith 

them  from  Hausa  as  are  necessary  for  transporting 

their  luggage,  as  the  toll,  or  fitto,  levied  upon  each 

ass  by  the  petty  chiefs  on  the  road,  is  very  con- 

siderable. From  5000  to  6000  guro,  or  k6Ia  nuts, 
constitute  an  ass  load. 

Selga,  the  market-place  for  this  important  article, 

being,  it  appears,  a  most  miserable  town,  where  even 

water  is  very  scarce  and  can  only  be  purchased  at  an 

exorbitant  price,  the  merchants  always  manage  to 

make  their  stay  here  as  short  as  possible,  awaiting 

the  proper  season  in  Yendi,  a  town  said  to  be  as  large 
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as  Timbuktu,  or  in  Kulfela,  the  great  market-place  of 

Mosi ;  and  they  are  especially  obliged  to  wait  in  case 

they  arrive  at  the  beginning  of  the  rainy  season,  there 

being  no  k61a  nuts  before  the  latter  part  of  the  kharif. 

The  price  of  this  nut  in  Timbuktu  varies  from  10  to 

100  shells  each,  and  always  constitutes  a  luxury,  so 

that,  even  on  great  festivals,  alms  consisting  of  this 

article  are  distributed  by  the  rich  people  of  the  town. 

So  much  for  three  of  the  most  important  articles 

of  trade  in  Timbuktu,  — gold,  salt,  and  the  k61a 

nut ;  the  salt  trade  comprising  also  the  dealings  in 
the  native  cloth  manufactured  in  Kan6,  which  forms 

the  general  medium  of  exchange  for  this  article, 

and  about  which  I  have  already  spoken  in  detailing 

the  commerce  of  the  great  entrepot  of  Hdusa.  I 

will  only  add  here,  that,  as  Kano  is  not  a  very  old 

place,  this  want  must  have  been  supplied  before 

from  some  other  quarter.  It  is  probable  that,  as 

long  as  Songhay  was  flourishing,  such  an  import 

was  not  needed  at  all ;  and  we  find  from  several  re- 

marks made  by  El  Bekri,  and  other  ancient  geogra- 

phers, that  the  art  of  weaving  was  very  flourishing  on 

the  Upper  Niger,  but  especially  in  the  town  of  Silla, 

from  very  ancient  times.*  It  is  highly  interesting  to 
learn  from  these  accounts  that  even  in  the  eleventh 

century  the  cotton  cloth  was  called  in  this  region  by 

*  ElBekii,  p.  173:— 
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the  same  name  which  it  still  bears  at  the  present  day, 

namely,  "  shigge." 
The  price  of  the  articles  brought  to  this  market 

from  the  region  of  the  Upper  Niger,  especially  from 

Sansandi,  varies  greatly,  depending  as  it  does  upon 

the  supply  of  the  moment.  Provisions,  during  my  stay, 

were,  generally  speaking,  very  cheap,  while  Caillie 

complains  of  the  high  prices  which  prevailed  in  his 

time.*  But  it  must  also  be  taken  into  account  that 

the  French  traveller  proceeded  from  those  very  coun- 

tries on  the  Upper  Niger  from  which  Timbuktu 

is  supplied,  and  where,  in  consequence,  provisions  are 

infinitely  cheaper,  while  I  came  from  countries  which, 

owing  to  the  state  of  insecurity  and  warfare  into 

which  they  have  been  plunged  for  a  long  series  of 

years,  were  suffering  from  dearth  and  famine. 

The  chief  produce  brought  to  the  market  of  Tim- 

buktu consists  of  rice  and  negro  corn ;  but  I  am 

quite  unable  to  state  the  quantities  imported.  Be- 

sides these  articles,  one  of  the  chief  products  is 

vegetable  butter,  or  mai-kadena,  which,  besides  being 

employed  for  lighting  the  dwellings,  is  used  most 

extensively  in  cookery  as  a  substitute  for  animal  but- 

ter, at  least  by  the  poorer  class  of  the  inhabitants. 

Smaller  articles,  such  as  pepper,  ginger,  which  is 

consumed  in  very  great  quantities,  and  sundry  other 

articles,  are  imported.  A  small  quantity  of  cotton  is 

also  brought  into  the  market,  not  from  Sansandi,  I 

think,  but  rather  from  Jimballa  and  some  of  the 

*  Caillie,  Journey  to  Timbuctoo,  ii.  p.  33. 
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neighbouring  provinces,  no  cotton  being  cultivated 

in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  town  :  but  the  natives 

do  not  seem  to  practise  much  weaving  at  home,  even 

for  their  own  private  use. 

At  the  time  of  my  visit,  the  caravan  trade  with 

Morocco,  which  is  by  far  the  most  important,  was 

almost  interrupted  by  the  feuds  raging  among 

the  tribes  along  that  road,  especially  between  the 

E'rgebdt  and  Tajakdnt  on  the  one  side,  and  the 
various  sections  of  the  Tdjakdnt  on  the  other.  This 

is  the  reason  why  in  that  year  there  were  no  large 

caravans  at  all,  which  in  general  arrive  about  the 

beginning  of  November,  and  leave  in  December  or 

January. 

These  caravans  from  the  north  are  designated, 

by  the  Arabs  in  this  region,  by  the  curious  name 

akabar  (in  the  plural,  akwabir)  ;  the  origin  of  which 

I  have  not  been  able  to  make  out,  but  it  is  evi- 

dently to  be  ranked  among  that  class  of  hybrid 

words  used  by  the  people  hereabouts,  which  belong 

neither  to  the  Arabic  nor  to  the  Berber  language. 
The  same  term  is  even  used  in  Morocco  to  denote 

a  very  large  caravan  or  an  aggregate  of  many  small 

caravans ;  but  in  Timbuktu  the  term  kafla  is  quite 

unusual  for  small  parties,  the  name  in  use  being 

"  refega." 
In  former  times  these  caravans,  at  least  those 

from  Morocco  by  way  of  Tefilelet,  and  from  the 

wadi  Dark  by  way  of  the  territory  of  the  'Arib, 
seem  to  have  been  numerous,  although  they  never 
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amounted  to  the  number  mentioned  in  Mr.  Jackson's 

account  of  Morocco*,  and  in  various  other  works. 
The  small  caravans  of  Tdjakdnt  which  arrived 

during  my  stay  in  the  town,  the  largest  of  which  did 

not  number  more  than  seventy  or  eighty  camels,  are 

rather  an  exception  to  the  rule,  and  can  therefore 

furnish  no  data  with  regard  to  the  average,  although 

I  am  quite  sure  that  they  very  rarely  exceed  1000 

camels.  The  consequence  of  this  state  of  things  was, 

that,  especially  during  the  first  part  of  my  residence, 

the  merchandise  from  the  north  fetched  a  very  high 

price,  and  sugar  was  scarcely  to  be  had.  at  all. 

With  regard  to  European  manufactures,  the  road 

from  Morocco  is  still  the  most  important  for  some  ar- 

ticles, such  as  red  cloth,  coarse  coverings,  sashes,  look- 

ing-glasses, cutlery,  tobacco ;  while  calico  especially, 

bleached  as  well  as  unbleached,  is  also  imported  by 

way  of  Ghadames,  and  in  such  quantities  of  late, 

that  it  has  greatly  excited  the  jealousy  of  the  Morocco 
merchants.  The  inhabitants  of  Ghadames  are  certainlv 

the  chief  agents  in  spreading  this  manufacture  over 

the  whole  north-western  part  of  Africa,  and,  in  con- 

sequence, several  of  the  wealthier  Ghaddmsi  merchants 

employ  agents  here.  The  most  respectable  among  the 

foreign  merchants  in  Timbuktu  is  Taleb  Mohammed, 

*  P.  96.  Here  Jackson  states  the  average  size  of  sach  a  caravan 
at  10,000  camels;  and  even  the  more  cautious  M.  Graberg  de  Hemso 

repeats  these  statements  in  his  "  Specchio  di  Morocco,"  p.  144.  seq. 
"  Ciononostante  (le  caravane)  conducono  talvolta  seco  da  16  Ji?io  a 
20  mila  cammelli.'^ 

VOL.  V.  D 
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who  exercises  at  the  same  time  a  very  considerable 

political  influence  ;  and  the  wealthiest  merchants  from 

Morocco  besides  him,  during  the  time  of  my  stay,  were 

El  Mehedi,  the  astronomer,  Mula  'Abd  e'  SaMm,  the 
nobleman,  and  my  friend  the  Sweri :  while  among  the 

Ghadamsi  merchants,  Mohammed  ben  Taleb,  Sniisi 

ben  Kydri,  Mohammed  I.ebbe-Lebbe,  Haj  'AH  ben 
Shawa,  and  Mohammed  Weled  el  Kddhi,  were  those 

most  worth  mentioning. 

But  to  apply  even  to  these  first-rate  merchants  a 

European  standard  of  wealth  would  be  quite  errone- 

ous, the  actual  property  of  none  of  them  exceeding 

probably  10,000  dollars,  and  even  that  being  rather  an 

exceptional  case.  Scarcely  any  of  them  transact  busi- 

ness on  a  large  scale,  the  greater  part  of  them  being 

merely  agents  for  other  merchants  residing  in  Gha- 

ddmes,  Swera  (Mogador),  Merakesh  (Morocco),  and 
Fas. 

The  greater  part  of  the  European  merchandise  comes 

by  way  of  Swera,  where  several  European  merchants 

reside,  and  from  this  quarter  proceeds  especially  the 

common  red  cloth,  which,  together  with  calico,  forms 

one  of  the  chief  articles  of  European  trade  brought 
into  the  market.  All  the  calico  which  I  saw  bore 

the  name  of  one  and  the  same  Manchester  firm, 

printed  upon  it  in  Arabic  letters.  But  I  am  quite 

unable,  either  with  respect  to  this  article  or  any  other, 

to  give  an  account  of  the  quantity  brought  into  market. 

All  the  cutlery  in  Timbuktu  is  of  English  workman- 

ship.   Tea  forms  a  standard  article  of  consumption 
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with  the  Arabs  settled  in  and  around  the  town ;  for 

the  natives  it  is  rather  too  expensive  a  luxury. 

A  feature  which  greatly  distinguishes  the  market 

of  Timbuktu  from  that  of  Kano,  is  the  almost  entire 

absence  of  that  miserable  kind  of  silk,  or  rather 

refuse,  "twani"  and  "  kundra,'^  which  forms  the  staple 
article  in  the  market  of  Kan6.  Other  articles  also 

of  the  delicate  Nuremberg  manufacture  are  entirely 

wanting  in  this  market :  such  as  the  small  round 

looking-glasses,  called  "  lemma,"  which  some  time 
ago  had  almost  a  general  currency  in  Kan6.  The 

market  of  Timbuktu,  therefore,  though  not  so  rich  in 

quantity,  surpasses  the  rival  market  of  Kano  in  the 

quality  of  the  merchandise.  Berniises,  or  Arab 

cloaks,  furnished  with  a  hood,  also  seem  to  be  dis- 

posed of  here  to  a  considerable  extent,  although  they 

must  form  too  costly  a  dress  for  most  of  the  officers  at 

the  courts  of  the  petty  chiefs,  in  the  reduced  state  of 

all  the  kingdoms  hereabouts  ;  and  at  all  events  they 

are  much  more  rarely  seen  here  than  in  the  eastern 

part  of  Negroland.  These  berniises  of  course  are 

prepared  by  the  Arabs  and  Moors  in  the  north,  but 

the  cloth  is  of  European  manufacture.  The  calico 

imported  constitutes  a  very  important  article.  It 

is  carried  from  here  up  the  country  as  far  as 

Sansandi,  although  in  the  latter  place  it  comes  into 

competition  with  the  same  article  which  is  brought 

from  the  western  and  south-western  coasts. 

Among  the  Arab  merchandise  tobacco  forms  a  con- 

siderable article  of  consumption,  especially  that  pro- 
D  2 
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duced  in  Wddi  Nun,  and  called,  par  excellence^ 

el  warga,"  "  the  leaf,"  as  it  is  not  only  smoked  by 
the  Arabs  and  natives  in  the  country,  as  far  as  they 

are  not  exposed  to  the  censure  of  the  ruling  race 

of  the  Fulbe,  but  is  even  exported  to  Sansdndi.  I 

have  already  observed  that  tobacco  constitutes  a 
contraband  article  in  all  the  towns  where  the  Fiilbe 

of  Hamda-Alldhi  exercise  dominion,  and  in  Tim- 

buktu especially,  where  one  can  only  indulge  in  this 

luxury  in  a  clandestine  manner. 

Tobacco,  together  with  dates,  forms  also  the  chief  ar- 

ticle of  import  from  Tawat,  the  species  from  that  place 

being  called  "  el  wargat,"  the  leaves  indicating  its 
inferior  character  to  the  first-rate  article  from  Wadi 

Niin.  Dates  and  tobacco  form  articles  of  trade  among 

the  people  of  Tawat,  the  poor  tradesmen  of  that 

country  possessing  very  little  of  themselves  besides. 

But  the  quantity  of  these  articles  imported  has  also 

been  greatly  overrated  by  those  who  have  spoken  of 

the  commercial  relations  of  these  regions  from  a  dis- 
tance. At  least  I  am  sure  that  the  whole  of  the  time  I 

was  staying  in  the  town  only  about  twenty  camel- 

loads  of  these  two  articles  together  were  imported. 

With  regard  to  exports,  they  consisted,  at  the  time 

of  my  stay  in  the  place,  of  very  little  besides  gold  and 

a  moderate  quantity  of  gum  and  wax,  while  ivory 

and  slaves,  as  far  as  I  was  able  to  ascertain,  seemed 

not  to  be  exported  to  any  considerable  amount. 

However,  a  tolerable  proportion  of  the  entire  export 

from  these  regions  proceeds  by  way  of  A'rav/an, 
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without  touching  at  Timbuktu.  At  any  rate,  those 

gentlemen  who  estimate  the  annual  export  of  slaves 

from  Negroland  to  Morocco  at  about  4000*  are 
certainly  mistaken,  although  in  this,  as  well  as  in 

other  respects,  the  exceptional  and  anarchical  state  of 

the  whole  country  at  the  time  of  my  residence,  and 

my  own  most  critical  situation,  did  not  allow  me  to 

arrive  at  any  positive  results.  Thus  much  is  certain, 

that  an  immense  field  is  here  opened  to  European 

energy,  to  revive  the  trade  which,  under  a  stable 

government,  formerly  animated  this  quarter  of  the 

globe,  and  which  might  again  flourish  to  great  ex- 
tent. For  the  situation  of  Timbuktu  is  of  the 

highest  commercial  importance,  lying  as  it  does  at 

the  point  where  the  great  river  of  Western  Africa, 

in  a  serpentlike  winding,  approaches  most  closely  to 

that  outlying  and  most  extensive  oasis  of  "the  far 

West," — Maghreb  el  Aksa,  of  the  Mohammedan 

world, —  1  mean  Tawat,  w^hich  forms  the  natural  me- 

dium betw^een  the  commercial  life  of  this  fertile  and 

populous  region  and  the  north  ;  and  whether  it  be 

Timbuktu,  Walata,  or  Ghanata,  there  will  always  be 

in  this  neighbourhood  a  great  commercial  entrepot^ 

as  long  as  mankind  retain  their  tendency  to  interna- 

tional intercourse  and  exchange  of  produce. 

*  Graberg  de  HemsS,  Specchio  di  Morocco,  p.  146.  Besides 
slaves,  he  enumerates  as  articles  of  export  from  Timbuktu  to 
Morocco,  ivory,  rhinoceros  horns,  incense,  gold  dust,  cotton 
strips  (  ?  verghe),  jewels,  ostrich  feathers  of  the  first  quality,  gum 
copal,  cotton,  pepper,  cardamom,  asafoetida,  and  indigo. 

D  3 
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DIARY  CONTINUED. 

Being  enabled  to  collect  a  good  deal  of  information, 

as  far  as  my  situation  allowed,  I  did  not  choose  to 

accompany  the  Sheikh  when  he  again  went  to  the 

tents  on  the  24th  of  January  .  He  promised  that  he 

would  only  stay  a  day  or  two,  but  he  did  not  return 

until  the  29th.  On  this  occasion  I  took  the  liberty 

of  reminding  him  that  he  was  not  over- scrupulous 

in  keeping  his  word  ;  but,  in  his  amiable  way,  he 

evasively  replied,  "  that  if  a  person  had  only  one 

fault,  or  '  aib,'  it  was  of  no  consequence."  Among  my 
informants  at  this  time,  two  Kaniiri  travellers,  who 

had  visited  all  the  countries  of  the  Wangarawa,  or 

Eastern  Mandingoes,  and  one  of  whom  had  penetrated 

even  as  far  as  the  Gold  Coast,  were  most  distinguished. 

Besides  a  good  deal  of  information,  especially  with 

regard  to  the  topography  of  the  country  of  M6si, 

they  gave  me  an  account  of  the  petty  struggle  between 

the  Swedish  and  the  Tond-wa  or  Asanti ;  and  they 

also  informed  me  that  the  Mosi  people  had  plundered 

the  villages  of  Diina,  Kiibo,  and  Isay,  all  of  them 

belonging  to  the  province  of  Dalla,  which  we  had 

passed  on  our  road  hither,  and  where,  they  said, 
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no  inhabitants  were  now  left.  The  sheikho  A'hmedu, 
after  having  collected  an  expedition  against  the 

Tregendten,  had  changed  his  plans,  in  order  to 

march  against  the  mountain  stronghold  of  Konna  ; 

but,  as  we  afterwards  heard,  he  was  repulsed  by  the 

natives,  the  Saro,  who,  relying  upon  their  strong  posi- 

tion, defended  themselves  with  great  valour. 

Meanwhile,  the  salt,  the  staple  produce  of  Tim- 

buktu, gradually  became  dearer,  the  large  "  rds " 
fetching  now  8800  shells ;  for,  as  I  have  stated,  the 

price  constantly  increases,  caravans  not  being  enabled 

to  visit  the  place  during  the  following  months,  till  the 

end  of  April,  on  account  of  the  large  blood-flies  in  - 

festing  the  river.  A  small  caravan  containing  from 

forty  to  fifty  camels,  which  arrived  on  the  28th,  was 
one  of  the  latest  that  came  into  the  town. 

Thus  ended  the  month  of  January,  with  utter 

disappointment  at  the  failure  of  my  expected  de- 

parture, and  with  nothing  but  empty  promises.  After 

a  sleepless  night,  I  awoke  on  the  1st  of  February 

full  of  anxiety.  I  felt  really  afraid  lest  my  host, 

notwithstanding  his  friendly  disposition  towards  me, 

might  keep  me  here  the  whole  summer.  At  length 

I  eased  my  mind  in  a  slight  degree  by  writing  a  letter 

to  the  Sheikh,  wherein  I  made  him  a  witness  against 

himself,  in  having  so  repeatedly  given  me  his  word, 

that  I  should  certainly  leave  this  city  and  proceed  on 

my  home  journey.  But  matters,  indeed,  now  looked 

more  serious,  another  Piillo  officer  of  well-known 

energy,  viz.  A'tkar,  the  governor  of  Giindam  and D  4 
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Dire,  having  arrived  with  a  considerable  troop  of 

armed  men  from  Hamda-A'llahi,  and  another  man  of 

still  more  importance,  A'hmed  el  Ferreji,  was  soon 
expected.  The  Fiilbe  seemed  fully  resolved  to  vindi- 

cate their  power  and  authority  over  the  town  ;  and, 

in  order  to  show  that  they  were  masters  of  the 

place,  they  exacted  this  year  a  tribute  of  2000  shells 

on  each  slave  with  great  severity. 

Uncertain  as  were  my  prospects,  I  contrived  to 

pass  my  time  usefully  by  applying  myself  to  the  study 

of  the  idiom  of  the  Western  Tawdrek,  wdth  Moham- 

med ben  Khottdr,  the  Sheikh's  nephew,  and  a  Tdrki 
of  the  name  of  Miisa,  for  my  teachers.  Thus  en- 

deavouring to  master  my  impatience,  I  listened  with 

composure  to  the  several  rumours  which  were  repeat- 

edly spread  with  regard  to  the  arrival  of  the  various 

brothers  of  the  Sheikh,  an  event  which,  according 

to  his  statement,  formed  now  the  only  reason  for 

delaying  my  departure.  But  in  a  long  private  con- 

versation which  I  had  with  him  on  the  4th,  when  I 

urged  him  more  than  usual,  he  began  to  appeal  to  my 

humane  feelings,  and,  discarding  all  political  motives, 
confessed  that  the  chief  reason  which  detained  him 

was  the  pregnancy  of  his  wife,  and  earnestly  begged 
me  to  await  the  result  of  this  event. 

All  this  time,  on  account  of  the  unusual  height 

which  the  inundation  had  reached  this  year,  a  great 

deal  of  sickness  prevailed  in  the  town  ;  and  among 

the  various  people  who  fell  a  sacrifice  to  the  disease 

was  the  son  of  Tdleb  Mohammed,  the  richest  and 
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most  influential  Arab  merchant  in  the  place,  whose 

life  I  should  have  liked  very  much  to  save;  but, 

seeing  that  the  cure  was  very  uncertain,  I  thought 

it  more  prudent  (as  I  always  did  in  such  cases)  not 

to  give  him  any  medicine  at  all. 

Having  staid  several  days  in  the  town,  we  again 

went  out  to  the  tents  in  the  afternoon  of  the  8th, 

in  the  company  of  Rumman  and  Mushtaba,  two 

Tawdrek  chiefs  who  had  come  to  pay  the  Sheikh  a 

visit.  On  emerging  from  the  A'beraz,  I  had  with 
the  latter  a  horse-race  to  some  distance.  As  the  Fulldn 

seemed  to  have  some  projects  against  the  Tawarek, 

and  had  strengthened  their  military  power  in  the 

town  of  Gundam,  these  Berber  tribes  were  very  much 

irritated  against  the  former;  they  had  even  made 

an  attack  on  a  boat,  and  killed  one  of  the  Fullan  and 

wounded  another,  while  those  of  their  tribe  who  were 

settled  nearest  to  Gundam  thought  it  more  prudent 

to  change  their  dwelling-place,  and  to  migrate  further 
eastward. 

According  to  the  profession  of  the  two  chiefs  who 

accompanied  us,  they  did  not  wish  to  be  at  peace  with 

that  warlike  tribe  which  is  daily  spreading  in  every 

direction  ;  but,  notwithstanding  their  personal  valour, 

the  Tawarek  are  so  wanting  in  unity  that  they  can 

never  follow  any  line  of  policy  with  very  great 

results,  while  those  who  have  a  little  property  of  their 

own  are  easily  gained  over  by  the  other  party.  Thus, 

instead  of  sticking  closely  to  the  Sheikh,  and  enabling 

him  to  make  a  firm  stand  against  the  Fullan,  they 
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seriously  affected  his  interest  at  this  time,  by  plunder- 

ing, disarming,  and  slaying  four  Tawati,  who  be- 

longed to  a  small  caravan  that  arrived  on  the  11th, 

and  who,  like  all  their  countrymen,  enjoyed  the 

special  protection  of  the  Sheikh. 

My  friend  seemed  at  this  moment  to  doubt  the  arrival 

of  his  brothers,  not  less  than  that  of  Alkiittabu,  the 

great  chief  of  the  Awelimmiden,  and  endeavoured  to 

console  me  for  the  long  delay  of  my  departure  by 

saying  that  it  was  the  custom  with  them  to  keep  their 

guests  at  least  a  year  in  their  company.  He  in- 
formed me,  at  the  same  time,  that  he  wanted  to  make 

rae  a  present  of  a  horse,  and  that  I  might  then,  if  I 

liked,  give  one  of  my  own  horses  to  Alkiittabu.  He 

was  this  day  more  communicative  than  usual,  and  sat 

a  long  time  with  me  and  his  pupils,  delivering  to  us  a 

lecture  on  the  equal  rank  of  the  prophets,  who,  he 

said,  had  each  of  them  one  distinguishing  quality, 

but  that  none  of  them  ought  to  be  preferred  to  the 

other.  He  dwelt  particularly  on  the  distinguished 

qualities  of  Moses,  or  Musa,  who  was  a  great  favourite 

with  him,  although  he  was  far  from  being  friendly 

disposed  towards  the  Jews,  the  spirit  of  Mohammed 

Ben  'Abd  el  Kerim  el  Maghili,  who  hated  that  nation 
from  the  bottom  of  his  heart,  and  preached  the  JihM 

ao'ainst  it,  havino^  communicated  itself  to  the  Moham- 

medan  inhabitants  of  this  part  of  Negroland. 

At  another  time  my  friend  entered,  without  any 

prejudice,  into  the  subject  of  wine  and  pork,  and 

he  had  not  much  to  say  against  the  argument  with 
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which  I  used  to  defend  myself  from  attacks  in 

this  respect ;  viz.  that  while  we  believed  religion  to 

concern  the  soul  and  the  dealings  of  men  towards 

each  other,  we  thought  all  that  regarded  food  was  left 

by  the  Creator  to  man  himself;  but,  of  course,  he 

would  have  been  greatly  shocked  if  he  had  beheld 

the  scenes  exhibited  every  evening  by  gin  palaces  in 

the  midst  of  the  very  acme  of  European  civilisation. 

At  other  times  again,  taking  out  of  his  small 

library  the  Arabic  version  of  Hippocrates,  which  he 

valued  extremely,  he  was  very  anxious  for  informa- 

tion as  to  the  identity  of  the  plant  smentioned  by  the 

Arab  authors.  This  volume  of  Hippocrates  had  been 

a  present  from  Captain  Clapperton  to  Sultan  Bello  of 

Sokoto,  from  whom  my  friend  had  received  it  among 

other  articles  as  an  acknowledgment  of  his  learning. 

I  may  assert,  with  full  confidence,  that  those  few 

books  taken  by  the  gallant  Scotch  captain  into  Cen- 

tral Africa  have  had  a  greater  effect  in  reconciling 

the  men  of  authority  in  Africa  to  the  character  of 

Europeans,  than  the  most  costly  present  ever  made 

to  them ;  and  I  hope,  therefore,  that  gifts  like  these 

may  not  be  looked  upon  grudgingly  by  people  who 

would  otherwise  object  to  do  anything  which  might 
seem  to  favour  Mohammedanism. 

We  staid  at  the  tents  till  the  14th  ;  the  time,  on 

this  occasion,  hanging  less  heavily  upon  my  hands 

than  formerly,  in  consequence  of  the  more  cheerful 

and  communicative  disposition  of  my  host,  and  because 

I  was  able  to  gather  some  little  information.  The 
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weather,  too,  was  more  genial.  We  had  a  really  warm 

day  on  the  13th,  and  I  employed  the  fine  morning  in 

taking  a  long  walk  over  the  several  small  sandy  ridges 

which  intersect  this  district.  There  were  just  at  the 

time  very  few  people  about  here  who  might  cause  me 

any  danger,  and  I  only  fell  in  with  the  goatherds,  who 

were  feeding  their  flocks  by  cutting  down  those 

branches  of  the  thorny  trees  which  contained  young 

offshoots  and  leaves.  But  the  Sheikh,  having  received 

some  private  information,  suspected  that  our  enemies 

might  make  another  attempt  against  my  safety ;  and 

having  ret^aested  me  to  send  my  servant,  'Abd-AUahi, 
into  the  town,  in  the  course  of  the  day,  to  inform  my 

people  that  we  were  about  to  return,  he  mounted  with 

me,  after  the  moon  had  risen,  and  we  again  entered 

our  old  quarters. 

This  morninof  one  of  my  men,  the  Zaberma 
February  16th.  o  t  i     i  i 

half-caste,  Sambo,  whom  I  had  taken  mto 

my  service  at  the  residence  of  Galaijo,  came  to  request 

to  be  dismissed  my  service.  In  the  afternoon  I  went  to 

pay  my  respects  to  the  Sheikh,  and  was  rather  asto- 

nished to  hear  him  announce  my  departure  more  se- 

riously and  more  firmly  than  usual ;  but  the  reason 

was,  that  he  had  authentic  news  that  his  elder  brother, 

Sidi  Mohammed,  whose  arrival  he  had  been  expecting 

so  long,  and  whom  he  wanted  to  leave  in  his  stead 

when  obliged  to  escort  me  the  first  part  of  my  journey, 

w^as  close  at  hand.  The  big  drum  having  really  an- 

nounced his  arrival  at  the  tents,  we  mounted  on  horse- 

back, half  an  hour  before  midnight,  and  arrived  at  the 

encampment  a  little  before  two  o'clock  in  the  morning. 
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Here  everything,  notwithstanding  the  lateness  of  the 

hour,  bore  a  festive  character,  and  a  large  tent  had 

been  pitched  for  the  noble  visitor  at  the  foot  of  the 

hilly  slope,  the  top  of  which  was  occupied  by  the 

Sheikh's  own  tents. 

The  eldest  member  of  this  princely  family  was  a 

man  a  little  above  the  middle  height  and  strongly 

built,  with  a  fine  commanding  expression  of  counte- 

nance, and  manners  more  stern  and  warlike  than 

those  of  El  Bakdy,  but  not  wanting  in  affability  and 

natural  cheerfulness.  In  the  position  in  which  I 

was  placed,  as  a  stranger,  not  only  of  a  foreign 

country  and  nationality,  but  of  an  opposite  creed, 

and  as  the  cause  of  so  many  difficulties  to  these 

people  in  their  political  affairs,  I  could  not  expect 

that  this  man  would  receive  me,  at  our  first  interview, 

with  remarkable  kindness  and  cordiality.  It  was  there- 

fore not  to  be  wondered  at  that,  in  the  beginning, 

he  asked  me  a  great  many  questions  which  it  was 

not  agreeable  for  me  to  answer  in  the  presence  of 

strangers. 

Next  day,  Hammddi,  the  son  of  El  Mukhtdr, 

the  near  relative  of  El  Bakay,  and  the  latter's 
chief  adversary,  and  therefore  my  enemy,  arrived 

with  several  followers  at  the  encampment.  El 

Bakdy  constrained  himself,  for  his  elder  brother's 
sake,  to  remain  in  the  same  tent  with  Hammddi ; 

but  Sidi  Alawate,  the  younger  and  more  reckless 

brother,  was  not  to  be  persuaded  to  enter  the  tent 

as  long  as  his  hated  cousin  was  there.  He  spent  the 

day  in  my  tent  till  his  enemy  was  gone.    Sidi  Mo- 
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hammed  did  not  seem  to  be  at  all  unfavourably  dis- 

posed towards  Hammddi,  and  wanted  even  to  enter 

the  town  in  his  company ;  but  he  was  obliged  to  yield 

to  the  combined  efforts  of  his  two  younger  brothers, 

who  refused  the  company  of  their  cousin. 

This  was  the  first  opportunity  I  had  of  seeing 

Hammadi,  with  whom  I  had  wished  from  the  begin- 

ning to  be  on  friendly  terms,  but  was  forced  by  the 

policy  of  my  host  to  avoid  all  intercourse  with  him,  and 

thus  to  make  him  my  adversary,  as  he  was  that  of  the 
Sheikh.  I  had  received  a  favourable  account  of  his 

learning  from  different  quarters  ;  but  his  personal 

appearance  was  certainly  not  very  prepossessing.  He 

was  of  a  stout  figure,  with  broad  coarse  features, 

strongly  marked  with  the  small-pox,  and  of  a  very 

dark  complexion,  his  descent  from  a  female  slave  being 

his  chief  disadvantage. 

Sidi  Mohammed  was  very  anxious  to  get  into  the 

town,  but  El  Bakdy,  with  his  usual  slowness,  and 

perhaps  this  time  longer  detained  by  the  interesting 

situation  of  his  wife,  made  his  appearance  at  a  very 

late  hour  in  the  afternoon,  and  endeavoured  to  defer 

our  departure  till  the  next  day ;  but  his  elder  brother 

was  too  energetic  to  be  thus  put  off,  and  having  given 
sufiicient  vent  to  his  dissatisfaction  on  account  of  the 

too  great  influence  which  Mrs.  Bak  (that  was  the 

name  of  El  Bakdy's  wife)  exercised  over  his  brother, 
and  asking  me  with  an  ingenious  turn  whether  I  knew 

who  was  more  influential  than  sheikho  A'hmedu  ben 

A'hmedu  and  lorded  it  over  his  brother,  he  mounted 
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his  horse  and  sent  his  young  nephew  to  tell  his  father 

that  he  was  ready  and  was  expecting  him.  Thus 

forced  against  his  own  inclination,  the  Sheikh  at 

length  disengaged  himself  from  his  family,  and  we 

went  into  the  town  in  the  company  of  a  few  horsemen 

who  had  come  out  to  pay  their  respects  to  Sidi  Moham- 

med, firing  a  few  shots  as  we  entered  the  place. 

Of  course,  in  a  town  where  no  strong  government 

is  established,  and  where  every  great  man  exercised 

all  the  influence  and  power  of  which  he  was  capable, 

due  homage  and  tribute  were  to  be  rendered  to  this 

potentate  of  the  desert  who  came  to  honour  it  with 

a  visit.  A  musical  performance  took  place  in  front 

of  the  house  of  the  Sheikh,  where  he  took  up  his 

quarters ;  and  each  foreign  merchant  prepared  a  gift, 

according  to  his  wealth,  by  which  to  obtain  the  pro- 
tection of  this  man,  or  rather  to  forestall  his  intrigues. 

These  gifts  were  by  no  means  small ;  and  I  felt  a 

great  deal  of  compassion  for  my  friend  'All  ben 
Taleb,  whose  present,  although  by  no  means  trifling, 

was  sent  back  by  Sidi  Mohammed  as  neither  adequate 

to  the  dignity  of  the  receiver  nor  to  that  of  the  giver. 

I  myself  also  found  it  necessary  to  make  to  this  digni- 

tary a  respectable  present.  I  gave  him  the  finest  ber- 

niis  or  Arab  mantle  which  I  had  still  left,  besides  a 

black  tobe,  and  sundry  smaller  articles. 

In  other  respects  the  town  at  this  time  became 

rather  quieter,  and  trade  was  more  dull.  The 

small  caravan  of  the  Tajakant,  some  members  of 

which  had  only  spent  a  few  days  in  the  town,  left  on 
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the  20th  ;  and  the  only  articles  which  they  took  with 

them  were  salt  and  a  little  calico.  Even  directly 

from  the  north,  along  the  most  frequented  route,  the 

trade  became  insignificant ;  and  a  party  of  merchants 

who  arrived  from  Tawdt  on  the  following  day  was 

exceedingly  small.  Among  them  were  two  respect- 

able Ghadamsiye  merchants,  but  having  resided  three 

or  four  months  in  Tawdt,  they  brought  neither  recent 

news  nor  letters  for  me.  However,  they  came  just 

in  time,  as  on  the  22nd  a  countryman  of  theirs,  of 

some  importance,  died,  and  I  learned  on  this  occasion 

something  about  the  property  of  merchants  in  this 

place.  The  deceased  was  a  tolerably  wealthy  man  ; 

among  the  property  which  he  left  there  being  found 

about  2000  mithkdl  in  gold,  a  considerable  sum  of 

money  for  this  place,  although  it  did  not  belong  to 

himself,  but  to  the  Tiniyan,  or  the  well-known  Gha- 

damsi  family  of  the  Tini,  whose  agent  he  was.  The 
house  where  he  lived  was  worth  200  mithkdl. 

Having,  while  in  the  town,  much  time  at  my 

disposal,  and  only  little  intercourse  with  the  people, 

I  had  made  ready  another  parcel  containing  the 
information  which  I  had  been  able  to  collect  for 

sending  to  Europe ;  and  it  was  well  that  I  had 

done  so,  as  early  on  the  26th  a  small  troop  of  poor 

Tawdti  traders  left  for  their  native  home.  But,  un- 

fortunately, this  parcel  did  not  find  Her  Britannic  Ma- 

jesty's agent  to  whom  it  was  addressed  at  Ghaddmes, 
as  he  had  left  his  post  for  the  Crimea ;  and  thus  my 

family  was  thrown  into  the  deepest  grief  in  conse- 
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quence'  of  the  rumour  of  my  death ;  all  my  effects 
were  buried ;  and  when  I  arrived  at  length  in  Hausa, 

where  I  had  reckoned  to  find  every  thing  that  I 

wanted,  I  found  even  the  supplies  which  I  had  left 

drawn  away  from  me,  as  from  a  dead  man. 

Almost  the  whole  of  January  and  the  beginning  of 

February  had  been  in  general  cold,  with  a  thick  and 

foggy  atmosphere,  well  representing  that  season  which 

the  Tawdrek  call  with  the  emphatic  and  expressive 

name  "  the  black  nights,"  ehaden  esattafnen  ;  and  all 

this  time  the  river  was  continually  rising  or  preserv- 

ing the  highest  level  which  it  had  reached.  But  on 

the  17th  the  river,  after  having  puzzled  us  several 

times  as  to  its  actual  state,  had  really  begun  to  de- 

crease, and  almost  immediately  afterwards  the  weather 

became  clearer  and  finer,  thus  testifying  to  the  asser- 

tion of  the  Tawdrek  —  who  have  exchanged  their 

abodes  in  the  desert  for  this  border  district  along  the 

river,  as  well  as  the  Arabs,  who  give  to  this  season 

the  name  of  the  forty  nights — that  the  river  never 

begins  really  to  decrease  before  the  end  of  this  period. 

The  greatest  danger  from  the  inundation  is  just  at 

this  time,  when  the  waters  recede,  as  the  rising 

ground  on  which  the  hamlets  along  the  shore  are 

situated  has  been  undermined  and  frequently  gives 

way ;  and  we  received  intelligence  on  the  22nd  that 

the  hamlet  of  Betagungu,  which  is  situated  between 

Kdbara  and  Giindam,  had  been  destroyed  in  this 
manner. 

Although  I  had  enjoyed  a  greater  degree  of  security 
VOL.  V.  E 
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for  some  time,  my  situation,  after  a  short  respite,  soon 

assumed  again  a  serious  character,  and  hostile  ele- 

ments were  gathering  from  different  quarters;  for, 

while  a  very  important  mission  was  just  approaching 

from  Hamda-Alldhi,  on  the  25th  we  received  the  news 

that  'Abidm,  that  member  of  the  family  of  Mukhtar 
who  followed  a  policy  entirely  opposite  to  that  of  El 

Bakay,  was  reported  to  be  near,  and  he  was  conducted 

into  the  town  by  Hammddi  with  considerable  display. 

In  the  morning  of  the  following  day,  just  as  the  at- 

mosphere changed  from  bright  to  gloomy,  a  powerful 

Pullo  officer,  and  a  prince  of  the  blood,  Hamedu,  a  son 

of  Mohammed  Lebbo,  entered  the  town  with  a  nu- 

merous troop  on  horseback  and  on  foot,  among  whom 

Avere  ten  musketeers.  They  marched  past  my  house 

on  purpose,  although  the  direct  road  from  Kabara 

did  not  lead  that  way,  in  order  to  frighten  me,  while 

I,  with  the  intention  of  showing  them  that  they  had 

entirely  failed  in  their  object,  opened  the  door  of  my 

house,  displaying  in  the  hall  all  my  firearms,  and  my 

people  close  at  hand  ready  to  use  them. 

*  But  my  little  band  became  more  and  more  reduced, 

for  when  the  chief  of  my  followers,  the  Mejebri,  *Ali  el 

A'geren,  saw  a  fresh  storm  gathering  against  me,  he 

disclaimed  any  further  obligation  towards  me,  not- 

withstanding the  salary  which  he  continued  to  re- 

ceive. But,  as  I  had  given  him  up  long  before,  this 
further  manifestation  of  his  faithlessness  did  not  make 

a  great  impression  upon  me.  On  the  other  hand,  I 

had  attached  to  myself,  by  the  present  which  I  had 
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bestowed  upon  him,  the  eldest  brother  of  the  family 

upon  whose  good-will,  under  the  present  circum- 

stances, a  great  deal  depended. 

Thus  approached  the  27th  of  February,  when  the 

real  character  of  the  mission  from  Hamda-Allahi, 

of  which  Hamedu  had  only  been  the  forerunner, 

was  disclosed.  Having  been  in  a  lazy  and  rather 

melancholy  mood  the  whole  day,  I  was  reclining  on 

my  simple  couch  in  the  evening,  Vv^hen  I  was  surprised 

by  the  Sheikh's  nephcAv  entering  abruptly,  and,  al- 
though betraying  by  his  sad  and  serious  countenance 

that  something  very  grave  oppressed  his  mind,  yet 

squatting  silently  down  without  being  able  or  feeling 

inclined  to  say  a  word.  Scarcely  had  he  left  me, 

when  my  Tawdti  friend,  Mohammed  el  *Aish,  who 
continued  to  show  me  a  great  deal  of  kindness  and 

sympathy,  called  me  into  the  Sheikh's  presence. 
I  was  ushered  in  with  great  precaution  through  the 

hall  and  up  the  narrow  winding  staircase,  and  found 

the  three  brothers  in  the  terrace-room  engaged  in 
serious  consultation. 

After  I  had  taken  my  seat,  they  informed  me  that 

the  FuUan  were  making  a  last  attempt  against  my 

safety,  and  that,  together  with  Kauri,  the  former 

emir,  a  distinguished  nobleman  of  the  name  of  Mo- 

hammed el  Ferreji,  had  arrived  in  Kabara  accom- 

panied by  a  troop  of  about  one  hundred  men,  and 

that  the  latter  messenger  had  addressed  to  my  host 

two  letters  of  very  different  character  and  tenour, 

one  being  full  of  manifestations  of  friendship,  and  the 
E  2 
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other  couched  in  most  threatening  terms,  to  the  effect 

that  something  serious  would  happen  if  he  did  not  send 

me  off  before  he  (Ferreji)  entered  the  town.  But,  no 

active  course  of  proceedings  was  resolved  upon,  al- 

though Mohammed,  who  was  the  most  energetic  of  the 

three,  proposed  that  we  should  mount  on  horseback 

and  pass  the  night  on  the  road  to  Kabara,  partly  in 

order  to  prevent  the  inhabitants  of  the  town  from 

joining  the  FulMn  in  that  place,  in  conformity  with 

the  order  which  they  had  received,  partly  in  order  to 

intercept  anything  that  might  come  from  the  hostile 

camp.  While  proposing  this  energetic  measure,  the 

chief  of  A'zawdd  was  playing  with  his  four-barreled 
musket,  which,  even  under  these  momentous  cir- 

cumstances, excited  my  curiosity  almost  more  than 

anything  else,  as  I  had  never  seen  anything  like 

it  in  Europe.  It  was  of  excellent  workmanship, 

but  I  could  not  say  of  what  peculiar  character,  as  it 

did  not  bear  any  distinct  mark  of  nationality.  Of 

course  I  suspected,  when  I  first  beheld  it,  that  it  had 

belonged  to  the  late  unfortunate  Major  Laing,  but  I 

was  distinctly  assured  by  all  the  people,  though  I 

would  scarcely  believe  it,  that  this  was  not  the  case, 

and  that  it  had  been  purchased  from  American  traders 

at  Portendik,  At  present  it  was  rather  short,  the 

uppermost  part  having  been  taken  off  in  consequence 

of  an  accident ;  but  it  was  nevertheless  a  very  useful 

weapon  and  not  at  all  heavy.  It  was  made  for  flints, 

there  being  only  two  cocks,  but  a  cannon  to  each 
liarrel. 
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Having  discussed  various  proposals  with  regard  to 

my  safety,  with  characteristic  slowness,  and  coupling 

serious  observations  with  various  amusing  stories, 

Sidi  Mohammed  sat  down  and  wrote  a  formal  pro- 

test in  my  favour,  and  sent  it  to  the  emir  Kaiiri. 

However,  I  doubt  whether,  on  a  serious  inquiry, 

this  paper  would  have  been  regarded  by  Christians 

as  very  flattering  to  their  position  in  the  world ;  the 

principal  argument  brought  forward  by  my  noble 

friend  and  protector  for  not  dealing  with  me  in  so 

cruel  a  manner  being,  that  I  was  not  "  akdfir  "  than 

the  rais,"  meaning  that  I  was  not  a  greater  "  kafir," 
or  unbeliever,  than  Major  Laing ;  for,  besides  not  being 

very  complimentary,  it  left  it  open  to  our  adver- 

saries to  reply,  that  they  did  not  intend  to  treat  me 

worse  than  the  Major  had  been  treated,  who,  as  is 

well  known,  having  been  forced  to  leave  the  town, 

was  barbarously  murdered  in  the  desert. 

A  messenger  from  the  emir  having  arrived,  the 

Sheikh  himself  made  a  long  speech,  telling  him  under 

what  circumstances  I  had  reached  this  place,  and  that 

now  I  had  once  placed  myself  under  his  protection, 

there  was  nothing  but  honourable  peace,  both  for  him- 

self and  his  gaest,  or  war.  Upon  this  the  messenger 

observed  in  an  ironical  manner,  that,  El  Ferreji  (who 

had  been  sent  to  compromise  with  the  Sheikh)  being 

a  learned  man  like  himself,  everything  would  end 

well ;  meaning,  that  they  would  know,  if  not  able  to 

succeed  by  force,  how  to  vanquish  him  with  argu- 

ments taken  from  their  creed.  Another  protest  having 
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been  sent  to  Taleb  Mohammed,  who,  as  I  stated 

before,  although  nothing  but  a  merchant,  exercised,  a 

great  political  influence  in  this  anarchical  place,  I  went 

home  to  refresh  myself  with  a  cup  of  tea,  and  then 

made  preparations  for  the  eventual  defence  of  my 

house,  and  for  hiding  the  more  valuable  of  my  eflPects  : 

after  which  I  returned  to  the  residence  of  El  Bakdy, 

about  midnight,  and  found  the  holy  man  himself, 

armed  with  a  double-barreled  gun,  about  to  enter  the 

great  segifa,  or  parlour,  which  he  had  allotted  to  his 

faithful  and  discreet  storekeeper,  Taleb  el  Wdfi.  Here 

we  sat  down;  and  soon  about  forty  men  gathered 

round  us,  armed  partly  with  spears  and  partly  with 

muskets,  when,  after  a  great  deal  of  useless  talk  as 

to  what  was  to  be  done,  it  was  agreed  upon  to  send 

one  messenger  to  the  Tawdrek  chiefs,  Rummdn  and 

Mushtaba,  whose  acquaintance  I  had  made  on  a  for- 

mer occasion,  and  who  at  present  were  encamped  in 

Musherrek,  a  locality  rich  in  pasture-grounds  and  well 

protected  by  three  branches  of  the  river,  to  the  south- 

west of  the  town,  —  and  another  messenger  to  our 

friends  the  Kel-ulli,  in  order  to  summon  these  people 
to  our  assistance. 

Meanwhile  the  Sheikh,  seated  on  the  raised  plat- 

form of  clay  which  occupied  the  left  corner  of  the 

parlour,  entertained  the  sleepy  assembly  with  stories 

of  the  prophets,  especially  Miisa  and  Mohammed,  and 

the  victories  achieved  by  the  latter,  in  the  begin- 

ning of  his  career,  over  his  numerous  adversaries. 

The  quiet  of  the  listless  assembly  was  only  disturbed 
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for  a  time  by  a  shriek  issuing  from  the  northern  part 

of  the  town,  and  everybody  snatched  his  gun  and  ran 

out ;  but  it  was  soon  found  that  the  alarm  was  caused 

by  our  own  messengers,  who,  on  leaving  the  place, 

had  disturbed  the  repose  of  the  inhabitants  of  the 

suburb,  or  "  A'beraz,"  the  latter  supposing  them  to 

belong  to  a  foray  of  the  predatory  and  enterprising 

Welad  'Aliish,  who  were  then  infesting  A^zawdd. 
Having  thus  sat  up  the  whole  night,  full  of  curious 

reflections  on  these  tragi-comic  scenes,  I  returned 

to  my  quarters  about  five  o'clock  in  the  morning, 
and  endeavoured  to  raise  my  exhausted  spirits  by 

means  of  some  coffee.  However,  our  precautions, 

insufficient  as  they  might  seem  to  a  European,  had 

had  their  full  effect,  and  the  PuUo  messenger  did  not 

dare  to  enter  the  town  before  noon,  and  even  then, 

although  joined  by  about  sixty  horsemen  from  the 

townspeople,  was  afraid  to  traverse  our  warlike 

quarter. 
Meanwhile  Sidi  Mohammed  and  Alawate  had  left 

the  town  with  a  troop  of  armed  men,  under  the  pretext 

of  observing  the  movements  of  the  enemy,  but  perhaps 

in  order  to  show  them  that  they  themselves  did  not 

coincide  with  all  the  views  of  the  Sheikh.  Going  then 

to  the  residence,  I  found  nearly  two  hundred  people 

assembled  there,  most  of  them  armed,  and  including 

among  their  number  even  the  Piillo,  Mohammed  ben 

'Abd-Allahi,  who  did  not  conceal  the  greater  friend- 
ship he  felt  for  the  Sheikh  than  for  his  oAvn  country- 

men, the  Fiilbe  of  Harada-Allahi.   While  I  was  there, 
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Mohammed  Said,  the  officer  who  had  been  sent  to 

capture  me  on  a  previous  occasion,  was  despatched  as 

a  messenger  by  Ferreji,  the  new  officer ;  and,  under 

the  present  circumstances,  disguising  all  hostile  in- 

tentions, he  was  desirous  to  know  what  was  the  reason 

of  this  show  of  arms ;  such  not  being  in  accordance 

with  the  Sheikh's  former  character,  and  it  being 
rather  his  duty  to  bestow  hospitable  treatment  upon 

his  old  friend.  El  Ferreji. 

Although  this  was  rather  a  curious  distortion  of 

facts,  I  was  still  more  astonished  at  the  answer  of 

the  Sheikh,  who  replied,  that  he  had  only  followed 

the  example  of  his  two  brothers.  But  the  business 

w^as  not  settled  in  this  manner.  Late  in  the  evening 
there  was  another  serious  consultation  in  the  terrace- 

room  of  the  Sheikh,  and  Sidi  A^lawate  was  despatched 
to  Ferreji  to  elicit  from  him  an  indication  of  his  real 

intentions.  Sidi  Mohammed,  meanwhile,  in  order  to 

pass  away  the  time,  opened  a  cheerful  and  jocose  con- 

versation, by  questioning  me  respecting  the  social 

position  and  the  various  relations  of  the  other  sex  in 

my  own  country, — a  subject  which  always  possesses  a 

great  deal  of  attraction,  even  amongst  the  most  serious 
of  the  Mohammedans. 

Having  then  been  obliged  to  withdraw,  as  A'lawate 
had  pretended  that  he  could  only  communicate  his 

message  from  the  officer  sent  from  Hamda-Alldhi  to  El 

Bakdy  himself,  I  returned  home  ;  but,  long  after  mid- 

night, I  received  a  visit  from  the  latter,  who  came  to 

inform  me  that  Ferreji  had  brought  nothing  but 
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favourable  letters  from  Hamda-Allahi,  having  written, 

as  he  said,  the  threatening  letter  from  Kdbara  merely 

at  the  instigation  of  the  Saheliye,  or  merchants  from 

Morocco ;  and  that  he  himself,  on  his  part,  had  as- 

sured Ferreji  that,  if  Sheikho  A'hmedu  left  me  alone, 
I  should  be  forwarded  on  my  home  journey  after  a 

short  delay ;  but  adding,  that  the  Fiilbe  ought  to 

assist  him  from  the  public  revenue,  in  order  to  hasten 

my  departure. 

The  same  day  I  witnessed  an  interesting  episode  in 

the  private  life  of  these  people.  The  Sheikh's  mother- 
in-law  having  died,  he  went  to  pray  for  her  soul  at  the 

"  rodha,"  or  sepulchre,  of  Sidi  Mukhtdr,  a  sacred  lo- 
cality a  few  hundred  yards  on  the  east  side  of  the 

town,  which  in  my  career  in  this  place  was  to  become 

of  greater  importance  to  me.  Such  is  the  reverence 

which  these  Arabs  have  for  the  female  portion  of  their 

tribe.  There  are,  moreover,  several  women  famed  for 

the  holiness  of  their  life,  and  even  authoresses  of  well- 

digested  religious  tracts,  among  the  tribe  of  the  Kunta. 

Political  circumstances  were  not  quite  so  favour- 

able as  my  host  wanted  to  represent  them  to  me; 

as,  like  many  other  people,  he  was  not  very  par- 

ticular, when  endeavouring  to  obtain  a  good  object, 

about  saying  things  that  were  not  quite  true  :  and 

the  following  day,  when  Ferreji  paid  a  visit  to  the 

Sheikh,  he  designated  me  as  a  war-chief  and  a  "  me- 

harebi,"  or  freebooter,  who  ought  not  to  be  allowed 
to  remain  any  longer  in  the  town.  Altogether  it  was 

fortunate  that  El  Bakay  had  provided  for  the  worst 
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by  sending  for  the  Kel-iilli,  who  arrived  in  the 

course  of  the  afternoon,  about  sixty  strong,  with 

great  military  demonstrations  and  beating  of  shields. 

It  was  on  this  occasion  that  I  first  made  the  acquaint- 

ance of  this  warlike  tribe,  who,  notwithstanding  their 

degraded  position  as  Imghad,  have  made  themselves 

conspicuous  by  totally  annihilating  the  formerly 

powerful  tribe  of  the  Tgeldd  and  Tmedidderen,  who 
in  former  times  ruled  over  Timbuktu  and  were 

hostile  to  the  Kunta.  The  Kel-ulli  are  distinguished 

among  all  the  tribes  of  the  neighbourhood  by  three 

qualities  which,  to  the  European,  would  scarcely 

seem  possible  to  be  united  in  the  same  person,  but 

which  are  not  unfrequently  found  combined  in  the 

Arab  tribes,  viz.  "  rejela,"  or  valour;  sirge,"  or 

thievishness  ;  and  "  dhiyafa,"  or  generous  hospitality. 
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GREAT  CRISIS.  OBLIGED  TO  LEAVE  THE  TOWN. — MILITARY 
DEMONSTRATION. 

There  was  now  a  fair  opportunity  offered  me  of 

leaving  the  town  in  an  honourable  way,  under  the 

protection  of  the  friendly  Kel-iilli,  who  for  this  very 

purpose  had  brought  with  them  from  the  encamp- 

ment my  four  camels;  but  the  Sheikh  missed  this 

favourable  occasion,  by  relying  too  much  upon  the 

promised  arrival  of  the  great  Tawarek  chief  Alkiit- 
tabu.  As  for  our  friends  the  Tademekket,  to  whom 

A'hmed  Wadawi,  the  learned  follower  of  the  Sheikh, 
had  been  sent  as  a  messenger,  they  did  not  come  along 

with  him,  but  sent  word  that  they  would  follow 

him  as  soon  as  their  presence  was  required ;  their 

chief  A'wdb  having  gone  to  raise  tribute  from  the 
degraded  tribe  of  the  Idelebo. 

Uncertain  as  my  situation  was  under  these  cir- 

cumstances, I  felt  cheered  by  the  not  very  impro- 

bable chance  of  my  departure ;  for  at  length  the 

last  cause  which  had  delayed  me  so  long  seemed 

to  be  removed,  by  El  Bakay's  wife  giving  birth  to 
a  child  on  the  4th  of  March.    All  political  as  well  as 
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domestic  circumstances  therefore  seemed  to  conspire 

in  rendering  it  possible  for  him  to  accompany  me  for 

the  distance  of  some  days ;  and  he  had  really  assured 

me  the  night  before,  when  I  was  engaged  in  a  consul- 

tation with  him  till  near  morning,  that  I  should  leave 

on  the  following  Tuesday ;  but,  having  had  too  much 

insight  into  his  dilatory  character,  I  told  him  very 

plainly  that  I  did  not  believe  a  word  of  it,  as  he  had 

disappointed  me  so  often.  And  I  had  reason  to  be 

satisfied  with  my  scepticism,  as  the  phantom  of  the 

"  tabu,"  or  the  great  army  of  the  Tawarek,  with  whose 
assistance  he  hoped  to  triumph  over  his  enemies,  did 

not  allow  him  to  adhere  to  any  fixed  plan.  Now  the 

"  tabu  "  was  really  approaching ;  and  it  was  merely 
some  unforeseen  circumstance,  probably  owing  in 

part  to  the  machinations  of  the  party  publicly  or 

secretly  opposed  to  the  authority  of  the  Sheikh,  which 

prevented  the  great  chief  of  all  those  westerly  Ta- 

warek from  reaching  Timbuktu,  and  crowning  all  the 

hopes  and  wishes  of  my  protector. 
It  was  in  the  afternoon  of  the  5th  that  we  received 

undoubted  news  of  the  approach  of  the  tabu,  the 

shepherds  seeking  to  secure  their  flocks  by  flight, 
and  all  those  who  had  reason  to  fear  the  wrath  or 

anger  of  their  mighty  liege  lord  endeavouring  to 

reach  the  islands  and  creeks  of  the  river  as  a  place  of 

safety.  A  messenger  who  arrived  from  Bamba,  stated 

that  the  tdbu  had  really  reached  the  town  of  E^gedesh, 
a  few  miles  beyond  Bamba ;  nay,  even  the  state  of 

the  atmosphere  seemed  to  confirm  the  news  of  the 
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approach  of  a  numerous  host,  as  it  was  entirely  en- 

veloped in  thick  clouds  of  dust.  But  the  Sheikh  was 

a  little  too  rash  in  sending,  on  the  6th,  a  message 

to  El  Ferreji,  giving  him  official  information  of  the 

arrival  of  Alkiittabu.  That  officer  answered,  in  a 

manly  way,  that  he  must  not  think  of  frightening 

him,  and  that  he  himself,  if  necessary,  was  fully 

able  to  summon  an  army  from  Fermagha  and  from 

Dar  e'  SaMm,  the  capital  of  the  province  of  Jim- 
balla  on  the  other  side  of  the  river;  that  he  had 

come  to  drive  me  out  of  the  town,  and  that  he  would 

at  any  cost  achieve  his  purpose;  and  although  the 

Sheikh's  rival,  Hammddi,  seemed  to  be  frightened, 
and  came  to  sue  for  peace,  yet  Sidi  Mohammed  was 

wearied  with  his  brother's  continual  procrastination, 
and  from  that  day  forward  did  all  in  his  power  to 

make  me  leave  the  town  under  any  condition,  and 
banish  me  to  the  tents. 

There  is  no  doubt  that,  in  the  event  of  the  "  tdbu  " 

not  arriving,  the  Sheikh's  situation  became  more  dan- 
gerous in  consequence  of  the  arrival  of  his  brother 

'Abidin,  who  entered  the  town  amidst  a  demonstra- 
tion of  firing  and  music  on  the  afternoon  of  the 

7th.  All  the  three  brothers  went  out  on  horse- 

back to  meet  him  ;  but  this  man,  who  was  bent 

upon  following  a  policy  entirely  opposed  to  that 

of  El  Bakay,  took  up  his  quarters  with  Hammddi, 

the  adversary  of  the  latter.  Even  the  eldest  bro- 

ther was  so  little  satisfied  with  the  Sheikh's  present 
policy,  that,  when  I  called  upon  him  about  midnight 
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of  that  same  day,  a  very  serious  conversation  arose 

between  the  two  brothers,  Sidi  Mohammed  asking 

El  Bakay  whether  they  were  to  fight  the  FulMn  on 

account  of  a  single  individual,  and  one  too  of  a  foreign 

religion  ;  and  reproaching  him  at  the  same  time  with 

the  fact,  that  his  preparations  did  not  advance,  while 

on  his  part  he  did  not  think  any  preparations  were 

necessary  at  all,  as  he  was  sure  that  not  even  the 

tribe  of  the  Igwddaren,  who  are  settled  near  Bamba, 

would  do  me  any  harm.  But  the  Sheikh  endeavoured 

to  gain  time,  by  telling  his  brother  that  he  would  send 

the  following  day  for  the  horses  from  Kdbara,  and 
that  he  would  write  a  letter  to  some  chiefs  on  the  road 

through  whose  territory  I  had  to  pass. 

Having  been  a  quiet  spectator  of  this  dispute  I 

returned  to  my  quarters,  and  in  order  to  provide 

against  any  accident  I  packed  up  the  remainder  of 

my  luggage,  and  made  everything  ready  for  start- 

ing. Meanwhile,  Sidi  Mohammed  and  A'lawate,  in 
order  to  further  their  plans,  had  the  same  after- 

noon an  appointment  with  'Abidin  and  Hammddi, 
where  they  probably  determined  as  to  the  course 

to  be  pursued  with  regard  to  me ;  and  El  Bakay, 

who  went  the  same  evening  to  pay  a  visit  to  'Abidin, 
seemed  to  have  given  a  kind  of  half  promise  that 

I  should  leave  in  the  afternoon  of  the  10th.  But 

having  obtained  a  short  respite,  in  the  course  of  the 

following  day,  he  delayed  my  departure  from  day  to 

day,  expecting  all  the  time  the  arrival  of  Alkiittabu. 
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Meanwhile,  Sidi  Mohammed  had  made  a  serious 

attack  upon  my  religion,  and  called  me  always  a  kafir. 

But  I  told  him  that  I  was  a  real  Moslim,  the  pure  Islam, 

the  true  worship  of  the  one  God,  dating  from  the  time 

of  Adam,  and  not  from  the  time  of  Mohammed; 

and  that  thus,  while  adhering  to  the  principle  of 

the  unity,  and  the  most  spiritual  and  sublime  nature, 

of  the  Divine  Being,  I  was  a  Moslim,  professing  the 

real  Islam,  although  not  adopting  the  worldly  statutes 

of  Mohammed,  who,  in  everything  that  contained  a 

general  truth,  only  followed  the  principles  established 

long  before  his  time.  I  likewise  added,  that  even 

they  themselves  regarded  Plato  and  Aristotle  as  Mos- 

lemin,  and  that  thus  I  myself  was  to  be  regarded  as 

a  Moslim,  in  a  much  stricter  sense  than  these  two 

pagan  philosophers.  I  concluded  by  stating  that 

the  greater  part  of  those  who  called  themselves  Mos- 

lemin  did  not  deserve  that  name  at  all,  but  ought 

rather  to  be  called  Mohammedan,  such  as  we  named 

them,  because  they  had  raised  their  prophet  above 

the  Deity  itself. 

Being  rather  irritated  and  exasperated  by  the  fre- 

quent attacks  of  Sidi  Mohammed  and  Alawdte,  I  de- 

livered my  speech  with  great  fervour  and  animation  ; 

and  when  1  had  concluded,  Sidi  Mohammed,  who  could 

not  deny  that  the  Kuran  itself  states  that  IsMm  dates 

from  the  creation  of  mankind,  was  not  able  to  say  a 
word  in  his  defence.  As  for  El  Bakdy,  he  was 

greatly  delighted  at  this  clear  exposition  of  my  re- 
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ligious  principles,  but  his  younger  brother,  who  cer- 

tainly possessed  a  considerable  degree  of  knowledge 

in  religious  matters,  stated,  in  opposition  to  my  argu- 

ment, that  the  Caliphs,  El  Hariin  and  Mamun,  who 

had  the  books  of  Plato  and  Aristotle  translated  into 

Arabic,  were  Metazila,  that  is  to  say,  heretics,  and  not 

true  Moslemin ;  but  this  assertion  of  course  I  did  not 

admit,  although  much  might  be  said  in  favour  of  my 

opponent.  At  all  events,  I  had  obtained  some  re- 

spite from  the  attacks  of  my  friends ;  and  having  thus 

the  support  of  them  all,  in  the  afternoon  of  the  follow- 

ing day,  the  10th  of  March,  we  went  quietly  to  the 

tents  in  order  to  celebrate  the  "  Sebuwa "  (corre- 

sponding to  the  baptism  of  the  Christians)  of  the  new- 
born child.  On  this  occasion  I  noticed  that  the  water 

in  the  outlying  creeks  which  we  passed  had  only 

fallen  about  three  feet  since  the  17  th  of  February, 

which  is  less  than  two  inches  per  day  ;  but  it  is  pro- 

bable that  the  water  of  the  principal  branch  decreases 

more  rapidly  than  that  of  these  winding  backwaters. 

The  camp  was  full  of  animation,  the  Gwanin  el 

Kohol,  a  section  of  the  Berabish,  having  taken  re- 

fuge in  the  encampment  of  the  Sheikh  from  fear  of 

the  Kel-hekikan,  with  whom  they  were  on  hostile 

terms.  It  was  highly  interesting  for  me  to  be  thus 

brought  into  close  contact  with  these  people,  who  owe 

allegiance  to  the  chief  that  had  murdered  Major 

Laino^ :  and  well  aware  that  I  could  not  fail  to  en- 

tertain  a  strong  prejudice  against  them,  they  all 

thronged  round  me  on  my  arrival,  and  hastened  to 
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assure  me  of  their  friendly  disposition.  They  were 

armed  with  double-barreled  guns,  a  weapon  which, 

owing  to  the  trade  with  the  French,  is  now  common 

through  the  whole  of  this  part  of  the  desert,  the  long 

single-barreled  gun,  the  only  favourite  weapon  with 

the  Arabs  to  the  north,  being  here  regarded  with 

contempt  as  befitting  only  the  slave.  In  general,  the 

people  were  of  middle  stature,  although  some  of  them 

were  fine  tall  men  and  of  a  warlike  and  energetic 

appearance,  having  their  shirts,  mostly  of  a  light  blue 

colour,  tied  up  over  their  shoulder  and  girt  round 

the  waist  with  a  belt,  the  powderhorn  hanging 

over  the  shoulder,  quite  in  the  same  style  as  is  the 
custom  of  their  brethren  nearer  the  shores  of  the 

Atlantic.  Their  head  was  uncovered,  with  the  ex- 

ception of  their  own  rich  black  hair,  or  gulFa,  which, 

I  am  sorry  to  add,  was  full  of  vermin. 

The  same  evening,  although  it  was  late,  my 

host,  who  was  certainly  not  wanting  in  hospitality, 

slaughtered  five  oxen,  and  in  consequence  we  par- 

took of  supper  about  an  hour  after  midnight.  But 

that  was  not  at  all  unusual  here  :  and  nothino^  du- 

ring  my  stay  in  Timbuktu  was  more  armoying  to 

me,  and  more  injurious  to  my  health,  than  this  un- 

natural mode  of  living,  which  surpasses  in  absurdity 
the  late  hours  of  London  and  Paris. 

Early  the  next  morning  two  more  head  of  cattle 

were  slaughtered,  and  enormous  quantities  of  rice  and 

meat  were  cooked  for  the  great  numbers  of  guests, 
who  had  flocked  here  together  from  the  town  and 

VOL.  V.  r 
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from  all  parts  of  the  neighbouring  district.  Amidst 

such  feasting  the  name  of  Mohammed  was  given  to 

the  new-born  infant.  The  way  in  which  the  guests 
dealt  with  the  enormous  dishes,  some  of  which  were 

from  four  to  five  feet  in  diameter,  and  could  only  be 

carried  by  six  persons,  bore  testimony  to  the  voracity 

of  their  appetites  ;  one  of  these  immense  dishes  was 

upset,  and  the  whole  of  the  contents  spilt  in  the 
sand. 

But  the  people  were  not  long  left  to  enjoy  their 

festivity,  for  just  while  they  were  glutting  themselves 

a  troop  of  Kel-hekikan,  the  tribe  who  waged  the 

bloody  feud  with  the  Gwanin,  passed  by,  throwing 

the  whole  encampment  into  the  utmost  confusion. 

When  at  length  it  had  again  settled  down,  the  fes- 

tivities proceeded,  and  Mohammed  el  'Aish,  with  some 
of  his  countrymen  from  Tawdt,  rode  a  race  up  the 

slope  of  the  downs  towards  the  tents,  firing  their 

guns  at  the  same  time  ;  but  altogether  the  exhibi- 

tion was  rather  shabby,  and  some  of  the  men  were 

very  poor  riders,  having  probably  never  been  on  horse- 

back before,  as  they  were  natives  of  the  desert  where 

the  camel  prevails.  The  inhabitants  of  Timbuktu, 

who  possess  horses,  are  continually  pestered  with  the 

request  to  lend  them  to  strangers ;  and,  with  regard 

to  these  animals,  a  sort  of  communism  prevails  in  the 

town  ;  but  they  are  of  a  very  poor  description,  only  the 

Sheikh  himself  possessing  some  good  horses,  brought 

from  the  Gibleh,  or  Western  quarter  of  the  desert. 

The  Kel-hekikan  formed  also  a  subject  of  anxiety 
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to  us  in  the  evening,  and,  after  a  long  and  tedious 

consultation,  it  was  decided  to  send  some  people  to 

watch  the  movements  of  those  freebooters.  Having 

been  met  with,  they  declared  they  should  feel  satisfied 

if  the  Sheikh  would  consent  to  deliver  up  to  them  the 

person  who  had  first  slain  one  of  their  companions, 

for  this  had  been  the  beginning  of  the  feud  with  the 

Gwanin,  although  the  murderer  belonged  to  the  Tur- 

mus,  and  not  to  that  other  tribe  which  had  taken  up 

the  quarrel.  In  consequence  of  these  feudal  relations 

I  had  an  interesting  conversation  with  the  Sheikh,  and 

Fandaghiimme,  one  of  the  chiefs  of  the  Tademekket 

who  had  likewise  come  to  join  this  festival,  about  the 

feda,"  or  the  price  of  blood,  many  of  the  Tawarek 
tribes  refusing  to  accept  any  feda,  but  peremptorily 

requiring  bloodshed.  I  have  already  mentioned  these 

freebooters,  the  Kel-heldkan,  on  a  former  occasion ; 

and  it  is  remarkable,  that  this  very  tribe,  which  at 

present  is  most  distinguished  by  its  lawless  and  san- 

guinary habits,  and  which  in  consequence  of  the  almost 

uninterrupted  state  of  warfare  in  which  they  are  en- 

gaged, was  at  the  time  reduced  to  about  forty  full- 

grown  men,  exhibits  the  finest  specimens  of  manly 

vigour  and  stately  appearance  which  are  to  be  found 

in  this  whole  region. 

Notwithstanding  the  importance  which  the  day 

possessed  for  my  protector,  the  stay  in  the  camp, 

deprived  as  I  was  of  books  or  any  other  source  of 

amusement,  and  of  even  the  smallest  European  com- 

fort, became  more  and  more  tedious  to  me.  My 
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material  privations  also  were  not  few,  especially  as 

I  had  not  even  taken  coffee  with  me  this  time,  so  that  I 

had  nothing  to  refresh  myself  with  in  the  early  part  of 

the  morning.  However,  I  tried  to  pass  my  time  as 

cheerfully  as  possible,  and  took  some  interest  in  the 

appearance  of  a  man  who  had  likewise  come  out  to 

enjoy  the  hospitality  of  the  Sheikh.  This  was  the 

sherif  Miildy  Isay,  who,  on  account  of  his  white  skin, 

was  almost  suspected  by  the  natives  to  be  of  Euro- 

pean origin.  In  the  course  of  the  day  the  Sheikh 

showed  me  some  rich  gold  trinkets  belonging  to  his 

wife,  manufactured  in  Walata ;  and  this  was  almost 

the  only  time  that  I  had  an  opportunity  of  inspecting 

these  gold  ornaments.  They  formed  a  sort  of  diadem  : 

and  I  understood  my  host  to  say  that  he  wanted  to 

have  a  similar  one  made  for  Queen  Victoria,  which, 

however  poor  in  itself,  I  assured  him  would  be  valued 

by  the  English  as  a  specimen  of  their  native  industry. 

The  stay  in  this  place  became  the  more  disagree- 

able, as  a  high  wind  raised  thick  clouds  of  dust,  and 

the  leathern  tent,  in  which  Fandaghurame  was  stay- 

ing, was  blown  down,  and  I  was  therefore  rather 

glad  when,  in  the  evening  of  the  13th,  we  returned 

into  the  town.  Here,  again,  the  news  of  the  ar- 

rival of  the  "  tabu  "  was  a  second  time  reported,  and 
everybody  again  thrown  into  a  state  of  excitement ; 

the  Ergageda,  a  tribe  of  Arabs  or  Moors,  moving  to 

and  fro,  while  all  the  poor  degraded  tribes  in  the 

neighbourhood,  together  with  their  herds  of  cattle  and 

their  flocks  of  sheep,  fled  again  for  refuge  to  the  en- 
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campment  of  the  Sheikh,  such  as  the  Kel  e'  Sherfa, 
the  Kel-antsar,  the  Tdendn,  and  the  Kel-iilli.  My 

protector  himself  was  again  to  return  to  the  tents 

on  the  morning  of  the  15th,  when  a  serious  business 

arose,  the  Fullan  insisting  with  great  pertinacity  that 

I  should  leave  the  town  this  day,  or  else  they  would 

certainly  kill  me  ;  for  they  would  rather,  they  said, 

that  the  "  tabu "  should  annihilate  them  all,  than 
that  I  should  remain  a  day  longer  in  the  town. 

Next  morning  the  Fullan  and  the  merchants  from 
the  north  assembled  in  the  house  of  Mohammed  el 

Ferreji,  and  discussed  with  great  energy  what  means 

they  should  adopt  to  drive  me  out,  binding  themselves 

by  an  oath  that  I  should  not  see  the  sun  set  over  the 

town.  The  othcer  Hamedu,  the  son  of  Mohammed 

Lebbo,  even  went  so  far  as  to  rise  in  the  assembly 

and  swear  that  he  himself  would  certainly  slay  me  if 

I  should  stay  any  longer.  The  alarm  which  this 

affair  caused  in  the  tovv^n  was  very  great,  although 
matters  of  this  kind  in  Negroland  are  never  so  serious 

as  in  Furope.  A'lawate,  therefore,  being  informed  of 
what  was  going  on,  entered  the  assembly  and  made 

a  formal  protest  that  I  should  see  both  sunset  and 

sunrise  in  the  town,  but  he  pledged  his  word  that  I 

should  leave  it  before  the  sun  reached  that  height  called 

dahhar  (about  nine  o'clock  in  the  morning)  by  the 
Arabs,  and  if  I  remained  after  that  time  they  might 

do  what  they  pleased  with  me. 

I  had  lain  down  rather  late,  and  was 

still  asleep,  when  Sidi  Mohammed,  before 

F  3 
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sunrise,  sent  word  to  me  to  mount  in  order  to  follow 

him  out  of  the  town;  and  he  behaved  very  unpolitely 

when  objections  were  raised  to  the  effect  that  it 

would  be  better  to  wait  for  El  Bakay.  Soon  after 

he  came  up  himself  on  horseback  before  my  door, 

sending  one  of  his  brother's  principal  and  confidential 
pupils,  whom  I  could  scarcely  expect  to  do  anything 

contrary  to  the  wishes  of  his  master,  to  bid  me 

mount  without  further  delay,  and  to  follow  him  to 

the  "  r6dha,"  or  the  sepulchre  of  Sidi  Mukhtdr, 
where  El  Bakay  would  join  us.  Seeing  that  I  had 

nothing  to  say,  while  as  a  stranger  I  could  neither 

expect  nor  desire  these  people  to  fight  on  my  ac- 

count, I  mounted,  fully  armed,  and  with  two  servants 
on  horseback  followed  Sidi  Mohammed  on  his  white 

mare. 

All  the  people,  in  the  streets  through  which  we 

passed,  cautiously  opened  their  doors  to  have  a  peep 

at  me.  The  rulir.g  tribe  also  were  not  inactive  ; 

and  they  had  mounted  several  horsemen,  who  fol- 

lowed close  upon  our  heels,  and  would  probably  have 

made  a  demonstration  if  we  had  halted  at  the  "  rodha." 

But  my  conductor,  instead  of  staying  there,  as  I  had 

been  made  to  believe,  led  on  straight  to  the  tents. 

Numbers  of  Tawarek  families,  carrying  their  little 

property  on  half-starved  asses,  met  us  on  the  road, 

flying  westward,  and  confirming  the  fact  that  the 

approach  of  the  t^bu  was  not  merely  an  idle  rumour. 

The  encampment  also,  which  had  been  chosen  at 

another  spot,  presented  a  very  animated  scene,  a 
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large  hamlet,  consisting  of  matting  dwellings,  or 

seniha,  inhabited  by  the  Kel-iilli  and  the  Tgelad, 

proteges  of  the  Sheikh,  being  closely  attached  to 

it.  The  consequence  was,  that  although  the  whole 

locality,  formed  by  a  sandy  ridge  with  a  slight  de- 
pression full  of  trees,  presented  a  more  cheerful 

aspect  than  the  former  encampment,  by  degrees  it 

became  rather  narrow  and  confined.  Having  re- 

ceived the  compliments  of  my  new  friends,  I  en- 

deavoured to  make  myself  as  comfortable  as  possible  ; 

but  not  much  repose  was  granted  me,  for,  about  three 

o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  Mohammed  ben  Khottar,  the 

Sheikh's  nephew,  arrived  with  a  verbal  and  peremp- 
tory message  from  the  former  to  his  elder  brother, 

Sidi  Mohammed,  to  the  effect  that  the  Fullan  Avere 

about  to  storm  my  house  in  the  town,  in  order  to  seize 

my  luggage  which  I  had  left  there ;  and  desiring  him 

instantly,  and  without  the  slightest  delay,  to  bring 

me  back,  as  all  these  proceedings  were  the  con- 

sequence of  his  (Sidi  Mohammed's)  indiscretion. 
Eoused  by  this  angry  message,  the  noble  son  of 

the  desert  repented  what  he  had  done  to  the  detri- 

ment of  his  brother's  interest,  and  calling  together 
by  strokes  of  the  tobl,  or  great  drum,  which  hung 

ready  on  the  top  of  the  sandy  slope,  all  the  people 

capable  of  carrying  arms,  he  mounted  his  mare,  with 

his  four-barreled  gun  before  him,  while  I,  with  my 
two  servants,  followed  behind. 

Thus  it  appeared  as  if  I  was  destined  once  more 

to  enter  Timbuktu,  and  this  time  under  very  war- 
r  4 
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like  circumstances.  We  went  at  the  beginning  at 

such  a  rate,  that  it  seemed  as  if  we  were  about  to 

storm  the  place  directly;  but  on  reaching  the  first 

creek  of  the  river  we  made  a  short  halt,  while  my 

Mohammedan  friends  said  their  prayers,  and  at  last 

came  to  a  stand  on  an  eminence,  whence  we  sent  a 

messenger  in  advance.  Sidi  Alawdte  came  out  of 

the  town  to  meet  us.  Meanwhile  darkness  set  in, 

and  we  again  halted  on  another  eminence  in  sight  of 

the  town,  and  sent  a  second  messenger  to  the  Sheikh. 

We  were  joined  after  a  while  by  the  people  from 

Tawdt,  who  informed  us  that  El  Bakdy  had  left  the 

town  with  a  numerous  host  of  followers,  but  that 

they  themselves  did  not  know  whither  he  was  gone. 

Messengers  were  therefore  despatched  to  endeavour 
to  find  him. 

In  the  meanwhile  the  Tawdrek  whom  we  had  with 

us,  beat  their  shields  in  their  usual  furious  manner, 

and  raised  the  war-cry ;  the  night  was  very  dark,  and 

I  at  length  fired  a  shot,  which  informed  our  friends 
of  our  whereabouts.  We  found  the  Sheikh  close  to 

the  town  south  of  the  "  rodha,"  with  a  large  host  of 
people,  Tawdrek  as  well  as  Arabs,  Songhay,  and 

even  Fullan.  The  Fiitawi,  Ismail,  who  from  his 

knowledge  of  colonial  life  in  St.  Louis  or  Nder, 

afi'orded  me  a  constant  source  of  entertainment  as 
well  as  vexation,  welcomed  us  with  a  song,  and 

all  the  people  gathered  around  us  in  motley  con- 

fusion. The  spectacle  formed  by  this  multifarious 

host,  thronging  among  the  sand-hills  in  the  pale 
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moonlight,  was  highly  interesting,  and  would  have 

been  more  so  to  me,  if  I  could  have  been  a  tranquil 

observer  of  the  scene  ;  but,  as  I  was  the  chief  cause  of 

this  disturbance,  several  of  my  friends,  especially 

the  Imdm,  Haj  el  Mukhtdr,  w^hom  I  had  known  in 
Bornu,  made  their  way  to  me,  and  begged  me  to 

beware  of  treachery.  The  Sheikh  himself  despatched 

his  most  trustworthy  servant  to  inform  me  that  I 

had  better  keep  in  the  midst  of  the  Tawdrek,  whom 

he  himself  thought  much  more  trustworthy  than  the 

Arabs.  The  Kel-iilli  forthwith  formed  a  square 

round  me,  but  at  the  same  time  made  a  joke  of  it, 

trying  an  experiment  as  to  the  warlike  disposition 

of  my  horse,  by  pushing  against  me  with  one  side  of 

the  square,  while  beating  their  shields,  till,  being 

thrown  back  upon  the  other  side,  I  spurred  my  horse 

and  drove  them  to  their  former  position.  Excited  by 

this  animated  scene,  my  noble  charger,  to  the  great 

amusement  of  this  turbulent  host,  began  to  neigh 

from  sheer  delight. 

Meanwhile  the  brothers  had  dismounted,  together 

with  their  trusty  councillors,  and  were  wasting  the 

time  in  useless  consultation,  while  some  Fullan  horse- 

men were  roving  about  and  kept  me  on  my  guard  ; 

but  one  of  them  was  dismounted  against  his  inclina- 
tion. His  horse  received  a  wound  either  from  the 

stump  of  a  tree  or  from  a  spear,  and  thus  he  re- 

mained the  sole  victim  of  this  glorious  and  memorable 

night's  campaign. 
At  length,  having  moved  to  and  fro  for  some  time, 
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we  approached  the  outskirts  of  the  A'beraz,  and 
there  took  up  our  position.  But  the  Fullan  and 

Songhay,  who  had  likewise  assembled  at  the  beating  of 

the  alarm  drum,  being  arranged  in  front  of  us,  notwith- 

standing their  cowardly  disposition,  it  did  not  seem 

likely  that  we  should  be  allowed  to  get  inside  the 

town  without  bloodshed,  and  I  protested  repeatedly  to 

the  Sheikh,  that  nothing  was  more  repugnant  to  my 

feelings,  than  that  blood  should  be  shed  on  my  ac- 

count, and  perhaps  his  own  life  be  endangered. 

Meanwhile  numerous  messengers  were  sent  back- 

wards and  forwards,  till  my  protector  and  host, 

whose  feelings  had  been  deeply  wounded,  declared 

that  he  would  allow  me  to  remain  outside  the  town, 

if  the  Fullan  would  withdraw  their  force  so  as  to  put 

every  thing  in  his  own  hands,  and  would  promise  to 

leave  my  house  untouched.  And  he  strictly  kept  his 

word ;  for,  while  he  himself  entered  the  place  with 

A'lawate,  he  allowed  me  to  return  to  the  tents  in  the 
company  of  his  elder  brother.  We  did  not  arrive  at 

the  encampment  before  three  o'clock  in  the  morning, 
for  we  lost  our  road  in  the  pale  moonlight,  and  be- 

came entangled  among  the  numerous  creeks  of  Bose- 

bango,  while  we  suffered  at  the  same  time  greatly 

from  hunger,  and  the  coolness  of  the  night.  Such  was 

the  sole  result  of  this  night's  campaign. 
The  following  day  we  received  the  news  from  an 

Uraghen,  who  arrived  from  the  east,  of  the  tabu 

having  returned  eastward,  in  consequence  of  a  serious 

quarrel  having  broken  out  between  the  tribes  of  the 
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Tarabanasa  and  the  Tin-ger-egedesh,  who  composed 

part  of  the  army ;  and  in  consequence  of  the  obstinacy 

of  A^khbi,  the  chief  of  the  Igwadaren,  who  had 
refused  to  acknowledge  the  authority  of  his  liege 

lord,  and  to  come  forth  from  his  place  of  retreat,  the 

island  of  Kiirkozay,  in  order  to  do  homage  to 

Alkiittabu.  The  ruling  tribe  of  the  Awelimmeden 

gave  vent  to  their  anger  by  plundering  the  poor  inha- 

bitants of  Bamba,  or  Kasbah,  a  place  situated  about 

half-way  between  here  and  Gogo.  That  dreaded  host 

having  retraced  its  steps,  and  thus  disappointed  the 

hopes  of  my  protector,  all  the  poor  people  who  had 

put  themselves  under  the  protection  of  the  Sheikh  felt 

reassured,  and  again  brought  out  their  little  pro- 

perty, which  they  had  secreted  in  the  various  tents  of 

the  encampment.  The  Tgelad  lagged  a  little  longer 

behind,  and  in  the  evening  assembled  in  considerable 

numbers  before  my  tent  in  order  to  have  a  talk  with 

me.    On  the  whole  they  behaved  very  decently. 

Seeing  that  I  was  now  restricted  to  a  stay  in  the 

encampment,  I  had  sent  my  servant,  the  Gat>r6ni, 

into  the  town  in  order  to  bring  out  my  luggage.  He 

returned  in  the  evening  without  having  accomplished 

his  errand,  but  in  the  company  of  the  Sheikh  himself, 

who  informed  me  that  he  did  not  wish  the  lug-o-ao-e 

to  be  brought  out  of  the  town  before  he  Avas  ready  to 

accompany  me  himself  on  my  journey,  as  he  was 

afraid  that  his  two  brothers  still  wanted  to  get  some- 

thing more  out  of  me  than  they  had  done.  But  as 

he  had  sworn  in  the  first  paroxysm  of  anger  that  h^.^ 
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would  at  all  hazards  bring  me  back  into  the  town, 

I  told  him,  in  order  to  console  him,  that  I  would 

once  more  re-enter  the  place  in  the  dark,  quite  by 

myself,  stay  a  short  time  in  my  house,  and  then  return 

to  the  camp,  in  order  that  his  oath  might  be  fulfilled. 

But  he  would  not  allow  me  to  expose  myself  to  any 

danger  on  his  account,  as  the  rules  of  his  creed  made 

it  easy  for  him  to  get  rid  of  the  obligation  thus  con- 

tracted against  his  conscience,  by  subjecting  himself  to 

the  penance  of  a  three  days'  fast.  He  informed  me  now 
that  the  Fulldn  officer,  Ferreji,  had  accompanied  him 

on  leaving  the  town  as  far  as  the  "rodha,"  giving 
him  every  assurance  of  his  friendship,  and  that  thus 

everything  would  end  well ;  and  he  hoped  to  obtain 

for  me  favourable  conditions  from  the  Fullan  for  any 

future  European  or  Englishman  visiting  this  place. 

Together  with  the  Sheikh,  Sidi  Alawate  also  had  come 

out,  and  he  behaved  in  a  rather  friendly  manner  to 

me,  offering  his  services  towards  hastening  my  depar- 

ture, which  I  gladly  accepted,  without  however  putting 

any  confidence  in  him ;  for  I  was  well  aware  that  he 

liked  my  property  better  than  myself. 

Seeing  that  I  was  obliged  to  resign  myself  in  pa- 

tience, and  had  still  to  wait  here  some  time,  I  sent 

one  servant  and  two  of  my  horses  into  the  town. 

Since  the  waters  had  retired,  the  flies  had  become 

such  a  terrible  plague,  that  they  threatened  the  life  of 

man  and  beast,  and  it  was  chiefly  this  nuisance  that 

rendered  my  stay  here  so  uncomfortable.  It  was 

likewise  almost  the  ruin  of  the  horse,  which  I  was 
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obliged  to  keep  with  me  in  case  of  any  emergency. 

It  is  on  account  of  this  pest  that  none  of  the  people  of 

the  desert,  whose  chief  property  consists  in  camels, 

are  enabled  to  visit  the  town  at  this  period  of  the 

year. 
Not  only  flies,  but  other  species  of  insects  also, 

became  now  exceedingly  abundant  in  this  desert  tract, 

after  it  had  been  inundated  and  fertilised  by  the 

waters  of  the  river ;  and  a  countless  number  of  cater- 

pillars especially  became  very  troublesome,  creeping 

about  the  ground,  and  getting  upon  the  carpets  and 

mats  and  every  other  article.  While  thus  the  incon- 

venience of  the  open  camp  was  manifold,  my  amuse- 

ments were  rather  limited,  and  even  my  food  was 

poorer  than  it  had  been  before.  The  famous  "  rejire 
had  been  supplanted,  from  want  of  cheese,  by  the  less 

tasteful  "  dakno,"  seasoned,  in  the  absence  of  honey, 
with  the  fruit  of  the  baobab  or  monkey-bread  tree.  In 

the  morning,  however,  it  afforded  me  some  amusement 

to  observe  the  daughters  of  the  Tgelad  driving  out 

to  the  pasture  grounds  their  parents'  asses,  and  to 
witness  the  various  incidents  in  the  daily  life  of  these 

people.  But  they  were  soon  to  leave,  as  well  as  the 

Kel-iilli,  both  tribes  returning  to  their  quarters  fur- 
ther eastward. 

All  my  friends,  with  whom  I  had  had  only  so 

short  an  acquaintance,  thus  taking  leave  of  me, 

I  was  extremely  glad  when  a  brother  of  Mohammed 

ben  'Abd-AUahi  came  out  of  the  town  and  paid  me  a 
visit.    It  was  from  this  man,  whose  name  was  Daiid, 
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that  I  obtained  a  great  deal  of  important  inform- 

ation with  respect  to  the  quarter  north  of  the  river, 

between  Hamda-Allahi  and  Baghena.  I  also  met 

here  another  person,  who  gave  me  a  curious  piece 

of  information  with  regard  to  the  Ras  el  Ma,  the 

great  north-westerly  creek  of  the  river,  which  I  have 

already  mentioned  repeatedly,  and  of  which  I  shall 

say  more  in  the  Appendix*,  although  I  was  not  en- 
abled to  understand  its  whole  purport.  In  reference 

to  that  basin,  he  said,  that,  when  the  waters  had 

decreased  very  considerably,  a  bubbling  was  observed 

at  the  bottom  of  the  basin  ;  but  whether  this  referred 

to  sources  of  living  water,  or  to  some  other  pheno- 

menon, I  could  not  make  out  distinctly,  although  I 

imagine  the  former  to  be  the  case. 

This  was  a  very  important  day  in  various 
March  21st.  ^.  .  .  .   ,  ,  ,    ,  , 

respects.  ±*irst,  it  was  highly  remarkable 

for  its  atmospheric  character,  as  beginning  the  "nisan," 
that  is  to  say,  the  short  rainy  season  of  spring.  This 

peculiar  season  I  had  not  observed  in  the  other  more 

southerly  parts  of  Negroland  which  I  had  visited,  but 

it  is  also  observed  in  other  tropical  regions,  especially 

in  Bengal,  although  that  country  is  certainly  placed 

under  different  conditions,  and  reaches  farther  north- 

ward. We  had  two  regular  falls  of  rain  this  day, 

although  of  no  great  abundance,  this  phenomenon 

being  repeated  for  about  seven  days,  though  not  in 

*  Appendix  I.,  which  contains  all  that  I  know  about  the  western 
half  of  the  desert  between  Timbuktu  and  the  Atlantic. 
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succession.  Meanwhile  the  flies  became  quite  insup- 

portable, and  almost  drove  me  to  despair. 

But  the  day  was  also  important  in  another  respect, 

as  the  sons  of  Sidi  Mohammed,  El  Bakay,  and  his 

brothers,  attempted  to  bring  about  a  friendly  under- 

standing among  themselves  ;  and  I  was  not  a  little 

surprised  in  the  morning  of  this  day,  on  being  in- 

formed by  Sidi  Mohammed,  who  acted  as  my  guard 

here,  that  I  was  to  accompany  him  back  to  the 

"  r6dha,"  the  venerated  cemetery  a  few  hundred 
yards  east  of  the  town,  where  Sidi  Mukhtar  lies 

buried  ;  for  it  thus  seemed  as  if  there  was  still  some 

prospect  of  my  again  coming  into  collision  with  the 

townspeople.  Galloping  on  the  road  with  Daud,  the 

brother  of  'Abd-Allahi,  who  accompanied  us,  and 

beating  him  easily  on  my  line  "  Blast  of  the  Desert," 
as  I  styled  my  horse,  which  was  still  in  tolerable 

condition,  I  followed  my  companion,  and  we  took 

our  post  at  the  southern  side  of  the  tomb  of  the 

ancestor  of  the  holy  family.  Although  I  had  passed 

it  repeatedly  on  former  occasions,  I  never  until  now 

inspected  it  closely.  I  found  it  a  spacious  clay 

apartment,  surrounded  by  several  smaller  tombs  of 

people  who  were  desirous  of  placing  themselves  under 

the  protection  of  the  spirit  of  this  holy  man,  even  in 
the  other  world. 

Gradually  we  were  joined  by  the  relations  and 

friends  of  the  Sheikh,  A'lawate  appearing  first  and 
saluting  me  in  his  usual  smiling  manner;  then  the 

sickly  Mohammed  ben  'Abd-Allahi,  who  was  regarded 
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almost  as  a  member  of  the  family ;  next  followed 

Hammadi,  who  greeted  me  and  received  my  com- 

pliments in  return  ;  then  the  Sheikh  el  Bakay  ;  and, 

lastly,  'Abidin,  whom  I  had  not  seen  before.  He 
looked  rather  older  than  the  Sheikh,  with  expressive 

sharply  cut  and  manly  features,  besides  a  rather 

fair  complexion,  fairer  than  my  host.  He  was  clad 

in  a  bernus  of  violet  colour,  and  it  appeared  re- 

markable to  me  that,  although  I  had  placed  myself 

exclusively  under  the  protection  of  his  brother,  to 

whom  he  as  well  as  Hammadi  was  vehemently  opposed, 

yet  he  behaved  very  friendly  towards  me. 

All  the  parties  having  assembled,  we  were  regaled 

with  a  luncheon,  at  which  I  was  the  first  to  be  helped. 

The  people  then  having  said  their  prayers  of  aser," 
while  I  retired  behind  the  sepulchre,  in  order  not  to 

give  any  offence,  we  went  to  a  greater  distance 

from  the  town,  in  an  easterly  direction,  in  order  to 

get  out  of  the  way  of  the  people  who  had  come  from 

the  town  on  this  occasion,  when  the  various  members  of 

the  family  of  Mukhtdr  sat  down  upon  the  ground  in 

a  circle,  and  began  a  serious  private  consultation,  in 

order  to  settle  their  political  affairs ;  but,  although  it 

lasted  for  more  than  an  hour,  it  did  not  seem  to  lead 

to  the  desired  end,  and  broke  up  abruptly.  The 

Sheikh  had  endeavoured  to  persuade  me  to  pass  this 

night  in  the  A'beraz,  or  the  suburb  of  the  town; 
but  this  I  had  refused  to  do,  being  afraid  of  causing 

another  disturbance,  and,  as  he  promised  that  he  would 

come  out  of  the  town  with  my  luggage  on  the  Friday 
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following,  I  returned  with  Sidi-Mohammed  to  the 
tents. 

Honourably  as  I  was  treated  on  these  different  oc- 

casions in  consequence  of  the  great  exertions  of  my 

protector,  yet  the  Fullan  had  obtained,  through- 

out the  whole  atfair,  a  slight  advantage  in  po- 

litical superiority,  and  they  followed  it  up  without 

hesitation  and  delay,  by  levying  a  tax  of  2000 

shells  upon  each  full-grown  person,  under  the  pre- 

text that  they  did  not  say  their  Friday  prayers 

in  the  great  mosque  as  they  were  ordered  to  do. 

This  is  one  of  the  means  by  which  the  conquering 

tribe  was  endeavouring  to  subdue  the  national  spirit 

of  the  native  population,  by  making  them  celebrate 

the  great  weekly  prayer  in  the  mosque  which  had 

originally  been  built  by  the  Mandingo  conqueror 

Mansa  Miisa,  and  which  they  themselves  had  made 
the  centre  of  their  establishment  in  the  town.  Even 

in  previous  times  it  had  always  been  the  centre  of 

the   Mohammedan  quarter.    They  were  supported 

in  this   endeavour  by  the  precepts  of  Isldm,  ac- 

cording to  which  a  Moslim,  even  if  he  says  his 

ordinary  prayers  at  home,  is  obliged,  when  staying 

in  the  town  and  not  prevented  by  disease,  to  say  his 

Friday  prayers  in  the  Jdma. 

When  the  Fullan  conquered  the  place,  they 

purposely  increased  the  ruin  of  the  old  native 

mosque  of  San-kore,  which  is  situated  in  the  north- 

ern quarter,  and  afterwards  prevented  its  being 

repaired,  till  by  the  exertions   of  the  Sheikh  El 
VOL.  V.  G 
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Bakdy,  especially  on  his  visit  to  Hamda-Alldhi  some 

years  previously,  the  inhabitants  of  the  town  had 

been  allowed  to  repair  that  mosque  at  their  own  ex- 

pense. This  had  been  accomplished  at  the  cost  of 

600  blocks  or  riis  of  salt,  equal  to  about  200^. 

Besides  levying  this  tax  upon  the  inhabitants  in 

general,  they  also  devised  means  to  subject  to  a  par- 

ticular punishment  the  Arab  part  of  the  population 

who  had  especially  countenanced  the  Sheikh  in  his 

opposition  against  their  order  to  drive  me  out,  by 

making  a  domiciliary  search  through  their  huts,  and 

taking  away  some  sixty  or  eighty  bales  or  sunniye  of 

tobacco,  an  article  which,  as  I  have  stated  on  a  former 

occasion,  forms  a  religious  and  political  contraband 
under  the  severe  and  austere  rule  of  the  Fiilbe  in 

this  quarter* 
This  was  the  day  on  which  the  Sheikh 

March  24th.  .      t  i 
had  promised  to  bring  out  my  luggage,  but, 

to  my  great  disappointment,  he  came  empty-handed  ; 
and  again  he  had  much  to  say  about  the  expected 

arrival  of  Alkiittabu,  the  chief  Somki,  it  was  stated, 

having  been  called  from  A'ribmda  to  meet  his  liege 
lord  at  Ghergo  (pronounced  Kergo)  with  fifteen 

boats.  But,  as  the  sequel  showed,  this  was  a  mere 

stratagem  of  that  crafty  chief,  who  intended  to  make 

an  unexpected  foray  upon  his  foes  the  K^l-hekikan,  in 

which  enterprise  he  was  perfectly  successful,  killing 

about  a  dozen  of  that  already  greatly  reduced  tribe. 
While  the  Sheikh  boasted  of  the  innumerable  host 

which  his  friend  the  Tdrki  chief  carried  with  him, 
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I  was  greatly  amused  at  learning  from  an  Uraghen, 

who  had  come  to  pay  us  a  visit,  that  Alkiittabu  had 

only  300  fighting  men  with  him  at  the  time.  I  also 

observed  with  a  certain  degree  of  satisfaction  that 

my  kindly  host  became  aware  of  what  I  was  subjected 

to  day  by  day ;  for,  while  on  a  visit  to  my  tent,  one  of 

the  flies  that  tormented  me  stung  him  so  severely  as 

to  draw  blood;  and  I  then  showed  him  my  poor 

horse  which  was  suffering  dreadfully,  although  at 

times  we  lighted  a  small  fire  in  order  to  afford  him 
some  relief. 

During  my  stay  here,  I  had  become  better  ac- 
quainted with  Sidi  Mohammed,  and  I  had  convinced 

myself  that  he  was  a  straightforward  man,  although 

certainly  not  very  friendly  disposed  towards  Christians 

in  general.  Next  morning,  therefore,  when  he  and 

the  Sheikh  were  consulting  together,  I  complained 

bitterly  of  their  breaking  their  word  so  repeatedly, 

and  putting  off  my  departure  so  continually.  They 

then  endeavoured  to  soothe  my  disappointment,  and, 

as  they  were  going  into  the  town,  wanted  me  to 

go  along  with  them,  but  I  declined.  In  conse- 

quence of  this  remonstrance,  they  sent  me  from 

the  town  the  Sheikh's  nephew,  who  had  been  ill 
for  several  days,  to  bear  me  company  and  to  take 

care  of  rne,  and  this  was  a  great  treat  in  my  soli- 

tary situation,  as  I  had  nobody  to  speak  to.  How- 

ever, new  difficulties  appeared  to  arise  with  regard 

to  my  departure,  and,  during  the  next  few  days,  I 

received  several  curious  messages,  the  real  purport 
G  2 
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of  which  I  was  quite  at  a  loss  to  understand.  But 

El  Bakdy  at  length  promised  that  I  should  only  have 

to  wait  two  days  longer,  when  he  would  go  with  me 

himself;  but  it  was  not  till  the  very  last  day  in 

March  that  he  returned  from  the  town  to  the  camp, 

and,  although  he  at  length  brought  my  luggage 

with  him,  my  real  departure  was  even  then  still  far 
remote. 

During  this  time  I  had  especially  to  contend  against 

the  intrigues  of  my  head  man  *Ali  el  A'geren,  who 
seemed  to  find  the  stay  in  Timbuktu  at  my  expense 

(where  he  himself  was  quite  safe  and  well  oflP,  and  could 

do  what  he  liked,)  quite  pleasant  and  comfortable. 

He  was  therefore  in  no  hurry  to  leave,  but  rather 

tried  every  means  in  his  power  to  counteract  my  en- 

deavours for  a  speedy  departure.  An  extraordinary 

degree  of  patience  was  therefore  necessary  on  my  part, 

and  I  was  obliged  to  seek  relief  from  the  tediousness 

of  my  stay  here  in  every  little  circumstance  that 

broke  the  uniform  tenor  of  my  monotonous  life. 

A  great  source  of  entertainment  to  me  were  the 

young  sons  of  my  protector,  Babd  A'hmed  and  Zen  el 

'Abidin,  who  were  continually  wrangling  about  all 
sorts  of  articles,  whether  they  belonged  to  the  one  or 

the  other;  my  tent  and  my  horse  forming  the  chief 

objects  of  their  childish  dispute.  And  I  was  greatly 

amused,  at  times,  at  the  younger  boy  placing  himself 

at  the  entrance  of  my  tent,  and  protesting  that  it  was 

Zen  el  'Abidm's  tent,  and  preventing  his  elder  brother 
from  approaching  it.  •  The  plate  opposite  gives  a  fair 
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idea  of  the  whole  life  of  this  desert  camp,  with  its 

liberty,  its  cheerfulness,  and  its  tediousness. 

Our  camp  also  afforded  me  at  times  some  other 

amusement :  for  althous^h  the  Tawdrek  had  returned 

to  their  usual  seats,  the  Gwanin  were  still  kept  back 

here  by  their  fear  of  the  Kel-hekikan,  and  they  oc- 

casionally got  up  a  national  play,  which  caused  a  little 

diversion.  But  I  did  not  like  these  people  nearly 

so  well  as  the  wild  Tmoshagh ;  for,  having  become  de- 

graded by  being  subjected  to  the  caprices  of  stronger 

tribes,  they  have  almost  entirely  lost  that  independent 

spirit  which  is  so  prepossessing  in  the  son  of  the  desert, 

even  though  he  be  the  greatest  ruffian. 

One  afternoon  they  collected  round  my  tent  and 

began  boasting  of  what  they  had  done  for  me.  They 
told  me  that  the  FulMn  had  written  to  their 

Sheikh,  Weled  'Abeda,  accusing  the  Gwanin  that,  in 
the  night  when  El  Bakay  was  bringing  me  back  to 

Timbuktu,  they  had  been  fighting  against  them,  and, 

among  other  mischief,  had  killed  a  horse  belonging 

to  them ;  and  that  their  chief  had  answered,  that 

his  people  had  done  well  in  defending  me,  and  that 

nobody  should  hurt  me  after  I  had  once  succeeded  in 

placing  myself  under  the  Sheikh's  protection.  And 
this,  be  it  remembered,  was  the  self-same  chief  who 

had  murdered  Major  Laing ;  and  one  or  the  other  of 

these  very  Gwanin,  with  whom  1  had  dealings  every 

day,  were  perhaps  implicated  in  that  very  murder. 

I  was  thus  led  to  inquire  of  these  people  whether 

there  were  no  papers  remaining  of  that  unfortu- 
G  3 
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nate  traveller,  and  was  told  that  they  were  all 

scattered  or  made  away  with ;  but  I  learned,  to  my 

great  surprise,  that  there  were  letters  for  myself  in 

A'zawdd,  which  had  arrived  from  the  east;  and 
although  these  people  were  not  able,  or  did  not  feel 

inclined,  to  give  me  full  information  about  this  matter, 

which  was  of  so  much  interest  to  myself,  the  fact 

proved  afterwards  to  be  quite  true  ;  but  it  was  a  long 

time  before  I  got  possession  of  those  letters. 

Nature  now  looked  more  cheerful ;  and,  after  the 

little  rain  that  had  fallen,  spring  seemed  to  have 

set  in  a  second  time,  and  the  trees  were  putting  forth 

young  leaves.  The  river  having  now  laid  bare  a  con- 

siderable tract  of  grassy  ground,  the  cattle  again  found 

their  wonted  pasture  of  rich  nourishing  ̂ '  byrgu  "  on 
its  banks,  and  were  thus  able  to  furnish  their  masters 

with  a  richer  supply  of  milk.  This  was  a  great  point 

towards  hastening  my  departure,  as  the  telamid  (or 

pupils  of  the  Sheikh)  had  reason  to  expect  that  they 
would  not  be  starved  on  the  road.  The  fact  that  the 

tribes  which  we  had  to  pass  on  our  road  eastward 

were  entirely  without  milk,  which  forms  their  chief 

support,  had  exercised  some  influence  upon  them. 

Meanwhile  the  turbulent  state  of  the  country  grew 

worse  and  worse,  since  the  Awelimmiden  had  shown 

such  signs  of  weakness ;  and  the  Tin-ger-egedesh  were 

said  to  have  fallen  upon  the  tribe  of  the  Taketakayen 

settled  in  A  ribinda,  and  to  have  killed  six  of  their  num- 

ber. The  chief,  Somki,  also  made  at  the  same  time  a 

sanguinary  attack  upon  the  Kel-hekikan ;  and  the  state 
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of  feud  and  hostility  among  the  Igwadaren  had  reached 

an  extraordinary  height,  for  besides  the  common 

animosity  which  this  tribe  had  displayed  against  their 

former  liege  lord,  Alkiittabu,  two  different  factions 

were  opposed  to  each  other  in  the  most  bloody  feud, 

one  of  them  being  led  by  A'khbi  and  W6ghdugu,  and 
the  other  by  Teni,  to  whom  were  attached  the  greater 

part  of  the  Tarabanasa  and  the  Kel-hekikan. 

This  chief,  Teni,  rendered  himself  particularly  odious 

to  the  Sheikh's  party  by  keeping  back  a  consider- 
able amount  of  property  belonging  to  the  Gwanin, 

among  which  were  a  dozen  slaves,  more  than  fifty 

asses,  and  three  hundred  and  sixty  sheep.  A  very 

noisy  assembly  was  held,  in  the  evening  of  the  1st  of 

April,  inside  my  "  zeriba,"  or  fence  of  thorny  bushes 
with  which  I  had  fortified  my  little  encampment, 

in  front  of  my  tent.  All  the  Gwanin  assembled 

round  my  fire,  and  proposed  various  measures  for 

arranging  their  affairs  and  for  subduing  the  obstinate 

old  Teni.  One  speaker  was  particularly  distinguished 

by  the  cleverness  of  his  address  and  his  droll  ex- 

pressions, although  I  thought  the  latter  rather  too 

funny  for  a  serious  consultation.  However,  this  man 

was  not  a  Berbiishi,  but  an  Tdo  *Ali,  and  therefore 
could  not  present  a  fair  specimen  of  the  capabilities 
of  this  tribe. 

This  same  chief,  Teni,  was  also  the  cause  of  some 

anxiety  to  myself,  as  it  was  he  who,  as  I  have  stated 

on  a  former  occasion,  when  a  young  man,  was  wounded 

in  the  leg  by  Mungo  Park ;  and  I  was  therefore  rather c  4 
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afraid  that  he  might  take  an  opportunity  of  revenging 

himself  upon  me.  There  is  no  doubt  that,  in  the 

murderous  assault  upon  Major  Laing  in  Wddi  Ahen- 

net,  the  Tawdrek  were  partly  instigated  by  a  feeling 

of  revenge  for  the  heavy  loss  inflicted  upon  them  by 

Mungo  Park  in  his  voyage  down  the  Niger.  At 

this  very  moment  the  dreaded  chief,  with  part  of 

his  people,  was  here  in  the  neighbourhood,  and  caused 

great  anxiety  to  Mini,  a  younger  brother  of  W6gh' 

dugu,  one  of  the  chiefs  of  the  Tarabanasa,  who  had  come 

on  a  visit  to  the  Sheikh.  Our  frightened  friend,  in 

consequence,  was  rambling  about  the  whole  day  on  the 

fine  black  horse  which  my  host  had  made  me  a  present 

of,  in  order  to  spy  out  the  movements  of  his  enemy. 

He  even  wanted  me  to  exchange  my  horse  for  two 

camels,  in  order  that  he  might  make  his  escape. 

This  man,  who  was  an  amiable  and  intelligent  sort  of 

person,  gave  me  a  fair  specimen  of  what  trouble  I 

should  have  in  making  my  way  through  those  nume- 
rous tribes  of  Tawarek  along  the  river;  for,  when  he 

begged  a  present  from  me,  I  thought  a  common  blue 

shirt,  or  "rishaba,"  of  which  kind  I  had  prepared  about 

a  dozen,  quite  sufficient  for  him,  as  I  had  had  no  deal- 

ings whatever  with  him,  and  was  under  no  obligation 

to  him ;  but  he  returned  it  to  me  with  the  greatest 

contempt,  as  unworthy  of  his  dignity. 

My  supplies  at  this  time  were  greatly  reduced,  and 
in  order  to  obtain  a  small  amount  of  shells  I  was 

obliged  to  sell  a  broken  musket  belonging  to  me. 

Under  all  these  circumstances  I  was  extremely  glad 
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when,  in  the  evening  of  the  3rd  of  April,  the  provision 

bags  of  the  Sheikh,  of  which  I  was  assured  the  half 

was  destined  for  my  own  use,  were  brought  out  of  the 

town.  But,  nevertheless,  the  final  arrangements  for 

my  departure  were  by  no  means  settled,  and  the  fol- 

lowing day  everything  seemed  again  more  uncertain 

than  ever,  the  kadhi,  Weled  Faamme,  having  arrived 

with  another  body  of  sixty  armed  men,  and  with 

fresh  orders  to  levy  contributions  of  money  upon  the 

inhabitants,  in  order  to  make  them  feel  the  superiority 

of  the  ruler  of  Hamda-Allahi.  At  the  same  time  the 

people  from  Tawdt  set  all  sorts  of  intrigues  afoot,  in 

order  to  prevent  the  Sheikh  from  leaving  the  town, 

being  afraid  that  in  his  absence  they  should  be  ex- 

posed to  continual  vexation  on  the  part  of  the  ruling 

tribe ;  for  although  the  Sheikho  A^hmedu,  in  sending 
presents  to  Timbuktu,  had  not  neglected  El  Bakdy, 

yet  he  had  shown  his  preference  for  Hammadi,  the 

rival  of  the  latter,  in  so  decided  a  manner,  that  my 

friend  could  not  expect  that  in  leaving  the  town  his 

interests  would  be  respected*;  and  I  had  to  employ 
the  whole  of  my  influence  with  the  Sheikh  in  order 

to  prevent  him  from  changing  his  plan. 

But,  gradually,  everything  that  my  host  was  to  take 

with  him  on  such  a  journey,  consisting  of  books  and 

provisions,  was  brought  from  the  town,  so  that  it 

really  looked  as  if  El  Bakay  was  to   go  himself. 

*  The  present  sent  by  the  Sheikho  A^hmedu  consisted  of  800 
measures  of  corn  to  El  Bakay,  and  as  much  to  Hammadi,  besides 
ten  slaves  to  the  latter. 
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His  horses  had  been  brought  from  Kabara  on  the 

9th,  and  several  people,  who  were  to  accompany  us 

on  our  journey  eastward,  having  joined  us  the  follow- 

ing day,  the  Sheikh  himself  arrived  on  the  11th, 

and  our  encampment  became  full  of  bustle.  My 

own  little  camping-ground  also  was  now  enlivened 

with  all  my  people,  who  had  come  to  join  me ;  and 

my  small  store  of  books,  which  had  been  brought  from 

the  town,  enabled  me  to  give  more  variety  to  my  en- 
tertainment. 

A  rather  disagreeable  incident  now  occurred. 

The  Zoghoran  officer,  the  companion  of  Ferreji,  had 

come  out  on  some  errand,  while  I  was  staying  with 

the  three  brothers  in  the  large  tent,  which  had 

been  erected  for  Sidi  Mohammed.  I  wanted  to  leave, 

but  Bakay  begged  me  to  stay.  I  therefore  remained 

a  short  time,  but  became  so  disgusted  with  the  in- 

sulting language  of  the  Zoghoran,  that  I  soon  left 

abruptly,  although  his  remarks  had  more  direct 

reference  to  the  French,  or,  rather,  the  French  and 

half-caste  traders  on  the  Senegal,  than  to  the  English 

or  any  other  European  nation.  He  spoke  of  the 

Christians  in  the  most  contemptuous  manner,  de- 

scribing them  as  sitting  like  women  in  the  bottom 

of  their  steamboats,  and  doing  nothing  but  eating 

raw  eggs:  concluding  with  the  paradoxical  state- 

ment, which  is  not  very  flattering  to  Europeans, 

that  the  idolatrous  Bambara  were  far  better  people,  and 

much  farther  advanced  in  civilisation  than  the  Chris- 

tians.  It  is  singular  how  the  idea  that  the  Europeans 
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are  fond  of  raw  eggs  (a  most  disgusting  article  to  a 

Mahommedan),  as  already  proved  by  the  experience  of 

Mungo  Park,  has  spread  over  the  whole  of  Negro- 

land,  and  it  can  only  be  partially  explained  by  the 

great  predilection  which  the  French  have  for  boiled 

eggs. 

Altogether  my  situation  required  an  extraordinary 

amount  of  forbearance,  for  Alawate  also  troubled 

me  again  with  his  begging  propensities.  But  when  he 

came  himself  to  take  leave  of  me,  I  told  him  that  the 

time  for  presents  was  now  past ;  whereupon  he  said, 

that  he  was  aware  that  if  I  wanted  to  give  I  gave, 

meaning  that  it  was  only  the  want  of  goodwill  that 

made  me  not  comply  with  his  wish.  I  assured  him 

that  I  had  given  him  a  great  many  presents  against 

my  own  inclination,  He  owned  that  he  had  driven  a 

rather  hard  bargain  with  me,  but,  when  he  wanted  me 

to  acknowledge  at  least  that  he  had  done  me  no  per- 
sonal harm,  I  told  him  that  the  reason  was  rather  his 

want  of  power  than  his  want  of  inclination,  and  that, 

although  I  had  nothing  to  object  to  him  in  other 

respects,  I  should  not  like  to  trust  myself  in  his  hands 
alone  in  the  wilderness. 

The  difficulties  which  a  place  like  Timbuktu  pre- 
sents to  a  free  commercial  intercourse  with  Euro- 

peans are  very  great.  For  while  the  remarkable 

situation  of  the  town,  at  the  edge  of  the  desert  and 

on  the  border  of  various  races,  in  the  present  de- 

generated condition  of  the  native  kingdoms  makes  a 

strong  government  very  difficult,  nay  almost  im- 
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possible,  its  distance  from  either  the  west  coast  or 

the  mouth  of  the  Niger  is  very  considerable.  But, 

on  the  other  hand,  the  great  importance  of  its  situa- 

tion at  the  northern  curve  or  elbow  of  that  majestic 

river,  which,  in  an  immense  sweep  encompasses  the 

whole  southern  half  of  North-Central  Africa,  in- 

cluding countries  densely  populated  and  of  the 

greatest  productive  capabilities,  renders  it  most  de- 

sirable to  open  it  to  European  commerce,  while  the 

river  itself  affords  immense  facilities  for  such  a  pur- 

pose. For,  although  the  town  is  nearer  to  the  French 

settlements  in  Algeria  on  the  one  side,  and  those  on 

the  Senegal  on  the  other,  yet  it  is  separated  from  the 

former  by  a  tract  of  frightful  desert,  while  between 

it  and  the  Senegal  lies  an  elevated  tract  of  country, 

nay,  along  the  nearest  road,  a  mountain  chain  extends 

of  tolerable  height.  Further,  we  have  here  a  family 

which,  long  before  the  French  commenced  their 

conquest  of  Algeria,  exhibited  their  friendly  feelings 

toward  the  English  in  an  unquestionable  manner,  and 

at  the  present  moment  the  most  distinguished  member 

of  this  family  is  most  anxious  to  open  free  intercourse 

with  the  English.  Even  in  the  event  of  the  greatest 

success  of  the  French  policy  in  Africa,  they  will  never 

effect  the  conquest  of  this  region.  On  the  other  hand, 

if  a  liberal  government  were  secured  to  Timbuktu, 

by  establishing  a  ruler  independent  of  the  Fiilbe  of 

Hamda-Allahi,  who  are  strongly  opposed  to  all  inter- 

course with  Europeans,  whether  French  or  English, 
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an  immense  field  might  be  opened  to  European  com- 

merce, and  thus  the  whole  of  this  part  of  the  world 

might  again  be  subjected  to  a  wholesome  organiza- 

tion. The  sequel  of  my  narrative  will  show  how, 

under  the  protection  of  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay,  I  en- 

deavoured to  open  the  track  along  the  Niger. 
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ABORTIVE  ATTEMPT  AT  DEPARTURE  FROM  TIMBTJKTU. 

I  HAD  been  obliged  to  leave  the  town  on  the  17th  of 

March,  in  consequence  of  the  brothers  of  the  Sheikh 

having  deemed  such  a  step  essential  for  the  security 

of  the  town,  and  advantageous  to  their  own  personal 

interest.  Since  that  time  my  departure  had  been 

earnestly  discussed  almost  daily,  but  nevertheless, 

amidst  infinite  delays  and  procrastinations,  the  19  th 

of  April  had  arrived  before  we  at  length  set  out  from 

our  encampment,  situated  at  the  head  of  the  re- 

markable and  highly  indented  creek  of  Bose-bdngo. 

Notwithstanding  the  importance  of  the  day,  my 

excellent  friend  the  Sheikh  El  Bakdy  could  not 

even  then  overcome  his  habitual  custom  of  taking- 
matters  easy.  He  slept  till  a  late  hour  in  the  morning, 

while  his  pupils  were  disputing  with  the  owners  of 

the  camels  which  had  been  hired  for  the  journey,  and 

who  would  not  stir.  At  length  my  friend  got  up, 

and  our  sluggish  caravan  left  the  encampment.  There 

were,  besides  our  own  camels,  a  good  many  asses 

belonging  to  the  Gwanin,  and  laden  with  cotton 
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strips.  It  was  past  eleven  o'clock,  and  the  sun 
had  already  become  very  troublesome,  when  we 

left  the  camp.  The  chief  was  so  extremely  fond 

of  his  wife  and  children,  that  it  was  an  affair  of 

some  importance  to  take  leave  of  them.  I  myself 

had  become  sincerely  attached  to  his  little  boys,  es- 

pecially the  youngest  one,  Zen  el  'Abidin,  who,  I 

am  led  to  hope,  will  remember  his  friend  'Abd  el 
Kerim.  But,  notwithstanding  my  discontent  at  my 

protector's  want  of  energy,  I  could  not  be  angry 
with  him ;  and  when  he  asked  me  whether  he  had 

now  deceived  me,  or  kept  his  word,  I  could  not  but 

praise  his  conduct,  although  I  told  him  that  I  must 

first  see  the  end  of  it.  He  smiled,  and  turning  to 

his  companion  the  old  Haiballah  (Habib  Allah),  who 

had  come  from  A'zawad  to  spend  some  time  in  his 
company,  asked  him  whether  I  was  not  too  mistrustful ; 

but  the  event  unluckily  proved  that  I  was  not. 

The  vegetation  in  the  neighbourhood  of  B6se- 

bdngo  is  extremely  rich ;  but  as  we  advanced  gradually 

the  trees  ceased,  with  the  exception  of  the  kdlgo,  the 

bush  so  often  mentioned  by  me  in  Hausa,  and  which 

here  begins  to  be  very  common.  I  was  greatly  dis- 

appointed in  my  expectation  of  making  a  good  day's 
march,  for,  after  proceeding  a  little  more  than  three 

miles,  I  saw  my  tent,  which  had  gone  in  advance, 

pitched  in  the  neighbourhood  of  an  encampment  of 

Arabs  belonging  to  the  tribe  of  the  Ergageda.  Here 

we  stayed  the  remainder  of  the  day,  enjoying  the 

hospitality  of  these  people,  who  had  to  pay  dearly 
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for  the  honour  of  such  a  visit ;  for  the  pupils  of  my 

friend,  who  had  capital  appetites,  required  a  great  deal 

of  substantial  nourishment  to  satisfy  their  cravings ; 

and  besides  a  dozen  dishes  of  rice,  and  a  great  quantity 

of  milk,  two  oxen  had  to  be  slaughtered  by  our 

hosts.  These  Arabs,  who  formed  here  an  encampment 

of  about  twenty-five  spacious  tents,  made  of  sheep- 

skins or  farrwel,  have  no  camels,  and  possess  only  a 

few  cows,  their  principal  herds  being  sheep  and  goats, 

besides  a  large  number  of  asses.  They  have  been 

settled  in  this  district,  near  the  river,  since  the  time 

when  Sidi  Mukhtar,  the  elder  brother  of  El  Bakdy, 

established  himself  in  Timbuktu,  that  is  to  say,  in  the 

year  1832. 
Although  I  should  have  liked  much  better  to  have 

made  at  once  a  fair  start  on  our  journey,  I  was  glad 

that  we  had  at  least  set  out  at  all,  and,  lying  down  in 

the  shade  of  a  small  kdlgo  tree,  I  indulged  in  the 

hope  that  in  a  period  of  from  forty  to  fifty  days  I 

might  reach  S6koto ;  but  I  had  no  idea  of  the  unfa- 

vourable circumstances  which  were  gathering  to 

frustrate  my  hopes. 

The  whole  of  this  district  is  richly  clothed  with 

siwak,  or  Irak  {Capparis  sodata)^  and  is  greatly  in- 

fested with  lions,  for  which  reason  we  were  obliged 

to  surround  our  camping-ground  with  a  thick  fence, 

or  zeriba;  and  the  encampment  of  the  Sheikh,  for 

whom  an  immense  leathern  tent  had  been  pitched, 

with  his  companions,  horses,  and  camels,  together 

with  the  large  fires,  presented  a  very  imposing  appear- 
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ance.  I  was  told  that  the  lion  hereabouts  has  no 

mane,  or  at  least  a  very  small  one,  like  the  lion  of 
A'sben. 

The  first  part  of  this  day's  march  led  through  Thursday, 

a  flat  country,  which  some  time  before  had  ̂P^^^^oth. 
been  entirely  inundated.  Even  at  present,  not  only 

on  the  south  side  of  the  path,  towards  the  river, 

were  extensive  inundations  to  be  seen,  but  on  the 

left,  or  north  side,  a  large  open  sheet  spread  out. 

Having  passed  numbers  of  Tawarek,  who  were  shifting 

their  tents,  as  well  as  two  miserable-looking  encamp- 

ments of  the  Shemman-A'mmas,  whose  movements  af- 

forded some  proofs  of  the  disturbed  state  of  the  coun- 

try, we  ascended  the  higher  sandy  bank,  where  I  first 

observed  the  poisonous  euphorbia^  called  here  "  abdri 

e'  sebiiwa,"  or  "  tdboru,"  which  generally  grows  in 
the  shade  of  the  trees,  especially  in  that  of  acacias, 

and  is  said  frequently  to  cause  the  death  of  the  lion, 

from  which  circumstance  its  name  is  derived.  Pursu- 

ing our  easterly  course,  and  keeping  along  the  sandy 

bauk,  with  a  deep  marshy  ground  on  our  right,  we 

then  reached  a  group  of  two  encampments,  one  be- 

longing to  the  rdenan,  and  the  other  to  the  Shemman- 

A'mmas,  and  here  halted  during  the  hot  hours  of 
the  day.  Both  the  above-mentioned  tribes  are  of  a 

degraded  character;  and  the  women  were  anything  but 

decent  and  respectable  in  their  behaviour. 

Having  here  decided  that  it  was  better  to  go  our- 

selves and  fetch  the  rest  of  our  party  whom  we  had 

sent  in  advance  from  B6se-bango,  instead  of  despatch- 
VOL.  V.  H 
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ing  a  messenger  for  them,  although  the  place  lay 

entirely  out  of  our  route,  we  started  late  in  the 

afternoon,  leaving  our  camels  and  baggage  behind. 

Returning  for  the  first  mile  and  a  half,  almost  along 

the  same  road  we  had  come,  then  passing  the  site  of 

a  former  encampment  of  the  two  chiefs  named  Mush- 

tdba  and  Rummdn,  whom  I  have  mentioned  before, 

we  entered  the  swampy  ground  to  the  south  along  a 

narrow  neck  of  land  thickly  overgrown  with  diim- 

palms  and  brushwood,  and  thus  affording  a  secure 

retreat  to  the  lion.  In  the  clear  light  of  the  evening, 

encompassed  as  the  scenery  was  on  either  side,  by 

high  sandy  downs  towards  the  south  on  the  side  of 

the  river,  and  by  a  green  grassy  ground  with  a 

channel-like  sheet  of  water  on  the  other  it  exhibited 

a  very  interesting  spectacle  highly  characteristic  of 

this  peculiar  watery  region. 

Having  kept  along  this  neck  of  land,  which  is  called 

Temaharot,  for  about  two  miles,  and  reached  its  ter- 

minating point,  we  had  to  cross  a  part  of  the  swamp 

itself  which  separates  this  rising  ground  from  the 

downs  on  the  bank  of  the  river,  and  which  less  than 

a  month  previously  had  been  impassable,  while  at 

present  the  sheet  of  water  was  interrupted,  and  was 

only  from  three  to  three  and  a  half  feet  in  depth  at 

the  deepest  part.  We  then  reached  the  downs,  and 

here  again  turned  westward,  having  the  low  swampy 

ground  on  our  right,  and  an  open  branch  of  the  river 
on  our  left. 

This  whole  tract  of  country  is  of  a  very  peculiar 
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character,  and  presents  a  very  different  spectacle 

at  various  seasons  of  the  year.  During  the  highest 

state  of  the  inundation,  only  the  loftiest  downs  rise 

above  the  surface  of  the  water  like  separate  islands, 

and  are  only  accessible  by  boats  during  the  summer ; 

while  the  low  swampy  grounds,  laid  bare  and  fertilised 

by  the  retiring  waters,  afford  excellent  pastures 

to  innumerable  herds  of  cattle.  Even  at  present,  while 

the  sun  was  setting,  the  whole  tract  through  which 

we  were  proceeding  along  the  downs  was  enveloped 

in  dense  clouds  of  dust,  raised  by  the  numerous  herds 

of  the  Kel-n-Nokiinder,  who  were  returning  to  their 

encampment.  Here  we  were  most  joyfully  received 

by  the  followers  of  the  Sheikh,  who  had  been  waiting 

already  several  days  for  us,  and  I  received  especially 

a  most  cordial  welcome  from  my  young  friend 

Mohammed  ben  Khottdr,  the  Sheikhas  nephew,  whom 
I  esteemed  greatly  on  account  of  his  intelligent  and 
chivalrous  character.  He  informed  me  how  anxious 

they  had  been  on  my  account,  owing  to  our  continued 

delay.  Having  brought  no  tent  with  me,  a  large 

leathern  one  was  pitched,  and  I  was  hospitably  treated 
with  milk  and  rice. 

The  Kel-n-Nokiinder  are  a  division  of  the  nume- 

rous tribe  of  the  Fdendn,  and  although  in  a  political 

respect  they  do  not  enjoy  the  privileges  of  full  liberty 

and  nobility,  yet,  protected  by  the  Kunta,  and  the 

Sheikh  El  Bakay  in  particular,  they  have  succeeded 

in  retaining  possession  of  a  considerable  number  of 

cattle.   All  of  them  are  tolba,  that  is  to  say,  students ; H  2 
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and  they  are  all  able  to  read.  Some  of  them  can  even 

write,  although  the  Tdendn  cannot  now  boast  of  men 

distinguished  for  great  learning  as  they  could  in 
former  times. 

All  these  people  who  come  under  the  category  of 

tolba,  are  distinguished  by  their  fair  complexion, 

and  do  not  possess  the  muscular  frame  common 

among  the  free  rm6shagh.  Their  fair  complexion 

is  the  more  conspicuous,  as  the  men,  with  scarcely 

an  exception,  wear  white  shirts  and  white  turbans. 

All  of  them  took  a  great  interest  in  me,  and  looked 

with  extreme  curiosity  upon  the  few  European  ar- 
ticles which  I  had  with  me  at  the  time.  After  some 

little  delay  the  next  morning  we  left  the  place,  and 
at  that  time  I  little  fancied  that  I  was  soon  to  visit 

this  spot  again.  It  is  called  Ernesse,  or  Niikkaba  el 

kebira,  the  great  (sandy)  down. 

Having  this  time  excellent  guides  with  us  who  knew 

the  difficult  ground  thoroughly,  after  leaving  the 

sandy  downs,  we  struck  right  across  the  swampy 

meadow  grounds,  so  that  we  reached  our  encamp- 
ment on  the  other  side  of  Amalelle  in  a  much  shorter 

time  than  on  our  out  journey,  while  by  continual 

windings  we  almost  entirely  avoided  the  swamps; 

but,  without  a  good  guide,  no  one  can  enter  these  low 

lands,  which  constitute  a  very  remarkable  feature  in 

the  character  of  the  river.  One  of  the  Kel-n-No- 

kiinder,  of  the  name  of  Ay6ba,  whom  I  had  occasion- 

ally seen  in  the  town,  and  who  was  not  less  distin- 

guished by  his  loquacity  than  by  his  activity,  here 
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received  a  small  present  from  me,  as  well  as  some  of 

the  rdendn,  who,  during  my  absence,  had  treated  my 

people  hospitably. 

Starting  in  the  afternoon,  after  a  march  of  about 

eight  miles,  at  first  through  a  low  swampy  country, 

afterwards  through  a  sandy  wilderness  with  an  un- 

dulating surface  and  with  high  sandy  downs  towards 

the  river,  we  reached  an  encampment  of  Kel-iilli,  the 

same  people  who  had  repeatedly  protected  me  during 

my  stay  in  the  town,  and,  on  firing  a  few  shots,  we 

were  received  by  our  friends  with  the  warlike  de- 

monstration of  a  loud  beating  of  their  shields.  The 

hospitable  treatment  which  they  exhibited  towards 

us  in  the  course  of  the  evening  really  filled  me  with 

pity  on  their  account,  for,  having  no  rice  or  milk, 

they  slaughtered  not  less  than  three  oxen  and 

twenty  goats,  in  order  to  feast  our  numerous  and 

hungry  party,  and  make  a  holiday  for  themselves. 

Thus,  having  arrived  after  sunset,  great  part  of  the 

night  was  spent  in  revelling,  and  the  encampment 

with  the  many  fires,  the  numbers  of  people,  horses, 

and  beasts  of  burden,  in  the  midst  of  the  trees,  formed 

a  highly  interesting  scene. 

In  the  course  of  the  evening  I  received  a  visit  from 

my  protector.  I  had  promised  him  another  handsome 

present  as  soon  as  he  should  have  fairly  entered  with 

me  upon  my  home  journey,  and  he  now  wanted  to 
know  what  it  was.  I  informed  him  that  it  consisted 

of  a  pair  of  richly  ornamented  pistols,  which  I  had 

kept  expressly  for  the  occasion  :  but  instead  of  at  once 
H  3 
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taking  possession  of  them,  he  requested  me  to  keep 

them  for  him  till  another  time  ;  for  he  himself  was  no 

doubt  fully  aware  that  our  journey  was  not  yet  fairly 

begun ;  and  its  abortive  character  became  fully  ap- 

parent the  following  day,  when,  after  a  march  of 

less  than  seven  miles,  we  encamped  near  the  tents 

of  Teni,  or  E'  Teni,  the  first  chief  of  the  Tarabandsa. 

The  locality,  which  is  called  Tens-arori,  was  of  so 

swampy  a  character  that  we  looked  for  some  time  in 

vain  for  a  tolerably  dry  spot  to  pitch  our  tents,  and  it 

had  a  most  unfavourable  effect  upon  my  health.  Here 

we  remained  this  and  the  two  following  days :  and  it 

became  evident  that  as  this  chief  persisted  in  his  dis- 

obedience to  his  liege  lord  Alkuttabu,  the  other  more 

powerful  chief,  A'khbi,  whose  mutinous  behaviour  had 
been  the  chief  reason  of  the  former  not  coming  to 

Timbuktu,  would  certainly  follow  his  example.  The 

fact  was,  that,  irritated  against  their  superior  chief, 

or  more  probably  treating  him  with  contempt  on  ac- 

count of  his  youth  and  want  of  energy,  after  the  death 

of  his  predecessor,  Ndbegha,  they  had  fallen  upon 

his  mercenaries,  especially  the  Shemman-A'mmas,  and 
deprived  them  of  their  whole  stock  of  cattle. 

This  was  the  first  time  that  I  saw  these  more 

easterly  Tawarek  in  their  own  territory ;  and  I  was 

greatly  astonished  at  their  superior  bearing  in  com- 

parison with  the  Tademekket  and  Fregendten,  both 

in  their  countenance  and  in  their  dress.  They  were 

also  richly  ornamented  with  small  metal  boxes,  made 
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very  neatly,  and  consisting  of  tin  and  copper :  but  it 
was  in  vain  that  I  endeavoured  to  obtain  some  of 

them  as  a  curiosity.  They  wore  also  a  rich  profu- 

sion of  white  rings,  which  are  made  of  the  bones  of 

that  very  remarkable  animal  the  "  ayii,"  or  Manatus, 
which  seems  to  be  not  less  frequent  in  the  western 

than  in  the  eastern  branch  of  the  Niger.  As  a  token 

of  their  nobility  and  liberty,  all  of  them  carried 

iron  spears  and  swords,  the  degraded  tribes  not  being 

allowed  to  make  use  of  these  manly  weapons. 

The  encampment  consisted  of  about  thirty  leathern 

tents,  of  great  size ;  and,  besides  the  Tarabandsa,  a 

party  of  the  Kel-hekikan  of  Zillikay  were  encamped. 
This  was  a  less  favourable  circumstance  ;  for,  while  as 

yet  I  had  been  always  on  the  best  footing  with  these 

Tawarek,  the  latter  proved  rather  troublesome :  and 

I  got  involved  in  a  religious  dispute  with  one  of  their 

chiefs  named  Ayiib,  or  Sinnefel,  against  my  inclina- 

tion, which  might  have  done  me  some  harm.  On 

his  asking  me  why  we  did  not  pray  in  the  same 

manner  as  themselves,  I  replied  that  our  God  did  not 

live  in  the  east,  but  was  everywhere,  and  that  there- 

fore we  had  no  occasion  to  offer  up  our  prayers  in 

that  direction.  This  answer  appeared  to  satisfy 
him :  but  he  affected  to  be  horrified  when  he  heard 

that  we  did  not  practise  circumcision,  and  endea- 

voured to  excite  the  fanatical  zeal  of  the  whole  camp 

against  me.  I,  however,  succeeded  in  partly  effacing 

the  bad  impression  thus  caused,  by  making  use  of  a 
H  4 
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Biblical  expression,  and  observing  that  we  circum- 

cised our  hearts,  and  not  any  other  part  of  our  body, 

having  expressly  abolished  that  rite,  as  it  appeared 
to  us  to  be  an  emblem  of  the  Jewish  creed. 

I  also  told  them  that  if  they  thought  that  circum- 

cision was  a  privilege  and  an  emblem  of  Islam,  they 

were  greatly  mistaken,  as  many  of  the  pagan  tribes 

around  them,  whom  they  treated  with  so  much  con- 

tempt, practised  this  rite.  This  latter  observation  es- 

pecially made  a  great  impression  upon  them ;  and  they 

did  not  fail  to  remark  that  I  always  knew  how  to  parry 

any  attack  made  against  my  creed.  But,  in  other 

respects,  I  was  very  cautious  in  avoiding  any  dispute, 

and  I  was  extremely  lucky  in  not  having  anything 

to  do  with  an  arrogant  relative  of  the  Sheikh,  of  the 

name  of  'Abd  e'  Kahman  Weled  Sid,  who  had  lately 
come  from  A'zawad  to  stav  some  time  with  his  uncle, 
and  obtain  from  him  some  present. 

With  the  small  presents  which  I  made  to  each  of 

the  Tarabanasa,  I  got  on  very  well  with  them ;  but 

as  for  their  women,  who,  as  was  always  the  case  at 

these  encampments,  came  in  the  evening  to  have  a 

look  at  me,  and,  if  possible,  to  obtain  a  small  pre- 

sent, I  left  them  without  the  least  acknowledgment. 

Among  the  whole  tribe  I  did  not  observe  one  distin- 

guished in  any  manner  by  her  beauty  or  becoming 
manners. 

The  chief  behaved  so  inhospitably  that  my  com- 

panions were  almost  starved  to  death,  and  I  had  to 
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treat  several  of  them ;  but,  in  acknowledgment,  I  re- 

ceived some  useful  information.* 

At  length  we  left  this  uncomfortable  and  Tuesday, 

unhealthy  camping-ground,  and  had  some  -^P^i^sth. 
difficulty  in  turning  round  the  swamp  which  is  here 

formed,  and  further  on  in  traversing  a  dense  forest 

which  almost  precluded  any  progress.  Having  then 

passed  along  a  rising  sandy  ground,  we  had  again  to 

cross  a  most  difficult  swampy  tract,  overgrown  with 

dense  forest,  which  at  times  obliged  us  to  ascend  the 

high  sandy  downs  that  bordered  the  great  river  on 

our  right,  and  afforded  a  splendid  view  over  the  sur- 

rounding scenery. 

Gradually  we  emerged  from  the  dense  forest  upon 

*  A  complete  list  of  all  the  tribes  and  sections  of  the  Fmoshagh 
or  Tawarek  will  be  given  in  Appendix  II.  Here  I  will  commu- 

nicate the  family  relations  of  these  chiefs  of  the  Igwadaren,  which 
are  of  importance  for  understanding  clearly  the  political  state  of 
things  in  this  part  of  the  Niger,  and  which  may  be  of  some  use  to 

any  future  expedition.  First,  A'khbi,  the  principal  chief  of  this 
tribe,  is  a  son  of  Salem,  son  of  Hemme,  son  of  Akheum.  His  rival 

is  Sadaktu,  the  nephew  of  Simsim,  who  is  a  son  of  El  A'mmer  (the 

name  of  Sadaktu's  father  I  do  not  know),  son  of  "Walaswarislar,  son 
of  Akheum.  Associated  with  A^khbi  is  El  Woghdugu,  a  chief  of  a 
section  of  the  Tarabanasa,  a  very  chivalrous  man,  and  a  great  friend 

of  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay,  and  son  of  E'g  el  Henne,  son  of  Mansur; 
El  Woghdugu's  brothers  are  Mini,  Mohammed,  Aniti,  and  Lubed. 
Another  chief  of  the  Tarabanasa,  and  a  deadly  enemy  of  El  Wogh- 

dugu, although  allied  with  A'khbi,  is  E'  Teni  son  of  Agante,  son  of 
Kbawi,  son  of  Mansur,  son  of  Ag  e'  Saade,  son  of  Awedha.  E' 
Teni's  sons  are  :  Umbunge,  Imbekke  or  Baba,  Asatil,  and  Innosara ; 
sons  of  a  brother  of  E'  Teni  are  :  Babaye  and  Bubakkeri.  Another 
great  man  related  to  E'  Teni  is  U'gast,  son  of  Shet,  son  of  Khawi. 
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the  green  border  of  a  backwater  which  stretched  out 

behind  the  sandy  downs,  which  were  enlivened  by- 
cattle.  Marching  along  this  low  verdant  ground,  we 

reached  a  place  called  Tautilt  at  eleven  o'clock.  Here 
Woghda,  the  father-in-law  of  W6ghdugu,  had  just 

pitched  his  tents,  and  part  of  his  luggage  was,  at  the 

moment  of  our  arrival,  being  carried  over  from  the 

island  of  K6ra,  where  the  chief  Saul  had  encamped, 

and  the  shores  of  which  were  enlivened  by  numerous 
herds  of  horned  cattle. 

Such  is  the  remarkable  mode  of  life  adopted  by 

these  southern  sections  of  the  mysterious  veiled 

rovers  of  the  desert.  Totally  metamorphosed  as  they 

are  by  the  character  of  the  new  region  of  which  they 

have  taken  possession,  they  wander  about  and  re- 

move their  encampments  from  one  island  to  the 

other,  and  from  one  shore  to  the  other,  swimming 

their  cattle  across  the  river.  They  have  almost  re- 

nounced the  use  of  the  camel,  that  hardy  animal, 

which  afforded  their  only  means  of  existence  in  those 

desert  regions  which  had  formerly  been  their  home. 

It  was  a  highly  interesting  camping-ground.  This 
branch  of  the  river,  which  was  about  two  hundred 

yards  broad,  and  at  present  from  six  to  eight  feet 

deep,  was  enlivened  by  several  boats,  together  with  a 

good  number  of  cattle,  apparently  rather  averse  to 

entering  the  water,  which  in  summer  usually  dries 

up ;  the  Tawdrek  busily  arranging  their  little  property 

and  pitching  their  tents,  or  erecting  their  little  booth- 

like huts  of  matting ;  then  behind  us  the  dense  forest, 
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closely  enveloped  by  climbing  plants.  The  principal 
branch  of  the  river  is  from  two  to  three  miles  distant. 

We  had  scarcely  arrived,  when  the  cheerful  little 

Woghda  started  from  his  tent  with  a  sudden  bound, 

worthy  of  a  public  exhibition,  in  order  to  receive  his 

friend  the  Sheikh  El  Bakdy.  We  encamped  in.  the 

shade  of  the  large  trees,  close  to  the  border  of  the 

water,  where  we  were  soon  visited  by  several  Son- 

ghay  people,  who  inhabit  a  small  hamlet  on  the  island 

of  Kora,  where  they  cultivate  tobacco.  This  article 

-  constituted  in  former  times  the  chief  branch  of  culti- 

vation all  along  the  river,  but  at  present,  since  the 

conquest  of  the  country  by  the  Fiilbe,  it  has  become  a 

contraband  article,  so  that  the  people  from  Timbuktu 

come  stealthily  hither,  in  order  to  buy  from  these 

people  their  produce  with  cotton  strips  or  tari. 

This  chief,  Woghda,  had  been  present,  when  quite 

a  boy,  at  the  attack  which  the  Igwadaren  at  E^gedesh 
made  upon  Mungo  Park,  whom  all  the  old  men  along 

the  river  know  very  well,  from  his  large  strange- 

looking  boat,  with  his  white  sail,  his  long  coat,  his 

straw  hat,  and  large  gloves.  He  had  stopped  at 

Bamba  in  order  to  buy  fowls,  of  which  he  appears  to 

have  endeavoured  to  obtain  a  supply  at  every  large 

place  along  the  river.  Woghda  further  asserted  that 
it  was  on  this  occasion  that  the  Tawarek  killed  two  of 

the  Christians  in  the  boat;  but  this  seems  to  be  a 

mistake,  as  it  appears  evident  that  two  of  the  four 

valiant  men,  who,  solitary  and  abandoned,  in  their 

boat,  like  a  little  fortress,  navigated  this  river  for  so 
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many  hundred  miles  in  the  midst  of  these  hostile 

tribes,  were  killed  much  lower  down. 

The  people  have  plenty  of  asses,  and  a  sword-blade 
of  the  commonest  German  or  Solingen  manufacture 

fetches  every  where  two  of  these  animals,  which  are 
sold  for  at  least  6000  shells  each  in  the  town.  But 

the  more  conscientious  Arabs  do  not  trade  with  the 

Tawarek,  whose  property  they  well  know,  for  the 

greatest  part,  to  be  "  hardm,"  or  forbidden,  because 
taken  by  violent  means. 

It  had  been  announced  that  we  were  to  start  in  the' 

afternoon,  but  there  was  no  reason  for  hurrying  our 

departure,  and  we  quietly  encamped  here  for  the 

night,  when  we  were  visited  by  a  great  number  of  the 

Welad  Moluk,  whose  encampment  was  at  no  great 

distance  from  ours.  They  were  short,  thick-set  men, 

with  fair  complexions,  and  expressive  prepossessing 

features,  but  some  of  them  were  suffering  dread- 

fully from  a  disgusting  disease,  which  they  attributed 

to  the  bad  quality  of  the  water.  One  or  two  of 

them,  at  least,  had  their  nose  and  part  of  their  face 

entirely  eaten  away  by  cancers,  and  formed  altogether 

a  horrible  spectacle. 

Much  more  agreeable  was  a  visit  which  I  received 

from  the  Tawdrek  chief,  Sdul,  the  leader  of  the  Kel- 

TamuMit,  a  very  stately  personage,  who  remained  the 

greater  part  of  the  night  with  us,  engaged  in  ani- 
mated conversation  with  the  Sheikh.  The  following 

morning,  while  we  were  arranging  our  luggage,  he, 

and  another  chief  of  the  name  of  Khasib,  came  to 
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pay  me  their  compliments,  and  sat  for  a  long  time 

near  me,  in  order  to  observe  my  habits. 

At  length  we  were  again  on  our  march,  following 

the  windings  of  the  river,  which  at  times  spread  out 

to  a  fine  sheet  of  water,  but  at  others  became  hid 

behind  sandy  downs.  On  our  left  we  had  a  well- 

wooded  country,  now  and  then  changing  into  a  low 

swampy  ground,  and  enlivened  by  guinea-fowls.  In 

this  place  we  met  a  fine  tall  Tarki,  mounted  upon  one 

of  the  highest  "  mehara  "  I  had  ever  seen.  It  was 
W6ghdugu,  the  most  valiant  of  all  the  southern 

Tawarek,  Awelimmiden,  Igwddaren,  and  Tademekket 

taken  together,  and  a  sincere  and  faithful  friend  of 

the  Sheikh  El  Bakay.  He  was  a  fine,  tall,  broad- 

shouldered  man,  of  six  feet  four  or  five  inches,  and 

evidently  possessing  immense  muscular  strength,  al- 

though he  was  by  no  means  fat  at  the  time,  and 

even  pretended  not  to  be  in  the  enjoyment  of  good 
health. 

Numerous  deeds  of  valour  are  related  of  this 

man,  which  remind  one  of  the  best  age  of  European 

or  Arab  chivalry.  He  is  said,  at  the  time  when 

the  Tawdrek  conquered  the  town  of  Giindam  from 

the  Fiilbe,  to  have  jumped  from  his  horse  upon  the 

wall  of  that  place,  and  catching  upon  his  shield  the 

spears  of  all  the  enemy  who  were  posted  there,  to 

have  opened  a  way  for  his  comrades.  A  few  days 

before,  he  had  been  surprised,  when  quite  alone,  by  a 

party  of  from  ten  to  twelve  of  his  private  enemies, 

the  followers  of  E'  Teni,  but  he  succeeded  in  defend- 
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ing  himself  against  them,  and  catching  upon  his  shield 

all  their  iron  spears,  he  reached  the  river,  and  made 

good  his  retreat  in  a  boat. 

Led  on  by  this  interesting  man,  and  by  a  brother 

of  his  of  the  name  of  Mohammed,  we  soon  reached  a 

place  named  Izeberen,  so  called  from  two  sandy 

downs  rising  from  a  flat  shore,  and  at  times  entirely 

insulated.  Inland,  a  large  swampy  backwater  leaves 

only  a  narrow  neck  of  land  dry. 



Ill 

CHAP.  LXXIV. 

RETROGRADE  MOVEMENT  TOWARDS  TIMBTJKTU. 

The  locality  of  Izeberen,  where  we  had  encamped, 

was  not  at  all  inviting,  as  it  was  but  scantily  pro- 

vided with  trees.  Here  we  gave  up  our  journey  east- 

ward, and  again  commenced  our  retrograde  move- 
ment towards  Timbuktu.  I  was  now  filled  with  the 

saddest  forebodings ;  for  after  three  or  four  days  spent 

in  vain  dispute  between  the  Sheikh  and  A^khbi,  the 
chief  of  the  Igwadaren,  who  was  encamped  here,  the 

latter  persisted  in  his  rebellious  conduct  against  his 

liege  lord  Alkiittabu  ;  and,  instead  of  restoring  what 

he  had  taken  from  the  tribes  placed  under  the  pro- 

tection of  the  latter,  he  made  up  his  mind  to  follow 

the  instigations  of  the  Sheikh's  enemy  and  rival, 
Hammddi,  and  to  throw  himself  into  the  arms  of  the 

Fiilbe  and  of  the  chief  of  Hamda-Alldhi.  He  thus 

caused  an  immense  disturbance  in  this  whole  region  ; 

and  in  fact  a  bloody  war  broke  out  soon  after  my 

safe  departure. 

The  encampment  at  Izeberen,  to  which  this  sad 

remembrance  attaches,  was  tolerably  enlivened  with 

some  interesting  people,  including  as  well  some  kins- 
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men  of  A'khbi,  as  more  especially  the  sons  of  E'g  el 
Henne,  Woghdugu,  and  his  brethren,  Mohammed, 

Aniti,  and  Mini,  all  of  whom  are  of  a  very  cheerful 

disposition,  and  (as  far  as  it  is  possible  for  a  Tarki 

to  be  so)  even  amiable  men.  Among  the  former 

there  was  a  boy  named  Kiingu,  whose  arrogance  at 

first  was  a  little  troublesome,  but  eventually  he  be- 

came one  of  my  best  friends,  and  even  now  occupies 

a  foremost  place  in  my  remembrance.  He  was  a 

nephew  of  A'khbi's,  and  his  father  had  been  distin- 
guished for  his  valour  and  warlike  enterprise,  but  had 

been  killed  in  battle  at  an  early  age,  like  most  of  the 

kinsfolk  of  this  chief,  so  that  the  boy  was  brought  up 

and  educated  by  his  mother,  Tatinata,  who  was  a 

daughter  of  AVdb,  the  chief  of  the  Tademekket 

whom  I  have  repeatedly  mentioned  on  former  occa- 
sions. 

A'khbi  himself  was  a  man  of  about  forty  years  of 

age,  good-looking,  but  of  an  overbearing  character. 
His  father,  Sdlem,  who  had  died  a  few  months  before 

at  a  very  advanced  age,  had  been  distinguished  by  his 

intelligence,  while  A'khbi,  as  soon  as  he  acceded  to 
power,  had  broken  his  allegiance  to  his  liege  lord, 

and  entered  into  open  hostilities  with  him.  He  had 

allowed  his  own  small  tribe,  which  scarcely  numbered 

more  than  two  hundred  fighting  men,  to  be  divided 

into  two  hostile  encampments,  and  in  consequence  of 

that  feud  had  sustained  a  very  heavy  loss  amongst 

his  own  followers.  His  quarrel  with  Alkiittabu  was 

evidently  a  consequence  of  the  intrigues  of  the  Fiilbe 
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and  Hammddi,  who,  seeing  that  the  political  power 

of  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay  was  based  upon  his  friend- 

ship with  the  chief  of  the  Aweliramiden,  used  all  his 

endeavours  to  raise  up  an  adversary  to  the  latter ; 

and  the  progress  of  this  struggle,  of  which  I  did  not 

see  the  end,  may  have  been  productive  of  great  changes 

in  the  political  relations  of  Timbuktu. 

The  endeavour  to  preserve  the  unity  of  the  whole 

tribe  of  the  Awelimmiden,  which  my  protector  had  sin- 

cerely at  heart,  and  thus  to  keep  up  the  friendly  rela- 

tion of  this  tribe  with  that  of  the  Tgwadaren,  induced 

him  to  postpone  my  interests,  and  to  return  once 

more  westward,  in  order  to  exert  liis  utmost  to  settle 

this  serious  affair.  For  the  very  tribe  of  the  Tgwa- 

daren, from  the  first,  when  they  were  settled  in  A'za- 
wad,  had  been  the  protectors  of  the  Kunta,  the  tribe 

to  which  the  family  of  Mukhtar  belonged,  and  had 

especially  defended  them  against  the  hostilities  of  the 

Fgelad,  by  whose  subjection  the  former  had  founded 

their  power.  El  Bakay  could  not  but  see  with  the 

most  heartfelt  sorrow  his  former  supporters  likely  to 

become  the  auxiliaries  of  his  enemies ;  and  his  brother, 

Sidi  Mohammed,  whom  he  had  left  to  fill  his  place  in 

Timbuktu  during  his  absence,  had  sent  an  express 

messenger  from  the  town,  requesting  him  to  come,  in 

order  that  he  might  consult  with  him  upon  the  state 
of  affairs. 

As  for  myself,  being  anxious  about  my  own  interest, 

and  fearing  even  for  my  life,  which  I  was  convinced 

was  seriously  threatened  by  another  return  towards 
VOL.  v.  I 
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Timbuktu,  I  employed  every  means  in  my  power  to 

persuade  my  friend  to  allow  me  to  pursue  my  journey 

eastward,  in  the  company  of  those  pupils  and  followers 

of  his  whom  he  had  promised  to  send  along  with 

me.  But  he  would  not  consent  to  this,  and  I  felt 

extremely  dejected  at  the  time,  and  could  not  but 

regard  this  retrograde  journey  to  Timbuktu  as  a  most 
unfortunate  event. 

Just  at  this  time  the  news  was  brought,  by  way 

of  Ghadames,  of  the  French  having  completely  van- 

quished the  Shaamba,  and  made  an  expedition  to  War- 

geld  and  Metlili.  In  consequence  of  this  report,  the 

fear  of  the  progress  of  these  foreign  and  hated  in- 

truders into  the  interior  of  these  regions  became  very 

general,  and  caused  suspicion  to  attach  to  me,  as  these 

people  could  not  but  think  that  my  journey  to  their 

country  had  some  connection  with  the  expedition  of 

the  French.  But,  taking  all  the  circumstances  into 

account,  I  found  afterwards  that  my  friend  was  alto- 

altogether  right  in  postponing  for  the  time  my  journey 
eastward. 

Sunday,  This  was  thc  sad  day  when,  with  the 

April  30th.  jnost  gloomy  forebodings,  I  began  my 
return  journey  towards  the  west.  There  had  been 

the  most  evident  signs  of  the  approach  of  the  rainy 

season,  which  in  the  zone  further  to  the  south  had 

already  set  in,  when,  after  so  many  reiterated  delays, 

I  was  obliged  once  more  to  return  towards  that  very 

place  which  I  had  felt  so  happy  in  having  at  length 
left  behind  me. 
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My  protector  was  well  aware  of  the  state  of  my 

feelings,  and  while  the  people  were  loading  the  camels 

he  came  to  me,  and  once  more  excused  himself  on 

account  of  this  retrograde  movement.  There  were, 

besides  myself,  some  Arabs  of  the  tribe  of  Gwanin, 

who  wanted  to  go  on  to  Ghergo,  in  order  to  buy 

tobacco,  and  who  now  likewise  were  obliged  to  re- 
turn once  more  to  the  westward,  as  they  had  no 

guarantee  for  their  security  in  making  the  journey 
alone. 

The  splendid  river  along  the  banks  of  which  lay 

our  road,  and  which  here  was  about  half  a  mile 

across,  afforded  the  only  consolation  in  my  cheerless 

mood.  The  junction  of  the  two  branches,  as  seen 

from  this  spot,  presented  a  very  fine  spectacle.  The 

gerredh  trees  also,  which  were  in  full  blossom,  at- 

tracted my  attention. 

Keeping  a  little  nearer  to  the  sandy  downs,  we  soon 

reached  the  place  of  our  former  encampment  in  Taii- 

tilt.  Having  then  passed  along  the  small  back- 

water of  Barkange,  the  volume  of  which  had  greatly 

decreased  in  these  few  days,  we  encamped  about 

four  miles  beyond,  in  the  open  swampy  ground  which 

we  had  had  such  difficulty  in  crossing  on  our  out- 

ward journey.  It  is  called  Erasar.  In  this  low 

ground,  between  two  swamps  and  about  800  yards 

from  the  bank  of  the  river,  without  the  shade  of  the 

smallest  tree,  the  Igwadaren  had  encamped.  It  was 

owing  to  these  swampy  sites  that  I  was  afflicted  with 

those  severe  rheumatic  pains,  from  which  I  afterwards 
I  2 
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suffered  so  much  in  B6rnu,  and  which  I  occasionally 
feel  even  now. 

The  place  was  the  more  disagreeable,  as  we  re- 

mained here  the  three  following  days,  El  Bakdy 

endeavouring  all  the  time  to  persuade  the  chief 

A'khbi  to  restore  the  property  which  he  had  taken 
from  the  subjects  of  his  liege  lord.  I  was  in  the 

mean  time,  anxious  to  keep  up  a  friendly  intercourse 

with  the  people  with  whom  I  was  thus  brought  into 

contact,  although  most  of  the  Igwddaren  had  already 

gone  on  in  advance  to  their  new  retreat,  and  at  that 

time  were  collected  at  Ernesse;  while  the  straight- 

forward and  fearless  chief  Woghdugu,  and  his  friend 

Shamuwel,  were  still  behind.  I  took  a  great  interest 

in  the  name  of  the  latter ;  for  I  thought  that  the 

names  of  Shamuwel,  Sdul,  and  Daniel  —  all  being  of 

frequent  occurrence  among  this  tribe,  while,  as  far 

as  I  am  aware,  none  of  them  is  found  among  the 

Arabs, — tend  to  confirm  the  closer  relation  which 

these  Berbers  keep  up  with  the  Canaanitic  tribes  than 

with  the  Arabs.  There  was,  in  particular,  a  man  of 

the  name  of  Sdma,  who  was  very  friendly  with  me. 

On  reading  with  him  some  writing  in  "  Tefmaghen,"  or 
the  native  Berber  character,  I  became  aware  that  this 

word  signifies  nothing  more  than  tokens  or  alphabet. 

Eor  as  soon  as  the  people  beheld  my  books,  and  ob- 

served that  they  all  consisted  of  letters,  they  exclaimed 

repeatedly,  "Tefmaghen — ay — Tefinaghen!"  and  my 
little  friend  Kiingu,  who  had  just  learned  the  Arabic 

alphabet,  was  very  anxious  to  know  something  about 
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the  value  of  the  letters.  I  here  also  had  proof  of  the 

great  dislike  which  the  Tawarek  have  to  the  name 

of  their  father  being  mentioned,  for  when  the  little 

Haiballa,  the  companion  of  the  son  of  the  Sheikh, 

mentioned  the  death  of  Kiingu's  father,  the  little 
fellow  flew  into  a  great  rage,  and  was  ready  to  kill 

him  on  the  spot. 

I  received,  besides,  a  great  deal  of  information  from 

a  young  man  who  had  lately  come  from  the  north, 

in  order  to  study  under  the  Sheikh.  He  belonged  to 

the  Welad  Yoaza,  a  section  of  the  tribe  of  the  Me- 

shediif,  which  originally  appears  to  have  been  of  pure 

Berber  extraction,  being  identical  with  the  celebrated 

tribe  of  the  Masufa,  but  who,  at  present,  have  become 

Arabicised.  He  was  evidently  a  man  of  a  good  family ; 

but  being  now  rather  scantily  supplied  with  food,  he 

took  refuge  with  me,  in  order  to  enjoy  my  hospitality. 

On  this  occasion  I  learned  from  him  a  great  deal  with 

regard  to  some  districts  of  the  desert,  with  which  I 

had  been  unacquainted. 

In  the  same  encampment,  we  received  full  con- 

firmation of  the  news  with  regard  to  the  progress  of 

the  French  towards  the  south,  and  of  their  bavins: 

taken  possession  of  Wargela.  The  excitement  pro- 

duced  in  consequence  was  very  great,  and  made  my 

situation  extremely  difficult  and  dangerous.  The 

Sheikh  El  Bakay  came  twice  in  the  same  afternoon 

to  me,  expressing  his  intention  of  uniting  the  strength 

of  the  Tawatiye  and  the  Awelimmiden  in  a  common 

attack  upon  the  French.    But  I  endeavoured  to  show 
I  3 
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him  the  absurdity  of  such  a  proceeding,  telling  him 

that  they  themselves  would  gain  nothing  by  such  in- 

considerate conduct,  and  would  only  furnish  a  fresh 

pretext  to  the  French  for  penetrating  farther  into  the 

interior.  Moreover,  I  gave  it  as  my  opinion,  that  the 

latter,  unless  instigated,  would  not  undertake  such  a 

thing  as  a  military  expedition  to  these  distant  regions, 

but  would  endeavour  to  open  commercial  intercourse 

with  them  in  a  peaceful  manner.  There  the  matter 

stopped  for  the  moment. 

Thursday,  cxcrtious  of  the  Sheikh  to  per- 
May  4th.  g^adc  A'khbl  to  return  the  property 

which  he  had  taken  by  force  from  the  tribes  placed 

under  the  protection  of  the  Awelimmiden  being  in 

vain,  the  latter  broke  up  his  encampment,  in  order 

to  pursue  his  journey  westward  in  search  of  new 

protectors  and  allies.  To  prevent  the  mischief  which 

might  result  from  this  course,  my  friend  followed, 

and  I  was  obliged  reluctantly  to  accompany  him. 

The  river  had  fallen  considerably  since  I  had  last 

visited  this  district,  and  the  scanty  foliage  of  the 

lower  part  of  the  trees  in  the  swampy  tract  which  we 

traversed  in  the  beginning  of  our  march,  bore  evident 

testimony  to  the  higher  state  of  the  water  some  time 

before. 

Leaving  then  our  former  camping-ground  in  Tens- 
arori  on  one  side,  we  encamped  after  a  march  of  a 

little  more  than  six  miles,  on  ground  which  was 

still  so  extremely  damp  that  almost  all  my  luggage 

was  spoiled,  while  it  likewise  exercised  a  most  unfa- 
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vourable  effect  upon  my  health.  We  had  previously 

had  evident  signs  of  the  approach  of  the  rainy  season  ; 

but,  to-day,  we  had  the  first  regular  shower  accom- 

panied by  a  thunderstorm,  and  rain  fell  round  about 

us  in  a  much  more  considerable  quantity.  The  Ta- 

warek  were  well  aware  that  this  was  the  real  begin- 

ning of  the  rainy  season,  giving  vent  to  their  feelings 

in  the  words  "dkase  yiise"  —  "the  rainy  season  has 

set  in;''  but  my  Arab  companions,  who  repeatedly 
assured  me  that  long  before  the  setting  in  of  the  rainy 

season  I  should  certainly  reach  Sokoto,  would  not 

acknowledge  this  as  a  regular  rain,  but  qualified 

it  as  quite  an  exceptional  phenomenon  connected 

with  the  setting  of  the  "  Pleiads,"  and  calling  it  in 

sequence,  "mdghreb  el  thrayd." 
There  was  a  great  dread  of  lions  in  our  encamp- 

ment. I  especially  was  warned  to  be  on  my  guard, 

as  my  camping- ground,  which  I  had  surrounded 

with  a  fence,  closely  approached  a  jungle  of  rank 

grass ;  but  we  passed  the  night  unmolested. 

Although  I  had  been  promised  that  we  should  pHday, 

certainly  not  pass  this  place  on  our  return  ̂ ^^3^^^^- 
westward,  nevertheless,  in  the  morning  the  order  was 

suddenly  given  to  decamp ;  and  on  we  went,  A^khbi 
in  the  van  and  we  in  the  rear,  passing  many  small 

temporary  encampments  of  the  Igwddaren,  who  were 

exiling  themselves  from  their  own  country.  Having 

thus  made  a  short  march  of  about  four  miles,  throuo"h 

a  country  now  rising  in  sandy  downs,  covered  with 

siwdk  and  diim-bush,  at  other  times  spreading  out  in 
I  4 
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low  swampy  meadow-grounds,  and  leaving  Tndikuway 

on  our  left,  we  encamped  again  in  the  midst  of  a 

swamp,  at  a  short  distance  from  the  bank  of  the  river. 

Fortunately,  there  was  some  rising  ground,  opening 
a  fine  view  over  the  river,  which  here  formed  an  arm 

of  about  600  yards  in  breadth,  while  the  opposite 

shore  of  A'ribinda  exhibited  a  very  pleasant  back- 
ground. Cautiously  I  pitched  my  tent  as  high  as 

possible,  with  the  door  looking  towards  the  river,  in 

order  to  console  myself  with  the  aspect  of  the  stream. 

A  beautiful  jeja  or  caoutchouc  tree, here  called  enderen, 

which  I  scarcely  remember  to  have  seen  anywhere  else 

in  the  whole  of  this  district,  gave  life  and  animation 

to  the  encampment.  A  few  miles  towards  the  west, 

the  high  sandy  downs  of  U'le  Teharge  formed  also 
an  object  of  great  interest. 

It  was  extremely  fortunate  that  the  ground  of  this 

encampment  did  not  present  such  a  uniform  level 

as  in  our  last  day's  amazagh,  for  in  the  afternoon  we 
were  visited  by  a  violent  tempest,  which  threw  back 

the  fence  that  we  had  erected  around  our  camping- 

ground,  upon  ourselves  and  our  horses,  and  threatened 

to  tear  the  tent  to  pieces :  then,  having  made  the 

round  of  the  whole  horizon,  it  returned  once  more 

from  the  north  and  discharged  itself  in  a  terrific 

shower,  which  lasted  more  than  two  hours,  and 

changed  the  whole  of  the  lower  part  of  the  plain  into 

a  large  lake. 

This  thunderstorm  aiForded  evident  proofs  of  the 

full  power  of  the  rainy  season;  and  as  I  had  not 
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yet  even  begun  my  long  journey  eastward,  through 

districts  so  full  of  large  rivers  and  of  swampy  val- 

leys, ray  feelings  may  be  more  easily  imagined  than 

described.  I  felt  very  dissatisfied  with  the  Sheikh 

El  Bakay,  and  he,  on  his  part,  was  well  aware  of  it. 

His  own  trustworthy  and  amiable  character  inspired 

me  with  the  confidence  that  I  should  at  length  get 

safely  out  of  all  my  trouble  ;  but  an  immense  amount 

of  Job-like  patience  was  required,  for  we  staid  in  this 

encampment  the  five  following  days. 

But  we  had  a  little  intercourse  with  some  re- 

markable persons  which  gave  me  some  occupation. 

The  most  interesting  of  the  passers  by  were  three 

noble  ladies  of  the  tribe  of  the  K^l-hekikan,  well 

mounted  on  camels  in  an  open  cage,  or  jakhfa,  of 

rather  simple  structure,  with  the  exception  of  the 

rich  ornament  on  the  head  of  the  animal,  as  is  repre- 

sented in  the  accompanying  woodcut.  But  the  ladies 

themselves  afforded  an  interesting  sight,  being  well 
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formed,  of  rather  full  proportions,  though  very  plainly- 
dressed.  Then  the  whole  of  the  Igwddaren,  male  and 

female,  passed  by  close  to  my  tent.  There  were,  be- 

sides, the  Kel-terarart  and  the  Kel-tamulait,  or,  as 

the  Arabs  call  them,  A'hel  e'  Saul ;  and  I  had  a  long 
conversation  with  a  troop  of  eight  horsemen  of  the 

latter,  who,  in  the  evening,  came  to  my  tent  in  order 

to  pay  their  respects  to  me.  I  reciprocated  fully  their 

protestations  of  friendship,  and  requested  one  of  the 

two  kinsmen  of  the  chief  Saul,  who  were  among  this 

troop,  to  accompany  me  on  my  journey  eastward, 

promising  to  see  him  safe  to  Mekka.  But,  although  he 

greatly  valued  my  offer,  he  was  afraid  of  the  Arewan 

or  Kel-geres,  and  of  the  inhabitants  of  A'lr.' 
There  was  a  great  congregation  of  different  chiefs 

with  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay,  and  he  flattered  himself 

that  he  had  made  peace  between  inveterate  enemies, 

such  as  E'  Teni  and  W6ghdugu ;  but  the  sequel 
showed  that  he  was  greatly  mistaken,  for  these  petty 

tribes  cannot  remain  quiet  for  a  moment.  Great  num- 

bers of  the  Shemman-A'mmas  were  hovering  round 
us,  all  of  them  begging  for  food.  But  my  spirits  were 

too  much  embittered  to  exercise  great  hospitality  from 

the  small  stock  of  my  provisions,  which  were  fast 

dwindling  away.  Indeed,  the  stores  which  I  had  laid 

in,  in  the  hope  that  they  would  last  me  until  I  reached 

Say,  were  almost  consumed,  and  I  was  very  glad  to 

obtain  a  small  supply  of  milk,  which  I  usually  bought 

with  looking-glasses,  or  rather  rewarded  the  gifts  of 

the  people  by  the  acknowledgment  of  such  a  present. 

But  these  people  were  really  very  miserably  off, 
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and  almost  in  a  starving  condition,  all  their  property 

having  been  taken  from  them.  They  informed  me 

that  the  Igwadaren  had  plundered  twelve  villages 

along  the  Eghirreu,  among  others,  those  of  Bdmba, 

E'gedesh,  Asliman,  and  Zomgoy. 
The  river  was  enlivened  the  whole  day  long  with 

boats  going  up  and  down,  and  some  of  the  people 

asserted  that  these  boats  belonged  to  the  Fiilbe,  who 

were  looking  out  for  an  opportunity  of  striking  a  blow. 
The  whole  world  seemed  to  be  in  a  state  of  revolution. 

The  news  from  the  north  of  the  advance  of  the  French, 

the  particulars  of  which,  of  course,  could  not  but 

become  greatly  exaggerated,  as  the  report  Avas  carried 

from  tribe  to  tribe,  excited  my  friend  greatly,  and  the 

several  letters,  written  by  the  people  of  Tawat,  who 

were  resident  in  Timbuktu,  having  reference  to  the 

same  event,  with  which  the  messenger  whom  he  had 

sent  to  that  place  returned,  did  not  fail  to  increase 

his  anxiety. 

All  these  people  seemed  to  be  inspired  with  the 

same  fear,  that  the  French  might  without  any  fur- 

ther delay  march  from  el  Golea,  which  they  were 

said  to  have  occupied,  upon  Timbuktu,  or  at  least 

upon  Tawat.  On  the  whole  it  was  very  fortunate 

indeed  that  I  was  not  in  the  town  at  this  con- 

juncture, as  in  the  first  excitement  these  very 

people  from  Tawat,  who  previously  had  taken  me 

under  their  especial  protection,  and  defended  me 

repeatedly,  would  have  contributed  to  my  ruin,  as, 

from  their  general  prejudice  against  a  Christian, 

they  lost  all  distinction  between  English  and  French, 
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and  represented  me  as  a  spy  whose  proceedings  were 

connected  with  that  expedition  from  the  north. 

They  now  urgently  requested  the  Sheikh  to  write  a 

letter  to  the  whole  community  of  Tawat,  and  to  sti- 

mulate  them  to  make  an  attack  upon  Wdrgeld 

conjointly  with  the  Hogar  and  A'zgar ;  but  I  did  all 
in  my  power  to  prevent  him  from  acceding  to  such 

a  proposal,  although  he  thought  that  I  was  greatly 

underrating  the  military  strength  of  the  people  of 

Tawat.  However,  although  I  succeeded  in  preventing 

such  a  bold  stroke  of  policy,  I  could  not  prevent  his 

writing  a  letter  to  the  French,  in  which  he  interdicted 

them  from  penetrating  further  into  the  interior,  or 

entering  the  desert,  under  any  pretext  whatever, 

except  as  single  travellers.  He  also  wanted  me  to 

write  immediately  to  Tripoli,  to  request  that  an 

Englishman  should  go  as  consul  to  Tawdt ;  but  I 

told  him  that  this  was  not  so  easily  done,  and  that  he 

must  first  be  able  to  offer  full  guarantee  that  the  agent 

should  be  respected. 

In  my  opinion  it  would  be  better  if  the  French 

would  leave  the  inhabitants  of  Tawdt  to  themselves, 

merely  obliging  them  to  respect  Europeans,  and  keep 

open  the  road  to  the  interior ;  but  although  at  that 

time  I  was  not  fully  aware  of  the  intimate  alliance 
which  had  been  entered  into  between  the  French 

and  the  English,  I  was  persuaded  that  the  latter 

neither  could  nor  would  protect  the  people  of  Tawat 

against  any  aggressive  policy  of  the  French,  except  by 

peaceable  means,  as  Tawdt  is  pre-eminently  situated 
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within  the  range  of  their  own  commerce.  If  both 

the  English  and  French  could  agree  on  a  certain 

line  of  policy  with  regard  to  the  tribes  of  the  interior, 

those  extensive  regions  might,  I  think,  be  easily  opened 

to  peaceful  intercourse.  Be  this  as  it  may,  under 

the  pressure  of  circumstances,  I  found  myself  obliged 

to  affix  my  name  to  the  letter  written  by  the  Sheikh, 

as  having  been  present  at  the  time,  and  candour  im- 

posed upon  me  the  duty  of  not  signing  a  wrong  name. 

All  this  excitement,  which  was  disagreeable  enough, 

had,  however,  one  great  advantage  for  ijie,  as  I  was 

now  informed  that  letters  had  reached  my  address,  and 

that  I  should  have  them  ;  but  I  was  astonished  to  hear 

that  these  letters  had  arrived  in  A'zawad  some  months 

previously.  I  expostulated  very  strongly  with  my 

friend  upon  this  circumstance,  telling  him  that  if  they 

wanted  friendship  and  "imana,"  or  security  of  inter- 
course with  us,  they  ought  to  be  far  more  strict  in 

observing  the  conditions  consequent  upon  such  a  rela- 

tion. I  then  received  the  promise  that  I  should  have 

the  letters  in  a  few  days. 

Our  hosts  the  Kel-gogi  removed  their  en-  Wednesday, 
campment,  and  we  followed  them,  although 

my  protector  had  repeatedly  assured  me  that  in  our 

retrograde  movement  we  should  certainly  not  have  to 

pass  the  fine  caoutchouc-tree  that  adorned  our  en- 

campment. Leaving  the  high  sandy  downs  of  Ule- 

Teharge,  on  the  banks  of  the  river,  we  kept  around 

the  extensive  swampy  meadow-ground  which  spreads 

out  behind  them,  several  small  encampments  of  the 
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wandering  Tawdrek  enlivening  the  green  border  of 

the  swamp.  Crossing,  then,  some  rising  ground  be- 

yond the  reach  of  the  wide  expanse  of  shallow  back- 

waters connected  with  the  river,  we  came  to  the  well- 

known  creek  of  Amalelle,  and  followed  its  northerly 

shore  till  we  reached  its  source  or  head,  where  our 

friend  A'khbi  had  taken  up  his  encampment  in  the 
midst  of  a  swampy  meadow-ground,  which  afforded 
rich  pasture  to  his  numerous  herds  of  cattle  ;  for,  as 

1  have  had  occasion  repeatedly  to  state,  the  Tawdrek 

think  nothing  of  encamping  in  the  midst  of  a  swamp. 

As  for  ourselves,  we  were  obliged  to  look  out 

for  some  better-protected  and  drier  spot,  and  therefore 

ascended  the  sandy  dowms,  which  rise  to  a  consider- 

able elevation,  and  are  well  adorned  with  talha-trees 

and  siwak,  or  Cappans  sodata.  Having  pitched  my 

tent  in  the  midst  of  an  old  fence,  or  zeriba,  I 

stretched  myself  out  in  the  cool  shade,  and  forgetting 

for  a  moment  the  unpleasant  character  of  my  situa- 

tion, enjoyed  the  interesting  scenery  of  the  landscape, 

which  was  highly  characteristic  of  the  labyrinth  of 
backwaters  and  creeks  which  are  connected  with  this 

large  river  of  JfVestern  Central  Africa. 

At  the  foot  of  the  downs  was  the  encampment 

of  our  friends  the  Tawarek,  with  its  larger  and 

smaller  leathern  tents,  some  of  them  open  and  pre- 

senting the  interior  of  these  simple  movable  dwell- 

ings ;  beyond,  the  swampy  creek,  enlivened  by  a 

numerous  herd  of  cattle  half-immersed  in  the  water ; 

then  a  dense  border  of  vegetation,  and  beyond  in  the 
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distance,  the  white  sandy  downs  of  Ernesse,  with  a 

(Snall  strip  of  the  river.  I  made  a  sketch  of  this  plea- 

sant and  animated  locality,  which  is  represented  in 

the  plate  opposite.  The  scenery  was  particularly  beau- 
tiful in  the  moonlight  when  I  ascended  the  ridge  of 

the  downs,  which  rise  to  about  150  feet  in  height. 

In  the  evening  I  received  a  little  milk  from  the  wife 

of  one  of  the  chiefs  of  the  Kel-gogi  of  the  name  of 

Ldmmege,  who  was  a  good-looking  woman,  and  to 

whom  I  made  a  present  of  a  looking-glass  and  a  few 

needles  in  return.  The  Tawarek,  while  they  are  fond 

of  their  wives,  and  almost  entirely  abstain  from  poly- 

gamy, are  not  at  all  jealous  ;  and  the  degree  of  liberty 

which  the  women  enjoy  is  astonishing ;  but,  according 

to  all  that  I  have  heard,  instances  of  faithlessness  are 

very  rare  among  the  nobler  tribes.  Among  the  de- 

graded sections,  however,  and  especially  among  the 

Kel  e'  Siik,  female  chastity  appears  to  be  less  highly 
esteemed,  as  we  find  to  be  the  case  also  among  many 
Berber  tribes  at  the  time  when  El  Bekri  wrote  his  in- 

teresting account  of  Africa.* 
Meanwhile  my  good  and  benevolent  protector  was 

in  a  most  unpleasant  dilemma,  between  his  regard 

for  his  own  interest  and  his  respect  for  myself.  He 

severely  rebuked  the  Tarki  chief  for  having  disturbed 

the  friendly  relation  which  had  formerly  existed 

between  himself  and  me ;  for  since  our  retrograde 

movement,  in  order  to  incite  my  friend  to  a  greater 

*  El  Bekri,  ed.  de  Slane,  p.  182.    ̂ Lx?  j^bX>^  J 
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degree  of  energy,  I  never  went  to  his  tent,  although 

he  repeatedly  paid  me  a  visit.  At  length,  after  ma- 

ture consideration,  the  Sheikh  had  decided  that  I,  toge- 

ther with  the  greater  part  of  his  followers,  should  go 

to  Ern^sse,  there  to  await  his  return,  while  he  himself 

intended  to  approach  still  nearer  to  Timbuktu,  al- 

though he  affirmed  that  he  would  not  enter  the  town 

under  any  condition. 

Thus  we  separated  the  next  morning,  and  I  took 

leave  of  the  friends  whom  I  had  made  among  the 

tribe  of  the  Igwadaren.  These  people  were  leaving 

their  former  homes  and  their  former  allies,  in  order 

to  seek  new  dwelling-places  and  new  friends.  There 

was  especially,  the  little  Kiingu,  who,  early  in  the 

morning,  came  on  his  white  horse  to  bid  me  farewell. 

We  had  become  very  good  friends,  and  he  used  to 

call  daily  to  talk  with  me  about  distant  countries,  and 

the  different  varieties  of  nations  as  far  as  he  had  any 

idea  of  such  things.  He  was  an  intelligent  and  chi- 

valrous lad,  and  with  his  long  black  hair,  his  large 

expressive  eyes,  and  his  melancholy  turn  of  mind,  I 

liked  him  much.  When  I  told  him  that  he  would  yet 

become  one  of  the  great  chiefs  of  the  Tawdrek,  and  a 

celebrated  warrior,  he  expressed  his  fear  that  it  would 

be  his  destiny  to  die  young  like  his  brothers,  who  had 

all  fallen  in  battle  at  an  early  age ;  but  I  consoled  him, 

and  promised  that  if  any  friend  of  mine  should  visit 

these  regions  after  me,  I  would  not  fail  to  send  him  a 

present  for  himself.  He  regretted  having  left  the 

neighbourhood  of  Bamba,  which  he  extolled  very 
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highly  on  account  of  its  fine  trees  and  rich  pasture- 

grounds  ;  but  he  spoke  enthusiastically  of  the  Edfar-n- 
aman,  or,  as  the  Arabs  call  it,  the  Rds  el  ma,  with  the 

rich  grassy  backwaters  and  creeks  which  surround  it, 

especially  the  valley  called  Tisormaten,  the  reminis- 
cences of  which  filled  his  boyish  mind  with  the 

highest  delight. 

Thus  I  took  leave  of  this  yourjg  Tarki  lad,  after 

having  given  him  such  little  presents  as  I  could  spare. 

Swinging  himself  upon  his  horse  by  means  of  his  iron 

spear,  he  rode  off  with  a  martial  air,  probably  never  to 

hear  of  me  again.  I  took  the  opposite  direction,  along 

the  shore  of  the  creek  Amalelle,  accompanied  by  a 

guide  whom  A'hmed  el  Waddwi  had  brought  from  Er- 
nesse,  and  followed  by  Mohammed  ben  Khottar  the 

SheikVs  nephew,  Sidi-Mohammed  the  Sheikh's  son, 
and  almost  the  whole  of  his  followers.  However, 

the  company  of  all  these  people  did  not  inspire  me 

with  so  much  confidence  that  my  friend  and  protector 

would  not  tarry  long  behind,  as  the  fact  of  the  pre- 
sence of  his  favourite  female  cook  Diko  who  accom- 

panied us,  and  whose  services  my  friend  could 

scarcely  dispense  with ;  and  I  thus  agreed  in  the 

opinion  of  his  confidential  pupil  Mohammed  el  A'min, 
who,  knowing  well  the  character  of  his  teacher,  dis- 

puted with  energy  with  those  amongst  my  companions 

who  thought  that  the  Sheikh  would  send  us  word  to 

join  him  in  the  town. 

I  therefore  cheerfully  enjoyed  once  more  the  very 

peculiar  character  of  this  river  district,  with  its  many 
VOL.  V.  K 
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creeks,  small  necks  of  land,  and  extensive  swamps. 

Since  we  had  last  visited  this  place  the  waters 

had  retired  considerably,  and  the  extensive  swampy 
lowlands  between  Temdhar6t  and  Ernesse  had  become 

quite  dry,  so  that  we  had  to  cross  only  a  narrow 

channel-like  strip  of  water.  Following  then  the 

sandy  dowTis,  we  soon  reached  the  well  known  en- 

campment of  the  Kel-n-nokiinder,  where  1  was  hos- 

pitably entertained  with  a  bowl  of  ghussub  water. 

I  was  disposed  to  enjoy  in  privacy  the  view  over  the 

river,  while  lying  in  the  shade  of  a  siwak,  but  the 

number  of  Tawdrek  who  were  passing  by  did  not 

allow  me  much  leisure,  for  the  tents  of  Saul,  as  well 

as  those  of  El  W6ghdugu,  were  at  a  short  distance. 

But  these  people,  conscious  of  their  having  deserved 

punishment  at  the  hand  of  their  liege  lord,  were 

frightened  aYv^ay  by  the  rising  of  a  simiim,  as  it  is 

popularly  believed  in  the  country  that  this  wind  is 

the  sign  of  the  approach  of  the  great  army,  or  tdbu, 

of  the  Awelimmiden,  and  they  all  started  off  the  next 

morning. 

The  river,  which  is  here  very  broad,  forms  a  large 

low  island  called  Banga-gungu,  the  "hippopotamus 

island,"  while  a  smaller  one,  distinguished  by  a  fine 
tamarind  tree,  is  called  Biire.  I  endeavoured  in  the 

afternoon  to  reach  the  bank  of  the  river  itself ;  but 

it  is  beset  with  a  peculiar  kind  of  grass  of  great  height, 
armed  with  such  oiFensive  bristles  that  it  is  almost 

impossible  to  penetrate  through  it.  In  the  latter  part 

of  the  cold  and  during  the  hot  season,  a  path  leads 
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along  this  low  grassy  shore,  but,  during  some  months 

of  the  year,  the  water  reaches  the  very  downs.  It  is  a 

fine  spot  for  an  encampment,  the  air  being  good.  But 

the  whole  site  consists  only  of  a  narrow  sandy  ridge, 

backed  towards  the  north  by  an  extensive  swamp,  the 

border  of  which  is  girt  with  the  richest  profusion 

of  vegetation,  interwoven  with  creeping  plants,  and 

interspersed  with  dum-bush.  This  place  is  called 

"  liggada, "  and  forms  a  haunt  for  numbers  of  wild 
beasts,  especially  lions,  and  the  inhabitants  gave  an 

animated  description  of  a  nocturnal  combat  which, 

two  days  previously,  had  raged  between  two  lions  on 
account  of  a  lioness. 

It  had  been  decided  that  we  should  await  here  the 

return  of  the  Sheikh ;  but,  after  we  had  passed  the  fol- 

lowing day  in  this  place,  our  friends  the  Kel-n-no- 

kiinder,  already  satisfied  with  the  honour  of  enter- 

taining so  many  guests  for  one  day,  endeavoured  to 

escape  from  our  hands,  and,  without  having  given  us 

the  slightest  warning,  on  the  morning  of  Saturday 

suddenly  removed  their  encampment.  Fortunately 

they  went  eastward,  in  which  direction  I  would  have  • 

followed  them  to  the  end  of  the  world.  Thus  my 

companions,  the  telamid,  rushed  after  them  like 

hungry  vultures  after  their  prey.  I  had  my  things 

packed  in  a  moment,  and  we  followed  them  along 
the  same  narrow  neck  of  downs  on  which  our  route 

had  lain  in  coming  from  Amalelle ;  but,  instead 

of  traversing  the  swamp  by  the  ford  northward,  we 

kept  along  it  towards  the  east,  where  the  downs  gra- 
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dually  decrease  in  height,  being  overgrown  with  colo- 

cynths,  and,  further  on,  with  tiirsha,  or  Asclepias 

gigantea^  and  the  blue  Crucifera  or  daman-kadda. 

Further  on  they  cease  entirely,  and  give  way  to 

a  low  shore,  which,  during  the  highest  state  of  the 

inundation,  forms  a  connection  between  the  river  and 

the  swampy  background  stretching  out  behind  the 
downs. 

Here,  where  the  river  takes  a  fine  sweep  to  the 

south-east,  and  forms  several  islands,  was  situated  in 

former  times  a  town  of  the  name  of  Belesaro,  but, 

at  present,  nothing  but  groups  of  a  beautiful  species 

of  wild  fig-tree,  called  here  duwe,  mark  this  spot  as 

the  former  scene  of  human  industry. 

Crossing  then  a  low  swampy  ground,  overgrown 

with  rich  byrgu  and  rank  reed  grass,  we  reached  the 

high  sandy  downs  of  Ule-Tehdrge,  which  had  already 

attracted  my  attention  from  our  encampment  in  Te- 

harge.  On  the  highest  part  of  these  downs  the  Kel- 
n-nokiinder  chose  the  place  for  their  new  encampment, 

and  I  fixed  upon  a  former  fence,  wherein  I  pitched 

my  tent,  which  from  this  elevated  position  was  visi- 

ble over  a  great  part  of  the  river.  But  my  young 

friend,  the  Sheikh's  nephew,  imbued  with  the  super- 

stitious prejudices  of  his  mother,  always  greatly  ob- 

jected to  my  using  the  former  dwelling-places  of  other 

people,  as  if  they  were  haunted  by  spirits. 

It  was  a  beautiful  camping-ground,  elevated  about 

150  feet  above  the  surface  of  the  river,  over  which  it 

afforded  a  magnificent  prospect,  the  river  here  form- 
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ing  a  very  noble  sheet  of  water.  It  is  asserted,  however, 

that  in  summer  it  is  fordable  at  the  place  called  E'n- 
sowed.  A  little  beyond  the  end  of  the  downs,  where 

it  formed  another  reach  towards  the  south,  the 

river  presented  the  appearance  of  an  extensive  lake. 

Nearer  the  opposite  shore  a  low  grassy  island  called 

Kabara  stretched  out,  and  another  narrow  strip  of 

ground  called  Waraka  was  separated  from  the  shore, 

on  our  side,  by  a  narrow  channel,  and  overgrown 

with  the  finest  byrgu.  Towards  the  south,  the  steep 

sandy  downs  were  bordered  by  a  strip  of  rich  vegeta- 

tion, behind  which  a  green  swampy  plain  stretched 

out,  intersected  by  an  open  channel,  which  separated 

us  from  the  main,  where  another  village  of  the  Kel- 

n-nokiinder  was  lying,  the  barking  of  whose  dogs  was 

distinctly  heard. 

The  small  creek  which  separated  the  island  of 

Wdraka  from  our  shore  was  full  of  crocodiles,  some 

of  which  measured  as  much  as  eighteen  feet,  the 

greatest  length  which  I  have  ever  seen  this  animal 

attain  in  Central  Africa ;  and  swimming  just  below 

the  surface  of  the  water,  with  the  head  occasionally 

peeping  forth,  they  greatly  threatened  the  security 

of  the  cattle,  who  were  grazing  on  the  fine  rank  grass 

growing  on  the  border  of  the  creek.  In  the  course  of 

the  day  these  voracious  and  most  dangerous  animals 

succeeded  in  seizing  two  cows  belonging  to  our  hosts, 

and  inflicted  a  very  severe  wound  upon  a  man  who 

was  busy  cutting  grass  for  my  horses. 

This  man  had  attached  himself  to  my  party  in  order 
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to  return  to  Hdusa,  which  was  originally  his  home. 

But  there  was  a  great  difference  of  opinion  as  to 

Avhether  he  was  at  liberty  to  go,  although  he  was 

a  liberated  slave,  and  I  was  given  to  understand 

that  his  company  might  involve  me  in  disputes  with 

his  former  masters;  for,  in  general,  even  liberated 

slaves  are  supposed  to  observe  some  sort  of  duty  to 

their  former  employers.  Nevertheless,  I  had  allowed 

him  to  stay,  but  was  now  obliged  to  send  him  back 

to  Timbuktu,  as  almost  the  whole  of  his  foot  had  been 

carried  away  by  the  monster,  so  that  he  was  entirely 

unfit  for  the  journey,  and  required  immediate  relief. 

The  view  of  the  river  was  the  more  interesting,  as 

a  strong  north-east  wind,  or,  as  the  Tawdrek  say, 

"  erife,"  rufiled  its  surface  so  considerably,  that  it 
crested  the  waves  with  white  foam,  and  presented  a 

very  animated  appearance,  the  magnificent  sheet  of 

water,  the  green  island  and  shore,  and  the  high  ridge 

of  the  wide  sandy  downs,  forming  a  most  pleasing 
contrast. 

There  was,  also,  no  lack  of  intercourse.  Sometimes 

it  was  some  fishermen  of  the  Songhay  who  solicited 

my  hospitality  in  the  evening  ;  at  others,  it  was  a 

troop  of  Tawdrek  horsemen,  who  came  to  see  the 

Christian  stranger  of  whom  they  had  heard  so  much. 

The  most  remarkable  among  them  were  the  horsemen 

of  the  Kel-tab6rit,  and  the  Kel-tdmulait  *,  with  whom  I 

*  Two  of  the  Kel-taborit  gave  me  the  following  list  of  places 
from  hence  along  the  river  as  far  as  A'nsongo,  and,  as  it  contains  a 
few  names  with  which  I  did  not  become  acquainted  in  the  right 
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had  a  long  conversation,  in  the  course  of  which  I  endea- 
voured to  make  them  understand  that  the  whole  of  this 

extensive  region,  of  which  they  knew  only  a  small  part, 

was  "  nothing  but  a  large  island,  or  giingu"  giingu 
ghds  in  the  great  salt  sea,  just  as  the  island  of  Rd- 

bara,  opposite  to  us,  was  with  regard  to  the  Niger,  or 

the  Eghirreu,  the  only  name  by  which  this  river  is 

known  to  all  the  Berber  tribes.  They  thus  became 

aware  that  the  dominion  of  the  sea  was  of  some  im- 

portance, as  it  gave  access  to  all  these  countries, 

w^hereas  before  they  had  only  looked  with  a  sort  of 

contempt  upon  people  living  only,  as  they  thought, 

in  vessels  on  the  sea  ;  and  they  w^ere  not  a  little  sur- 
prised when  I  told  them  that  we  were  able  to  come 

up  this  river  from  the  sea.  They  likewise  had  heard, 

and  some  of  them  perhaps  had  even  seen,  some- 

thing of  that  adventurous  Christian  who,  fifty  years 

ago,  had  navigated  this  river,  and  who,  even  after 

place,  and  moreover  presents  various  forms,  I  will  here  insert  it : — 
Ejiji,  Y6  Kaina,  Karre,  Gowa,  Kama,  Kokishi,  Bogdnne,  Serere^ 
Aribis,  Anrabera,  Ajima,Terarwist,  Korsejay, Tedafo,  Ajata,  Autel- 

makkoren,  Tekankant,  Insammen,  E'm-n-taborak,  Asija,  Samgoy, 
Taghemart,  Koyaga,  Tausa,  Burrum,  Ten-ezede,  Ha,  Gogo,  Borno, 

Bara,  Enejeti,  Tufadafor,  Ebelbelen,  A'nsongo.  At  the  same 
time  I  learned  the  localities  along  the  road  from  A'nsongo,  or  pro- 

bably from  Bure  to  Dore,  the  chief  place  of  Libtako,  which  is  a  track 
not  unfrequently  followed  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  districts  on  the 

left  bank  of  the  Niger:  — Inbam,  Ejerar,  Tambelghu,  Akhabelbel, 

E'nkulba,  Wendu  (Dore).  Akhabelbel,  or  Khalebleb,  is  the  name 
of  a  large  lake  or  backwater,  which  is  also  touched  at  in  going 
from  Gogo  to  Dore,  and  which  seems  to  deserve  the  full  attention 
of  European  explorers. 
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this  lapse  of  time,  remains  a  mysterious  and  insoluble 

enigma  to  them,  as  to  the  place  from  whence  he 

so  suddenly  appeared,  and  whither  he  was  going. 

The  influence  of  conversation  is  great  among 

these  simple  dwellers  of  the  desert,  and  the  more 

we  talked  the  more  friendly  became  the  behaviour 

of  my  visitors,  till  at  last  they  asked  me  why  I 

did  not  marry  one  of  their  daughters  and  settle 

among  them.  On  the  other  side  of  the  river  there 

w^ere  encampments  of  the  Imediddiren  and  Ter- 
fentik,  and  some  of  the  latter  paid  our  hosts  a  rather 

abrupt  visit,  taking  away  from  them  a  head  of 

cattle,  so  that  the  Sheikh's  nephew,  Mohammed  ben 
Khottar,  was  obliged  to  cross  the  river  in  order  to 

obtain  damages  from  them.  The  Kel-n-nokiinder, 

who  in  former  times  had  been  greatly  ill-used  by  the 

free  Imoshagh,  have  been  imbued  by  their  protectors 

the  Kunta  with  such  a  feeling  of  independence,  that 

they  are  now  not  inclined  to  bear  even  the  slightest 

injustice,  and  they  had  certainly  some  right  to  demand 

that,  at  the  very  moment  while  they  were  treating 

so  large  a  party  belonging  to  their  protector,  they 

should  not  themselves  suffer  any  violence.  How- 

ever, I  heard  to  my  great  surprise,  that  they  like- 

wise pay  zeka  to  the  Fiilbe,  or  Fullan.  My  friend, 

who  had  some  trouble  in  persuading  the  freebooters 

from  beyond  the  river  to  restore  the  property,  re- 

presented them  to  me  as  fine  tall  men,  kinsfolk  of 

the  Tarabandsa,  but  very  poor.  It  is  really  sur- 

prising that  a  family  of  peaceable  men  should  exercise 
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such  an  influence  over  these  wild  hordes,  who  are 

continually  waging  war  against  each  other,  merely 

from  their  supposed  sanctity  and  their  purity  of 
manners. 

The  interesting  character  of  the  locality  did  not 

suffice,  however,  for  our  material  welfare,  and  my 

companions  made  serious  complaints  on  account  of 

the  scanty  supply  of  food  which  they  received  from 

our  hosts ;  and  for  this  reason  they  were  almost  as 

eager  to  hear  some  news  of  the  Sheikh  as  I  myself. 

From  our  former  encampment  in  Ernesse,  I  had 

sent  my  servant,  Mohammed  el  Gatroni,  into  the 

town  in  order  to  procure  me  a  supply  of  the  most 

necessary  provisions,  as  my  former  stock  was  en- 

tirely consumed;  and  it  was  fortunate,  on  this  ac- 

count, that  I  had  saved  5000  shells,  which  I  was 

able  to  give  him  for  this  purpose.  He  now  joined  us 

again  in  this  place  on  the  14th,  and,  of  course,  every 

one  hastened  to  learn  what  news  he  had  brought 

from  the  town  and  from  the  camp  of  the  Sheikh.  He 

had  arrived  in  Timbuktu  a  little  before  sunset,  and, 

having  finished,  without  delay,  his  purchases  of  the 

articles  wanted  by  me,  immediately  hurried  away  to 

the  camp  of  my  protector  ;  for,  as  soon  as  the  news 

of  the  arrival  of  my  servant  had  got  abroad  in  the 

town  in  conjunction  with  the  return  of  the  Sheikh  to 

his  camp,  the  utmost  excitement  prevailed  amongst 

the  townspeople,  who  fancied  that  I  myself  was  re- 

turning, and,  in  consequence,  the  alarm  drum  was 

beaten.    My  servant  also  informed  me  that  the  Ta- 
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watiye  themselves  were  greatly  excited  against  me, 

as  if  I  had  had  anything  to  do  with  the  proceedings 

of  the  French  against  Wdrgela ;  and  he  assured  me, 

that,  if  I  had  still  been  in  the  town,  they  would  have 

been  the  first  to  have  threatened  my  life.  He  had 

only  slept  one  night  in  the  camp,  and  then  left  early 

the  following  morning,  and  therefore  knew  nothing 

about  our  protector's  coming,  but  he  confirmed  the 
fact  that  there  were  letters  for  me.  Fortunately, 

on  returning,  he  had  been  informed  that  we  had 

changed  our  camping-ground,  and  finding  a  guide, 

he  had  been  able  to  join  us  without  delay.  The 

suniye  of  negro-millet  fetched  at  the  time,  in  the 

market  of  Timbuktu,  4500  ;  a  large  block  of  salt  of 

about  601b.  weight,  5000;  and  k61a  nuts,  from  80 

to  100  shells  each.  With  my  limited  supply  of 

means,  it  was  fortunate  that  I  never  became  ac- 

customed to  the  latter  luxury. 

I 
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CHAP.  LXXV. 

FINAL  AND  EEAL  START.   GREEKS  ON  THE  NORTHERN  BANKS 
OF  THE  NIGER.          GHERGHO.  BAMBA. 

About  noon  the  whole  encampment  was  Wednesday, 

thrown  into  a  state  of  the  greatest  excite-  ̂ ^^^ 

ment,  by  the  arrival  of  two  of  the  Sheikh's  followers, 
who  informed  us  that  our  friend  had  not  only  left 

the  camp,  but  had  even  passed  us,  keeping  along 

the  northern  border  of  the  swamp  which  stretched 

behind  our  camping^ground.  All  was  joy  and  ex- 

citement, and  in  an  instant  my  tent  was  struck,  and 

my  luggage  arranged  on  the  backs  of  the  camels. 

But  we  had  to  take  a  very  roundabout  way  to  get 

out  of  this  place,  surrounded  and  insulated  as  it 

was  by  deep  swamps,  for  with  our  horses  and  camels, 

together  with  our  heavy  luggage,  we  could  not 

think  of  crossing  the  creek  which  entirely  cuts  off  the 

downs  of  Ule-Tehdrge.  We  were  thus  obliged  to 

return  all  the  way  to  Belesaro,  almost  as  far  as  our 

previous  fording-place  between  Amalelle  and  Ernesse. 

Here,  cutting  through  the  swampy  plain  (which  at 

present  at  this  spot  was  for  the  greater  part  dry), 

along  the  localities  called  Tin-eggedad,  and  further  on 
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Oraken,  we  at  length,  having  gained  firm  ground, 

were  able  to  change  our  direction  to  the  east  along 

Eliggeduf  and  Ewabe.  We  had  just  marched  three 

hours,  when  we  found  ourselves  opposite  our  encamp- 

ment on  the  downs,  separated  from  them  by  the 

swampy  ground  of  about  half  a  mile  in  extent. 
Uncertain  as  to  the  direction  which  our  friend  had 

taken,  we  now  began  to  rove  about,  here  and  there, 

in  search  of  him  ;  but  there  was  no  inducement  to 

tarry  long,  as,  by  the  breaking  up  of  a  great  number 

of  encampments  of  the  Tawarek,  an  innumerable  host 
of  small  files  had  been  left  in  this  district  without 

occupation  and  sustenance,  and  thus  left  destitute  of 

their  usual  food  greedily  attacked  ourselves.  Leaving 

then  behind  us  the  low  downs,  which  were  thickly 

covered  with  diim-bush,  the  resort  of  a  numerous 

host  of  guinea  fowl,  we  entered  again  low  swampy 

ground,  and  at  length,  after  having  traversed  a  thickly 

wooded  district,  ascertained  the  spot  whither  the  Sheikh 

had  betaken  himself,  which  was  at  a  place  called 

A'kale,  the  eminence  on  the  bank  of  the  river  being 

called  E'm-alawen.  But,  when  we  at  length  reached 
it,  we  found  the  holy  man  sleeping  in  the  shade  of  a 

siwdk,  or  Capparis^  and  the  noise  of  our  horses,  as  we 

came  galloping  along,  was  not  sufficient  to  awaken 

him  from  his  deep  slumber.  Such  was  the  mild  and 

inoffensive  character  of  this  man,  in  the  midst  of  these 

warlike  and  lawless  hordes. 

Waiting  till  my  protector  should  rise  from  his 

peaceful  slumber,  I  sat  down  in  the  shade  of  a  rich 
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siwak,  enjoying  the  faint  prospect  of  my  journey 

home,  now  opening  before  me. 

At  length  my  friend  awoke,  and  I  went  to  him. 

He  received  me  with  a  gentle  smile,  telling  me  that 

he  was  now  ready  to  conduct  me  on  my  journey 

without  any  further  delay  or  obstruction,  and  handing 

me  at  the  same  time  a  parcel  of  letters  and  papers. 

There  were  copies  of  two  letters  from  Lord  John 

Eussell,  of  the  19th  February  1853  ;  one  from  Lord 

Clarendon,  of  the  24th  of  the  same  month ;  a  letter 

from  Chevalier  Bunsen  ;  another  from  Colonel  Her- 

mann ;  and  two  from  Her  Majesty's  agent  in  Fezzan. 
There  were  no  other  letters,  either  from  home  or 

from  any  of  my  friends ;  but  there  were,  besides,  ten 

Galignanis,  and  a  number  of  the  Athenaeum,  of  the 
19th  March  1853. 

I  can  scarcely  describe  the  intense  delight  I  felt 

at  hearing  again  from  Europe,  but  still  more  sa- 

tisfactory to  me  was  the  general  letter  of  Lord  John 

Russell,  which  expressed  the  warmest  interest  in  my 

proceedings.  The  other  letters  chiefly  concerned  the 

sending  out  of  Dr.  Vogel  and  his  companions,  which 

opened  to  me  the  prospect  of  finding  some  European 

society  in  Bornu,  if  I  should  succeed  in  reaching  my 

African  head-quarters  in  safety.  But  of  the  expe- 

dition to  the  Tsadda  or  Benuwe,  which  had  started 

for  its  destination  some  time  previously  to  the  date 

of  my  receiving  these  letters,  I  obtained  no  intimation 

by  this  opportunity ;  and,  indeed,  did  not  obtain  the 

slightest  hint  of  that  undertaking,  of  which  T  myself 
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was  to  form  a  part,  till  December,  when  it  had  al- 

ready returned  to  England. 

I  thanked  the  Sheikh  for  having  at  length  put  me  in 

possession  of  these  despatches,  but  I  repeated  at  the 

same  time  my  previous  remark,  that  if  he  and  his  friends 

wanted  to  have  "  imana,"  or  well  established  peaceable 

intercourse  with  us,  security  ought  first  of  all  to  pre- 

vail as  to  our  letters,  and  I  was  assured  that  this  parcel 

had  been  lying  in  A'zawad  for  at  least  two  months. 
But  the  Sheikh  excused  himself,  stating  that  one  of 

the  chief  men  in  that  district,  probably  the  chief  of 

the  Berabish,  had  kept  them  back  under  the  im- 

pression that  they  might  contain  something  pre- 

judicial to  his  country  ;  an  opinion  which,  of  course, 

could  not  fail  to  be  confirmed  by  the  proceedings  of  the 

French  in  the  south-western  districts  bordering  upon 

Algeria.  But,  altogether,  the  history  of  this  parcel 

was  marvellous.  It  had  evidently  come  by  way  of 

B6rnu ;  yet  there  was  not  a  single  line  from  the 

vizier,  who,  if  all  had  been  right,  I  felt  sure  would 

have  written  to  me  ;  moreover,  the  outer  cover  had 

been  taken  off,  although  the  seal  of  the  inner  parcel 

had  not  been  injured.  But  the  reason,  of  which  I, 

however,  did  not  become  aware  till  a  much  later 

period,  was  this,  that,  before  the  parcel  left  S6koto, 

the  news  of  the  execution  of  the  vizier  had  already 

reached  that  place,  when  the  letter  addressed  by  that 

person  to  myself  was  taken  away,  and  probably  also 

something  else  which  he  had  sent  for  me.  But,  it 

moreover  happened  that  the  man  who  was  com- 
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missioned  to  convey  the  parcel  to  Timbuktu  was 

slain  by  the  Goberdwa,  or  Mariaddwa,  on  the  road 

between  Gando  and  Say,  at  a  moment  when  the 

packet  was  by  accident  left  in  the  hands  of  a  com- 

panion of  his,  who,  pursuing  his  route  in  safety,  took 

it  to  A'zawad.  But  the  death  of  the  principal  bearer 
of  the  letters  addressed  to  me,  in  alh  probability, 

contributed  not  a  little  to  confirm  the  rumour  of  my- 

self having  been  slain  near  Maradi.  However,  at 

that  time,  and  even  much  later,  I  had  no  idea  that 

such  rumours  were  current  in  the  quarter  which  1 
had  left. 

It  was  with  a  very  pleasant  feeling  that  I  Thursday, 

at  length  found  myself  in  the  company  of  my 

noble  host,  again  pursuing  my  journey  eastward;  and 

I  enjoyed  the  peculiar  features  of  the  country  with 

tolerable  ease  and  comfort.  The  varied  composition 

of  our  troop,  among  whom  there  were  several  well 

disposed  friends,  afforded  also  much  relief. 

The  country  was  the  same  that  I  had  already  tra- 

versed ;  but  it  presented  some  new  features,  as  we 

followed  another  path.  I  was  principally  struck  with 

the  enormous  size  of  the  "  retem,"  or  broom,  which 
here  assumed  the  proportions  of  considerable  trees  of 

more  than  twenty  feet  in  height,  while  the  siwak,  or 

Capparis  sodata^  was  in  great  abundance. 

Having  rested,  after  a  march  of  about  ten  miles, 

in  a  dense  part  of  the  forest,  which  is  said  to  be  fre- 

quented by  lions,  we  pursued  our  march  in  the 

afternoon ;  when,  proceeding  along  the  swampy  creek 
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of  Barkdnge,  which  was  now  almost  dried  up,  and 

passing  Tautilt,  we  pitched  our  tents  a  little  beyond 

the  former  amazagh  of  the  chief  W6ghda,  near  a 

camp  of  the  Welad-Moliik.  The  branch  of  the  river 

at  this  spot  was  at  present  so  shallow,  that  a  flock  of 

sheep  was  seen  fording  it  towards  the  island  ;  water- 

fowl, also,  and  especially  such  birds  as  live  upon  fish, 
were  in  immense  numbers.  Crocodiles  were  seen  in 

abundance,  and  caused  us  some  anxiety  for  the  horses, 

which  were  pasturing  on  the  fine  rank  grass  at  the 
border  of  the  river. 

The  Tawarek  having  now  left  the  banks  of  the 

river,  the  black  natives  seemed  to  be  more  at  their 

ease,  and  several  boats  belonging  to  the  Songhay 
crossed  over  to  us  from  the  island  of  Kora.  I  had 

seen  the  male  portion  of  the  Arab  tribe  of  the  Welad- 
Moliik  on  a  former  occasion,  but  I  here,  for  the  first 

time,  saw  their  wives  and  daughters,  who,  attracted 

by  curiosity,  came  in  the  evening  to  catch  a  glimpse 

of  the  Christian  stranger,  and  were  roving  about 

my  tent,  but  I  did  not  observe  a  single  attractive 

person  among  them,  and,  feeling  rather  sleepy,  paid 
but  little  attention  to  them. 

Friday,  While  thc  othcr  members  of  our  troop  kept 

May  19th.  j^qj.^  inland,  I  followed  the  bank  of  the  river, 

which  here,  with  its  fine  open  sheet  of  water,  pre- 

sents a  highly  interesting  aspect,  till  I  reached  our 

old  camping-ground  at  Izeberen,  from  whence  I  had 

some  difiiculty  in  rejoining  my  friends,  for  the  whole 

of  this  part  of  the  river  is  full  of  backwaters  and 
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creeks,  which  renders  the  communication  rather  diffi- 

cult to  people  who  are  not  well  acquainted  with 

the  character  of  the  country,  but  on  this  very  ac- 

count they  afford  rich  pasture-grounds  after  the  river 

has  begun  to  decrease.  Unfortunately,  even  now, 

when  we  had  finally  entered  upon  our  journey,  the 

dilatory  character  of  my  host  remained  unaltered, 

and,  after  a  march  of  seven  miles,  we  halted  near  a 

small  encampment  of  the  Kel-n-nokunder,  professedly 

as  if  we  were  to  start  again  in  the  afternoon,  but  in 

reality  in  order  to  pass  the  night  there.  However,  I 

was  glad  that  we  had  at  least  gone  beyond  the  place 
which  we  had  reached  on  our  former  abortive  start. 

The  locality  was  adorned  with  some  luxuriant  spe- 

cimens of  duwe,  and  the  tagelalet,  or  agato.  Under 

one  of  these  fine  trees,  the  dense  foliage  of  which 

almost  reached  the  ground,  I  passed  the  heat  of 

the  day  in  friendly  conversation  with  some  of  the 

peaceable  Tolba,  who  came  to  have  a  chat  with  me 

on  religious  topics.  When  the  cool  of  the  evening 

set  in,  I  pitched  my  tent  near  the  bank  of  the  open 

branch  of  the  river,  which  was  girt  by  a  fine  border 

of  rank  grass ;  but  the  river  was  here  broken,  and 

did  not  present  that  noble  character  which  I  was 
wont  to  admire  in  it. 

We  were  to  start  at  a  very  early  hour,  but  Saturday, 

the  difficulty  of  making  out  the  right  path  ̂̂ ""-^ 
among  these  numerous  swamps  and  creeks,  kept  us 

back  till  all  our  companions  were  ready.    We  then 

had  to  turn  round  a  very  difficult  swamp,  which  had 
VOL.  V.  L 
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now  begun  to  dry  up,  and  where  we  observed  the 

first  traces  of  the  wild  hog  that  I  had  hitherto  seen 

along  this  part  of  the  Niger.  After  we  had  left 

this  swamp  behind  us,  the  river  exhibited  its  truly 

magnificent  character,  and  we  proceeded  close  along 

the  border  of  its  limpid  waters,  on  a  beautiful  sandy 

beach,  our  left  being  shut  in  by  high  sandy  downs, 

richly  clad  with  diim -palms  and  tagelalet. 
It  was  here,  for  the  first  time,  that  I  observed  the 

traces  of  the  zangway.  This  animal  appears  to  be 

quite  distinct  from  the  crocodile,  and  perhaps  resem- 

bles the  American  igwana.  It  is  much  smaller  than 

the  crocodile ;  and  its  footprint  indicated  a  much 

broader  foot,  the  toes  being  apparently  connected  by  a 

continuous  membrane.  Unfortunately  I  never  ob- 

tained a  sight  of  the  animal  itself,  but  only  observed 

its  footprints  in  the  sand :  it  attains,  as  it  seems,  only 

to  the  length  of  from  six  to  eight  feet. 

The  well-defined  character  of  the  river,  however,  did 

not  last  long,  and  again  there  succeeded  the  low 

swampy  shore,  which  occasionally  obliged  us  to  keep 

at  a  greater  distance  from  the  main  trunk,  while  the 

vegetation  in  general  was  abundant.  The  predomi- 
nant tree  in  this  district,  also,  was  the  siwdk,  or 

Capparis^  which,  with  its  small  berries,  which  were 

just  ripening,  afforded  us  occasionally  a  slight  refresh- 

ment. They  can,  however,  only  be  taken  in  small 

quantities,  as  they  have  a  very  strong  taste,  like 

pepper,  and  on  this  account  are  much  pleasanter 

when  the}^  are  dried,  in  which  state  they  afford  a  not 
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inconsiderable  portion  of  the  food  of  the  nomadic 

inhabitants  of  these  regions.  Besides  the  siwak,  or 

"  tesak,"  there  was  also  a  great  quantity  of  "  retem," 
which  is  here  called  atdrkit  or  dsabay ;  further  on, 

diim-palms  became  very  prevalent. 

Leaving,  then,  the  locality  called  Tahont  on  our  left, 

we  reached  a  very  large  grassy  creek,  which  was  en- 

livened by  herds  of  cattle,  and  encamped  on  its  bor- 

der, in  the  shade  of  a  dense  belt  of  fine  trees,  woven 

together  by  an  immense  number  of  climbing  plants. 

The  whole  bottom  of  the  vallej^  was  at  least  seven 
hundred  yards  wide,  and  behind  a  smaller  strip  of 

water  a  larger  open  branch  was  observed,  intersecting 

the  rich  grassy  valley.  It  is  very  remarkable,  that 

neither  the  Imoshagh,  or  Tawdrek,  nor  the  Arabs, 

have,  as  far  as  I  am  aware,  a  name  sufficiently  ex- 

pressive for  these  shallow  vales  ;  the  Arabs  in  gene- 

ral calling  an  open  creek  of  water  "  rejl  "  or  "  kra," 

and  a  less  open  one  "  bot-ha  while  the  Tawarek 
call  them  in  general  an  arm,  properly  a  leg,  of  the 

river,  or  "adar-n-eghirreu ;"  but  the  native  Hausa 

name  "  fAddama  "  is  far  more  significant.  It  was  on 
this  account  that  Caillie  called  the  whole  of  these 

shallow  creeks  by  the  corrupted  Jolof  name,  "ma- 

rigot." 
Close  behind  our  encampment  the  ground  formed 

a  slight  slope,  and  presented  the  site  or  tazdmbut  of 

a  former  Songhay  place  called  Hendi-kiri,  a  place 

which  is  perhaps  identical  with  Kambakiri,  mentioned 

in  the  history  of  Songhay  as  the  spot  where  a  dread- 
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ful  battle  was  fought  between  two  rival  pretend- 

ers.* It  is  difficult  to  imagine  the  different  aspect 
which  this  country  must  have  presented  in  former 

times,  when  all  the  favourable  sites  formed  the  seats 

of  flourishing  dwelling-places,  and  animated  inter- 

course was  thronging  along  the  track  on  the  side  of 

the  river.  It  was  a  fine  halting-place,  characteristic 

of  the  whole  nature  of  this  region ;  but  the  ants  were 

very  numerous,  and  disturbed  us  greatly  during  our 
short  halt. 

After  resting  for  about  four  hours,  we  pursued  our 

march  eastward,  keeping  for  the  first  mile  close  along 

the  bot-ha,  which  soon  changed  its  character  to  a  con- 

siderable open  sheet  of  water.  Leaving  then  this  water, 

and  crossing  several  smaller  grassy  creeks,  and  tra- 

versing a  low  sandy  ridge,  we  reached  another  large 

backwater ;  and  winding  along  it  in  a  south-easterly 

direction,  through  bushes  and  diim-palms,  we  reached, 

after  a  march  of  about  six  miles,  an  interesting  sandy 

headland  called  E'm-n-kuris,  situated  at  the  point 
where  the  creek  joins  the  river,  which  here  forms  a 

fine  sweep,  changing  its  course  from  a  west-easterly 

to  a  south-northerly  direction. 

On  this  open  sandy  promontory  we  chose  the  spot 

for  our  night's  quarters,  opposite  an  encampment 
of  the  Kel-antsdr  which  was  situated  on  the  other 

side  of  the   creek,  and  enlivened  by  diim-palms. 

*  A'hraed  Baba,  in  Journal  of  Leipsic  Oriental  Society,  vol.  ix. 

p.  547. 
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The  river  itself  formed  a  fine  open  sheet,  broken  only 

by  a  small  island,  and,  being  animated  by  several 

boats,  exhibited  a  grand  spectacle.  There  was  a 

good  deal  of  consultation  in  the  evening  between  the 

eldermen,  or  amaghar,  of  the  Kel-antsar  and  my  pro- 

tector, with  regard  to  the  course  to  be  pursued  under 

the  present  political  circumstances  of  the  country, 

these  poor  people  scarcely  knowing  which  party  to 

follow  amidst  the  general  confusion  which  prevailed. 

I  learned  on  this  occasion  that  the  Tgelad,  to  whom 

the  tribe  of  the  Kel-antsdr  belongs,  have  three  learned 

chiefs  or  judges,  the  most  respected  of  whom.  El 

Taher,  lives  at  Ras  el  ma.  The  night  which  we 

passed  here  on  a  rising  ground  just  over  the  stream 

was  beautifully  fresh,  while  the  elevation  caused  us 

to  be  exempt  from  the  plague  usual  in  these  swampy 
lowlands. 

While  we  were  breaking  up  our  encamp-  Sunday, 

ment  and  loading  our  animals,  the  op-  ̂^^^^^ist. 

posite  camp  of  our  friends  was  enlivened  by  nu- 

merous herds  of  sheep  and  goats,  and  we  should 

have  made  a  very  interesting  day's  march,  as  we 

were  now  approaching  a  better-inhabited  district,  if 

it  had  not  been  for  the  hospitable  treatment  of  our 

hosts,  who,  in  order  to  satisfy  their  numerous  visitors, 

had  probably,  the  preceding  night,  mixed  together 

all  sorts  of  milk,  so  that  almost  all  the  people  were 

seriously  ill;  and  the  first  part  of  our  march  pre- 

sented so  distressing  a  spectacle  that  most  of  my 

companions  thought  the  milk  had  been  poisoned. 
L  3 
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Thus  we  passed  a  remarkable  locality  on  a  rising 

sandy  bank  behind  a  considerable  creek,  which, 

by  its  name  Tamizgida,  evidently  indicates  the  site 

of  a  former  dwelling-place,  and  is  probably  iden- 

tical with  the  Tirka  (or  rather  Tirekka)  of  Arab  geo- 

graphers if  that  identity  does  not  apply  to  Ghergo. 

Having  passed  this  place,  we  followed  the  shallow 

water,  which  gradually  widened,  being  intersected 

by  fences  and  dykes  for  the  purpose  of  cultivating 

rice  and  catching  fish.  Larger  trees  became  gra- 

dually more  scanty,  indicating  our  approach  to  a 

still  existing  dwelling-place,  as  is  generally  the  case 

in  Negroland,  the  trees  being  consumed  for  firewood  ; 

but  just  as  we  came  in  sight  of  this  place,  which  is 

Ghergo  (pronounced  Rergo),  in  order  to  avoid  the 

heat  during  the  midday  hours,  on  an  almost  unpro- 
tected shore,  we  thought  it  better  to  halt  in  the 

shade  of  the  last  trees.  I  myself  found  shelter  under 

the  densely  woven  foliage  of  a  fine  group  formed 

by  the  union  of  a  geza  with  an  aghelal,  where 

I  had  nothing  better  to  do  than  to  treat  all  my 

people  with  tea  and  coffee,  in  order  to  restore  their 

wasted  spirits  and  strength,  as  they  had  sufi'ered 

greatly  from  their  last  night's  diet. 

*  See  the  highly  interesting  account  of  this  place,  the  great 
commercial  entrepot  between  Ghana  in  the  west  and  Tademekka 

in  the  east,  in  El  Bekri,  "Description  de  I'Afrique,"  p.  180.  The 
express  mention  of  the  ants  which  he  here  makes  is  very  impor- 

tant, as,  in  coming  from  Timbuktu,  the  first  ants  were  observed 

by  us  near  Hendi-kiri. 
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Our  road  from  this  point  to  the  town  led  along  the 

border  of  the  swampy  lowlands,  following  a  great 

many  windings  round  the  indented  shore  of  the 

creek.  Thus  we  reached,  after  a  march  of  a  little 

more  than  two  miles,  the  bank  opposite  the  village  of 

Ghergo,  and  began  looking  about  for  some  time  for  a 

fit  place  to  encamp,  for  the  village  itself,  situated  as 

it  is  behind  a  large  backwater,  could  not  be  reached. 

The  opposite  shore  is  extremely  bleak  and  unbroken, 

being  destitute  even  of  bush,  while  only  three  iso- 

lated trees  dotted  the  ground  for  a  great  distance, 

and  these  were  unfortunately  too  far  off  from  the 

ford,,  where  w^e  chose  our  camping-ground,  to  be  of 

any  use  to  us  during  our  stay. 

Ghergo  is  a  place  not  w^ithout  interest,  and  seems 

to  be  of  considerable  antiquity.  According  to  tradi- 

tion, it  is  stated  to  be  seven  years  older  than  Tumbu- 

tu,  or  Timbuktu,  and  seems  therefore  well  deserving 

of  a  right  to  be  identified  with  one  of  the  cele- 

brated centres  of  life  in  these  regions  in  the  first 

dawn  of  historical  record.  It  was  originally  situated 

on  the  main,  occupying  an  eminence  a  little  to  the  east 

of  our  encampment,  till,  in  more  recent  times,  the 

weakened  and  unprotected  inhabitants  Avere  obliged 
to  retire  behind  the  backwater  from  fear  of  the 

Tawarek.  Certainly,  the  insular  nature  of  their 

dwelling-place  is  of  a  rather  indistinct  character ; 

for  in  general,  with  the  exception  of  those  years 
when  the  inundations  of  the  river  reach  an  extraor- 

dinary height,  as  had  been  the  case  this  year,  the 
L  4 
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smaller  branch  dries  up  to  sucli  an  extent,  that  a 

person  may  enter  the  place  without  wetting  his  feet ; 

but  this  happens  at  a  season  when  their  tormentors 
the  Tawarek  leave  the  banks  of  the  river  and  retire 

inland,  so  that  they  suffer  but  little  from  them.  This 

year  the  high  state  of  the  inundation  had  inspired 

them  with  so  much  confidence,  that  they  had  refused 

their  boats  to  the  tabu,  or  the  army  of  their  great 

liege  lord  himself.  The  river  had  risen  to  such  an 

elevation,  that  it  had  reached  their  very  huts,  which, 

separated  into  three  distinct  groups,  are  situated  on  a 

slightly  rising  ground. 

The  inhabitants,  even  in  the  present  reduced  state 

of  the  country,  raise  a  good  deal  of  rice  and  tobacco, 

though  the  cultivation  ought  to  be  much  more  ex- 

tensive, if  we  consider  the  wide  expanse  of  the  lovi 

swampy  ground  which  is  reached  by  the  inunda- 

tion. The  river,  indeed,  is  at  such  a  distance,  that 

it  is  not  seen  at  all,  being  hidden  behind  the  sandy 

downs  which  form  its  inner  bank.  But  it  is  re- 

markable that  the  nutritious  grass,  the  byrgu,  which 

I  have  so  repeatedly  mentioned,  was  almost  wanting 

here,  and  the  cattle  of  the  village  were  obliged  to 

be  driven  to  a  great  distance,  so  that,  notwithstand- 

ing the  richness  of  the  pasture-grounds  in  general,  I 
was  in  want  of  milk. 

We  remained  here  the  following  day,  and  after  a 

very  cold  morning,  which  seemed  rather  remarkable 

in  the  month  of  May,  I  took  a  walk  up  the  gradually 

rising  downs,  which  partly  consisted  of  sand  and 
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gravel,  partly  exhibited  a  more  stony  cliaracter,  and, 

contrasted  with  the  wide  green  valley  of  the  river, 

presented  a  bleak  desert  scenery  with  undulating 

ground  towards  the  north,  clad  with  nothing  but 

isolated  tufts  of  dry  herbage.  From  the  higher  ground 

I  had  an  interesting  view  over  the  whole  village, 

situated  in  the  midst  of  swampy  creeks  and  bordered 

on  each  side  by  a  solitary  tree.  I  counted  from  this 

point  about  350  huts. 

On  returning  from  my  walk  to  our  encampment,  I 

found  a  great  number  of  the  inhabitants  of  the  place 

assembled,  and,  after  they  had  paid  their  compliments 

to  the  Sheikh,  anxiously  looking  out  for  the  stranger 

in  order  to  obtain  his  blessing  also.  But  I  did  not 

find  them  sufficiently  interesting  to  have  much  inter- 

course with  them,  for  they  have  very  little  of  that 

noble  independent  carriage  which  distinguishes,  in 

such  an  eminent  degree,  their  south-eastern  country- 
men ;  and  their  stature,  as  well  as  their  features, 

seemed  to  indicate  plainly  a  very  strong  intermixture 

with  Mosi  slaves.  It  is  not  improbable,  that  the 

whole  indigenous  population  of  this  northern  bank  of 

the  Niger  originally  belonged  to  the  race  of  the 

Tombo.  Most  of  these  people  wore  closely  fitting 

white  shirts  and  trowsers,  both  made  of  a  broad  kind 

of  cotton  strip,  or  tari,  of  very  coarse  texture,  while 

their  head  is  generally  encircled  with  a  very  rugged 

and  poor  turban,  if  we  may  so  call  it,  of  the  same 

material ;  only  a  few  of  them  being  dressed  in  a  more 

decent  style.    They  had  a  good  deal  of  butter,  but 
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dared  not  sell  it,  through  fear  of  the  Tawarek.  I 

was  not  a  little  surprised  at  the  large  species  of  geese 

which  they  were  breeding. 

Tuesday,  Started  in  the  cool  of  the  morning, 

May  23rd.  j^ggpij^g  ̂ lose  to  the  bordcr  of  the  swampy 
creek,  which  gradually  becomes  narrower,  while  the 

principal  trunk  of  the  river  approaches.  After  a 

march  of  about  a  mile  and  a  half,  we  receded  a  little 

into  the  desert,  which  exhibited  an  immense  number 

of  footprints  of  the  giraffe,  generally  three  or  four 

together.  Here  the  vegetation  was  rather  scanty, 

the  ground  in  general  being  covered  with  nothing 

but  low  bushes ;  but,  after  we  had  approached  a 

small  ridge  of  sandy  downs,  we  crossed  a  hollow, 

which,  being  the  dried  up  ground  of  a  pond,  or  dhaye, 

was  surrounded  with  diim-bush  and  tobacco-grounds. 
We  had  been  joined  some  time  previously  by  a 

chief  of  the  Kel-antsar,  who  invited  us  to  spend  the 

hot  hours  of  the  day  with  him.  We  therefore  halted 

at  an  early  hour  by  the  side  of  his  encampment, 

which  was  situated  on  a  promontory  close  beyond 

the  rich  vale  whence  the  district  was  called  "erashar ;" 
Kirtebe  and  Tarashit  we  had  left  on  one  side.  The 

people  slaughtered  a  whole  ox,  and  sent  us  a  great 

many  dishes  of  rice  and  sour  milk.  The  whole  tribe 

of  the  Kel-antsar  is  rather  numerous,  numbering 

upwards  of  1000  full-grown  men,  but  they  are  scat- 

tered over  a  wide  extent  of  country,  reaching  from 

G6g6  to  Ras  el  ma,  and  even  into  the  interior  of  Ta- 

gdnet,  the  district  between  Timbuktu  and  A'zawad. 
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We  had  intended  to  pitch  our  tent  here,  but  we  found 

the  ground  so  extremely  dry  and  hard  that  it  would 

not  hold  the  pegs. 

Soon  after  starting  in  the  afternoon,  on  descending 

from  the  eminence  we  had  a  fine  view  of  the  river, 

two  branches  of  which  united  behind  an  island.  But 

the  scenery  soon  changed,  and,  leaving  the  river  at 

some  distance,  proceeding  first  over  sandy  ground, 

and  then  crossing  a  large  backwater  which  was  at 

present  tolerably  dry,  and  following  a  large  herd 

of  cattle  that  were  ifeturning  from  their  pasture 

grounds,  we  reached  another  considerable  amazagh  of 

the  Kel-antsar,  and  encamped  between  them  and  the 

green  swampy  shore  of  the  river.  The  place  is  called 

Zdr-ho ;  but  in  the  river  lies  the  island  of  Kurkozay, 

which  has  obtained  a  kind  of  celebrity  on  account  of 

a  sanguinary  battle  which  was  fought  there  thirty-five 

years  previous  to  the  time  of  my  visit,  between  the 

Tawarek  on  the  one  side,  and  the  Songhay  and  Erma 

or  Ruma  on  the  other.  The  people  here  seemed  to 

be  very  rich  in  cattle,  and  supplied  us  with  an  enor- 

mous quantity  of  fresh  milk. 

While  we  were  loading  our  camels,  the  sky  Wednesday, 

was  overcast  with  thick  clouds,  and  heavy  ̂ ^^^ 

rain  evidently  fell  in  A'ribinda,  while  with  us  the 
strong  wind  prevented  the  clouds  from  discharging 

their  contents.  I  have  repeatedly  remarked  upon  the 

quantity  of  rain  that  falls  on  the  southern  side  of 

the  river  compared  with  the  northern.  Dry  as  the 

country  here  appeared  to  be,  we  this  day  became 
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more  than  ever  entangled  among  the  numerous  back- 

waters which  make  the  passage  along  the  river  so 

difficult,  although  they  alFord  the  richest  pasturage 

to  the  cattle.  The  fault  was  that  of  our  guide,  who 

directed  our  course  too  far  south  from  east,  till, 

on  becoming  aware  of  our  error,  we  had  to  cross 

two  very  considerable  grassy  creeks,  the  first  having 

three  and  a  half  feet  of  water,  and  the  last  being  still 

deeper.  The  tall  rank  grass  of  the  byrgu  entangled 

the  feet  of  the  horses,  and  caused  them  to  fall,  to  the 

great  discomfiture  of  their  riders. 

Having  at  length  succeeded  in  crossing  this  double 

creek,  we  had  still  to  traverse  another  grassy  inlet, 

joining  it  from  the  north  side,  after  which,  all  these 

swampy  low  lands  uniting  together,  formed  a  very 

extensive  faddama,  at  the  broadest  part  about  two  or 

three  miles  wide,  the  whole  surface  of  the  water 

being  covered  with  water-lilies  {Nymplicea  Lotus). 

Beyond  this  extensive  backwater,  on  a  grassy  island 

of  the  river,  lies  the  hamlet  Tabalit,  and  at  a  short 

distance  from  it  another  ddabay,  of  the  name  of 

A'baten.  Here  the  extensive  backwaters  after  a  little 

while  cease,  and  allow  the  river  itself  to  approach  the 

sandy  downs,  which  in  this  spot  rise  to  a  considerable 

height.  They  thus  afforded  myself  and  the  Sheikh's 
nephew  a  fine  view  over  the  river,  which  here  forms 

a  "large  island,"  designated  by  this  very  name, 

"  autel-makkoren,"  or  "imakk6ren;"  it  often  forms 

the  camping-ground  for  Tawarek  tribes.  The  sandy 

downs,  however,  soon  gave  way  to  swampy  back- 
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waters,  the  indented  outline  of  which  gave  to  our 

march  a  very  indistinct  direction,  and  formed  a  re- 

markable contrast  to  the  dreary  rising-ground  on 
our  left.  The  difficulties,  however,  after  a  while 

became  more  serious  than  ever,  for  we  suddenly 

found  ourselves  on  a  narrow  dyke,  destined  to  keep 

back  the  water  for  the  cultivation  of  rice,  situated 

in  the  midst  of  a  swamp.  For  the  people  of  Tim- 

buktu, who  were  brought  up  in  the  swampy  grounds, 

were  not  aware  of  any  difficulty  until  we  ap- 

proached the  opposite  shore,  when  we  found  that 

the  dyke  was  intersected  by  a  narrow  channel,  over 

which  it  was  dangerous  to  leap  our  horses ;  and  al- 

though my  own  horse  accomplished  the  feat  with  suc- 

cess, many  of  the  others  refused  to  do  so,  so  that  most 

of  the  people  preferred  making  their  way  through  the 

swamp.  As  for  myself,  it  was  highly  interesting  to 

me,  thus  to  become  aware  of  all  the  various  features 

of  this  whole  formation,  although  for  the  sake  of 

comfort  we  ought  to  have  kept  further  inland. 

When  we  at  length  left  this  swampy  ground  be- 

hind us,  everything  bore  testimony  to  the  fact,  that 

we  were  approaching  another  little  centre  of  life  in 

this  neglected  tract,  which,  from  a  certain  degree  of 

civilisation,  has  almost  relapsed  into  a  state  of  total 

barbarism.  Dykes  made  for  the  cultivation  of  rice, 

and  places  where  the  byrgu,  the  rank  grass  of  the 

river,  was  passed  through  a  slight  fire  in  order  to  ob- 

tain honey  from  the  stalks  thus  deprived  of  the  small 

leaves,  were  succeeded  by  small  fields  of  tobacco 
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and  wheat.  Nay,  even  barley  was  seen,  an  almost  un- 

heard of  article  in  the  whole  of  these  regions.  Mean- 

while, the  deep  channels  made  for  irrigating  these 

grounds  showed  a  degree  of  industry  which  I  had 

not  seen  for  a  long  time.  At  present,  of  course, 

they  were  dry,  the  stubble  of  the  wheat  and  barley 

alone  remaining  in  the  fields,  irrigation  being  em- 

ployed only  during  the  highest  state  of  the  river, 

when  the  water  closely  approaches  these  grounds. 

Here,  where  an  open  branch  of  the  river  was  seen 

dividing  into  two  smaller  arms,  we  obtained  a  view 

of  the  town  of  Bamba,  or  rather  of  its  date-palms, 

which  waved  their  feathery  foliage  over  a  ̂ andy  pro- 

montory. However,  the  sky  was  by  no  means  clear. 

Soon  we  reached  this  spot,  and  I  was  highly  delighted 

at  seeing  again  some  fine  specimens  of  the  date-palm, 

having  scarcely  beheld  a  single  one  since  leaving 

Kano.  The  trees  on  the  western  side  of  the  village 

are  formed  into  groups,  and  in  their  neglected  state, 

with  the  old  dry  leaves  hanging  down  from  under  the 

fresh  ones,  formed  a  very  picturesque  spectacle.  On 

the  east  side,  also,  where  we  were  encamped,  close 

to  a  magnificent  tamarind,  were  two  tall  slender  spe- 
cimens of  this  majestic  tree ;  but  altogether  there  were 

scarcely  more  than  forty  full-grown  date-palms.  They 

are  said  to  furnish  a  good  kind  of  fruit,  but,  not 

having  tasted  them  myself,  I  cannot  give  an  opinion 

as  to  their  quality. 

The  village,  at  present,  consists  of  about  two 
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hundred  huts,  built  of  mattings,  and  oval-shaped  ;  for, 

besides  a  small  mosque,  there  are  only  two  or  three 

clay  buildings,  or  rather  magazines,  one  of  which 

belongs  to  Babd  A'hmed,  a  younger  brother  of  the 
Sheikh  El  Bakay,  who  generally  resides  here ;  at 

present,  however,  he  was  absent. 

Such  is  the  condition  of  this  place  at  present ; 

but  there  cannot  be  any  doubt  that  it  was  of  much 

more  importance  three  centuries  ago,  as  it  is  re- 

peatedly mentioned  in  the  history  of  Songhay ;  and 

its  situation  —  at  a  point  where  the  river,  from  hav- 

ing been  spread  at  least  during  a  great  part  of  the 

year  over  a  surface  of  several  miles,  is  shut  in  by 

steep  banks  and  compressed  at  the  narrowest  point 

to  from  600  to  700  yards  —  must  have  been  of  the 

highest  importance,  at  a  time  when  the  whole  of 

the  region  along  this  large  navigable  river  was  com- 

prised under  the  rule  of  a  mighty  kingdom  of  great 

extent,  and  even  afterwards,  when  it  had  become  a 

province  of  Morocco. 

This  was  evidently  the  reason  why  the  place  was 

fortified  at  that  time,  and  probably  it  had  formerly  a 

strong  fortress,  constantly  occupied  by  a  garrison, 

which  accounts  for  the  Tawarek,  even  at  the  present 

day,  calling  the  whole  place  by  the  name  of  Kasba. 

It  also  serves  to  explain  the  fact,  that  the  whole  po- 

pulation of  the  village,  even  at  the  present  time, 

consists  of  Ruma,  the  progeny  of  the  musketeers 

who  conquered  this  province  for  the  Emperor  of 
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Morocco.  But,  while  in  former  times  they  were  the 

ruling  race,  at  present  they  drag  on  a  rather  miserable 

existence,  the  protection  of  the  Kunta  beiug  scarcely 

sufficient  to  defend  them  against  the  daily  contribu- 

tions levied  upon  them  by  the  overbeariug  rulers 

of  the  desert.  A  short  time  previously  the  chief  Sa- 

daktu  had  driven  away  almost  all  their  cattle. 

While  awaiting  the  camels,  I  sat  down  on  a  cliff 

overhanging  the  steep  bank,  which  here  was  about 

twenty-five  feet  in  height,  and  enjoyed  the  splendid 

view  over  that  great  watery  highroad  of  West- Cen- 

tral Africa.  The  waves  of  the  river  were  raised  by 

a  strong  wind,  and  offered  considerable  resistance  to 

some  light  boats  endeavouring  to  reach  the  opposite 

shore.  My  companions  soon  observed  the  interest 

which  I  took  in  the  scene,  and  my  amiable  friend,  the 

Sheikh's  nephew,  joined  me  here  to  enjoy  the  pleasant 
prospect.  He  was  glad  to  find  that,  since  we  were 

fairly  proceeding  on  our  journey,  my  mind  had  be- 
come far  easier  and  more  cheerful.  He  often  spoke 

with  me  about  my  happy  return  to  my  native  coun- 

try ;  and  I  expressed  to  him  the  wish  that  he  might 

accompany  me,  and  witness  for  himself  some  of  the 

achievements  of  Europeans.  He  had  been  to  this 

place  several  times  before,  and  had  alwa3^s  taken 

great  interest  in  the  difference  in  the  nature  of  the 

river,  which,  from  spreading  out  over  flat  swampy 

shores  with  numerous  backwaters,  with  a  few  ex- 

ceptions, here  becomes  compressed  between  high 

banks ;  and  he  again  repeated  to  me  his  account  of 
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the  great  narrowing  of  the  river  at  Tosaye,  where  a 

stone  might  easily  be  thrown  from  one  bank  to  the 

other,  while  at  the  same  time  the  river  was  so  deep, 

that  a  line  made  from  the  narrow  strips  of  a  whole 

bullock's  skin  was  not  sufficient  to  reach  the  bottom. 

While  thus  cheerfully  enjoying  the  interesting 

scenery,  we  were  joined  by  several  Rumd  inhabitants 

of  the  village,  who  rather  disturbed  our  silent  con- 

templation. But  their  own  character  was  not  wholly 

uninteresting ;  for  several  of  them  were  distinguished 

from  the  common  Songhay  people  by  the  glossy 

lustre  and  the  lighter  hue  of  their  skin  ;  their  fea- 

tures also  were  more  regular,  and  their  eyes  more 

expressive.  All  of  them  wore,  as  an  outward  token 

of  their  descent,  a  red  bandage  about  two  inches 

wide  over  the  shawl  which  covered  the  upper  part 

of  their  face,  and  a  leathern  belt  hanging  loose 

over  the  right  shoulder,  ready  to  be  fastened  round 

the  waist  at  the  first  signal  of  danger.  Several  of 

them  were  also  distinguished  by  their  better  style  of 

dress,  which  betokened  a  greater  degree  of  cleanliness 

and  comfort.  As  for  smoking,  all  the  inhabitants 

along  the  shores  of  this  great  river  seemed  to  be 

equally  fond  of  it.  The  pipe  is  scarcely  ever  out  of 

their  mouth.  While  smoking,  they  keep  their  mouth 

covered,  after  the  fashion  which  they  have  learnt 

from  the  Tawarek.  The  head  of  the  pipe  sticks  out 

from  below  the  shawl. 

At  length  the  camels  arrived.  They  had  been 

called  back  by  mistake  from  the  upper  road  which 
VOL.  V.  M 
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they  were  pursuing,  into  the  difficult  swampy  ground 

which  we  ourselves  had  traversed.  A  lars^e  comfor- 

table  dwelling  of  matting,  or  "  biige,"  as  it  is  called, 
was  erected  on  the  sandhills,  for  the  Sheikh  and  his 

companions ;  but  I  had  my  tent  pitched  near  the  fine 

group  of  date  palms,  and  from  this  point  I  made 

the  subjoined  sketch,  which  will  impart  to  the  reader 

a  tolerably  correct  idea  of  the  place. 

Here  we  remained  the  following  day,  when  I  was 

roused  at  a  very  early  hour  by  the  crowing  of  the 

cocks  in  Bamba,  which  could  not  but  recall  to  my 

mind  the  fate  of  the  enterprising  but  unfortunate 

Mungo  Park,  who  is  said  by  the  natives  to  have  stayed 

here  a  couple  of  hours  in  order  to  provide  himself 

with  fowls,  and  thus  to  have  given  leisure  to  the  Ta- 

warek,  lower  down  the  river,  to  collect  together  and 

impede  his  passage ;  a  story  which  is  also  related  with 

regard  to  Gogo  and  some  other  places  along  the  river ; 

though  it  is  more  probable  that  his  chief  reason  for 

making  a  halt  near  the  principal  places  along  the 

river,  was  to  open  communication  with  the  natives, 

and  more  particularly  in  order  to  make  astronomical 
observations. 

Rising  at  an  early  hour,  while  the  sky  was  beauti- 

fully clear,  I  enjoyed  an  hour's  pleasing  reverie  on 
my  favourite  rock  of  the  previous  day,  overhanging 

the  river.  Although  in  full  agitation  the  day  before, 

this  morning  its  surface  was  unruffled,  and  several 

boats  were  crossing  over  towards  the  island. 

I  afterwards  called  upon  my  protector.    One  of  his 
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younger  brothers,  Sidi  rieimn,  had  the  preceding  day 

come  to  pay  him  a  visit  as  he  was  passing  through 

this  country,  and  when  I  was  ascending  the  sandy 

hill,  on  the  slope  of  which  their  matting  dwelling 

had  been  erected,  he  came  out  to  meet  me,  and  com- 

plimented me  in  a  very  cheerful  manner.  He  was  a 

respectable  man,  with  a  very  pleasing  countenance, 

and  had  with  him  his  son,  a  most  beautiful  boy  of 

seven  years. 

I  could  not  help  thinking  what  a  noble  family  this 

was.  They  were  all  sons  of  Sidi  Mohammed  el 

Kunti,  the  chief  who  received  Major  Laing  in  A'za- 

wdd.  First,  Mukhtar,  Bakay's  elder  brother^  who 
succeeded  to  his  father  when  that  chief  had  succumbed 

to  an  epidemic  fever  which  raged  in  A'zawad,  just 

at  the  time  of  Major  Laing^s  arrival,  and  who  died 
in  1847  ;  then  Sidi  Mohammed,  a  man  with  a  truly 

princely  demeanour ;  then  El  Bakdy  himself ;  next, 

'Abidin,  likewise  well  deserving  the  distinguished 
position  of  a  chief,  although  he  differed  in  politics 

from  El  Bakay  ;  then  Hamma,  a  man  with  whom  I 

did  not  become  personally  acquainted,  but  who  was 

represented  by  all  as  a  noble  man ;  Sidi  Flemin  ;  Baba 

A'hmed ;  and  Sidi  A'mmer.  This  latter  is  the  young- 
est, but  certainly  not  the  least  noble  of  the  family. 

While  on  a  visit  to  S6koto,  together  with  his  brother 

El  Bakdy,  he  made  a  deeper  impression  upon  the 

people,  and  obtained  their  favour  more  generally,  than 

his  elder  brother.  A'lawdte  is  the  only  member  of 
this  family,  who,  with  the  exception  of  his  learning, 

M  2 
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does  not  seem  to  contribute  much  to  its  honour  ;  but, 

even  in  his  case,  we  must  take  into  account  the  cus- 

toms of  the  country,  and  not  judge  of  him  accord- 

ing to  our  views  of  nobility. 

The  light  dwelling  which  had  been  erected  for  my 

protector,  simple  as  it  was,  was  spacious  and  elegant, 

affording  a  very  cool  resting-place  during  the  heat  of 
the  day.  It  was  of  an  oblong  shape, 

^  [ZdJ'  ̂^^^^^^"S  about  20  feet  by  9,  with  two 

 "     doors  opposite  each  other,  a  large  an- 
gdreb  forming  a  comfortable  resting-place.  The  mats 

of  which  these  huts  are  constructed  are  very  large 

and  excellently  woven,  the  huts  being  supported  by 

a  framework  of  slender  bushes.  But  the  hut,  although 

very  pleasant,  was  too  crowded,  and,  during  the  hot 

hours  of  noon,  I  retired  to  a  group  of  magnificent 

gerredh  trees,  which  overshaded  the  cemetery,  lying 

at  the  southern  side  of  the  village,  and,  interwoven  by 

a  dense  growth  of  creepers,  afforded  a  most  agreeable 

shade,  such  as  I  had  never  before  observed  in  the  case 
of  this  tree. 

Together  with  the  adjoining  tobacco  fields,  which 

were  just  exhibiting  their  freshest  green,  this  cemetery 

formed  a  striking  contrast  to  the  barren  country 

further  north,  which,  although  broken  by  a  dhaye, 

or  pond,  of  considerable  size,  and  excellently  adapted 

for  the  cultivation  of  rice,  has  neither  trees  nor 

bushes,  with  the  exception  of  two  or  three  isolated 

date-palms  surrounding  the  border  of  the  pond. 

We  had  considerable  difficulty  in  obtaining  from 
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the  inhabitants  a  small  supply  of  rice  and  butter,  as 

they  asserted  that  their  means  were  so  reduced  that 

they  were  sustaining  themselves  entirely  on  byrgu, 

or  native  grass  ;  but  I  had  reason  to  suspect  that 

they  made  this  statement  through  fear  of  the  Tawdrek. 

At  all  events,  tobacco  was  the  only  article  they  offered 

for  sale,  the  tobacco  of  Bamba,  called  "  sherikiye,'' 
being  far-famed  along  the  Niger,  and  much  sought 

after,  although  it  is  not  so  good  as  the  "  tabowe," 

the  tobacco  of  E'gedesh.  Of  byrgu,  they  have  an 
unlimited  supply;  and  I  tasted  here  the  honey  water 

which  they  prepare  from  it,  but  found  it  insipid,  be- 

sides being  slightly  purgative,  not  unlike  the  maddi, 

or  goreba  water,  in  Hdusa. 

M  s 
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CHAP.  LXXVL 

THE  DESERT.  COUNTRY  ALONG  THE  BORDER   OF    THE  RIVER.  
GREATEST  NARROWING.  SOUTH-EASTERLY  BEND. 

A  SLIGHT  fall  of  rain,  and  then  a  thunder-storm, 

which,  however,  passed  over  our  heads  without  dis- 

charging itself,  delayed  our  departure  in  the  after- 
noon ;  and  the  camels  having  been  sent  to  a  great 

distance  for  a  little  pasture,  it  was  past  five  o'clock 
when  we  left  our  camping-ground.  A  numerous 

crowd  of  Ruma,  Songhay,  and  Fmoshagh  having  as- 

sembled to  witness  my  departure,  I  distributed  a 

good  many  small  presents  among  them,  reserving  the 

few  articles  of  value  which  I  still  possessed  for  mightier 
chiefs. 

Having  crossed,  after  a  march  of  two  miles,  a 

backwater  much  overgrown  with  grass,  and  at  pre- 

sent almost  dry,  we  had  the  faddama  or  bot-hd  of  the 
river  close  on  our  right,  while  the  open  water  was 

at  about  an  hour's  march  distance.  Here  a  consider- 

able amount  of  cultivation  was  seen,  a  good  many 

grounds  for  corn  and  tobacco  being  laid  out  and 

connected  with  the  river  by  channels,  through  which 

the  water  during  the  highest  state  of  the  inundation 
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approached  closely,  and  rendered  irrigation  very  easy  ; 

but  unfortunately  a  heavy  thunder-storm,  rising  in  a 

tremendous  battery  of  clouds,  and  enveloping  the  whole 

country  in  a  dense  mass  of  sand,  did  not  allow  of 

any  exact  observations  being  made.  The  many  chan- 

nels which  here  intersected  our  road,  proved  a  dis- 

agreeable hindrance  in  our  hurried  march,  and  al- 

though the  clouds  passed  by  without  bringing  any  rain, 

yet  darkness  set  in  before  we  had  reached  our  desti- 

nation, and  to  my  great  disappointment  prevented 

my  noticing  the  whole  character  of  the  district. 
But  the  inconvenience  soon  increased  when  we 

entered  upon  the  swampy,  grassy  border  of  the  river ; 

for  although  a  small  fire,  on  the  dry  shore  to  our  left, 

held  out  to  my  companions,  who  were  travelling  almost 

without  supplies,  the  prospect  of  a  rather  poor  supper, 

a  long  line  of  fires  in  the  midst  of  the  river  promised 

them  better  fare.  Without  regarding,  therefore,  the 

difficulties  of  the  ground  and  the  darkness  of  the  night, 

we  made  straight  for  them.  My  friends  were  not  even 

deterred,  when  we  reached  a  narrow  dyke  scarcely  fit 

for  one  horse,  and  in  great  decay,  and  which  the  guide 

declared  to  be  the  only  path  leading  through  a  sheet 

of  water  separating  us  from  the  encampment.  Thus, 

we  boldly  entered  upon  this  dyke,  but  we  had  only 

proceeded  a  few  hundred  yards,  when  it  was  pro- 

nounced, even  by  these  people,  so  well  accustomed  to 

an  amphibious  life,  to  be  totally  impracticable,  so  that 

we  were  obliged  to  retrace  our  steps.  While  engaged 

in  this  most  dangerous  proceeding,  my  servant,  the 
M  4 
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Gatroni,  met  with  a  serious  accident,  falling,  with  his 

horse,  down  the  dyke  into  the  water ;  and  although, 

with  his  native  agility,  he  succeeded  in  extricating  him- 

self, with  a  few  contusions,  from  his  unpleasant  situ- 

ation, we  had  great  difficulty  in  getting  the  horse 

out  from  the  hollow  into  which  it  had  fallen,  my  com- 

panions asserting  that  it  was  dead,  and  wanting  to 

leave  it  behind.  At  length  we  got  away  from  the 

dyke,  and  finding  a  ford  through  the  water,  we  reached 

the  encampment,  which  was  pitched  on  a  narrow 

neck  of  grassy  land,  and  completely  dazzled  us  with 

the  glare  of  its  many  fires,  coming,  as  we  did,  out  of 

the  darkness.  From  the  opposite  side  of  the  river, 

two  hamlets  of  Songhay,  called  Inzammen  and  Takan- 
kamte,  were  visible  likewise  by  their  fires. 

The  encampment  belonged  to  some  Kel  e'  Siik,  who 
manifested  a  rather  thievish  disposition ;  and,  although 

not  altogether  inhospitable,  they  were  unable  to  treat 

my  companions  well,  as  in  the  swampy  lowland  there 
was  an  entire  want  of  firewood.  It  was  one  of  those 

encampments  which  contributed  in  a  great  measure  to 

ruin  my  health,  partly  in  consequence  of  the  heavy 

dew  which  fell  during  the  night.  Meanwhile  my  ser- 

vant, who  was  a  most  faithful  person,  was  searching 

the  greater  part  of  the  night  for  his  pistols,  which  in 

his  fall  he  had  lost  in  the  swamp. 

Fridajs  While  my  companions  still  lagged  behind 

May  26th.  order  to  indemnify  themselves  for  their 

lost  supper  by  a  good  breakfast,  I  set  off  at  a  tole- 

rably early  hour,  in  order  to  get  out  of  the  swampy 
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ground ;  and  fearing  lest  we  might  again  be  entangled 

in  these  interminable  low  grounds,  we  kept  at  a  con- 

siderable distance  from  the  river  over  the  gentle 

sandy  downs,  bare  at  first,  but  afterwards  clad  with 

a  considerable  quantity  of  dry  grass.  But  some  of  our 

companions,  who  overtook  us,  would  not  allow  us 

to  pursue  our  north-easterly  direction,  and  led  us 

back  again  to  the  border  of  a  broad  swampy  sheet 

of  water,  which  is  called  Ter^rart,  and  at  this  spot 

formed  a  shallow  water  full  of  water-plants  and  geese, 

but  gradually  widening  to  a  very  extensive  swamp, 

which  again  increased  to  a  large  open  branch.  The 

river,  however,  which  was  now  almost  at  its  lowest 

level,  must  present  a  very  different  aspect  during  the 

highest  state  of  the  inundation,  when  the  downs  of 

snow-white  sand,  which  at  present  separated  the 

principal  trunk  from  the  swamp,  must  appear  like  a 
narrow  sandbank  in  the  midst  of  the  water. 

Behind  these  downs,  but  separated  from  the  main 

branch  by  a  smaller  creek,  called  "  the  false  river," 

Eghirreu-n-baho,  lies  the  hamlet  E^gedesh,  which 
at  the  present  season  was  deserted,  the  inhabitants 

being  scattered  over  the  islands  in  the  river.  The 

three  villages Garbame,  E^m-n-Taborak,  and  Nsherifen, 
are  situated  on  its  opposite  southern  bank. 

Exchanging  at  this  remarkable  spot  our  east 

north-easterly  direction  for  an  east  south-easterly 
one,  we  encamped  after  a  march  of  three  miles  and 

a  half,  in  the  shade  of  a  dense  belt  of  underwood 

which  girded  its  shores,  and  after  a  short  time. 
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we  were  here  joined  by  El  Bakay.  A  little  more 

than  a  mile  beyond  this  place,  at  the  downs  called 

Ghadir,  this  large  backwater  joins  the  river,  and 

here,  when  we  pursued  our  march  in  the  after- 

noon, we  ascended  for  a  while  a  higher  level,  con- 

sisting of  sandstone  rock  in  a  state  of  great  de- 

composition ;  but  after  a  march  of  three  miles,  again 

descended  to  its  shores,  the  river  being  here  full  of 

green  islands,  with  plenty  of  fine  cattle.  Two  miles 

further  on,  we  encamped  in  a  place  called  Tewllaten, 

or  Stewilaten,  at  the  side  of  a  rather  poor  encamp- 

ment of  the  Kel-Tebank6rit.  Notwithstanding  their 

poor  condition,  the  people  slaughtered  two  oxen  on 
our  behalf. 

I  had  this  day  still  further  cause  to  feel  satisfied 

that  we  were  travelling  along  the  north,  and  not  along 

the  south  side  of  the  river,  for  while  we  ourselves 

had  but  a  slight  shower,  besides  summer  light- 

ning the  whole  of  the  evening,  in  the  course  of  the 

afternoon  a  considerable  fall  of  rain  took  place  beyond 

the  river  in  A'ribinda. 

Before  we  started  I  began  conversing  with  the 

people  of  the  encampment  (the  chief  of  whom,  a  man 

of  renowned  valour,  is  called  Hammalati)  in  a  cheer- 

ful manner.  Whereupon  they  praised  me  as  an  ex- 
cellent man,  but  made  at  the  same  time  the  candid 

avowal  that  the  preceding  night,  when  I  did  not  speak 

a  word,  they  felt  a  great  antipathy  towards  me. 

Having  proceeded  at  a  tolerable  rate  as  far  as 

this  place,  we  here  once  more  relapsed  into  our 
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usual  slow  mode  of  progress;  and  after  a  short 

march  of  scarcely  three  miles  over  a  ground  strewn 

with  pebbles  and  small  stones,  and  clad  only  with 

scanty  vegetation,  we  encamped  close  to  the  steep 

bank  which  descended  towards  the  river  opposite 

the  island  of  Zamgoy,  for  here  we  were  told  was  the 

residence  of  Sadaktu,  the  chief  who  had  levied  such 

heavy  contributions  upon  the  inhabitants  of  Bamba. 

As  the  country  itself  did  not  present  any  features 

of  interest,  it  was  some  recompense  to  me  for  the 

delay  we  met  with  in  this  place,  that  the  character  of 

the  river  was  remarkable  ;  and  in  order  to  enjoy  it  as 

much  as  possible,  I  prepared  myself  a  resting  place  on 

the  slope  of  the  bank,  which  was  thickly  overgrown 
with  small  trees. 

It  is  here  that  the  beginning  of  the  rocky  district 

through  which  the  river  takes  its  course  is  first  per- 

ceptible. The  western  end  of  a  small  island  is  en- 

tirely surounded  by  large  granite  blocks,  which  have 

given  to  the  island  the  remarkable  name  of  Tahont- 

n-eggish,  clearly  indicating  that  even  the  natives 

themselves  regard  this  place,  for  him  who  comes 

down  the  river,  as  the  entrance-rock,  "  or  the  be- 
ginning of  the  rocky  district. 

The  island  of  Zamgoy  lies  nearer  to  the  southern 

shore,  and  seems  to  be  of  considerable  extent,  densely 

clothed  with  trees,  and  containing  a  small  hamlet,  or 

adabay.  Besides  the  view  of  the  river,  and  a  walk 

now  and  then  over  the  desert  ground  in  our  neigh- 

bourhood, where  I  observed  the  ruins  of  some  stone 
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dwellings,  I  had  plenty  of  occupation  during  this 

and  the  three  following  days  which  we  remained 

here,  in  conversing  with  the  natives. 

Sadaktu  himself  was  very  unwell,  and  greatly 

wanted  my  medical  assistance ;  but  after  I  had  made 

him  feel  the  efficacy  of  my  medicines  so  strongly 

that  he  declared  every  evil  to  be  removed  from  his 

body,  he  did  not  reward  my  zeal  with  so  much  as  a 

drop  of  milk.    I  therefore  could  not  help  observing, 

to  the  great  delight  of  his  subjects,  that  he  was  the 

most  niggardly  chief  I  had  ever  met  with.  There 

were,  however,  others  who  were  more  social  and  com- 

municative, if  not  more  liberal,  than  this  chief.  There 

was,  first,  a  wealthy  and  good-looking  man  of  the 

name  of  Jemil,  of  the  Kel-Burrum  or  the  people  of 

Burrum,  who  evidently  originate  in  a  mixture  of  free 

Songhay  people   and  I^n6shagh,  and   he  himself, 

seemed  to  unite  in  a  certain  degree,  the  qualities  of 

these  different  nations,  while  his  rich  dress  and  his 

embonpoint  proved  that  he  was  not  an  austere  in- 
habitant of  the  desert.    A  great  deal  of  trouble  was 

caused  me  by  another  man  of  the  name  of  Simsim, 

the  son  of  Sidi  A'mmer,  and  the  eldest  of  seven 

brothers,  a  very  rich  A'm6shagh,  who  was  totally 
blind,  but  who,  nevertheless,  expected  rae  to  re- 

store his  sight ;  and  it  really  seemed  as  if  my  friend 

El  Bakay  confirmed  him  in  this  belief,  in  order 

to  obtain  from  him  some  handsome  presents  for 
himself. 

This  person  also  had  the  stately  appearance  pe- 
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culiar  to  all  these  easterly  Tawarek,  who  seem 

to  have  enriched  themselves  with  the  spoil  of  the 

native  Songhay  population,  the  latter  having  in  a 

great  measure  been  reduced  by  them  to  the  condition 

of  serfs.  Almost  all  of  them  had  a  very  proud  bear- 

ing, but  nevertheless,  upon  nearer  acquaintance,  they 

proved  to  be  of  a  very  cheerful  disposition ;  and  al- 

though of  a  wild  character  and  of  warlike  propen- 

sities, they  have  an  easy  temper,  and  are  not  difficult 

to  manage. 

The  poor  inhabitants  of  Bamba,  from  whom  Sa- 

ddktu  had  taken  seventy  cows  and  ten  slaves,  joined 

us  here,  in  the  endeavour  to  recover  their  property. 

They  earnestly  begged  me  to  be  the  mediator  be- 

tween them  and  that  hostile  chief;  and  I  was  very 

glad  when,  after  a  good  deal  of  dispute,  the  chief 

returned  half  of  the  spoil.  It  was  here  also  that  I 

learnt  that  the  whole  population  of  A^ir,  under  the 

command  of  Haj  'Abdiiwa,  had  gained  a  great  vic- 
tory over  the  Dinnik,  or  Awelhnmiden-wen-Bodhdl, 

and  the  Are  wan,  or  Kel-geres.  The  tribe  of  the 

Kel-fadaye  enjoy  a  great  name  in  this  region ;  and  it 

is  evident  that,  in  former  times,  they  occupied  a  much 

more  conspicuous  position  than  they  do  at  present. 

Even  El  Bakay  himself  had  taken  a  wife  from  that 

tribe ;  and  I  was  also  informed  here  that  they  lay 
claim  to  a  descent  from  sherifs. 

We  had  a  storm  almost  every  day  during  our  stay 

in  this  place ;  but  although  we  ourselves  had  very  little 

else  than  a  disagreeable  sand-wind,  there  seemed  to 
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be  a  very  heavy  fall  of  rain  in  A'ribinda.  In  one  of 
these  thunderstorms  we  nearly  lost  our  camels,  which, 

headed  by  one  of  their  companions  that  had  lately 

come  from  A'zawdd,  were  making  straight  for  that 
district,  their  beloved  home,  and  had  proceeded  a 

distance  of  some  miles,  before  they  were  overtaken. 

Wednesday,  length  wc  pursucd  our  journey,  but 

May  31st.  ̂ ^^y  for  a  short  march  of  two  hours ;  and 
I  was  so  disgusted  at  the  repeated  delays  and  sham 

travelling,  that  I  prayed  earnestly  that  the  Almighty 

would  speedily  deliver  me  from  this  sort  of  bondage. 

Throughout  our  march,  the  bare  desert,  here  con- 

sisting of  stony  ground,  torn  by  many  small  chan- 

nels, closely  crept  up  to  the  fertile  bed  of  the  river, 

where  a  green  swampy  lowland  girded  the  present 

reduced  sheet  of  water.  Amongst  the  stones  with 

which  the  ground  was  covered,  fine  white  and  red 

striped  rock  was  discernible ;  and  I  observed  another 

island,  with  a  rocky  point,  towards  the  west. 

The  ground  where  we  encamped  was  bleak  in  the 

extreme,  without  any  shade,  although  a  few  hundred 

yards  in  front  of  us  there  was  a  fine  grove  of  gerredh  ; 

but  as  these  trees  adorned  a  cemetery,  my  companions, 

from  superstitious  motives,  were  too  much  afraid  to 

choose  that  place  for  their  encampment.  Although 

our  camping-ground  was  excessively  hot,  I  was  agree- 

ably surprised  to  find  the  water  of  the  river  so  plea- 

santly cool  at  a  time  when  the  sun  was  high,  and 

could  only  attribute  this  phenomenon  to  the  rocky 

character  of  the  channel  and  to  its  considerable  depth. 
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Nevertheless,  crocodiles,  as  well  as  river-horses,  were 
numerous. 

In  this  unprotected  ground  we  remained  not  only 

this  but  the  following  day,  although  the  place  was 

as  uncomfortable  for  the  people,  who  were  almost 

scorched  by  the  heat  of  the  sun,  as  it  was  detri- 
mental to  the  animals,  who  found  nothing  to  eat  here. 

The  Sheikh  had  gone  in  the  morning  to  visit  Sadaktu, 

in  the  island  of  Zamgoy,  and  from  thence  did  not  join 

us  until  late  in  the  evening.  It  was  one  of  the  hottest 

days  we  had  had ;  and  it  was  here  that,  about  noon, 

we  discovered  in  my  tent  a  large,  black,  poisonous 

arachnceaj  or  spider,  the  body  of  which  measured 

almost  two  inches  in  diameter,  and  whose  like  my 

companions  from  Timbuktu  had  never  seen.  The 

Tawarek  were  so  disgusted  at  the  sight,  that  while 

I  was  looking  attentively  at  it,  after  we  had  killed 

it,  they  threw  it  hastily  away  with  their  swords,  so 

that  I  did  not  see  it  again ;  but  they  told  me  that  it 

was  the  most  dangerous  and  abominable  creature 

to  be  found  in  these  regions. 
The  excessive  heat  rendered  a  thunderstorm  which 

we  had  in  the  afternoon  of  the  second  day  highly 

acceptable,  especially  as  the  heavy  gale  was  followed 

by  a  light  rain,  which  greatly  relieved  the  burning 

heat  of  the  sandy  soil.  It  was  highly  amusing  to  me 

to  observe  also,  this  time,  that  although  a  large  leathern 

tent  had  been  pitched  for  the  Sheikh,  nevertheless,  as 

was  always  the  case  when  a  thunderstorm  arose,  every- 

body hastened  to  carry  his  treasures,  especially  the 
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saddles  and  books,  under  gover  of  my  small  European 

tent,  which  had  now  withstood  more  than  four  years' 
exposure  to  the  weather,  and  was  mended  and  patched 

in  such  a  manner  that  the  original  material  was 

scarcely  discernible. 

Friday,  length  left  this  place,  but  only  to 

June  2nd.  ̂ q^q  ^  dlstancc  of  scvcn  or  eight  miles, 
to  an  encampment  of  a  wealthy  man  of  the  name  of 

Sidi  Ilemin,  who,  although  not  belonging  to  the  tribe 

of  the  Fulbe,  was  living  amongst  the  Tawdrek,  and 

had  been  settled  in  the  place  for  a  great  many  years. 

The  contrast  between  the  open  river,  bordered  by 

the  green  grassy  lowlands,  which  at  present  had  been 

laid  bare  by  the  retiring  waters,  and  the  bleak  desert 

which  closely  approached  it,  was  very  remarkable,  espe- 

cially a  short  distance  before  we  reached  the  encamp- 

ment, where  an  extensive  sandy  eminence  excluded 

for  a  while  the  view  of  the  river,  and  with  a  few 

scattered  bushes  of  the  poisonous  ferndn,  and  the 

short  herbage  called  ellob,"  made  one  fancy  oneself 
transported  into  the  heart  of  the  desert. 

Along  the  former  part  of  our  road  the  low  shore  of 

the  river  had  been  clothed  with  a  profusion  of  ex- 

cellent byrgu,  but  here  there  was  none,  and  the  poor 

camels  again  fared  very  badly.  In  the  whole  of 

this  district  along  the  river,  where  trees  are  very 

scanty,  the  camel  is  reduced  to  the  diet  of  byrgu,  al- 

though it  by  no  means  agrees  with  animals  accus- 
tomed to  the  food  of  the  young  acacia  trees  and  the 

dry  herbage  of  the  desert.    All  circumstances  con- 
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sidered,  my  camels  were  in  a  very  bad  condition,  and 

there  was  good  reason  for  my  kind  friend  and  pro- 

tector looking  about  for  some  fresh  animals  to  enable 

me  to  reach  more  favoured  regions.  He  therefore 

determined  to  set  out  from  this  point  to  the  nearest 

of  his  "  kissib,"  or  herds  of  camels,  while  we  were 

to  wait  for  him  at  a  place  called  Tin-sherifen. 

The  river,  which,  in  its  present  state,  was  about 

900  yards  from  our  camp,  had  here  a  very  shallow, 

and  not  at  all  an  imposing  appearance,  although  a 

few  miles  below  it  enters  a  very  rocky  district,  where 

it  is  enclosed  by  steep  banks  and  broken  by  islets  and 

cliffs.  Four  boats  were  lying  on  the  shore.  The  place 

was  called  Igomaren. 

The  encampment  of  Sidi  riemm  was  large,  consist- 

ing of  very  spacious  leathern  tents,  where  Tawarek 

and  Fiilbe,  and  some  Arabs  also,  were  living  together 

in  peaceful  copnmunity.  Although  they  are  tole- 

rably wealthy,  they  have  only  asses,  and  no  horses. 

A  good  many  Tawarek  joined  us  here  the  day  of  our 

arrival,  and,  while  I  rewarded  the  most  respectable 

amongst  them  with  a  small  present  of  some  kind  or 

other,  I  had  some  difficulty  in  satisfying  a  more  power- 

ful lord  of  the  name  of  Miki,  the  son  of  Elesa ;  and 

found  it  still  more  difficult  to  satisfy  his  companion, 

or  "  enhad,"  who,  as  is  very  often  the  case  in  Europe, 
raised  his  pretensions  much  higher  than  his  master. 

The  blind  Simsim  also  accompanied  us  to  this 

place,  and  troubled  me  not  a  little  with  begging 

a  remedy  for  his  blindness.    Among  other  chiefs, 
VOL.  V.  N 
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there  was  one  whose  name  seemed  to  me  rather  re- 

markable, as  he  called  himself  El  Fsfahdni ;  but  what 
he  or  his  ancestors  had  to  do  with  the  famous  town 

of  I'sfahan,  I  could  not  make  out.  Sidi  Flemin  treated 
us  well  with  a  number  of  large  dishes  of  rice,  but  the 

food  being  prepared  without  any  salt,  I  was  not  able 

to  enjoy  it,  and  was  the  more  grateful  at  being  fur- 

nished in  the  evening  with  a  rich  supply  of  milk. 

Saturday,  While  my  protector  directed  his  steps  towards 

June  3rd.  ̂ -^Q  dcscrt,  T,  wlth  the  greater  part  of  his  fol- 
lowers, continued  my  journey  along  the  banks  of  the 

river,  which  had  now  almost  become  a  second  home  to 

me,  and  with  its  many  backwaters,  islands,  and  cliffs, 

afforded  me  a  never  failing  source  of  interest.  About 

half  a  mile  beyond  our  encampment  we  passed  the  site 

of  a  former  settlement  or  dwelling  place,  after  which  the 

sandy  downs  receded  a  little  from  the  bank,  affording 

comfortable  ground  for  a  good  number  of  Tawarek 

encampments.  Having  then  left  on  our  right  an  ex- 

tensive swampy  lowland,  which,  during  the  highest 

state  of  the  river,  becomes  inundated,  we  reached  the 

beginning  of  the  rocky  district,  through  which  the 

river  has  to  pass.  After  a  very  short  march,  we 

encamped  in  a  place  called  Himberimme,  on  account 

of  the  indisposition  of  my  friend  Mohammed  ben 
Khottar. 

The  slope  where  we  halted  was  very  handsomely 

adorned  with  fine  shady  taborak,  and  the  river  was 

here  free  from  rocks,  being  divided  into  two  branches 

by  a  low  sand  bank,  while  a  mile  higher  up  a  mighty 
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ledge  of  granite  rocks  projected  into  the  water.  But 

about  1000  yards  below  our  halting  place,  the  river 

presented  a  very  wild  aspect,  a  considerable  rocky 

island,  consisting  of  immense  granite  blocks,  together 

with  a  rocky  ledge  projecting  from  the  high  bank, 

shutting  in  half  the  breadth  of  the  river,  and  forcing 

it,  with  a  direction  from  S.30°E.  to  N.  30°  W.,  into  a 
channel  of  probably  not  more  than  350  yards  broad. 

This  remarkable  place,  where  the  river,  when  it  is 

full,  must  form  a  very  powerful  current,  is  called  Tin- 
alshiden. 

The  heat  of  the  day  having  passed  by,  we  continued 

our  march,  cutting  oiF  the  bend  of  the  river  over  a 

ground  which  was  at  first  bare  and  destitute  of  vege- 

tation, but  after  a  while  became  overgrown  with 

stunted  talha  trees,  a  few  siwak,  and  a  great  profusion 

of  retem ;  till,  after  a  march  of  two  miles,  the  river 

again  approached  on  our  right,  being  here  free  from 

rocks  and  bordered  by  a  grassy  lowland  richly  clad 

with  the  famous  byrgu.  On  our  left,  a  few  tobacco 

plantations  gave  proof  of  a  certain  degree  of  industry 

on  the  part  of  the  natives,  although  on  this  side  only 

a  nomadic  encampment  was  to  be  seen,  but  on  the  op- 

posite bank  a  hamlet  appeared.  The  whole  of  this 

district  belongs  to  Tin-shenfen. 

As  the  river  takes  here  a  very  winding  course, 

meandering  along  between  steep  banks,  we  again  left  it 

at  some  distance  on  our  right,  ascending  from  a  low 

swampy  inlet  upon  higher  ground,  where  we  passed 

another  Tawd,rek  encampment,  and  then,  as  darkness 

N  2 
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was  setting  in,  we  again  descended  to  the  green  shore, 

where  the  river  seemed  to  be  obstructed  by  islands. 

Parallel  with  the  bank,  a  shallow  grassy  swamp 

stretched  along,  and  from  beyond  the  southern  bank, 

a  little  higher  up,  a  village  was  seen.  On  the 

largest  of  the  islands,  which  was  at  the  same  time 

the  nearest  to  our  side,  was  the  residence  of  Kara,  the 

father  of  a  young  man  named  Sdla,  one  of  the  pupils 

of  El  Bakay.  This  was  the  reason  why  my  com- 

panions, notwithstanding  the  darkness  of  the  evening, 

and  although  the  island  was  at  present  separated  from 

the  mainland  by  a  deep  channel,  entertained  the  absurd 

idea  of  crossing  over  to  the  latter.  It  was  only  after 

much  uncertainty,  and  a  great  deal  of  dispute,  that 

we  decided  upon  encamping  on  the  narrow  neck  be- 

tween the  swamp  and  the  river. 

In  this  place  we  remained  the  four  following  days, 

my  protector  not  returning  until  the  third  day,  and 

my  patience  was  again  put  to  a  severe  trial.  But,  al- 

together, the  stay  here  was  not  so  uninteresting,  as  we 

received  a  great  many  visits  from  the  inhabitants  of 

this  and  the  neighbouring  districts.  First,  there  came 

Kara,  the  governor  of  the  island,  a  stately-looking 
old  man,  dressed  in  a  fine  white  tobe,  with  a  white  shawl 

round  his  head.  Having  entered  into  conversation 

with  me,  he  stated,  without  the  subject  being  brought 

forward  by  myself,  that  about  fifty  years  ago,  a  Chris- 
tian had  come  down  the  river  in  a  large  boat  with  a 

white  tent,  and  the  river  being  then  full,  had  passed 

without  any  accident  the  rocky  passage  ahead  of  us. 

But  he  added  that  the  Kel-ter^rart  had  attacked  him 
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at  Zamgoy.  Park  had  passed  this  place  in  the  morn- 

ing, while  he  (Kara)  was  encamped  with  his  people 

on  the  sandy  downs  of  A'ribi'nda.  This  chief  himself, 
although  he  was  not  at  all  hospitable,  had  really 

something  in  his  demeanour  which  might  indicate  a 

descent  from  a  nobler  stock,  but  the  rest  of  the  inha- 

bitants of  the  island  had  much  the  same  appearance 

as  the  less  noble  tribes  of  the  Tawarek  in  general. 

However,  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  name  of  the 

w^hole  district,  Tin-sherifen,  is  taken  from  the  supposed 

origin  of  these  people — from  sherifs.  And  here  in  this 

district,  as  well  as  in  the  neighbouring  one  of  Burrum, 

where  the  great  river,  after  having  made  this  remark- 

able bend  into  the  heart  of  the  desert,  changes  its 

easterly  course  into  a  south-easterly  one,  we  must 

evidently  look  for  the  earliest  Mohammedan  settlers 

along  the  Niger. 
I  here  also  first  came  into  more  intimate  relation 

with  that  remarkable  tribe  the  Kel  e'  Suk,  who  seem 
to  deserve  a  great  deal  of  attention  among  these 

nomadic  tribes,  although  I  am  not  yet  able  to  eluci- 

date all  the  points  connected  with  their  history,  for 

they  themselves  take  very  little  interest  in  historical 

facts,  and  if  there  exist  written  records  they  are  not 

generally  known.  But  this  much  is  certain,  that  these 

Kel  e'  Siik  have  been  so  called  from  a  place,  Suk,  or 

at  least  generally  called  Siik*,  situated  at  the  distance 

*  The  reader  need  not  be  under  the  impression  that  the  name 
"  suk  "  indicates  Arabic  influence,  for  the  word  is  of  the  most  ex- 

tensive Semitic  range. 
N  3 
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of  five  days'  journey  from  this  point,  and  six  from 
G6g6,  which  seems  to  have  been  a  very  considerable 

place  in  former  times,  but  was  destroyed  in  the  lat- 

ter half  of  the  fifteenth  century,  by  Sonni  'All,  the 
great  predecessor  of  the  still  greater  conqueror  Haj 

Mohammed  A'skia.  The  original  name  of  this  place  I 
did  not  succeed  in  making  out,  but  it  is  no  doubt  that 

very  place  which,  by  El  Bekri*  and  other  Arab  geo- 
graphers, after  the  name  of  the  tribe,  has  been  called 

Tademekket,  and  which,  till  the  middle  of  the  seven- 

teenth  century,  ruled  over  this  region. 

This  large  and  well-built  town  appears  to  have 

been  the  centre  of  various  tribes,  although  I  can 

scarcely  conceive  that  my  informants  were  right, 

when  they  asserted  that  their  ancestors  had  been 

living  there,  together  with  the  Hogdr  and  the  Kel- 

owi,  as  from  this  statement,  if  it  were  true,  we 

should  have  in  this  place  a  much  more  remark- 

able example  of  a  community  founded  by  several 

Berber  tribes  together,  than  is  afforded  by  the  his- 

tory of  A'gades.  Be  this  as  it  may,  the  name  of  Siik 
has  settled  upon  this  tribe,  who  still  form  quite  a 

separate  body,  being  distinguished  from  the  neigh- 

bouring tribes  for  their  learning  and  peaceable  pur- 
suits. 

*  El  Bekri,  who  is  the  only  reliable  authority,  in  the  edition  of 
de  Slane,  p.  181,  et  seq.  The  distance  of  nine  days  from  Gogo, 
according  to  El  Bekri,  is  to  be  regarded  as  the  rate  for  heavily 
laden  caravans,  corresponding  well  to  six  days  of  light  camels  or 

mehara.  See  the  itinerary  from  Tawat  to  this  place,  in  the  Ap- 
pendix. Of  the  (erroneous)  derivation  of  the  name  of  the  town,  I 

have  spoken  on  a  former  occasion.    See  Vol,  IV.  p.  498. 
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Besides  several  respectable  men  of  this  tribe,  I  re- 

ceived a  visit  also  from  Nassaru,  a  daughter  of  one  of 
their  chiefs  named  Khozematen.  She  was  one  of  the 

finest  women  that  I  saw  in  this  country.  Her  decent 

apparel  contributed  not  a  little  to  increase  her  beauty, 

for  over  her  under-gown  she  wore  an  upper-garment 

of  red  and  black  silk,  in  alternate  stripes,  which  she 

occasionally  drew  over  her  head.  Her  features  were 

remarkable  for  their  soft  expression  and  regularity, 

but  her  person  rather  inclined  to  corpulency,  which 

is  highly  esteemed  by  the  Tawarek.  Seeing  that  I 

took  an  interest  in  her,  she,  half-jokingly,  proposed 

that  1  should  marry  her ;  and  I  declared  myself 

ready  to  take  her  with  me  if  one  of  my  rather  weak 

camels  should  be  found  able  to  support  her  weight. 

As  a  mark  of  distinction  I  presented  her  with  a 

looking-glass,  which  I  was  always  accustomed  to  give 

to  the  most  handsome  woman  in  an  encampment, 

the  rest  receiving  nothing  but  needles.  She  re- 

turned the  next  day  with  some  of  her  relations, 

who  were  equally  distinguished  by  their  comeliness, 

and  who  were  anxious  to  obtain  a  glimpse  of  me,  not 

less  than  of  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay.  These  noble 

Tawarek  ladies  furnished  a  remarkable  example  of 

the  extreme  liberty  which  the  females  belonging  to 

this  tribe  enjoy;  and  I  was  greatly  astonished  to  see 

the  pipe  pass  continually  from  their  mouths  to  those 

of  the  men,  and  from  the  latter  back  again  into 

the  mouths  of  the  women.  In  other  respects,  I 

can  only  hope  that  they  surpass  the  female  portion 
N  4 
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of  the  population  of  Tademekka,  of  whose  virtue 

El  Bekri  speaks  in  rather  doubtful  terms. 

Less  agreeable  than  the  company  of  these  people 

was  the  arrival  of  the  blind  Simsim,  who,  it  seems, 

had  been  rather  disappointed  in  his  expectation  of 

having  his  sight  restored,  although  my  friend  had  con- 

trived to  get  from  him  a  present  of  a  camel  and  a 

female  slave.  We  were  here  also  at  length  joined  by 

A'hmed  Waddwi,  the  principal  pupil  of  the  Sheikh, 
whom  I  scarcely  expected  to  see  again ;  but  being 

fully  aware  of  the  slow  and  deliberate  character  of  his 

master,  he  felt  convinced  that  he  could  never  come 

too  late.  Altogether  I  was  glad  that  he  had  arrived, 

for  although  apt  to  make  great  pretensions,  and  being 

inspired  with  too  great  zeal  for  his  creed,  he  was  never- 

theless a  cheerful  and  good-natured  man,  and,  on  ac- 

count of  his  considerable  learning  and  his  knowledge 

of  the  Tawarek  chiefs,  might  be  of  great  service  to 

me  after  having  separated  from  the  Sheikh.  He  had, 

besides,  acquired  some  useful  experience  with  regard  to 

the  difference  between  the  straightforward  and  trust- 

worthy character  of  a  Christian,  and  the  treachery 

and  cunning  of  an  Arab ;  for  having  in  the  beginning 

constantly  taken  the  part  of  my  former  guide,  Weled 

A'mmer  Walati,  against  myself,  he  had  been  cheated 
in  return  for  his  friendship  by  that  rascal,  and  in 

order  to  get  from  him  what  was  due  to  him,  had 

been  obliged  to  pursue  him  to  A^ribmda.  He  brought 

the  news  from  Timbuktu  that  the  rebel  chief  A'khbi, 
whom  we  had  been  unable  to  persuade  to  return  to 
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his  former  allegiance,  was  collecting  an  army  against 
Alkuttabu. 

The  whole  time  of  our  stay  at  Tin-sherifen  the 

weather  was  excessively  hot,  the  heat  being  felt  the 

more  severely,  as  there  was  not  the  slightest  shade  near 

our  encampment ;  and  as  my  tent  was  almost  insup- 

portably  hot,  in  order  to  obtain  a  little  shade,  I  wan- 

dered to  a  considerable  distance  up  the  slope  which 

rose  behind  our  encampment,  and  here  lay  down 

under  a  small  hajilij,  or  taborak.  From  this  spot 

I  had  an  interesting  view  over  the  river,  which,  on 

account  of  its  peculiar  features,  here  deserved  my  full 

attention,  and  even  more  than  I  was  able  at  the  time 

to  bestow  upon  it,  as,  in  the  absence  of  my  protector, 

my  companions  were  rather  anxious  about  my  safety. 

My  young  and  cheerful  friend,  Mohammed  ben  Khot- 

t^r,  was  suffering  all  this  time  from  severe  indisposi- 
tion, so  that  I  had  no  one  to  rove  about  with  me. 

A  little  lower  down,  the  road  recedes  from  the 

bank  of  the  river  for  a  short  distance  ;  and  hence 

I  am  not  able  to  lay  down  the  river,  between 

this  place  and  T6saye,  with  that  minuteness  of  de- 

tail which  it  deserves,  in  order  to  facilitate  navi- 

gation. Under  other  circumstances,  I  should  have 

made  a  special  drawing  of  this  remarkable  locality  on 

a  larger  scale ;  but  the  assertion  of  the  natives,  that 

Park  in  his  large  boat  (His  Majesty's  schooner  Joliba) 
had  passed  through  in  December  or  January  without 

accident,  reassured  me  perfectly.  Besides,  as  I  my- 

self had  to  travel  all  along  the  bank  of  the  river  by 
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land,  I  had  to  take  care  not  to  excite  too  much  the 

suspicions  of  the  natives. 

From  this  spot  I  had  a  clear  prospect  over  the 

point  where  the  river  issuing  forth  from  between 

the  islands  is  shut  in  by  two  masses  of  rock,  called, 

I  think,  Shab6r*  and  Barr6r,  which  obstructed  it 

like  a  sort  of  iron  gate,  although  the  passage  be- 

tween them,  especially  at  high  water,  appeared  to  be 

open  and  clear.  In  summer,  however,  during  the 

lowest  state  of  the  river,  the  difficulty  of  the  navi- 

gation is  greatly  increased  by  the  sandbank  which 
is  formed  a  little  above  this  strait  between  the 

islands  and  the  bank.  On  the  island  where  the  chief 

Kdla  resided,  also,  a  mass  of  rock,  which  at  times  in 

the  sun  light  of  the  afternoon  appeared  like  a  snow- 

white  boulder  of  quartz  rock,  started  forth  like  an  arti- 

ficial terrace.  Higher  up,  the  river  was  encompassed 

in  its  winding  course  by  steep  banks  ;  but,  in  one  spot 

on  the  opposite  shore,  where  the  sandy  downs  formed 

a  recess,  a  low  grassy  headland  or  island  was  formed, 

which  at  the  time  was  enlivened  by  numbers  of  horses, 

cattle,  and  sheep,  and  was  adorned  by  stately  trees, 

especially  a  fine  group  of  diim-palms ;  for  diim-palms 

apparently  begin  to  prevail  here,  and  lower  down 

the  river  are  found  occasionally  in  great  numbers. 

The  slope  itself,  from  whence  I  overlooked  this 

scenery,  consisted  entirely  of  rock.  Quartz  and  mica- 

slate  were  visible  everywhere,  and  an  uninterrupted 

*  I  am  not  quite  certain  whether  Shabor  may  not  be  the  name 
of  the  island  and  not  of  the  rock. 
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ledge  of  the  latter  mineral  set  right  across  with  an 

inclination  towards  east.  The  evenings  were  beau- 

tiful, and  nothing  afforded  me  greater  delight  than 

to  walk  along  the  fine  sandy  beach  far  into  the  river. 

During  the  lowest  state  of  the  water,  this  beach  forms 

a  junction  between  the  main  land  and  the  island  where 
Kala  resided. 

Our  attention  was  also  attracted  to  some  young 

zangway,  the  small  species  of  alligator,  which  every 

evening  raised  their  cry  from  the  swamp  where  they 

were  left  by  their  dams.  It  sounds  like  the  barking 

of  a  dog,  and  it  appeared  to  us  as  if  they  were  bred 

purposely  in  this  backwater,  in  order  that  they  might 

not  fall  a  prey  to  some  larger  animal  in  the  river. 
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TOSAYE,  OR  THE  NARROWING  OF  THE  RIVER.  BURRUM ;  ANCIENT 
RELATION  TO  EGYPT. — GREAT  SOUTH-SOUTH-EASTERLY  REACH. 

At  length,  in  the  course  of  the  8th,  my  protector 

returned  from  his  herd  of  camels,  or,  as  the  Arabs 

call  it,  "  kissib,"  bringing  with  him  seven  fresh 
camels.  He  was  accompanied  by  a  nobleman  of 

the  country,  and  a  near  relative  of  his,  of  the  name 

of  Sidi  'AH.  Soon  after  his  arrival,  he  came  ex- 
pressly to  ask  me,  whether  one  of  our  steamboats 

would  be  able  to  cross  this  rocky  passage,  and  I  told 

him  that,  as  far  as  I  had  been  able  to  investigate  the 

character  of  the  locality  from  this  point,  I  thought  there 

was  not  much  difficulty  for  a  small  boat  or  launch,  at 

least  during  the  highest  state  of  the  river.  In  the 

evening,  he  sent  me  a  small  bullock  to  cut  up  for  our 

journey,  and  a  short  time  afterwards  a  camel,  in  order 

to  supply  the  place  of  the  most  exhausted  of  my 

animals,  and  it  now  appeared  as  if  we  were  fully 

prepared  to  pursue  our  journey  at  a  more  accelerated 
rate. 

Friday,  Haviug  takcu  leave  of  all  the  new  friends 

June  9th.   ̂ i^Qgg   acquaintance   I  had   made  here,  I 
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started  at  a  rather  late  hour,  first  keeping  along  the 

shore,  but  after  having  proceeded  about  1400  yards, 

turning  away  and  with  a  north-easterly  direction 

entering  the  stony  slope  of  the  desert  plateau,  which 

here  consisted  of  black  sandstone  in  a  state  of  decom- 

position. At  this  spot,  where  I  was  obliged  to  keep 

away  from  the  bank,  the  great  rocky  ledge,  to  which 

Barror  belongs,  crosses  the  river.  This  rock  not  being 

illumined  to-day  by  the  sun,  exhibited  the  same  black 

character  which  is  peculiar  to  the  whole  locality,  and 

there  is  no  doubt  that  it  intercepts  the  navigation  for 

larger  boats  during  a  great  part  of  the  year. 

The  bare  rocky  slope  was  succeeded  by  sandy 

downs,  which  surrounded  and  enclosed  small  irregular 

vales,  the  bottom  of  which  was  formed  of  small  black 

stones.  A  little  further  on  we  passed  the  locality 

called  Tin-rassen,  where  Sadaktu  had  once  vanquished 

a  superior  force  led  by  A'khbi,  who,  notwithstanding 
the  close  relation  which  subsisted  between  them,  had 

come  to  attack  him.  The  women,  hurrying  forth  from 

the  encampment,  had  met  their  kinsfolk  with  bare 

breasts,  which  they  held  forth  to  them  as  having 

suckled  their  kindred,  and  implored  them,  for  the  sake 

of  their  near  relationship,  not  to  shed  the  blood  of 

their  own  kinsmen.  But  this  appeal  for  mercy  being 

without  effect,  Sadaktu  and  his  handful  of  men,  in- 

spired with  fear  for  the  lives  of  their  wives  and  chil- 

dren, and  fighting  with  the  courage  of  despair,  had 

beaten  the  superior  force  of  his  arrogant  relation,  and 
killed  nine  free  men  of  his  tribe. 
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A  little  more  than  half  a  mile  beyond  Tin-rassen 

we  again  reached  the  river,  at  that  remarkable  place 

called  T6saye,  or  Tose,  where  the  noble  Niger  is  com- 

pressed between  steep  banks  to  a  breadth  perhaps  of 

not  more  than  150  yards,  but  of  such  a  depth  that,  as 

I  have  before  observed,  the  bottom  has  not  been  found 

by  the  natives.  Here  the  Sheikh,  who,  as  in  general, 

had  slept  till  late  in  the  morning,  overtook  us,  and 
seemed  much  interested  when  I  told  him  that  I 

thought  a  small  strong  built  steamer  might  safely 

cross  this  obstructed  passage,  as  in  the  case  of  the  cur- 

rent being  too  strong,  it  might  be  assisted  by  chains 

fastened  to  the  rocks.  The  locality  is  of  the  greatest 

importance,  on  account  of  the  intercourse  between  the 

desert  and  the  province  of  Libtako,  as  the  Arabs  of 

A'zawad  in  general  prefer  crossing  the  river  at  this 
point,  which,  although  very  deep,  is  easily  passed  by 

the  camels  and  cattle,  while  in  other  places  they  have 

to  swim  for  miles. 

Immediately  beyond  this  narrowing  of  the  river 

the  sandy  downs  cease,  and  a  low  stony  level,  of 

black,  dismal  colour,  stretched  out  before  us.  The 

river,  winding  along  this  tract  in  a  north-easterly 

bend,  and  illumined  by  the  dazzling  light  of  the  sun, 

scarcely  appeared  to  be  the  same  large  and  noble 

stream  which  I  had  admired  higher  up.  The  black 

stony  ground  was  torn  by  several  small  channels,  and 

being  only  sparingly  clad  with  the  sad-looking  poi- 

sonous bush  the  "  fern^n,'^  exhibited  a  very  melan- 

choly appearance.    But  gradually  as  we  descended 
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from  this  rough  ground  upon  the  green  shore,  clothed 

with  the  rank  grass  of  the  byrgu,  the  river  again 

began  to  widen,  and  to  assume  its  former  noble  cha- 

racter, while  a  little  further  on  a  large  island,  called 

A'dar-n~haut,"  was  formed,  separated  from  the  main 
land  by  a  narrow  channel.  We  encamped  opposite  the 

place  where  the  latter  again  joins  the  principal  branch, 

and  where,  in  the  present  low  state  of  the  river,  a  ledge 

of  rock  was  seen  projecting  a  considerable  distance  into 

the  water,  and  numerous  isolated  cliffs  starting  forth 

from  its  middle  course.  I  chose  my  camping-ground 

a  few  hundred  yards  from  the  shore,  among  the  trees, 

where  we  found  some  shelter  during  the  hot  hours  of 

the  day ;  and  I  even  remained  here  during  the  follow- 

ing night,  although  all  the  people  tried  to  frighten  me 

with  the  assurance,  that  the  lions  which  infest  the 

neighbourhood  would  not  leave  a  bone  of  my  horses 
and  camels. 

We  were  visited  in  this  encampment  by  the  inha- 

bitants of  the  opposite  island,  who,  although  belong- 

ing to  the  mixed  tribe  of  the  Euma,  have  a  much 

better  appearance  than  their  brethren  in  Bamba. 

Their  chief,  of  the  name  of  Mohammed,  was  greatly 

distinguished  by  his  fine  glossy  skin,  his  beautiful 

black  and  lively  eyes,  and  his  regular  Circassian 

features.  The  dress  of  these  people,  however,  is 

everywhere  the  same,  —  white  shirts  of  the  com- 

monest and  coarsest  make,  sewed  together  of  narrow 

strips  (only  persons  of  higher  rank  adorn  them  with 

a  little  silk  embroidery),  and  long  white  trowsers, 
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besides  a  miserable  bandage  of  native  cotton  tied 

round  the  head,  over  which  some  of  them  wore  an- 

other bandage  of  red  cloth.  All  of  them  had  slung 

over  their  shoulders  the  open  leathern  belt  with 

which  they  gird  their  waists  in  case  of  emergency. 

The  intelligence  of  these  people  seemed  very  limited, 

and  it  was  impossible  for  me  to  enter  into  any 

serious  conversation  with  them.  I  was,  however, 

fortunately  enabled  to  buy  some  rice  with  cotton 
strips. 

Saturday,  if  I  was  dcstiucd  to  spcnd  my  whole  life 

June  10th.       ̂ j^-g  p^g^Qj^^        ̂ his  day  only  moved  on 
three  miles,  keeping  close  along  the  shore  of  the 

river,  which  here  formed  several  islands,  and  gra- 

dually took  a  more  southerly  direction.  The  whole 

of  this  part  of  the  river,  the  valley  of  which,  in- 

cluding the  islands,  measures  certainly  more  than  three 

miles  in  breadth,  is  called  Burrum,  and  was  formerly 

one  of  the  chief  seats  of  the  Songhay.  There  is  a 
remarkable  tradition  that  a  Pharaoh  once  came  from 

Egypt  to  this  spot,  and  again  returned.  This  story 

would  at  least  imply  an  early  intercourse  with  Egypt, 

and  should  not,  I  think,  be  viewed  incredulously ;  for, 

if  it  had  no  foundation  whatever,  it  would  certainly 

attach  to  the  capital  of  the  nation  itself,  and  not  to  a 

place  which  possesses  no  great  historical  importance. 

But  on  the  other  hand  it  is  highly  interesting  to  ob- 
serve, that  this  is  the  spot  where  the  great  river, 

which  here  makes  a  bend  from  a  west  easterly  into  a 

southerly  direction,  is  nearest  to  Egypt.  Let  it  be  fur- 
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ther  taken  into  account,  that  the  inhabitants  of  the 

oasis  of  Aiijila,  which  lies  on  the  great  commercial  road 

from  Egypt  to  these  regions,  were  the  first  who  opened 

this  western  part  of  Negroland  to  the  intercourse  of 

the  Arabs.  The  whole  history  of  Songhay  points  to 

Egypt ;  the  itinerary  of  the  route  of  the  Nasamones, 

if  rightly  constructed,  inclines  to  this  quarter ;  and  it 

is  easily  to  be  understood  hoAV  Herodotus*,  on  receiv- 

ing the  news  that  so  large  a  river  was  running  east- 

ward, in  such  a  northerly  latitude  as  nearly  18°,  could 
conceive  the  opinion  that  this  was  the  Upper  Nile. 

Even  in  more  modern  times,  we  find  Egyptian  mer- 

chants established  from  the  eleventh  century  in  the 

town  of  Biru,  or  Walata,  side  by  side  with  those  of 

Ghadames  and  Tafilelet ;  the  principal  commerce  of 

Gdgho  and  Kiikia  was  directed  towards  Egypt,  and  the 

large  commercial  entrep6t — Siik — of  the  tribe  of  the 

Tademekka,  about  one  hundred  miles  from  Burrum, 

on  that  great  highroad,  was  evidently  founded  for 

that  purpose. 

Formerly  there  were  three  villages,  containing  a 

considerable  population,  till  about  eleven  years  agof 

the  Fulbe,  under  the  command  of  'Abd  AUahi,  the 
uncle  of  the  present  ruler  of  Masina,  who  at  that  time 

was  a  very  energetic  and  warlike  chieftain,  made  an 

expedition  to  this  place  with  about  6000  horse,  and 

20,000  foot,  while  the  whole  of  the  Tawarek,  the 

*  Book  ii.  chap,  xxxii.  rrjp  d^oy  TroiEVfxivovg  irpoq  ̂ e(j)vpov 
av  Efxov . 

f  This  passage  was  written  in  1854. 
VOL.  v.  O 
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Awelirnmiden,  Igwadaren,  and  Tademekket,  collected 

together  near  Tondibi,  did  not  dare  to  offer  them 

open  battle.  Destroying,  then,  those  villages  of  Bur- 

rum,  the  Fiilbe  transferred  the  whole  population,  con- 

sisting of  nearly  4000  people,  into  the  neighbourhood 
of  Gundam. 

A  good  deal  of  rice  is  here  cultivated ;  the  culti- 

vation of  that  article  in  this  region  being  said  to 

have  proceeded  from  this  very  locality,  a  fact  which 

is  of  the  greatest  interest  as  regards  the  ancient 

intercourse  with  Egypt.  Even  now,  those  among 

the  rest  of  the  inhabitants  of  Burrum  who  belong 

to  the  Tawarek  tribe  of  the  Tademekket,  are  dis- 

tinguished for  their  wealth  and  their  more  refined 

manners ;  and  I  here  made  the  acquaintance  of 

two  eminent  men  among  them,  named  E'nnas  and 
Gedema,  the  latter  particularly  remarkable  for  his 

corpulency. 

At  the  place  where  we  chose  our  encampment,  the 

low  grassy  shore  was  greatly  compressed,  a  steep 

bank  of  black  sandstone  rising  to  about  thirty  feet 

elevation  close  behind  us,  and  forming  at  the  top  a 

flat  level,  strewn  with  black  pebbles,  which,  if  a  per- 
son turned  his  back  to  the  river,  offered  almost  the 

same  view  as  the  most  dreary  part  of  the  waste ;  but 

as  soon  as  one  directed  one's  eyes  southward,  the 
picture  was  entirely  reversed ;  — a  magnificent  stream, 

studded  with  rich  grassy  islands,  and  affording  the 

most  refreshing  breeze,  appeared  in  sight. 

The  Sheikh  had  so  many  dealings  with  the  inha- 
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bitants  of  the  islands  opposite  our  encampment,  that 

he  was  obliged  to  stay  here  several  days;  but  in 

order  to  satisfy  me,  he  made  us  move  on  a  little. 

However,  we  only  proceeded  for  about  the  distance  of 

a  mile,  leaving  this  steep  rocky  bank  behind  us,  the 

ground  remaining  stony,  clad  with  nothing  but 

small  stunted  trees.  Here  we  encamped  again  near 

the  border  of  the  green  shore,  where  alone  the  soil 

was  soft  enough  to  admit  the  pegs,  opposite  a  long 

sandbank,  which  was  the  resort  of  numerous  flocks 

of  white  waterfowl.  Of  course  this  sort  of  progress 

did  not  exactly  suit  my  wishes,  and  in  order  to 

soothe  my  discontent,  El  Bakay,  soon  after  we  had 

encamped,  paid  me  a  long  visit,  in  order  to  cheer  me 

up,  telling  me  that  he  had  heard  that  there  really 

had  been,  as  I  conjectured  myself,  a  letter  from  Haj 

Beshir,  with  my  parcel,  and  enumerating  those  of  his 

pupils,  or  telamid,  whom  he  wanted  to  send  along 
with  me. 

There  being  no  stated  market-place  all  along  this 

river,  the  buying  of  provisions  is  sometimes  accom- 

panied with  a  great  deal  of  trouble ;  and  although 

the  only  produce  of  this  district  is  rice,  that  article 

is  never  to  be  obtained  in  a  prepared  state.  Nothing 

but  k6kesh,  that  is  to  say,  rice  in  the  husk,  is  pro- 

curable ;  and  this  is  a  circumstance  not  to  be  over- 

looked by  Europeans  who  attempt  the  navigation  of 

this  river,  as  they  must  always  be  prepared  to  lose 

some  time  in  getting  ready  and  cleaning  their  rice. 

I  here  bought  the  neflfeka  of  this  kind  of  rice  for  two 

o  2 
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dra  of  tari,  equal  to  forty  shells.  Butter  fetched 

twenty  dra  per  uefFeka. 

During  our  two  days'  stay  in  this  place,  I  received 
some  valuable  information  from  some  Arabs  of  the 

tribe  of  the  Weldd  Moliik,  who  were  settled  in  A'ri- 
bmda,  that  is  to  say,  on  the  southern  bank  of  the 

river,  and  kept  up  a  small  trade  with  Libtako,  which 

is  distant  from  here  about  ten  days'  march.  The 
river  being  here  so  broad,  it  did  not  at  all  surprise  me 

to  hear  from  these  people  that  in  average  years, 

during  the  lowest  state  of  the  river,  it  is  fordable  in 

several  places. 

Far  more  interesting  than  the  visit  of  these  mixed 

Berbers  was  that  of  a  man  called  Mohammed,  who, 

with  eight  companions  was  on  his  way  from  G6g6, 

his  native  place,  to  Bamba  by  water,  in  a  middle- 

sized  boat ;  thus  proving  that  the  water  communica- 

tion between  those  places  was  still  kept  up,  notwith- 

standing the  total  political  ruin  of  the  country,  and 

that,  too,  at  the  present  season  of  the  year,  when 

the  water  was  at  its  very  lowest.  He  was  a  wealthy 

man,  belonging  to  the  mulatto  stock  of  the  Eumd, 

and  spoke  only  Songhay.  He  also  brought  me  the 

latest  news  from  the  districts  farther  eastward,  and  I 

was  glad  to  hear  that,  owing  to  the  rebel  army  of 

Zaberma  having  been  beaten  by  the  governor  of 

Tdmkala,  the  road  by  Say  was  open. 

Tuesday,  Haviug  had  a  thunder-storm  during  the 

June  13th.  i^^^Qj,  paj.^  Qf  ii^Q  night,  with  a  heavy  squall 
of  wind,  but  without  rain,  we  started  at  a  rather  late 
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hour  along  the  grassy  shore,  which  gradually  becomes 

lower  and  is  filled  with  numerous  small  ponds  ;  till, 

after  proceeding  a  little  more  than  a  mile,  rocky  ground 

began  to  rise  to  the  surface  on  our  left.  It  soon  as- 

sumed the  form  of  steep  cliffs,  rising  to  the  height  of 

about  120  feet ;  but  although  during  the  inundation  it 

is  closely  approached  by  the  river,  at  present  a  narrow 

passage  was  left  along  the  green  shore.  A  heavy  gale 

raised  the  waves  of  the  river  to  a  considerable  height ; 

but  the  sky  was  so  overcast  and  enveloped  in  fog 

that  nothing  of  the  opposite  shore  was  to  be  dis- 
covered. 

Numerous  small  torrents  had  intersected  the  cliffs, 

while  a  thick  bush  of  an  unknown  species  lined 

the  foot  of  them.  A  little  further  on,  while  slightly 

decreasing  in  height,  the  rocks  became  more  regu- 

larly stratified,  presenting  numerous  crevices  and 
caverns. 

Having  then  passed  a  place  where  the  clifi's  formed 
a  deep  recess,  the  low  grassy  shore  extending  far 

into  the  river,  we  were  obliged  to  ascend  the  higher 

level  for  a  while,  an  open  branch  coming  close  up  to 

the  foot  of  the  rocks.  We  however  descended  again 

after  a  little  more  than  half  a  mile,  near  two  mag- 

nificent sycamores,  and  encamped  at  11  o'clock  in 
the  midst  of  a  dense  growth  of  dum-bushes,  while 

the  Sheikh  himself  pitched  his  tent  on  the  top  of  the 

downs,  near  an  encampment  of  Kel-tenakse,  a  division 

of  the  Kel  e'  Siik,  to  whom  belonged  also  another 
encampment  upon  an  island  in  the  river. 

o  3 
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The  sandy  shore,  thickly  covered  with  diim-bush, 

was  represented  to  us  as  the  retreat  of  numerous  lions, 

and  we  were  warned  not  to  encamp  here ;  but  we 

preferred  exposing  ourselves  to  this  slight  danger,  as 

the  strong  wind  did  not  allow  us  to  pitch  our  tents 

on  the  top  of  the  downs.  We  had  scarcely  made 

ourselves  comfortable,  when  a  great  multitude  of 

people  belonging  to  the  different  tribes  settled  in  the 

neighbourhood, —  Tawarek,  Kel  e'  Siik,  Kuma,  and 
Songhay  gathered  round  us.  Many  of  them  had 

fine  features,  while  others  bore  distinctly  the  African 

character.  The  Kel  e'  Siik,  who  seemed  to  presume 

upon  their  learning,  scanty  as  it  was,  brought  for- 

ward their  religious  prejudices,  and  I  had  a  sharp 

disputation  with  them. 

The  wliole  of  this  district  still  belongs  to  Burrum. 
The  Ruma  seemed  to  have  also  a  hamlet  of  their 

own  in  this  tract  on  an  island  in  the  river,  and  ap- 

peared to  be  tolerably  well  off.  A  great  deal  of 

rice  is  cultivated  hereabouts.  I  bought  some,  and 

had  it  pounded  by  two  females,  one  of  whom,  during 

her  work  laughed  and  made  merry  almost  without 

interruption,  while  her  companion,  who  was  of  a  more 

sullen  temper,  rendered  herself  guilty  of  theft,  but 

was  caught  in  the  fact. 

Almost  all  the  slaves  of  these  Tawarek  wear  no- 

thing but  a  leathern  dress,  that  of  the  females  con- 

sisting only  of  a  long  apron,  while  the  males  very 

often  provide  themselves  with  a  tight  shirt  or  kilt  of 
the  same  material. 
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From  all  that  I  observed,  I  must  conclude  that  the 

state  of  the  morals  of  these  Tawarek  slaves  is  very 

low,  particularly  those  of  the  Kel  e'  Siik.  The  latter 
were  formerly  the  inhabitants  of  fixed  settlements 

on  the  borders  of  the  desert,  where  a  great  deal  of 

foreign  commerce  centred,  and  have  thence  con- 

tracted manners  which  were  strange  to  their  origin. 
But  we  must  remember  that  from  the  most  ancient 

times  prostitution,  as  a  proof  of  hospitality,  has  been 

in  practice  among  various  Berber  tribes  of  North 
Africa. 

Having  staid  here  during  the  forenoon,  Wednesday, 

we  started  late  in  the  day.  My  protector  '^^''^  ■^^^^* 
remained  behind  in  order  to  settle  some  business, 

while  I  proceeded  in  advance  with  the  most  trust- 

worthy of  his  pupils,  first  keeping  close  along  the 

river,  which  here  seemed  to  be  of  considerable  depth 

quite  near  the  shore,  but  further  on  turning  away  to 

some  distance  from  it,  through  the  plain,  which  was 

here  well  clad  with  small  talha  trees.  Thus,  after  a 

march  of  about  four  miles  from  our  former  encamp- 

ment, we  ascended  sandy  downs,  behind  which  a 

broad  belt  of  swampy  meadow  ground  stretched 

along  at  a  distance  of  more  than  two  miles  from  the 

river  itself.  The  higher  level  soon  became  more 

rocky,  being  strewn  with  black  pebbles,  between  which 

numerous  footprints  of  the  giraffe  were  visible.  It 

was  pleasantly  undulating,  a  ledge  of  sandstone  and 

calcareous  rock  intersecting  it  like  a  wall.  Having 
o  4 
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here  heard  from  a  shepherd  who  was  watering  his 

flock  at  a  small  pond  formed  by  the  recent  fall  of  rain, 

that  there  was  an  encampment  at  some  distance,  we 

gave  to  our  course  a  more  southerly  direction,  and  soon 

reached  a  village  lying  at  the  very  brink  of  the  steep 

bank  of  the  river,  consisting  of  huts,  and  inhabited 

conjointly  by  some  Arabs  of  the  tribe  of  the  Bu-'Ali, 

and  some  poorer  members  of  the  tribe  of  the  Kel  e' 
Siik.  The  huts  consisted  of  matting,  and  were  very 

clean  and  well  ventilated,  each  of  them  having  two 

doors,  one  on  the  north  and  another  on  the  south  side, 

both  of  moderate  dimensions. 

It  was  late  in  the  evening  when  we  arrived  here, 

and  there  being  an  entire  want  of  trees,  we  had 

great  difficulty  in  obtaining  a  little  firewood ;  nor 

was  there  any  good  byrgu  for  the  horses,  the  river, 

which  here  divided  into  two  branches,  being  too  deep 

to  allow  this  rank  grass,  which  prefers  the  swampy 

lowlands,  to  grow  to  any  extent.  The  poverty  of 

the  inhabitants,  also,  could  not  at  all  satisfy  the 

wants  of  my  companions,  who  were  very  fond  of 

a  good  supper ;  hence  El  Bakay  himself,  who  was 

well  aware  of  this  circumstance,  had  passed  this 

locality,  and,  notwithstanding  the  lateness  of  the 

hour,  directed  his  steps  to  another  encampment 

further  on.  This  was  also  the  reason  of  our  fol- 

lowing day's  march  being  limited  to  a  few  hundred 
yards.  We  thus  exchanged  our  encampment  at 

Isdbegen  for  that  of  El  Bakay's  at  Asdkan  Im- 

begge ;  but  the  change  was  by  no  means  advanta- 
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geous  to  us,  as  the  high  level  presented  here  a  most 

dreary  aspect,  being  almost  totally  destitute  of  trees 

or  shrubs.  The  border  of  the  river,  however,  bore 

a  very  different  character,  and  the  swampy  low- 

land extended  to  a  great  distance,  intersected  by  a 

dead  water  which  at  present  had  no  connection  with 

the  river.  The  profusion  of  herbage  which  grew  in 

this  locality  enabled  me  to  buy  here  a  good  supply  of 

butter,  although  the  country  in  general  appeared  to 

be  very  bleak.  A  large  island,  also,  is  formed  in  the 

river,  which  is  inhabited  by  Songhay,  and  called  E'ha. 
The  previous  afternoon,  we  had  observed  ahead  of 

us,  to  the  east,  a  mountain  chain  called  A^segharbu, 
and  we  now  saw  it  more  distinctly,  stretching  from 

east  to  west  15°  south. 

We  had  scarcely  pitched  our  tents,  when  we  were 

visited  by  a  great  number  of  Tawdrek  of  the  tribe  of 

the  Tin-ger-egedesh,  who  were  encamped  at  a  short 

distance  with  their  chiefs  Aradre  and  Sadaktu.  They 

were  distinguished  by  their  noble  countenance  and 

superior  style  of  dress,  and  in  both  respects  resembled 

the  Tarabandsa,  whose  enemies  they  are.  Most  of 

them  wore  black  tobes,  the  black  alternately  inter- 

changing with  a  white  band  ;  and  I  counted  not 

less  than  fifty  of  them,  all  decent-looking  men. 

After  a  while  I  became  very  good  friends  with 

them,  although  the  commencement  of  our  inter- 

course was  rather  awkward.  They  had  had  some 

dealings  with  Mungo  Park,  whose  policy  it  was  to 

fire  at  any  one  who  approached  him  in  a  threaten- 
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ing  attitude*  ;  and  having  lost  some  of  their  tribe  by 

his  well-directed  balls,  they  kept  at  first  at  some  dis- 

tance from  me,  viewing  me  with  a  rather  suspicious  and 

malevolent  eye.  But  when  they  observed  that  I  had 
entered  into  cheerful  conversation  with  some  of  their 

party,  they  convinced  themselves  that  I  did  not  belong 

to  the  class  of  wild  beasts,  or  "  tawakast ; "  for  such, 
from  the  reception  they  had  met  with  from  Park,  they 

had  supposed  all  Europeans  to  be.  I  even,  to  my  great 

astonishment,  found  here,  with  one  of  the  Kel  Suk, 

the  life  of  Bruce,  published  by  Murray  in  1835,  and 

v/hich  most  probably  had  been  the  property  of  David- 

son, the  Kel  e'  Siik  having  brought  it  from  A^zawad, 
where  it  had  been  taken  by  Hamma,  a  younger 

brother  of  El  Bakay,  who,  about  the  time  of  David- 

son's journey,  had  paid  a  visit  to  Tawat  and  the 

country  of  the  'Arib.  It  was  almost  complete,  only 
ten  leaves  being  wanting,  and  I  bought  it  for  three 

*  It  was  this  policy  of  Mungo  Park,  which  he  no  doubt  adopted 
much  against  his  own  inclination,  that  inspired  Major  Laing, 
when  he  heard  of  it  in  Tawat,  v/ith  such  ominous  dread  of  the 
fate  which  might  await  himself.  In  one  of  his  letters  which 
I  had  the  opportunity  of  inspecting  through  the  kindness  of 
General  Sabine,  he  exclaims,  after  having  mentioned  that  he  met 

a  Tarki  who  had  been  wounded  by  Mungo  Park :  —  "  How  impru- 
dent, how  unthinking !  I  may  even  say  how  selfish  was  it  in  Park, 

to  attempt  to  make  discoveries  in  this  country  at  the  expense  of  the 
blood  of  the  inhabitants,  and  to  the  exclusion  of  all  after  commu- 

nication ;  how  unjustifiable  was  such  conduct !"  It  was  on  this  ac- 
count that  Major  Laing  sent  back  the  sailors  whom  he  had  with 

him,  and  almost  gave  up  his  design  of  navigating  the  river  below 
Timbuktu. 
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benaig,  or  strips  of  indigo-died  cotton.  It  had  been 

used  as  a  talisman,  an  Arabic  charm  having  been 
added  to  it. 

Here,  as  in  general,  I  allayed  the  suspicions  of 

the  people  and  made  them  more  familiar  by  show- 
ing them  some  pictures  of  men  of  various  tribes. 

Notwithstanding  the  great  distance  which  separated 

my  tent  from  the  encampment,  none  of  the  women 

remained  behind,  all  being  anxious  to  have  a  look  at 

this  curious  and  novel  exhibition  ;  and  having  been 

sent  about  their  business  when  they  came  in  the  day- 

time, they  again  returned  towards  night  in  such 

numbers  that  my  people,  being  anxious  for  the  safety 

of  my  small  tent,  which  became  endangered  by 

these  unwieldy  creatures,  endeavoured  to  frighten 

them  away  with  powder.  But  all  was  in  vain ;  they 

would  not  stir  till  they  had  seen  the  pictures,  which, 

in  accordance  with  the  disposition  of  each,  excited 

their  great  delight  or  amazement.  My  custom, 

which  I  have  mentioned  before,  of  honouring  the 

handsomest  woman  in  every  encampment  with  a 

looking-glass,  created  here  a  great  struggle  for  the 

honour ;  but  I  was  so  unfortunate  as  to  hurt  the 

feelings  of  a  mother  by  giving  the  prize  of  beauty  to 

her  daughter,  who  was  rather  a  handsome  person. 

We  remained  here  the  following  day,  when  we  had, 

in  the  morning,  a  considerable  fall  of  rain,  which  lasted 

several  hours,  and  drenched  the  Sheikh  and  his  fol- 

lowers in  their  leathern  tent,  while  my  old  and  worn 

white  bell  tent,  pitched  in  this  open  hammdda,  with- 
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stood  the  rain  beautifully,  to  the  great  astonishment 

of  the  Tawdrek,  who  all  came,  soon  after  the  rain 

was  over,  to  see  if  I  had  not  been  swamped  in  my 

frail  dwelling,  which,  before,  they  had  looked  upon 

with  contempt. 

I  had  afterwards  a  very  important  controversy 

with  the  Sheikh's  people,  in  which  I  had  to  make  use 
of  all  my  energy  in  order  to  carry  out  my  intention 

of  following  up  the  shores  of  the  river  ;  for  the  Kel 

Siik  wanted  to  persuade  the  Sheikh  to  enter  here  the 

open  desert,  and  to  make  straight  for  the  encampment 

of  their  chief,  Khozematen,  who,  they  said,  would 

provide  me  with  everything  necessary  for  my  further 

journey.  They  were  seconded  in  their  endeavour 

by  all  the  eloquence  of  A^hmed  Waddwi,  El  Bakay's 
favourite  pupil,  who  asserted  that,  after  the  heavy 

rains  that  had  fallen,  the  desert  afforded  plenty 

of  herbage  for  the  horses.  But  I  opposed  these 

arguments  in  the  most  determined  manner,  assuring 

the  Sheikh  that,  even  if  he  should  go,  I  would  not, 

but  that  I  should  pursue  my  route  straight  along 

the  river ;  and,  in  order  to  make  an  impression  on 

his  mind,  I  reminded  him  of  the  distinct  promise 

which  he  had  given  me  of  conducting  me  to  Gogo. 

The  Sheikh,  then  seeing  that  I  was  firm,  adhered 

to  his  word,  and  it  was  therefore  decided  that  a 

message  should  be  sent  to  the  chiefs  of  the  Kel  e' 
Suk,  to  the  effect  that  they  were  to  meet  us  in  Gogo, 

while  we  continued  our  march  along  the  river. 

Thus  we  left  this  cheerless  camping-ground  in  the 
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afternoon,  and  soon  descended  by  a  gradual  inclina- 

tion from  the  higher  desert  tract,  which,  however,  after 

the  heavy  rain  that  had  fallen  in  the  morning,  was 

full  of  pools  of  stagnant  water.  We  then  passed 

several  encampments,  till  we  reached  the  low  grassy 

shore  of  the  river,  when  the  high  ground  on  our 

left  was  intersected  by  several  dry  watercourses,  and 

obliged  us,  although  only  for  a  short  time,  to  ex- 

change the  green  bottom  for  the  rocky  slope  at  a  place 

where  a  branch  of  the  river,  which  approached  closely, 
was  full  of  crocodiles. 

Entering  then  an  open  grassy  plain  intersected  by 

several  channels,  and  making  our  way  with  difficulty 

through  this  swampy  ground,  called  Erarar,  we 

reached  about  dark  an  encampment  of  Kel  e'  Siik,  at 
the  border  of  an  open  branch  of  the  river,  which  was 

here  about  400  yards  broad.  The  locality  was  called 

Taborak,  though  not  a  single  tree  was  to  be  seen 

hereabouts  ;  the  whole  district  is  here  still  called  E'ha. 
The  open  river  afforded  a  very  pleasant  sight,  as, 

during  the  last  few  days,  I  had  seen  nothing  but 

swampy  creeks.  Towards  the  south-east,  the  watery 

plain  was  bounded  by  Mount  Tondibi,  which  juts 

out  into  the  river  in  the  shape  of  a  promontory  of 

considerable  elevation.  The  locality,  however,  was  so 

very  unhealthy,  that  I  could  not  long  enjoy  the  fresh 

air  outside,  but  was  obliged  to  retire  into  my  tent  at 

an  early  hour. 

On  leaving  our  camping-ground  in  the  morn-  Saturday, 

ing,  we  had  to  cross  two  small  creeks,  and  "^""^ 
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then  keeping  along  the  swampy  plain,  soon  got  en- 

tangled in  a  larger  sheet  of  water,  which  stretched 

along  the  foot  of  Mount  Tondibi,  and  appeared  to  in- 

tercept our  passage.  We  therefore  thought  it  better 

to  get  out  of  the  swampy  ground,  which  here  was  full 

of  water  covered  with  water  lilies,  and  to  ascend  the 

sandy  downs,  where  we  passed  another  amazagh  of  the 

Tin-ger-egedesh.  There  is  no  doubt  that  this  swampy 

plain,  for  several  months  of  the  year,  presents  one 

uninterrupted  sheet  of  water.  Thus  we  ascended  the 

northerly  oflPshoots  of  Mount  Tondibi,  which  formed 

undulating  sandy  downs,  stretching  forth  from  the 

foot  of  the  rocky  mount,  and  richly  clad  with  dum- 

bush ;  but  we  soon  passed  them,  and  descended  again 

on  the  other  side  into  the  grassy  swampy  plain, 

at  present  dry,  but  intersected  by  a  creek  every 
now  and  then.  The  river  was  at  a  considerable 

distance. 

A  mile  beyond,  we  reached  an  encampment  of  the 

Kel  e'  Siik,  consisting  of  reed  huts,  and  at  the  in- 
stigation of  the  Wadawi,  in  the  absence  of  the  Sheikh, 

made  a  halt  and  unloaded  our  camels,  when  we  sud- 

denly received  counter- orders,  and  reloading  our 

camels  with  great  alacrity,  proceeded  on  our  march. 

The  plain  was  here  intersected  by  several  winding 

channels,  where  we  observed  numerous  herds  of 

cattle  and  flocks  of  sheep  belonging  to  the  slaves  of 

Khozeraaten,  who,  like  all  the  Tawdrek,  were  about  to 

leave  the  river,  and  to  enter  the  region  of  the  desert, 

and  the  mountainous  tract  of  A'derdr,  where,  in 
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consequence  of  the  rains,  fresh  herbage  was  springs 

ing  up.* 
Here  we  ascended  the  sandy  downs,  keeping  close 

along  the  green  border  of  the  bot-hd,  and  passing  two 

small  encampments,  till  we  descended  again  from 

the  rising  ground  into  the  green  bed  of  the  valley, 

w^hich  was  here  about  three  miles  broad,  and  richly 

overgrown  with  daman-kadda  interspersed  between 

the  dum-bush,  with  which  the  small  isolated  sandy 

downs  were  adorned,  besides  a  little  "ashur,"  tursha, 
or  Asclepias.  But  we  soon  received  another  serious 

warning  not  to  trust  to  this  low  swampy  ground, 

for  we  suddenly  observed  a  considerable  sheet  of 

water,  which  seemed  to  be  connected  with  the  prin- 

cipal river  extending  in  front  of  us,  so  that  we  were 

obliged  to  regain  the  higher  ground. 

While  riding  a  while  by  myself,  I  was  much  amused 

in  observing  our  motley  troop,  consisting  of  about 

thirty  individuals,  some  mounted  on  horses,  riding 

singly  or  in  pairs,  others  on  camels,  others  again 

toiling  along  on  foot,  some  armed  with  guns,  and 

some  with  spears,  and  all  in  different  attire,  moving 

along  this  low  swampy  ground,  where  it  rose  a  few 

*  I  here  subjoin  a  list  of  the  names  of  the  most  celebrated  wells 

and  pasture  grounds  of  A'derar,  some  of  which  were  at  a  former 
period,  the  sites  of  wealthy  towns  : — Amiisin,  A'raba,  Tin-daran, 
Yunhan  or  Gunhan,  Suk  or  e'  Suk,  Ijenshishen,  A^zel-adar,  Kidal^ 
a  very  fine  district ;  E^n-deshedait,  Taghelib,  Marret,  Talabit, 
Tadakket,  A^sway,  An-emelien,  An-sattefen,  Asherobbak,  Tin- 
zawaten,  Tajemart,  Elewi,  Dohendal,  Tin-ajola,  E'n-rar,  Ejarak, 
A'shu,  A''lkit,  Takelhut,  Dafelliana,  E'n-afara. 
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feet  above  the  deepest  bottom,  and  was  well  lined 

with  bush.  It  being  then  noon,  the  sun  was  very 

powerful,  and  when  we  reached  the  drier  ground, 

the  heat  became  very  troublesome.  My  companions 

therefore  were  well  pleased  when  we  reached  a  vil- 

lage of  the  Songhay,  or  rather  of  that  division  of 

them  which  is  called  Ibawajiten  or  Ibaujiten,  hoping 

that  they  should  be  able  to  get  some  refreshment ;  but 

the  Songhay,  now  that  they  have  lost  almost  all  their 

national  independence,  and  are  constantly  exposed 

to  all  sorts  of  contributions,  are  inhospitable  in  the 

extreme  ;  and  they  pointed  out  to  us  the  encampment 

of  their  chief  at  a  considerable  distance  along  the 

river,  where  we  were  to  look  for  quarters.  The  whole 
district  is  called  Abiiba. 

Following  the  example  of  my  companions,  who 

were  lightly  laden  and  not  very  cautious,  I  was  in- 

duced once  more  to  enter  the  swampy  grounds ;  and, 

being  obliged  to  cross  two  boggy  channels,  we  regained 

with  difficulty  the  sandy  downs,  which  were  enli- 

vened with  three  separate  groups  of  diim-palms,  which 

adorned  a  cemetery.  Here  we  encamped  in  a  small 

field,  enclosed  with  fernan,  but  at  present  empty,  the 

locality  being  called  Fagona. 

The  situation  on  these  high  downs  was  so  con- 

spicuous, that  my  tent,  being  visible  at  a  great  dis- 

tance over  the  valley,  attracted  a  great  proportion  of 

the  neighbouring  population,  among  whom  there 
were  also  some  Rumd.  A  few  of  them  were  even 

mounted  on  horses,  although  of  a  very  awkward 
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breed.  They  were  seated  upon  a  very  awkward 

kind  of  saddle,  which  was  merely  thrown  over  the 

horse's  back  without  a  belly-band,  and  quite  low 
behind.  Their  dress  was  also  poor,  and  of  the  same 
character  as  that  of  the  inhabitants  of  Bamba  and 

Ghergo.  All  these  people  belong  to  the  tribe  of  the 

Ibawajiten,  and  were  remarkable  for  more  than  ordi- 

nary ignorance.  Many  of  them  came  to  solicit  medicine 

from  me  ;  and  one  cannot  wonder  that,  in  such  a  lo- 

cality, a  great  deal  of  sickness  prevails,  for  the  whole 

river  is  almost  entirely  lost  in  a  broad  shallow  valley 

of  about  three  miles  in  width,  which,  in  its  present 

low  condition,  bordered  by  steep  banks,  was  nothing 

but  a  labyrinth  of  small  creeks,  intercepting  swampy 

meadow  grounds,  although,  during  the  higher  state  of 

the  inundation,  it  must  be  filled  up  by  the  river,  and 

form  one  large  stream.  Seeing  so  few  trees  hereabout, 

I  was  astonished  to  hear  all  the  people  speak  of 

the  number  of  lions  which  infested  this  district ;  they 

even  begged  us  urgently  to  be  upon  our  guard  against 

them  during  the  night. 

Having  heard  nothing  of  lions  or  wild  Sunday, 

beasts  during  the  night,  we  prepared  early  ̂""^ 
for  our  departure,  but  were  detained  some  time,  as  the 

Sheikh  had  again  business  to  transact  as  a  general 

pacificator  ;  these  Ibawajiten  having  purchased  two  of 

the  slaves  whom  Sadaktu  had  taken  from  the  people 

of  Bamba,  and  not  feeling  inclined  to  return  them. 

At  length  we  started,  but  found  it  extremely  difficult 

to  avoid  a  wide  swampy  creek  which  deeply  indented 
VOL.  V.  p 
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the  country,  while  it  afforded  a  beautiful  field  for  the 

cultivation  of  rice,  and  even  in  the  present  decayed 

state  of  the  country,  was  not  left  wholly  unprofitable. 

At  length  having  passed  several  small  channels, 

we  regained  the  border  of  the  sandy  downs,  which 

were  richly  clothed  with  vegetation,  although  the 

melancholy  looking  ferndn  bush  here  also  vindicates 

its  right,  beside  the  retem  and  the  talha  tree. 

We  at  length  resumed  our  southerly  direction, 

but  were  not  allowed  for  any  length  of  time  to 

follow  a  straight  course  across  this  swampy  ground, 

being  recalled  by  some  of  our  companions,  who 

conducted  us  to  a  sandy  promontory,  with  pro- 

jecting granite  blocks  and  dum  bushes,  where  the 

Sheikh  had  made  a  halt,  opposite  an  encampment  of 

the  Songhay,  in  the  ̂ 'Ammas,"  as  the  Im6shagh  call 
the  bottom  of  the  valley.  Although  I  was  sorry 

to  break  off  our  march  so  soon,  the  view  from  this 

place  was  highly  interesting,  as  it  afforded  a  distant 

prospect  over  the  river,  if  I  may  so  call  a  broad 

swampy  valley,  hemmed  in  by  steep  banks,  enclos- 

ing in  the  midst  an  abundance  of  rank  grass,  and 

scarcely  affording  at  the  present  time  the  aspect  of  an 

open  sheet  of  water,  smaller  and  larger  creeks,  and 

more  extensive  ponds  being  formed  in  every  direction. 

But  the  most  curious  sight  was  that  presented  by  the 

river  a  little  higher  up,  where  corresponding  to  the 

deep  gulf  which  we  had  turned  round  in  the  morning, 

there  appeared  on  the  opposite  side  another  swampy 

gulf,  the  whole  width  of  the  valley  at  that  place 
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being  scarcely  less  than  eight  miles.  It  is  evident, 

from  all  that  I  saw  here,  that  the  navigable  branch  of 

the  river  runs  on  the  side  of  A'ribinda,  that  is  to  say, 
the  southern  bank. 

As  it  had  been  decided  that  we  should  remain  here 

during  the  night,  we  had  already  pitched  our  tents,  and 

made  ourselves  comfortable,  when  our  companions  hav- 

ing been  informed  that  in  a  neighbouring  encampment 

there  was  a  better  prospect  of  a  good  supper,  suddenly 

started  off,  although  a  thunderstorm  gathered  with 

threatening  appearance  over  our  heads ;  but  fortu- 

nately the  encampment  was  not  far  distant,  and  the 

storm  passed  by  without  rain.  This  encampment  be- 

longed to  the  Kel  e'  Siik,  and  was  very  considerable. 
The  next  morning  several  very  decent-looking  men 

were  introduced  to  me,  by  my  officious  friend,  A'hmed 
el  Wadawi,  when  they  assured  me  that  the  whole  road 

to  Say  was  safe.  All  these  people,  who  possess  a  small 

degree  of  learning,  and  pride  themselves  in  writing  a 

few  phrases  from  the  Kuran,  were  extremely  anxious 

to  obtain  some  scraps  of  paper,  and  I  was  glad  to  be 

still  enabled,  besides  small  strips  of  black  cotton  cloth 

and  needles,  to  give  away  some  trifling  presents  of 
this  kind. 

When  we  left  the  encampment,  which  was  at  about 

800  yards  from  the  outer  bank  of  the  river,  the 

country  assumed  quite  a  different  aspect,  and  we  had 

soon  to  descend  a  rough  rocky  passage  of  blackened 

sandstone,  interspersed  with  granite  blocks,  in  a  great 

state  of  decomposition,  and  passing  several  encamp- 

p  2 
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ments  of  Tawdrek,  of  the  tribe  of  the  rmedidderen, 

we  entered  a  plain  richly  wooded  with  talha,  hajilij, 

retem,  fernan,  and  the  poisonous  euphorbia,  which, 

as  is  generally  the  case,  grew  in  the  shade  of  the  talha 
trees. 

We  very  nearly  became  embroiled  in  a  serious  quarrel 

with  the  inhabitants  of  one  of  these  camps,  who  seized 

a  small  box  which  I  had  given  to  the  Sheikh,  and  which 

one  of  his  young  slaves  was  carrying.  I  was  riding 

in  advance,  and  the  people  allowed  me  to  pass  un- 

molested, contenting  themselves  with  putting  some 

questions  to  me.  The  whole  country  was  in  a  state 

of  great  agitation,  a  rumour  having  got  abroad  that  I, 

in  conjunction  with  the  Sheikh,  was  to  establish  here 

a  new  kingdom.  But  a  few  considerate  admonitions 

from  the  more  respectable  members  of  the  troop 

brought  the  Tawdrek  to  reason ;  and  it  was  very 
curious  to  witness  the  theatrical  attitudes  which  one 

of  these  simple-minded  but  energetic  original  inhabi- 

tants of  North  Africa  made  use  of,  in  order  to  demon- 

strate to  the  author  of  the  riot  the  absurdity  of  his 

proceedings. 

After  some  slight  delay  caused  by  this  theatrical 

intermezzo^  we  put  our  little  troop  once  more  in 

motion,  following  our  former  southerly  direction, 

till  we  were  overtaken  by  a  messenger  from  the 

Sheikh,  with  the  order  that  we  were  to  approach 

nearer  the  river.  Proceeding  therefore  in  a  south- 

westerly direction,  we  soon  came  to  the  exterior 

embankment  of  the  river  reached  by  its  waters  during 
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the  highest  state  of  the  inundation,  and  girt  by  a 

dense  grove  of  diim-bush  and  talha  trees,  but  desti- 
tute of  the  nutritious  byrgu. 

In  this  locality,  which  is  called  Kokoro,  we  made  a 

halt  in  order  to  wait  for  El  Bakay  ;  but,  as  he  did  not 

come,  and  as  we  were  unable  to  stay  in  this  wilderness 

where  no  encampment  was  near,  we  moved  on  in  the 

afternoon,  with  an  almost  exact  southerly  direction, 

towards  Gogo,  Gawo,  or  Ghdgo,  the  celebrated  capital 

of  the  Songhay  empire.  We  first  kept  along  the 

border  of  the  green  swampy  creek,  which  further 

on  presented  an  open  sheet  of  water,  while  on  our 

left,  between  the  dense  diim-bush,  diim-palms  also 

began  to  appear.  But  about  two  miles  further 

on,  leaving  the  creek  for  awhile,  we  ascended  sandy 

downs,  where  from  the  deserted  site  of  a  former 

amazagh,  bearing  evident  traces  of  having  been  the 

resting-place  of  a  numerous  herd  of  cattle,  my  com- 

panions descried  in  the  distance  the  tops  of  the  palm 

trees  of  Gogo,  while  I  strained  my  eyes  in  vain,  filled 

as  I  was  with  the  most  ardent  desire  of  at  length 

reaching  that  place. 

Descending  then  into  a  slight  depression,  we 

reached  a  larger  faddama,  which  soon  after  was  joined 

by  a  considerable  branch  from  the  north-west,  gra- 

dually filling  with  water  as  we  advanced,  and  form- 

ing an  arm  of  the  river.  From  beyond  the  other 

side,  a  very  comfortable  looking  encampment  be- 

came visible,  and  almost  induced  my  companions  to 

give  up  the  plan  of  reaching  the  desolate  site  of  the 
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former  capital  of  this  Nigritian  empire ;  but  the 

fine  tamarind  trees,  and  the  beautiful  date  palms 

burst  now  too  distinctly  upon  our  view  to  allow  me 

to  relinquish  the  pleasure  of  reaching  them,  without 

further  delay.  It  was  a  most  interesting  and  cheering 

sight  to  behold  a  large  expanse  of  fields  of  native  corn 

take  the  place  of  the  desert.  The  whole  country  be- 

came one  open  cultivable  level,  uninterrupted  by  any 

downs ;  and  I  thought  at  that  moment  that  we  had 

bid  farewell  to  the  desert  for  ever,  and  entered 

the  fertile  region  of  Central  Negroland,  an  expec- 

tation which,  however,  was  not  fully  realized  by 

what  I  observed  further  on.  But  here,  at  least,  even 

in  the  present  decayed  state  of  the  country,  there 

were  some  remains  of  industry,  and  the  stubble- 

fields  of  saba,  or  sorghum,  were  succeeded  by  tobacco 

plantations,  and,  after  a  slight  interruption,  by  rice- 

grounds  under  water.  However,  darkness  set  in  be- 

fore we  reached  the  miserable  hovels  of  G6g6,  and  we 

encamped  on  a  large  open  area,  bordered  round  about 

by  detached  huts  of  matting,  from  which  the  ruins  of 

a  large  tower-like  building  of  clay  rose  to  a  consider- 

able height,  and  by  a  fine  grove  of  rich  trees,  running 
on  into  a  dense  underwood  of  siwak.  The  river  was 

not  visible  from  this  point. 
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THE  ANCIENT  CAPITAL  OF  SONGHAY  AND  ITS  NEIGHBOURHOOD. 

As  soon  as  I  had  made  out  that  Gogo  was  the  Tuesday, 

place  which  for  several  centuries  had  been  J^'^e^oth. 

the  capital  of  a  strong  and  mighty  empire  in  this 

region,  I  felt  a  more  ardent  desire  to  visit  it  than  I 

had  to  reach  Timbuktu.  The  latter,  no  doubt,  had 

become  celebrated  throughout  the  whole  of  Europe, 

on  account  of  the  commerce  which  centred  in  it ; 

nevertheless  I  was  fully  aware  that  Timbuktu  had 

never  been  more  than  a  provincial  town,  although  it 

exercised  considerable  influence  upon  the  neighbouring 

regions  from  its  being  the  seat  of  Mohammedan  learn- 

ing. But  Gawo,  or  G6g6,  had  been  the  centre  of  a 

great  national  movement,  from  w^hence  powerful  and 
successful  princes,  such  as  the  great  Mohammed  el 

Hdj  A'skia,  spread  their  conquests  from  Kebbi,  or 
rather  Hausa,  in  the  east,  as  far  as  Fiita  in  the  west ; 

and  from  Tawat  in  the  north,  as  far  as  Wangara  and 
Mosi  towards  the  south. 

Cheered  at  having  reached  this  spot,  I  passed  a 

tranquil  night,  and  rising  early  in  the  morning,  lay 

down  outside  my  tent,  quietly  enjoying  the  prospect 
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over  this  once  busy  locality,  which,  according  to  the 

unanimous  statements  of  former  writers,  was  the  most 

splendid  city  of  Negroland,  though  it  is  now  the 

desolate  abode  of  a  small  and  miserable  population. 

Just  opposite  to  my  tent,  towards  the  south,  lay  the 

ruined  massive  tower,  the  last  remains  of  the  prin- 

cipal mosque,  or  jingere-ber,  of  the  capital,  the  sepul- 

chre of  the  great  conqueror  Mohammed.  All  around 

the  wide  open  area  where  we  were  encamped,  was 

woven  a  rich  corona  of  vegetation,  among  which,  in 

the  clear  light  of  the  morning,  I  discovered  different 

species  of  trees  that  I  had  long  ago  lost  sight  of ; 

such  as  date  palms,  tamarind  trees,  ngabore  or  syca- 

mores, and  even  the  silk-cotton  tree,  although  the 

specimens  of  the  latter  plant  were  rather  poor  and 

of  small  growth. 

Having  enjoyed  the  scenery  for  some  time,  I  went 

with  my  young  Shuwa  lad,  in  order  to  obtain  a  sight 

of  the  river,  of  which  as  yet  I  had  seen  nothing  here. 

Emerging  from  the  fine  group  of  trees,  I  found  that 

only  a  very  small  creek  without  an  outlet  at  the  pre- 

sent season,  closely  approached  the  town,  while  an 

extensive  swampy  lowland  extended  far  into  the  river. 

But  for  several  months  in  the  year  this  lowland  is 

inundated,  with  the  exception,  perhaps,  of  a  few  spots 

Avhich  rise  to  a  greater  height,  and  are  adorned  with 
talha  trees. 

At  present  the  name  of  Gaw6  is  given  not  only  to 

the  site  of  the  former  capital,  but  also  to  the  island, 

and  even  to  the  opposite  shore  of  A'ribmda ;  and  I 
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once  supposed,  that  the  chief  part  of  the  town  was 

situated  on  the  island,  but  this  does  not  appear 

to  have  been  the  case ;  neither  does  it  appear  to 
have  stood  on  the  western  bank.  The  fact  is  that 

in  former  times  there  were  two  distinct  quarters  of 

Gogo,  the  quarter  of  the  idolaters  on  the  western  bank 

towards  Giirma,  and  the  royal  and  Mohammedan 

quarter  on  the  eastern  bank  towards  Egypt,  whence 

Islam,  with  its  accompanying  civilization,  had  been 

introduced.  In  the  course  of  time  the  latter  quarter 

would  gain  over  the  former,  which  from  the  beginning, 

when  pagan  worship  was  prevalent,  was  no  doubt  the 
more  considerable. 

Even  at  present,  when  all  this  ground  was  left  dry 

by  the  retiring  waters  and  formed  a  rich  grassy 

island,  only  a  few  huts  were  seen  on  the  island,  as 

well  as  on  the  shore  of  A'ribinda.  But  the  present 
inhabitants  appear  scarcely  to  be  in  want  of  the 

river,  for  only  a  single  seaworthy  boat  was  to  be  seen, 

and  four  others  out  of  repair  were  lying  on  the  shore. 

The  natives,  when  I  expressed  my  astonishment  at 

the  miserable  state  of  their  craft,  complained  that 

they  had  no  wood  for  building  boats.  Between  the 

huts  and  the  little  creek,  which  by  means  of  a 

northerly  branch  serves  to  irrigate  the  rice-fields, 

there  is  a  tobacco  plantation.  It  is  here  that  the 

finest  trees  are  grouped  together,  and  I  now  observed, 

that  besides  from  twenty  to  twenty-five  date  palms, 

which  were  just  full  of  fruit,  bordering  upon  ripeness, 

there  were  tw^o  or  three  diim -palms. 
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Having  thus  surveyed  the  river,  I  took  a  turn  round 

the  hamlet,  which  altogether  consists  of  about  300 

huts,  grouped  in  separate  clusters,  and  surrounded 

by  heaps  of  rubbish,  which  seemed  to  indicate  the 

site  of  some  larger  buildings  of  the  former  city. 

While  walking  round  the  huts,  the  women  came  out 

from  their  ̂ 'biige,"  or  matting  huts,  and  gathered 
cheerfully  round  us,  exclaiming  one  above  the  other, 

'^Nasara,  nasara,  Allah  aakbar!"  "A  Christian,  a 

Christian :  God  is  great !  "  but  they  seemed  to  take  a 
greater  interest  in  my  younger  Shuwa  lad  than  in 

myself,  dancing  round  him  in  a  very  cheerful  and  fasci- 
nating manner.  Some  of  them  had  tolerably  regular 

features,  and  were  tall  and  of  good  proportions.  They 

were  all  dressed  in  the  same  style,  very  different  from 

the  dress  of  the  women  in  Timbuktu,  having  a  broad 

wrapper  of  thick  woollen  cloth  of  different  coloured 

stripes  fastened  below  the  breast,  so  that  it  came 

down  almost  to  their  ankles,  and  many  of  them  had 

even  fastened  this  dress  over  their  shoulders  by  a 

pair  of  short  braces,  in  the  same  way  as  men  wear 

their  trowsers  in  Europe,  and  others  had  simply  fas- 
tened it  from  behind. 

While  I  was  thus  walking  round  the  village,  I  met 

an  old  man  who  greeted  me  in  the  most  cheerful 

manner,  and  attached  himself  to  me.  From  what  he 

intimated,  I  could  not  but  conclude,  that  he  had  come 

into  close  contact  with  the  Christian  who  so  many 

years  ago  navigated  this  river  in  such  a  mysterious 

manner ;  but,  unfortunately,  he  was  of  weak  under- 
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standing,  and  I  could  not  make  out  half  of  what  he 

said  to  me.  I  regretted  this  the  more  as  he  conducted 

me  through  the  heaps  of  rubbish  to  a  long  narrow 

clay  building  at  a  short  distance  west  from  the 

mosque,  where  he  wanted  to  show  me  something  of 

interest,  but  the  owner  of  the  house  refused  me  ad- 
mittance. 

Leaving  then  the  furthermost  huts  on  my  right,  I 

turned  my  steps  towards  the  jingere-ber,  and  en- 
deavoured to  make  out  as  well  as  I  could  the  plan  of 

this  building. 

According  to  all  appearance,  the  mosque  consisted 

originally  of  a  low  building,  flanked  on  the  east  and 

west  side  by  a  large  tower,  the  whole  courtyard  being 

surrounded  by  a  wall  about  eight  feet  in  height. 

The  eastern  tower  is  in  ruins,  but  the  western  one 

is  still  tolerably  well  preserved,  though  its  propor- 

tions are  extremely  heavy.  It  rises  in  seven  terraces, 

which  gradually  decrease  in  diameter,  so  that  while 

the  lowest  measures  from  forty  to  fifty  feet  on  each 

side,  the  highest  does  not  appear  to  exceed  fifteen. 

The  inhabitants  still  oifer  their  prayers  in  this  sacred 

place,  where  their  great  conqueror,  Haj  Mohammed, 

is  interred,  although  they  have  not  sufficient  energy 

to  repair  the  whole.  The  east  quarter  of  the  mosque 

evidently  was  formerly  the  most  frequented  and  best 

inhabited  part  of  the  town,  and  is  entirely  girded 

with  a  thick  grove  of  siw6k  bushes,  which  covers  all 

the  uninhabited  part  of  the  former  city.  The  town,  in 

its  most  flourishing  period,  seems  to  have  had  a  circum- 
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ference  of  about  six  miles.  According  to  the  statement 

of  Leo*,  it  appears  never  to  have  been  surrounded  by 
a  wall.  The  dwellings  in  general  do  not  seem  to  have 

been  distinguished  by  their  style  of  architecture,  with 

the  exception  of  the  residence  of  the  king,  although 

even  that  was  of  such  a  description  that  the  Basha 

J6dar,  on  conquering  the  town,  wrote  to  inform  his 

master,  Miildy  e'  Dhehebi,  that  the  house  of  the  Sheikh 
el  Haram,  in  Morocco,  was  much  better  than  the 

palace  of  the  A'skia.f 
When  I  returned  to  my  tent  from  this  my  first 

excursion,  I  found  a  great  crowd  of  men  assembled 

there,  but  was  unable  to  make  the  acquaintance  of 

any  one  who  might  give  me  some  information  about 

the  place,  and,  on  the  whole,  I  did  not  succeed  in 

entering  into  any  amicable  relations  with  the  inhabi- 

tants of  Gogo.  Their  sullen  behaviour  seems  to  be 

accounted  for  by  the  fact,  as  I  shall  mention  further 

on,  that  they  had  behaved  rather  treacherously  to- 

wards the  Christian  who  had  visited  this  place  some 

fifty  years  before. 

I  endeavoured  also,  although  in  vain,  to  buy 

Indian  corn,  from  the  inhabitants,  although  it  was 

perhaps  the  fear  of  the  Tawdrek  which  made  them 

deny  that  they  had  any.  Thus  I  found  myself  re- 
duced to  the  necessity  of  providing  myself  with  a 

supply  of  lizak,  or  eniti,  that  is  to  say,  the  seeds  of 

the  Pennisetum  distichum,  which  is  generally  used  as 

*  L.  vii.  c.  3. 

■f  Journal  Leipsic  Oriental  Society,  vol.  ix.  p.  549. 
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an  article  of  food  by  the  Tawarek,  my  horses  having 

fared  very  badly  for  some  time. 

It  was  not  until  the  second  day  of  our  arrival,  that 

my  protector,  accompanied  by  Hanna,  Khozeniaten, 

Hammalaba,  and  the  other  chief  men  of  the  Kel  e' 
Siik,  who  had  come  to  have  an  interview  with  him, 

joined  us.  These  people  were  mounted  partly  on 

camels,  partly  on  horseback,  and  the  large  open  area 

which  spread  out  between  the  mosque  and  our  tents 

thus  became  greatly  enlivened  ;  and  it  was  not  long 

before  the  messengers  who  had  been  sent  to  Alkiittabu 

returned  with  the  answer,  that  he  would  meet  the 

Sheikh  in  this  place  in  three  days.  It  almost  appeared 

as  if  Gogo  was  again  to  acquire  some  slight  historical 

importance,  as  the  place  of  meeting  between  the 

native  chiefs  of  these  disturbed  regions  and  a  Euro- 

pean, anxious  to  inspire  the  natives  of  these  countries 

with  fresh  energy,  and  to  establish  a  regular  inter- 

course along  the  high-road  which  nature  herself  has 

prepared. 

When  all  these  people  arrived,  I  was  just  busy 

laying  down,  as  well  as  circumstances  allowed,  my 

route  from  Timbuktu  to  Gogo,  which  I  was  very 

anxious  to  finish,  and  to  send  off  from  here,  and  thus 

to  secure  the  results  of  my  exploration,  in  case  of 

any  mischance  befalling  myself.  At  that  time,  the 

legs  of  my  table  being  broken,  I  was  obliged  to  finish 

this  map  on  a  board  placed  upon  my  knees,  and 

sitting  on  my  mat,  as  I  had  at  that  period  neither 

chair  nor  b^x.    Having  finished  this  business,  I  went 
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with  the  Sheikh,  in  order  to  pay  my  compliments  to 

the  Kel  e'  Siik,  who  had  just  concluded  their  prayers. 
The  two  chiefs,  Khozematen  and  Hanna,  principally 

claimed  my  attention.  But,  although  they  were  very 

respectable  men,  it  was  a  rather  curious  circum- 

stance that  both  were  blind,  or  nearly  so  ;  Hanna, 

who  was  the  elder  by  two  years,  had  only  one  eye, 

and  Khozematen  was  totally  blind;  notwithstanding 

which,  he  felt  confident  that  I  was  able  to  cure  him. 

Besides  the  transactions  with  these  people,  the 

preparations  for  my  home  journey  were  going  on, 

although  slowly ;  and  the  Sheikh  addressed  a  letter  in 

my  favour  to  the  chiefs  on  the  road  along  which  I  had  to 

pass.  It  was  couched  in  flattering  terms,  and  could  not 

fail  to  be  of  the  greatest  service  to  me  after  my  sepa- 

ration from  him.*  Notwithstanding  that  a  tolerable 

variety  of  business  was  on  hand,  the  locality  soon  be- 

came loathsome  to  me  on  account  of  the  great  heat 

which  prevailed.  The  shade  which  was  afforded  by  the 

fine  sycamores  near  the  river,  was  at  too  great  a 

distance  from  my  tent,  and  too  much  frequented  by 

birds,  to  be  of  any  avail.  I  was  therefore  glad  that 

the  visit  of  some  other  people  induced  my  host  to 

interrupt  our  stay  here  by  a  small  excursion. 

These  people  were  the  Ga-bero,  as  they  are  gene- 

rally called,  or,  according  to  their  original  nomencla- 

ture, Sudu-kamil,  a  numerous  tribe  of  Fiilbe,  who 

have  been  settled  in  these  regions  for  several  hundred 

years,  and  from  fear  of  the  persecution  of  the  A'skia, 

*  A  translation  of  this  letter  will  be  given  in  Ap1)endix  IV. 
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or  Sikkid,  have  exchanged  their  own  native  language 

for  that  of  the  inhabitants  of  the  country.  They  had 

formerly  enjoyed  almost  undisturbed  liberty,  in  a  state 

of  nominal  dependence  on  the  governor  of  Say;  but 

some  time  previously  they  had  been  forced  to  acknow- 

ledge the  supremacy  of  H6mbori,  the  governor  of 

which  place  had  made  an  expedition  against  them, 

and  killed  some  thirty  of  their  number.  They  there- 

fore desired  the  Sheikh  to  come  and  extend  his  pro- 

tection over  them  and  to  impart  blessing  to  them. 

However,  we  did  not  leave  this  place  till  the  afternoon 
of  the  25th. 

Having  left  behind  us  the  area  of  the  ancient  town, 

and  then  traversed  a  plain  clad  with  small  talha-trees 

and  diim-bush,  w^e  reached,  after  a  march  of  about 

four  miles,  the  grassy  border  of  the  river,  and  boldly 

entered  the  swampy  grounds;  for  in  the  midst  of 

these  lowlands,  from  whence  the  river  had  retired, 

there  were  several  clusters  of  matting-huts,  inhabited 

by  Ga-bero  and  Ruma.  Not  having  taken  any  tents 

with  us,  sheds  were  erected  both  for  El  Bakay  and 

myself,  but  they  were  in  a  miserable  condition,  and  it 

was  fortunate  that  a  thunder-storm,  ̂ vhich  had  ho- 
vered over  our  heads  almost  the  whole  of  the  after- 

noon, was  moving  northwards,  where  a  great  deal  of 

rain  fell,  and  left  us  tolerably  free  from  wet  and  wind. 

The  inhabitants  of  the  hamlet  treated  us  Monday, 

rather  inhospitably  ;  and  we  set  out  at  an  "^^^^ 

early  hour  to  pursue  our  march  in   the  swampy 

vale.    After  proceeding  for  about  a  mile,  we  passed 
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a  small  hamlet,  situated  on  a  rising  ground,  adorned 

with  diim-palms.  Crossing  several  small  channels, 

where  the  people  were  busy  renewing  the  dykes 

encompassing  the  rice-fields,  we  reached  the  firm 

shore,  which  was  adorned  with  diim-bush,  ferndn, 

kalgo,  tursha,  and  damankadda.  The  river,  which 

forms  here  a  tolerably  open  sheet,  is  bordered  on  the 

side  of  AMbmda  by  a  steep  bank,  which,  a  little 

further  on,  is  succeeded  by  sandy  downs.  However, 

after  a  short  time,  we  were  again  obliged  to  enter  the 

low  swampy  ground,  which  at  present  formed  a  wide 

grassy  gulf  enclosed  by  hills. 

The  plain  was  cultivated  with  a  good  deal  of  sor- 

ghum, the  blades  of  which  were  just  starting 

forth,  but  the  grain  does  not  ripen  before  the  period 

when  the  inundation  covers  this  spot,  and  transforms 

it  into  a  lake-like  widening  of  the  river.  Winding 

along  between  several  channels  which  had  not  yet 

dried  up,  we  were  glad  when  we  again  reached  the 

firm  shore,  where  the  rocky  slope,  from  80  to  100 

feet  elevation,  closely  approaches  the  open  river.  A 

party  of  Kel  e'  Siik  were  just  pitching  their  tents 
here. 

Keeping  along  the  narrow  slip  of  level  shore,  which 

gradually  became  more  and  more  compressed,  from 

which  circumstance  the  locality  is  called  Tin-sheran, 

we  found  ourselves,  after  a  march  of  about  a  mile, 

opposite  an  encampment  of  the  Ga-bero,  spreading  out 

on  a  flat  sandy  beach,  which  at  present  formed  the 

border  of  a  very  extensive  grassy  plain,  but  which, 
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when  the  river  rises  to  a  greater  height,  forms  a  sort 

of  sandbank,  till  it  is  overwhelmed,  in  its  turn,  by  the 

rising  waters  of  the  Niger.  These  being  the  people 

who  had  invited  us  to  come  and  pay  them  a  visit,  we 

chose  our  camping-ground  on  the  high  sandhills  form- 
ing the  offshoots  of  the  rocky  slope,  which  here  rose 

to  the  height  of  200  or  300  feet.  It  was  a  beautiful 

open  place,  and  the  G^-bero*,  as  soon  as  they  observed 

us,  began  to  beat  their  drum,  or  tobl,  and  prepared 

to  cross  over  to  us.  To  accomplish  this,  however,  it 

was  first  necessary  for  them  to  borrow  some  boats,  as 

they  themselves  did  not  possess  any,  from  fear  of  the 

Tawarek,  who  might  easily  cross  over  to  them,  and 

annoy  them. 

Having  sent  three  oxen  swimming  across  the  river 

as  a  first  token  of  hospitality,  they  began  to  raise  a  very 

neat  matting-dwelling  for  the  Sheikh  ;  but  my  noble 

friend,  with  great  courtesy,  gave  it  up  to  me,  and 

ordered  another  for  himself.  These  people  exhibited 

great  superiority  both  in  carriage  and  intelligence  over 

the  Songhay  inhabitants,  although  their  dress  is  not 

very  different  from  that  of  the  Fulbe,  being  only  a  little 

fuller  and  less  shabby.  A  few,  such  as  their  chief, 

Hanna,  and  his  people,  wear  black  tobes,  with  pockets 

of  red  cloth,  like  the  Tawarek.  Their  wives  dress 

like  the  Songhay  women,  wrapping  a  woollen  shawl 

*  The  Ga-bero  are  divided  into  the  following  tribes :  the  She- 
dibe,  the  Bwajil,  the  Sillanche  (the  latter  probably  so  called  from 

the  well  known  town  Silla),  the  A^gades,  and  the  Gorrong. 
VOL.  V.  Q 
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round  the  lower  part  of  the  body,  below  the  breast, 

and  fastening  it  over  the  shoulder. 

They  derive  their  descent  partly  from  Fiita,  and 

partly  from  the  tribe  of  the  U'rube  settled  in  Md- 
sina.  Some  sherifs  are  also  stated  to  have  intermar- 

ried with  them  ;  and  it  was  with  considerable  in- 

terest that  I  beheld  among  them  several  individuals 

with  real  PuUo  features.  They  are  greatly  afraid, 

not  less  of  the  Fulbe  of  Hombori  (the  place  mentioned 

in  my  outward  journey,  which  is  only  four  good  days' 
march  distant  from  here),  than  of  thcKortita,  a  division 

of  the  Songhay  settled  further  down  the  river.  They 

were  therefore  most  anxious  to  possess  a  double  talis- 

man against  this  twofold  danger  which  threatened 

them,  and  received  a  blessing  from  me  as  well  as 

from  the  Sheikh  ;  for  although  I  told  them  repeatedly 

that  the  blessing  of  the  Sheikh  was  quite  sufficient  for 

them,  they  insisted  upon  receiving  my  own  benediction 
likewise.  I  now  learned  that  several  of  them  had 

made  my  personal  acquaintance  on  a  former  occasion, 

having  been  among  the  troop  of  natives  who  assisted 

me  in  crossing  the  dangerous  swamp  a  few  miles 

from  A^ribinda. 

In  this  place,  which  is  called  Borno,  or  Barno,  we 

remained  the  four  following  days ;  and  I  might  have 

enjoyed  the  fine  air  and  the  charming  view  over  the 

river,  notwithstanding  my  eager  desire  to  continue 

my  journey  without  any  longer  delay,  if  it  had  not 

been  that  I  was  badly  off  for  food,  the  rice  with  which 

we  were  supplied  not  being  seasoned  with  salt,  and 
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there  being  an  entire  lack  of  milk.  The  communica- 

tion with  the  opposite  shore  was  rendered  rather  diffi- 

cult by  the  great  breadth  of  the  open  river,  which, 

moreover,  became  repeatedly  agitated  by  a  thunder- 

storm, and  was  infested  by  several  hippopotami,  which 

at  times  were  furiously  snorting  about  in  the  river,  as 

if  in  anger  at  our  having  disturbed  their  quiet  retreat. 

The  day  of  our  arrival  they  had  thrown  the  whole  of 

our  horses  into  disorder,  and  put  them  to  flight  while 

they  were  pasturing  near  the  shore.  They  even  at  times 

interrupted  the  intercourse  between  the  two  banks, 

and  altogether  exhibited  a  very  noisy  character, 

especially  during  the  evening  and  in  the  course  of 

the  night,  when  they  wanted  to  come  out  for  their 

usual  food.  Two  white  "  ar,"  a  rather  rare  species 

of  antelope  in  these  quarters,  were  seen  by  some  of 

my  companions  on  the  rocky  heights  above. 

At  times  I  was  roaming  about  in  the  recesses  of 

the  rocky  slope,  which  offered  very  charming  views, 

one  of  which  is  represented  in  the  plate  opposite,  or  I 

had  some  conversation  with  people  who  were  passing 

by.  Among  the  latter  were  especially  a  troop  of  She- 

rifen,  a  section  of  the  Kel  e'  Suk,  but  very  different 
from  the  general  character  of  that  tribe,  whose  dis- 

tinguishing features  are  humility  and  harmlessness. 

All  of  them  came  in  full  armour,  and  many  were 

well  dressed,  and  their  general  bearing  bore  tes- 

timony to  an  independent  mind.  It  was  curious,  how- 

ever, that  the  chief  of  these  people  mistook  me  for 

El  Bakay,  and  therefore  paid  his  compliments  to  me 

Q  2 
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first,  probably  in  consequence  of  my  beard  being 

longer. 

Saturday,  The  herd  of  cattle,  which  the  Gd-bero  were 

July  1st.  make  a  present  of  to  the  Sheikh,  having 
at  length  successfully  regained  their  native  shore, 

we  set  out  on  our  return  march  to  G6g6  late  in 

the  afternoon,  and  keeping  along  the  rocky  slope, 

where  it  recedes  inland,  behind  Tin-sheran,  we 

halted  for  the  night  in  an  encampment  of  the  Kel- 

giinhan,  which  was  very  considerable,  consisting  of 

more  than  100  leathern  tents.  The  encampment  was 

full  of  young  slaves,  such  as  I  had  rarely  seen  with 

any  of  these  Tawdrek ;  but  as  I  have  observed  on  a 

former  occasion,  the  Kel  e'  Siik  do  not  seem  as  yet 
to  have  entirely  forgotten  their  former  residence  in  a 

large,  luxurious  place,  and  even  at  the  present  time 

indulge  greatly  in  the  traffic  of  slaves.  Here,  also, 

the  slaves,  male  and  female,  were  entirely  clad  in 

leather,  but  on  the  whole,  they  were  good-looking, 

and  appeared  cheerful. 

Sunday,  I  again  reached  G6g6,  while  the  Sheikh 

July  2nd.  p^^maincd  behind  in  the  encampment  of 

another  body  of  Kel  e'  Siik,  situated  on  a  sort  of  pro- 
montory, projecting  into  the  swampy  plain,  which 

we  reached  about  five  miles  after  setting  out  from 

the  place  where  we  had  passed  the  night.  Our  march 

lay  along  the  foot  of  the  rocky  slope  full  of  caverns 

and  ravines,  and  enlivened  with  trees  and  bush,  the 

swampy  ground  on  our  left  being  laid  out  in  rice-fields, 

which  the  people  were  busy  cultivating,  and  inter- 
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rupted  here  and  there  by  insulated  rising  ground  clad 

with  diim-bush. 

On  ray  arrival  in  my  tent  I  was  glad,  after  my 

long  abstinence  from  palatable  food,  to  indulge  in  an 

excellent  rejire,  the  favourite  drink  made  with  cheese 

and  dates,  which  is  very  acceptable  in  the  desert 

country,  but  rather  difficult  to  digest  in  the  feverish 

regions  of  Negroland.  Thus  I  began  to  prepare  my- 
self for  my  home  journey,  which  from  henceforward 

I  might  confidently  expect  to  pursue  with  more 

steadiness.  I  then  went  to  pay  a  visit  to  my  friends 

the  Kel  e'  Suk,  who,  during  our  long  absence,  had 
grown  very  impatient,  and,  as  it  would  seem,  not 

without  good  reason.  They  received  me  very  cheer- 

fully, and  in  their  excess  of  friendly  feeling,  made  an 

endeavour  to  convert  me  to  their  creed ;  but  having 

received  a  direct  refusal,  they  entreated  me  very 

earnestly  to  return  to  them  as  soon  as  possible,  but 

this  time  by  way  of  Tawat.  However,  I  was  obliged 

to  tell  them,  that  it  was  very  unlikely  I  should  ever 

return,  and  more  improbable  still  by  way  of  Tawat, 

that  road  being  extremely  dangerous  for  us ;  but  I 

informed  them,  that  I  entertained  no  doubt,  that  if  it 

w^ere  possible  to  get  over  the  rapids  which  obstructed 

the  lower  course  of  the  river,  the  English  would  not 

be  long  in  paying  them  a  visit. 

All  my  friends  who  now  saw  my  departure  near  at 

hand,  began  to  evince  their  attachment  to  me  more 

strongly  than  ever,  and  in  the  evening,  after  I  had 

dismissed  El  Munir  and  Inesa,  the  sons  of  Khoze- 

Q  3 
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maten,  both  of  them  worthy  young  men,  I  had  a  very 

animated  conversation  with  my  friend  Mohammed  el 

Khottar  over  our  tea,  and  I  promised  him  a  con- 

siderable number  of  Arabic  books,  in  the  event  of  his 

paying  a  visit  to  England.* 
The  following  morning,  when  I  was  lying  outside 

my  tent,  as  was  my  custom,  enjoying  the  fresh  air, 

all  my  friends  gathered  round  me,  and  I  had  to  read 

to  them  passages  from  various  European  books,  in- 

cluding the  Greek  text  of  the  Evangelists.  The  German 

principally  attracted  the  attention  of  these  people,  the 

full  heavy  words  of  that  language  appearing  to  them 

somewhat  like  their  own  idiom,  and  they  became 

highly  elated,  when  I  recited  to  them  from  memory 

some  verses  of  a  favourite  German  poem. 

All  my  people  were  so  full  of  enthusiasm,  on 

account  of  a  fair  prospect  of  a  speedy  departure  on 

our  home-journey  being  held  out  to  them,  that  they 

gave  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay,  when  he  joined  us,  in  the 

course  of  the  morning,  in  Gogo,  a  most  hearty  recep- 

tion, and  fired  away  a  good  deal  of  powder  in  honour 
of  him.  I  afterwards  went  with  him  to  distribute  some 

presents  amongst  the  chiefs  of  the  Kel  e'  Siik  and 
some  great  men  of  the  Awelimmiden,  who  had  arrived 

in  the  company  of  the  Sheikh.    Khozematen  received 

*  This  young  man  actually  came  to  Tripoli  in  the  course  of 
last  summer,  but  the  unfortunate  state  of  Indian  affairs,  and 
other  circumstances,  together  with  an  illness  common  with  people 

coming  from  the  interior,  which  attacked  both  him  and  his  com- 
panions, prevented  his  coming  to  this  country. 
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a  fine  black  Niipe  tobe  and  a  black  litham ;  Hanna, 

a  tiirkedi  and  a  litham  ;  the  four  Awelimmiden,  viz., 

Bodhal,  Riwa,  Aliso,  and  Sabet,  each  a  lithdm,  besides 

some  smaller  articles  ;  and  each  of  the  sons  of  Khoze- 
maten  and  Hanna,  the  half  of  a  litham.  Every  one 

was  content,  although  some  of  them  would  have  liked 

to  receive  articles  of  greater  value. 

There  being  no  prospect  that  Alkiittabu  would 

join  us  here,  as  we  were  told  that  he  had  gone  to 

drive  back  a  predatory  expedition  of  the  Kel-fadaye, 
I  returned  the  fine  black  horse  which  the  Sheikh  had 

made  me  a  present  of,  and  which  I  had  destined  for 

the  chief  of  the  Awelimmiden,  to  the  former,  who  was 

going  to  visit  that  chief,  in  order  that  he  might  present 

it  to  him  in  my  name.  I  also  made  ready  the  present 

which  I  intended  to  make  to  Thakkefi,  the  son  of  the 

former  chief,  and  El  A'gwi,  a  near  relation  of  his. 
The  Sheikh  himself  showed  his  consciousness  of 

our  approaching  separation  by  assuming  a  lively  air. 

In  the  evening  I  had  a  very  animated  conversation 

with  him  and  Sidi  A'hmed  el  Waddwi,  the  most 
learned  of  his  pupils,  with  regard  to  the  shape  of 

the  earth,  and  succeeded,  at  length,  in  clearly  de- 

monstrating to  him  its  globular  shape  and  the  cir- 

cular motion  of  the  whole  system  of  the  planets. 

He  was  not  a  little  struck  when,  speaking  of  what 

was  above  the  earth  and  under  it,  I  told  him  that, 

with  regard  to  the  Omnipresent  Being,  such  as  we  and 

they  recognise  the  Almighty  Creator  of  the  universe 

to  be,  the  idea  of  an  above  and  below  was  not  to  be 

Q  4 
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entertained  ;  but  that  such  expressions  had  only  refer- 

ence to  human  speculation.  But,  although  as  a  Mo- 

hammedan he  could  not  entirely  concur  in  such  a 

doctrine,  being  overawed  by  the  authority  of  the 

Kuran,  yet,  having  before  his  eyes  the  beautiful 

panorama  of  the  hemisphere,  he  became  quite  con- 

vinced that  on  the  whole  I  was  right ;  although,  shut 

up  within  the  narrow  walls  of  his  room  in  the  town, 

he  had  always  thought  it  both  absurd  and  profane  to 

assert  such  a  thing. 

Wednesday,  ^as  ready  for  our  departure,  when 

July  5th.  xhakkefi,  the  cousin  of  the  present  ruler  of 
the  Awelimmiden,  and  son  of  the  late  powerful  chief 

E'  Nabegha,  joined  us  with  a  few  of  his  companions, 
among  whom  Soheb  was  the  most  conspicuous.  The 

arrival  of  this  important  personage  caused  us  fresh 

delay,  which,  however,  on  the  whole,  was  agreeable 

to  me,  as  he  was  authorized  by  Alkiittabu  to  grant 

me  full  franchise  and  perfect  security  for  all  English- 

men travelling  or  trading  in  their  territory ;  and  in 

the  course  of  conversation  he  even  made  the  remark- 

able proposal  to  me,  that  the  English  should  en- 

deavour, by  means  of  a  strong  expedition  up  the 

river,  to  establish  regular  intercourse  with  them. 

Meanwhile,  the  chiefs  of  the  Kel  e'  Siik  departed 

for  their  respective  homes,  holding  forth  the  pro- 

spect that  1  myself  might  soon  follow.  Thdkkefi 

stayed  with  me  almost  the  whole  of  the  day,  inspect- 

ing my  effects  with  the  greatest  curiosity  and  atten- 
tion.   He  was  a  fine  tall  man,  possessed  of  great 
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strength  and  remarkable  intelligence,  and  had  the 

most  ardent  wish  to  see  more  of  our  ingenious  manu- 

factures. I  was  very  sorry  that  I  was  able  to  show 

him  so  little,  as  almost  the  whole  of  my  supplies  were 

exhausted.  A  spear  had  been  thrust  through  his  neck 

from  behind,  in  the  sudden  attack  by  the  Kel-geres 

at  Tin-taMit,  where  his  father  was  slain,  and  he  was 

very  anxious  to  obtain  some  efficacious  plaister  for 

his  wound.  Everything  went  on  so  well  in  my  inter- 
course with  this  chief,  that  in  the  afternoon  of  the 

day  following  his  arrival  the  letter  of  franchise  was 

written  by  Daniel,  the  secretary  of  Alkuttabu,  and 

the  day  after  Thakkefi  himself  called  upon  me  in  my 

tent.  He  appeared  to  have  some  particular  object  in 

view,  and,  having  carefully  secured  the  entrance  of 

the  tent,  in  order  to  prevent  other  people  from  over- 

hearing our  conversation,  he  expressed  his  desire  and 

that  of  his  uncle,  that  the  English  might  send  three 

well-armed  boats  up  the  river,  in  order  to  establish 

intercourse  with  them.  I  took  care  to  point  out  to 

him,  that  however  anxious  the  English  were  to  es- 

tablish commerce  and  an  exchange  of  produce  with 

this  region,  yet  the  success  of  their  endeavours  was 

dependent  on  the  circumstance  whether  they  would 

be  able  to  cross  the  rapids  and  the  rocky  passage 

which  obstructed  the  river  lower  down,  between 

Biisa  and  Raba,  and  that  therefore  I  was  unable  to 

promise  him  anything  with  certainty.  I  gave  to  this 

chief,  who,  besides  being  possessed  of  great  vigour, 

had  a  good  deal  of  good-nature  about  bim,  one  tobe 
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shahariye,  two  black  tobes,  two  black  shawls,  three 

tiirkedis,  a  silk  cord  of  Fas  manufacture  for  suspend- 

ing the  sword,  and  several  other  smaller  articles. 

During  our  stay  in  this  place  I  had  laid  down  the 

course  of  the  river  between  Timbuktu  and  G6g6  on  a 

tolerably  large  scale,  as  far  as  it  was  possible  to  do 

so,  written  a  despatch  to  government,  and  several 

letters  to  members  of  the  Royal  Geographical  Society 

and  other  private  friends,  and  having  sealed  the 

parcel,  I  delivered  it  to  the  Sheikh  in  order  that  he 

might  forward  it  without  delay  upon  his  return  to 

Timbuktu.  I  am  sorry  to  say,  however,  that  this 

parcel  only  arrived  a  few  months  ago,  having  been  laid 

up  in  Ghadames  for  more  than  two  years. 

Before  leaving  Gogo,  I  was  anxious  to  ascertain  ex- 

actly the  nature  of  the  river  along  this  shore,  as  on  our 

march  both  to  and  from  the  Ga-bero,  we  had  kept  at 

some  distance  from  its  bank,  and  I  arranged  with  the 

Sheikh's  nephew  to  survey  the  shores  of  the  river  for 
some  distance  downwards.  When  I  was  about  to 

mount  on  horseback,  Thdkkefi  requested  that  I  would 

put  on  my  European  dress,  as  he  was  anxious  to  see 

how  it  looked  ;  but,  unfortunately,  instead  of  an  offi- 

cer's dress,  which  would  certainly  have  pleased  them 
very  much,  I  had  no  European  clothes  with  me  except 

a  black  dress  suit,  which  could  only  impress  them 

with  a  rather  unfavourable  idea  of  our  style  of  clothing, 

and  although  they  approved  of  the  trowsers,  they 

could  scarcely  fail  to  think  the  shape  of  the  coat  highly 

absurd.     But  having  never  before  seen  fine  black 
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cloth,  they  were  surprised  at  its  appearance,  and,  at 

a  distance,  all  the  people  mistook  it  for  a  coat  of  mail, 

as  most  of  them  had  been  accustomed  to  see  only  red 
cloth. 

Pursuing  then,  my  proposed  excursion,  I  observed 

also,  below  the  village,  some  fine  groups  of  date-palms. 

I  also  assured  myself  that  the  creek  of  Gogo,  at  least 

at  this  season  of  the  year,  is  quite  unnavigable,  al- 

though I  could  not  understand  why  the  modern 

capital  of  the  Songhay  empire  was  not  built  on  the 

open  river,  the  only  advantage  derived  from  its  actual 

situation  being  that  the  small  creek  forms  a  kind  of 

close  harbour,  which  affords  protection  to  the  boats, 

and  may  easily  be  defended  in  case  of  need.  As  for 

the  site  of  the  former  capital  Kiikiya,  or  Kiigha,  I  am 

sorry  I  did  not  arrive  at  a  distinct  conclusion  respect- 

ing it. 

Having  followed  the  bank,  as  far  as  the  point  where 

the  creek  joins  the  principal  branch  of  the  river,  I  felt 

myself  induced,  by  the  precarious  state  of  my  com- 

panion's health  to  retrace  my  steps.  This  indisposi- 

tion of  the  Sheikh's  nephew  influenced  the  choice  of 
my  companions  on  my  return  journey ;  as  it  had  been 

originally  the  Sheikh's  intention  to  send  his  nephew 
along  with  me  as  far  as  Sokoto.  In  his  place  another, 

but  more  distant  relation  of  the  Sheikh,  Mohammed 

ben  Mukhtar,  an  energetic,  and  intelligent  young 

man,  but  of  a  less  noble  turn  of  mind,  was  appointed ; 

and  besides  him,  there  was  the  Hartani  Malek,  son 

of  a  freed  slave,  who  was  to  return  with  the  last- 
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named  messenger  from  Tamkala ;  then  Mustafa,  and 

Mohammed  Daddeb,  the  latter  a  native  of  Timbuktu, 

who  were  to  return  from  Sokoto,  and  A'hmed  el 

Wadawi,  and  Haj  A'hmed,  who  were  to  return  from 
Bornu. 

In  the  evening  preceding  our  departure,  our  camp 

exhibited  a  busy  scene,  as  we  were  engaged  in  finish- 

ing our  preparations  for  the  journey,  the  Sheikh  un- 

dertaking the  outfit  of  one  half  the  messengers  and 

I  the  other ;  but  the  presents,  also,  which  the  latter 

destined  for  the  chiefs  of  Negroland,  were  delivered 

to  me,  in  order  that  I  might  take  them  under  my 

care.  He  had,  besides,  the  goodness  to  supply  me 

with  some  native  cotton  and  tobacco,  to  distribute  as 

presents  to  the  Tawarek  and  Songhay  on  our  road : 

he  also  gave  a  dress  to  each  of  my  companions,  I 

doing  the  same  to  those  among  his  pupils  who  had 
been  most  attached  to  me.  I  even  felt  induced  to 

make  a  present  of  a  very  handsome  tobe  from  San- 

sandi,  richly  ornamented  with  silk,  which  I  had  in- 

tended to  take  with  me  as  a  specimen  of  that  very 

interesting  manufacture,  to  Sidi  Mohammed,  a  son  of 

the  Sheikh,  who  had  accompanied  us,  and  who,  on 

account  of  our  long  absence  from  the  town,  was 

rather  shabbily  dressed  at  the  time. 
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CHAP.  LXXIX. 

SEPARATION  FROM  THE  SHEIKH.  CROSS  THE  RIVER  TO  THE  SOUTH- 
WESTERN   SIDE.  —  VARIOUS    ENCAMPMENTS.         RIVER  STUDDED 

WITH  ISLANDS.  —  ANS6nGH0. 

At  length  the  day  dawned  when  I  was,  in  Saturday, 

reality,  to  begin  my  home-journey,  for  all  our  J^^-^^^^- 

former  movements  along  the  river  had  rather  re- 

sembled the  wanderings  of  the  natives  themselves  than 

the  direct  march  of  a  European  traveller,  and, 

although  I  felt  sincerely  attached  to  my  protector, 

and  under  other  circumstances  might  still  have  found 

a  great  many  objects  worthy  of  my  investigation  and 

research  in  this  region,  I  could  not  but  feel  greatly 

satisfied  at  being  at  length  enabled  to  retrace  my 

steps  homeward,  with  a  tolerable  guarantee  as  to  my 

safety.  It  was  highly  gratifying  to  me  that  when  I 

left  this  place  a  great  many  people  wished  me  a  hearty 

farewell  and  a  prosperous  journey  ;  nay,  Thakkefi 

even  commissioned  me  to  oiFer  his  special  regards  to 

Queen  Victoria,  wath  whose  name  I  had  made  him 

acquainted. 

Having  then  pursued  our  march  through  the  level 

tract  along  the  river,  which  here  forms  a  great  north- 
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southerly  reach,  and  which,  from  having  been  full 

of  life,  is  now  empty  and  desolate,  we  reached  the 

site  of  the  encampment  of  the  Kel  e'  Siik  on  the  sandy 
eminence  which  we  had  passed  a  few  days  before, 

but  which  was  now  deserted.  From  thence  we  de- 

scended into  the  swampy  ground  towards  the  river, 

and  here  passed  by  a  Songhay  hamlet,  the  inhabi- 
tants of  which  received  us  with  their  usual  inhos- 

pitality,  and  even  refused  us  a  little  water, — an  unkind 

feeling  which  displeased  me  most  from  a  young  newly 

married  lady,  who,  standing  in  front  of  her  neat  hut 

of  matting,  with  her  fine  figure  and  varied  ornaments 

of  all  sorts  of  beads,  presented  quite  an  attractive 

appearance.  Turning  then  round  a  creek  filled  with 

water,  we  reached  an  encampment  of  Kel  e'  Siik,  and 
pitched  our  tent.  For,  although  it  was  our  intention 

to  cross  the  river  as  soon  as  possible,  yet  no  boats 

having  as  yet  arrived,  we  were  so  long  delayed  that 

evening  came  on  before  we  could  carry  out  our  design ; 

and  obstinately  refusing  to  be  separated  from  my 

luggage,  I  preferred  crossing  the  river  together  with 

my  people  and  effects  the  next  morning.  Our  hosts 

possessing  a  great  number  of  cattle,  we  were  well 

treated,  and  I  was  able  to  indulge  in  plenty  of  milk. 
The  Tawarek  have  a  common  name  for  the  whole 

north-easterly  bank  of  the  river.  They  call  the  whole 

of  it  to  the  north-west  of  G6g6,  Tdramt,  and  to  the 

south-east,  A'ghele. 
Sunday,  This  was  thc  day  when  I  had  to  separate 

July  9th.  fj^Qy^  ii^Q  person  who,  among  all  the  people  with 
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whom  I  had  come  in  contact  in  the  course  of  my  long 

journey,  I  esteemed  the  most  highly,  and  whom, 

in  all  but  his  dilatory  habits  and  phlegmatic  indif- 

ference, I  had  found  a  most  excellent  and  trust- 

worthy man.  I  had  lived  with  him  for  so  long  a 

time  in  daily  intercourse,  and  in  the  most  turbulent 

circumstances,  sharing  all  his  perplexities  and  anx- 

ieties, that  I  could  not  but  feel  the  parting  very 

severely.  Having  exhorted  the  messengers  whom  he 

was  to  send  along  with  me,  never  to  quarrel,  and  to 

follow  my  advice  implicitly  in  all  cases,  but  especially 

with  regard  to  the  rate  of  progress  in  the  journey,  as 

he  knew  that  I  was  impatiently  looking  forward  to  my 

home  journey,  he  gave  me  his  blessing,  and  assured  me 

that  I  should  certainly  reach  home  in  safety.  Moham- 

med ben  Khottar,  who  in  consequence  of  his  serious  in- 

disposition was  prevented  from  accompanying  me  any 

further,  and  the  Sheikh's  eldest  son,  Sidi  Mohammed, 
did  not  take  leave  of  me  until  I  was  in  the  boat. 

When  I  had  safely  landed  on  the  opposite  shore,  I 

fired  twice  a  farewell,  in  conformity  with  the  request 
of  the  Sheikh. 

The  river  here,  at  present,  was  studded  with  sand- 

banks, which  greatly  facilitated  the  crossing  of  my 

camels  and  horses,  although  between  the  sandbanks 

and  the  south-westerly  shore  there  was  a  deep  channel 

of  considerable  breadth.  The  locality  where  I  touched 

the  south-western  bank  of  the  river  is  called  Gona,  a 

name  identical  with  that  of  a  place  of  great  celebrity 

for  its  learning  and  its  schools,  in  the  countries  of  the 
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Mohammedan  Mandingoes  to  the  south.  The  sandy 
downs  were  lined  with  a  fine  belt  of  trees.  Three 

different  paths  lead  over  these  downs  into  the  interior, 

the  most  important  being  the  track  leading  straight 

to  Dore,  the  chief  place  of  the  province  of  Libtako, 

and  joining,  at  a  very  extensive  lake  or  backwater, 

called  Khalebleb,  the  road  leading  to  the  same  place 

from  Burre  to  the  south  of  the  island  Ans6ngho,  lower 

down  the  river.  At  present,  a  broad  swampy  low- 

land spread  out  bet^veen  the  downs  and  the  brink  of 
the  river. 

The  chief  of  my  companions,  A'hmed  el  Wddawi, 
being  once  more  called  beyond  the  river  into  the 

presence  of  the  Sheikh,  we  did  not  leave  this  place 

till  a  late  hour  in  the  afternoon,  keeping  along  the 

low  swampy  shore.  After  a  while,  an  open  branch 

approached  us  from  the  river  on  our  left,  forming  an 
island  of  the  name  of  Berta.  Here  an  animated  scene 

presented  itself  to  our  eyes.  An  immense  female  hip- 

popotamus was  driving  her  calf  before  her,  and  pro- 

tecting it  from  behind,  her  body  half  out  of  the  water, 

while  a  great  number  of  agamba  "  and  "  zangway," 
crocodiles  and  alligators,  were  basking  in  the  sun  on 

the  low  sandbanks,  and  glided  into  the  water  with 

great  celerity  at  the  noise  of  our  approach. 

Here  the  swampy  shore  presented  some  cultivation 

of  rice,  while,  on  the  opposite  side,  the  river  was 

bounded  by  the  rocky  cliffs  of  Tin-sheran,  but  the 

sandy  beach,  which  a  week  previously  had  been  ani- 

mated by  the  numerous  encampments  of  the  Gd-bero, 
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was  now  desolate  and  deserted,  and  we  continued  our 

march  in  order  to  find  out  their  new  camping-ground. 

While  ascending  a  spur  of  rising  ground  called 

Giindam,  a  fierce  poisonous  snake  made  a  spring  at 

my  mounted  servant,  who  was  close  behind  me,  but 

was  killed  by  the  men,  who  fortunately  followed  him 
at  a  short  distance.  It  was  about  four  feet  and  a 

half  long  ;  and  its  body  did  not  exceed  an  inch  and  a 
half  in  diameter. 

Having  then  kept  along  the  slope  for  a  little  more 

than  a  mile,  we  again  descended  into  the  grassy  plain, 

and  reached  a  considerable  creek,  forming  a  series  of 

rapids  gushing  over  a  low  ledge  of  rocks,  and  en- 

compassing the  island  of  Bornu-Gungu,  where  the 

G^-bero  were  at  present  encamped.  The  creek  being 

too  considerable  to  allow  of  our  crossing  it  with  all 

our  eflfects,  we  encamped  between  it  and  the  swamp, 

in  a  locality  called  Jiina-bdria ;  and  I  here  distributed 

amongst  my  companions  the  articles  which  I  had 

promised  them. 

The  river,  at  this  point,  was  frequented  by  several 

hippopotami,  one  of  which,  in  its  pursuit  of  good 

pasturage  in  the  dusk  of  the  evening,  left  the  shore 

far  behind  it,  and  was  pursued  by  my  companions, 

who  fired  at  it,  without  however  hurting  it  or  pre- 

venting its  reaching  the  water. 

It  was  a  beautiful  morning  ;  and  while  the  Monday, 
Wadawi  crossed  over  to  the  island  in  order 

to  fetch  a  supply  of  rice,  I  had  sufficient  leisure  to 

look  around  me.    The  shore  on  this  side  presented 
VOL.  V.  R 
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little  of  interest,  and  was  only  scantily  adorned  with 

trees,  but  the  island  was  richly  clothed  with  vegeta- 

tion. The  only  interesting  feature  in  the  scenery  was 

the  opposite  shore,  with  the  imposing  cliffs  of  Bornu, 

where  we  had  been  encamped  some  time  before. 

When  at  length  we  started,  we  were  soon  obliged  to 

leave  the  shore  in  order  to  avoid  an  extensive  swamp, 

and  approached  the  hills,  at  the  foot  of  which  we  had 

to  cross  a  small  creek,  which  during  a  great  part  of  the 

year  forms  the  border  of  the  river  itself,  and  then 

continued  along  the  downs.  Numbers  of  people,  who 

had  their  temporary  abode  in  the  swampy  plain,  came 

to  pay  me  their  compliments. 

These  people  are  called  Gd-bibi,  a  name  which  is 

said  to  have  reference  to  their  black  tents,  which  dis- 

tinguish them  from  the  matting  dwellings  of  the  G^- 

bero.  I  was  here  not  a  little  surprised  at  the  swarms 

of  locusts  which  the  wind  drove  into  our  faces,  and 

which  certainly  indicated  our  approach  to  more  fer- 

tile regions.  Proceeding  in  this  manner,  we  reached 

a  fine  camping-ground  in  an  opening  of  the  slope  of 

the  downs,  through  which  a  path  led  to  the  interior, 

thus  giving  to  the  herds  of  cattle  access  to  the  river, 

and  therefore  called  Diiniydme,  "  the  watering-place 

of  the  cattle."  A  fine  hajilij  afforded  a  cool  shade, 

the  vegetation  in  general  consisting  only  of  fer- 

ndn,  retem,  and  bii-rekkeba,  and  we  at  once  decided 

to  halt  here,  in  order  to  await  our  guide,  Hamma- 

Hamma,  one  of  the  Ga-bero,  who  had  gone  to  visit  his 

family,  but  had  promised  to  rejoin  us  at  this  spot. 
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The  situation  of  our  camping-ground  afforded  us  an 

interesting  prospect  over  the  valley  ;  and  numbers  of 

the  inhabitants  of  the  neighbouring  hamlets  and 

camps  visited  us  in  the  course  of  the  evening,  and 

even  supplied  us  with  a  tolerable  provision  of  milk 

late  at  night. 

The  guide  who  was  to  accompany  us  as  far  Tuesday, 

as  Say  not  having  arrived,  I  had  great  diffi-  J^^yi^*-^- 
culty  in  inducing  my  companions  to  set  off  without 

him  :  and  we  started  at  an  early  hour,  keeping  along  the 

sandy  doAvns,  which  a  little  further  on  became  adorned 

with  the  rich  bush  called  "  inderren,"  or  "  kolkoli," 
while  ledges  of  rock  obstructed  the  river.  Gradually 

the  downs  decreased  in  height,  and  the  melancholy- 

looking  ferndn  succeeded  to  the  fresh  inderren,  but 

its  place  was  supplied  for  a  while  by  the  richer  taborak. 

The  locality  was  called  Alakke,  and  further  on,  Der- 

gimi ;  but  fixed  settlements  of  any  kind  are,  at  present, 

looked  for  in  vain  in  these  districts.  In  A'ussa,  how- 

ever, on  the  north-eastern  side  of  the  river,  we  left, 

first  a  hamlet  called  Dergonne,  and,  further  on,  a 

place  called  A'ghador,  which,  as  the  name  indicates, 
must  have  been  formerly  a  walled  place.  West  from 

Dergonne  is  probably  the  halting  place  Shmjeri,  and 

A'ghad6r  is  most  likely  identical  with  a  place  called 

Eben-efo-ghan,  said  to  be  hereabouts.  The  opposite 

bank,  gradually  sloping  down  and  being  clad  with 

large  trees,  bore  the  appearance  of  a  pleasant,  culti- 

vable country,  while  the  shore  on  this  side  the  river 

likewise  improved  ;  altogether  it  seemed  as  if  we  had 

E  2 
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left  the  desert  far  behind  us.  I  am  not  sure  how  the 

country  here  is  called ;  but  T  think  that  the  district 

called  A'zawdgh  may  reach  down  to  the  eastern  border 
of  the  river.  The  Niger  was  for  a  moment  entirely 

free  from  rocks,  forming  a  magnificent  open  sheet  of 

water ;  but  further  on  it  again  became  obstructed  by 
isolated  clitFs. 

Meanwhile,  as  we  pursued  our  march  steadily  on- 
wards, at  a  short  distance  from  the  bank,  in  a  S.  S.  E. 

direction,  the  Kel  e'  Siiki,  Mohammed  e'  Telmiidi,  en- 
tertained me,  from  the  back  of  his  tall  mehari,  with 

a  description  of  the  power  of  the  Tarki  chief.  El 

Khadir,  the  southern  verge  of  whose  territory  we  had 

passed  on  our  outward  journey,  and  now  again  turned 

round  the  northern  side  of  it.  The  chief,  at  this  time, 

was  encamped  about  three  days  from  here,  towards  the 

west,  collecting,  as  we  were  told,  an  expedition  against 

the  principality  of  Hombori,  the  governor  of  which 
claims  dominion  over  the  whole  district.  There  are 

even  here  several  settlements  of  Fiilbe,  a  troop  of  whom 

we  fell  in  with,  and  recognized  in  them  young  noble 

people,  who  in  their  countenances  bore  evident  traces 

of  a  pure  descent.  Their  idiom  was  closely  related  to 

the  dialect  of  Masina.  During  the  spring,  however, 

the  Tdrki  chief  generally  frequents  the  banks  of  the 

river,  which  then  afford  the  richest  pasturage. 

Gradually  the  green  shore  widened,  and  formed  a 

swampy  ground  of  more  than  half  a  mile  in  breadth, 

adorned  by  a  line  of  trees  which,  during  the  inun- 

dation, likewise  becomes  annually  submerged  by  the 
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water.  The  valley  is  bordered  on  this  side  by  steep 

banks  of  considerable  elevation.  As  soon  as  I  be- 

came aware  of  the  swampy  character  of  the  plain, 

which  greatly  retarded  the  progress  of  my  camels, 

I  endeavoured  to  strike  across  the  swampy  ground, 

and  to  reach  the  firm  bank  again ;  but  had  consider- 

able difficulty  in  doing  so. 

The  bank  was  adorned  by  a  growth  of  the  finest 

trees,  which  gave  to  the  river  scenery  a  peculiar  cha- 

racter, and  invited  us  to  halt  during  the  hot  hours 

of  the  day.  We  therefore  encamped  opposite  Tongi,  a 

hamlet  lying  on  a  low  swampy  island,  separated  from 

us  by  a  considerable  open  creek,  and  ruled  over  by  a 

man  of  the  name  of  Salah,  who  was  a  brother  of 

Hamma-Hamma,  the  very  man  who  was  to  serve  us 

as  a  guide,  but  who  had  broken  his  word.  The 

people,  wRo  seemed  to  be  called  Dekiten,  behaved 

very  hospitably,  sending  us  immediately  upon  our 

arrival  cows'  and  goats'  milk  as  a  refreshment,  and 
giving  us  in  the  course  of  the  afternoon  a  bullock  for 

our  further  entertainment.  I  have  already  mentioned, 

I  think,  on  a  former  occasion,  how  cruelly  the  in- 

habitants of  these  regions  treat  oxen  which  have 

been  destined  for  slaughter,  although  in  general  they 

are  rather  mildly  disposed  towards  animals.  In  con- 

formity with  their  barbarous  custom,  my  companions 

broke  the  hind  legs  of  the  animal  which  had  been 

given  us  as  a  present,  and  allowed  it  to  drag  itself 

about  in  this  state  until  they  found  it  convenient  to 

slaughter  it. 
R  3 
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While  detained  here  the  remainder  of  the  day,  I 

had  the  pleasure  of  meeting,  among  the  people  who 

crossed  over  to  us  from  the  island,  an  old  man  who 

had  a  very  lively  remembrance  of  Mungo  Park,  and 

who  gave  me  an  accurate  description  of  his  tall  com- 

manding figure,  and  his  large  boat.  He  related,  be- 
sides, the  manner  in  which  the  Tawarek  of  the  tribe 

of  the  rde-Miisa,  the  name  of  whose  present  chief  is 

El  Getega,  attacked  that  mysterious  voyager  near 

Ans6ngho,  where  the  river  is  hemmed  in  by  rapids, 

but  without  being  able  to  inflict  any  harm  upon  him, 

while  the  intrepid  Scotchman  shot  one  of  his  pur- 
suers, and  caused  two  to  be  drowned  in  the  river. 

It  was  altogether  a  fine  camping-ground,  the  talha 

and  siwak  being  thickly  interwoven  with  creeping 

plants ;  but  a  heavy  thunder-storm,  accompanied  with 

rain,  which  lasted  almost  the  whole  of  the  night,  ren- 

dered us  rather  uncomfortable.  Besides  this  circum- 

stance, the  fact  that  the  people  of  the  Sheikh  could 

only  with  difiiculty  be  induced  to  forego  the  com- 

panionship of  our  guide,  lost  us  here  the  best  half  of 

the  day.  But  I  collected  a  good  deal  of  valuable  in- 

formation, especially  with  regard  to  the  chief  settle- 

ments of  the  independent  Songhay,  as,  the  famous 

towns  of  Dargol,  Tera,  and  Kulman,  situated  between 

the  river  and  our  former  route  through  Yagha  and 

Libtako,  which  I  shall  give  in  the  Appendix,* 
At  length  I  succeeded,  at  a  rather  late  hour  in 

*  See  Appendix  V. 
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the  afternoon,  in  stirring  up  my  companions;  and, 

leading  the  way,  we  crossed  from  this  advanced  head- 

land a  swampy  creek  which  separated  us  from  the 

main,  and  then  kept  along  the  rising  ground,  which 

was  richly  clad  with  vegetation,  and  from  time  to 

time  formed  recesses,  as  the  one  called  Tennel,  the 

river  being  now  more  open.  But  further  on  it  be- 

came obstructed  by  cliffs  and  rocks,  till  at  length, 

after  a  march  of  about  seven  miles,  the  river,  which 

here  formed  a  fine  bend,  assuming  a  south-easterly 

direction,  exhibited  an  open  undivided  sheet  of  water, 

and  on  this  account  forms  the  general  place  of  em- 

barkation, called  AMar-andiirren,  properly  the  small 

branch,"  meaning  evidently  here  a  narrowing  of  the 
river ;  for  people  going  from  Kiilman  to  this  part  of 

A'ussa  generally  cross  here.  A  little  higher  up  there  is 
a  hamlet  called  Tabaliat,  inhabited  by  sherifs,  with  a 
chief  named  Mohammed.  Just  at  that  moment  some 

people  were  crossing  over,  but,  when  we  horsemen 

hurried  in  advance,  they  immediately  took  to  flight 

with  their  boats,  leaving  behind  them  some  slaves 

and  four  or  five  pack-oxen,  and  all  our  shouting  was 
not  able  to  convince  these  native  travellers  of  our 

peaceable  intentions.  Here,  owing  to  a  small  creek 

which  runs  closely  at  the  foot  of  the  hills,  we  were 

obliged  to  ascend  the  rising  ground,  and,  rather 

against  the  advice  of  our  more  prudent  Kel  e'  Siiki 
guide,  encamped  on  the  heights,  which  were  clad 

with  rich  herbage,  but  covered  with  great  quantities 

of  the  feathery  bristle.    This  spot  afforded  a  com- 
R  4 
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manding  view  over  the  surrounding  country,  but  on 

this  very  account  appeared  less  secure  for  a  small 

party;  and  notwithstanding  the  elevation,  the  camp- 

ing-ground was  greatly  infested  by  mosquitoes,  which 
almost  drove  our  camels  to  distraction,  and  troubled 

our  own  night's  rest  not  a  little. 
But  the  view  which  I  here  enjoyed  over  the  northern 

end  of  the  island,  round  which  the  river  divided  into 

four  branches,  was  highly  interesting  to  me,  as  being 

one  of  the  places  along  the  river  best  known  to  the 

natives  as  scenes  where  that  heroic  voyager  from  the 

north  had  to  struggle  with  nature  as  well  as  with 

hostile  men.  Our  fires  having  given  to  those  poor 

lads  who  had  been  left  behind  by  their  frightened 

masters  an  opportunity  of  discovering  what  kind  of 

people  we  were,  they  took  courage  and  came  to  us, 

when  we  learned  that  they  were  Kel  e'  Siik,  who  had 
paid  a  visit  to  Kiilman,  and  were  now  returning 

home.  They  also  informed  us,  that  the  crocodiles  had 

devoured  one  of  the  pack-oxen,  upon  their  attempting 
to  swim  them  across  the  river. 

Thursday,  Breaking  up  our  encampment  at  an  early 

July  13th.  Y^Q^Yj  we  descended,  when  the  branch 
nearest  to  us  again  assumed  an  open  character 

tolerably  free  from  rocks ;  but  after  a  short  time  we 

were  again  forced  by  a  ridge  of  sandstone  about 

twenty  feet  high,  which  here  formed  the  bank  of 

the  river,  to  ascend  the  higher  ground.  We  thus 

obtained  a  clearer  prospect  over  the  whole  val- 

ley, which  at  this  spot  attains  a  breadth  of  from 
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four  to  six  miles,  the  ground  being  open,  and  the 

view  only  for  a  short  time  shut  in  by  a  dense  grove 

of  gerredh  and  talha  trees. 

Further  on  the  river  afforded  a  very  wild  spectacle, 

a  sketch  of  which  is  represented  in  the  plate  opposite. 

In  the  distance  before  us,  the  iron  gates  of  Akarambay 

became  visible,  bordered  by  the  high  sandy  downs  of 

Tidejititen ;  a  grand  mass  of  rock,  like  an  immense  ar- 

tificial wall,  with  a  strong  northerly  dip,  started  up 

from  the  creek ;  and  from  the  extensive  grassy  island 

of  Ansongho  similar  masses  appeared,  which  rose  to 

an  elevation  of  from  seventy  to  eighty  feet.  Gradually 

the  shore  became  more  stony  and  barren,  forming  a 

plain  called  Erarar-n-tesawel,  by  the  Tawarek,  and 

Farri,  by  the  Songhay.  We  passed  a  deserted  hamlet 

which  had  formerly  been  inhabited  by  the  Fde-Musa, 

and  here  the  river  again  approached  nearer  on  our 

left,  but  after  a  short  time  it  again  receded  and  be- 

came obstructed  by  ledges  of  rocks,  especially  at  the 

place  called  Tazori,  where  an  uninterrupted  ridge 

of  cliffs  breaks  through  the  surface  of  the  water. 

Even  at  this  season  of  the  year,  it  leaves  a  small 

channel  beyond  the  grassy  shore,  which  evidently 

connects  the  open  water  above  and  below  the  rapids. 

About  1500  yards  below  this  ledge,  in  a  south- 

easterly direction,  we  reached  the  iron  gates  of  Aka- 

rambay, where  the  river,  or  at  least  this  westerly 

branch  of  it,  is  forced  through  between  two  consider- 

able masses  of  rock,  at  present  from  thirty -five  to  forty 

feet  high,  and  about  as  many  yards  distant  from  each 
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other.  On  the  right,  the  sandy  downs  rise  to  a  con- 

siderable elevation  opposite  a  large  hamlet,  situated 

on  the  island  Ans6ngho,  and  adorned  with  diim-palms. 

Following  a  south-easterly  direction,  in  a  short  time 

we  reached  the  place  where  the  several  branches  into 

which  the  river  had  divided  at  A'dar-andiirren  again 
join  ;  but  being  full  of  ledges  and  rocks,  at  least  in  the 

present  low  state  of  the  water,  they  exhibited  a  wild 

and  sombre  aspect.  The  river,  however,  does  not 

long  retain  this  character,  and  a  little  more  than  half 

a  mile  below,  it  widens  to  a  broad  and  tolerably  open 

sheet  of  water,  the  shore,  which  hitherto  had  been 

clothed  only  with  the  gloomy  fernan,  being  now 

beautifully  adorned  with  an  isolated  tamarind  tree, 

which  (together  with  the  diim-palms  on  the  island  of 

Ansongho),  might  well  serve  as  a  landmark  to  people 

who  would  attempt  to  ascend  this  river.  But  the 

hills,  which  ascended  to  a  height  of  300  feet,  ap- 

proached so  closely  the  bank  of  the  river,  that  we 

were  obliged  to  ascend  the  steep  slope,  which  was 

thickly  clothed  with  ferndn,  and  being  torn  by  many 

small  watercourses,  scarcely  afforded  a  passage  for 
the  camels. 

Descending  from  the  slope,  we  reached  the  Teau- 

went,  or  place  of  embarkation  of  Burre,  a  hamlet 

lying  on  the  opposite  shore,  but  at  present  deserted, 

where  the  river  forms  only  a  single  branch,  from 

800  to  900  yards  wide,  and  a  little  further  on  about 

1000,  and  on  the  whole  unobstructed,  with  the  ex- 

ception of  a  few  rocks  near  the  shore.    Having  here 
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passed  a  rocky  cone,  projecting  into  the  river,  we 

encamped  near  a  cluster  of  anthills,  formed  by  and 

adorned  with  the  bushes  of  the  Capparis  sodata  ;  but 

it  was  a  very  inauspicious  place,  as  the  camels,  not 

finding  food  enough  in  the  neighbourhood,  were, 

through  the  negligence  of  A'bbega,  lost  in  the  evening, 
and  it  cost  us  the  whole  forenoon  of  the  following 

day  to  find  them  again.  When  we  at  length  started, 

I  was  obliged  to  yield  to  the  wishes  of  my  companions, 

who,  in  order  to  obtain  some  supplies  for  their 

journey,  were  most  anxious  to  halt  near  a  small 

farming  village  of  a  Piillo  settler,  Mohammed -Sidi,  a 

distant  relation  of  Mohammed-Jebbo,  who  had  settled 

here  several  years  before  amongst  Tawarek  and  Son- 

ghay;  and  my  friends,  having  been  informed  that 

this  person  was  a  pious  and  liberal  man,  felt  little 

inclination  to  forego  such  an  opportunity  of  receiving 
a  few  alms. 

Having  encamped  on  a  high  ground  rising  to  con- 
siderable elevation,  we  had  an  extensive  view  over 

the  river,  which  was  here  again  broken  by  rocky 

islets  and  intersected  by  ledges,  so  that,  seen  from 

this  distance,  in  several  places  it  appeared  almost  lost. 

Beyond,  on  the  other  shore,  across  this  labyrinth  of 

rapids  and  divided  creeks,  filling  a  breadth  of  two  to 

three  miles,  were  seen  the  two  mountains  of  Ay 61a 

and  Tikanaziten,  where,  in  the  time  of  the  chief  Kawa, 

a  bloody  and  decisive  battle  was  fought  between  the 

Dinnik  and  the  Awelimmiden.  Towards  the  south, 

on  the  contrary,  a  fertile  and  well  cultivated  plain, 
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bordered  by  low  hills,  where  the  crops  of  native  millet 

were  just  shooting  forth,  stretched  out,  nothing  but 

retem  and  ferndn,  breaking  the  monotonous  level. 

The  hamlet  of  our  host  consisted  of  only  six  huts ; 

but  the  district  did  not  seem  to  be  uninhabited,  and 

in  the  course  of  the  day  a  considerable  number  of 

Fiilbe  and  Songhay  collected  around  us,  and  troubled 

me  greatly,  begging  me  to  impart  my  blessing  to 

them  by  laying  my  hand  upon  their  head,  or  spitting 

into  a  handful  of  sand,  and  thus  imbuing  it  with  full 

efficacy  for  curing  sickness,  or  for  other  purposes. 

Even  the  river  did  not  seem  quite  destitute  of  life 

and  animation,  and  the  previous  evening,  while  I  was 

enjoying  the  scenery,  seated  on  the  cliffs  at  some 

distance  from  our  camping-ground,  two  boats  filled 

with  natives  passed  by,  and  procured  me  an  interesting 
intermezzo. 

Saturday,  Tlic  good  treatment  that  we  received  here 

July  15th.  gggj^g(j  please  my  companions  so  much, 
that  they  tried  to  detain  me  another  day  by  hiding 

one  of  their  camels  behind  a  bush  and  pretending  it 

was  lost.  When  at  length  I  had  found  it,  and  was 

on  the  point  of  setting  out  to  pursue  my  journey,  a 

very  heavy  thunderstorm  broke  out ;  and,  although  I 

persisted  in  proceeding,  the  rain  became  so  violent  that 

I  was  obliged  to  halt  for  fully  an  hour,  near  some  bushes 

that  protected  us  a  little  from  the  heavy  gale  which  ac- 

companied the  torrents  of  rain.  Here,  also,  the  river 

was  obstructed  by  a  great  number  of  rocks,  while  the 

adjacent  grounds  were  partly  cultivated,  but  only 
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sparingly  clad  with  trees,  till,  after  a  march  of  a  couple 

of  miles,  rich  talha  trees  and  gerredh  began  to  appear  ; 

but  even  here  groups  of  rocks  cropped  out  from  the  sur- 

face. Thus  keeping  along  at  some  little  distance  from 

the  river,  we  encamped  shortly  after  noon  at  the  foot 

of  a  sandy  eminence,  and  were  very  glad  when  we 

were  enabled  to  dry  our  wet  clothes  and  recruit  our 

strength  with  a  dish  of  mohamsa. 

Having  ascended  the  rising  ground  in  order  to 

obtain  a  view  of  the  mountains  on  the  opposite  shore, 

I  went  down  to  the  river  and  enjoyed  the  wild  scenery 

of  the  rapids,  which  here  also  obstructed  its  course, 

forcing  this  westerly  branch  to  a  velocity  of  perhaps 

six  miles  an  hour,  intersected  by  flat  clifl's,  which  at 
present  were  only  a  few  feet  out  of  the  water.  A 
fine  belt  of  trees  lined  the  bank  at  a  short  distance 

from  the  edge  of  the  river,  the  islands  also  being 

clad  with  rich  vegetation,  and,  altogether,  the  lo- 

cality seemed  to  me  worthy  of  a  slight  sketch,  which 

has  been  represented  in  the  plate  opposite.  I  had 

hitherto  looked  in  vain  all  along  the  shore  for  traces 

of  the  elephant, ;  but  I  discovered  that  this  part  is 

visited  by  them  in  great  numbers.  The  place  is  called 

Tiborawen.  Having  indulged  in  quiet  repose  for 

several  hours,  we  were  joined  by  our  companions, 

who,  seeing  that  I  was  not  to  be  detained  by  their 

tergiversations,  were  anxious  to  come  up  with  us. 

Keeping  a  short  distance  from  the  river,  sundav, 

first  in  a  more  winding  and  then  in  a  south-  '^^^^ 
westerly  direction,  we  entered,  after  a  march  of 
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three  miles,  more  undulating  and  fresher  pasture- 

grounds  ;  but  stony  ground  soon  began  to  prevail, 

although  without  entirely  excluding  vegetation.  Here, 

before  we  reached  the  cape  called  Immanan,  meaning 

the  fish-cape,  the  several  branches  of  the  river  united, 

while  a  grassy  lowland  was  attached  to  the  higher 

bank  which  bounds  the  river  during  the  period  of  its 

inundation.  This  fresh  grassy  tract,  full  of  herbage 

and  trees,  was  awhile  interrupted  by  the  high  ground 

attached  to  the  cape ;  but  as  soon  as  we  had  left  the 

naked  hills  behind  us,  we  descended  into  a  lovely 

little  valley  or  ravine,  which  in  a  winding  course  led 

us  to  the  beach  of  the  river,  which  here  formed  a 

magnificent  reach ;  but  a  little  further  on,  at  a  place 

called  Ekeziriden,  it  was  broken  by  a  ledge  of  rocks, 

which  stretched  almost  across  its  whole  breadth, 

and,  at  this  season  at  least,  made  it  totally  unnavi- 

gable.  A  short  distance  beyond,  a  second  ledge  set 

across  the  river,  while  a  little  further  on  a  rocky  islet, 

overgrown  with  rich  vegetation,  caused  the  stream 

to  divide.  The  bank  itself  now  became  stony,  mica- 

slate  protruding  everywhere,  and  we  ascended  a  small 

ridge,  which  formed  a  higher  cone  at  some  distance 

on  our  right,  while  on  our  left  it  formed  a  promon- 

tory jutting  out  into  the  river.  The  whole  district 

is  called  Beting. 

Having  descended  from  this  small  ridge,  we  ap- 

proached nearer  the  river,  which  was  here  tolerably 

free  from  rocks,  and  then  entered  a  dense  but  short 

tract  of  forest,  full  of  the  dung  of  the  elephant,  and 
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traces  of  the  footsteps  of  the  banga  or  hippopotamus. 

Here  we  had  to  cross  several  watercourses,  at  pre- 

sent dry,  one  of  which  is  called  Galindu,  and  is  said 

to  be  identical  with  the  Biiggoma,  which  we  had 

crossed  with  so  much  difficulty  before  reaching  the 

town  of  A^ribinda.  But  rocky  ground  soon  prevailed 
again  ;  and  another  promontory  jutted  out  into  the 

water,  the  river,  which  on  the  whole  has  here  a  south- 

south-westerly  direction,  being  once  more  broken  by 
-  cliffs. 

A  little  further  on  we  encamped  opposite  a  ham- 

let called  Waigun,  which  was  just  building,  while 

another  one  of  the  same  name  was  lying  a  little 

higher  up  the  river.  However  we  derived  no  ad- 

vantage from  the  neighbourhood  of  this  little  centre 

of  life,  for  having  no  boat  at  our  disposal  we  were  not 

able  to  communicate  with  those  people  ourselves,  and 

they,  on  their  part,  felt  little  inclination  to  make  our 

acquaintance,  as  they  could  not  expect  that  we  should 

be  of  much  use  to  them,  except  in  lightening  their 

stores.  My  companion,  the  Kel  e'  Siiki,  with  shouts 
endeavoured  to  intimate  to  the  people  that  their  sove- 

reign lord  Bozeri  was  himself  present ;  but  this  arti- 

fice did  not  succeed.  The  Tmeliggizen,  or  their  slaves, 

who  dominate  both  shores,  are  ill-famed  on  account 

of  their  thievish  propensities  ;  and  we  protected  our- 

selves by  firing  a  good  many  shots  in  the  course  of 

the  night. 

Pursuing  our  course  at  an  early  hour,  ge-  Monday, 

nerally  in   a  south-westerly  direction,  we  -^^^y^'^^^- 
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reached,  after  a  march  of  about  four  miles,  a  fine 

running  stream,  about  twenty-five  feet  broad  and 

fifteen  inches  deep,  traversing  a  beautifully  fresh  vale, 

the  slopes  of  which  exhibited  traces  of  several  former 

encampments  of  the  Tawarek.  It  joins  the  river  at  a 

spot  where  it  forms  an  open  and  unbroken  sheet  of 

water,  and  greatly  contributes  to  enhance  the  whole 

character  of  the  scenery,  although,  about  1200  yards 

below,  it  was  again  broken  by  a  ledge  of  rocks  cross- 

ing almost  the  whole  breadth  of  the  river,  but  mostly- 
covered  by  the  water,  even  at  the  present  season. 

About  500  yards  below  this  ledge  a  small  island  lies 

in  the  midst  of  the  river,  occupied  almost  entirely  by 

a  village  called  Kdtubu,  consisting  of  about  200 

snug-looking  huts,  which  were  most  pleasantly 
adorned  by  two  beautiful  tamarind  trees.  But  the 

peace  of  the  inhabitants  appeared  to  have  been  dis- 

turbed, as  they  had  probably  heard  our  firing  during 

the  night,  and  were  therefore  on  their  guard.  Five  or 

six  boats,  filled  with  men,  lay  around  the  island  at 

various  distances,  most  probably  spying  out  our  pro- 

ceedings, although  some  of  our  party  thought  that 

they  were  fishing. 

We  here  left  the  beach  for  awhile,  and  ascended 

the  higher  ground,  which  rose  to  a  greater  height, 

cutting  off  a  curve  of  the  shore.  The  river,  further 

on,  was  again  broken  by  a  ledge  of  rocks,  but  so 

that  a  passage  remained  open  on  the  side  of  A'ussa  : 
and  shortly  afterwards  the  various  branches  joined, 

and  formed  a  fine  noble  reach.    The  country  now 
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became  more  hilly  and  better  wooded,  being  clad 

with  retem,  besides  korna  and  hdjilij.  Numerous 

ponds  of  water  were  formed  in  the  hollows,  and  ante- 

lopes of  various  species,  including  that  called  "  dada- 

rit,"  were  observed.  Leaving  then  a  path  leading  to 
a  place  called  Takala,  situated  at  a  distance  of  about 

iifty  miles  inland,  in  a  south-easterly  direction,  we 

reached,  about  a  quarter  past  ten  o'clock,  the  highest 
point  of  this  undulating  ground,  from  whence  we  ob- 

tained a  view  over  a  wild  and  gloomy-looking  forest- 

region,  behind  which  the  river  disappeared,  after 

having  enclosed  a  well-wooded  island  called  Sak- 
kenewen. 

From  this  higher  ground  we  descended  into  a  fine 

rich  vale,  the  vegetation  of  which  was  distinguished 

by  a  few  busiisu,  aghanat,  or  tamarind  trees.  Emerg- 

ing from  this  richly-clad  valle}^,  we  again  obtained  a 

sight  of  the  river — if  river  it  can  be  called  —  for  seen 

from  hence  it  looks  almost  like  an  archipelago  or  net- 

work of  islands  and  rocky  cliffs  in  the  wildest  con- 

fusion, the  river  foaming  along  through  these  ob- 

structed passages.  For  just  as  it  turns  round  a 

cape,  which  juts  far  out  to  the  N.N.W.,  and  is  con- 

tinued under  water  towards  the  opposite  shore  in  a 

long  reef  of  rocks,  forming  a  sort  of  semicircle,  it  is 

broken  into  several  branches  by  a  number  of  islands, 

through  which  it  makes  its  way,  as  well  as  it  is  able, 

over  cliffs  and  rocks,  in  such  a  manner,  that  along 

this  south-westerly  shore  there  is  no  idea  of  naviga- 
tion even  during  the  highest  state  of  the  river,  but 

VOL.  V.  s 
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on  the  A'ussa  side  it  is  more  open,  and  renders  navi- 

gation possible,  although  even  there  caution  is  evi- 

dently necessary.  I  have  no  doubt  that  this  is  one 

of  the  most  difficult  passages  of  the  river.  The  name 

of  the  cape  is  E'm-n-ishib,  or  rather  E'm-n-ashid, 

"  the  cape  of  the  ass." 
Having  passed  a  place  where  the  most  westerly 

branch  forms  a  small  waterfall  of  about  eighteen 

inches  elevation,  foaming  along  with  great  violence, 

we  encamped  on  the  slope  of  the  green  bank,  adorned 

with  fine  herbage  and  luxuriant  hajilij,  in  full  view  of 

this  wild  scenery.  I  made  a  sketch  of  it  from  the  high- 

est ground  near  our  halting-place,  which  is  occupied  by 

a  small  cemetery,  tlie  locality  having  been  formerly 

enlivened  by  a  hamlet  of  the  Tmeliggizen,  of  the  name 

of  Lebbezeya.  This  encampment  was  also  important 

to  me,  as  I  here  had  to  take  leave  of  our  guide,  Mo- 

hammed Kel  e'  Siiki,  Avhom  1  had  vainly  endeavoured 
to  persuade  to  accompany  me  as  far  as  Say,  although 

he  would  have  had  no  objection  to  have  fuliilled  his 

promise,  if  our  other  guide,  Hamma-hamma,  had  not 

broken  his  word,  and  stayed  behind,  for,  alone,  he  was 

afraid  to  trust  himself  to  the  Fiilbe.  It  was,  more- 

over, his  intention  to  proceed  from  here  on  a  visit  to 

his  friends,  the  Udalen.  Convinced,  therefore,  of 

the  justice  of  his  arguments,  I  gave  him  his  present, 

although  I  missed  him  very  much,  as  he  v/as  an 

intelligent  man,  and  had  given  me  some  valuable 
information. 
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CHAP.  LXXX. 

DENSER  POPULATION  BEGINS. 

The  beginning  of  our  journey  without  a  Tuesday, 

guide  was  not  very  fortunate ;  for,  having  set 

out  first  from  our  encampment,  endeavouring  to  cut 

off  the  great  windings  of  the  river,  with  my  camels 

and  ray  three  freed  bkcks,  my  companions,  in  the 

dawn  of  the  morning,  lost  the  traces  of  ray  footsteps 

upon  the  grassy  undulating  ground,  and  it  was  some 

time  before  they  joined  me.  The  ground  became  at 

times  stony,  talha,  gerredh,  and  other  species  of  mi- 

mosas, being  the  predominant  trees  ;  and  after  a  march 

of  eight  railes,  we  had  to  ascend  another  ridge,  clothed 

with  thick  forest,  where  the  kiika,  or  tedurat,  the 

monkey  bread- tree,  Avhich  I  had  not  seen  for  so  long 

a  time,  Avas  very  common.  This  was  an  almost  cer- 

tain sign  of  the  locality  having  once  been  a  centre  of 

human  life,  but  at  present  only  the  traces  of  a  former 

ksar,  or  hamlet,  were  to  be  seen.  Having  then  crossed 

a  small  "  rek,"  or  "  faire,"  that  is  to  say,  a  barren, 
naked  plain,  we  descended  again,  while  the  desolate 

character  of  the  country  continued,  and  the  only  signs 
of  human  life  which  we  observed  were  the  traces  of 

s  2 
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two  men,  with  three  head  of  cattle,  probably  robbers 

from  the  other  side  of  the  river,  who  were  returning 

to  their  haunts  with  their  booty.  But  gradually  the 

country  assumed  a  more  cheerful  aspect,  being  clad 

with  large  trees,  and  exhibiting  evident  signs  of  former 

cultivation,  while  isolated  masses  of  rock  were  pro- 

jecting here  and  there.  The  country  altogether  was 

so  pleasant,  that  having  met  with  a  shallow  pond  of 

water,  in  a  trough-like  cavity  of  the  grassy  ground, 

we  decided  on  encamping,  for  it  was  with  great  diffi- 

culty that  I  was  able  to  drag  on  my  companions  more 

than  fifteen  miles  a  day  at  the  utmost. 

However,  we  had  scarcely  pitched  our  tents,  when 

we  became  aware  that  our  camping-ground  close  be- 

yond the  belt  of  trees  with  which  it  was  girt,  was  skirted 

by  a  small  rivulet,  which  although  full  of  rocks  was 

yet  so  deep,  that  it  afforded  sufficient  room  for  croco- 

diles or  alligators,  and  was  not  fordable  here.  It  was 

a  pity  that  we  liad  not  a  guide  with  us  who  might 

have  given  us  some  clear  information  respecting  the 

features  of  the  countr}^,  for  the  conjecture  of  my 

companions*,  who  fancied  that  this  rivulet  took  its  rise 

*  Among  my  companions,  the  Hartani  Maleki,  who  had  visited 
the  countries  of  Mosi  and  Bambara,  possessed  some  interesting 
information  concerning  unknown,  or  little  known,  districts  of  these 
regions ;  but  unfortunately  he  had  something  very  uncouth  in  his 
manner,  which  prevented  my  learning  from  him  all  that  would 
have  been  possible  under  other  circumstances.  This  day  I  wrote 
down,  from  his  information,  the  name  of  the  pagan  tribe  of  the 
Nenmer,  who  are  settled  between  the  Tombo  and  Bambara ;  be- 

sides that  of  the  Norma,  who  are  chiefly  settled  in  two  places,  one 
of  which  is  called  Pura. 
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to  the  south  of  Hombori,  where  it  was  called  A'gele 
was  quite  absurd  if  it  be  correct  that  the  Galmdu 

which  we  had  crossed  the  preceding  day  was  really 

the  lower  course  of  the  river  near  A^ribmda;  but 

it  is  very  difficult  to  say  how  these  courses  cor- 
respond, and  nothing  is  more  likely  than  that  the 

same  watercourse  may  join  the  Niger  by  several 

openings.  As  it  was,  we  had  a  long  dispute  as  to 

the  manner  in  which  we  should  cross  this  water,  and 

the  following  morning  we  had  to  take  a  tedious 

roundabout  way  to  get  over  it. 

After  a  march  of  two  miles  from  our  starting 

point  we  reached  a  crossway.  We  followed  the  advice 

of  the  Wadawi,  who,  having  taken  the  lead  at  the 

moment,  chose  the  path  to  our  left,  though  that  on 

the  right  crosses  the  rivulet  at  this  spot ;  but  in 

the  end  it  was  perhaps  as  well  that  we  did  so,  as 

otherwise  we  should  scarcely  have  been  able  to  ford 

it.  We  therefore  continued  our  march  after  my 

companions  had  finished  their  prayers,  which,  as 

we  always  set  out  at  an  early  hour,  they  used  to  say 

on  the  road.  The  open  pasture  grounds  were  here 

broken  by  large  boulders  of  granite,  while  the  rivulet, 

girt  by  fine  large  trees,  approached  on  our  right,  or 

at  least  one  branch  of  it,  the  river  dividing  near  its 

mouth  into  a  delta  of  a  great  many  smaller  branches. 

We  here  changed  our  direction,  keej^ing  parallel  along 

the  shore  of  the  great  river,  where  on  a  rocky  island 

was  situated  the  village  of  Ay6ru  or  Airu,  from 

whence  a  troop  of  about  twenty  people  were  just 
s  3 
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proceeding  towards  their  field  labours.  Most  of  them 

were  tall,  well  made  men,  almost  naked,  with  the 

exception  of  a  white  cap  and  a  clean  white  cotton 

wrapper.  Two  or  three  of  them  wore  blue  tobes. 

Their  weapons  consisted  of  a  bow  and  arrows,  or 

a  spear,  and  their  agricultural  implements  were 

limited  to  a  long  handled  hoe  of  a  peculiar  shape, 

such  as  is  called  jerran  by  the  Arabs,  and  kambul 

by  the  Songhay.  But  besides  a  weapon  and  imple- 

ment, each  of  them  bore  a  small  bowl,  containing  a 

large  round  clod  of  pounded  millet,  and  a  little 

curdled  milk,  which  they  hospitably  offered  to  us, 

although  it  constituted  their  whole  supply  of  food  for 

the  day.  We  rewarded  them  with  a  few  needles  and 

by  repeating  the  fat-hd  or  opening  prayer  of  the 

Kuran.*  It  was,  moreover,  very  fortunate  that  we 
had  met  them  just  here,  as,  if  not  directed  by  their 

information,  we  should  scarcely  have  been  abla  to 

cross  without  accident  these  numerous  creeks,  some 

of  which  were  of  an  extremely  boggy  nature,  and 

others  obstructed  by  rocks,  which  caused  us  consider- 

able delay ;  for  the  principal  branch  or  goru  of  the 

rivulet  was  not  less  than  about  thirty-five  yards  broad, 

and  about  two  and  a  half  feet  in  depth,  with  a  rocky 

bottom.  Fine  bususu,  or  tamarind  trees,  and  wide- 

spreading  duwe,  or  fig  trees,  adorned  the  delta, 

while  a  good  deal  of  a  kind  of  grain  called  "ade- 

lenka,"  or  "  donhere,"  was  cultivated  in  the  fields. 

*  They  informed  us,  that  Kulman  was  six  hours'  distance  from here. 
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Having  at  length  left  this  difficult  delta  of  small 

rivulets  behind  us,  which  may  occasionally  cause 

great  trouble  to  a  traveller,  we  ascended  sandy 

downs,  and  obtained  from  thence  a  view  over  the 

whole  valley,  which  here  rather  resembles  a  large 

well-timbered  faddama  than  a  river,  only  a  small 

open  branch  becoming  visible,  not  obstructed  by 

rocks.  The  district  exhibited  a  good  deal  of  cul- 

tivation, the  fields  of  Ay6ru  extending  for  more  than 

two  miles,  and  the  low  shore  of  the  creek  was 

adorned  further  on  by  a  rich  profusion  of  kenya  or 

tediimunt.  The  richly- wooded  islands  afforded  a 

very  pleasant  sight,  one  of  them  being  enlivened  by 

a  great  number  of  horses,  which  were  left  here  to 

pasture,  and  the  shore  formed  one  uninterrupted 

line  of  tamarind  trees.  But  the  navigation  may  be 

very  difficult  here,  as  from  time  to  time,  the  river,  or 

at  least  as  much  as  we  saw  of  it,  became  greatly 

obstructed  by  rocks.  It  was  pleasing  to  observe 

that  we  had  at  length  entered  more  hospitable  re- 

gions, for  a  short  time  after  we  left  behind  us  the 

fields  of  Ayoru,  cultivated  ground  again  succeeded, 

and  apparently  very  well  kept. 

Having  then  turned  round  a  swampy  gulf,  we  as- 

cended higher  ground,  and  now  obtained  a  view  of 

the  remarkably  wild  scenery  of  the  river  which 

attaches  to  the  island  of  Kend^ji  and  the  rocky  cone 

Wdrba,  which  had  been  in  sight  all  the  morning,  and 

encamped,  at  half- past  eleven  o'clock,  on  a  rising 
ground  at  some  distance  from  the  island.    The  river 

s  4 
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here  presented  a  very  wild  character,  so  that  it  alraost 

seemed  as  if  the  navigation  was  interrupted  entirely. 

Between  the  island  of  Kendaji  and  the  rocky  cone 

there  really  does  not  appear  to  be  any  passage  open  ; 

but  beyond  the  island  there  are  evidently  two  more 

branches,  and,  as  far  as  it  can  be  seen  from  here,  they 

are  not  nearly  so  much  obstructed  by  rocks.  The 

village  seemed  to  be  of  considerable  size,  the  huts 

covering  the  whole  surface  of  the  island  ;  but,  at  the 

time  of  our  arrival,  not  a  living  soul  was  to  be  seen, 

with  the  exception  of  an  unfortunate  man  who  was 

lamed  by  Guinea- worm,  all  the  healthy  people  having 

gone  to  the  labours  of  the  field.  But  in  the  course  of 

the  afternoon  the  scenery  became  pleasantly  enlivened 

by  the  arrival  of  a  numerous  herd  of  cattle  and  a 

flock  of  sheep,  belonging  to  Fiilbe  settlers  in  the 

neighbourhood,  that  were  brought  here  to  be  watered. 

Gradually,  also,  the  inhabitants  of  the  village  re- 

turned from  their  labours,  and  began  to  give  life  to 

the  scenery,  crossing  over  to  their  insulated  domi- 

cile in  small  canoes.  Others,  in  the  company  of  their 

chief,  came  to  pay  us  a  visit.  The  latter  was  a  man 

of  tall,  stout  figure,  but  of  not  very  intelligent  ex- 

pression of  countenance,  and,  as  it  appeared,  not  of  a 

very  liberal  and  hospitable  disposition,  for  he  received 

the  eloquent  address  of  my  noble  friend  the  Wadawi, 

who  adduced  all  the  claims  which  he  and  his  party 

had  upon  the  chief's  hospitality,  very  coldly,  an- 
swering through  the  medium  of  a  Piillo  fdki  who 

had  been  staying  here  for  some  time,  and  rather  lay- 
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ing  claim  himself  to  a  handsome  present  than  ac- 

knowledging the  demands  made  upon  him  by  my 

companions  for  hospitable  treatment.  The  most  in- 

teresting feature  about  this  petty  chief  was  his  name, 

which  reminded  one  of  the  more  glorious  times  of  the 

Songhay  empire,  for  he  called  himself  Farma-E'rkezu- 

izze  "  farma "  being,  as  I  have  said  on  a  former 

occasion,  the  princely  title  of  a  governor ;  "  izze " 

means  son,  E^rkezu  being  the  name  of  his  father. 
It  was  also  highly  interesting  to  me  to  observe  that 

these  Songhay,  the  inhabitants  of  Kenddji  as  well 

as  those  of  Ayoru,  call  themselves,  in  their  native 

language,  Kado  (in  the  singular)  and  Hdbe  (in  the 

plural  form)  ;  a  name  which  the  Fiilbe  have  made  use 

of  to  indicate,  in  general,  the  Kohelan,  or  the  native 

black  population  of  all  the  regions  conquered  by  them- 
selves ;  and  it  seems  almost  as  if  the  latter  had  taken 

the  name  from  this  tribe. 

Besides  these  Songhay,  we  also  received  a  visit  from 

a  Tarki  gentleman  of  the  name  of  Misakh,  son  of  Ellek- 

ken,  and  nephew  of  Sinnefel,  the  chief  of  the  rmelig- 

gizen  of  A'ribinda.  These  people  are  on  hostile  terms 
with  their  brethren  in  A^issa,  where  the  populous  dis- 

trict Amara  is  situated,  and  thus,  fortunately,  under- 

mine their  own  strength,  which  is  only  employed  in 

the  way  of  mischief,  although  they  are  still  strong 

enough  to  lay  heavy  contributions  upon  the  poor 

Songhay  inhabitants  of  these  distracted  shores.  They 

had  levied,  the  preceding  year,  a  tribute  of  four 

horses  on  the  people  of  Kendaji,  and  a  camel,  together 
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with  a  quantity  of  com,  upon  those  of  Ay6ru.  But 

although  our  guest,  who  was  accompanied  by  two  or 

three  followers,  was  a  rather  decent  young  man,  never- 

theless, the  neighbourhood  of  these  Tawarek  inspired 

us  with  just  as  little  confidence  as  the  behaviour  of 

our  friends  the  Songhay  on  the  island ;  and  we  kept  a 

good  watch,  firing  the  whole  night.  Nothing  is  more 

probable  than  that  Park  had  a  serious  quarrel  with 
these  islanders. 

Fortunately  we  were  not  disturbed  ;  and  we  set 

out  from  our  camping-ground  at  a  very  early  hour, 

in  order  to  make  a  good  day's  journey,  but  we  were 
first  obliged  to  search  about  in  the  two  hamlets 

which  lie  opposite  the  island,  and  one  at  the  very  foot 

of  the  rocky  cone  of  Warba,  for  the  guide  that  had 

been  promised  to  us  the  preceding  day.  We  had 

scarcely  set  out  fairly  on  our  march,  when  a  heavy 

thunderstorm  rising  in  the  south-east,  threatened  us 

with  a  serious  deluge,  and  obliged  us  to  seek  shelter 

under  some  trees  to  the  right  of  our  path.  We  then 

unloaded  the  camels,  and  endeavoured  to  protect  our- 

selves and  the  luggage,  as  well  as  possible,  with  the 

skins  and  mattings ;  but  the  storm  was  confined  to  a 

very  violent  gale,  which  scattered  the  clouds,  so  that 

only  very  little  rain  fell.  Having  thus  lost  almost  two 

hours  of  the  best  part  of  the  day,  we  proceeded  on  our 

march,  not  now  digressing  to  the  right  and  left,  but 

following  a  broad,  well  trodden  path,  which  led  us 

through  carefully  cultivated  cornfields,  shaded  with  fine 

hajilij.  But  soon  the  ground  became  more  undulating, 
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and  we  followed  a  sort  of  backwater,  at  some  distance 

from  the  principal  branch  of  the  river,  and  then 

crossed  a  cavity  or  hollow,  where  calcareous  rock 

interrupted  the  granite.  The  river  also,  in  its  present 

low  state,  laid  bare  a  good  many  rocky  islets,  and 

further  on  divided  into  five  branches,  over  which, 

from  the  rising  bank,  Ave  obtained  an  interesting  view, 

with  a  cone,  on  the  A'ussa  shore,  towards  the  north. 

One  of  the  islands  was  handsomely  adorned  with  diim- 

palms,  while  the  shore  was  clothed  Avith  a  plant  called 

"  hekik." 

This  district  appeared  to  be  extremely  fertile,  and 

its  populous  state,  after  the  desolate  region  which  we 

had  traversed,  seemed  the  more  remarkable ;  for  soon 

after,  having  passed  a  small  hamlet,  we  had  on  the 

opposite  shore  the  considerable  place  Tornare,  and 

just  beyond,  on  an  island,  another  village  called  Fi- 

chile,  densely  inhabited  and  full  of  life  and  bustle. 

Scarcely  had  we  passed  this  busy  place  on  our  left, 

when  another  hamlet  appeared  called  Kochomere, 

and  it  was  most  gratifying  to  behold  the  river, 

which,  during  the  greater  part  of  our  journey,  had 

seemed  to  roll  its  mighty  stream  along  without  the 

least  use  being  made  of  it,  covered  with  small  canoes, 

which  carried  over  to  our  shore  numbers  of  people 

who  were  going  to  the  labours  of  the  field.  The 

bank  itself  also  became  here  beautified  by  a  variety 

of  luxuriant  trees,  such  as  the  kewa,  the  dingi,  the 

baiire,  the  hajilij,  and  others  of  various  species,  the 

hajilij,  especially,  exhibiting  here  a  very  luxuriant 
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and  rich  growth.  A  sort  of  shallow  grassy  creek  sepa- 

rated from  the  bank  a  low  island,  which,  during  the 

highest  state  of  the  inundation,  is  under  water. 

Two  miles  beyond  Tornare  the  character  of  the  • 

country  changed  and  deep  sandy  soil,  clothed  with 

the  herbage  called  rodam,  and  destitute  of  trees,  suc- 
ceeded to  the  fine  arable  soil ;  but  after  a  march  of 

about  a  mile,  cultivation  again  appeared,  and  even 

extended  over  the  hilly  chain  which  we  ascended. 

We  then  passed  a  slave  village  called  Gandutan,  be- 

longing to  the  Tarki  chief,  Mohammed  el  Amin, 

v/here  numerous  horses  were  seen  grazing  in  the 

fields,  distinguished  by  the  kind  of  herbage  called  by 

the  Arabs  el  debedi,  in  which  my  companions  were 

delighted  to  recognize  an  old  friend  of  theirs,  as 

growing  also  plentifully  in  the  A'beras  of  Timbuktu. 
Crossing  the  plain,  where  we  met  several  travellers, 

we  began  to  ascend  the  slope  of  a  promontory  called 

E^'m-Alawen,  and  soon  reached  the  residence  of  the 
chief  just  mentioned,  who  is  the  head  of  one  of  the 

two  divisions  of  the  Eratafani.  The  village  consisted 

of  150  to  200  huts  of  matting,  with  a  larger  and  a 

smaller  leathern  tent  in  the  centre ;  but  as  it  did  not 

on'er  any  cool  shade,  being  perched  on  the  bare  hot 
gravel  overlying  the  rock,  we  thought  it  very  uninvit- 

ing, and  preferred  descending  the  steep  eastern  slope, 

upon  the  narrow  slip  of  the  low  shore  which  stretched 

along  the  river,  and  which,  being  richly  clothed 

with  hajilij,  baiire,  and  other  trees,  ofi'ered  a  very 
pleasant  resting-place.  We  were,  however,  not  allowed 
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to  enjoy  mucli  repose,  but  were  soon  visited  by  tlie 

whole  male  population  of  the  village,  Tawarek  and 

Songhay,  full-grown  men  and  children,  who  gathered 

round  us  with  great  curiosity,  but  without  entering 

into  close  conversation,  as  they  did  not  know  what 

to  make  of  me,  and  scrutinized  suspiciously  what  my 

real  character  might  be,  my  companions  passing  me 
for  a  sherif. 

Later  in  the  afternoon  the  chief  himself,  who  had 

not  been  present  on  our  arrival,  paid  us  a  visit,  and 

behaved  in  a  very  becoming  manner,  so  that  I  made 

him  a  present  of  half  a  litham,  while  I  distributed  a 

quantity  of  needles  amongst  his  people.  The  place 

was  tolerably  well  supplied  with  provisions,  and  I 

bought  a  good  supply  of  butter  and  rice ;  but  milk 

was  scarce,  although  I  succeeded  in  bartering  a 

small  quantity  for  some  dates,  of  which  these  people 

were  extremely  fond.  A  little  below  our  encampment, 

on  the  low  shore,  there  was  a  farm,  and  on  the  island 

nearest  the  shore,  two  small  hamlets  ;  for  the  branch 

of  the  river,  which  in  general  appears  to  be  of  con- 

siderable depth,  was  studded  with  green  islands,  which 

stretched  out  lengthwise  in  two  parallel  rows,  being 

of  the  same  height  as  the  bank  on  which  we  were  en- 

camped, and  which  at  present  formed  a  steep  descent 

to  the  shores  of  the  river  of  about  ten  feet,  ren- 

dering the  watering  of  the  horses  very  difficult.  It 

was  only  with  the  utmost  exertion  that  we  rescued 
one  of  them  which  fell  into  the  stream. 

The  whole  district  is  said  to  be  greatly  infested  by 
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lions,  and  we  saw  the  remains  of  four  horses,  which  a 

single  individual  of  that  species  had  torn  to  pieces 

the  preceding  da}^ ;  but,  notwithstanding  the  strength 
and  ferocity  of  this  animal,  I  was  assured  by  all  the 

inhabitants  that  the  lion  of  this  region,  like  that  of 

A'lr,  has  no  mane,  and  that  its  outward  appearance 
was  altogether  very  unlike  that  beautiful  skin  upon 

which  I  used  to  lie  down,  being  the  exuvice  of  an 

animal  from  L6gone. 

Friday,  ^ur  way  hither  the  preceding  day,  we 

July  21st.  -j^^^i  \)Q{iY\  overtaken,  near  the  village  of  Gan- 
diitan,  by  a  band  of  some  three  or  four  Songhay 

people,  who  had  rather  a  warlike  and  enterprising 

appearance,  and  were  very  well  mounted.  Having 

kept  close  to  us  for  some  time,  and  spoken  a  great 

deal  about  my  arms,  they  had  disappeared,  but  at  a 

very  early  hour  this  morning,  while  it  was  yet  dark, 

and  we  were  getting  our  luggage  ready  for  the  day's 
march,  they  again  appeared  and  inspired  my  com- 

panions Avith  some  little  fear,  as  to  their  ulterior  in- 

tentions. They  therefore,  induced  the  chief  of  the 

Eratafdni  to  accompany  us  for  a  while,  with  some  of 

his  people  on  horseback ;  as  they  were  well  aware 

that  the  Songhay  who  at  present  have  almost  en- 

tirely lost  their  independence,  cannot  undertake  any 

enterprise  without  the  connivance  of  the  Tawarek. 

But  as  for  myself  I  was  not  quite  sure  who  were 

most  to  be  feared,  our  protectors,  or  those  vaga- 

bonds of  whom  my  companions  were  so  much 

afraid ;  for  although  the  chief  himself  seemed  to  be  a 
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respectable  man,  these  people,  who  are  of  a  mixed 

race  of  Tawarek  and  Songhay,  do  not  appear  to  be 

very  trustworthy,  and  I  should  advise  any  traveller 

in  this  region  to  be  more  on  his  guard  against  them 

than  against  the  true  Tawarek.  But  under  the  pre- 

sent circumstances  when  they  accompanied  us  on  the 

road,  I  thought  it  better  to  tell  them  plainly  who  I 

was,  although  my  companions  had  endeavoured  to 

keep  them  in  the  dark  respecting  my  real  character. 

They  had  taken  me  for  a  Ghadamsi  merchant, 

who  wanted  to  pass  through  their  territory  with- 

out making  them  a  suitable  present.  After  I  had 

made  this  confession  they  became  much  more  cheer- 

ful and  openhearted,  and  we  parted  the  best  of 

friends.  The  cunning  Wadawi  also  contributed  to- 

wards establishing  with  them  a  more  intimate  rela- 

tion, by  bartering  his  little  pony  for  one  of  their 

mares.  Nothing  renders  people  in  these  countries 

so  communicative,  and  at  the  same  time  allays  their 

suspicions  so  much,  as  a  little  trading. 

Having  separated  from  our  friends,  and  made  our 

way  with  some  difficulty  through  a  tract  of  country 

partly  inundated,  we  at  length  fell  in  with  a  well- 

trodden  path,  where  on  our  right  a  low  hilly  chain 

approached.  Here  a  little  diim-bush  began  to  ap- 

pear, and,  further  on,  monkey-bread  trees  adorned 

the  landscape ;  but  the  river,  after  having  approached 

for  a  short  time  with  its  wide  valley,  retired  to  such 

a  distance,  that  not  having  provided  a  supply  of  water, 

we  began  to  suffer  from  thirst.    I  therefore  rode  in 
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advance  and  chose  a  place  for  a  short  halt  during 

the  midday  heat,  where  a  sort  of  faddama,  which 

during  the  highest  state  of  the  inundation  forms 

a  considerable  open  sheet  of  water  round  an  island 

thickly  clad  with  dum-palms,  indents  the  rising  bank 

of  the  river,  offering,  even  at  the  present  time,  a  hand- 

some tank  of  clear  water.  The  surrounding  slope  was 

adorned  with  a  fine  grove  of  dum-palms,  and,  pro- 

tected by  the  shade  of  some  rich  hajilij,  produced  a 

great  profusion  of  succulent  herbage. 

Having  rested  in  this  pleasant  spot  for  a  couple  of 

hours,  we  pursued  our  march  along  this  green  hollow 

at  present  half  dried  up,  and  feeding  also  a  good 

many  tamarind  trees,  and  after  a  march  of  about  half 

a  mile,  reached  the  spot  where  this  shallow  branch 

joins  a  considerable  open  arm  of  the  river,  which 

here  is  tolerably  free  from  rocks.  A  little  below,  it  is 

compressed  between  rocky  masses  projecting  from 

either  bank,  intersecting  the  whole  branch,  so  that 

only  a  narrow  passage  is  left,  enclosed  as  it  were  by 

a  pair  of  iron  gates  formed  by  nature.  Yet  the 

navigation  was  not  obstructed  even  at  the  present 

season,  as  a  boat  about  thirty-five  feet  long  and  rowed 

by  six  men,  which  went  quickly  past  us,  evidently 

proved.  The  path  was  lined  with  mushrooms,  called 

by  my  companions  tobl  e  nderi. 

This  branch  of  the  river  presented  a  very  different 

aspect  when,  after  having  ascended  a  rising  ground, 

we  had  cut  off  a  bend  or  elbow  of  the  river,  for  here 

it  formed  a  kind  of  rapid,  over  which  the  water 
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foamed  along,  and  from  the  circumstance  of  the  boat 

having  followed  another  branch,  this  locality  did  not 

seem  to  be  passable  at  present.  The  low  shores, 

which  are  annually  inundated,  and  even  now  left 

swampy  ground  between  us  and  the  river,  were 

cultivated  with  rice ;  the  higher  ground,  rising 

above  the  reach  of  the  inundation,  bordered  by  a 

belt  of  damankadda  and  thorny  bushes,  was  reserved 

for  millet ;  and  beyond,  the  whole  valley,  which  is 

here  very  broad,  is  bordered  by  a  mountainous  chain. 

The  rocky  nature  of  the  river  was  further  demon- 

strated by  a  remarkable  group  of  rocks  rising  from 

an  island  a  little  further  on,  and  affording  a  very 

conspicuous  landmark  ;  but,  in  general,  this  part  of 
its  course  seems  to  be  free  from  cliffs. 

We  had  long  strained  our  eyes  in  vain  in  order  to 

obtain  a  sight  of  the  large  town  of  Sinder,  which  we 

knew  to  be  situated  on  an  island,  till  at  length,  from 

a  hilly  chain  which  here  borders  the  river,  we  obtained 

a  fair  sight  of  the  whole  breadth  of  the  valley,  and 

were  able  to  distinguish  an  extensive  range  of  huts 

spreading  over  one  or  two  islands  in  the  river.  Here, 

therefore,  we  encamped  at  the  side  of  a  few  huts, 

although  it  would  have  been  more  prudent,  as  we 

afterwards  found,  to  have  chosen  our  encampment  a 

little  lower  down  the  river,  where  a  channel  leads 

straight  to  the  island  of  Sinder,  with  which  we 

wanted  to  open  communication  ;  while,  from  the  spot 

where  we  actually  encamped,  another  considerable 

island-town  called  Garii  lies  in  front  of  it. 

VOL.  V.  T 
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The  whole  valley,  which  is  probably  not  less  than 

from  six  to  eight  miles  broad,  and  is  studded  with 

extensive  islands,  is  very  fertile,  and  tolerably  well 

inhabited.  The  two  towns  together,  Garii  and  Sin- 

der,  according  to  the  little  I  saw  of  them,  did  not 

seem  to  contain  less  than  from  16,000  to  18,000 

inhabitants,  and  are  of  the  utmost  importance  to 

Europeans  in  any  attempt  to  navigate  the  upper 

part  of  the  river,  as  they  must  here  prepare  to  en- 
counter great  difficulties  with  the  natives,  and  at 

the  same  time  ought  here  to  provide  themselves 

with  corn  sufficient  to  carry  them  almost  to  Tim- 

buktu. For  Sinder,  which  in  some  respects  still 

acknowledges  the  authority  of  the  governor  of  Say,  is 
also  the  market  for  all  the  corn  used  in  this  district.  A 

large  quantity  of  millet  can  at  any  time  be  readily  ob- 

tained here,  and  during  my  journey  was  even  exported 

in  large  quantities  to  supply  the  wants  of  the  whole 

of  the  provinces  of  Zaberma  and  Dendina.  Notwith- 

standing this  great  demand,  the  price  was  very  low, 

and  I  bartered  half  a  suniye  of  dukhn,  equal  to  about 

two  hundred  pounds'  weight,  for  a  piece  of  black  cloth, 
feruwdl,  or  zenne,  which  I  had  purchased  in  Gando 

for  1050  shells,  a  very  low  price  indeed,  not  only  when 

we  take  into  account  the  state  of  things  in  Europe, 
but  even  when  we  consider  the  condition  of  the  other 

countries  of  Negroland.  I  was  also  fortunate  enough 

to  barter  the  eighth  part  of  a  lump  of  rock  salt  from 

Taodenni,  for  eight  dra  of  shash  or  muslin;  but  as  for  | 

rice,  it  is  difficult  to  be  got  here,  at  least  in  a  pre- 
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pared  state,  although  rice  in  the  husk,  or  k6kesh,  is 
in  abundance. 

A  great  many  people  visited  me,  and  altogether 

behaved  very  friendly.  In  this  little  suburb,  where 

we  had  encamped,  there  was  staying  a  very  clever 

faki,  belonging  originally  to  the  Gd-bero,  and  called 

Mohammed  Saleh.  To  my  great  astonishment  I  be- 

came aware  that  this  man  was  acquainted  with  my 

whole  story  ;  and,  upon  inquiring  how  he  had  obtained 

his  information,  I  learned  that  a  pilgrim,  named  Mo- 

hammed Fadhl,  a  native  of  the  distant  country  of 

Futa,  who,  being  engaged  in  a  pilgrimage,  had  un- 

dertaken the  journey  from  Timbuktu  along  the 

river  in  a  boat,  had  acquainted  the  people  with  all 

my  proceedings  in  that  place.  This  faki  also  in- 

formed us  of  the  present  state  of  Hausa.  He  told  us 

that  Daiid,  the  rebellious  prince  of  Zerma,  or  Za- 

berma,  after  his  whole  army  had  been  cut  to  pieces 

by  A'bu  el  Hassan,  had  made  his  escape  to  Yelu,  the 
capital  of  Dendina,  where  the  rebels  were  still  keep- 

ing their  ground.  Meanwhile  Aliyu,  the  Emir  el 

Miimenm,  had  arrived  before  Argiingo,  but  in  conse- 

quence of  his  own  unwarlike  character,  and  a  dispute 

with  Khalilu,  to  whom  that  part  of  Kebbi  belongs,  had 

retraced  his  steps,  without  achieving  anything  worthy 

of  notice.  But  I  learned  that,  owing  to  the  revolt 

continuing,  the  Dendi  were  still  in  open  rebellion, 

and  that,  in  consequence,  the  road  from  Tamkala  to 

F6gha  was  as  unsafe  as  ever,  although  part  of  the 

Mduri  had  again  returned  to  their  allegiance. 
T  2 
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I  should  have  liked  very  much  to  visit  the  town  of 

Sinder,  but  not  feeling  well,  and  for  other  reasons, 

I  thought  it  more  prudent  to  remain  where  I  was ; 

for,  besides  the  fact  that  the  governor  himself  is 

only  in  a  certain  degree  dependent  on  the  ruler  of  Say, 

there  were  here  a  good  many  Tawarek  roving  about, 

which  rendered  it  not  advisable  for  me  to  separate 

from  my  luggage ;  I  therefore  gave  a  small  present  to 

my  companions,  which  they  were  to  offer  to  the 

governor  in  my  name.  In  consequence  of  this  they 

were  well  received ;  and  the  governor  himself  came  to 

meet  them  half-way  between  the  towns  of  Smder  and 

Garii,  and  behaved  very  friendly  to  them. 

Sunday,  After  a  rainy  night,  we  left  this  rich  and 

July  23rd.  populous  district,  iu  order  to  pursue  our 
journey  to  Say.  Keeping  close  along  the  bank  of 

the  river,  our  attention  was  soon  attracted  by  some 

young  palm  bushes  covered  with  fruit,  which  caused 

a  long  dispute  between  my  people  and  the  followers 

of  the  Sheikh,  part  of  them  asserting  that  it  was  the 

oil-palm,  while  others  affirmed  it  to  be  the  date- 

palm.  This  latter  opinion  appeared  the  correct  one, 

considering  that  the  oil-palm  does  not  grow  at 

any  distance  from  salt  water;  for  on  our  whole 

journey  through  the  interior,  we  had  only  met  with 

it  in  the  valley  of  Fogha,  which  contains  a  great 

quantity  of  salt.  This  opinion  was  confirmed  by  fur- 
ther observation,  when  we  discovered  the  male  and 

female  seeds,  which  wanted  nothing  but  the  civilis- 

ing influence  of  man  in  order  to  produce  good  fruit. 
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Without  an  artificial  alliance  of  the  male  and 

female,  the  fruit  remains  in  a  wild  and  embryo-like 

state.  Thus  keeping  along  the  shore,  we  passed 

several  islands  in  the  river,  first  Juntu,  and  at  a 

short  distance  from  it  Bisse-giingu ;  further  on  Koma 

and  Bossa,  adorned  with  a  fine  growth  of  trees ;  and 

about  five  miles  from  our  halting-place,  after  we  had 

passed  a  small  hilly  chain  called  Mari,  the  island  of 

Neni,  which  is  likewise  richly  timbered.  This  island 

is  remarkable  on  account  of  its  being  the  birthplace 

of  the  great  Songhay  conqueror,  Hdj  Mohammed 

A'skia,  or  Sikkia. 
Our  march  was  the  more  interesting,  as  we  were 

so  fortunate  as  to  be  accompanied  by  the  faki  Mo- 

hammed Sdleh,  whose  acquaintance  I  had  made  during 

my  stay  near  Garu.  He  was  very  communicative 

and  social,  and  I  regretted  that  I  was  not  allowed  to 

traverse  in  his  company  the  whole  territory  of  the 

independent  Songhay  in  various  directions.  He 

dwelt  particularly  on  the  distinguishing  character 

of  Dargol,  the  principal  seat  of  the  free  Songhay,  es- 

pecially the  Koi-ze,  with  the  remains  of  the  royal 
family  of  the  Sikkia,  of  which  several  princes  were 

still  living. 

My  companion  also  informed  me  of  the  attack 
which  the  natives  of  Gurma  under  the  command  of 

their  chief  Wentinne,  in  conjunction  with  the  Son- 

ghay, had  made  a  short  time  previously  upon  the 

emir  of  the  Torode,  or  Torobe.  He  likewise  gave  me 

an  account  of  the  extensive  dominion  of  Daiid,  the 
T  3 
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grandfather  of  *Omdr,  the  present  chief  of  the  Erdta- 
fan,  who  succeeded  in  founding  a  large  kingdom, 

when  he  was  murdered  by  a  rival  nephew,  and  all  his 

power  was  annihilated. 

Our  sociable  and  well-informed  companion  now 

left  us.  A  little  lower  down  the  river  on  the  oppo- 

site bank  are  the  villages  of  Tilla-bera  and  Tilla- 

kaina,  which  are  governed  by  'Othman,  a  relation  of 
Mohammed  Tondo.  The  whole  country  is  undu- 

lating, covered  with  rank  grass,  and  adorned  with 

hdjilij,  and  altogether  left  a  pleasing  impression ;  while 

here  and  there,  cultivated  ground,  with  crops  shooting 

up  to  the  height  of  from  two  to  four  feet,  gave 

some  variety  to  the  landscape.  A  little  further  on, 

large  monkey-bread  trees  appeared ;  and  beyond  that, 
besides  talha,  of  a  rather  luxuriant  growth,  kalgo 

also  became  plentiful.  The  river  was  at  some  dis- 

tance from  the  path,  so  that  we  encamped  a  little 

after  noon  in  the  midst  of  the  forest,  near  a  swampy 

pond  full  of  herbage  and  musquitoes,  and  surrounded 

with  large  luxuriant  monkey-bread  trees  and  fine 

sycamores.  I  felt  here  extremely  feverish,  and  was 

obliged  to  take  a  good  dose  of  medicine. 

Monday,  Haviug  bccu  detained  by  a  heavy  thunder- 

Juiy24th.  stQj.ni,  we  at  length  started,  traversing  a 
dense  forest  full  of  monkey-bread  trees,  and  extend- 

ing about  two  miles.  We  then  turned  round  a  large 

swampy  inlet,  when  a  hilly  chain  approached  on 

our  right,  and  the  shore  of  the  river  was  clad  with  a 

rich  bush  called  yen  by  my  companions. 
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About  two  miles  beyond,  we  reached  a  hamlet 

called  A'zema}^  spreading  out  on  a  hill,  and  en- 

camped a  short  distance  beyond  towards  the  south- 

east. The  village  is  inhabited  by  Tawdrek  of  the 

tribe  of  the  Eratafan,  who  have  exchanged  their 

nomadic  habits  for  those  of  settlers,  but  without 

giving  up  their  character  or  language.  A  few 

Kel  Siik  live  amongst  them ;  but  nearly  half  the 

population  of  the  village  consists  of  Fulbe,  of  the 

tribe  of  the  Zoghoran,  this  settlement  presenting  the 

remarkable  instance  of  a  peaceful  amalgamation  of 

these  two  tribes.  But  the  Erdtafdn,  as  I  have  stated 

above,  have  lost  their  former  power,  although  under 

the  dominion  of  Daiid,  they  held  all  the  towns  as  far  as 

Say  under  their  sway.  Notwithstanding  their  dimi- 

nished power,  they  appeared  to  be  well  off,  for  not 

only  were  they  dressed  decently,  but  they  also  treated 

us  hospitably  with  excellent  fura,  the  favourite  Hausa 

dish  of  sour  milk  with  pounded  millet ;  and  in  the 

evening  they  sent  a  great  quantity  of  pudding  and 

milk,  and  a  young  heifer. 

I  here  provided  myself  with  a  supply  of  corn,  as  I 

had  been  given  to  understand  that  it  fetches  a  high 

price  in  the  market  of  Say.  I  found  that  the  price 

already  far  exceeded  that  of  Sinder,  one  feruwal  of 

Gando  buying  only  twenty- three  kel  of  millet ;  but 

my  camels  were  extremely  weak,  and  one  had  died 

the  preceding  night,  so  that  I  was  not  able  to  carry 

with  me  a  greater  supply.  As  for  rice,  none  was 

to  be  had,  and  no  cultivation  of  this  grain  was  to 
T  4 
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be  seen,  althougli  it  might  be  supposed  to  succeed 

here,  the  river  being  wide  and  forming  a  large  island 
called  Delluwe. 

Tuesday,  The  good  treatment  of  the  people  of  A'ze- 
Juiy25th.  made  my  companions  rather  unwilling 
to  leave  this  place  so  soon,  and  a  further  delay  was 

caused  by  their  bartering.  When  at  length  we  set  out 

on  our  march,  we  had  to  make  a  considerable  detour,  in 

order  to  avoid  the  lower  course  of  a  rivulet,  which  is 

here  not  passable.  Our  path  lay  through  corn-fields 

till  we  reached  the  village  of  Kasdnni,  consisting  of 

two  groups,  one  of  which  was  surrounded  by  a  keffi, 

or  stockade,  and  inhabited  by  Fiilbe  ;  the  other 

was  merely  a  slave  hamlet.  Rich  corn-fields,  shaded 

by  fine  trees  and  broken  by  projecting  rocks,  ex- 
tended on  all  sides.  Close  beyond  this  hamlet,  we 

crossed  a  little  rivulet  called  Tederimt  by  the  Ta- 

warek,  which  in  this  spot,  although  only  twenty-one 
feet  wide  and  a  foot  in  depth,  caused  us  a  short 

delay,  owing  to  its  banks  rising  to  the  height  of  about 
ten  feet.  But  inconsiderable  as  was  the  size  of  the 

river,  it  became  important  to  me,  as  in  crossing  it 

my  ear  was  greeted  for  the  first  time  by  the  usual 

Hausa  salute,  which  I  had  not  heard  for  so  long  a 

time,  and  which  transported  me  once  more  into  a 

region  for  which  I  had  contracted  a  great  predilec- 

tion, and  which  among  all  the  tracts  that  I  had  visited 

in  Negroland,  I  had  found  the  most  agreeable  for  a 

foreigner  to  reside  in. 

We  then  continued  our  march  through  the  district 

of  Gote,  which  is  chiefly  adorned  with  the  monkey- 
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bread  tree,  till  we  reached  a  small  village  called  Bose, 

which  is  inhabited  by  the  tribe  of  the  Koi-ze  or  Koiza- 

ten  (who  came  originally  from  Damgot).  It  consisted 

entirely  of  the  kind  of  huts  which  are  usual  in  Hausa, 

and  manifested  that  we  had  left  the  Songhay  archi- 

tecture behind  us.  But  although  it  possesses  a  small 

mosque,  most  of  the  inhabitants,  together  with  the  head 

man  himself,  are  idolaters.  Here  we  were  hospitably 

treated  with  a  bowl  of  ghussub-water,  while  I  had  to 

give  the  people  my  blessing  in  return.  Two  miles  and 

a  half  beyond  Bose  lies  the  village  of  Hendobo,  on  a 

small  branch  of  the  river.  We  encamped  a  short  dis- 

tance from  it,  in  the  shade  of  a  luxuriant  duwe,  on  a 

ground  rising  sHghtly  from  the  swampy  plain  opposite 

the  island  Barma-giingu,  which  is  situated  a  little 
further  in  the  midst  of  the  river,  which  here,  from 

N.  20°  W.  to  S.  20°  E.,  changes  its  course  to  a 
direction  from  N.  20°  E.  to  S.  20°  W. 

The  island  is  adorned  with  diim-palms,  and  is  the 

residence  of  the  chief  of  the  Kortita,  or  Kortebe,  whose 

real  name  is  Slimdn  or  Solimdn  G^ro  Kiise-izze,  the  son 

of  Kuse,  but  who  is  generally  known  in  the  district 

under  the  name  of  Soliman  Sildi.  My  companions, 

who  were  very  anxious  not  to  neglect  any  great 

men  of  the  country,  had  determined  to  pay  this  chief 

a  visit,  in  order  to  try  to  obtain  a  present  from  him. 

But  the  eloquent  Wddawi  and  his  companions  did  not 

appear  to  have  succeeded  with  these  islanders ;  for  they 

returned  with  rather  dejected  spirits  from  their  visit 

to  the  chief,  who  showed  us  not  the  slightest  mark 

of  hospitality .   But,  from  another  quarter,  I  myself,  at 
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least,  was  well  treated  ;  for  the  inhabitants  of  a  small 

island  in  the  river  brought  me  a  plentiful  supper  in 

the  evening,  consisting  of  prepared  millet,  a  couple  of 

fowls,  and  some  milk. 

Wednesday,  Travcrsing  the  swampy  ground,  after  a 

July  26th.  inarch  of  half  a  mile  we  reached  again  the 
direct  path,  keeping  at  some  distance  from  the  bank 

of  the  river,  which,  although  divided  into  several 

branches,  exhibited  a  charming  spectacle  in  the  rising 

sun.  Cultivated  ground  and  wilderness  alternated, 

and  the  monkey-bread  tree  appeared  in  great  abun- 

dance ;  but  further  on  the  duwe  and  kenya  began  to 

prevail ;  the  islands  in  the  river  also,  as  Nasile  and 

Ler,  being  richly  clad  with  vegetation. 

However,  the  district  did  not  seem  to  be  very 

populous,  and  the  only  village  which  we  passed  on 

the  main  was  Shere,  surrounded  by  a  stockade,  where 

we  endeavoured,  in  vain,  to  obtain  a  little  milk.  We 

left,  at  a  distance  of  several  miles  to  the  west,  the 

town  of  Larba,  which,  as  I  have  mentioned  on  my 

outward  journey,  is  inhabited  by  a  warlike  set  of 

people  greatly  feared  by  their  neighbours ;  but  at 

present  we  heard  that  the  ruler  of  that  town,  of  the 

name  of  Bito,  had  lately  returned  from  Say,  to  whose 

governor,  A'bii  Bakr,  he  was  said  to  have  made  his 
submission ;  although  it  is  probable  that  his  only  in- 

tention had  been  to  keep  free  that  side,  in  order  to  be 

undisturbed  in  his  proceedings  against  the  chief  of  the 

Torode,  or  T6robe. 

Altogether  the  region  presented  a  very  interesting 
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feature  when,  close  behind  the  village  of  Garbeguru, 

we  reached  the  river  Sirba,  with  which,  in  its  upper 

course,  we  had  first  made  acquaintance  at  Bose-bdngo, 

but  which  here  had  a  very  different  character,  rushing 

along,  in  a  knee4ike  bend,  from  south-west  to  north- 

east, over  a  bed  of  rocks  from  sixty  to  seventy  yards 

across,  and  leaving  the  impression  that  at  the  time 

when  it  is  full  of  water  it  is  scarcely  passable.  But 

at  present  we  found  no  difficulty  in  crossing  it,  the 

water  being  only  a  foot  deep.  Nevertheless,  the  Sirba 

is  of  great  importance  in  these  regions,  and  we  can 

well  understand  how  Bello  could  call  it  the  'All  Baba 
of  the  small  rivers.  Ascending  then  the  opposite  bank 

of  this  stream,  we  obtained  a  view  of  a  hilly  chain 

ahead  of  us,  but  the  country  which  we  had  to  traverse 

was  at  present  desolate,  although  in  former  times  the 

cornfields  of  the  important  island- town  Koirwa  spread 

out  here.  However,  we  had  a  long  delay,  caused  by 

another  of  our  camels  being  knocked  up,  so  that  we 

were  obliged  to  leave  it  behind ;  an  unfortunate  cir- 

cumstance, which  afforded  a  fresh  proof  of  the  useless- 

ness  of  the  camels  of  the  desert  tract  of  A'zawdd  for 

a  journey  along  the  banks  of  the  river. 

The  country  improved  greatly  after  we  had  crossed 

a  small  hilly  chain  which  approached  on  the  right, 

but  it  did  not  exhibit  any  traces  of  cultivation,  the 

inhabitants  having  taken  refuge  on  the  other  side  of 

the  river.  We  also  passed  here  a  pretty  little  rivulet 

of  middle  size,  girt  by  fine  trees,  and  encamped  close 

beyond  the  ruins  of  a  village  called  Namdro,  opposite 
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the  village  of  Kuttukole,  situated  on  an  island  in  the 

river.  The  place  was  extremely  rich  in  herbage,  but 

greatly  infested  by  ants,  and,  in  consequence,  full  of 

ant-hills  ;  but  we  only  passed  here  the  hot  hours  of 

the  day,  in  order  to  give  our  animals  some  rest,  and 

then  set  out  again  just  as  a  thunderstorm  was  gather- 

ing in  A'ussa  on  the  opposite  side  of  the  river. 
The  sheet  of  water  is  here  broad  and  open,  forming 

an  island,  and  does  not  exhibit  the  least  traces  of 

rocks.  The  shore  was  richly  clad  with  vegetation, 

and  a  little  further  on  seemed  even  to  be  frequented 

by  a  good  many  people  ;  but  they  did  not  inspire  us 

with  much  confidence.  Meanwhile,  the  thunderstorm 

threatening  to  cross  over  from  the  other  side  of  the 

river  and  reach  us,  we  hastened  onward,  and  en- 

camped on  the  low  and  grassy  shore,  opposite  a  small 

village  called  Wantila,  situated  on  an  island  full  of 

tall  diim-palms,  which  however,  at  present,  was  only 

separated  from  the  main  by  a  narrow  swampy  creek. 

However,  we  had  a  sleepless  night,  the  district  being 

greatly  infested  by  the  people  of  Larba.  The  go- 
vernor of  this  place,  as  we  now  learned,  was  then 

staying  in  the  town  of  Karma,  which  we  had  just 

passed,  and  from  whence  proceeded  a  noise  of  war- 

like din  and  drumming  which  continued  the  whole 

night. 

At  an  early  hour,  therefore,  the  next  morning  we 

set  out,  keeping  at  a  short  distance  along  the  river,  the 

ground  presenting  no  signs  of  cultivation,  while  the 

steep  slope  on  the  opposite  bank  almost  assumed  the 
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character  of  a  mountain  chain  ;  the  highest  group 

being  from  800  to  1000  feet  in  height,  and  called 

Bingawi  by  our  guide,  while  he  gave  to  the  succeed- 

ing one  the  name  of  Wagata;  the  most  distant 

part  of  the  chain  he  called  Bubo.  At  the  foot  of  this 

ridge  lies  the  village  of  Tagabata,  which  we  passed 
a  little  further  on. 

Enjoying  the  varied  character  of  the  scenery,  we 

continued  our  march  rather  slowly,  an  ass  which  my 

companions  had  bartered  on  the  road  lagging  be- 

hind, and  causing  us  some  delay,  when  we  entered  a 

dense  underwood  of  thorny  trees  which  entirely  hem- 

med in  our  view,  while  on  our  right  a  hilly  chain 

approached,  called  from  a  neighbouring  village  Senu- 

debu,  exactly  like  the  French  settlement  on  the 
Faleme  in  the  far  west. 

Proceeding  thus  onward,  we  suddenly  observed 
that  the  covert  in  front  of  us  was  full  of  armed  men. 

As  soon  as  they  became  aware  that  we  had  observed 

them,  they  advanced  towards  us  with  the  most  hostile 

gesticulations,  swinging  their  spears  and  fitting  their 

arrows  to  their  bows,  and  we  were  just  going  to  fire 

upon  them,  when  we  observed  amongst  them  my  ser- 
vant the  Gatr6ni,  whom  a  short  time  before  I  had 

sent  to  fetch  some  water  from  the  river.  This 

fortunate  circumstance,  suddenly  arrested  our  hos- 

tile intentions  and  led  to  a  peaceable  understand- 

ing. We  were  then  informed,  that  obtaining  a  sight 

of  us  from  a  hill  while  we  were  still  at  a  distance, 

and  seeing  six  armed  horsemen,  they  had  taken 
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US  for  a  hostile  host,  and  had  armed  themselves ;  and 

it  was  very  fortunate  for  my  servant  with  whom 

they  first  met,  as  well  as  for  ourselves,  that  one  of 

them  understood  a  little  Hdusa,  and  was  able  to 

make  out  from  his  description  the  nature  of  our 

undertaking.  But  for  this,  we  should  perhaps  have 

been  overwhelmed  by  numbers.  The  first  troop  con- 

sisted of  upwards  of  100  men,  all  armed  with  bow  and 

spear,  and  round  black  shields,  many  of  them  wearing 

a  battle-axe  besides ;  and  smaller  detachments  were 

posted  at  short  intervals  up  to  the  very  outskirts  of  their 

village.  They  consisted  of  both  Songhay  and  Fiilbe, 

and  the  greater  part  wore  nothing  but  leather  aprons. 

They  wanted  us  to  accompany  them  to  their  village, 
but  we  did  not  feel  sufficient  confidence  in  them  to 

do  so,  and  were  glad  when  we  got  rid  of  them.  On 

this  occasion  I  had  another  proof  of  the  warlike 

character  of  my  Arab  companion  'All  el  A'geren,  who, 
as  long  as  there  was  any  danger,  kept  at  a  respectful 

distance  behind  the  camels,  but,  as  soon  as  he  saw 

that  all  was  over,  he  rushed  out  on  his  little  pony  in 

the  most  furious  manner,  and  threatened  to  put  to 

death  the  whole  body  of  men,  so  that  I  had  great 

difficulty  in  appeasing  him.  Probably,  if  we  had 

had  a  serious  encounter,  he  would  have  turned  his 

horse's  head,  and  I  should  never  have  seen  him  again. 
When  we  continued  our  march,  we  were  gratified 

to  see  a  wide  extent  of  ground  covered  with  fine 

cotton  plantations  ;  on  our  left,  where  the  river 

again  approached,  much  kharrwa,  or  berkinde,  ap- 
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peared.  Further  on,  fields  of  millet  succeeded  to  the 

cotton  plantations,  and  the  cultivation  now  continued 

without  interruption,  extending  to  the  slope  of  the 

hills,  while,  on  the  other  side  of  the  river,  five  villages 

appeared  at  short  intervals.  We  then  entered  upon 

hilly  sandy  ground,  but  even  this  less  favoured  tract 

was  covered  with  fine  crops.  I  had  made  it  a 

rule,  owing  to  the  weakness  of  my  camels,  which  re- 

quired a  good  feed,  always  to  encamp  at  some  dis- 

tance from  a  larger  place,  and  we  therefore  chose  our 

camping-ground  about  two  miles  on  this  side  of  the 

town  of  Birni,  amongst  monkey-bread  trees  and  hajilij, 

at  a  short  distance  from  a  swampy  creek  of  the  river. 

Our  encampment,  however,  became  unpleasant  in  the 

extreme,  as  we  had  to  sustain  here  a  very  heavy  thun- 

derstorm, accompanied  by  violent  rain. 

All  the  inhabitants  of  this  district  are  Fiilbe,  or  Son- 

ghay  speaking  the  language  of  the  Fulbe,  the  conquer- 
ing tribe  of  the  latter  beginning  to  prevail  here  almost 

exclusively.  All  of  them  wear  indigo-dyed  shirts.  We 

also  met  here  an  old  man,  originally  belonging  to  the 

tribe  of  the  Udalen,  a  section  of  Imghdd,  or  degraded 

Tawdrek,  but  at  present  in  the  service  of  a  Piillo, 

who,  assisted  by  his  slaves,  was  just  getting  his  har- 
vest into  the  town  of  Birni,  where  he  invited  us  to 

follow  him  on  the  approach  of  night. 

Having  lost  the  greater  part  of  the  morn-  Friday, 

ing  in  order  to  dry  ourselves  and  our  ani-  ̂ ^^^ 
mals,  we  continued  our  march  straight  upon  a  kind 

of  defile,  which  seemed  almost  to  hem  in  the  passage 
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along  the  river.  The  bank  here  exhibits  a  pecu- 

liar feature,  and  the  locality  would  be  of  the  high- 

est importance,  if  the  state  of  the  country  was  in 

any  way  settled,  for  the  hilly  chain  on  the  right 

closely  joins  a  group  of  rocky  eminences  which  nearly 

approaches  the  river,  and  opening  towards  it  in  the 

shape  of  a  horse-shoe,  leaves  only  a  very  narrow  pas- 

sage between  the  south-easterly  corner  of  this  semi- 

circle of  the  hills,  and  a  detached  cone  rising  close 

over  the  brink  of  the  river,  the  latter  being  likewise 

full  of  rocks.  On  the  slope  of  the  amphitheatre,  called 

Sare-g6ru,  about  half-way  up  the  height,  lies  the  village 

or  town  of  Birni*,  presenting  a  very  picturesque 
spectacle,  notwithstanding  the  frail  character  of  the 

dwellings. 

Even  beyond  this  passage,  only  a  small  border  is 

left  between  the  slope  of  the  hills  and  the  river,  espe- 

cially behind  the  little  village  of  Kollonte,  which  is 

separated  by  a  small  ravine  into  two  distinct  groups, 

and  very  pleasantly  situated  in  a  fine  recess  of  the 

hills ;  at  the  same  time,  busy  scenes  of  domestic 
life  attracted  our  attention.  Here  the  shore  formed 

a   bend,  and   the  river  glided  along  in  a  slow, 

*  There  is  no  doubt  that  this  was  formerly  a  place  of  consider- 
able importance,  and  commanded  the  whole  of  the  surrounding  dis- 

trict, as  the  masters  of  this  defile  had  at  the  same  time  in  their 
hands  the  whole  intercourse  along  the  shore.  In  this  respect  the 
name  Birni  is  not  less  remarkable  than  that  of  Sare-goru,  both 

"  birni,"  as  well  as  "  sare,"  being  the  names  given  to  cities,  or 
large  walled  places,  in  various  Negro  languages.  Sare-goru  means 
the  rivulet  or  channel  (goru)  of  the  city  (sare). 
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majestic,  and  undivided  stream,  but  a  little  further 

on  formed  two  islands,  and,  on  the  main,  we  ob- 

served again  that  cotton  was  cultivated.  Traversing 

then  a  swampy  plain,  covered  with  several  large  farms 

belonging  to  people  of  the  Kortere,  we  reached  a 

small  detached  chain  on  our  right,  called  Kirogaji, 

distinguished  by  three  separate  cones.  Cultivation 

here  is  carried  on  to  a  great  extent,  and  the  number 

of  horses  scattered  over  the  plain,  afforded  a  tolerable 

proof  of  the  wealth  of  the  inhabitants,  and  we  passed 

the  residence  of  a  rich  farmer,  called  U'ro-Modibo, 

"liro"  being  the  Piillo  term  for  a  farm,  and  '^modibo" 
the  title  of  a  learned  gentleman.  At  the  village  of 

Sdga  also,  which,  a  little  more  than  two  miles  further 

on,  we  left  on  our  right,  beyond  swampy  meadow- 

grounds,  numbers  of  horses,  and  extensive  cotton 

plantations  attracted  our  attention. 

Three  miles  beyond  Saga,  we  encamped  near  a 

small  rivulet  lined  with  luxuriant  trees,  of  the  species 

called  gamji,  or  ganki,  at  the  foot  of  the  hills,  the 

slope  of  which  was  covered  with  the  richest  crop  of 

millet,  and  crowned  with  two  villages  inhabited  by 

Fiilbe  of  the  tribe  of  the  Bitink6be,  the  river  forming 

a  rich  and  populous  island  called  Be-gungu.  This 

place  is  the  residence  of  a  sort  of  emir  of  the  name  of 

Bate,  to  whom  my  companions  paid  a  visit,  and  ob- 
tained from  him  a  supper  and  a  small  viaticum. 

"We  made  a  very  interesting  day's  march.  Saturday, 
The  hills,  which  are  here  crowned  with  the  ̂ "^y^Qth. 

various  hamlets,  form  a  bend  closely  approaching  the 
VOL.  V.  u 
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river,  and  the  path  wound  along  the  slope,  which 

was  intersected  by  several  ravines  full  of  rocks  and 

trees,  and  afforded  a  beautiful  view  over  the  stream. 

Descending  from  this  slope  we  kept  along  the  bank, 

richly  adorned  with  kenya  or  nelbi  trees,  the  river 

spreading  out  in  one  unbroken  sheet,  interrupted  only 

by  a  few  isolated  masses  of  rock.  We  here  crossed  a 

broad  channel  or  dry  watercourse  starting  forth  from 

the  hilly  chain,  and  called  G6rul-tilk61il,  or  Goru-kere. 

1  his  watercourse  my  guide,  probably  erroneously, 

indicated  as  a  branch  of  the  river  Sirba.  It  was  suc- 

ceeded by  several*  others,  one  of  which,  distinguished 

by  its  breadth,  was  called  Gorul-luggul.  The  bank 

of  the  river,  at  this  spot,  was  cultivated  with  great 

care,  and  we  passed  several  farming  villages,  one  of 

which,  called  Lelloli,  was  the  residence  of  a  young 

Piillo  woman  who  had  attached  herself  to  our  party 

the  preceding  day.  She  was  neatly  dressed,  and 

adorned  with  numerous  strings  of  beads,  and  mounted 

on  a  donkey. 

Here  cultivation,  including  a  good  deal  of  cotton, 

was  carried  on  with  great  care,  and  all  the  fields 

were  neatly  fenced.  But  this  well-cultivated  ground 
was  succeeded  by  a  dense  and  luxuriant  underwood, 

and,  in  the  river,  an  island  of  the  name  of  'Oitilli,  or 

'Otilli,  stretched  out  to  a  great  length.  This  probably 
is  the  ford  originally  called  Ghiitil  or  Ghiidil.  A 

little  beyond,  at  the  distance  of  about  five  miles, 

the  soft  slope  gave  way  to  a  small  rocky  ridge, 

through  which  a  little  rivulet  or  brook  had  forced 
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itself  a  passage,  forming  a  very  picturesque  kind 

of  rocky  gate,  which,  when  the  stream  is  full,  must 

present  an  interesting  spectacle.  But  the  water  con- 

tained at  the  time  a  quantity  of  ferruginous  substances, 

and  after  taking  a  slight  draught  I  remained  in  a 

nauseous  state  all  the  day  long.  It  affected  one  of 

my  companions  still  more  unpleasantly.  Here  the 

steep  rocky  cliffs,  consisting  of  gneiss  and  mica  slate, 

and  interwoven  with  fine  green  bushes,  closely  ap- 

proached the  river,  which,  in  a  fine  open  sheet,  was 

gliding  gently  along  at  the  rate  of  about  three  miles 

an  hour,  and  we  kept  close  to  the  margin  of  the 

stream,  which,  during  the  highest  state  of  the  inun- 

dation, is  scarcely  broad  enough  to  afford  any  passage. 

The  cliflfs,  with  their  beautifully  stratified  front,  were 

so  close  that  even  at  present  only  a  border  a  few  feet 

in  width  was  left,  and  this  narrow  strip  was  beauti- 

fully adorned  with  dunku  trees,  the  dark  green  foliage 

of  which  formed  a  beautiful  contrast  with  the  steep 

white  cliffs  behind  them.  The  leaves  are  used  by 

the  natives  for  making  a  kind  of  sauce  and  for  season- 

ing their  food,  like  those  of  the  monkey-bread  tree. 
Further  on,  underwood  of  arbutus  succeeded.  The 

rocky  ledge  was  interrupted,  for  a  short  time  exhibit- 

ing the  aspect  of  a  crumbled  wall,  but  further  on 

again  assumed  the  shape  of  precipitous  cliifs,  although 

less  regularly  stratified  than  in  its  north-westerly 

part. 
This  steep  range  of  cliffs  is  called  by  the  natives, 

"  Yiiri."    Just  where  it  began  to  fall  off  and  to  be- 
13  2 
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come  smoother,  we  were  obliged  to  leave  the  margin 

of  the  beautiful  stream,  which,  near  the  bank,  appa- 
rently descended  to  a  great  depth,  in  order  to  ascend 

the  higher  ground  ;  for  here  the  land  juts  out  into 

the  river  in  the  form  of  a  broad  promontory,  the 

whole  slope  being  covered  with  fine  crops,  which 

were  just  approaching  to  ripeness.  Thus  we  reached 

the  farming  village,  or  riimde,  belonging  to  Fittia 

Imam,  or,  as  the  name  is  generally  pronounced.  Mam 

Fitti,  a  wealthy  Piillo,  who  possesses  also  a  farm  in 

the  plain  at  the  foot  of  the  promontory  close  to  the 

river.  Here  we  encamped  on  the  south-east  side  of 

the  village,  where  the  ground  afforded  good  pasture 
for  the  camels. 

I  had  been  reposing  awhile  in  the  shade  of  a  small 

k6rna,  when  my  people  informed  me  that  they  had 

discovered,  on  the  slope  of  the  hills,  a  spring  of  living 

water,  and  I  was  easily  induced,  by  the  novelty  of 

the  phenomenon  in  this  region,  to  accompany  them 

to  the  spot. 

The  whole  slope  is  about  500  feet  high,  and  the 

view  from  this  point  across  the  river  is  extensive, 

but  towards  the  south-east  it  is  obstructed  by  the 

hills  rising  in  that  direction  to  a  greater  elevation. 

This  culminating  point  of  the  ridge  we  ascended  the 

next  morning,  when  we  found  that  the  highest  level 

expanded  to  an  open  plain,  well  clad  with  bush  and 

grass  and  a  rich  supply  of  corn,  although  the  crops 

did  not  exhibit  here  the  same  luxuriant  growth  as  on 

the  slope  of  the  hills.    Proceeding  then  for  a  mile 
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along  this  level,  we  reached  a  small  village,  in  the 

courtyards  of  which,  besides  sesamum,  a  little  mekka, 

as  it  is  here  called,  or  ghafiili-mdsr,  was  cultivated. 

Here  I,  together  with  my  horsemen,  started  in  ad- 

vance of  my  train,  in  order  to  prepare  our  quarters 

in  the  town  of  Say,  as  we  had  a  good  day's  march 
before  us.  The  country  here  became  adorned  with 

gonda  bush,  of  which  we  had  entirely  lost  sight 

during  our  whole  journey  along  the  upper  course  of 

the  Niger.  Having  passed  the  larger  village  Dogo, 

where  with  some  difficulty  we  obtained  a  drop  of 

milk,  and  having  traversed  a  richly  cultivated  district, 

we  descended  into  the  valley  of  Say,  along  the  rugged 

cliffs  which  bounded  it  on  the  west.  But  the  greater 

part  of  the  valley  was  covered  with  water  to  such  a 

degree  that  we  became  entangled  every  moment  in  a 

swamp,  and  therefore  preferred  again  ascending  the 

cliffs  and  keeping  along  the  higher  border.  In  this 

northerly  part  the  rocky  slope  attained  in  general  a 

height  of  150  feet,  but  gradually  began  to  decrease 
in  elevation.  About  half  an  hour  before  noon  we 

changed  our  direction,  and  made  across  the  swampy 

bottom  of  the  valley,  traversing  two  more  consider- 

able sheets  of  water,  the  first  of  three,  and  the 

second  of  two  and  a  half  feet  in  depth. 

Thus  we  approached  the  town  of  Say,  which  was 

scarcely  visible  owing  to  the  exuberant  vegetation 

which  surrounded  its  wall  on  every  side,  and  which 

exhibited  a  most  remarkable  contrast  to  that  dryness 

and  monotony,  which  characterized  the  place  on  my 
u  3 
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former  visit.  The  town  itself  was  at  present  inter- 

sected by  a  broad  sheet  of  water,  which  seemed  almost 

to  separate  it  into  two  distinct  quarters.  I  at  length 

reached  the  house  of  the  governor,  where  I,  as  well  as 

my  horse,  were  cheerfully  recognized  as  old  acquaint- 

ances. I  was  quartered  in  the  same  little  hut  in 

which  I  had  resided  more  than  a  year  previously  ; 

but  a  considerable  change  had  been  made  in  its  ar- 

rangement. The  comfortable  little  sleeping  place  of 

matting  had  been  restored,  and  was  very  accept- 

able in  the  rainy  season,  more  especially  as  it  did  not 

entirely  preclude  a  current  of  air,  while  it  enabled 

me  to  put  away  all  my  small  treasures  in  security. 
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SECOND  RESIDENCE  IN  SAY.  —  JOURNEY  THROUGH  DENDINA 
AND  KEBBI. 

Having  rested  awhile  in  my  hut,  I,  with  my  com- 

panions, obeyed  the  summons  of  the  governor,  and 

found  our  poor  old  friend,  A'bu-Bakr,  in  the  very 
same  room  where  we  had  left  him  more  than  a  year 

previously.  He  was  now  quite  lame  in  consequence 

of  his  disease  of  seni,  but  looked  a  little  better  than 

on  the  former  occasion,  and  I  soon  had  an  opportu- 

nity of  admiring  his  accurate  knowledge  of  the  coun- 

try ;  for,  when  A'hmed  el  Wadawi,  had  read  to  him 
the  kasdid  or  poems  addressed  by  my  friend  El  Bakay 

to  the  emir  A'hmedu,  and  began  to  relate  some  of 
tlie  more  remarkable  incidents  of  our  journey,  he  was 

corrected  every  moment  in  the  nomenclature  of  the 

places  by  the  governor,  who  appeared  to  possess  the 

most  accurate  philological  knowledge  of  all  the 

spots  along  the  river  as  far  as  Tondibi,  where  he  had 

been  obliged  to  turn  his  back  on  his  voyage  up  the 

Niger.  He  apparently  took  great  interest  in  the  en- 

deavour of  the  Sheikh  to  open  a  communication  with 

the  Fiilbe  of  Gando  and  Sokoto,  and  expressed  his 

deep  sorrow  that  on  his  former  voyage,  he  was  pre- 
u  4 
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vented  by  the  hostile  behaviour  of  the  chief  El  Kha- 

dir  from  reaching  Timbuktu,  when  my  companions 

assured  him,  that  the  Sheikh,  on  the  first  news  of 

his  approach,  had  sent  a  messenger  in  order  to  insure 

his  safety  from  the  Tawd-rek. 

Even  if  we  do  not  take  into  account  this  attempt 

of  his,  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  governor  of  Say  is 

of  the  utmost  importance  in  the  endeavour  to  ascend 

this  river,  and  it  is  only  to  be  lamented  that  he  has 

not  greater  means,  pecuniary  and  military,  at  his  dis- 
posal, in  order  to  draw  from  the  favourable  position 

of  his  province  all  the  results  possible.  Altogether 

his  circumstances  at  this  moment,  especially  in  con- 

sequence of  the  rebellion  of  the  province  of  Dendina, 

were  rather  poor.  At  the  same  time  his  own  debili- 

tated condition  prevents  him  from  exerting  his  power, 

and  can  only  tend  to  increase  his  political  weakness. 

The  rather  inhospitable  treatment  which  we  received 

may  thus  be  explained.  Nevertheless,  I  made  him 

this  time  a  considerable  present,  including  a  red 

bernus  of  inferior  quality,  which  I  had  kept  back 

for  the  occasion.  However  I  was  so  fortunate,  in 

acknowledgment  for  some  medicines  with  which  I 

endeavoured  to  alleviate  his  complaint,  as  to  receive 

from  him  a  small  piece  of  sugar,  which  was  a  great 

treat  to  me,  as  I  had  long  been  deprived  of  this 

luxury,  there  being  none  in  the  market ;  and  when 

we  left  the  place,  after  a  stay  of  three  days,  he  was 

generous  enough  to  make  my  companions  a  present 

of  a  camel,  of  which  they  stood  much  in  need. 
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The  market  was,  in  many  respects,  better  provided 

than  on  our  outward  journey;  but  with  this  advantage 

was  coupled  the  great  disadvantage  to  me  personally 

that  a  large  troop  of  Hdusa  traders  having  recently 

arrived  and  richly  supplied  the  market  with  the 

manufactures  of  that  region,  the  prices  at  present 

ranged  much  lower,  and  for  the  very  best  indigo- 

dyed  shirt,  I  obtained  only  6000  shells,  while  two 
others  did  not  fetch  more  than  2000  each.  Millet 

was  plentiful,  although  by  no  means  cheap,  the  third 

part  of  a  suniye,  or  twenty-four  measures  of  Tim- 

buktu, being  sold  for  4000  shells,  consequently  twice 

or  thrice  as  dear  as  in  the  latter  place  ;  but  there 

was  hardly  any  rice.  There  was  not  a  single  sheep 

in  the  market,  nor  any  horned  cattle,  either  for 

slaughtering  or  for  carrying  burdens ;  nor  were 

there  any  dodowa  cakes  or  tamarinds ;  nay,  even 

the  fruit  of  the  monkey-bread  tree,  or  kiika,  was 

wanting;  the  only  small  luxury  which  was  to  be 

found  in  the  market,  besides  the  fruit  of  the  diim- 

palm,  consisting  of  fresh  onions,  certainly  a  great 

comfort  in  these  reo:ions. 

Such  is  the  miserable  character  of  this  market, 

which,  in  such  a  position,  situated  on  the  shore  of 

this  magnificent  river,  and  on  the  principal  highroad 

between  Eastern  and  Western  Negroland,  ought  to 

be  of  primary  importance.  It  was  with  great  delight 

that  the^ feeble  but  well-meaning  governor  listened  to 

my  discourse,  when,  on  taking  leave,  I  led  him  to 

hope  that  an  English  steamer  would,  please  God,  soon 
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come  to  ascend  the  river,  and  supplying  his  place  of 

residence  with  all  kinds  of  European  articles,  would 

raise  it  to  a  market-place  of  great  importance  ;  and 

he  was  the  more  agreeably  affected  by  such  prospects, 

as  my  friendly  relation  with  the  Sheikh  El  Bakay 

had  convinced  him  of  the  peaceable  intentions  of  the 

Europeans. 

Wednesday,  1^  was  iu  the  aftcmoon  that  we  left  our 

August  2nd.  narrow  quarters  in  the  town  of  Say,  which 
had  appeared  to  us  the  more  inconvenient,  as  we  had 

experienced  several  thunder-storms,  which  had  obliged 

us  to  take  refuge  in  the  interior  of  our  narrow  huts. 

Before  reaching  the  bank  of  the  river,  we  had  to  cross 

a  large  sheet  of  water,  which  here  likewise  intersected 

the  town,  filling  out  the  whole  hollow  bordered  by 

the  diim-palms,  and  causing  a  serious  interruption  in 
the  communication  of  the  different  quarters  of  the 

town.  Nevertheless,  the  level  of  the  river  at  present 

seemed  only  about  five  feet  higher  than  it  had  been 

the  previous  year,  a  little  earlier  in  the  season,  and 

the  inconvenience  must  be  greatly  increased  when 

the  water  reaches  a  higher  level.  It  is  a  wonder  that 

the  town  is  not  sometimes  entirely  swamped,  although 

we  must  not  forget  that  the  river,  the  preceding  year, 

had  attained  an  unusual  height,  so  that  the  water 

this  year  could  scarcely  have  sunk  to  its  average 

level  before  it  had  again  commenced  rising.  The 

rocky  cliff  which  obstructs  the  river  about  the  middle 

of  its  course,  at  present  only  emerged  from  the  water 

about  a  foot  and  a  half.    According  to  all  appear- 
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ances  it  must  sometimes  be  entirely  submerged,  so 

that  vessels  must  be  upon  their  guard  in  navigating 

this  part  of  the  river,  especially  as  it  is  not  improbable 
that  there  are  more  sunken  rocks  hereabouts. 

It  was  with  a  deep  feeling  of  satisfaction  that  I 

again  crossed  this  magnificent  river,  on  whose  banks 

I  had  lived  for  so  long  a  time,  and  the  course  of 

which  I  had  followed  for  so  many  hundred  miles. 

It  would  have  been  of  no  small  importance,  if  I  had 

been  able  to  follow  its  banks  as  far  as  Yaiiri,  and 

thus  to  connect  by  my  own  inspection  the  middle 

course  of  this  noble  river  with  the  lower  part,  as  far 

as  it  has  been  visited  by  the  Landers,  and  partly,  at 

least,  by  various  distinguished  English  officers.  But 

such  an  undertaking  was  entirely  out  of  the  question, 

on  account  of  the  exhausted  state  of  my  means,  the 

weak  condition  of  my  health,  and  the  advanced  stage 

of  the  rainy  season,  which  made  it  absolutely  neces- 

sary for  me  to  reach  Sokoto  as  soon  as  possible ;  and, 

what  was  still  more,  in  consequence  of  the  rebellious 

state  of  the  province  of  Dendina,  which  at  the  time 

made  any  intercourse  along  the  river  impossible  for 

so  small  a  troop  as  I  had  then  under  my  command. 

At  this  season  of  the  year,  moreover,  it  would  be 

impracticable,  even  if  the  country  were  in  a  tranquil 

state,  to  keep  close  along  the  banks  of  the  river. 

This  time  also  I  had  succeeded  in  crossing  the 

river  without  any  accident,  with  the  single  excep- 

tion, that  a  camel  which  belonged  to  one  of  my 

companions  was  so  obstinate,  that  it  was  found  im- 
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possible  to  induce  it  to  enter  the  boats,  which  were 

not  of  the  same  size  as  those  of  the  preceding 

year.  It  was  thus  forced  to  cross  the  river  by 

swimming  alongside,  and  arrived  in  the  most  ex- 
hausted state,  the  river  being  about  900  yards  across. 

The  nearest  village  being  too  far  off,  we  were  obliged 

to  encamp  for  the  night  on  the  gentle  grassy  slope 

of  the  bank,  which,  a  little  above  and  below  the 

place  of  embarkation,  forms  steep  cliffs  of  about  80 

feet  elevation.  The  evening  was  beautiful,  and  the 

scenery  of  the  river,  with  the  feathery  diim-palms  on 

the  opposite  shore,  was  lovely  in  the  extreme,  and  well 

adapted  to  leave  on  my  mind  a  lasting  impression  of 

the  magnificent  watery  highroad  which  Nature  has 

opened  into  the  heart  of  this  continent.  Thus  I  took 

leave  of  the  Niger. 

Thursday,  commcuccd  our  journey  along  our 

3rd  August,  fopi^ei^  well-known  path,  which,  however,  in 
the  richer  garment  of  vegetable  life  in  which  Nature 

had  decked  herself  out,  presented  now  a  very  different 

aspect,  and  after  a  march  of  six  miles,  we  reached  the 

village  of  Tondifu,  surrounded  by  fine  crops  of  millet, 

which  were  almost  ripe,  and  of  the  very  remarkable 

height  of  fifteen  to  twenty  feet.  In  order  to  protect 

their  property  from  the  attacks  of  the  numberless 

swarms  of  birds,  almost  the  whole  population  was 

scattered  through  this  forest-like  plantation,  and 

kept  up  such  a  continual  noise  and  clamour,  that  it 

had  quite  an  alarming  effect,  more  especially  as  the 

people  were  concealed  from  view. 
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Having  then  kept  along  the  faddama  as  far  as  the 

village  of  Tanna,  we  left  our  former  route,  for 

a  more  northerly  direction,  and  after  a  march  of  five 
miles  reached  the  miserable  remains  of  a  hamlet 

called  Jidder,  which  the  preceding  year  had  been 

ransacked  and  entirely  destroyed  by  the  Jermabe, 

as  the  inhabitants  of  Zerma,  or  Zaberma,  are  called 

by  the  Fiilbe.  But  the  fine  crops  around  testified  to 

the  natural  fertility  of  the  soiL  In  this  village,  which 

has  a  well  surrounded  by  dum-palms,  it  had  been  our 

intention  to  halt;  but  through  a  ridiculous  misun- 

derstanding of  my  Mejebri  companion,  who  never 

could  shorten  the  march  sufficiently,  but  who  this  time 

was  punished  for  his  troublesome  conduct,  we  con- 

tinued on,  and  leaving  the  village  of  Hari-bango  at 

some  distance  on  our  right,  did  not  reach  another 

hamlet  till  after  a  march  of  about  five  miles  more. 

This  place,  which  is  called  Minge,  had  been  likewise 

ransacked  by  the  enemy  in  the  turbulent  state  of  the 

country,  and  exhibited  a  most  miserable  appearance; 

but  here  also  there  was  a  good  deal  of  cultivation, 

and  I  was  not  a  little  astonished  at  finding,  in  such 

a  desolate  place,  a  man  who  was  retailing  meat  in  his 

hut,  but  on  further  inquiry,  it  proved  to  be  the  flesh 

of  a  sick  animal,  a  few  head  of  cattle  having  remained 

in  the  possession  of  the  inhabitants. 

In  order  to  avoid  sleeping  in  the  dirty  huts,  I  had 

pitched  my  tent  on  the  grassy  ground,  but  was  so 

much  persecuted  by  a  species  of  hairy  ant,  such  as  I 

had  not  observed  before,  that  I  obtained  almost  less 
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sleep  than  the  preceding  night  on  the  banks  of  the 

Niger,  where  mosquitoes  had  swarmed, 

Friday,  This  day  brought  me  to  Tamkala ;  my 

August  4th.  (j^jyjgis  pursuing  a  shorter  and  I  a  more 
circuitous  route,  but  both  arriving  at  the  same  time 

at  the  gate  of  this  town.  It  had  been  my  intention, 

from  the  beginning,  to  visit  this  place ;  but  the  tur- 

bulent state  of  the  country  had  induced  me  the  year 

before  to  follow  a  more  direct  road,  and  I  did  not 

learn  until  now,  that  on  that  occasion  A'bii  el  Hassan, 
as  soon  as  he  heard  of  my  approach,  had  sent  four 

horsemen  to  Garbo,  in  order  to  conduct  me  to  his 

presence ;  but  they  did  not  arrive  till  after  I  had 

left  that  place.  The  town  of  Tamkala,  which  gives 

great  celebrity  to  this  region,  had  suffered  consider- 

ably during  the  revolution  of  Zaberma ;  and  if  the 

bulky  crops  of  native  corn  (which  were  just  ripe) 

had  not  hid  the  greater  part  of  the  town  from  view, 

it  would  most  probably  have  presented  even  a  more 

dilapidated  appearance  ;  for  not  only  was  the  wall 

which  surrounded  the  place  in  a  great  state  of  decay ; 

but  even  the  house  of  the  governor  himself  was 

reduced  almost  to  a  heap  of  ruins.  It  was  rather 

remarkable  that,  as  I  approached  the  building,  a 

female  slave,  of  rather  light  yellowish  colour,  saluted 

me,  the  white  man,  in  a  familiar  manner,  as  if  I  had 

been  a  countryman  and  co-religionist  of  hers.  She 

belonged,  I  think,  to  a  tribe  to  the  south  of  A'da- 
mawa. 

Having  then  paid  our  respects  to  the  governor. 
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we  returned  to  our  quarters,  which,  although  not 

so  objectionable  in  themselves,  were  so  closely  sur- 

rounded by  the  crops  that  we  could  scarcely  find 

a  spot  to  tie  up  our  horses ;  and  the  huts  were 

so  full  of  all  sorts  of  vermin  that  I  scarcely  got  a 

moment's  repose  during  my  stay  here.  Besides  the 
common  plague  of  different  species  of  ants  and 

numberless  swarms  of  mosquitoes,  to  my  great  sur- 

prise I  found  the  place  also  full  of  fleas, — an  in- 
sect which  I  had  not  seen  since  I  had  left  Kiikawa, 

and  which  formerly  was  believed  to  be  entirely 

wanting  in  Negroland.  Thus  I  had  sufficient  reason 

to  lament  that  I  had  here  been  obliged  to  take  up  my 

quarters  inside  the  town  ;  the  place  being  situated  at 

the  brink  of  a  swampy  valley,  the  dallul  Bosso  filled 

at  present  with  water  and  dum-palms,  and  the  crops 

surrounding  the  wall  so  closely  that  no  space  was  left 

to  pitch  a  tent. 

It  was  just  market-day,  but  besides  meat,  sour 

milk,  tobacco,  and  pepper,  nothing  was  to  be  got. 

Millet  was  very  dear ;  indeed,  the  poor  state  of  the 

market  was  well  adapted  to  confirm  the  report  that 

the  greater  part  of  the  inhabitants  were  subsist- 

ing on  the  fruit  of  the  dum-palm.  However,  I  had 

no  affairs  to  transact  in  this  town  besides  paying 

my  compliments  to  the  governor,  and  therefore  was 

not  compelled  to  make  a  long  stay.  But  my  business 
with  the  latter  was  of  rather  a  peculiar  character, 

the  people  assuring  me  that  he  was  very  angry  with 

me  for  not  having  paid  him  a  visit  the  previous  year. . 
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My  companions,  the  followers  of  the  Sheikh,  even 

wanted  to  make  me  believe  that  he  objected  to  see 

me  at  all ;  but  I  entertained  a  strong  suspicion  that 

this  was  only  a  petty  trick  played  by  them  to  further 

their  own  interest ;  for,  being  supplied  by  the  Sheikh 

with  a  present  for  this  governor,  they  wanted  to  claim 

for  themselves  all  the  merit  of  the  visit.  Having  de- 

clared that  if  the  governor  did  not  want  to  see  me, 

he  should  certainly  not  obtain  a  present  from  me, 

I  very  speedily  obtained  an  audience,  and  was  so 

graciously  received,  that  I  could  scarcely  believe  that 

he  had  entertained  any  hostile  feeling  towards  me  ; 

for  on  my  entrance  he  rose  from  his  seat,  or  divan, 

made  of  reed,  and  met  me  at  the  door. 

Eesponding  to  his  cordiality  in  the  most  friendly 

manner,  I  told  him  that  only  the  most  urgent  cir- 

cumstances and  the  advice  of  my  own  guide,  the 

messenger  of  Khalilu,  had  induced  me  the  preceding 

year  to  act  contrary  to  my  own  well-determined 

principle,  which  was,  to  make  friendship  with  all 

governors  possessed  of  power  and  authority  along 

my  road ;  and  that,  in  consequence  of  his  warlike 

disposition  and  straightforward  and  chivalrous  cha- 

racter, he  had  become  known  to  me  long  before,  and 

occupied  the  first  rank  among  those  whom  I  intended 

to  visit.  My  speech,  backed  by  a  tolerable  present, 

made  a  very  favourable  impression  upon  the  gover- 

nor, especially  when  he  understood  that  it  was  I 
who  had  induced  the  Sheikh  to  honour  him  with  a 

mission ;  and  he  entered  into  a  very  friendly  conver- 
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sation,  admitting  that  the  Jermabe,  or  the  inhabi- 

tants of  Zerma,  had  really  pressed  him  very  severely 

the  last  year,  till  he  had  at  last  succeeded  in  van- 

quishing their  host  and  killing  a  great  number  of 
them. 

We  then  read  to  him  the  letter  of  the  Sheikh,  who 

bestowed  great  praise  upon  my  character,  and  re- 
commended me  in  the  most  favourable  terms.  Sidi 

A'hmed  made  a  most  eloquent  speech,  especially  as 
regarded  the  sanctity  and  learning  of  his  master, 

who,  he  said,  was  very  anxious  to  establish  peaceable 

intercourse  along  the  Niger,  and  wanted  A^bii  el  Has- 
san to  prevent  the  Berber  tribe  of  the  Kel-geres  and 

Dinnik  from  continuing  their  predatory  expeditions 

upon  the  territory  and  against  the  people  of  Alkiit- 

tabu.  The  energetic  governor,  feeling  flattered  by 

these  compliments,  took  very  graciously  the  hints 

which  my  eloquent  friend  threw  out,  that,  besides 

his  other  noble  efforts,  the  Sheikh  had  no  objection 

to  having  homage  paid  to  his  exalted  position  by  a 

small  number  of  decent  presents ;  and  two  of  the 

pupils  of  the  Sheikh,  Mohammed  ben  Mukhtar  and 

Maleki,  were  pointed  out  to  him  as  the  persons  who 

would  remain  here,  in  order  to  receive  at  his  hand 

the  presents  destined  for  the  Sheikh  at  the  earliest 

possible  opportunity.  This  whole  business  having 

been  transacted  in  the  presence  of  only  one  or  two  of 

his  most  confidential  friends,  the  governor  had  all  his 

courtiers  again  called  in,  when  Sidi  A^hmed  read  to 
them  the  poem  in  which  the  Sheikh  had  satirized  the 

VOL.  V.  X 
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chief  of  Hamda-Alldhi,  A'hmedu  ben  A'hmedu,  on 
account  of  his  not  being  able  to  catch  me,  which 

caused  a  great  deal  of  merriment,  but  of  course  could 

only  be  appreciated  by  those  who  had  a  very  good 

knowledge  of  Arabic,  of  which  the  greater  part  of  the 

audience  probably  did  not  understand  a  single  word. 
It  was  rather  a  curious  circumstance  that  these 

people  should  express  their  satisfaction  at  the  failure 

of  an  undertaking  of  their  own  countrymen. 

Altogether  A'bii  el  Hassan  made  a  favourable  im- 
pression upon  me.  He  was  by  no  means  a  man  of 

stately  appearance,  or  of  commanding  manners,  and 

his  features  wanted  the  expressive  cast  which  in 

general  characterises  the  Fiilbe ;  and  being  destitute 

of  any  beard,  he  looked  much  younger  than  he  really 

was,  as  his  age  can  certainly  not  be  much  under  sixty. 

His  skin  was  very  fair,  and  his  dress  of  great  simpli- 

city, consisting  of  a  shirt  and  turban  of  white  colour, 

the  red  berniis  which  my  companions  had  presented 

to  him  only  hanging  loosely  from  his  shoulders.  He 

is  a  native  of  the  island  of  Ansongho  where  his  fore- 
fathers were  settled  from  ancient  times  ;  and  it  is 

entirely  owing  to  his  personal  courage  and  his  learn- 
ing that  he  has  reached  the  position  he  now  occupies. 

A'bu  el  Hassan,  seems  fully  to  deserve  to  be  under 
the  orders  of  a  more  energetic  liege  lord  than  the 

monkish  and  lazy  Khalilu,  who  allows  his  kingdom 

to  be  shattered  to  pieces;  and  in  any  attempt  to 

ascend  the  Niger,  the  governor  of  Tdmkala  is  of  con- 
siderable importance.    The  principal  weakness  of  his 
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position  consists  in  his  want  of  horses,  as  he  is  thus 

prevented  from  following  up  the  partial  successes 
which  he  at  times  obtains  over  his  enemies. 

Having  thus  met  with  full  success  in  our  trans- 

actions with  the  governor,  we  left  the  audience  hall, 

(which  struck  me  by  its  simple  mode  of  architecture,) 

consisting  of  a  long  narrow  room  covered  with  a 

gabled  roof  thatched  with  reed,  such  as  are  common 

in  Yoruba.  On  returning  to  my  quarters  I  dis- 

tributed my  last  presents  among  those  of  my  com- 

panions who  were  to  remain  here,  and  handed  them 

a  letter  for  the  Sheikh,  wherein  I  again  assured  him 

of  my  attachment  to  his  family,  and  expressed  the 

hope  that,  even  at  a  great  distance,  we  might  not 

cease  to  cultivate  our  mutual  friendship. 
It  had  been  our  intention  this  time  to  choose  the 

road  by  Junju,  the  place  which  I  have  mentioned  be- 

fore as  lying  on  the  northern  part  of  the  course  of  the 

dallul  Mauri;  but  the  governor  advised  us  urgently 

to  avoid  this  place,  which,  being  only  of  small  size,  and 

not  strong  enough  to  follow  a  certain  line  of  policy, 

was  open  to  the  intrigues  of  friends  as  well  as 

enemies. 

Before  we  started,  the  governor  sent  me  Sunday, 

a  camel  as  a  present,  but  I  gave  it  to  my  ̂"S"^^  ̂ t^- 

companions.,  although  my  own  animals  were  in  a 

very  reduced  state.  There  was  a  good  deal  of  cul- 

tivation along  the  track  which  we  pursued,  but  the 

irregular  way  in  which  the  crops  had  sprung  up,  did 

not  seem  to  testify  to  any  considerable  degree  of  care 
X  2 
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and  industry ;  but  my  people  argued  that  famished 

men,  like  the  distressed  inhabitants  of  this  town, 

did  not  possess  sufficient  energy  for  cultivating 

the  ground. 

Following  a  southerly  direction  we  approached 

nearer  the  border  of  the  dallul,  or  rdfi,  the  surface  of 

which  alternately  presented  higher  or  lower  ground, 

the  depressions  being  of  a  swampy  character.  Towards 

the  east  the  valley  was  bordered  by  a  chain  of  hills, 

rising  to  a  considerable  elevation,  on  the  top  of  which 

an  isolated  baobab  tree  indicated  the  site  of  a  place 

called  Gaw6,  by  which  the  road  leads  from  Tdmkala 

to  Junju.  Gradually  the  cultivation  decreased,  and 

was  for  a  w^hile  succeeded  by  dum-bush,  from  which  a 

very  fine  but  solitary  gamji  tree  started  forth.  How- 

ever, the  country  further  on  improved  and  began  to 

exhibit  an  appearance  of  greater  industry,  consisting 

of  corn-fields  and  small  villages,  half  of  which  indi- 

cated by  their  names  their  origin  from  the  Songhay ; 

others  pointed  to  Hausa.  All  of  them  were  sur- 

rounded by  fine  crops,  and  one  called  Bommo-hogu 

was  furnished  with  a  small  market-place.  It  was  a 

cheering  incident  that  an  inhabitant  of  the  village  of 

Gatara,  which  we  passed  further  on,  gave  vent  to  his 

generous  feelings  by  presenting  me  with  a  gift  of 

fifty  shells,  which  I  could  not  refuse,  although  I 

handed  them  to  my  companions.  It  was  here  also 

that  we  met  the  only  horsemen  whom  we  had  seen  in 

the  province.  They  had  rather  an  energetic  and 

stately  appearance.    Having  passed  a  small  market- 
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place  situated  in  the  midst  of  the  corn-fields,  and  at 

present  empty,  we  reached  the  village  of  Bashi,  where 

we  expected  to  find  quarters  prepared  for  us,  but 

were  only  able,  after  a  great  deal  of  delay,  to  procure 

a  rather  indifferent  place. 

We  were  glad  to  meet  here  a  native  traveller,  or 

mai-falk6,  from  Wurno,  who  communicated  to  us  the 

most  recent  news  from  Hausa  and  Kebbi,  although 

very  little  was  to  be  told  of  the  chivalrous  deeds  of 

the  two  great  Fellani  chiefs  'Aliyu  and  Khalilu,  both 
of  whom  were  accelerating  the  ruin  of  their  nation. 

About  an  hour  after  our  arrival,  we  were  joined  by 

a  native  duke,  who,  according  to  the  arrangement  of 

the  governor  of  Tdmkala,  was  to  perform  the  journey 

through  the  unsafe  wilderness  of  Fogha  in  our  com- 

pany. This  man  was  'Abdii  serki-n-Chiko,  lord  of 

'  Chiko,  or,  to  speak  correctly,  lord  of  the  wilderness; 

his  title,  or  "  rawani "  (properly  shawl  or  turban), 
being  just  as  empty  and  vain  as  many  others  in 

Europe,  the  town  of  Chiko  having  many  years  previ- 

ously been  destroyed  by  the  enemy.  But,  whatever  the 

hollowness  of  his  title  might  be,  he  himself  was  of 

noble  birth,  being  the  son  of  'Abd  e'  Salam  who  was 
well-known  as  being  once  the  independent  master  of 

the  important  and  wealthy  town  of  Jega,  which  had 

made  so  long  and  successful  resistance  against 

'Othmdn,  the  Jihadi ;  Bokhari,  the  present  ruler  of 

that  place,  was  'Abdii's  brother.    Besides  his  noble 

*  The  original  residence  of  'Abd  e'  Salam  had  been  Kori,  from 
whence  he  had  carried  on  war  with  'Othmiin  for  five  years. X  3 
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descent,  the  company  of  this  man  proved  to  be  in- 

teresting, for  he  displayed  all  the  pomp  peculiar  to 

the  petty  Hdusa  chiefs,  marching  to  the  sound  of 

drums  and  horns.  He  was  richly  decked  out  with  a 

green  berniis,  and  mounted  on  a  sprightly  charger, 

although  his  whole  military  force  numbered  only 

three  horsemen  and  six  archers  ;  and  his  retinue  had 

by  no  means  a  princely  appearance,  consisting  of  a 

motley  assemblage  of  slaves,  cattle,  sheep,  and  all 

sorts  of  encumbrances.  But,  notwithstanding  this 

empty  show,  he  was  a  welcome  companion  on  the 

infested  road  before  me,  and  when  he  paid  me  a  visit 

in  my  hut,  I  at  once  presented  him  with  a  fine  black 

rdwani,  thus  confirming  on  my  part  the  whole  of 

his  titles.  He  at  once  proceeded  to  give  me  a 

proof  of  his  knowledge  of  the  world  and  of  his 

intelligence,  and  I  found  sundry  points  of  resem- 

blance between  him  and  Mohammed-Boro,  my  noble 

friend  of  A^gades.  Having  been  joined  here  also  by 

two  attendants  of  'Ahd  el  Kaderi,  a  younger  brother 
of  Khalilu,  there  seemed  to  be  a  sufficient  guarantee 

for  the  safety  of  our  march.  The  village  where  I  fell 

in  with  these  people  was  rather  poorly  supplied  with 

provisions,  and  neither  milk  nor  anything  else  was  to 

be  got,  and,  owing  to  the  number  of  mosquitoes, 

repose  was  quite  out  of  the  question. 

Monday,  ̂   moderate  rain  which  came  on  in  the 

August  7th.  jyiorning,  delayed  us  for  some  time.  Our 
route  lay  through  a  rich  country,  at  times  exhibit- 

ing traces  of  careful  cultivation,  at  others  left  to  its 
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own  wild  luxuriant  growth.  Having  passed  the 

village  of  Beldnde,  which  was  adorned  by  numbers 

of  diim-palms,  and  the  extensive  hamlet  called 

U'ro-emiro,  we  entered  more  properly  the  bottom  of 
the  valley  or  rafi,  being  already  at  this  season  for  a 

great  part  covered  with  swamps,  which,  a  month 

later,  render  the  communication  extremely  difficult, 

although  at  times,  the  ground  rises  a  few  feet  higher 

than  the  ordinary  level.  But  although  this  low 

ground  is  extremely  well  adapted  for  the  cultiva- 

tion of  rice,  very  little  was  at  present  actually  to  be 
seen. 

At  length  we  thought  that  we  had  entirely  left  the 

swampy  ground  behind  us ;  but  about  a  mile  and  a 

half  beyond  the  village  Gerlaje,  which  we  left  on  one 

side,  we  had  to  cross  a  very  deep  and  broad  swamp,  in 

which  one  of  the  last  of  my  camels  fell  down  and  died. 

Three  miles  beyond,  we  reached  the  village  of  Garbo, 

which  was  already  familiar  to  me  from  my  outward 

journey,  although  I  was  scarcely  able  to  recognize  it, 

so  great  was  the  change  produced  by  the  rich  vegeta- 

tion, and  the  crops  of  millet  and  sorghum  which  had 

sprung  up  through  the  influence  of  the  rainy  season. 

But  the  inhabitants  also,  elated  by  the  hope  which 

the  prospect  of  a  rich  harvest  held  out  to  them,  ex- 

hibited a  f^ir  more  cheerful  temperament  than  on  my 

former  visit,  and  immediately  led  me  through  the 

narrow  lanes  to  the  house  of  the  emir,  who  received 

me  in  a  hearty  manner  as  an  old  friend.  On  enter- 

ing into  conversation  with  him,  I  was  not  a  little 
X  4 
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astonished  to  find  that  he  was  acquainted  with  all 

the  incidents  of  my  stay  in  Timbuktu.  He  quartered 

me  in  the  same  small  but  neatly  arranged  hut 

where  I  had  been  lodged  during  my  former  stay,  and 

from  which  I  felt  rather  sorry  to  drive  away  the  in- 

dustrious landlady.  The  governor  treated  me  in 

an  extremely  hospitable  manner,  sending  me,  besides 

juilk  and  corn,  even  a  small  heifer,  although  I  had 

made  him  only  a  very  trifling  present.  His  name  is 

*Abd  el  Wahdb,  and  he  is  a  brother  of  A'bii  el  Hassan 

by  his  father's  side.  With  such  cheerful  treatment 
we  enjoyed  our  stay  here  very  much,  the  weather 

having  cleared  up,  and  a  rainy  morning  being  suc- 

ceeded by  a  fine  afternoon. 

The  friendly  disposition  of  the  governor  was  the 

more  agreeable,  as  we  were  delayed  here  the  following 

day,  several  of  my  companions  being  disabled  by 

sickness,  and  the  Serki-n-Chiko  wanting  to  lay  in  a 

supply  of  corn  for  the  road.  I  spent  a  great  deal  of 

my  leisure  time,  thus  involuntarily  obtained,  in  the 

company  of  the  latter,  who  detailed  to  me  the  in- 

cidents of  the  struggle  of  his  family  with  the  Jihadi, 

and  dilated  on  the  importance  of  the  town  of  Jega, 

which  is  a  market  place  of  great  consequence,  espe- 

cially for  rough  silk,  with  which  it  supplies  the  whole 

of  Zdnfara,  and  even  the  distant  market  of  A16ri,  or 

Ilori.  In  fact,  I  am  quite  sure  that  the  silk  which 

has  been  obtained  from  the  missionary  station  in  Y6- 

ruba,  is  nothing  but  the  selfsame  article  introduced 

into  this  country  from  Tripoli,  and  again  exported 
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from  thence  to  Hdusa.  In  my  conversation  with  this 

man,  he  mentioned  a  circumstance  which  struck  me 

as  peculiar,  that  the  Hdusa  people  have  no  general 

name  for  the  Songhay.  Their  only  designation  for 

them  is  Yammatdwa,  meaning  the  western  people, 

a  term  which  is  only  used  in  opposition  to  Gabbes- 

tawa,  the  ̂ '  eastern  people,"  without  any  regard  to 
nationality. 

On  leaving  the  village  of  Garbo,  we  were  Wednesday, 
induced  to  follow  the  traces  of  our  Hdusa 

companion,  and  to  ascend  directly  the  steep  rocky 

passage  which  we  had  turned  on  our  former  journey ; 

but  we  found  that  this  time  also  the  proverb  was  con- 

firmed, that  "  the  more  haste  the  less  speed,"  for  the 
passage  proved  so  difficult  that  all  the  luggage  fell 

from  the  backs  of  the  camels,  and  caused  us  a  great 

deal  of  delay.  However,  as  soon  as  we  reached  the  flat 

level  of  the  forest,  we  proceeded  onward  without  in- 

terruption till  we  had  passed  our  former  place  of  en- 

campment. Finding  no  water  here  we  pushed  on, 

but,  unfortunately,  on  account  of  part  of  our  caravan 

having  gone  on  in  advance,  we  were  prevented  from 

encamping  before  the  storm,  which  had  gathered  over 

our  heads  during  the  afternoon,  broke  forth,  when  the 

whole  ground  was  in  a  moment  so  deeply  covered 

with  water  that  it  was  impossible  to  encamp.  Thus, 

although  drenched  to  the  skin,  we  were  obliged  to 

keep  on,  in  the  ro.ost  uncomfortable  manner,  till  we 

found  a  little  higher  ground,  where  the  branches  of  a 

sylvan  encampment  supplied  us  with  the  means  of 
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protecting  our  luggage  against  the  extreme  humidity 

of  the  ground.  It  is  such  encampments  as  these 

which  are  the  cause  of  so  much  unhealthiness  to  tra- 

vellers, and  I  did  not  feel  at  all  comfortable  until, 

with  great  difficulty,  I  had  lighted  a  fire  inside 

my  wet  tent,  the  rain  continuing  outside  with  in- 

creased violence.  But  the  weather  aiFected  my  peo- 

ple, who  were  less  protected  than  myself,  in  such  a 

manner,  that  they  were  shivering  with  wet  and  cold 

in  the  morning,  and  we  did  not  get  off  until  a  late 
hour. 

Having  met  some  energetic  and  warlike-looking 

horsemen  from  F6gha,  and  passing  several  small 

ponds,  we  descended  a  little,  and  then  proceeding 

over  the  hilly  ground,  which  was  more  scantily  tim- 

bered, we  gradually  approached  the  remarkable  valley 

of  Fogha.  As  I  had  decided  upon  visiting  the  town 

of  Kalliyul,  I  was  obliged  to  change  here  my  direction 

to  the  south-west,  keeping  along  the  side  of  the  valley. 

The  narrow  footpath  was  now  overgrown  with  rank 

grass,  and  the  numerous  salt-manufacturing  hamlets 
were  destitute  of  life  and  animation,  and  overgrown 

with  vegetation.  We  were  also  glad,  for  the  sake  of 

the  famished  inhabitants  of  this  district,  to  see  the 

fields  waving  with  tolerably  rich  crops,  and  a  few 

cattle  grazing  about.  Some  animation  was  caused 

by  an  encampment  of  native  traders  which  we  passed, 

consisting  of  light  sheds  built  of  reed. 

Proceeding  thus  onwards  we  reached  the  town  of 
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Kalliyal,  and  were  here  received  outside  the  gate  by 

two  horsemen,  when  I  was  without  delay  quartered 

in  a  large  and  clean  hut  built  of  clay,  and  about 

thirty  feet  in  diameter.  I  had  scarcely  made  myself 

comfortable,  when  Senina,  and  the  most  respectable 

of  the  inhabitants,  came  to  pay  their  compliments 

to  me  in  the  most  cheerful  manner,  saluting  me  as 

an  old  acquaintance  and  as  an  enterprising  and  suc- 

cessful traveller ;  while  I,  in  my  turn,  complimented 

them  on  account  of  their  having  retrieved  some  of 

their  losses  by  capturing  a  fine  herd  of  cattle  from 

the  enemy.  I  was  glad  to  see  that  they  were  not  in 

such  a  famished  condition  as  when  I  was  here  a  year 

previously,  and  I  gratefully  acknowledged  the  mode- 

rate proof  of  hospitality  which  they  were  able  to  be- 

stow upon  me,  consisting  of  a  little  tiiwo,  a  large 

quantity  of  milk,  and  a  few  kola  nuts.  I  rewarded 

their  kindness  as  well  as  I  was  able  under  my  present 
reduced  circumstances. 

It  was  here  that  I  learnt  with  certainty  the  death 

of  my  friend  the  vizier  of  Bornu  ;  for  although 

the  governor  of  Say,  when  we  read  to  him  the 

general  letter  of  recommendation  which  the  Sheikh  el 

Bakdy  had  written  for  me,  had  remarked  that  'Omar 
was  no  longer  ruler  of  Bornu,  and  had  thrown  out 

some  hints  respecting  the  death  of  the  vizier,  those 

indications  were  too  vague  to  be  relied  on;  but  now 

circumstances  were  mentioned  in  such  a  positive 

manner  that  I  could  no  longer  entertain  a  doubt  as  to 
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the  truth  of  the  report,  and  it  was  with  some  anxiety 

that  I  thought  of  Mr.  Yogel  and  his  companions, 

and  my  own  affairs  in  the  country  of  B6rnu. 

Towards  evening  I  wandered  about  a  little,  and  found 

the  town  only  scantily  inhabited,  although,  as  1  have 

said  before,  the  hamlets  for  manufacturing  salt  are 

almost  deserted  at  this  time  of  year,  as  no  salt  can  be 

obtained  as  long  as  the  bottom  of  the  valley  is  covered 

with  water.  The  situation  of  the  place  is  of  consider- 

able strength,  being  defended  not  only  by  the  wall 

on  the  east  side,  but  also  by  a  swamp  on  the  west  side, 

at  least  during  part  of  the  year ;  and  it  is  this  cir- 

cumstance which  renders  it  more  intelligible  how  the 
inhabitants  have  been  able  to  defend  themselves 

against  the  repeated  attacks  of  the  revolted  Dendi. 

The  greatest  object  of  interest  for  me,  and  which 

would  alone  have  rewarded  a  visit  to  the  place,  was  a 

specimen  of  an  oil-palm,  Elais  G.uineensis^  quite  iso- 

lated, but,  together  with  some  palm  bushes  of  the 

same  species,  serving  to  prove  that  this  palm  can 

thrive,  even  in  the  interior,  in  localities  where  the  soil 

is  impregnated  with  salt,  as  is  here  the  case  ;  although 

in  general  it  is  assumed,  and  seems  to  be  proved  by 

experience,  that  it  cannot  grow  at  any  great  dis- 
tance from  the  ocean. 

We  had  taken  up  our  quarters  inside  the  town,  in 

consequence  of  the  statement  of  'Abdii  that  we  should 
be  able  to  cross  the  valley  at  this  spot,  but  to  my  great 

disappointment  I  learned  that  I  should  have  to  retrace 

my  steps  for  some  miles,  as  far  as  the  spot  where  I  had 
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crossed  the  valley  on  my  outward  journey.  In  order 

therefore  not  to  lose  more  time  than  was  necessary,  I 

left  the  place  in  the  afternoon  of  the  next  day,  intend- 

ing to  encamp  beyond  the  valley  at  the  entrance  of  the 

forest.  After  a  good  deal  of  opposition  from  my  com- 

panions, I  effected  my  purpose,  being  escorted  out  of 

the  town  by  Senina,  with  two  mounted  archers,  and 

followed  by  all  the  people  who  wanted  to  take  the 

same  road ;  for  as  soon  as  they  saw  me  marching 

out  with  confidence,  they  all  followed,  one  after  the 

other,  and  encamped  close  round  my  tent,  which 

I  had  pitched  on  the  eminence  above  the  valley 

near  the  dum-palms,  as  if  it  were  a  talisman  to  pro- 

tect them  against  any  attack;  and  midnight  had 

scarcely  passed,  when  the  drum  of  'Abdii  was  heard 
in  the  distance,  indicating  that  he  also  did  not  tarry. 

But  in  consequence  of  the  laziness  of  my  people, 

whom  the  numbers  of  mosquitoes  had  scarcely  al- 

lowed to  close  their  eyes,  he  arrived  before  we  had 

prepared  our  luggage,  so  that  we  did  not  get  off  until 

three  o'clock  in  the  morning ;  and,  owing  to  a  pack- 

ox  belonging  to  'Abdii  having  fallen  down  in  the  nar- 
row path  in  the  forest,  we  lost  another  hour  before 

we  could  fairly  proceed. 

Marching  then  onwards  without  further  delay,  we 

reached,  half  an  hour  before  noon,  the  site  of  Debe,  in 

the  dense  thicket  of  the  forest,  which  was  inundated 

with  water,  and  made  a  short  halt,  without  dismount- 

ing, in  order  to  allow  the  Hausa  people  to  drink  their 

furd.    There  were  about  one  hundred  fatdki  or  native 
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traders,  most  of  them  bearing  their  little  merchandise 

on  pack-oxen  or  asses,  but  some  of  them  carrying  it 
on  their  heads  as  dan-gariinfu.  Having  refreshed 
ourselves,  we  continued  our  march,  but,  frightened  by 

a  thunder-storm  which  was  gathering  over  our  heads, 
encamped  near  a  shallow  pond  of  water.  However, 

there  was  but  little  rain,  and  we  had  a  tolerably  quiet 

evening.  Here  also  we  suiFered  greatly  from  the 

mosquitoes,  which,  together  with  the  extreme  in- 

security of  the  communication,  are  the  great  draw- 

back to  the  full  enjoyment  of  a  journey  through 
Kebbi. 

Sunday,  About  two  milcs  from  our  starting-point, 

August  13th.  jjaving  slightly  ascended,  we  had  again  to 
descend  the  steep  rocky  passage,  the  rising  ground 

before  us,  with  its  dense  timber,  appearing  like  a 

chain  of  mountains.  Having  then  ascended  again, 

we  reached  the  tebki,  or  pond,  which  I  have  men- 

tioned on  my  outward  journey,  and  being  thirsty,  we 

all  went  to  drink,  but  found  the  water  so  abominable, 

that  all  my  companions  from  Timbuktu  were  attacked 

with  serious  illness,  especially  Sidi  A'hmed,  who  was 
seized  suddenly  with  such  a  severe  attack  of  fever  that 

he  declared  the  water  to  have  been  poisoned.  But  al- 

though it  is  not  totally  impossible  that  the  enemy 

might  have  poisoned  the  pond — from  which  they 

knew  that  all  the  passers-by  supplied  themselves  with 

water — with  some  herb  or  other,  I  think  that  its 
unwholesome  character  was  caused  in  the  same 

manner  as  the  water  of  the  brook  near  U'ro  B^leng, 
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which  had  made  one  of  my  companions  and  myself  ill 
on  a  former  occasion. 

Having  again  descended  a  rocky  passage,  we  passed 

the  site  of  a  former  encampment  of  Sultan  Bello,  which 

he  used  as  his  head- quarters  when  he  destroyed  the 

towns  of  Debe  and  Kiika.  The  sight  of  this  place, 

together  with  the  remembrance  of  the  ruinous  war- 

fare which  had  proceeded  from  thence,  gave  my 

companions  an  opportunity  of  expatiating  on  the 

great  strength  of  Kebbi  in  former  times,  when  the 

whole  of  Giirma,  with  all  the  Songhay  places  as  far 

as  Tera,  were  subject  to  them ;  but  I  never  heard 

that  the  dominion  of  this  country,  or  of  any  province 

of  Hausa,  had  ever  extended  as  far  as  Timbuktu. 

Proceeding  then  cheerfully  on,  we  reached  the  first 

monkey-bread  trees  at  the  border  of  the  forest,  and 

were  greatly  delighted  at  the  sight  of  the  fine  herds 

of  cattle  belonging  to  the  inhabitants  of  TiUi,  with 

the  rich  crops,  part  of  which  was  already  cut  in 

order  to  satisfy  the  most  urgent  wants  of  the  popu- 

lation. The  whole  district,  together  with  its  fine 

timber,  which  had  now  put  forth  its  utmost  exuber- 

ance of  foliage,  left  a  very  pleasing  impression. 

Thus  we  reached  the  town  of  Tilli,  but  the  western 

gate  being  very  narrow,  we  had  to  turn  round  half 

the  circumference  of  the  wall  in  order  to  reach  the 

eastern  entrance ;  but  having  at  length  penetrated 

into  the  interior,  we  were  lodged  close  to  the  western 

gate,  where  we  had  arrived  an  hour  previously.  I  had 

thus  the  advantage  of  getting  a  good  insight  into  the 
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relations  of  the  population  of  this  place,  and  found 

the  town  to  be  much  better  off  and  more  densely  in- 

habited than  Zogirma.  But  while  the  governor  of  the 

latter  town  ranks  like  a  petty  sultan,  and  has  some 

cavalry  under  his  command,  that  of  Tilli  is  a  mere 

mayor,  without  rank  or  authority.  The  present  go- 

vernor, whose  name  is  Buba-Sadiki,  enjoyed  still  less 

authority  from  personal  reasons,  as  he  was  prostrated 

with  the  same  illness  which  had  lamed  the  governor 

of  Say.  This  seni,"  or  rheumatism,  as  I  have  stated 
on  former  occasions,  is  a  kind  of  disease  of  which 

every  African  traveller  who  exposes  himself  a  great 

deal  during  the  rainy  season,  particularly  along 

swampy  regions  and  in  leaky  boats,  is  very  suscep- 

tible. I  suffered  dreadfully  from  it  after  my  return 
to  Bornu. 

While  the  telamid  of  the  Sheikh  went  in  person 

to  the  governor  in  order  to  alleviate,  if  possible, 

his  enfeebled  state  by  means  of  their  prayers  and 

blessing,  I  made  him  a  small  present,  and  he  sent 

me  some  rice  in  acknowledgment.  The  little  market 

was  tolerably  well  supplied,  and  I  was  very  glad 

to  find  here,  besides  sorghum,  the  large  whole- 
some onions  of  Gando,  and  some  dodowa,  sour  milk 

also  being  in  considerable  abundance;  and  it  was 

interesting  to  observe  how  much  more  cheerfid 

all  the  inhabitants  were  under  the  present  circum- 

stances, than  they  had  been  the  previous  year.  I 

should  have  liked  very  much  to  have  paid  my  com- 

pliments to  my  friend  of  Zogirma,  in  order  to  see 
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how  he  was  going  on  after  being  relieved  frorn  a 

great  part  of  the  anxiety  which  appeared  to  oppress 

him  the  year  before;  but  fearing  the  delay,  I  resolved 

to  make  direct  from  here  to  Birni-n-Kebbi. 

We  had  heard  already  on  our  journey  Monday, 

that  we  had  arrived  at  the  very  latest  ̂ ^snstuth. 
time  in  order  to  cross,  with  any  degree  of  safety,  the 

swampy  faddama  of  the  giilbi-n-Sokoto,  which  a  little 
later  in  the  season  is  extremely  difficult  to  pass. 

At  all  events  it  was  very  fortunate  that  no  rain  had 

fallen  for  the  last  few  days,  or  we  should  have  expe- 

rienced considerable  difficulty  in  crossing  this  swampy 

ground  :  even  as  it  was,  we  had  to  traverse  three 

sheets  of  water,  the  first  of  which  was  about  three 

feet  deep  and  of  considerable  breadth,  the  second 

forming  the  real  bed  of  the  river,  running  with  a  south- 

westerly bend  towards  the  Kwara,  although  not  so 

wide  as  the  former,  and  the  third  forming  a  stagnant 

creek.  Having  passed  some  ricefields,  we  at  length, 

after  a  march  of  a  little  more  than  three  miles, 

emerged  from  the  swampy  bottom  of  the  valley,  and 

ascended  rising  ground  covered  with  the  fine  crops 

belonging  to  the  inhabitants  of  Diggi,  and  soon  after 

left  the  town  itself  on  our  right,  which  from  our 

former  journey  had  remained  in  our  remembrance, 

as  we  had  here  been  met  by  the  chivalrous  sons  of  the 

governor  of  Zogirma.  Here  dukhn  and  durra  were 

grown  promiscuously  in  the  same  field,  affording  a 

proof  that  this  ground  is  well  adapted  for  both  kinds 
of  cultivation. 

VOL.  V.  Y 
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Having  here  fallen  into  our  former  road,  I  hastened 

on  in  advance  along  the  well-known  path  towards 

Birni-n-Kebbi,  which  however  now  exhibited  a  dif- 

ferent character,  on  account  of  the  whole  country 

being  covered  with  tall  crops ;  and  turning  round  the 

walls  of  Kola,  we  reached  the  gate  of  Birni-n-Kebbi. 

The  aspect  of  this  town  had  likewise  undergone  an 

entire  change,  but  not  to  its  advantage  ;  the  town, 

which  of  itself  is  narrow,  being  still  more  hemmed 

in  by  the  crops.  For  the  moment,  the  place  had 

certainly  a  rather  desolate  appearance,  the  greater 

part  of  the  inhabitants  being  engaged  in  an  expedition 

led  on  by  'Abd  el  Kaderi,  or  as  he  is  commonly  called, 

'Abd  el  Kdderi-ay,  a  younger  brother  of  Khalilu.  As 
I  rode  up  to  the  house  of  the  magaji  or  governor, 

Mohammed  Lowel,  he  was  just  sitting  in  his  parlour 

with  a  few  of  his  people,  when  he,  or  rather  his  at- 

tendants, having  recognized  me  as  his  old  acquaint- 

ance 'Abd  el  Kerim,  came  out  to  salute  me  in  a  very 
cheerful  manner.  However,  the  expedition  being 

expected  to  return  the  same  evening,  there  was  no 

room  for  us  inside  the  town,  and  we  were  obliged  to 

seek  shelter  outside,  descending  the  steep  and  rugged 

slope  to  the  border  of  the  faddama,  where  we  ob- 

tained, with  difficulty,  quarters  for  myself,  in  an 

isolated  farm.  The  hut  was  extremely  small,  and  full 

of  ants ;  but  the  door  was  provided  with  a  peculiar 

kind  of  curtain,  made  of  the  leaves  of  the  deleb-palm, 

which,  while  admitting  access,  entirely  excluded  the 

mosquitoes,  which  infested  this  place  in  enormous 
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quantities.  We  were  well  treated  by  the  owner,  or 

maigida,  of  the  farm,  in  conformance  with  the  orders 

which  he  received  from  the  magaji,  to  whom  I  sent  a 

small  present,  reminding  him  of  the  larger  gift  which 

I  had  given  him  the  preceding  year.  His  hospitality 

was  the  more  acceptable,  as  the  market  was  very  badly 

supplied,  neither  millet  nor  rice  being  procurable; 

sour  milk  also  was  extremely  dear,  as  on  account  of 

the  crops,  and  the  quantity  of  water  covering  the 

valley,  the  cattle  had  been  all  sent  off  to  a  great 

distance,  into  the  neighbourhood  of  Gando. 

Late  in  the  evening  the  expedition  returned, 

bringing  about  one  hundred  head  of  cattle  and  thirty 

slaves,  whom  they  had  captured  from  the  enemy.  But 

although  the  commander  of  the  expedition  was  to  re- 

tarn  to  Gando  himself,  I  did  not  like  to  wait  for  him, 

and  started  early  the  next  morning  along  our  old 

path,  which  was  only  distinguished  at  present  by  the 

quantity  of  water  with  which  it  was  covered,  especially 

near  the  village  Hd-usdwa,  where  the  whole  shallow  bed 

of  the  valley  formed  one  sheet  of  water  three  feet  deep. 

A  good  deal  of  cultivation  of  rice  was  at  present  to  be 

seen.  Thus  we  reached  Giilumbe,  where,  this  time, 

in  consequence  of  the  quantity  of  rain  that  had  fallen, 

inundating  the  ground  outside  close  up  to  the  wall,  I 

took  up  my  quarters  inside  the  town,  and  obtained 

tolerably  good  lodgings,  the  courtyard  being  sur- 

rounded by  a  most  exuberant  growth  of  vegetation, 

and  the  finest  timber ;  but  the  mayor  did  not  treat 

us  quite  so  well  as  I  expected,  although  I  made  him 

y  2 
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a  present  of  a  black  shawl.  The  market  here  also 

being  badly  provided,  I  had  great  difficulty  in  ob- 

taining a  sufficient  supply  of  corn  for  my  horse. 

We  had  scarcely  left  the  narrow  lanes  of  the  town 

with  its  extraordinary  exuberance  of  vegetation, 

when  the  rain  set  in,  so  that  we  were  wet  both  from 

above  and  below,  the  path  either  leading  through 

tall  crops,  or  through  pools  of  stagnant  water.  The 

path  further  on,  according  to  the  information  which 

we  collected  from  people  whom  we  met  on  the 

road,  being  entirely  inundated,  when  we  reached  that 

western  branch  of  the  f^ddama  near  the  village  of 

Badda-badda,  we  followed  a  more  southerly  direction 

to  the  large  open  village  K6chi,  where  we  intended 

passing  the  night.  But  it  was  with  the  utmost  dif- 

ficulty that  we  obtained  lodgings,  nor  did  we  ex- 

perience the  least  sign  of  hospitality,  and  while  an 

immense  quantity  of  rain  fell  outside,  I  was  greatly 

tormented  by  the  number  of  mosquitoes,  which  were 

insufficiently  excluded  from  my  hut  by  a  stiff  piece 

of  leather  hung  before  the  door. 

Thursday,  -^^  soon  as  the  weather  allowed  us  we 

August  17th.  ̂ Qft  this  inhospitable  village,  and  soon 
afterwards  entered  forest,  to  which  succeeded  fine 

crops  of  corn.  Four  miles  beyond  Kochi,  we  had  to 

cross  a  large  faddama  full  of  water,  and  intersected  in 

the  middle  by  a  running  stream,  bordered  by  great 

numbers  of  water  lilies,  and  giving  us  altogether  a 

fair  idea  of  the  difficulties  attending  travelling 

through  this  country  at  the  present  season  of  the 
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year.  A  month  later  it  would  be  entirely  impassable 

for  a  European  traveller  encumbered  with  any 

amount  of  luggage.  But  the  road  was  tolerably 

well  frequented,  and  we  were  met  by  a  long  train  of 

broad-shouldered  square  built  Niipe  females,  each 

with  a  load  of  from  six  to  eight  enormous  calabashes 

on  her  head,  journeying  to  the  Friday  market  of 

J  ega. 

This  is  the  important  place,  which,  under  the  com- 

mand of  'Abd  e'  Salam,  had  made  a  long  and  success- 
ful resistance  against  the  author  of  the  reformatory 

movement  of  the  Fiilbe,  and  which,  on  account  of  its 

mercantile  importance,  had  attracted  attention  in 

Europe  a  good  many  years  ago  ;  and  although  it  has 

declined  at  present  from  its  former  importance,  it  was 

still  of  sufficient  consequence  to  make  me  desirous  of 

visiting  it ;  but  the  great  quantity  of  rain  which  fell 

at  this  time  by  rendering  the  communication  very  dif- 

ficult for  loaded  camels,  prevented  me  from  executing 

my  design.  A  little  further  on  I  met  with  one  of 

those  incidents  which,  although  simple  and  unim- 

portant in  their  character,  yet  often  serve  to  cheer 

the  solitary  traveller  in  foreign  countries,  more  than 

the  most  brilliant  reception.  After  having  crossed  a 

valley,  we  were  ascending  the  last  rocky  passage 

before  coming  to  Gando,  when  we  met  here  a  troop 
of  men,  and  as  soon  as  one  of  them  saw  me  in  the 

distance,  he  broke  out  into  the  cheering  exclamation, 

Mdrhaba,  marhaba,  *Abd  el  Kerim."  It  was  highly 
gratifying  to  me  when  returning  after  a  long  absence 

y  3 
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to  a  place  where  I  had  resided  for  so  short  a  time,  to 

be  recognized  immediately  and  saluted  in  so  hearty  a 

manner,  although  my  stay  in  Gando  was  connected 

with  many  a  melancholy  reminiscence. 

Here,  on  the  top  of  the  rocky  eminence,  we  obtained 

a  view  of  the  valley  of  Gando,  and,  descending,  soon 

reached  the  gate  of  the  town,  and  straightway  rode 

to  the  house  of  the  monkish  prince,  where  we  were 

soon  surrounded  by  a  number  of  people,  who  congra- 

tulated me  on  my  fortunate  return.  After  a  while, 

there  appeared  also  my  tormentor,  El  Bakdy,  which 

name  now  appeared  to  me  as  a  mere  satire,  asso- 

ciating as  it  did  this  vilest  of  Arabs  with  that  noble 
man  who  had  showed  me  so  much  disinterested 

friendship.  But  when  he  again  commenced  his  old 

tactics,  I  immediately  made  a  serious  protest,  declar- 

ing  at  once,  that  the  only  thing  which  it  was  in  my 

power  to  give  him  this  time,  was  a  black  tobe  and  a 

red  cap ;  and  this  I  assured  him  he  should  not  get 

until  the  very  moment  when  I  was  about  to  leave  the 

place.  The  dismal  clay-house,  where  I  had  been 

lodged  during  my  former  stay  in  the  place,  had  since 

fallen  in;  and  other  quarters  were  assigned  to  me, 

consisting  of  a  courtyard  and  two  huts. 
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The  quarters  which  had  been  allotted  to  me  this 

time,  were  at  least  a  little  more  airy  than  my  former 

ones.  My  former  guide,  Dahome,  here  paid  me  a 

visit.  Upon  asking  him  whether  he  had  faithfully 

delivered  to  the  mallem  'Abd  el  Kader,  in  Sokoto,  the 
parcel  I  had  given  him  on  his  taking  leave  of  me 

at  D6re,  he  put  on  a  rather  sullen  look,  took  from 

his  cap  a  small  leather  case,  opened  it,  and  drawing 

forth  a  dirty  piece  of  paper,  to  my  utmost  surprise  and 

disappointment,  exclaimed,  ̂ '  Here  is  your  letter!" 
I  then  learned,  that  in  consequence  of  the  violent 

rains  through  which  he  had  had  to  make  his  way,  and 

the  many  rivers  and  swamps  which  he  had  to  cross, 

the  whole  envelope  of  the  letter,  containing  the 

lines  addressed  to  my  friend  in  Sokoto,  had  been  de- 

stroyed, so  that  the  latter,  receiving  only  the  English 

letter,  and  not  knowing  what  to  do  with  this  hiero- 

glyphic, at  length  returned  it  to  the  bearer,  who 

had  since  used  it  as  a  charm.  Besides  this  mishap, 

which  had  delayed  this  letter  so  long,  instead  of  its 

being  forwarded  directly  to  Europe  in  order  to  inform 

my  friends  of  my  proceedings,  there  was  another  dis- 
Y  4 
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agreeable  piece  of  information  for  me  here ;  viz., 

that  nearly  the  half  of  the  huts  composing  the 

town  had  been  consumed  during  my  absence  by*  a 
conflagration,  and  that  all  my  books  which  I  had  left 

behind  had  in  consequence  been  destroyed. 

I  stayed  four  days  in  Gando,  endeavouring  once 

more,  in  vain,  to  obtain  an  audience  from  the  prince, 

and  to  persuade  my  companions,  the  telamid,  to  give 

up  their  hopes  of  a  handsome  present  from  this  nig- 

gardly man,  who  sent  me,  if  I  may  attribute  the  pro- 
ceedings of  his  slaves  to  himself,  in  return  for  all  the 

presents  I  had  made  him,  a  common  black  tobe  and 

3000  shells,  although  my  supplies  were  totally  ex- 
hausted, and  the  two  camels  which  I  still  possessed 

were  more  or  less  worn  out,  so  that  I  stood  greatly 

in  need  of  generous  aid.  But  not  wanting  anything 

besides  from  the  governor,  I  was  thankful  that  I  had 

passed  unmolested  through  his  extensive  dominions, 

on  my  outward  as  well  as  on  my  home  journey,  and 

even  protected,  as  far  as  his  feeble  power  was  able  to 

grant  protection. 
The  town  was  no  better  off  now  than  it  had  been  a 

year  before,  the  expedition  against  Argiingo,  of  which 

I  had  heard  on  the  road  as  being  undertaken  by 

'Aliyu,  having  turned  out  a  mere  sham,  and  in  con- 
sequence the  pagan  rebels  being  stronger  and  more 

daring  than  ever ;  and,  just  as  was  the  case  during 

my  former  residence,  there  was  an  expedition  on  a 

small  scale  every  Tuesday  and  Thursday,  made  by 

the  old  people  and  the  women,  in  order  to  collect 
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wood  with  some  degree  of  security.  On  the  whole, 

there  was  nothing  of  interest  to  record,  except  the 

remarkable  quantity  of  rain  which  fell  during  my 

stay,  and  which  was  said  to  have  fallen  before  my 

arrival,  confirming  the  impression  already  previously 

received  in  my  mind,  that  Gando  was  one  of  those 

places  most  abundantly  supplied  with  the  watery 

element ;  and  it  was  highly  interesting  for  me  to 

learn  from  the  people  on  this  occasion,  that,  as  a 

general  rule,  they  reckon  upon  ninety-two  rainy  days 

annually.  I  am  quite  sure  that  the  average  rain-fall 

in  this  place  is  certainly  not  less  than  sixty  inches ; 

but  it  is  probably  more  than  eighty,  and  perhaps  even 
one  hundred. 

I  was  heartily  glad  when  I  left  this  town,  Wednesday, 

where  I  had  experienced  a  great  deal  of  ̂"g^st23rd. 

trouble,  although  I  could  not  but  acknowledge,  that 

if  I  had  not  succeeded  in  some  degree  in  securing  the 

friendship  of  the  ruling  men  in  this  place,  it  would 

not  have  fallen  to  my  lot  to  have  reached  even  the 

banks  of  the  Niger. 

It  is  to  be  hoped  that  Khalilu  will  soon  be  succeeded 

by  a  more  energetic  prince,  who  will  restore  peace 

and  security  to  the  extensive  dominions  of  which 

Gando  is  the  capital.  Under  such  circumstances, 

this  town,  on  account  of  its  mercantile  connections 

with  the  provinces  along  the  Niger,  could  hardly  fail 

to  become  a  place  of  the  greatest  interest. 

A  great  many  sweet  potatoes,  or  dankali,  were  culti- 

vated in  the  district  through  which  I  passed,  although 
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the  aspect  of  the  crops  was  far  from  being  satisfactory. 

The  monkey-bread,  or  baobab  trees,  on  the  other 

hand,  were  now  in  the  full  exuberance  of  their  foliage. 

Leaving  our  former  route  a  little  to  the  north,  we  took 

the  southerly  road  to  the  town  of  D6go-n-ddji,  which 

was  enlivened  by  passengers  proceeding  to  visit  the 

market  held  at  that  place,  which  proved  to  be  much 

more  important  than  that  of  Gando,  cattle,  sheep, 

salt,  and  beads  constituting  the  chief  articles  for  sale. 

But,  just  at  the  moment  we  arrived,  a  thunder-storm 

broke  out,  which  dispersed  all  the  customers  in  the 

market,  and  left  us  in  a  difficult  position  to  supply 

our  wants.  The  town  itself,  although  the  clay  wall 

was  in  a  state  of  great  decay,  presented  an  interesting 

aspect,  being  full  of  gonda,  or  Erica  Papaya^  and 

date  trees,  which  were  just  loaded  with  fruit,  a  rather 

rare  sight  in  Negroland. 

Thursday,  Whcu  wc  left  the  towu  of  D6go-n-daji,  we 
August  24tii.  crossed  the  market-place,  which  is  adorned 

by  five  monkey-bread  trees,  but  being  empty  at  the 
time,  it  looked  somewhat  desolate. 

At  the  present  day,  at  the  outskirts  of  almost  all 

the  larger  towns  of  Negroland,  Fiilbe  families  are 

established,  who  rear  cattle  for  the  express  purpose  of 

supplying  milk  for  the  daily  wants  of  the  inhabitants ; 

and  these  people  gladly  provide  travellers  with  that 

most  desirable  article  when  they  are  well  paid  for  it ; 

but  having  degenerated  to  mere  tradesmen,  they,  of 

course,  possess  little  hospitable  feeling.  Leaving,  then 
the  town  of  Sd,la  at  about  two  miles  distance  to  the 
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north,  and  passing  through  a  populous  district,  rich 

in  pastures  and  the  cultivation  of  rice  and  sorghum, 

and  exhibiting  near  the  town  of  Kusada  a  good  many 

diim-  and  deleb-palms,  we  ascended  at  length  along  a 

difficult  passage,  rendered  almost  impassable  by  the 

quantity  of  rain  which  had  fallen,  until  we  reached 

Shagari,  the  place  where  we  had  slept  on  our  outward 

journey,  and  where  a  market  was  just  being  held. 

We  were  fortunate  enough,  this  time,  to  obtain  toler- 

able quarters,  and  to  be  well  treated. 

The  whole  country  which  we  traversed  on  our 

next  day's  march,  was  clothed  with  the  richest  ve- 
getation, the  crops  being  almost  ripe,  but  cattle  and 

horses  being  very  scanty.  Thus,  after  a  good  march, 

we  reached  the  town  of  Bodinga,  having  lost  another 

of  our  camels  on  the  road,  which,  in  crossing  one  of 

the  swampy  valleys  in  which  this  part  of  Negroland 

abounds,  had  fallen  backwards  with  his  load,  and 

died  on  the  spot.  But  the  quantity  of  water  that  we 

had  to  sustain  from  above  and  below,  was  not  only 

destructive  to  animals,  but  likewise  to  men,  and  I  my- 

self felt  most  cheerless,  weak,  and  without  appetite, 

bearing  already  within  me  the  germs  of  dysentery, 

which  soon  were  to  develop  themselves,  and  under- 

mine my  health  in  the  most  serious  way.  My 

companions  were  not  much  better  off,  and  of  the 

messengers  of  the  Sheikh  El  Bakdy,  none  but  Sidi 

A'hmed  was  able  to  keep  up  with  us. 

A  large  and  well-frequented  market  was  held  be- 

fore the  western  gate  of  the  town  of  Bodinga,  ex- 
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hibiting  a  great  number  of  horned  cattle  and  asses  ; 

but  the  more  desolate  appeared  the  extensive  and  at 

present  useless  area  of  the  town  itself,  which  was 

now  covered  with  rank  grass,  or  laid  out  in  kitchen 

gardens,  while  only  a  few  straggling  cottages  were 

to  be  seen.  Although  I  again  preferred  taking  up 

my  quarters  outside  in  my  old  place,  I  entered  the 

town  expressly  in  order  to  pay  my  compliments  to 

the  governor,  and  was  here  most  hospitably  treated 

by  my  friend,  who  manifested  the  greatest  delight  at 

my  safe  return  to  his  province  from  my  dangerous 

journey  westward.  But  I  had  great  need  of  the  as- 

sistance of  a  powerful  friend,  as  my  camels  were 

not  able  to  carry  my  little  luggage  any  further; 

and  the  good- tempered  son  of  my  old  friend  M6dibo 

'All,  not  only  assisted  me  with  camels,  but  also  him- 
self mounted  the  following  morning  on  a  stately 

charger,  and  escorted  me  several  miles  on  my  road 
to  Sokoto. 

I  reached  the  old  residence  of  the  A'hel  F6diye  in  a 
very  exhausted  state,  having  been  delayed  on  the  road 

by  falling  in,  in  the  midst  of  a  swampy  fdddama,  with  a 

numerous  caravan  of  asses,  which  entirely  obstructed 

the  winding  watery  path.  But  notwithstanding  my 

sickness,  I  took  extreme  delight  in  the  varied  aspect 

which  the  country  at  present  exhibited,  in  com- 

parison with  the  almost  total  nakedness  which  it  had 

displayed,  when  I  set  out  from  Sokoto  sixteen  months 

previously;  and  I  felt  extremely  grateful  when  I  again 
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found  myself  in  this  town,  having  accomplished  more 

than  I  ever  thought  I  should  be  able  to  do. 

The   whole   town,  suburbs,  wall,  cottages,  and 

gardens,  were  now  enveloped  in  one  dense  mass  of 

vegetation,  through  which  it  was  difficult  to  make 

one's  way,  and  recognise  places  well  known  from 
former  visits.    Scarcely  had  I  been  quartered  in  a 

comfortable  hut,  when  my  friend  'Abd  el  Kdder  Dan- 
Taffa,  sent  his  compliments  to  me,  and  shortly  after 

made  his  appearance  himself,  expressing  the  liveliest 

satisfaction  at  seeing  me  again,  and  sincere  compas- 

sion for  the  reduced  state  of  my  health.    Not  less 

encouraging  was  the  reception  I  met  with  from  my 

old  friend  Modibo  'All..    When  I  made  him  a  small 

present,  regretting  that  after  the  long  time  I  had 

been  without  supplies  I  was  not  able  to  make  him 

a  better  one,  he  was  so  kind  as  to  express  his 

astonishment  that  I  had  anything  left  at  all.  He 

also  begged  me  not  to  go  on  at  once  to  Wurno,  but 

to  stay  a  day  in  this  place,  and  to  write  to  'Aliyu, 
informing  him  of  my  safe  return,  and  how  much  I 

stood  in  need  of  his  aid.    I  made  use  of  this  oppor- 

tunity of  at  once  requesting  the  emir  El  Mumemn  to 

forward  me  with  as  little  delay  as  possible  on  my 

journey,  hinting,  at  the  same  time,  that  I  should  feel 

very  grateful  to  him,  if  he  would  assist  me  with  horses 

and  camels.    I  intimated  also,  that  as  I  myself,  on  ac- 
count of  the  reduced  state  of  my  health,  was  anxious 

to  reach  home  by  the  most  direct  road,  I  had  to 

beg  for  permission  for  a  countryman  of  mine,  who 
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had  just  come  to  Bornu,  meaning  Mr.  Vogel,  to  visit 

the  south-eastern  provinces  of  his  kingdom.  The  fol- 

lowing evening,  a  messenger  arrived  from  the  vizier 

'Abdii,  son  of  Gedddo,  informing  me  that  we  were  to 
start  on  the  succeeding  day,  and  that  we  should  find 

camels  on  the  other  side  of  the  river.  The  river,  as 

I  had  already  learned,  w^as  very  much  swollen,  and 
extremely  difficult  to  cross. 

While  my  Mohammedan  and  black  friends  thus 

behaved  towards  me  in  the  kindest  and  most  hos- 

pitable manner,  the  way  in  which  I  felt  myself  treated 

by  my  friends  in  Europe,  was  not  at  all  encouraging, 

and  little  adapted  to  raise  my  failing  spirits ;  for  it 

Avas  only  by  accident,  through  a  liberated  female 

slave  from  Stambul,  who  called  upon  me  soon  after 

my  arrival,  that  I  obtained  information  of  the  im- 

portant fact,  that  five  Christians  had  arrived  in  Kii- 

kawa,  with  a  train  of  forty  camels.  While  I  en- 

deavoured to  identify  the  individuals  of  whom  this 

person  gave  me  some  account  from  a  very  selfish 

point  of  view,  with  the  particulars  contained  in  Lord 

Russell's  despatch,  which  I  had  received  near  Tim- 
buktu, about  the  members  of  an  auxiliary  expedition 

to  be  sent  out  to  join  me,  I  was  greatly  astonished 

that,  for  myself,  there  was  not  a  single  line  from 

those  gentlemen,  although  I  felt  still  authorized  to 

consider  myself  the  director  of  the  African  Expedition; 

and  I  could  only  conclude  from  all  this,  that  something 

was  wrong.  I  had  not  yet  any  direct  intimation  of 

the  rumour  which  was  spread  abroad  with  regard  to 
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my  death :  and  taking  everything  into  consideration, 

it  was  certainly  a  want  of  circumspection  in  Mr. 

Vogel,  notwithstanding  the  rumours  which  were 

current  in  Bornu,  not  to  endeavour  to  place  himself 

in  communication  with  me  in  the  event  of  my  being 
still  alive. 

Having  arranged  my  luggage  at  an  early  Tuesday, 

hour,  and  waited  some  time  for  my  people  ̂ "^"'^ 

to  get  ready,  I  set  out.    Winding  down  the  slope 

of  the  hill  on  w^hich  Sokoto  is  situated,  and  which 

was  now  covered  with  crops,  we  reached  the  border 

of  the  stream,  which,  from  having  been  an  insig- 

nificant brook  at  the  time  of  my  first  arrival  in  the 

place,  was  now  changed  into  a  powerful  torrent,  about 

200  yards  broad,  and  rushing  along  with  the  most 

impetuous  violence,  undermining   the   banks,  and 

leaving  in  its  course  small  patches  of  grassy  islands, 

which  made  the  passage  extremely  difficult.  The  view 

opposite  will  give  an  idea  of  the  scenery.    Having  at 

length  crossed  this  stream  in  frail  barks,  dragging 

our  horses  and  beasts  of  burden  alongside  of  them,  we 

had  to  wait  a  good  while  on  the  opposite  shore  till 

the  camels  sent  from  Sokoto  came  to  meet  us,  when 

we  proceeded  about  eight  miles,  and  having  been 

caught  in  a  heavy  shower,  took  up  our  quarters  in 

A'chi-da-Mfia,  a  large  straggling  farming  village. 
Here  I  felt  extremely  weak  and  exhausted,  my  case 

assuming  more  distinctly  the  character  of  dysenter3\ 

After  an  agreeable  march  of  about  six  Wednesday, 

miles,  it  being  a   fine   clear  day,  we  ̂ "^"stsoth. 
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reached  Wurno,  the  residence  of  'Aliyu.  Here  we 
were  lodged  in  our  old  quarters,  where,  however, 

the  frail  building  of  the  hut  had  disappeared,  and 

nothing  remained  but  the  clay  house.  I  was  received 

by  the  court  of  the  emir  El  Miimenm  also  with 

great  kindness,  and,  curious  as  it  may  appear  to  Eu- 

ropeans, my  hostile  relation  with  the  Fulbe  of  Hamda- 

Allahi  seemed  only  to  have  increased  my  esteem  in  the 

eyes  of  these  peoj)le.  'Aliyu  had  even  heard  of  the  un- 

generous conduct  of  the  Sheikh  el  Bakdy's  younger 
brother  towards  me ;  and  while  he  greatly  praised 

the  straightforward  behaviour  of  the  former  he  did 

not  fail  to  reproach  Sidi  Alawate  with  meanness. 

He  treated  me  very  hospitably,  although  I  was  not 

able  to  enjoy  greatly  the  more  luxurious  kind  of  food 

which  was  here  offered  to  me,  for  luxurious  it  seemed 

after  my  poor  diet  in  the  famished  and  distracted 

region  near  the  Niger.  It  was  only  by  the  strictest 

diet,  especially  by  keeping  to  sour  milk,  together  with 

repose,  that  I  succeeded,  after  a  great  deal  of  suffering, 

in  keeping  under  the  disease.  However,  my  recovery 

in  the  beginning  was  only  temporary,  and  on  the  1 3th 

of  the  following  month  dysentery  broke  out  with  con- 
siderable violence,  and  caused  me  a  total  loss  of 

strength  ;  but,  after  a  severe  crisis,  it  was  overcome 

by  the  use  of  Dover's  powders,  although  even  then  a 
simple  diet  was  the  most  effectual  remedy,  my  food 

consisting  of  nothing  but  pounded  rice,  mixed  with 

curdled  milk,  and  the  seeds  of  the  Mimosa  Nilotica, 

At  length,  on  the  22nd  of  September,  I  was  again 
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enabled  to  move  about  a  little  on  horseback,  and  from 

that  day  forward,  my  health  continued  to  improve. 

Finding  that  my  segifa  excluded  every  draught  of 

air,  I  built  myself  a  shed  of  matting  in  front  of  the  door 

of  the  clay  house,  where  I  spent  my  time  pleasantly 

enough,  until  the  great  humidity  of  the  ground,  in 

consequence  of  the  rains  that  began  to  fall,  drove  me 

back  into  my  hall.  The  whole  breadth  of  the  valley 

to  the  very  foot  of  the  rocky  border  was  now  under 

water  to  a  considerable  depth,  and  covered  with 

water-lilies.  Scarcely  a  small  footpath  remained.  A 

great  deal  of  rice  was  to  be  seen  in  the  low  ground, 

while  the  cultivation  on  the  higher  ground  consisted 

entirely  of  sorghum.  But  the  richness  of  the  country 

around  was  scarcely  of  any  avail,  for  greater  inse- 

curity prevailed  than  on  my  former  visit,  even  at  the 

distance  of  a  few  miles  from  the  capital.  A  small 

host  of  the  enemy  had  succeeded  in  carrying  into 

slavery  from  a  distance  of  less  than  ten  miles  from 

the  capital,  a  considerable  number  of  people  and  cat- 

tle.* Another  predatory  expedition  of  the  Biigaje 
from  Alakkos,  a  few  days  later,  drove  away  two 

herds  of  cattle  from  the  very  village  of  Giydwa; 

*  This  expedition  was  led  by  the  Dan-ghaladima-Gober,  and 
fell  upon  the  border  district  of  Jyju,  situated  in  the  rocky  district 
between  Giyawa  and  Wurno,  and  comprising  many  small  hamlets, 

or  gidaje,  as  the  Gida-n-Riya,  Gida-n-Alis6wa,  Gida-n-Gorgabe, 
Gida-n-K61a-Dalladi,  Gida-n-Maidanga,  Gida-n-Yakubu,  Gida-n- 
Ruggun-daji,  Rumde-n-ghaladima,  and  Alkali-Asben.  A  brother 
of  his  ransacked  Wano,  separated  only  by  a  narrow  valley  from 
Salame. 

VOL.  V.  Z 
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and  on  the  2nd  of  October  a  small  foray  of  Tagaraa 

plundered  the  village  of  Saldme  together  with  a 

neighbouring  hamlet,  carrying  away  a  good  number 

of  people. 

A  great  dearth  of  provisions  prevailed,  not  only 

with  regard  to  meat,  but  even  corn,  which  was  the 

more  surprising  to  us,  as  we  had  been  accustomed  in 

Timbuktu  to  very  low  prices,  although  provisions  are 

there  brought  from  so  great  a  distance.  We  were 

able  in  that  town  to  buy  a  sheep  for  500  or  600 

kurdi,  but  we  could  here  find  none  under  3000,  the 

best  fetching  as  much  as  5000  ;  and  as  for  corn,  the 

suniye,  which  we  bought  in  Timbuktu  for  3000  to 

4000,  we  should  have  been  glad  to  buy  here  with 

10,000,  if  such  large  quantities  had  been  brought 

into  the  market  at  all.  It  was,  besides,  extremely 

difficult  for  me  to  find  shells.  I  was  thus  obliged  to 

sell  five  dollars  for  11,000  shells,  while  in  Timbuktu 

they  would  have  fetched  15,000.  I  also  sold  the 

corals  which  I  had  left  at  a  low  price,  in  order  to 

be  enabled  to  keep  up  my  establishment.  Cotton 

strips,  which  are  liked  better  in  the  country  places, 

were  still  dearer  in  proportion  than  shells. 

The  horse  which  I  rode  myself  being  incapable  of 

any  further  exertion,  and  my  camels  having  either 

died  or  become  totally  exhausted,  I  was  thus  thrown, 

much  against  my  inclination,  upon  the  generosity  of 

the  prince,  and  in  order  to  stimulate  his  good  will, 

besides  the  present  which  I  offered  to  him  at  my 

first  interview,  I  gave  him  in  a  second  audience  ten 
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dollars,  silver  being  always  an  article  much  esteemed 

by  these  people.  I  had  made  it  a  point  of  reserving 

the  last  berniis  I  possessed  for  the  governor  of  Kano, 

who,  in  the  present  state  of  anarchy  into  which  Bornu 

seemed  to  be  plunged,  might  be  a  person  of  great  im- 
portance to  me.  But,  nevertheless,  I  could  not  induce 

this  not  very  high-spirited  and  noble-minded  prince 

to  make  a  sacrifice  of  a  handsome  horse,  and  he  gave 

me  an  animal  which,  although  it  did  not  prove  to  be 

a  bad  travelling  horse,  was  of  small  size,  had  a  very 

bad  walk,  was  not  able  to  gallop  at  all,  and  alto- 

gether, was  more  like  an  ass  than  a  horse.  Besides 

a  horse,  'Aliyu  was  kind  enough  to  send  me  a  large 
loaf  of  English  sugar,  —  a  rather  uncommon  article 

in  this  country.  I  felt  very  grateful  for  this  present, 

as  I  was  entirely  destitute  of  sugar. 

I  had  a  good  deal  of  trouble  with  my  companions, 

who  did  not  like  to  leave  this  place  so  soon  as  it  was 

my  intention  to  do.  This  extended  not  only  to  the 

messengers  of  the  Sheikh,  all  of  whom  suffered  a 

great  deal  from  illness,  but  still  more  to  my  head- 

man, 'All  el  A'geren,  whom  I  would  have  sent  away 
long  before  if  I  had  been  able  to  pay  him  off ;  for  this 

man,  who  found  it  very  convenient  to  trade  at  my 

expense,  while  he  had  nothing  to  do  except  to  receive 

a  good  salary,  entered  into  all  sorts  of  intrigues  to 

keep  me  in  this  place,  just  as  he  had  done  in  Tim- 
buktu. 

Notwithstanding  the  reiterated  delays,  I  succeeded 

in  fixing  my  departure  for  the  7th  October,  and  as  I 
z  2 
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afterwards  convinced  myself  from  my  own  experience, 
the  state  of  the  roads  which  we  had  to  cross  would 

scarcely  have  allowed  us  to  commence  our  journey 

before  that  time;  but  the  rainy  season  was  now  almost 

over,  and  while  the  noxious  insect  called  tumiin- 

ragaye,  which  towards  the  end  of  the  rainy  season 

infests  the  whole  ground,  increased  in  numbers,  the 

quantity  of  rain  decreased.  Being  now  rather  better 

and  feeling  stronger,  I  began  again  to  move  about  a 

little  on  horseback,  although  the  swampy  character 

of  the  valley  which  surrounds  Wurn6  on  almost  every 

side,  together  with  the  rocky  character  of  the  re- 

maining part  of  the  district,  prevented  me  from 

making  long  excursions. 

During  this  my  second  stay  in  the  capital  of  this 

extensive  empire,  I  had  again  full  opportunity  of  ob- 

serving the  extreme  weakness  and  want  of  energy 

which  prevails  in  its  very  centre ;  although  I  could 

not  but  acknowledge  the  feeling  of  justice  which 

animates  the  ruler  himself,  notwithstanding  his  want 

of  spirit.  In  proof  of  this  I  may  relate  that  being 

informed  one  day  that  five  young  sons  of  his  had  com- 

mitted acts  of  injustice  in  the  market,  he  became 

greatly  enraged,  and  immediately  sent  his  two  chief 

courtiers,  'Abdu  and  the  ghaladima,  with  positive 
orders  to  seize  and  imprison  the  offenders;  and  when 

the  young  outlaws  succeeded  in  escaping  and  hiding 

themselves  for  a  day  or  two,  he  had  the  chief  slave, 

who  had  been  with  them,  executed.  But  the  cowardice 

of  his  people,  and  their  oppression  of  the  weak  and 
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unprotected,  became  fully  apparent.  A  most  dis- 

graceful alFair  happened  at  this  time.  A  caravan 

of  inoffensive  traders  who  had  encamped  in  Gd- 

wasii,  were  surprised  by  them,  and  after  considerable 

havoc  had  been  made  among  them,  were  deprived 

of  almost  all  their  property.  These  people  had  been 

reported  to  be  hostile  pagans,  or  A'zena,  from  the 

district  of  Saje  in  Gober,  and  dependent  on  the  pro- 

tection of  the  Kel-geres  and  the  Awelimmiden-wuen- 

Bodhdl,  and  were  represented  as  having  been  trading 

with  the  inhabitants  of  Tleta,  which  was  hostile  to 

the  Fellani ;  but  after  this  cruel  act  of  injustice  had 

been  committed,  it  was  ascertained  that  they  were 

peaceable  traders  on  their  way  to  Kano,  and  that 

among  them  there  were  even  several  inhabitants  of 
Wurn6. 

But  it  almost  seemed  as  if  the  prospects  of  this 

part  of  Negroland  were  to  darken  more  and  more, 

for  the  rumours  which  I  had  heard  on  the  Niger 

of  the  ancient  feud  between  the  Kel-owi  and  Kel- 

geres  having  again  broken  out  in  a  sanguinary 

struggle,  were  entirely  confirmed  here.  The  Kel-owi 

had  undertaken  this  year  an  expedition  on  a  large 

scale,  consisting  of  5000  men  mounted  on  horses  and 

camels,  and,  according  to  report,  with  as  many  as 

1000  muskets,  against  the  Kel-geres  and  the  Awelim- 

miden,  and  had  penetrated  almost  as  far  as  Saje, 

which  place  they  destroyed  by  fire.  The  Kel-geres 

having  taken  part  in  the  expedition  of  the  Goberawa 

against  the  empire  of  Sokoto,  the  relation  of  the 
z  3 
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Kel-owl  with  the  latter  had  assumed  a  much  more 

friendly  character,  and  our  old  friend  A'nnur  had 

paid  a  visit  to  the  town  of  K^tsena.  My  friend  'Abd 

el  Kdder,  the  Sultan  of  A^gades,  who,  as  1  have 
mentioned  on  my  outward  journey,  had  been  deposed, 

and  had  been  succeeded  by  Hdmed  e'  Rufdy,  had  now 
turned  merchant  on  a  grand  scale,  endeavouring  at 
the  same  time  to  attach  the  Fiilbe  to  his  cause.  His 

usual  residence  was  now  in  Kdtsena,  but  he  had  paid  a 

visit  the  previous  year,  in  company  with  the  governor 

of  that  place,  to  the  emir  El  Miimenm,  taking  him, 

besides  a  quantity  of  berniises  and  other  valuable 

articles,  a  present  of  thirteen  horses  of  Tawdrek  breed, 

and  receiving  from  the  latter,  besides  a  number  of 

tobeS;  3,000,000  shells,  and  260  slaves.  Having  re- 

mained about  two  months  in  Wurn6,  and  having  been 

treated  altogether  in  the  most  distinguished  manner, 

the  ex-king  of  A'gades  had  been  forwarded  with  a 
numerous  escort ;  for,  notwithstanding  the  extreme 

weakness  of  this  empire,  if  viewed  from  a  European 

point  of  view,  it  even  now  ish  not  quite  destitute  of 

means.  During  my  stay,  the  messengers  arrived 

from  Zariya,  with  a  bi-monthly  tribute  of  300,000 

shells,  85  slaves  and  100  tobes. 

Having  at  length  overcome  the  laziness  of  my 

companions,  I  had  the  satisfaction  of  seeing  my  depar- 

ture finally  arranged  for  the  5th  October.  The  gha- 

ladima,  in  whose  company  on  my  outward  journey  I 

had  come  from  Kdtsena,  was  again  to  be  my  fellow 

traveller  on  my  return  eastward.    I  therefore  com- 
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pleted  my  preparations,  and,  on  the  4th  October,  I 

had  my  final  leave-taking,  or,  as  the  Hausa  people 

say,  the  babankwana,  when  I  took  the  opportunity  of 

excusing  myself  to  'Aliyu  for  having  been  this  year 
a  little  troublesome,  after  the  fashion  of  those  Arab 

sherifs  who  used  to  visit  him,  stating  at  the  same 

time,  that  if  my  means  had  not  been  almost  ex- 

hausted, I  should  have  preferred  buying  a  horse  for 

myself.  Having  made  this  prelude,  I  endeavoured 

to  impress  upon  him  the  dangerous  state  of  the  road, 

when  he  made  use  of  the  expression  common  in  Hausa, 

"Alia  shibiideta!"  God  may  open  it!");  but  I  pro- 
tested against  such  an  excess  of  reliance  upon  the 

Divine  interventiouj  and  exhorted  him  to  employ  his 

own  strength  and  power  for  such  a  purpose,  for  with- 

out security  of  roads,  I  assured  him  there  could  be  no 

intercourse  nor  traffic.  He  either  was,  or  seemed  to 

be,  very  desirous  that  the  English  should  open  trading 

relations  with  him ;  and  I  even  touched  on  the  cir- 

cumstance, that  in  order  to  facilitate  such  an  inter- 

course, it  would  be  best  to  blow  up  certain  rocks, 

which  most  obstructed  the  navigation  between  Yauri 

and  Biisa,  but  of  such  an  undertaking  I  convinced 

myself  that  it  was  better  not  to  say  too  much  at 

once,  as  that  ought  to  be  an  affair  of  time. 

Altogether,  'Aliyu  had  entered  into  the  most  cheer- 
ful conversation  with  me  on  all  occasions,  and  had 

questioned  me  upon  every  subject  without  reserve. 

He  also  furnished  me  with  four  letters  of  recom- 
z  4 
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mendation,  one  to  the  governor  of  Kan6,  one  to  that 

of  Bauchi,  one  to  that  of  A'damdwa,  and  one  in  a 
more  general  sense,  addressed  to  all  the  governors  of 

the  different  provinces  in  his  empire.  Thus  I  took 

leave  of  him  and  his  court,  probably  never  to  see 

that  region  again,  and  lamenting  that  this  extensive 

empire,  which  is  so  advantageously  situated  for  a 

steady  intercourse  with  Europeans,  was  not  in  the 

hands  of  an  energetic  chieftain,  who  would  be  able 

to  give  stability  to  conquest,  and  to  organise  the  go- 

vernment of  these  provinces,  so  richly  endowed  by 

nature,  with  a  strong  hand. 

Thursday,  about  thrcc  o'clock  in  the  afternoon 
October  6th.     ̂ j^g^^  J  ̂ qq]^  jjjy  £^^1  IcaVC  of  Wumo.  I 
had  twice  resided  in  this  capital  for  some  length  of 

time,  experiencing,  on  the  whole,  much  kindness.  On 

my  outward  journey  I  had  been  furnished  on  my  dan- 

gerous undertaking  with  a  strong  and  powerful  recom- 

mendation ;  and  on  my  return,  although  I  had  come 
into  hostile  contact  with  another  section  of  the  same 

tribe  to  which  the  inhabitants  of  this  country  belong, 

I  had  been  again  received  without  the  least  suspicion, 

had  been  treated  with  great  regard,  notwithstanding 

the  exhausted  state  of  my  finances,  and  allowed  to 

pursue  my  home  journey  as  soon  as  the  season  re- 

opened the  communication  with  the  neighbouring 

province. 

Following  now  quite  a  different  and  more  south- 

erly road  from  that  which  we  had  pursued  on  our 

outward  journey,  we  encamped  this  day  in  Dan- 
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Shdura*,  a  walled  town,  strengthened  by  three 
moats,  tolerably  well  inhabited,  and  adorned  with 

fine  groups  of  trees,  among  which  some  large  gonda 

trees,  or  Erica  Papaya^  were  distinguished.  The  town 

belongs  to  the  district  of  Edba,  which  forms  the  title 

of  its  governor,  who  is  called  Serki-n-Rdba.  He  was 

a  decent  sort  of  man,  and  treated  us  hospitably,  a 

dish  of  fish  proving  a  great  luxury  to  me  in  this  in- 

land region,  and  bearing  testimony  to  the  consider- 

able size  of  a  large  pond  which  borders  the  town  on 

the  east  side,  being  apparently  in  connection  with  the 

gulbi-n-Raba,  or  Bugga.  The  evening  was  clear,  and 

I  enjoyed  for  a  long  time  the  scenery  of  the  place  in 

the  fine  moonlight,  but  the  governor  would  not  honour 

me  with  his  company,  being  greatly  afraid  of  the  bad 

influence  of  the  moon,  the  efi^ect  of  which  he  thought 
far  more  injurious  than  that  of  the  sun. 

After  a  night  greatly  disturbed  first  by  Friday, 

mosquitoes,  and  then  by  a  heavy  gale,   October  eth. 

we  pursued  our  journey,  entering  a  fine  open  country, 

which  was  intersected  further  on  by  a  broad  faddama, 

and  beyond  that,  presented  several  ponds  half-dried 

*  I  here  give  a  list  of  the  towns  and  villages  lying  along  this 
river  on  the  side  of  Dan-Shaura:  —  Dogawa,  Tungammaza,  Tun- 
sumawa,  Tofa,  Gida-n-dan-Damawa,  Gida-n-Laudam,  Basansan, 
Gida-n-Somaba,  G.  Magaji,  Gelgil,  G.  Atafiru,  Jan  Tumbagebe, 
Birni-n-Dangeda,  Gajere,  Dorowa-n-birni,  Dakurawa,  Kundus, 
Rara.  Between  the  town  of  Raba,  from  whence  this  river  has 

received  the  name  Gulbi-n-Raba,  and  Sokoto,  there  are  the  places  : 
Kurfi,  Toronka,  Kawasa,  Durbel,  Dunguji,  Tunga-duwatsu,  Ka- 

banga  (Ungwa  Ibrahima)  Gari-n-serki-n-A^zena. 
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up.  But,  after  a  march  of  about  ten  miles,  we  had 

a  larger  valley  full  of  water  on  our  right ;  and  three 

miles  further  on,  had  to  cross  it  at  a  spot  where  the 

sheet  of  water  was  at  present  narrowed  to  about  100 

yards  in  width  and  3  feet  in  depth,  and  notwith- 

standing a  considerable  current  afforded  an  easier 

passage  than  the  other  part  of  the  rainy  season  bed, 

which  at  present  exhibited  swampy  ground,  partly 

overgrown  with  rank  grass,  but  was  very  difficult  to 

cross,  and  a  few  days  previously  had  been  totally  im- 
practicable for  horses  or  camels. 

Four  miles  and  a  half  beyond  this  river,  through 

a  country  adorned  with  fine  trees,  but  without  any 

traces  of  cultivation,  we  reached  a  large  river  about 

250  yards  broad,  and  more  than  5  feet  deep,  run- 

ning here  in  a  north-easterly  direction,  and  no 

doubt  identical  with  the  river  which  we  had  lately 
crossed.  How  it  is  that  the  river  here  contains 

so  much  more  water  than  it  does  lower  down,  I  can- 

not state  with  certainty ;  but  my  opinion  is,  that  a 

great  portion  of  it  is  withdrawn  towards  the  north, 

where  the  forest  seems  gradually  to  slope  down  to- 

wards the  desert  region  of  the  centre  of  Giindumi, 

where,  in  a  sort  of  mould,  or  hollow,  a  large  lake-like 

pond  is  formed.  It  is  rather  unfortunate  that  I  had  not 

an  opportunity  of  asking  information  on  this  subject 

from  one  of  the  followers  of  the  ghaladima,  who,  in- 

stead of  crossing  the  first  sheet  of  water,  kept  along 

its  northern  bank,  and  thus  with  a  longer  circuit, 

but  without  the  necessity  of  embarking  in  a  boat. 
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reached  the  town  of  Gandi.  Having  then  crossed 

another  small  faddama  in  a  wide  open  country,  where 

sorghum  and  cotton  were  cultivated  together  in  the 

same  fields,  we  reached  the  town  of  Gandi.  It  is  sur- 

rounded by  a  wall  (in  a  state  of  decay),  and  by  two 

moats,  and  is  of  considerable  size,  but  half- deserted. 

We  traversed  with  some  difficulty  the  entrance  of 

the  town,  which  was  adorned  on  the  outside  with 

three  very  tall  bombax,  or  silk- cotton  trees,  and  was 

almost  entirely  obstructed  by  a  wooden  gate,  and  then 

made  our  way  through  the  desolate  area  of  the  town, 

overgrown  with  tall  herbage,  diim-palms,  and  korna, 
until  we  reached  the  house  of  the  magaji,  who  is  one 

of  the  five  rulers  of  this  vast  and  desolate  place. 

But  we  had  a  great  deal  of  trouble  in  procuring 

quarters  in  an  empty  courtyard,  where  we  were 

glad  to  obtain  some  rest,  as,  owing  to  my  long  ill- 

ness, and  my  entire  want  of  any  strengthening  food, 

I  felt  extremely  exhausted  by  our  day's  march.  I 
had,  moreover,  the  dissatisfaction  to  find  that  one  of 

my  people,  a  liberated  slave  from  Niipe,  had  re- 

mained behind  and  could  not  be  found.  As  for  my- 

self, I  was  not  able  to  stir  much  about  to  inquire 

after  him,  for  I  wanted  rest  the  more,  as  we  had  a 

long  day's  march  before  us*,  and  had  to  rise  at  a 
very  early  hour. 

*  Close  to  Gandi  is  the  small  hill  Dan-Fawa,  where  the  ancient 
town  was  situated  ;  and,  at  a  distance  of  about  ten  miles,  is  the 
well-known  town  of  Bakura,  after  which  the  river  is  called  G  ulbi-n- 
Bakura. 
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It  was  three  o'clock  the  following  morning  when 
we  all  assembled  round  the  courtyard  of  the  gha- 

ladima,  but  on  account  of  the  guide  who  had  pro- 

mised to  conduct  us  through  the  wilderness  not 

daring  to  trust  himself  with  these  people  without 

receiving  his  reward  beforehand,  we  did  not  get  off 

till  half-past  five  o'clock,  after  we  were  quite  tired  out 
and  ill  prepared  for  a  long  march.  The  forest  was 

overgrown  with  rank  grass,  and  in  the  beginning 

exhibited  some  large  ponds.  The  dor6wa  formed 

the  principal  tree,  only  now  and  then  a  diim-palm 

giving  some  variety  to  the  vegetation.  Through 

this  dense  forest  we  marched  at  such  a  rate,  that  it 

rather  resembled  a  flight  than  anything  else,  render- 

ing it  impossible  for  me  to  lay  down  this  road  with 

the  same  degree  of  accuracy  to  which  I  had  adhered 

with  the  greatest  perseverance  throughout  the  whole 

extent  of  my  long  wanderings.  At  length,  after  a 

march  of  more  than  twenty  miles,  we  reached  the 

beginning  of  the  large  pond  Subiibu,  which,  how- 

ever, at  present  was  almost  dried  up,  presenting 

nothing  but  small  pools  of  water ;  but  I  was  sadly 

disappointed  in  my  hopes  of  obtaining  here  some 

rest,  the  locality  being  regarded  as  too  insecure  to 

make  a  long  halt,  although  on  account  of  this 

sheet  of  water  we  had  evidently  given  to  our  course 

a  direction  greatly  diverging  from  that  of  our  main 

route,  which  was  to  the  north-east.  1  felt  so  much 

exhausted,  that  I  was  obliged  shortly  after  to  remain 

secretly  behind,  protected  only  by  my  faithful  ser- 
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vant  El  Gatr6ni,  when  I  lay  down  flat  on  the  ground 

for  a  few  moments,  and  then,  refreshed  a  little, 

hastily  followed  the  troop.  Thus  we  proceeded  on- 

ward, and  the  day  passed  by  without  there  appearing 

any  vestige  of  a  town.  After  many  disappointments, 

dragging  myself  along  in  the  most  desperate  state  of 

exhaustion,  about  an  hour  after  midnight  we  at 

length  reached  cultivated  fields  and  encamped  at 

some  distance  from  the  town  of  Danfawa  or  Dan-Fawa, 

on  an  open  piece  of  ground.  Not  being  able  to  wait 

till  the  tent  was  pitched,  I  fell  fast  asleep  as  soon  as  I 

dismounted.  A  very  heavy  dew  fell  during  the  night. 

Having  obtained  some  water  and  a  couple  Sunday, 

of  fowls  from  some  farming  people  in  our  ̂ ^^^^^^  ̂ t^- 

neighbourhood,  we  succeeded  in  finding  our  camels 

(which  on  account  of  the  exhausted  condition  of  my 

people  had  wandered  away),  and  set  out  a  little  after 

noon,  passing  close  by  the  town,  where  a  tolerable 

market  was  held,  and  where  I  provided  myself  with 

corn  for  the  next  few  days.  The  town  of  Dan-Fdwa 

is  tolerably  populous,  and  there  are  even  a  good 

many  huts  outside  the  walls  ;  but  I  was  astonished 

at  observing  the  filthy  condition  of  the  pond  from 

which  the  inhabitants  procure  their  supply  of  water. 

It  could  not  fail  to  confirm  my  former  conjecture, 

that  most  of  the  diseases  of  the  inhabitants,  espe- 

cially the  guinea-worm,  are  due  to  this  dirt  and  filth, 

which  they  swallow  at  certain  seasons  of  the  year  in 
this  sort  of  water. 

Having  lost  some  time  in  the  market,  I  overtook  my 
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people  as  they  were  winding  along  the  steep  bank  of 

a  considerable  river,  which,  taking  a  northerly  course, 

and  evidently  identical  with  the  watercourse  at 

Katiiru,  joins  the  great  valley  of  Gober,  a  few  miles 

to  the  north-west  of  Sansanne  'Aisa.  At  the  place 
where  we  crossed,  it  was  about  200  yards  broad,  but 

very  shallow  at  the  time,  being  only  a  foot  deep  and 

full  of  sandbanks  ;  but  I  was  not  a  little  astonished  to 

find  that  it  contained  a  very  great  quantity  of  fish, 

numbers  of  people  being  employed  in  catching  them 

by  the  beating  of  drums.  Although  the  bank  was 

so  steep,  there  were  evident  signs  that  a  short  time 

before,  it  had  been  covered  by  the  water,  and  part  of 

the  crops,  even  beyond  its  border,  had  been  damaged 

by  the  inundation. 

The  country  appeared  to  be  well  inhabited.  A 

little  further  on  we  passed  on  our  left  a  populous 

walled  town  called  D61e,  and  an  apparently  larger 

place  became  visible  on  the  other  side,  the  pasture- 

grounds  being  covered  with  extremely  fine  cattle. 

After  we  had  crossed  the  river,  I  found  that  the 

highest  stalks  of  Indian  corn,  which  was  fast  ripen- 

ing, measured  not  less  than  twenty-eight  feet.  Be- 
sides sorghum,  sweet  potatoes,  or  ddnkali,  were  also 

cultivated  here  to  a  great  extent.  Having  then 

crossed  a  stony  tract,  we  again  reached  the  town  of 

Moriki,  where  the  river  approaches  to  within  a  few 

hundred  yards  *    On  the  high  ground  close  to  the 

*  The  watercourse  is  here  still  of  considerable  size,  and  comes 
a  good  many  miles  from  the  south-east,  from  a  place  called  G6- 
zaki,  skirting  the  towns  of  Kauri-n-Namoda,  and  Goga. 
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border  of  the  town,  a  market-place  spreads  out. 

Having  observed  the  narrowness  of  the  lanes,  I  pre- 

ferred encamping  a  considerable  distance  beyond  the 

town  near  a  hamlet,  surrounded  by  a  thick  fence, 

and  inhabited  by  Fiilbe,  of  the  tribes  of  the  Jaka- 
bawa  and  Kukodawa.  The  neighbourhood  of  Moriki 

was  said  to  be  infested  by  the  inhabitants  of  the 

town  of  Tleta,  who  were  reported  to  make  nightly 

forays,  carrying  away  horses  and  cattle ;  but  not- 
withstanding this  information,  we  had  an  undisturbed 

night's  rest,  although  I  thought  it  prudent  to  fire 
several  shots. 

Having  dried  our  tent  a  little  from  the  Monday, 

extremely  heavy  dew  which  had  fallen  October  9th. 

during  the  night,  we  set  out  to  join  our  companions. 

Traversing  the  same  rocky  district  through  which 

"we  had  passed  on  our  outward  journey,  we  reached 
again  the  well-known  place  of  Diichi,  and  entering 

with  difficulty  the  obstructed  lanes  of  the  village 

where  we  lost  another  of  our  camels,  pitched  our  tent 

on  a  small  open  square  opposite  the  house  where  the 

ghaladima  had  taken  up  his  quarters.  Some  tamarind 

trees  on  the  slope  of  a  rocky  eminence,  which  rose 

close  behind  our  resting  place,  afforded  us  a  tolerable 

shelter  during  the  hot  hours  of  the  day. 

Our  day's  march  carried  us  as  far  as  Tuesday, 
Biinka,  with  the  loss  of  another  of  our  October  loth. 

camels,  and  we  encamped  this  time  inside  the  town 

in  a  tolerably  spacious  courtyard,  the  surrounding 

fields  being  now  covered  with  tall  crops,  and  not 
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affording  sufficient  ground  for  encamping.  Alto- 

gether the  country  presented  a  very  different  as- 

pect from  what  it  had  done  on  our  outward  jour- 

ney, and  the  watercourse  near  Zyrmi  with  its  steep 

banks,  offered  a  difficult  passage,  although  the  water 

was  not  more  than  a  foot  and  a  half  deep.  My 

camels  being  either  knocked  up  or  having  entirely 

succumbed,  I  endeavoured  in  vain  to  procure  a  good 

ox  of  burden,  the  principal  reason  of  my  difficulty 

being,  that  I  was  not  provided  with  shells,  and,  in 

consequence,  I  had  some  trouble  the  next  day  in 

reaching  the  town  of  Kdmmane,  where  the  ghaladima 

took  up  his  quarters.  Already  on  the  road,  I  had 

observed  a  good  deal  of  indigo  and  cotton  culti- 

vated between  the  sorghum.  Even  here  close  to  the 

town,  we  found  the  grounds  divided  between  the 

cultivation  of  rice  and  indigo ;  and  I  soon  learnt  that 

the  whole  industry  of  the  inhabitants  consisted  in 

weaving  and  dyeing.  They  have  very  little  millet  of 

any  kind,  so  that  their  food  is  chiefly  limited  to 

ground-nuts  or  kolche  They  have  no  cattle,  but  their 

cotton  is  celebrated  on  account  of  its  strength,  and 

the  shirts  which  they  dye  here,  are  distinguished  for 

the  peculiar  lustre  which  they  know  how  to  give  to 

them.  Although  the  inhabitants  have  only  about 

twenty  horses,  they  are  able,  according  to  their  own 

statement,  to  bring  into  the  field  not  less  than  5000 

archers.  However  exaggerated  this  statement  may 

be,  they  had  not  found  it  very  difficult,  the  pre- 
ceding year,  to  drive  back  the  expedition  of  the 
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Goberdwa ;  for  they  keep  their  wall  in  excellent 

repair,  and  even  at  present  only  one  gate  was  pass- 

able at  all  for  laden  animals,  the  others  being  only 

accessible  by  a  kadarku  or  narrow  draAvbridge. 

The  whole  interior  of  the  town  presented  an  inte- 

resting aspect,  tall  diim-palms  shooting  up  between 

the  several  granite  mounds  which  rise  to  a  consider- 

able elevation  while  the  courtyards  exhibited  a 

great  deal  of  industry,  the  people  being  busy  with 

their  labours  till  late  in  the  evening.  The  proprietor 

of  the  courtyard  where  I  had  taken  up  my  quarters 
treated  me  with  the  favourite  drink  of  furd  soon  after 

my  arrival,  and  with  tiiwo  in  the  evening.  I  was 

also  fortunate  enough  to  obtain  some  milk  from  the 

viMagers  outside. 

It  was  rather  late  when  we  left  this  place  Thursday, 

for  another  lono;  forced  march,  a  dense  foo^  October  12th. 

enveloping  the  country  ;  but  it  was  still  much  too 

early  for  my  noble  friend  the  ghaladima,  who  was 

busy  installing  a  new  governor,  for  which  he  received 

a  present  of  a  horse  and  large  heaps  of  shells,  so  that 

it  was  almost  ten  o'clock  before  we  had  fairly  entered 
upon  our  march.  This  district  being  very  danger- 

ous, we  proceeded  on  with  great  haste,  and  I  really 

conjectured  that  it  was  in  truth  the  unsafe  state  of  the 

*  Kammane  is  one  of  those  places  which  are  distinguished  on 
account  of  their  granite  mounds,  and  which  extend  from  A'yo 
and  Magare  to  Chabane,  A^jia,  and  the  fifteen  rocky  mounds  of 
Kotorkoshe,  where  the  Sultan  of  Sokoto  had  the  preceding  year 
directed  his  expedition. 

VOL.  V.  A  A 
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road  which  had  caused  the  delay  of  our  departure,  the 

people  being  anxious  to  disappoint  the  enemy,  who, 

if  they  had  heard  the  news  of  our  arrival  in  this  place, 

Avould  of  course  expect  that  we  should  set  out  in  the 

morning.  Having  made  our  way  for  about  six  hours 

through  a  dense  forest,  we  left  a  granite  mound  and  the 

ivy-mantled  wall  of  Riibo  on  one  side,  with  a  fine  rimi 

and  abundance  of  fresh  grass  of  tall  growth.  The 

forest  then  became  clearer,  and  we  reached  a  consider- 

able tebki,  or  pond,  which  being  regarded  as  the  end 

of  the  dangerous  tract,  my  companions  came  to  con- 

gratulate me  upon  having  now  at  length  escaped  the 

dangers  of  the  road.  However,  our  day's  march  was 
still  tolerably  long,  extending  altogether  to  twelve 

hours  ;  and  being  rather  unwell  that  day,  I  had  con- 

siderable difficulty  in  keeping  up  with  the  troop. 

In  consequence  of  our  late  departure,  we  had  to 

traverse  the  most  difficult  part  of  our  route,  that 

nearest  to  U'mmadaw,  which  is  intersected  by  granite 
blocks,  in  the  dark,  so  that  our  march  was  frequently 

obstructed,  especially  at  a  spot  where  two  mighty 

granitic  masses  left  only  a  narrow  passage.  A  good 

deal  of  indigo  is  here  cultivated  between  the  millet  ; 

and  the  town  itself  is  very  spacious  ;  but  arriving  at 

so  late  an  hour,  we  had  great  difficulty  in  obtaining 

quarters,  all  the  open  grounds  being  covered  with 

corn,  and  we  were  glad  to  find  at  length  an  open 

square  where  we  might  pitch  our  tent. 

Yridaj,     Here  my  route  separated  from  that  of  the 

October  13th.  gi^aladima,  as  I  was  going  to  Kan6,  while 
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he,  again,  along  this  roundabout  way  (the  direct  route 

having  been  almost  entirely  broken  up  by  the  enemy), 

directed  his  steps  towards  Katsena.  After  satis- 

fying our  appetites,  for  which  w^e  had  not  been  able 

to  provide  the  preceding  night,  I  took  a  small  present 

with  me,  and  went  to  bid  farewell  to  the  ghaladima 

and  those  of  his  suite  who  had  been  particularly  kind 

to  me ;  and  I  hope  that  they  will  long  remember  me. 

Having  fulfilled  this  duty,  I  proceeded  with  my 

people,  in  order  to  continue  my  march  alone.  The 

country  was  tolerably  open,  broken  only  here  and 

there  by  granite  rocks,  while  the  vegetation  was  en- 

livened now  and  then  by  diim-palms.  Cultivation 

was  limited  to  certain  tracts ;  but,  notwithstanding 

the  unsafe  state  of  the  country,  the  pasture-grounds 

were  not  quite  destitute  of  cattle  ;  and  being  at  length 

able  to  travel  according  to  my  own  inclinations,  I  en- 

joyed the  scenery  extremely.  It  had  been  my  original 

intention  to  pursue  the  road  to  Korofi ;  but,  by  mis- 

take, after  leaving  Wurm6,  I  had  got  into  the  track 

leading  to  Birchi.  I  reached  this  latter  town  after  a 

march  of  altogether  about  twelve  miles,  having  crossed 

my  former  route  from  Kiiraye  to  Kiirrefi.  I  found  that 

almost  all  the  male  inhabitants  of  the  place  had  joined 

the  expedition  against  Kdura ;  and  I  pitched  my  tent 

in  front  of  the  house  of  the  ghaladima,  but  was  invited 

by  the  people  who  were  left  as  guardians  to  pass  the 

hot  hours  of  the  day  in  the  cool  entrance-hall  of  his 

courtyard.  Although  the  place  does  not  exhibit  any 

great  signs  of  wealth  or  comfort,  T  was  glad  to  find 
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that  the  corn  here  was  much  cheaper  than  in  U'mma- 

daw.  I  was  also  enabled  to  buy  some  butter.  More- 

over, the  absence  of  the  governor  exercised  no  un- 

favourable influence  upon  my  treatment,  which  was 

very  kind :  an  old  mallem  especially  evinced  a  friendly 

disposition  towards  me. 

Saturday,  After  a  march  of  about  fourteen  miles, 

October  14th.  pegging  by  the  town  of  Kawe6,  where  a 
small  market  was  held,  and  traversing  the  suburb  of 

Sakassar,  with  its  beautiful  "  ngdbore,"  or  fig-trees, 

we  reached  the  town  of  Maje,  which  had  been  repre- 
sented to  us  as  rich  in  cattle  and  milk,  but  which  I 

found  half  deserted  ;  the  town  having  greatly  declined 

about  twelve  years  previously,  when  the  whole  country, 

including  the  places  Takabdwa,  Matazu,  Korofi,  and 

Kiirkojango,  revolted,  and  gave  free  passage  to  an 

army  of  the  Gober^wa.  I  was  glad  to  buy  a  good 

sheep  for  1500  shells.  The  governor  of  the  place 

was  absent  in  Kdtsena,  where  he  generally  resides. 

We  had  pitched  our  tent  in  the  shade  of  a  beautiful 

fig-tree,  and  passed  the  afternoon  very  pleasantly ; 

but  were  greatly  troubled  during  the  night  by  the 

numbers  of  mosquitoes. 

Rising  at  an  early  hour,  and  traversing  a  fine 

country,  I  reached  the  large  town  of  Kusdda  in  the 

afternoon,  and  encamped  here,  outside,  not  far  from 

the  market-place,  which  at  the  time  of  my  arrival  was 

quite  untenanted ;  but  the  following  night  it  became 

well  frequented  by  a  number  of  travellers  who 

sought  quarters  there.    On  this  march  I  observed  a 
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specimen  of  industry  on  a  small  scale,  exercised  by 

the  inhabitants  of  the  town  of  Mdje,  who  buy  sour 

milk  in  a  place  called  Kdnkia,  at  a  considerable 

distance,  and  supply  the  town  of  Kor6fi  with  it. 

Numerous  villages  were  lying  on  either  side  of  our 

path,  cultivated  and  uncultivated  ground  succeeding 

alternately ;  Indian  millet  being  here  the  chief  product 

besides  cotton.  The  pasture-grounds  also  were  en- 

livened by  a  good  number  of  horses. 

Pursuing  from  this  point  my  old  road  through  the 

fine  province  of  Kano,  rich  in  all  kinds  of  produce, 

and  well  stocked  with  cattle,  and  encamping  the  next 

night  close  beyond  the  town  of  Bichi,  I  reached  the 

town  of  Kan6  in  the  afternoon  of  the  17th,  having 

sent  one  of  my  people  in  advance. 

A  A  3 
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SECOND  RESIDENCE  IN  KANO,  UNDER  UNFAVOURABLE  CIRCUM- 
STANCES.—  MARCH  TO  KUKAWA. 

On  my  arrival  in  Kan6,  I  found  everything  pre- 

pared, and  took  up  my  quarters  in  a  house  provided 

for  me;  but  I  was  greatly  disappointed  in  finding 

neither  letters  nor  supplies;  being  entirely  desti- 

tute of  meanSj  and  having  several  debts  to  pay  in 

this  place, — amongst  others,  the  money  due  to  my 

servants,  to  whom  I  had  paid  nothing  during  the 

whole  journey  from  Kiikawa  to  Timbuktu,  and  back. 

I  was  scarcely  able  to  explain  how  all  this  could 

have  happened;  having  fully  relied  upon  finding 

here  everything  I  wanted,  together  with  satisfactory 

information  with  regard  to  the  proceedings  of  Mr. 

Vogel  and  his  companions,  whose  arrival  in  Kiikawa 

I  had  as  yet  only  accidentally  learned  from  a  libe- 

rated slave  in  S6koto.  But  fortunately,  without  re- 

lying much  upon  Sidi  Eashid,  the  man  whom  I 

knew  to  be  at  the  time  the  agent  of  Her  Majesty's 
Yice  Consul  in  Miirzuk,  I  had  given  my  confidence  at 

once  to  Sidi  'All,  the  merchant  whom  I  have  mentioned 
already  in  the  account  of  my  former  stay  in  this  place, 

as  a  tolerably  trustworthy  person,  and  whose  good- will 
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I  endeavoured  at  once  to  secure,  by  sacrificing  to  him 

almost  everything  I  had  left  of  value,  including  a  small 

six-barrelled  pistol.  In  return,  he  promised  to  supply 

my  wants  till  I  should  be  put  in  possession  of  the 

money  and  merchandise  which  I  had  deposited  in 
Zinder. 

The  first  thing,  therefore,  which  I  had  to  do  the 

next  morning,  after  having  paid  my  compliments  to 

the  ghaladima  and  the  governor,  and  made  to  each  of 

them  a  handsome  present,  such  as  my  means  would 

allow,  was  to  send  my  servant  Mohammed  el  Gatroni, 

upon  whom  I  could  fully  rely,  to  Zinder;  giving 

him  full  instructions,  and  promising  him  a  handsome 

present,  if  he  should  succeed  in  bringing  away  all 

my  effects,  both  those  which  had  been  deposited 

on  a  former  occasion,  and  the  merchandise  which 

had  been  forwarded  on  my  account  at  a  later  pe- 

riod ;  and  a  smaller  one  in  case  he  should  only  find 

the  latter  portion :  for,  after  all,  I  was  by  no  means 
sure  that  the  box  of  ironware  and  the  four  hundred 

dollars  had  remained  safe  during  the  severe  civil 

struggles  which  had  agitated  Bornu  during  my  ab- 

sence. Meanwhile,  till  the  return  of  this  messenger,  I 

endeavoured  to  pass  my  time  as  usefully  as  possible, 

by  completing  a  survey  of  the  town  which  I  had 

begun  during  my  former  residence,  but  was  far  from 

having  finished.  At  the  same  time  the  state  of  my 

health,  on  account  of  the  close  quarters  in  which  I  was 

here  lodged,  after  having  roved  about  in  the  open  air 

for  so  long  a  time,  required  uninterrupted  exercise. 
A  A  4 
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Owing  to  the  change  in  my  mode  of  living,  severe  fits 

of  fever  attacked  me  repeatedly. 

Kano  will  always  remain  one  of  the  most  un- 

favourable localities  for  Europeans  in  this  region  ; 

and  it  was  well  that  Mr,  Yog  el,  for  the  first  year  after 

his  arrival  in  Negroland,  purposely  avoided  this 

spot.  Even  my  animals  did  not  escape  the  malig- 
nant effect  of  the  climate.  Three  of  my  horses 

w^re  seized,  one  after  the  other,  with  a  contagious 

disease,  commencing  with  a  swelling  of  the  thighs, 

and  from  thence  spreading  to  the  breast  and  the  head, 

and  generally  proving  fatal  in  six  or  eight  days.  In 

this  way  I  lost  two  out  of  my  three  horses,  including 

my  old  companion,  Avho  had  carried  me  through  so 

many  dangerous  campaigns,  and  who  had  shared  all 

my  fatigues  and  sufferings  for  nearly  three  years  ;  but 

the  small  and  ugly,  but  strong  horse  which  the  Sultan 

of  Sokoto  had  made  me  a  present  of,  escaped  with  its 

life.  This  disease  which  attacked  my  horses,  of  course, 

interfered  greatly  with  my  excursions,  and  took  away 

almost  all  the  pleasure  w^hich  they  would  otherwise 
have  afforded,  as  I  was  reduced  to  the  necessity  of 

making  use  of  very  indifferent  animals.  Nevertheless, 

I  enjoyed  greatly  the  open  country  which  extended 

outside  the  gates  of  this  picturesque  but  extremely 

dirty  town,  dotted  with  large  villages  at  no  great 

distance;  and  I  followed  up  especially,  with  great 

interest,  the  easterly  of  the  three  roads  which  diverge 

from  the  K6fa-n-kura,  and  which  leads  to  the  small 

rivulet  known  as  the  K6gi-n'Kan6.  Occasionally  also 
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I  went  to  visit  some  cattle-pens,  in  order  to  get  a  little 

fresli  milk,  which  I  was  unable  to  procure  in  the  town  ; 

for  inside  the  place  I  succeeded  only  after  great  exer- 

tion in  obtaining  a  little  goat's  milk.  The  pools  pro- 
duced by  the  rainy  season  had  now  dried  up  almost 

everywhere,  and  that  peculiar  kind  of  sorghum  called 

"  raaiwa  "  had  been  harvested ;  and  a  few  days  after- 
wards, while  making  another  excursion,  to  the  south, 

I  met  the  servants  of  the  governor  gathering  the  corn 
for  their  master. 

Besides  my  ow^n  private  concerns,  and  the  anxiety 

produced  by  the  urgency  of  my  debts  and  the  uncer- 

tainty with  regard  to  the  property  left  by  me  in  Zin- 

der,  there  were  two  objects  which  attracted  my  whole 

attention  and  caused  me  a  good  deal  of  perplexity 

and  hesitation.  The  first  of  these  was  the  expedition 

sent  by  the  English  government  up  the  river  Benuwe, 

of  which  I  had  not  the  slightest  idea  at  the  time  when 

it  was  carried  out,  for  the  despatches  which  I  had 

received  in  Timbuktu,  after  so  much  delay,  did  not 

contain  a  word  about  such  a  proceeding ;  and  the 

letters  which  were  forwarded  afterwards  to  my  ad- 

dress, informing  me  that  such  an  expedition  was  to 

be  undertaken,  remained  in  Kiikawa,  and  I  did  not 

get  them  until  my  arrival  in  that  place  at  the  end 

of  December.  Thus  it  was  not  until  the  29th  October 

that,  just  in  the  same  manner  as  I  had  heard  acci- 

dentally in  S6koto  of  the  arrival  of  Mr.  Vogel  in 

Kiikawa,  I  was  informed  here,  by  the  report  of  the 

natives,  of  such  an  expedition  having  taken  place.  I 
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at  first  thought  that  it  was  undertaken  by  Captain 

M'Leod,  of  whose  proposal  to  ascend  the  Niger  I 
had  accidentally  gleaned  some  information  through 

a  number  of  the  Galignani,  and  it  was  not  until  the 

13th  November  that  I  succeeded  in  meeting  the  person 

who  had  seen  the  expedition  with  his  own  eyes.  This 

man  informed  me  that  the  expedition  consisted  of  one 

large  boat,  he  did  not  know  whether  of  iron  or  of 

wood,  and  two  smaller  ones,  containing  altogether 

seven  gentlemen  and  seventy  slaves,  he  of  course 

taking  the  Kroomen  for  slaves.  Moreover,  I  learned 

from  him  that  the  members  of  this  expedition  had  not 

gone  as  far  as  Y61a,  the  capital  of  A^daraawa,  as  the 
governor  of  Hamdrruwa  had  warned  them  not  to  go 

up  to  that  place  with  their  steamer,  on  account  of  the 

narrow  passage  between  the  mountains.  He  also 

informed  me,  that  they  had  commenced  their  home 

journey  earlier  than  had  been  expected,  and  that  he 

himself,  having  proceeded  to  Yakoba  in  order  to  pro- 

cure more  ivory  for  them,  had  found  them  gone  on 
his  return. 

-  The  other  circumstance  which  greatly  occupied  my 

mind  at  this  time,  was  the  state  of  afi'airs  in  Kiikawa. 
For  in  the  beginning,  on  the  first  news  of  the  revolu- 

tion in  Bornu,  and  of  the  Sheikh  'Omar  being  dethroned 
and  his  vizier  slain,  I  had  given  up  my  project  of 

returning  by  Bornu,  intending  to  try  again  the  dif- 

cult  road  by  A'lr.  At  a  later  season,  however,  when 

I  heard  on  the  road  that  'Omdr  was  again  installed,  I 
cherished  the  hope  that  it  might  be  possible  to  take 
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the  safer  route  by  the  Tebu  country,  especially  as  I 

received  the  news  of  a  most  sanguinary  struggle 

having  taken  place  between  the  Kel-owi  and  the  Kel- 

geres.  In  this  struggle  a  great  many  of  the  noblest 

men  of  the  former  were  said  to  have  fallen,  together 

with  several  hundred  of  the  common  people  on  both 

sides.  I  was  sorry  to  hear  that  in  this  struggle  my 
best  friends  had  succumbed. 

Meanwhile  the  news  from  Kiikawa  remained  very 

unsatisfactory,  and  false  rumours  were  continually 

brought  from  thence.  Thus  it  was  reported  on 

the  1st  November  that  the  Sugiirti  had  vanquished 

'Omar,  who  had  made  his  escape  accompanied  only 
by  a  couple  of  horsemen ;  and  it  was  not  until  the 

9th  that  we  received  trustworthy  news  that  he  was 

holding  his  position  steadily  against  the  intrigues 

of  the  party  of  his  brother,  whom  he  kept  in  prison. 

It  was  with  great  satisfaction,  that  I  saw  messengers 

from  'Omar  arrive,  in  the  course  of  a  few  days,  in 
order  to  present  his  compliments  to  the  governor 

of  this  place.  I  at  once  had  them  called  to  my 

house,  and  made  them  a  few  presents,  in  order  to 

express  my  satisfaction  at  their  master  having  re- 

covered his  kingdom,  and  still  holding  his  position ; 

for  it  was  a  most  important  point  with  me  to  see  my 

road  to  Bornu  clear,  and  to  meet  there  with  Mr. 

Yogel  and  his  party,  in  order  to  give  him  my  ad- 

vice and  assistance  with  respect  to  the  countries 

which  it  was  most  desirable  that  he  should  explore. 

But  in  the  situation  in  which  I  was  thus  placed,  it 
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proved  most  difficult  to  obtain  the  means  of  reaching 

Kiikawa,  as  I  had  no  money  at  my  disposal.  For, 

to  my  great  disappointment,  the  servant  whom  I  had 

sent  to  Zmder  on  the  18th,  in  order  to  bring  from 

thence  the  property  which  I  had  deposited  there, 

as  well  as  the  merchandise  which  had  arrived  after- 

wards, returned  on  the  4th  November  empty-handed, 

bringing  nothing  but  a  few  letters.  It  was  now  that 

I  heard  that  the  news  of  my  death  had  been  every- 

where believed,  and  that  a  servant  of  Mr.  Vogel's,  to- 

gether with  a  slave  of  'Abd  e'  Rahman's,  had  arrived 
in  Zmder  from  Kiikawa,  and  had  taken  away  all  the 

merchandise  that  had  reached  that  place  on  my  ac- 

count, the  box  with  the  400  dollars  and  the  cutlery 

having  been  stolen  long  before,  immediately  after  the 
assassination  of  the  sherif 

Thus,  then,  I  was  left  destitute  also  from  this  side, 

and  I  felt  the  want  of  supplies  the  more,  as  my  head- 

man, 'All  el  A'geren,  supported  by  the  wording  of  the 
contract  which  I  had  entered  into  with  him,  had 

claimed  here  peremptorily  the  payment  of  the  rest  of 

his  salary,  which  amounted  to  111  dollars,  and  I  had 

been  obliged  to  request  Sidi  'AH  to  pay  him  this  sum 
on  my  account.  This  man  had  cost  me  very  dear, 

and  if  I  had  possessed  sufficient  means  I  should  have 

discharged  him  in  Timbuktu,  as  he  there  threw  off  all 

alleofiance  and  obedience  to  me  as  soon  as  he  became 

aware  of  the  dangers  which  surrounded  me.  He  was 

likewise  of  very  little  service  to  me  on  ray  return 

journey  ;  but  of  course  he  was  now  anxious  to  excuse 
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himself  for  his  conduct  on  the  road,  and  even  laid 

claim  to  the  present  which  I  had  promised  him  in 

the  event  of  his  conduct  proving  quite  to  my  satis- 
faction. This,  however,  I  refused  with  good  reason ; 

and  I  was  glad  to  find  that  my  other  servants,  whose 

salaries  amounted  altogether  to  nearly  200  dollars, 

were  willing  to  wait  for  their  payment  until  we 
reached  Kiikawa. 

However,  the  parcel  which  my  servant  brought  me 

from  Zinder  was  not  quite  devoid  of  subjects  of  gra- 

tification, as,  besides  a  few  letters  from  Europe,  in- 

cluding a  map  of  South  Africa  by  Mr.  Cooley,  it 

contained  two  beautifully  written  Arabic  letters,  one 

addressed  to  'Aliyu,  the  emir  of  S6koto,  and  the 
other,  a  general  letter  of  recommendation  addressed 

by  Her  Majesty's  consul  in  Tripoli  to  the  chiefs  of 
the  Fiilbe.  These  letters  I  had  expressly  written 

for,  and  if  I  had  received  them  two  years  earlier, 

they  would  have  been  of  great  service  to  me.  As 

it  was,  I  sent  the  letter  destined  for  'Aliyu  to  the 
governor,  who  was  so  much  pleased  with  it  that 

he  forwarded  it  by  a  special  messenger,  accompanied 

by  a  letter  from  myself,  wherein  I  expressed  my 

regret  that  I  had  not  been  able  to  present  this  letter 

to  him  on  my  personal  visit,  while  at  the  same  time  I 

excused  myself  for  not  being  able  at  the  time  to  send 

him  a  small  present,  not  having  found  here  any  sup- 

plies, and  being  entirely  destitute  of  means.  Having 

heard  a  report,  which  afterwards  proved  to  be  false, 

that  the  governor  of  Hamarruwa  had  formed  the  in- 
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tention  of  attacking  the  people  in  the  English  steamer 

with  a  large  force,  I  took  the  opportunity  of  protest- 

ing, in  this  letter,  against  such  proceedings,  giving 

the  chief  a  plain  statement  of  the  peaceable  intentions 

of  the  expedition. 

The  parcel  which  my  servant  had  brought  me  from 

Zinder  seemed  also  to  hold  out  the  prospect  of  material 

aid  ;  for  the  letter  from  Mr.  Dickson,  dated  the  latter 

part  of  1853,  wherein  he  at  the  same  time  informed 

me,  to  my  great  disappointment,  that  he  was  about  to 

leave  his  post  for  the  Crimea,  contained  two  letters 

of  recommendation  to  a  couple  of  Ghaddmsi  merchants, 

of  the  names  of  Hdj  A'hmed  ben  Slimdn  and  Moham- 
med ben  Miisa,  who,  as  he  informed  me,  had  property 

of  his  own  in  their  hands,  in  order  to  assist  me  in 

case  I  should  be  in  want  of  money.  But  when  I  sent 

these  letters  to  their  destination  they  were  very  coldly 

received,  and  it  was  intimated  to  me  that  I  could  not 

be  accommodated.  The  disappointment  which  the 

awkwardness  of  my  pecuniary  circumstances  caused 

me,  was  soothed  in  some  degree  by  the  offer  which 

the  Fezzdni  merchant  Khweldi,  whose  kindness  to 

me  I  have  mentioned  on  a  previous  occasion,  made 

me  at  the  same  time,  of  lending  me  200  dollars  in 

cash.  In  the  afternoon  of  the  14th,  a  servant  of  his 

arrived  with  the  money,  which,  however,  did  not  suf- 

fice for  my  actual  wants,  as  I  had  to  return  to  Sidi 

'All  the  111  dollars  which  he  had  paid  to  my  servant 

'All  el  'Ageren.  After  having  made  a  suitable  pre- 
sent to  the  messenger,  I  had  therefore  only  a  very 
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small  sum  remaining ;  and  the  disappointment  which 

I  had  experienced  with  regard  to  my  luggage,  made 

me  reluctant  to  forego  the  project  which  I  had 

formed  of  taking  home  with  me  specimens  of  the 

manul^ctures  of  this  place.  I  had  also  to  buy  two 

horses  and  a  couple  of  camels,  together  with  sundry 

other  articles,  and  I  was  therefore  obliged  to  procure 

further  means,  however  difficult  it  might  be.  I  had 

even  a  great  deal  of  trouble  with  Sidi  'All,  who  put 
off  his  promise  to  accommodate  me  from  day  to  day. 

At  length,  having,  on  the  10th  of  November,  writ- 

ten an  energetic  letter  to  this  merchant,  it  was  agreed 

that  the  affair  between  myself  and  the  Ghaddrasi  mer- 

chants, who  refused  to  lend  me  money,  although  they 

had  English  property  in  their  hands,  should  be  re- 

ferred to  the  ghaladima,  who  granted  me  a  public 

interview  for  the  purpose.  In  this  audience,  in  which 

a  great  number  of  other  people  were  present,  the 

merchants  founded  their  refusal  to  comply  with  my 

request  on  the  old  date  of  the  letter  in  which  they 

were  ordered  to  attend  to  my  wishes ;  and  it  was 

not  until  the  ghaladima  had  ordered  them  to  bring 

into  his  presence  all  that  they  possessed  of  the 

British  agent's  property  that  they  agreed  the  fol- 
lowing day  to  lend  me  a  sum  of  money,  at  the  usual 

rate  of  one  hundred  per  cent.  Being  obliged  to 

agree  to  this  condition,  as  it  had  never  been  my  in- 

tention to  oblige  them  by  force  to  grant  me  a  loan 

without  allowing  them  their  usual  profit,  I  stipulated 

to  receive  from  them  500,000  shells,  equal  in  this 
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place  to  200  dollars,  on  the  condition  that  400  should 

be  repaid  in  Tripoli,  at  four  months'  date.  This  loan, 
which  would  not  have  been  necessary  at  all  if  I  had  found 

my  supplies,  enabled  me,  on  the  other  hand,  to  send 

off  my  despatches  with  the  greatest  ease  and  security, 

as  it  was,  of  course,  the  interest  of  these  merchants  to 

have  these  letters  forwarded  to  Tripoli  by  the  safest 

and  shortest  route.  A  courier  was  therefore  des-  ̂  

patched  immediately,  who  being  an  experienced  and 

well-known  person,  would  be  able  to  make  his  way 

through  the  country  of  A'lr,  which  in  its  temporarily 
disturbed  state  was  closed  to  any  one  else.  The  only 

thing  which  caused  me  some  displeasure  in  this  trans- 
action, was  the  circumstance  that  these  merchants 

from  Ghaddraes  had  the  insolence,  although  half  of 

the  money  with  which  they  trade  is  Christian  money, 

to  call  the  Christians,  in  the  presence  of  the  ghala- 

dima,  by  the  offensive  name  of  "Kafarawa,"  ("the 

infidels,")  and  I  made  a  serious  protest  against  such 
a  term  being  employed  in  official  transactions. 

The  difficulty  which  I  had  in  supplying  my  wants, 

and  purchasing  the  articles  that  in  my  opinion  were 

necessary  for  my  outfit,  was  the  greater,  as  every- 

thing was  very  dear  at  the  time,  the  merchants 

being  of  opinion,  on  account  of  the  turbulent  state 

of  the  road,  that  no  caravan  from  the  north  would 

arrive  that  year.  Camels  especially  were  exceed- 

ingly dear,  seven  fine  animals  which  Khweldi  had 

sent  from  Zmder,  being  sold  for  60,000  shells  each, 

a  very  high  price  for  a  camel.     I  deemed  myself 
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therefore  very  fortunate  in  being  able  to  purchase 

a  she-camel  of  inferior  quality  for  45,000.  I  also 

was  so  lucky  as  to  buy  an  excellent  mare  for  70,000 

shells,  or  less  than  thirty  dollars.  Having  thus  at 

length  provided  for  all  my  wants,  'I  got  everything 
ready  for  starting  on  the  21st ;  and  heartily  glad 

I  Avas  when  I  was  fairly  embarked  on  this  the  last 

stage  of  my  journeying  in  Negroland,  with  the  pro- 

spect before  me,  that,  in  six  months  or  so,  I  might 

again  breathe  the  invigorating  air  of  the  north. 

I  therefore  cheerfully  took  leave  of  my  friends  from 

the  far- west,  who  were  to  follow  as  soon  as  possible  to 

Kukawa,  for  although  they  were  not  likely  to  be  of 

any  further  assistance  to  me,  they  wanted  to  lay  the 

chief  of  that  country  under  some  contribution  for 
their  own  benefit  and  that  of  their  master.    I  then 

pursued  my  journey  with  great  cheerfulness ;  and  al- 

though the  general  character  of  the  country  Avas  not 

new  to  me,  yet  the  route  which  I  was  obliged  to  take, 

had  not  been  travelled  by  me  before.     The  road, 

although  perhaps  less  populous,  seemed  to  possess 

the  advantage  of  richer  vegetation,  and  deleb -palms 

especially  formed  the  ornament  of  many  a  hamle!:,  or 

of  the  open  scenery.     Fine  cattle  also  were  to  be 

seen  in  considerable  numbers,  and  altogether  it  was 

a  pleasant  ride.    Thus,  after  a  march  of  about  eleven 

miles,   we  reached  the  town   of  Wase,  or  Wasa, 

and  here  took  up  our  quarters.    But,  as  usual,  we 

found  the  gate  so  narrow,  that  we  were  obliged  to 

take  most  of  the  luggage  off  the  camels,  and  this 
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was  the  reason  that  we  always  preferred  encamping 

outside ;  although  here  it  was  deemed  too  unsafe. 

Even  inside  the  place,  the  people  were  very  much 

afraid  of  thieves.  The  town  was  tolerably  populous, 

and  the  courtyards  were  fenced  with  hedges  of  living 

trees,  almost  in  the  same  way  as  U'ba,  and  the  one 
where  we  lodged  was  well  shaded.  Although,  in  the 

present  disturbed  state  of  the  country,  and  with  the 

prospect  of  another  expedition  of  Bokhari,  the  in- 
habitants did  not  feel  much  at  their  ease,  we  were 

nevertheless  tolerably  well  treated. 

We  had  the  same  difficulty  in  getting 
November  24th.  n    i  i     i  • 

out  01  the  town,  as  we  had  m  entermg 

it,  so  that  1  was  quite  sick  of  these  places,  and  re- 

solved if  possible  never  to  enter  one  again.  The  sor- 

ghum, or  Indian  corn,  had  just  been  cut,  but  was 

lying  on  the  ground  unthrashed,  or  rather  unbeaten. 

The  dorowa-tree,  or  Bassia  Parhii^  which  seemed  to 

be  the  prevailing  tree  in  this  district,  appeared  in 

great  numbers  a  little  further  on,  and  even  date-trees 

were  seen,  close  to  a  hamlet.  Having  then  passed 

through  a  more  open  country,  the  scenery  became 

exceedingly  fine,  and  continued  so  as  far  as  the  town 

of  Sabo-n-gari,  which  we  passed  at  some  distance  on 

our  left.  The  market-place,  enlivened  by  two  beau- 

tiful baiire-trees,  remained  close  at  the  side  of  our 

track.  It  was  here  that  the  governor  of  Kano  in- 

tended to  collect  his  troops  in  order  to  oppose  Bo- 

khdri ;  but  it  was  not  very  likely,  taking  into  account 

his  own  want  of  energy,  and  the  cowardly  disposition 
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of  his  host,  that  he  would  offer  serious  resistance  to 

that  energetic  and  enterprising  chief,  with  his  warlike 

bands,  elated  by  victory  and  pillage. 

Twelve  miles  beyond  Sabo-n-gari,  through  a  less 

favoured  district,  we  reached  the  town  of  Yerimari,  sur- 

rounded with  a  keffi,  while  on  its  outer  side  a  market 

was  just  being  held.  But  there  being  here  no  food  for 

the  camels,  we  proceeded  on,  through  a  district  covered 

with  underwood,  until  we  reached,  about  two  miles 

beyond,  a  village  called  " Gida-n- Alia,"  ("the  house 

of  God,")  which,  besides  being  surrounded  with  a 
keffi,  was  so  completely  hidden  behind  a  dense  covert 

of  trees,  which  form  a  natural  defence,  that  we  could 

scarcely  discover  it.  But  inside  this  covert  there  was  a 

fine  open  field,  whereon  we  pitched  our  tent,  and  were 

soon  visited  by  the  mayor  and  the  chief  inhabitants, 

who  behaved  in  a  very  friendly  manner  towards  us, 

and  provided  us  with  everything  we  wanted,  the  place 

being  rich  in  small  millet  and  Indian  corn.  The 

village  was  however  very  badly  supplied  with  water, 

the  well  being  at  a  great  distance.  The  camping- 

ground  was  extremely  pleasant,  the  open  green  being 

varied  by  dense  groups  of  trees,  and  the  vegetation 

being  moreover  enlivened  by  a  good  many  deleb- 

palms. 
The  road  which  we  pursued  the  following  day  was 

more  beset  by  thorny  bushes,  but  here  also  deleb- 

palms  were  numerous,  and  dorowa  and  tamarind 

trees  contributed  to  enliven  more  favoured  spots. 

Thus  we  reached  the  place  where  this  northern  route 
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is  joined  by  a  more  southerly  one  which  passes  by 

Gezdwa,  but  not  the  same  track  which  I  had  pursued 

on  my  former  journey.  Here  we  continued  on,  at  an 

accelerated  pace,  as  all  the  people  whom  we  met  were 

flying  in  haste  before  Bokhdri.  Thus  we  passed  Diik- 

awa,  a  considerable  village,  fortified  with  a  keffi,  and 

surrounded  with  numbers  of  monkey-bread  trees, 

which  at  present  were  destitute  of  foliage,  although 

the  fruit  was  just  ripening.  As  the  heat  became  rather 

oppressive,  especially  as  we  were  not  provided  with 

water,  all  the  ponds  being  now  dried  up,  I  rode  in  ad- 

vance to  Hobiri,  fortified,  like  most  of  the  hamlets  here- 

abouts, with  a  stockade,  and  adorned  outside  by  large 

tamarind  and  monkey-bread  trees,  and,  while  watering 

the  horses,  refreshed  mj^self  with  a  little  sour-milk. 
Passino^  then  throimh  a  dense  forest,  I  reached  the  well 

in  front  of  the  town  of  Gerki.  My  people  had  already 

arrived,  but  had  not  yet  succeeded  in  obtaining  the 

smallest  quantity  of  water,  the  well,  although  not  very 

deep,  being  rather  poor,  considering  the  number  -of 

people  which  it  had  to  suppl}^  I  had,  in  conse- 

quence, to  pay  300  shells  for  supplying  the  wants  of 

myself  and  my  animals.  Not  feeling  any  greater  in- 
clination this  time  to  encamp  inside  Gerki  than  I  had 

done  on  my  former  journey,  I  chose  my  own  camping- 

ground  on  the  north  side  of  the  town.  It  was  a  pleasant 

spot  ;  but,  unfortunately,  it  was  too  near  a  large 

monkey-bread  tree,  which  in  the  course  of  the  night 
afforded  to  an  audacious  thief  an  excellent  cover, 

under  which  to  proceed  twice  to  a  very  clever  per- 
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formance  of  his  art.  I  would  strongly  advise  any 

future  traveller  in  these  districts,  the  inhabitants  of 

which  are  very  expert  thieves,  to  take  care  not  to 

pitch  his  tent  too  near  a  large  tree.  As  it  was,  to  my 

great  disgust,  the  fellow  succeeded  in  carrying  away, 

first  the  tobe,  and  then  the  trowsers,  belonging  to  one 

of  my  servants ;  but  I  strongly  suspected  one  of  the 

inhabitants  of  Hobiri,  from  whom  I  had  bought,  the 

previous  evening,  an  ox  of  burden  for  9000  shells,  to 

be  the  culprit.  Gerki  is  famous  on  account  of  the 

many  thefts  which  are  committed  in  its  neighbour- 
hood. 

Although  I  had  not  paid  my  respects  to  the  go- 

vernor of  the  town,  he  accompanied  me  the  next 

morning  with  ten  horsemen,  four  of  whom  were 

his  own  sons.  He  himself  was  quite  a  stately  per- 

son and  well  mounted.  Having  then  taken  leave 

of  him  at  the  frontier  of  the  territory  of  Kan6 

and  Bornu,  I  reached  the  town  of  Birmenawa,  the 

small  frontier  town  of  Bornu,  which  I  have  men- 

tioned on  my  former  journey,  but  which,  at  present, 

had  assumed  more  remarkable  political  importance, 

as  it  had  not  made  its  subjection  to  Sheri,  the  pre- 

sent ruler  of  Gummel,  but  still  adhered  to  his  oppo- 

nent and  rival,  the  governor  of  Tymbi.  On  this 

account,  the  inhabitants  of  this  town  endeavoured  to 

cut  off  the  peaceable  intercourse  between  Gummel 

and  Kano,  and  I  thought  it  necessary,  in  order  to 

prevent  any  unpleasantness,  to  pay  my  respects  to 

the  petty  chief,  and  to  procure  his  good  will  by  a 
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small  present,  while  my  camels  pursued  the  direct 

track.  Thus  we  reached  Giimmel,  and  encamped 

outside  at  some  distance  from  the  wall  to  the  north- 

east. 

I  had  left  this  town  on  my  former  journey  in  the 

enjoyment  of  a  considerable  degree  of  wealth  and 

comfort,  under  the  rule  of  the  old  Dan  Tanoma.  But 

civil  war,  which  cuts  short  the  finest  germs  of  human 

prosperity,  had  been  raging  here ;  the  person  ap- 

pointed by  Bornu  as  the  successor  of  the  former  go- 

vernor having  been  vanquished  by  his  rival  Sh^ri, 

who,  having  taken  possession  of  the  town  after  much 

serious  fighting,  had  again  been  driven  out  by  the 

governor  of  Zmder  sent  against  him  by  the  Sheikh 

of  Bornu.  Having  taken  refuge  in  the  territory  of 

Kano,  and  collected  there  fresh  strength,  the  rebel- 

lious governor  had  reconquered  his  seat,  where  he 

was  now  tacitly  acknowledged  by  his  liege  lord,  in 

the  weak  state  to  which  the  kingdom  of  B6rnu  had 

been  reduced  by  the  civil  war.  The  town  was  almost 

desolate,  while  the  palace  had  been  ransacked,  pillaged, 

and  destroyed  by  fire,  and  the  new  governor  himself, 

who,  after  a  long  struggle  with  his  rival  and  near 

kinsman,  had  at  length  succeeded  in  taking  possession 

of  this  government,  was  residing  amidst  the  towering 

ruins  of  the  royal  residence,  blackened  by  fire,  and  ex- 

hibiting altogether  the  saddest  spectacle.  It  was  with 

a  melancholy  feeling,  that  I  remembered  the  beautiful 

tamarind-tree,  which  spread  its  shade  over  the  whole 

courtyard  of  the  palace,  where,  on  my  former  visit, 
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I  had  witnessed  the  pompous  ceremonies  of  this  petty 

court.  All  now  presented  an  appearance  of  poverty 

and  misery.  The  governor  himself,  a  man  of  about 

thirty-five  years  of  age,  and  with  features  void  of 

expression,  was  dressed  in  a  very  shabby  manner, 

wearing  nothing  but  a  black  tobe,  and  having  his 

head  uncovered.  There  was,  however,  another  man 

sitting  by  his  side,  whose  exterior  was  more  impos- 

ing ;  but  I  soon  recognised  him  as  my  old  friend 

Mohammed  e'  Sfaksi,  who  had  accompanied  us  on 
our  outset  from  Murzuk,  and  who,  from  being  an 

agent  of  Mr.  Gagliuffi,  had  become,  through  suc- 

cessful trading  and  speculation,  a  wealthy  merchant 

himself.  He  was  now  speculating  upon  the  suc- 

cessful issue  of  an  expedition  of  his  protector  against 

the  town  of  Birmenawa,  the  inhabitants  of  which 

braved  the  authority  of  the  governor.  But  for- 

tunately the  debt  which  Mr.  Richardson  had  con- 

tracted with  him  had  at  length  been  paid,  and  he 

expressed  nothing  but  kindly  feelings  towards  me, 

and  congratulated  me,  as  it  appeared  sincerely,  upon 

my  safe  return  from  my  dangerous  undertaking, 

praising  my  courage  and  perseverance  in  the  highest 

terms  before  his  friend  the  governor.  Presenting  to 

the  latter  a  small  gift,  consisting  of  a  red  cap  and 

turban,  together  with  a  flask  of  rose-oil,  I  requested 

him  to  furnish  me  with  a  guide,  in  order  to  accom- 

pany me  to  the  governor  of  Mashena.  He  con- 

sented to  do  so,  although,  perhaps,  he  never  intended 

to  perform  his  promise ;  and  I  myself  at  the  time  had 
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no  idea  of  the  difficulties  with  which  such  a  pro- 

ceeding would  be  accompanied,  as  the  road  to  Malam, 

where  the  governor  at  Mdshena  at  present  resided, 

led  close  to  the  territory  of  Tymbi,  the  residence  of 

Sheri's  rival. 

Having  returned  to  niy  tent  outside  the  town,  I 

was  visited  by  several  of  my  former  acquaintances,  and 

among  others  by  Mohammed  Abeakiita,  the  remark- 

able freed  slave  from  Yoruba,  whom  I  have  mentioned 

on  a  former  occasion.  But  the  most  interesting  visit 

was  that  of  E'  Sfaksi  in  the  evening,  who  brought 
me  a  quantity  of  sweetmeats  from  his  well  supplied 

household,  and  spent  several  hours  with  me,  giving 
me  the  first  authentic  account  of  the  state  of  affairs 

in  Bornu,  as  well  as  of  the  English  expedition  which 

had  arrived  there.  As  a  reward  for  his  friendly 

feeling  and  for  his  information,  I  presented  him  with 

a  young  heifer,  which  the  governor  of  the  town  had 

sent  me  as  a  present. 

My  camels  having  proved  insufficient  for  the 

journey  before  them,  I  was  looking  out  for  fresh 

ones,  but  in  the  present  reduced  state  of  the  place 

was  not  able  to  procure  any,  a  circumstance  which 

caused  me  afterwards  a  great  deal  of  delay  on  my 

iourney. 

Monday,     After    losiug  much   time   awaiting  the 

Nov.  27tb.     coming  of  the  guide  who  had  been  pro- 
mised me,  I  started  after  my  people  whom  I  had 

allowed  to  go  on  with  the  camels.   The  road  in  conse- 

quence of  the  civil  war  which  had  raged  between  Sheri 
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and  his  rival,  had  become  quite  desolate.  The  in- 

habitants had  deserted  their  native  villages,  leaving 

the  crops  standing  ripe  in  the  fields,  and  forsaking 

everything  which  had  been  dear  to  them.  Not  a 

sinojle  human  beino:  was  to  be  seen  for  a  stretch  of O  CD 

more  than  twenty-five  miles,  when  at  length  we  fell 

in  with  a  party  of  native  travellers,  or  fataki,  who 

were  going  to  Kano.  We  soon  after  reached  the  small 

town  of  Eanyakangwa,  surrounded  by  a  wall  and 

stockade,  and  encamped  on  the  stubble-fields  which 

were  covered  with  small  diim-bush,  not  far  from  a 

deep  well,  and  we  were  glad  to  find  that  we  had  at 

length  reached  a  land  of  tolerable  plenty,  the  corn 

being  just  half  the  price  it  was  in  Giimmel.  There 

were  also  a  great  number  of  cattle,  and  I  had  a 

plentiful  supply  of  milk ;  but  water  was  at  the  pre- 

sent season  very  scanty,  and  I  could  scarcely  imagine 

what  the  people  would  do  in  the  dry  season. 

A  march  of  a  little  more  than  two  miles  brought 

us  to  MaMm,  consisting  of  two  villages,  the  eastern 

one  being  encompassed  by  a  clay  wall  which  was 

being  repaired,  while  the  western  one,  where  the  pre- 

sent governor  resided,  was  just  being  surrounded 

with  a  stockade.  Between  the  two  villages  lies  the 

market-place  where  a  market  is  held  every  Sunday 

and  Thursday.  The  present  governor  of  Mashena, 

whose  father  I  had  visited  on  my  former  journey,  is 

a  young  and  inexperienced  man,  who  may  have  some 

difficulty  in  protecting  his  province  in  the  turbu- 

lent state  into  which  the  empire  of  B6rnu  has  been 
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plunged,  in  consequence  of  the  civil  war  raging  be- 

tween the  Sheikh  'Omdr  and  his  brother  'Abd  e' 
Rahman. 

While  staying  here  during  the  hot  hours,  I  was 

visited  by  several  Arab  traders,  one  of  whom  in- 

formed me  that  Mr.  Yogel  had  gone  on  a  journey  to 

Mdndard,  but  without  taking  with  him  any  of  his  com- 

panions. I  left  in  the  afternoon  as  early  as  the  heat 

of  the  midday  hours  allowed  me,  in  order  to  continue 

my  journey  towards  the  town  of  Mdshena.  We  en- 

camped this  evening  at  the  well  belonging  to  a 

village  called  Allamaibe,  a  name  not  unfrequent  in 

this  region,  and  we  were  most  hospitably  treated  by 

the  inhabitants  who,  enjoying  themselves  with  music 

and  dancing,  celebrated  also  my  own  arrival  with  a 

song ;  they  moreover  sent  me  several  dishes  of  native 
food. 

Wednesday,  The  wholc  tract  which  we  traversed  in 

Nov.  29th.  pursuing  our  road  from  hence  to  the  town 

of  Mashena,  was  chiefly  adorned  with  diim-palms, 

which  did  not  cease  till  just  before  we  reached  De- 

mdnmaria ;  and  the  country  was  tolerably  well  in- 

habited and  exhibited  some  signs  of  industry.  Cattle 

also  were  not  wanting ;  and  I  observed  that  at  a 

village  which  we  passed  near  the  town  of  Mairimaja, 

although  it  was  then  nearly  half-past  nine^o' clock  in 
the  morning,  the  cattle  had  not  yet  been  driven  out. 

Here  the  w^ater  did  not  seem  to  be  at  any  great  depth 

below  the  surface,  some  of  the  wells  measuring  not  more 

than  four  fathoms.    Having  then  traversed  a  district 
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where  the  tamarind  tree  was  the  greatest  ornament, 

we  reached  the  town  of  Mdshena,  with  its  rocky  emi- 

nences scattered  about  the  landscape,  and  encamped 

a  few  hundred  yards  to  the  west  of  the  town.  I 

have  made  a  few  observations  with  regard  to  this 

place  on  my  former  journey,  but  neither  then  nor  at 

this  time,  did  I  visit  the  interior.  I  will  only  add,  that 

it  was  in  this  place  that  the  sherif  Mohammed  el 

Fasi,  the  agent  of  the  vizier  of  B6rnu  in  Zinder,  with 

whom  my  supplies  had  been  deposited,  was  slain  in 

the  revolution  of  the  preceding  year.  Not  long 

after  I  had  pitched  my  tent,  I  received  a  visit 

from  an  Arab,  of  the  name  of  'Abd  Allahi  Shen, 

who  had  assisted  the  usurper  'Abd  e'  Eahman  as  a 
sort  of  broker,  and  who,  in  consequence,  had  been 

exiled  by  the  Sheikh  'Omar  as  soon  as  the  latter 
again  recovered  possession  of  the  supreme  power,  and 

it  was  in  order  to  beg  me  to  solicit  his  pardon  at  the 

hands  of  the  Sheikh,  that  he  addressed  himself  to  me. 

He  also  informed  me,  that  the  road  was  at  present 

by  no  means  safe,  being  greatly  infested  by  the  people 

of  Bedde,  who  were  taking  advantage  of  the  weak 

state  to  which  the  Bornu  kingdom  had  been  reduced 

by  the  civil  war.  Corn  was  here  exceedingly  dear, 

or  rather  not  to  be  had  at  all,  and  beans  was  the  only 

thing  I  could  procure. 

From  hence  I  followed  at  first  my  former  track, 

till  I  came  to  the  place  where  on  that  occasion  I  had 

lost  my  road  ;  and  here  I  took  a  more  southerly  direc- 

tion, and  passed  the  hot  hours  in  Lamiso,  a  middle- 
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sized  town  surrounded  with  a  low  rampart  of  earth. 

Outside  the  town  there  was  a  market-place,  where  a 

market  was  just  being  held,  tolerably  well  supplied, 

not  only  with  corn,  but  also  with  cotton  ;  besides  these, 

beans,  dodowa,  the  dum-fruit,  dried  fish,  and  indigo, 

formed  the  chief  articles  for  sale  ;  and  I  bought  here 

a  pack-ox  for  10,000  shells.  As  soon  as  the  bargain 

was  concluded,  I  again  pursued  my  journey,  and, 

after  some  time,  fell  into  my  old  track.  Having 

thus  reached  the  town  of  Allamdy,  I  pitched  my  tent 

inside  the  thick  fence  of  thorny  bushes.  I  had 

passed  this  town  also  on  my  former  journey,  and  had 

then  been  greatly  pleased  at  the  sight  of  a  numerous 

herd  of  cattle ;  but  in  the  present  ruinous  condition 

of  the  country,  not  a  single  cow  was  to  be  seen  ; 

the  whole  place  being  entirely  desolate.  Even  the 

water,  which  it  was  very  difficult  to  obtain,  was  of 

bad  quality. 

The  next  morning  I  reached  Biindi,  after  a  short 

march,  proceeding  in  advance  of  my  camels,  in  order 

to  pay  my  compliments  to  the  governoi*,  and  to  obtain 
from  him  an  escort  through  the  unsafe  district  which 
intervened  between  this  town  and  Zurrikulo.  After 

a  little  tergiversation,  my  old  friend,  the  ghaladima 

'Omar,  acceded  to  my  request,  giving  me  a  guide  who, 
he  assured  me,  would  procure  an  escort  for  me  in  the 

village  of  Shesheri,  where  a  squadron  of  horse  was 

stationed  for  the  greater  security  of  the  road.  I  had 

experienced  the  inhospitable  disposition  of  this  officer 

during  my  former  stay  here,  and  felt  therefore  little 
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inclination  to  be  his  guest  a  second  time  ;  but  if  I  had 

had  any  foreboding  that  Mr.  Vogel  was  so  near  at  hand, 

I  wouhl  gladly  have  made  some  stay. 

Having  rejoined  my  camels,  I  set  out,  without  delay, 

through  the  forest,  taking  the  lead  with  my  head  ser- 

vant, but  I  had  scarcely  proceeded  three  miles  when 

I  saw  advancing  towards  me  a  person  of  strange 

aspect, — a  young  man  of  very  fair  complexion,  dressed 

in  a  tobe  like  the  one  I  wore  myself,  and  with  a  white 

turban  wound  thickly  round  his  head.  He  was  ac- 

companied by  two  or  three  blacks,  likewise  on  horse- 

back. One  of  them  I  recognised  as  my  servant  Madi, 

whom,  on  setting  out  from  Kiikawa,  I  had  left  in  the 

house  as  a  guardian.  As  soon  as  he  saw  me,  he  told 

the  young  man  that  I  was  'Abd  el  Kerim,  in  conse- 
quence of  which,  Mr.  Vogel  (for  he  it  was)  rushed 

forward,  and,  taken  by  surprise  as  both  of  us  were, 

we  gave  each  other  a  hearty  reception  from  horse- 

back. As  for  myself,  I  had  not  had  the  remotest 

idea  of  meeting  him  ;  and  he,  on  his  part,  had  only 

a  short  time  before  received  the  intelligence  of  mv 

safe  return  from  the  west.  Not  having  the  slightest 

notion  that  I  was  alive,  and  judging  from  its  Arab  ad- 
dress that  the  letter  which  I  forwarded  to  him  from 

Kan6  was  a  letter  from  some  Arab,  he  had  put  it  by 

without  opening  it,  waiting  till  he  might  meet  with 

a  person  who  should  be  able  to  read  it. 

In  the  midst  of  this  inhospitable  forest,  we  dis- 

mounted and  sat  down  together  on  the  ground ;  and 

my  camels  having  arrived,  T  took  out  my  small  bag 
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of  provisions,  and  had  some  coffee  boiled,  so  that 

we  were  quite  at  home.  It  was  with  great  amaze- 

ment that  I  heard  from  my  young  friend  that  there 

were  no  supplies  in  Kiikawa;  that  what  he  had 

brought  with  him  had  been  spent ;  and  that  the 

usurper  'Abd  e^  Rahman  had  treated  him  very  badly, 
having  even  taken  possession  of  the  property  which 
I  had  left  in  Zinder.  He  moreover  informed  me  that 

he  himself  was  on  his  way  to  that  place,  in  order  to 

see  whether  fresh  supplies  had  not  arrived,  being  also 

anxious  to  determine  the  position  of  that  important 

town  by  an  astronomical  observation,  and  thus  to  give 

a  firmer  basis  to  my  own  labours.  But  the  news  of 

the  want  of  pecuniary  supplies  did  not  cause  me  so 

much  surprise  as  the  report  which  I  received  from  him, 

that  he  did  not  possess  a  single  bottle  of  wine.  For 

having  now  been  for  more  than  three  years  without 

a  drop  of  any  stimulant  except  coffee,  and  having 

suffered  severely  from  frequent  attacks  of  fever  and 

dysentery,  I  had  an  insuperable  longing  for  the 

juice  of  the  grape,  of  which  former  experience  had 

taught  me  the  benefit.  On  my  former  journey 

through  Asia  Minor,  I  had  contracted  a  serious 

fever  in  the  swamps  of  Lycia,  and  quickly  regained 

my  strength  by  the  use  of  good  French  wine.  I 

could  not  help  reproaching  my  friend  for  having  too 

hastily  believed  the  news  of  my  death  before  he  had 

made  all  possible  inquiries;  but  as  he  was  a  new 

comer  into  this  country,  and  did  not  possess  a  know- 

ledge of  the  language,  I  could  ea&ily  perceive  that  he 
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had  no  means  of  ascertaining  the  truth  or  falsehood 

of  those  reports. 

I  also  learned  from  him,  that  there  were  despatches 

for  me  in  Kiikawa,  informing  me  of  the  expedition 

sent  up  the  river  Tsadda,  or  Benuwe.  With  regard 

to  his  own  proceedings,  he  informed  me  that  his  sole 

object  in  going  to  Mandara  had  been  to  join  that  ex- 

pedition, having  been  misled  by  the  opinion  of  my 

friends  in  Europe,  who  thought  that  I  had  gone  to 

A'damawa  by  way  of  Mandard,  and  that  when  once  in 
Mord  he  had  become  SLware  of  the  mistake  he  had  com- 

mitted when  too  late,  and  had  endeavoured  in  vain  to 

retrieve  his  error  by  going  from  that  place  to  Uje,  from 

whence  the  overthrow  of  the  usurper  'Abd  e'  Rahman, 

and  the  return  of  his  brother  'Omar  to  power,  had 
obliged  him  to  return  to  Kiikawa. 

While  we  were  thus  conversing  together,  the  other 

members  of  the  caravan  in  whose  company  Mr.  Vogel 

was  travelling  arrived,  and  expressed  their  astonish- 

ment and  surprise  at  my  sitting  quietly  here  in  the 

midst  of  the  forest,  talking  with  my  friend,  while  the 

whole  district  was  infested  by  hostile  men.  But 

these  Arab  traders  are  great  cowards  ;  and  I  learned 

from  my  countryman  that  he  had  found  a  great  num- 

ber of  these  merchants  assembled  in  Borzdri,  and 

afraid  of  a  few  robbers  who  infested  the  road  beyond 

that  place,  and  it  was  only  after  he  had  joined  them 

with  his  companions  that  they  had  decided  upon 

advancing. 

After  about  two  hours'  conversation,  we  had  to 
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separate ;  and  while  Mr.  A^ogel  pursued  his  journey 
to  Zinder  (whence  he  promised  to  join  me  before 

the  end  of  the  month),  I  hastened  to  overtake  my 

people,  whom  I  had  ordered  to  wait  for  me  in  Kalemri. 

I  have  described  this  place  on  my  outward  journey  as 

a  cheerful  and  industrious  village,  consisting  of  two 

straggling  groups,  full  of  cattle  and  animation  ;  but 

here  also  desolation  had  supplanted  human  happiness, 

and  a  few  scattered  huts  were  all  that  was  at  present 

to  be  seen.  Having  rested  here  for  about  an  hour  with 

my  people,  who  had  unloaded  the  animals  at  a  short 

distance  from  the  well,  I  started  again  at  three  o'clock 
in  the  afternoon,  and  reached  Shecheri,  where  I  was 

to  receive  my  escort,  this  being  the  reason  why  I  had 

been  obliged  to  deviate  from  the  main  direction  of 

my  route.  This  time  we  encamped  on  the  open 

square  inside  the  village,  where  we  were  exposed  to 

the  dust  and  dirt  raised  by  a  numerous  herd  of  cattle 

on  their  return  from  their  pasture-grounds.  This 

was  a  sign  of  some  sort  of  comfort  remaining  ;  but 

we  were  disturbed  in  the  night  by  a  shrill  cry  raised, 

on  account  of  a  report  having  been  just  received  that 

a  party  of  native  traders,  or  "  fataki,"  had  been  at- 
tacked by  the  Tawarek.  In  the  morning,  I  had  great 

ditficulty  in  obtaining  two  horsemen  for  an  escort ; 

but  I  at  last  set  out,  taking  a  southerly  detour 

instead  of  the  direct  road  to  Zurrikulo,  and  thus 

reached  the  town  of  Keri-zemdn,  situated  two  miles 

and  a  half  south-west  from  the  former,  along  a  track 

ornamented  by  a  dense  grove  of  diim-palms* 
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Thus  I  reached  Zurrikulo  for  the  third  time  during 

my  travels  in  Negroland  ;  but  found  it  in  a  much 

worse  condition  than  when  I  had  last  visited  it  in  1851, 

and  the  wall,  although  it  had  been  considerably  con- 

tracted, was  still  much  too  large  for  the  small  number 

of  inhabitants.  The  governor,  Kashella  Said,  who  paid 

me  a  visit  in  the  evening,  when  I  had  pitched  my  tent 

at  a  short  distance  from  his  residence,  requested  ur- 

gently that,  on  my  arrival  in  the  capital,  I  would  em- 

ploy my  influence  with  the  Sheikh  in  order  to  induce 

him  either  to  send  him  sufficient  succours,  or  to  recall 

him  from  this  dangerous  post ;  otherwise  he  should 

take  to  flight  with  the  rest  of  the  inhabitants.  There 

were  here  some  Arabs  who  were  scarcely  able  to  con- 

ceive hoAV  I  could  pursue  these  difficult  roads  quite  by 

myself,  without  a  caravan. 

In  order  to  lessen  the  danger,  I  decided  upon  tra- 

velling at  night,  and  set  out  about  two  o'clock  in  the 
morning,  entering  now  a  region  consisting  of  high 

sandy  downs  and  irregular  hollows,  full  of  diim- 

palms,  and  occasionally  forming  the  receptacle  for  a 

swampy  sheet  of  water,  where  the  wild  hog  appears 

to  find  a  pleasant  home.  After  a  march  of  nearly 

ten  hours,  which  greatly  fatigued  my  camels,  on  ac- 

count of  the  numerous  sandy  slopes  which  we  had 

to  go  up  and  down,  we  reached  the  little  hamlet  of 

Gabore,  situated  in  a  rather  commanding  position, 

bordered  towards  the  north  by  a  hollow  dell.  Here 

I  encamped  on  the  eastern  side  of  the  village,  and 

was  glad  to  treat  my  people  with  a  sheep  and  a 
VOL.  V.  CO 
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few  fowls.  From  the  presence  of  these  articles  of 

luxury  I  was  led  to  conclude  that  the  inhabitants 

were  tolerably  well  off,  but  I  was  not  a  little  as- 

tonished to  learn  that  they  pay  a  certain  tribute  to 

the  Tawdrek,  in  order  not  to  be  exposed  to  their 

predatory  incursions. 

Monday,  1^  ̂ ^'^^  uot  yct  four  o'clock  whcu  I  was 
December  4th.  ̂ g^[j^  route.  I  thought  it  remarkable  that 
all  this  time,  although  not  the  slightest  quantity  of 

rain  or  moisture  was  perceptible,  the  sky  was  always 

overcast  before  sunrise.  I  was  greatly  pleased  when 

I  crossed  my  former  path  at  the  neat  little  village 

Kaluwa,  the  aspect  of  which  had  made  so  deep  an 

impression  upon  me  at  that  time.  Further  on  1  kept 

to  the  south  of  my  former  track,  through  a  well  culti- 

vated district,  where  all  the  fields  were  provided  with 

those  raised  platforms  intended  as  stations  for  the 

guardians,  of  which  I  have  spoken  on  a  former  occa- 

sion. Thus  passing  a  good  many  villages,  we  made 

halt  during  the  hot  hours  at  the  village  Dimisuga, 

under  a  group  of  fine  hajilij,  the  inhabitants  treating 

us  hospitably.  Having  then  continued  our  journey 

at  an  early  hour  in  the  afternoon,  we  soon  passed  a 

village  which  in  other  respects  presents  nothing  in- 

teresting, but  the  name  of  which  is  remarkable  as 

showing  the  facetious  turn  of  the  natives.  It  is 

called  "Biine  kayerde  Said,"  meaning,  "Sleep,  and  rely 

upon  Said,"  the  hamlet  having  evidently  received  this 
name  from  the  native  traders  proceeding  from  the  side 

of  B6rnu,  who  thus  evinced  the  confidence  they  felt  in 
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entering  tlie  province  of  the  energetic  Kashella  Said, 

who  they  knew  kept  it  in  such  a  state  of  security  that 

there  was  no  danger  from  robbers. 

While  we  were  proceeding  through  an  uninhabited 

hilly  tract,  my  guide  suddenly  left  me,  so  that  being 

misled  by  the  greater  width  of  the  path,  and  passing 

the  village  of  Jingeri,  animated  at  the  time  by  a 

group  of  lively  females  in  their  best  attire,  and  just 

performing  a  marriage  ceremony,  I  reached  the  town 

of  Wddi,  which  I  had  touched  at  on  my  outward 

journey,  and  at  length  by  a  roundabout  way  arrived 

at  Borzdri,  where  I  expected  my  people  to  join  me. 

But  I  looked  for  them  in  vain  the  whole  night. 

They  had  taken  the  road  to  Gremari.  The  governor 

treated  me  hospitably ;  but  his  object  was  to  induce 

me  to  speak  a  word  in  favour  of  him  to  his  liege 
lord. 

In  consequence  of  my  people  having  taken  another 

road,  I  lost  the  whole  forenoon  of  the  following  day, 

and  encamped  about  seven  miles  beyond  Gremari, 

near  the  village  called  Maridmari.  During  this  en- 

campment I  again  heard  the  unusual  sound  of  a  lion 

during  the  night.  But  it  must  be  taken  into  con- 

sideration that  a  branch  of  the  komddugu  passes  at 

a  short  distance  to  the  south  of  this  place,  and  I 

therefore  think  myself  right  in  supposing  that,  in 

Bornu  at  least,  lions  are  scarcely  ever  met  with, 

except  in  this  entangled  net  of  water-courses  which 

I  had  here  reached.  The  next  day  I  marched  for 

a  considerable  time  along  the  northern  border  of 

c  c  2 
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this  channel,  girt  by  fine  tamarind  and  fig  trees, 

and  occasionally  by  a  group  of  diim-palms,  till 
having  passed  the  village  of  Ddmen,  and  traversed  a 

wide  swampy  tract,  we  crossed  the  first  branch, 
which  formed  a  fine  sheet  of  water  about  a  hundred 

yards  broad,  but  only  three  feet  deep,  the  only  diffi- 

culty being  in  the  steepness  of  the  opposite  shore. 

Having  passed  the  heat  of  the  day  under  a  neigh- 

bouring tamarind  tree,  we  continued  our  march  in  a 

south-easterly  direction  to  the  village  Daway.  Here 

we  pitched  our  tent  in  the  neat  little  square  near  the 

msid,"  all  the  matting  fences  surrounding  the  cot- 
tages being  new  and  having  a  very  clean  appearance. 

My  object  in  staying  here  was  to  confer  with  the 

"  billama  "  as  to  the  best  means  of  crossing  the  larger 

branch  of  the  komddugu,  which  runs  at  a  short  dis- 

tance beyond  this  village,  and  the  passage  of  which 

was  said  to  be  very  difficult  at  the  time,  encum- 

bered as  we  were  with  animals  and  luggage.  But 

it  was  very  extraordinary  that  the  people  here  con- 

tended that  the  river  then  was  higher  than  it  had 

been  ten  days  previously  ;  although  I  did  not  find 

this  statement  confirmed  on  our  actually  crossing  it 

the  following  morning,  the  water  exhibiting  evident 

signs  of  having  decreased,  an  observation  which  ex- 

actly corresponds  with  what  I  have  remarked  on  a 

former  occasion  with  regard  to  the  nature  of  this 

komadugu.  The  river  here  spread  out  to  a  con- 

siderable extent,  and  we  had  some  difficulty  in  cross- 

ing it.    The  greatest  depth   was  more  than  four 
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feet ;  but  the  spreading  out  of  the  water  was  the 

reason  that  it  was  here  passable  at  all,  although  it 

had  become  too  shallow  to  employ  the  native  craft, 

while  lower  down,  between  this  place  and  Zengiri,  it 

could  not  be  forded.  Having  then  crossed  three 

smaller  channels  and  passed  the  village  Kinjeberi,  once 

a  large  town  and  encompassed  by  a  wide  clay  wall,  we 

took  up  our  quarters  in  a  poor  hamlet  called  Margwa 

Sheriferi,  from  a  sherif  who  had  settled  here  many 

years  ago;  for,  in  order  to  procure  myself  a  good 

reception  from  the  ruler  of  Bornu,  after  the  great 

political  disturbances  which  had  taken  place,  I  thought 

it  prudent  to  send  a  messenger  to  him  to  announce 

my  arrival.  I  only  needed  to  give  full  expression 

to  my  real  feelings  in  order  to  render  my  letter  ac- 

ceptable to  my  former  protector,  for  my  delight  had 

been  extreme,  after  the  news  which  I  had  received  of 

'Abd  e'  Rahman  having  usurped  the  supreme  power, 

on  hearing  that  the  just  and  lawful  Sheikh  'Omdr  had 
once  more  regained  possession  of  the  royal  authority. 

The  consequence  was,  that  when,  after  having  tra- 

versed the  district  of  Koydm,  with  its  straggling 

villages,  its  fine  herds  of  camels,  and  its  deep  wells, 

some  of  them  more  than  forty  fathoms  in  depth,  I 

approached  the  town  on  the  11th  December,  I  found 

*Abd  e'  Nebi,  the  chief  eunuch  of  the  Sheikh,  with 
thirty  horsemen  posted  at  the  village  of  Kaliluwa, 

where  a  market  was  just  held,  in  order  to  give  me  a 

honourable  reception.  Thus  I  re-entered  the  town  of 

Kiikawa,  whence  I  had  set  out  on  my  dangerous  jour- 
c  c  3 
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ney  to  the  west,  in  stately  procession.  On  entering 

my  quarters  I  was  agreeably  surprised  at  finding  the 

two  sappers,  Corporal  Church  and  private  Macguire, 

who  had  been  sent  out  from  England  to  accompany 

Mr.  Yogel,  and  to  join  me,  if  possible,  in  my  pro- 
ceedings. 
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LAST  RESIDENCE  IN  KUXAWA.  —  BENEFIT  OF  EUROPEAN  SOCIETY. 

On  reaching  safely  the  town  of  Kiikawa^  which  had 

been  my  head-quarters  for  so  long  a  period,  and  from 

whence  I  had  first  commenced  my  journeys  of  explora- 

tion in  Negroland,  it  might  seem  that  I  had  overcome 

all  the  difficulties  in  the  way  of  complete  success,  and 

that  I  could  now  enjoy  a  short  stay  in  the  same  place  be- 

fore traversing  the  last  stage  of  my  homeward  journey. 

Such  however  was  not  the  case,  and  it  was  my  lot  to 

pass  four  months  in  this  town  under  rather  unpleasant 

circumstances.  I  had  expected  to  find  sufficient  means 

here,  and  had  in  consequence  agreed  to  repay  the 

sum  of  200  dollars  lent  me  by  the  Fezzani  merchant 

Khweldi,  in  Kano ;  but  there  were  only  a  few  dollars 

in  cash  left  of  the  supplies  taken  out  by  Mr.  Vogel, 

those  deposited  by  myself  in  Zinder  in  the  hands  of 

the  Sherif  el  Fdsi,  viz.,  400  dollars  in  cash  and  a 

box  containing  a  considerable  amount  of  iron  ware, 

having  been  plundered  during  the  turbulent  state  of 

the  country  produced  by  the  revolution.  Even  of  the 

merchandise  which  had  been  lately  despatched  to 

Zinder,  and  from  thence,  in  consequence  of  Mr.  Vo- 
c  c  4 
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gel's  arrangements,  transported  to  Kiikawa,  a  very 
considerable  proportion  was  found,  on  a  close  ex- 

amination, to  have  been  abstracted.  Being  there- 

fore in  Avant  of  money,  and  convinced  that  if  such  an 

outrage  were  allowed  to  pass  by  unnoticed  no  peace- 
able intercourse  could  ever  be  carried  on  between 

this  country  and  Europeans,  I  explained  these  cir- 
cumstances in  the  first  audience  which  I  had  of  the 

Sheikh,  to  whom  I  made  a  present  worth  about  eight 

pounds  sterling. 

While  therefore  once  more  assuring  him  of  my 

unbounded  satisfaction  at  finding  him  reinstated  in 

his  former  power,  I  requested  him  not  to  sufi^er  me 
to  be  treated  in  this  manner  by  thieves  and  rob- 

bers, and  to  exert  his  influence  for  the  restoration  of 

my  property.  This  proceeding  of  mine,  as  respon- 
sible to  the  government  under  whose  auspices  I 

was  travelling,  involved  me  in  a  series  of  difiicul- 

ties,  and  excited  against  me  Diggama,  one  of  the 

most  influential  courtiers  at  the  time,  and  a  man 

of  mean  character,  as  it  was  his  servant,  or  more 

probably  himself,  who  had  obtained  possession  of  the 

greater  part  of  the  plunder.  In  order  to  counteract 

the  intrigues  of  this  man  I  endeavoured  to  secure 

the  friendship  of  Yusuf,  the  Sheikh's  next  eldest 
brother,  an  intelligent  and  straightforward  man,  by 

making  him  a  handsome  present  and  explaining  to 

him,  in  unequivocal  terms,  how  a  friendly  inter- 
course between  themselves  and  the  English  could 

only  exist  if  they  acted  in  a  conscientious  manner. 
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Another  circumstance  v/hich  contributed  to  render 

my  situation  in  this  place  still  more  uncomfortable, 

was  the  relation  which  existed  between  Mr.  Vogel 

and  Corporal  Church,  one  of  the  sappers  who 

had  come  with  him  from  England ;  and  I  was 

sorry  that  the  praiseworthy  and  generous  inten- 

tion of  the  Government  in  sending  out  these  two  use- 

ful persons,  should  not  be  carried  out  to  the  fullest 

extent,  but,  on  the  contrary,  should  be  baffled  by 

private  animosity.  In  this  respect  I  had  already  been 

greatly  disappointed  and  grieved,  on  hearing  from 

Mr.  Vogel,  when  I  met  him  on  the  road,  that  he  had 

gone  alone  to  Mdndard,  without  making  any  use  of 

the  services  of  his  companions.  I  did  all  in  my  power 

to  convince  the  two  sappers  that  under  the  circum- 

stances in  which  they  were  placed,  they  ought  to  for- 

get petty  jealousies,  as  it  was  only  by  a  mutual  good 

understanding  that  complete  success  in  such  under- 

takings could  be  secured.  I  succeeded  in  con- 

vincing Macguire,  although  I  was  less  successful  with 

Corporal  Church. 

Meanwhile  I  spent  my  time  in  a  tolerably  useful 

manner,  looking  over  some  of  the  books  which 

Mr.  Vogel  had  brought  with  him,  especially  M.  Jo- 

mard's  introduction  to  the  translation  of  the  "Voyage 

au  Waday."  by  M.  Perron,  and  the  "  Flora  Nigritia" 
of  Sir  William  Hooker.  I  was  also  considerably 

interested  by  the  perusal  of  a  packet  of  letters  which 

had  been  conveyed  in  the  very  box  that  had  been 

plundered,  and  which,  although  dating  back  as  late 
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as  December,  1851,  afforded  me  a  great  deal  of  plea- 

sure. Partly  in  order  to  fulfil  a  vow  which  I  had 

made,  and  partly  to  obtain  a  more  secure  hold  upon 

the  friendly  dispositions  of  the  natives,  I  made  a  pre- 

sent to  the  inhabitants  of  the  capital,  on  Christmas- 

day,  of  fourteen  oxen,  not  forgetting  either  rich  or 

poor,  blind  or  fokara,  nor  even  the  Arab  strangers. 

My  residence  in  the  town  became  infinitely  more 

cheerful,  in  consequence  of  the  arrival  of  Mr.  Yogel, 

on  the  29th  December,  when  I  spent  a  period  of  twenty 

days  most  pleasantly  in  the  company  of  this  enter- 

prising and  courageous  young  traveller,  who,  with  sur- 
prising facility,  accustomed  himself  to  all  the  relations 

of  this  strange  life.  But  while  borne  away  by  the 

impulse  of  his  own  enthusiasm,  and  giving  up  all 

pretensions  to  the  comforts  of  life,  he  unfortunately 

committed  the  mistake  of  expecting  that  his  com- 

panions, recently  arrived  from  Europe,  and  whose 

ideas  were  less  elevated,  should  do  the  same,  and 

this  had  given  rise  to  a  lamentable  quarrel,  which 

frustrated  in  a  great  measure  the  intentions  of  the 

Government  who  had  sent  out  the  party.  Exchang- 

ing opinions  with  regard  to  countries  which  we  had 

both  of  us  traversed,  and  planning  schemes  as  to 

the  future  course  which  Mr.  Vogel  was  to  pursue, 

and  especially  as  to  the  next  journey  which  he  was 

to  undertake  towards  Yakoba  and  A'damawa,  we 
passed  our  time  very  agreeably.  I  communicated 

to  him,  as  far  as  it  was  possible  in  so  short  a  space  of 

time,  all  the  information  which  I  had  collected  during 
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my  extensive  wanderingSj  and  called  his  attention  to 

various  points  wliich  I  begged  him  to  clear  up,  espe- 

cially with  regard  to  some  remarkable  specimens  of 

the  vegetable  kingdom,  and  the  famous  mermaid  of 

the  Benuwe,  the  "  ayii."  It  was  rather  unfortunate 

that  no  copy  of  the  map  which  had  been  con- 
structed from  the  materials  which  I  had  sent  home 

had  reached  him,  so  that  he  remained  in  the  dark 

with  regard  to  many  points  which  I  had  already 

cleared  up.  I  also  delivered  to  Mr.  Yogel  those  let- 
ters of  introduction  which  I  had  received  from  the 

ruler  of  Sokoto,  addressed  to  the  various  governors 

of  the  provinces  in  this  part  of  his  empire,  so  that 

he  had  a  fair  prospect  before  him  of  being  well  re- 

ceived. We,  moreover,  lost  no  time  in  obtaining 

the  Sheikh's  consent  to  his  journey,  and  at  the  same 
time  caused  to  be  imprisoned  Mesaud,  that  servant  of 

the  mission  who,  by  his  connivance,  had  facilitated 

the  theft  committed  upon  my  effects.  In  conse- 

quence of  this  energetic  proceeding,  several  of  the 

stolen  articles  came  to  light,  even  of  those  which 
had  formed  the  contents  of  the  box  sent  from 

England. 

Thus  we  began  cheerfully  the  year  1855,  in  which 

I  was  to  return  to  Europe,  from  my  long  career  of 

hardships  and  privations,  and  in  which  my  young 

friend  was  to  endeavour  to  complete  my  discoveries 

and  researches,  first  in  a  south-westerly  direction,  to- 
wards the  Benuwe,  and  then  eastwards,  in  the  direction 

of  the  Nile.    We  likewise  indulged  in  the  hope  that 
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he  might  succeed,  after  having  explored  the  provinces 

of  Baiichi  and  A'damdwa,  in  penetrating  eastward 
along  that  highly  interesting  route  which  leads  from 

Sarawu  to  Loggone,  round  the  southern  border  of  the 

mountainous  country  of  Mdndard. 

Meanwhile  some  interesting  excursions  to  the 

shores  of  the  Tsdd,  formed  a  pleasant  interruption  in 

our  course  of  studies  and  scientific  communications, 

and  these  little  trips  were  especially  interesting,  on 

account  of  the  extraordinary  manner  in  which  the 

shores  of  the  lake  had  been  changed  since  I  last  saw 

them,  on  my  return  from  Bagirmi,  the  water  having 

destroyed  almost  the  whole  of  the  town  of  Ng6rnu, 

and  extending  as  far  as  the  village  of  Kiikia,  where 

we  had  encamped  the  first  night  on  our  expedition  to 

Miisgu.  There  were  two  subjects  which  caused  me 

some  degree  of  anxiety  with  regard  to  the  prospects 

of  this  enterprising  young  traveller, — the  first  being 

his  want  of  experience,  which  could  not  be  other- 

wise expected  in  a  young  man  fresh  from  Europe; 

and  the  other,  the  weakness  of  his  stomach,  which 

made  it  impossible  for  him  to  eat  any  meat  at  all. 

The  very  sight  of  a  dish  of  meat  made  him  sick.  I 

observed  that  Macguire  was  affected  in  the  same 
manner. 

Having  obtained,  with  some  difficulty,  the  letter  of 

recommendation  from  the  Sheikh,  and  prepared  every- 

thing that  Mr.  Yogel  wanted  to  take  with  him,  forming 

a  sufficient  supply  to  maintain  him  for  a  whole  year,  I 

accompanied  my  young  friend  out  of  the  town,  in  the 
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afternoon  of  the  20th  January.  But  our  start  was 

rather  unlucky,  several  things  having  been  left  behind ; 

and  it  was  after  some  delay  and  uncertainty  that  we 

joined  the  people  who  had  gone  on  in  advance  with 

the  camels,  at  a  late  hour,  at  the  village  of  Diggigi. 

Here  we  passed  a  cheerful  evening,  and  drank  with 

spirit  to  the  success  of  the  enterprise  upon  which  my 

companion  was  then  about  to  engage.  Mr.  Vogel  had 

also  taken  with  him  all  his  meteorological  instruments, 

and  his  luggage  being  of  a  manifold  description  and 

rather  heavy,  I  foresaw  that  he  would  have  great 

trouble  in  transporting  it  through  the  difficult  country 

beyond  Yakoba,  especially  during  the  rainy  season  ; 

and  indeed  it  is  evident,  from  the  knowledge  which 

we  possess  of  his  further  proceedings,  that  he 

either  left  his  instruments  behind  in  the  capital  of 

Baiichi,  or  that  he  lost  them  in  crossing  a  river  be- 

tween that  place  and  Zariya.  As  for  his  barometer, 

which  he  had  transported  with  great  care  to  Kiikawa, 
it  went  out  of  order  the  moment  it  was  taken  from 

the  wall. 

Having  borne  him  company  during  the  following 

day^s  march,  I  left  him  with  the  best  wishes  for 
his  success.  I  had  taken  considerable  pains  in 

instructing  his  companion.  Corporal  Macguire,  in 

the  use  of  the  compass,  as  the  accurate  laying  down 

of  the  configuration  of  the  ground  seemed  to  me  of 

the  highest  importance  in  a  mountainous  country 

like  Baiichi  and  A'damdwa.  For  Mr.  Vogel  himself 
could  not  be  induced  to  undertake   such  a  task. 
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as  it  would  have  interfered  greatly  with  the  collect- 

ing of  plants,  which,  besides  making  astronomical 

observations,  was  his  chief  object ;  and  besides  being 

an  extremely  tedious  business,  it  required  a  de- 

gree of  patience  which  my  young  friend  did  not 

possess.*  However,  I  am  afraid  that  even  Macguire 
did  not  follow  up  my  instructions  for  any  length  of 

time.  At  all  events,  as  he  did  not  accompany 

Mr.  Vogel  beyond  Ydkoba,  it  seems  evident  that 

even  if  his  journal  should  be  saved,  we  should 

probably  not  find  all  the  information  with  regard 

to  the  particulars  of  his  route  which  we  might  de- 

sire in  such  a  country ;  for  during  all  the  journeys 

which  he  has  pursued,  as  far  as  we  have  any  know- 

ledge of  them,  he  relied  entirely  upon  his  astronomical 

observations.  I  will  say  nothing  here  with  regard 

to  the  results  of  this  journey,  as  we  may  entertain 

the  hope  that  his  journals  may  still  be  saved,  and  that 

we  may  thus  learn  something  more  of  him  than  the 

little  which  has  as  yet  come  to  our  knowledge. 

It  may  be  easily  imagined,  that  on  returning  to 

Kiikawa  I  felt  rather  desolate  and  lonely  ;  but  I  had 

other  reasons  for  feeling  uncomfortable,  for  having 

exposed  myself  to  the  cold  the  preceding  night,  I  was 

seized  with  a  violent  attack  of  rheumatism,  which 

*  Macguire  was  to  accompany  Mr.  Vogel  on  his  excursion,  and 
he  promised  cheerfully  to  assist  him  in  every  way  towards  accom- 

plishing the  objects  of  Her  Majesty's  government.  As  for  Cor- 
poral Church,  it  was  thought  the  best  plan  that  he  should  return 

to  Europe  in  my  company. 
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Laid  me  up  for  a  long  time,  and  which,  causing  me 

many  sleepless  nights,  reduced  me  to  an  extraordi- 

nary degree  of  weakness,  from  which  I  did  not 

recover  for  the  greater  part  of  the  month.  Never- 

theless, I  did  not  desist  from  requesting  the  Sheikh, 

in  the  most  urgent  terms,  to  send  me  on  my  way, 

and  to  supply  me  at  least  with  camels,  in  compensa- 

tion for  the  loss  which  I  had  sustained  through  the 

insurrection.  I  had  hopes  that  he  would  allow  me  to 

set  out  at  the  beginning  of  the  next  Mohammedan 

month,  and  I  was  therefore  extremely  delighted  when 

two  respectable  Arabs  came  forward  and  offered  to 

accompany  me  on  my  journey  to  Fezzan,  although  I 

did  not  much  rely  on  the  expectations  which  they 

raised.  Meanwhile,  on  the  3rd  February,  the  pupils 

of  the  Sheikh  el  Bakay,  who  had  stayed  so  long  be- 

hind in  Kano,  reached  Kiikawa,  and  their  arrival  was 

not  at  all  disagreeable  to  me,  although  they  put  me 

to  fresh  expense ;  for,  by  their  authority,  as  being 

the  followers  of  a  highly  venerated  Mohammedan  chief, 

they  increased  the  probability  of  my  safely  entering 

upon  my  home  journey.  I  therefore  went  with  my 

friends  to  pay  a  visit  to  Zen  el  A^bidin,  the  son-in-law 
of  the  Sheikh  el  Bakdy,  who,  having  been  formerly 

employed  by  the  Sheikh  'Omar  as  a  messenger  to  the 
emir  of  Sokoto,  was  now  again  to  return  eastward ; 

for  having  in  the  beginning  been  treated  rather  un- 

kindly by  his  wife  Zena,  "  The  Ornament,"  El  Bakay's 
daughter,  he  had  thought  it  better  to  console  himself 

with  a  pilgrimage  to  Mekka,  and  did  not  now  appear 
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willing  to  listen  to  the  solicitations  of  his  repentant 

wife,  who  sincerely  wished  him  to  return  to  bear  her 

company.  I  found  him  a  simple  and  decent  looking 

man,  whose  manners  pleased  me  the  more  as  he  ab- 

stained entirely  from  begging,  and  I  testified  the 

obligation  which  I  bore  to  his  family,  by  sending  him 

an  ox  for  slaughtering,  a  sheep,  and  some  smaller 

articles.  I  had  also  the  pleasure  of  meeting  here 

the  sherif  *Abd  e'  Rahman,  the  same  man  whom  we 

had  met  four  years  previously  in  the  country  of  A'lr, 

and  who  had  lately  returned  from  A'damdwa.  He 
brought  me  the  latest  information  of  the  state  of  that 

country,  and  as  he  was  to  return  again  in  that  di- 

rection, at  a  later  period  when  I  had  received  fresh 

supplies,  I  thought  it  prudent  to  give  him  a  small 

parcel  to  deliver  to  Mr.  Yogel  wherever  he  should 

fall  in  with  him,  especially  a  few  tiirkedis  and  some 

sugar,  of  which  he  had  taken  with  him  only  a  small 

supply. 

Having  hired  a  guide  and  protested  repeatedly  to 

the  Sheikh  that  I  could  not  wait  any  longer,  my 

health  having  suffered  considerably  from  my  five 

years'  stay  in  these  countries,  I  left  the  town  on  the 
20th  February,  and  pitched  my  tent  on  the  high 

ground  at  Ddrwerghii,  just  above  the  pool  or  swamp, 

round  the  southern  border  of  which  sorghum  is  cul- 
tivated to  a  considerable  extent,  and  which  in  the 

daytime  formed  the  watering-place  for  numerous 

herds  of  cattle.  During  the  night  it  was  visited  by 

a  great  number  of  water  fowl.    On  the  whole,  I  felt 
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extremely  happy  in  having  at  length  left  behind  me 

a  town  of  which  I  had  become  excessively  tired. 

But  it  was  not  my  destiny  to  get  off  so  easily,  and 

leave  this  country  so  soon,  for  I  had  had  repeated 

and  very  serious  consultations,  not  only  with  the 

Sheikh,  but  especially  with  his  brother,  Abba  Yusuf, 

who  was  distinguished  by  his  learning  and  his 

love  of  justice,  about  the  parcel  sent  by  Her  Ma- 

jesty's government,  together  with  the  400  dollars 
which  I  had  left  behind  in  Zinder,  and  which  had 

been  stolen  in  consequence  of  the  revolutionary  out- 

break. After  a  great  deal  of  discussion,  the  Sheikh 

promised  me  that  he  would  restore  what  I  had 

lost.  But,  knowing  from  experience  that  with  these 

people  time  is  of  no  value,  and  finding  my  health 

rapidly  declining,  I  had  come  to  the  resolution  of  not 

waiting  any  longer,  and  the  Sheikh,  seeing  that  I  was 

determined,  according  to  all  appearance  gave  his  full 

approval  to  my  departure  by  sending  me,  on  the 

morning  of  the  21st,  five  camels,  which,  although  of 

very  inferior  quality,  yet  held  out  to  me  a  slight 

hope  of  proceeding  on  my  journey.  But  in  the  after- 

noon of  the  22nd  he  sent  to  me  my  old  friend  Hdj 

Edris,  in  order  to  induce  me  to  return  into  the  town ; 

and  the  latter  made  me  all  sorts  of  promises  as  to  the 

manner  in  which  the  Sheikh  wanted  to  grant  me 

redress  for  all  the  claims  which  I  had  upon  him.  In 

order  to  show  the  ruler  of  the  country  that  I  had  no 

fault  to  find  with  his  own  conduct,  and  to  entreat  him 

once  more  to  send  me  off  without  further  delay,  I 
VOL.  V.  D  D 
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went  into  the  town  in  the  course  of  the  afternoon  and 

paid  my  respects  to  him.  He  desired  me  to  return 

with  all  my  effects  to  my  old  quarters ;  but  I  told  him 

that  was  impossible,  as  my  state  of  health  rendered  it 

essential  for  me  to  return  home  without  further  delay? 

whereas  by  taking  up  my  quarters  once  more  inside 

the  town,  according  to  their  own  slow  mode  of  pro- 

ceeding, I  was  sure  not  to  get  away  before  a  couple  of 

months  had  elapsed ;  but  I  said  that  I  would  gladly 

wait  outside  some  days  longer,  and  that  if  he  wished  I 

would  come  into  the  town  every  day  in  order  to  ascer- 

tain if  there  was  anything  he  wished  to  say  to  me.  To 

this  the  Sheikh  seemed  to  agree  at  the  time,  and  thus  I 

took  leave  of  him  in  the  most  quiet  and  satisfactory 

manner,  and  it  appeared  as  if  every  thing  was  ar- 

ranged and  that  he  would  in  no  way  interfere  with  my 

departure.  I  therefore  bought  two  more  camels  the 

following  day,  out  of  a  large  number  which  had  been 

brought  into  the  town  by  the  Tebu,  from  the  Bahhr 

el  Ghazal;  and  on  the  25th,  through  the  mediation  of 

a  respectable  Tebu  merchant,  of  the  name  of  Hdj  el 

Biggela,  made  an  agreement  with  a  guide,  paying 

him  half  of  his  salary  in  advance.  The  same  evening 

the  Sheikh  sent  me  some  more  provisions. 

Thus,  all  seemed  ready  for  my  departure,  although 

I  had  not  many  people  at  my  disposal ;  but  when  it 

had  only  been  delayed  one  day  by  accident,  there 

appeared  suddenly,  in  the  afternoon  of  the  28th,  'All 
Zmtelma,  that  same  servant  of  Diggelma  who  had 

stolen  part  of  the  merchandise  which  he  was  bringing 
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from  Zinder  to  Kiikawa,  at  the  head  of  four  horsemen 

armed  with  muskets,  bringing  me  an  order  from  the 

Sheikh  to  return  to  the  town.  Feeling  convinced, 

from  the  character  of  the  messenger,  that  if  I  did  not 

obey  the  order  I  should  expose  myself  to  all  sorts  of 

insults  from  this  contemptible  villain,  if  I  did  not 

rid  myself  of  him  in  a  violent  and  unlawful  manner, 

I  thought  it  prudent,  heartrending  though  it  was,  to 

resign  myself  in  obedience  to  the  tyrannical  will  of 

these  people.  It  happened  rather  fortunately  for  me 

that  Sidi  A'hmed,  the  chief  of  Sidi  el  Bakay's  messen- 

gers, was  staying  with  me  at  the  time  in  my  encamp- 

ment. Having  therefore  sent  my  people  in  advance  to 

my  old  quarters,  I  went  to  see  the  Sheikh.  I  then 

protested  against  such  a  proceeding ;  but  he  himself 

did  not  speak,  a  younger  brother  of  his,  of  the 

name  of  Abba  'Othman,  taking  the  lead  in  the  conver- 
sation, and  stating  that  the  Sheikh  could  not  allow  me 

to  depart  in  this  manner ;  and  from  all  that  I  could 

learn,  I  concluded  that  it  was  especially  this  man  who 

had  persuaded  his  elder  brother  that  it  was  not  prudent 

to  allow  me  to  go  unsatisfied  as  I  was,  and  without 

having  settled  my  claims,  the  dangers  of  the  road 

also  being  very  great.  But  the  principal  reason  was, 

that  a  Tebu  messenger  had  arrived  with  letters  from 

the  north,  although  I  did  not  hear  what  the  letters 

addressed  to  the  Sheikh  himself  contained  ;  but  I 

afterwards  learned  that  this  man  had  brought  the 

news  of  the  approach  of  a  caravan,  and  it  was  but 

natural  that  the  Sheikh  should  wish  to  await  its  ar- 
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rival.  This  messenger  brought  nothing  for  me  except 

a  copy  of  a  despatch  of  Lord  Clarendon's,  dated  10th 
June,  1853,  and  consequently  more  than  twenty 

months  old.  The  news  of  my  death  seemed  to  be 

fully  accredited  in  Tripoli  and  Fezzan,  my  letter,  for- 

warded from  Kano,  of  course  not  having  arrived  in 

the  latter  place  when  this  parcel  left ;  and  the  only 

thing  which  afforded  me  satisfaction  in  my  unpleasant 

situation  were  a  few  Maltese  portfolios,  which  gave 

me  some  information  of  what  had  been  going  on  in 

Europe  four  months  previously. 

All  that  now  remained  for  me  under  the  present 

circumstances  was,  to  resign  myself  in  patience,  al- 

though the  delay  pressed  upon  me  with  indescribable 

heaviness,  and  I  had  scarcely  energy  enough  to  en- 

deavour to  employ  my  time  usefully.  However,  a 

rather  pleasant  intermezzo  occurred,  whereby  at  the 

same  time  one  of  the  conditions  was  fulfilled  upon 

which  my  own  departure  was  dependent,  by  the 

arrival  of  the  Arab  caravan  from  the  north ;  and  on 

the  23rd  of  March,  I  went  to  see  them  encamped  in 

Dawerghii,  the  path  being  enlivened  by  all  sorts  of 

people  going  out  to  meet  their  friends,  and  to  hear 

what  news  had  been  brought  by  the  new  comers.  The 
caravan  consisted  of  rather  more  than  a  hundred 

Arabs,  but  not  more  than  sixty  camels,  the  chief  of  the 

caravan  being  Hdj  Jdber,  an  old  experienced  Fezzani 

merchant.  There  was,  besides,  an  important  per- 

sonage of  considerable  intelligence,  notwithstanding 

his  youth,  viz.  Abba  A'hmed  ben  Hamma  el  Kanemi. 
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These  people  had  left  Fezzdn,  under  the  impression 

that  I  was  dead,  and  were  therefore  not  a  little  sur- 

prised at  finding  me  alive,  especially  that  same  Mo- 

hammed el  'Akerout,  from  whom  I  had  received  the 
1000  dollars  in  Zinder,  and  who  was  again  come  to 

Negroland  on  a  little  mercantile  speculation.  This 

caravan  also  carried  1000  dollars  for  the  mission,  but 

it  was  not  addressed  to  me,  as  I  had  long  been  con- 

signed to  the  grave,  but  to  Mr.  Vogel,  although  the 
chief  of  the  caravan  offered  to  deliver  it  to  me.  All 

this  mismanagement,  in  consequence  of  the  false  news 

of  my  death,  greatly  enhanced  the  unpleasant  nature 

of  my  situation  ;  for,  instead  of  leaving  this  country 

under  honourable  circumstances,  I  was  considered  as 

almost  disgraced  by  those  who  had  sent  me  out,  the 

command  having  been  taken  from  me  and  given  to 

another.  There  is  no  doubt  that  such  an  opinion 

delayed  my  departure  considerably ;  for,  otherwise, 

the  Sheikh  would  have  exerted  himself  in  quite  a  dif- 

ferent manner  to  see  me  off,  and  would  have  agreed 

to  any  sacrifice  in  order  to  satisfy  my  claims.  How- 

ever, in  consequence  of  the  representations  of  Abba 

A'hmed,  he  sent  me  on  the  28th  through  that  same 
Diggelma,  to  whom  I  was  indebted  for  the  greater 

part  of  my  unpleasant  situation,  the  400  dollars  which 

had  come  along  with  the  box  of  English  ironware,  and 
he  offered  even  to  indemnifv  me  for  the  loss  of  the 

articles  contained  in  the  box.  This  however  I  did  not 

feel  justified  in  accepting,  as  the  value  of  those  con- 

tents had  been  greatly  exaggerated  by  the  agent  in 
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Murzuk,  and  claims  raised  in  consequence.  Neverthe- 

less, the  amount  received  was  a  great  relief  to  me,  as 

without  touching  the  sum  brought  by  the  caravan,  I 

was  thus  enabled  to  pay  back  the  200  dollars  lent  me 

by  the  Fezzani  merchant  IvAveldi,  and  to  pay  my  ser- 

vant Mohammed  el  Gatroni,  the  only  one  of  my  free 

servants  who  was  still  staying  with  me,  the  greater 

proportion  of  the  salary  due  to  him,  for  I  had  suc- 

ceeded in  paying  off  my  other  servants  from  the 

money  realized  by  my  merchandise. 

Meanwhile  I  endeavoured  to  pass  my  time  as  well 

as  I  could,  studying  the  history  of  the  empire  of 

Bornu,  and  entering  occasionally  into  a  longer  con- 
versation with  some  of  the  better  instructed  of 

my  acquaintances,  or  making  a  short  excursion ; 

but  altogether  my  usual  energy  was  gone,  and  my 

health  totally  undermined,  and  the  sole  object  which 

occupied  my  thoughts  was,  to  convey  my  feeble  body 

in  safety  home.  My  reduced  state  of  body  and  mind 

was  aggravated  by  the  weather,  as  it  was  extremely 

hot  during  this  period,  the  thermometer  in  the  latter 

part  of  the  month  of  April,  at  half-past  two  o'clock 

in  the  afternoon,  rising  as  high  as  113°.*  My  ex- 
hausted condition  had  at  least  this  effect  upon  the 

people,  that  it  served  to  hasten  my  departure,  by 

convincing  them  that  I  should  not  be  able  to  stand  this 

climate  any  longer.    From  the  20th  of  April  there- 

*  It  was  rather  remarkable,  that  on  the  15th  of  April,  we  had  a 
few  drops  of  rain,  accompanied  by  repeated  thunder;  and  alto- 

gether, as  the  sequel  showed,  the  rainy  season  that  year  appeared 
to  set  in  at  a  rather  unusual  and  early  period  for  Kiikawa. 
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fore  onward  I  was  made  to  hope,  that  I  should  be 

allowed  to  proceed  on  my  journey,  in  the  company 
of  a  Tebu  merchant  of  the  name  of  Kolo.  A 

small  caravan  of  Tebu,  proceeding  to  Bilma  to  fetch 

salt,  having  gone  in  advance  on  the  25th,  I  went  in 

the  afternoon  of  the  28th  to  the  Sheikh,  in  company 

with  Abba  A'hmed  who,  on  the  whole,  was  extremely 
useful  to  me  in  my  endeavours  to  get  off,  in  order  to 

make  my  final  arrangement  with  K61o.  This  day 

was  certainly  the  happiest  day  or  the  only  happy  one 

which  I  passed  in  this  place  after  the  departure  of 

Mr.  Yogel ;  for,  in  the  morning,  on  returning  from 

an  excursion  to  Dawerghii,  I  found  a  messenger  with 

letters  from  my  companion,  one  dated  from  Giijeba, 

the  other  from  Yakoba,  wherein  he  informed  me  of 

the  progress  of  his  journey,  and  how  he  had  safely 

reached  the  latter  place,  which  had  never  before  been 

visited  by  a  European.  He  also  informed  me  that 

he  was  just  about  to  start  for  the  camp,  or  sansanne, 

of  the  governor,  who  had  been  waging  war  for  the 

last  seven  years  against  a  tribe  of  idolaters  whom 

he  had  sworn  to  subject.  Greatly  delighted  at  the 

prospect  which  opened  to  my  fellow  traveller,  whom 

I  was  to  leave  behind  me,  of  filling  up  the  blanks 

which  I  had  left  in  my  discoveries,  I  made  the  mes- 

senger a  handsome  present.  Being  thus  considerably 

relieved  in  mind  and  full  of  hopes,  I  bore  with  patience 

and  resignation  some  little  disagreeable  incidents  which 

occurred  before  my  final  departure,  especially  the  loss 

of  two  of  the  camels  which  I  had  recently  bought. 
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CHAP.  LXXXV. 

REAL  START.   SMALL  PARTY. 

At  length  on  the  4  th  of  May,  I  left  the  town  and 

encamped  outside,  close  in  front  of  the  gate.  The 

Sheikh  had  also  given  me  another  camel,  and  a  young 

and  rather  weak  horse,  which  did  not  seem  very  fit 

for  such  a  journey,  and  which  in  the  sequel  proved 

rather  a  burden  than  otherwise  to  me.  In  this  spot 

I  remained  some  days,  waiting  for  my  fellow-tra- 
veller Kolo,  who  was  still  detained  in  the  town,  so 

that  I  did  not  take  leave  of  the  Sheikh  until  the 

9th  of  the  month,  when  he  received  me  with  great 

kindness,  but  was  by  no  means  backward  in  begging 

for  several  articles  to  be  sent  to  him,  especially  a 

small  cannon,  which  was  rather  out  of  comparison 

with  the  poor  present  which  he  had  bestowed  upon 

myself.  However,  he  promised  me  that  I  should  still 

receive  another  camel  from  hnn,  of  which  I  stood 

greatly  in  need,  although  I  had  made  up  for  one 

which  was  lost  during  my  stay  before  the  gate  of  the 

town,  through  the  carelessness  of  A^bbega,  by  buying 
a  fresh  camel  at  the  last  moment  of  my  departure.  It 

was  for  this  purpose  that  I  took  the  sum  of  thirty 
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dollars  from  the  1000  dollars  brought  by  the  caravan, 
and  which  I  was  anxious  to  leave  behind  for  the  use  of 

Mr.  Vogel.  Altogether  I  was  extremely  unfortunate 

with  my  camels,  and  lost  a  third  one  before  I  had  pro- 
ceeded many  miles  from  the  town,  so  that  I  was 

obliged  to  throw  away  several  things  with  which  my 

people  had  overladen  my  animals. 

Our  move  from  Ddwerghii  in  the  afternoon  of 

the  10th  was  very  inauspicious;  and  while  a  heavy 

thunder-storm  was  raging,  enveloping  everything  in 

impenetrable  darkness,  only  occasionally  illumined 

by  the  flashes  of  lightning,  I  lost  my  people,  and  had 

great  difficulty  in  joining  them  again.  Having 

then  moved  on  by  very  short  marches  as  far 

as  Nghuriituwa,  through  a  finely  wooded  valley 

called  Henderi  Gdlliram,  we  pitched  our  tents  on 

the  14th  of  May  near  the  town  of  Y6,  where,  to 

my  utmost  disappointment,  we  had  to  stay  the  five 

following  days,  during  which  the  interesting  cha- 
racter of  the  komadugu,  which  at  present  did  not 

contain  a  drop  of  water,  with  its  border  of  vegeta- 
tion, afforded  me  but  insufiicient  entertainment. 

It  would,  however,  have  been  curious  for  any  Euro- 

pean, who  had  adhered  to  the  theory  of  the  great 

eastern  branch  of  the  Niger  flowing  along  this  bed 

from  the  Tsad,  to  see  us  encamped  in  the  dry  bottom 

of  this  valley.  At  all  events,  oppressed  as  I  had 

been  all  the  time  by  the  apprehension  that  some- 

thing might  still  occur  to  frustrate  my  departure, 

I  deemed  it  one  of  the  happiest  moments  of  my  life. 
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when  in  the  afternoon  of  Saturday  the  19th,  we  at 

length  left  our  station  at  this  northern  frontier  of 

Bornu,  in  the  present  reduced  state  of  that  kingdom; 

and  I  turned  my  back  with  great  satisfaction  upon 

these  countries  where  I  had  spent  full  five  years  in 

incessant  toil  and  exertion.  On  retracing  my  steps 

northwards,  I  was  filled  with  the  hope  that  a  Mer- 
ciful Providence  would  allow  me  to  reach  home  in 

safety,  in  order  to  give  a  full  account  of  my  labours 

and  discoveries ;  and,  if  possible,  to  follow  up  the 

connections  which  I  had  established  with  the  interior, 

for  opening  regular  intercourse  with  that  continent. 

Our  first  day's  march  from  here,  however,  was  far 
from  being  auspicious ;  for,  having  met  with  frequent 

delays  and  stoppages,  such  as  are  common  at  the 

commencement  of  a  journey,  and  darkness  having  set 

in,  the  three  monkeys  which  I  wished  to  take  with  me, 

by  their  noise  and  cries,  frightened  the  camels  so  much 

that  they  started  off  at  a  gallop,  breaking  several 

things,  and  amongst  others  a  strong  musket.  I  saw, 

therefore,  that  nothing  was  to  be  done  but  to  let  loose 

these  malicious  little  creatures,  which,  instead  of  re- 

maining quiet,  continually  amused  themselves  with 

loosening  all  the  ropes  with  which  the  luggage  was 

tied  on  the  backs  of  the  animals.  Having  encamped 

this  night  at  a  late  hour,  we  reached,  the  following 

morning,  the  town  of  Barruwa,  and  remained  here  the 

whole  day,  in  order  to  provide  ourselves  with  the  dried 

fish  which  is  here  prepared  in  large  quantities,  and 

which  constitutes  the  most  useful  article  for  procuring 
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the  necessary  supplies  in  the  Tebu  countr3\  The 

Daza,  or  Biilguda,  who  were  to  join  us  on  the  march, 

had  been  encamped  in  this  spot  since  the  previous  day. 

From  here  we  pursued  our  road  to  Ngegimi ;  but  the 

aspect  of  the  country  had  greatly  changed  since  I  last 

traversed  it  on  my  return  from  Kanem,  the  whole  of 

the  road  which  I  had  at  that  time  followed  being  now 

covered  with  water,  the  great  inundation  of  the  Tsad 

not  having  yet  retired  within  its  ordinary  boundaries. 

The  whole  shore  seemed  to  have  given  way  and  sunk 

a  few  feet.  Besides  this  changed  aspect  of  the  country, 

several  hamlets  of  Kanembu  cattle-breeders,  such  as 

represented  in  the  accompanying  woodcut,  caused 

great  relief  and  animation. 
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It  was  also  interesting  to  observe  the  Biidduraa,  the 

pirate  inhabitants  of  the  islands  of  the  lagune,  busily 

employed  in  their  peculiar  occupation  of  obtaining 

salt  from  the  ashes  of  the  "  siwak,"  or  the  Capparis 
sodata.  Having  rested  during  the  hot  hours  of  the 

day,  we  took  up  our  quarters  in  the  evening  just  be- 

yond a  temporary  hamlet  of  these  islanders ;  for  al- 

though watchfulness,  even  here,  was  very  necessary 

in  order  to  guard  against  any  thievish  attempt,  yet, 

in  general,  the  Biidduma  seem  to  be  on  good  terms 

with  the  Tebu,  with  whom  they  appear  to  have  stood 

in  intimate  political  connection  from  ancient  times. 

Tuesday,  ̂ ^c  distaucc  of  ouly  a  mile  from  our 

May  22nd.  eucampmcnt  we  passed,  close  on  our  left,  the 
site  of  Wiidi,  enlivened  by  a  few  date-palms,  the  whole 

open  grassy  plain  to  the  right,  over  which  our  former 

road  to  Kanem  had  lain,  being  enveloped  in  a  wider  or 

narrower  strip  of  water.  Having  halted  again,  at  the 

beginning  of  the  hot  hours,  in  a  well- wooded  tract,  we 

observed  in  the  afternoon  a  herd  of  elephants,  which 

passed  the  heat  of  the  day  comfortably  in  the  midst  of 

the  water,  and  among  the  number  a  female  with  her 

young.  Further  on,  we  were  met  by  a  troop  of  five 

bulfaloes,  an  animal  which,  during  my  former  journey, 
I  had  not  observed  near  the  lake. 

Thus  we  reached  the  new  village  of  Ngegimi,  which 

was  built  on  the  slope  of  the  hills,  the  former  town 

having  been  entirely  swept  away  by  the  inundation. 

Here  we  remained  the  forenoon  of  the  following  day ; 

the  encampment  being  enlivened  by  a  great  number 
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of  women  from  the  village,  offering  for  sale  fish,  in  a 

fresh  and  dried  state,  besides  a  few  fowls,  milk,  and 

"  temmari,"  the  seeds  of  the  cotton  plant.  But  with 
the  exception  of  a  few  beads  for  adorning  their  own 

sable  persons,  they  were  scarcely  willing  to  receive 

anything  besides  corn.  I  was  glad  to  see,  instead  of 

the  ugly  Bornu  females,  these  more  symmetrical 

figures  of  the  Kanembii  ladies,  the  glossy  blackness  of 

whose  skin  was  agreeably  relieved  by  their  white  teeth 

as  Avell  as  by  their  beads  of  the  same  colour.  Our 

friends,  the  Daza,  who,  five  weeks  previously  had  been 

driven  back  by  the  Tawarek,  had  recovered  here 

their  luggage,  which  on  that  occasion  they  had  hastily 

deposited  with  the  villagers,  when  making  an  attempt 

to  cross  the  desert.  They  were  here  to  separate  from 

us  for  a  time,  as,  for  some  reason  or  other,  they 

wanted  to  pursue  a  more  westerly  track,  leading  by 

the  Bir  el  Hammam,  or  Metemrai,  which  is  mentioned 

by  the  former  expedition,  while  our  friend  Kolo  was 

bent  upon  keeping  nearer  the  shores  of  the  lagune, 

by  way  of  Kibbo. 
After  a  short  conversation  with  the  chief  of  the 

place,  the  May-Ngegimibe,  we  set  out  in  the  after- 

noon, and  proceeding  at  a  slow  rate,  as  the  camels 

were  very  heavily  laden,  we  passed,  after  a  march  of 

about  eight  miles,  along  a  large  open  creek  of  the 

lagune  ;  and,  having  met  some  solitary  travellers 

coming  from  Kdnem,  encamped,  about  eight  in  the 

evening,  on  rather  uneven  ground,  and  kept  alternate 

watch  during  the  iiight. 
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Thursday,  Starting  at  a  very  early  hour,  we  soon  as- 

May  24th.  qqj^^q^  hilly  ground  ;  but,  after  we  had  pro- 
ceeded some  miles,  were  greatly  frightened  by  the 

sight  of  people  on  our  right,  when  we  three  horsemen 

pursued  them  till  we  had  driven  them  to  the  border 

of  the  lake.  For  this  whole  tract  is  so  very  unsafe, 

that  a  traveller  may  feel  certain  that  the  few  people 

whom  he  meets  on  the  road,  unless  they  bear  distinctly 

the  character  of  travellers  like  himself,  will  betray  him 

to  some  predatory  band.  Having  proceeded  about 

nine  miles,  we  halted  near  an  outlying  creek  of  the 

lake,  the  water  of  which  was  fresh,  although  most  of 

these  creeks  contain  brackish  water.  When  we  con- 

tinued our  march  in  the  afternoon,  we  passed  another 

creek,  or  rather  a  separate  lake,  and,  winding  along 

a  narrow  path  made  by  the  elephants,  which  are  here 

very  numerous,  reached,  after  a  march  of  a  little  more 

than  ten  miles,  the  leafy  vale,  or  "  henderi,"  of  Kibbo, 
and  encamped  on  the  opposite  margin.  This  locality 

is  interesting,  as  constituting,  apparently,  the  northern 

limit  of  the  white  ant.  We,  however,  were  prevented 

by  the  darkness  from  making  use  of  the  well,  as  these 

vales  are  full  of  wild  beasts,  and  we  were  therefore 

oblio^ed  to  remain  here  the  forenoon  of  the  followinsr 

day, — a  circumstance  which  was  not  displeasing  to  me, 

as  I  did  not  feel  at  all  well,  and  was  obliged  to  have 

recourse  to  my  favourite  remedy  of  tamarind- water. 

We  pursued  our  march  before  the  sun  had  attained  its 

greatest  power ;  but  met  with  frequent  stoppages,  the 

slaves  of  our  Tebu  companions,  who  were  heavily  laden 
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and  suffering  from  the  effects  of  the  water,  being 

scarcely  able  to  keep  up  ;  a  big  fellow  even  laid  down 

never  to  rise  again.  Indeed  it  would  seem  as  if  the 

Tebu  treated  their  slaves  more  cruelly  than  even  the 

Arabs,  making  them  carry  all  sorts  of  articles,  espe- 
cially their  favourite  dried  fish. 

After  a  march  of  not  more  than  twelve  miles, 

we  halted  some  distance  to  the  east  of  the  well  of 

Kufe,  and  were  greatly  excited  in  consequence  of  the 

approach  of  our  fellow-travellers  the  Daza,  whom,  at 

the  moment,  we  did  not  at  first  recognise.  This  lo- 

cality was  also  regarded  so  unsafe  for  a  small  caravan, 

that  we  started  again  soon  after  midnight,  and  halted 

after  a  march  of  about  fifteen  miles,  when  we  met  a 

courier  coming  from  Kawar  with  the  important  news 

that  Hassan  Bashd,  the  governor  of  Fezzan,  who  had 

been  suffering  from  severe  illness  for  several  years, 

had  at  length  succumbed ;  and  that  the  E'fede,  that 

turbulent  tribe  on  the  northern  frontier  of  A'sben, 
which  had  caused  us  such  an  immense  deal  of  trouble 

in  the  first  part  of  our  expedition,  had  undertaken 

a  foray  to  Tibesti,  —  a  piece  of  news  which  influenced 

our  own  proceedings  very  considerably,  as  we  were 

thus  exposed  to  the  especial  danger  of  falling  in  with 

this  predatory  band,  besides  the  danger  which  in  ge- 

neral attaches  to  the  passage  through  this  extensive 

desert  tract,  which  extends  from  Negroland  to  the 

cultivated  zone  of  North  Africa.  It  was  this  circum- 

stance, together  with  the  great  heat  of  the  mid-day 

hours  at  this  hottest  part  of  the  year,  which  obliged 
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US,  without  the  least  regard  to  our  own  comfort,  to 

travel  the  greater  part  of  the  night ;  so  that  I  was 

unable  to  rectify  and  complete,  in  general,  the  obser- 

vations of  the  former  expedition,  the  route  of  which, 

being  entirely  changed  by  the  new  astronomical  data 

obtained  by  Mr.  Yogel,  would  be  liable  to  some  little 

rectification  throughout. 

Having  rested  during  the  hot  hours  of  the  day,  we 

pursued  our  march  about  two  o^clock  in  the  after- 
noon, when,  after  a  stretch  of  about  two  miles,  we 

entered  a  fine  hilly  district,  well  adapted  for  pasture- 

grounds  for  camels  and  sheep,  but  untenanted  in  the 

present  deserted  state  of  the  country.  A  mile  and  a 

half  further  on,  we  passed  the  well  of  Mul,  which  was 

at  present  dry,  and  then  winding  along  the  fine  val- 

ley, were  detained  a  long  time  by  the  loss  of  another 

camel.  Having  then  encamped,  after  a  march  alto- 

gether of  about  ten  miles,  we  started  again,  an  hour 

after  midnight,  and  after  travelling  nearly  thirteen 

miles,  reached  the  well  of  U'nghurutm,  situated  in  a 
hollow  surrounded  with  fine  vegetation,  and  affording 

that  most  excellent  fodder  for  camels,  the  "  hdd 

besides  which  there  was  a  great  deal  of  "  retem,"  or 
broom. 

Having  spent  the  Sunday  in  U'nghurutin  Monday, 
quietly,  and  indulging  in  some  little  repose, 

we  started  a  little  after  midnight,  and  did  not  en- 

camp till  after  a  march  of  about  fifteen  miles.  It  was 

interesting  to  observe,  when  the  day  began  to  dawn, 

that  all  along  this  region  a  considerable  quantity  of 
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rain  had  fallen,  in  consequence  of  which  "  had  "  and 

"  seb6d "  covered  the  ground,  although  we  were 
extremely  glad  to  escape  from  that  great  annoyance  to 

travellers,  the  feathery  bristle,  or  ̂ ^ngibbi."  Another 
twelve  miles  in  the  afternoon,  through  a  more  open 

country,  broken  in  the  earlier  part  by  a  few  speci- 

mens of  the  tree  "  simsim,"  brought  us  to  the  well 

Bedwaram,  or  Belkashi-fdrri,  where  we  encamped 

at  the  foot  of  the  eastern  eminence,  choosing  our 

ground  with  great  care,  as  we  were  to  recruit  here 

our  strength  by  a  longer  stay,  the  well  being  at 

present  frequented  by  a  number  of  that  section  of  the 

Gunda  tribe  of  Tebu,  which  is  called  "  Wandald," 

or  "  Aussa."  For  in  general  the  well  is  by  no  means 
a  safe  retreat,  and  it  seems  to  have  been  at  this  well, 

or  in  the  neighbourhood,  that  Corporal  Macguire  was 

slain  last  year,  when  returning  home,  after  the  report 

of  the  death  of  his  chief,  Mr.  Yogel. 

We  had  great  trouble  in  opening  the  wells ;  for  we 

needed  a  large  provision  of  water,  as,  besides  filling 

our  skins,  we  had  here  to  water  all  our  camels.  Only 

one  of  the  wells  was  open  at  the  time,  and  contained 

very  little  water.  It  is  easily  to  be  understood  in  what 

a  perilous  position  a  small  caravan  would  be,  if  at- 

tacked under  such  circumstances  by  a  gang  of  high- 

way robbers,  and  I  felt  particularly  obliged  to  Sheikh 

'Omdr  for  having  afforded  me  the  protection  of  the 
salt  merchants,  the  Ddza,  who  were  busy  the  whole 

day  long  in  digging  out  the  wells.  I  was  glad  to 

find  that  the  temporary  inhabitants  of  the  place  be- 
VOL.  V.  EE. 
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haved  quietly  and  decently,  and  even  brought  us 

some  camels'  milk,  which  they  bartered  for  small 

looking-glasses. 
Having  remained  here  also  the  30th,  we  started  in 

the  afternoon  of  the  last  of  May,  and,  after  a  good 

stretch  of  nearly  twenty  miles,  encamped.  We  set  out 

again  after  about  four  hours'  rest,  when  having  pro- 
ceeded some  six  miles,  we  entered  the  open  sandy 

waste,  just  beyond  a  fine  group  of  simsim  trees,  and 

lialted  again,  during  the  heat  of  the  day,  after  a 

march  of  about  six  miles  more.  I  here  enjoyed  again 

the  wide  expanse  of  the  open  desert,  which,  notwith- 

standing its  monotony,  has  something  very  grand 

about  it,  and  is  well  adapted  to  impress  the  human 

mind  with  the  consciousness  of  its  own  littleness, 

although,  at  the  present  season,  it  presented  itself  in 

its  most  awful  character,  owing  to  the  intense  heat 

Avhich  prevailed. 

Having  a  tedious  march  before  us  through  the 

dreary  desert  of  Tintiimma,  we  started  for  a  long 

wearisome  night's  march,  some  time  before  the  heat 
had  attained  its  highest  degree,  only  one  hour 

after  noon,  but  probably  we  should  have  acted  wiser 

to  have  waited  till  the  heat  was  past,  as  the  poor 

slaves  of  my  fellow-travellers  were  knocked  up  before 

the  heat  came  on.  Only  a  short  rest  of  forty 

minutes  was  granted,  at  eight  o'clock  in  the  even- 
ing, for  a  cold  supper  of  guinea-corn,  when  the 

caravan  started  again  to  continue  its  night-march 

over  this  unbounded  sandy  waste ;  but  I,  as  well  as 

my  chief  servant,  being  on  horseback,  I  found  myself 
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at  liberty  to  remain  some  time  behind,  indulging  in 

the  luxury  of  a  cup  of  coffee.  I  remained  however 

almost  too  long ;  and  if  it  had  not  been  that,  contrary 

to  my  orders,  which  were  to  the  effect  to  spare  the 

powder  as  much  as  possible,  my  servants  kept  firing 

their  pistols  off  at  random,  in  order  to  cheer  them- 

selves and  the  poor  slaves,  I  should  have  had  some 

difficulty  in  following  the  caravan.  Cheered  by  the 

firing,  and  perhaps  impressed  with  the  awful  charac- 

ter of  the  country  which  we  were  traversing  at  such 

an  hour,  the  slaves,  forgetful  of  their  over-fatigue, 

kept  up  an  uninterrupted  song,  the  sounds  of  which 

fell  occasionally  upon  my  ears,  as  I  followed  them  at 

a  great  distance.  But  under  the  effects  of  this  ex- 

citement, and  in  the  cool  of  the  evening,  they  marched 

at  such  a  rate,  that  I  did  not  overtake  them  till  long 

after  midnight,  when  freemen  and  slaves  began  to  feel 

exhausted,  and  would  gladly  have  lagged  behind  ;  and 

I  had  to  urge  on  several  of  these  unfortunates,  and 

prevent  them  from  staying  behind,  and  falling  a  sacri- 

fice to  thirst  and  fatigue.  One  of  my  servants  was  not 

to  be  seen.  In  fact  this  desert  is  famous  for  people 

well  accustomed  to  it  losing  their  way,  and  the  white 

sand,  extending  to  a  boundless  distance,  is  so  confound- 

ing, that  people  often  miss  their  direction  entirely. 

But  the  fatigue  of  this  night's  march  was  very  great 
indeed,  and  when  the  day  dawned,  I  gladly  availed 

myself  of  the  opportunity  afforded  by  a  little  herbage 

of  giving  a  slight  feed  to  my  exhausted  horse  to  ob- 

tain a  few  minutes'  repose. 
£  £  2 
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Pursuing  then  our  dreary  march,  while  a  heavy 

wind  rose,  which  by  raising  the  dust  made  the  desert 

look  still  more  gloomy,  we  gradually  discovered  the 

rocky  mountains  of  A'gadem  ahead  of  us,  but  did  not 
enter  the  peculiar  valley  formation  till  a  quarter  past 

seven  o'clock.  Here  we  chose  our  camping-ground 

in  a  corner  surrounded  by  the  "  siwak,"  which  form 
quite  a  little  plantation,  and  occasionally  attract 

temporary  settlers,  especially  of  the  tribe  called  Bolo- 

duwa,  or  A'm-wadebe.  However,  the  sand  wind  made 
our  stay  here  very  cheerless,  which  was  increased  by 

the  circumstance  of  the  ground  being  full  of  camel 

lice,  this  being  the  usual  camping-ground.  The 
water  of  the  well  was  clean  and  excellent,  but  not 

very  plentiful,  so  that  we  had  to  take  our  supply  for 

the  road  before  us  from  a  more  northerly  well.  The 

servant  who  was  missing  not  having  been  found,  we 

waited  anxiously  for  the  arrival  of  the  Ddza  in  the 

afternoon,  when  he  made  his  appearance  in  their  com- 

pany. They  had  fortunately  seen  him  at  a  great  dis- 

tance, when  he  had  completely  lost  his  way,  and  was 

wandering  southward.  I  made  a  present  to  the  man 

who  had  brought  him  back.  We  remained  here  the 

following  day,  and  besides  the  small  luxury  of  the 

wild  fruit  of  the  siwdk,  I  was  glad  to  be  able  to  buy  a 

vessel  of  butter  from  our  friends  the  salt-traders,  as 

my  store  of  this  article  was  nearly  consumed. 

Monday,  The  poor  slavcs  of  our  companions  were  so 

June  4th.  totally  cxhaustcd  by  the  fatigue  of  the  jour- 

ney, that  they  would  have  preferred  anything  to  a 
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continuance  of  such  suffering,  and  when  we  started 

at  a  very  early  hour,  a  poor  female  slave  tried  to 

make  her  escape,  by  hiding  herself  in  the  bushes,  but, 

she  was  soon  found  out,  and  received  a  severe  flogging 

for  her  pains. 

Proceeding  along  a  very  peculiar  basin  of  natron, 

at  the  foot  of  the  rocky  slope,  we  reached  after  a 

march  of  about  four  miles  the  northern  well,  situated 

in  an  open  pleasant  landscape,  the  mountains  on  the 

east  side  receding  in  the  distance.  We  remained 

here  this  day  and  the  following  forenoon,  keeping 

back  the  Ddza,  who  were  anxious  to  pursue  their 

journey,  for  animals  as  well  as  men  stood  in  need  of 

some  repose,  in  order  to  enable  them  to  traverse  the 

long  desert  tract  which  separated  us  from  the  Tebu 

country. 

Just  about  noon,  as  we  were  packing  ready 

to  start,  a  thunder-storm  gathered  on  the 

chain  towards  the  east,  and  a  few  drops  of  rain 

fell  while  we  were  setting  out.  Having  then  kept 

along  the  valley  for  about  three  miles,  we  ascended 

the  higher  ground  with  an  easterly  direction,  and  ob- 

tained a  sight  of  the  eastern  slope  of  the  chain  which 

borders  the  valley,  which,  although  not  so  high  on 

this  side  as  towards  the  west,  seemed  yet  to  have  an 

elevation  of  about  300  feet.  About  three  o'clock 

we  had  again  a  slight  shower  of  rain.  The  whole  of 

A'gadem,  as  I  here  became  aware,  forms  a  sort  of 
wide  extensive  hollow,  bordered  on  the  eastern  side 

E  E  3 
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by  this  rocky  chain,  and  towards  the  west  at  the  dis- 
tance of  about  three  miles,  as  well  as  towards  the 

north  by  sandy  downs.  The  higher  level  itself,  over 

Hvhich  our  track  lay,  was  broken  by  considerable  de- 

pressions, running  east  and  west,  and  forming  such 

steep  slopes,  that  Clapperton's  expression  of  high 
sand  hills,  which  he  had  here  to  cross  seems  well 

justified  ;  and  we  ourselves  took  up  our  encampment 
after  a  march  of  a  little  more  than  eleven  miles  in  a 

hollow  of  this  description,  bordered  by  high  sand 

hills  towards  the  west.  However,  our  halt  was  very 

short,  and  soon  after  midnight  we  pursued  our  march, 

the  desert  now  becoming  more  level,  and  therefore 

allowing  a  steady  progress  by  night.  Pursuing  our 

march  with  alacrity,  we  encamped  after  a  stretch  of 

about  sixteen  miles  in  a  spot  which  was  full  of  those 

remarkable  crystallized  tubes  which  are  called  "  bar- 

gom-chidibe,"  by  the  Kaniiri,  and  "  kauchin-kassa," 
by  the  Hausa  people ;  and  the  character  of  which 

has  been  explained  in  such  various  ways,  some  sup- 

posing them  to  be  the  effect  of  lightning,  while  others 

fancy  them  to  be  the  covered  walks  with  which  the 

white  ant  had  surrounded  stalks  of  negro  corn.  Pur- 

suing from  here  our  march,  a  little  before  two  in  the 

afternoon  we  entered  a  sandy  waste,  which  well  de- 

served to  be  compared  to  the  wide  expanse  of  the 

ocean,  although  even  here  small  rocky  ridges  pro- 

truded in  some  places  ;  and  after  a  march  of  about  ten 

miles,  we  ourselves  encamped  under  the  protection  of 

such  a  ridge. 
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Starting  again  from  here  at  a  very  early  Timrsda^^ 

hour  in  the  night,  we  reached  after  a  march  ̂ """^ 
of  about  six  miles  the  well  of  Dibbela,  the  romantic 

character  of  which,  with  its  high  sand  hills,  from 

which  black  rocky  masses  towered  forth,  together  with 

its  diim-palms,  struck  me  not  a  little.  But  the  water 

is  abominable,  being  impregnated  with  an  immense 

quantity  of  natron  ;  and  it  was  here  that  Mr.  Henry 

Warrington,  who  had  accompanied  Mr.  Vogel  to 

Kiikawa,  succumbed  to  the  dysentery  with  which  he 

had  been  seized  on  the  road,  the  bad  quality  of  the 

water  having  probably  brought  the  disorder  to  a  crisis. 

It  was,  moreover,  a  very  hot  day,  although  not  hotter 

than  usual,  the  thermometer  at  two  o'clock  indicating 

109°  in  the  best  shade  I  could  hnd  ;  and  the  masses 

of  sand  all  around  were  quite  bewitching  and  bewil- 

dering. Starting  again  in  the  afternoon  as  soon 

as  the  heat  had  reached  its  greatest  intensity,  we 

ascended  the  sandy  downs  with  a  considerable  wes- 

terly deviation,  leaving  just  beyond  this  hollow 

another  one,  with  some  talha  trees,  and  then  keep- 

ing over  the  sandy  level  with  a  ridge  of  the  same 

character,  and  passing  after  a  march  of  about  five 

miles  a  great  quantity  of  kajiji,  till  after  a  good 

stretch  of  altogether  seventeen  miles,  we  encamped 

on  hard  sandy  ground.  On  this  tedious  journey,  I 

always  felt  greatly  delighted  on  our  arrival  at  the 

camping-ground,  to  stretch  myself  at  full  length  on 
the  clean  sand,  the  softness  of  which  makes  one  feel 

in  no  want  of  a  couch. 

E  E  4 
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Having  encamped  at  a  rather  late  hour,  we 

June  8th.  ̂ .^  start  SO  early  as  usual,  and  halted 
after  a  march  of  about  eight  miles  on  a  ground 

almost  entirely  destitute  of  herbage,  but  what  seemed 

very  remarkable,  soaked  by  the  rain  of  the  previous 

day,  and  affording  another  and  still  stronger  proof 

of  the  incorrectness  of  the  opinion  which  had  hitherto 

been  entertained  of  this  whole  tract  never  being 

fertilized  by  the  rains.  The  soil  also  was  full  of  the 

footprints  of  the  "  bagr-el-wdhesh,'^  Antelope  bubalis, 

which  being  pursued  by  the  sportsmen  of  A'gadem 
and  Dibbela,  had  evidently  sought  a  refuge  in  this 

region. 

Having  from  hence  made  a  stretch  of  about  ten 

miles  in  the  afternoon,  and  halted  for  nearly  four 

hours  at  sunset,  we  started  again  for  a  wearisome 

night's  march,  deviating  very  considerably  from  our 
former  track ;  and  after  a  march  of  a  little  more 

than  eighteen  miles,  the  latter  part  over  a  difficult 

range  of  sand  hills,  we  reached  in  the  morning  the 

well  of  Zaw-kura  in  a  dreadfully  fatigued  state,  and 

with  the  loss  of  four  camels;  but  it  was  cheering  to  find 

that  the  locality — a  vale  richly  adorned  with  siwdk,  or 

Capparis  sodata^  afforded  some  relief  not  only  to  the 

body  but  even  to  the  mind.  We  here  met  with  a  small 

caravan  of  Tebu,  natives  of  the  very  ancient  village 

of  A'gherim  or  A'ghram,  the  place  of  which  I  have 

spoken  on  a  former  occasion*,  and  which  lies  three 
days  northwest  from  here  by  way  of  Yawi.  Being 

*  See  Vol.  II.  p.  654. 
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on  their  road  to  B6rnu,  they  were  anxious  to  ex- 

change their  camels  for  mine,  the  latter  being  ac- 

customed to  the  climate  of  Bornu  whither  they  were 

going.  Such  an  exchange  is  certainly  advisable  to 

travellers  proceeding  in  either  direction,  in  the  event 

of  the  animals  of  each  party  being  equally  good  ;  but, 

on  the  one  hand,  1  wanted  too  badly  the  few  camels 

which  had  withstood  the  fatigue,  and,  on  the  other, 

those  of  these  people  were  too  poor  to  allow  me  to 

accept  their  offer  ;  and  in  consequence,  they  had  to 

load  the  five  horses  which  they  had  with  them  with 

water-skins.  These  people  gave  us  the  important 

information  that  the  ghazzia  of  the  Tawdrek  had  re- 

turned from  Tibesti,  having  made  only  a  small  booty 

of  forty  camels  and  thirty  slaves,  on  account  of 

the  Tebu  having  been  on  their  guard,  although  they 

threatened  to  return  at  some  future  period.  We  re- 

mained here  the  following  day,  enjoying  the  repose 

of  which  we  stood  so  much  in  need.  A  strong  wind 

had  been  blowing  all  night ;  but  the  heat,  at  two 

o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  reached  its  usual  elevation 

of  108°  in  the  best  shade. 

We  started  again  in  the  afternoon,  winding  Monday, 

round  the  south-eastern  edge  of  the  consider-  '^^^^ 
able  mountain  group  to  which  the  vale  is  indebted  for 

its  existence,  and  having  on  our  right  sandy  downs. 

Just  at  the  spot  where  we  left  the  small  oasis,  known 

to  the  traders  of  the  desert  as  Zaw-kanwa,  on  our 

left,  we  fell  in  with  the  footsteps  of  a  small  party, 

when,  supposing  them  to  be  marauders,  we  followed 
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them  up  for  awhile,  till  we  had  convinced  ourselves 

that  they  were  people  in  search  of  a  runaway  slave. 

Pursuing  then  our  march  altogether  about  sixteen 

miles,  we  halted  at  nine  o^clock  in  the  evening;  but 
started  again  at  midnight,  and  after  a  march  of 

fourteen  miles,  reached  Muskatenu,  the  southern- 

most limit  of  the  oasis  of  Kawar,  although  nothing 

but  an  inconsiderable  shallow  depression,  full  of  marl 

and  alum. 

Although  the  heat  was  greater  than  usual,  the 

thermometer  indicating  as  much  as  110°,  we  started 
with  great  alacrity  in  the  afternoon,  as  we  were 

now  approaching  the  seats  of  Tebu  power  and  civi- 
lization in  the  heart  of  the  desert,  where  nature 

has  provided  this  little  fertile  spot,  in  order  to  faci- 
litate intercourse  between  distant  nations.  However, 

several  sandy  ridges  opposed  themselves  to  our  pro- 

gress before  we  reached  the  real  beginning  of  the 

valley,  at  the  western  foot  of  a  large  and  broad- 

topped  rocky  mound ;  but  the  sand  was  not  so  deep 

as  I  had  been  led  by  the  description  of  other  people 

to  expect.  Here  the  scenery  became  highly  interest- 

ing, the  verdant  ground — where  small  patches  of  the 

grass  called  ̂ ^ghedeb"  and  vegetables  were  sown, 

surrounded  by  slight  fences  of  palm-bushes  —  being 

overtopped  by  handsome  groups  of  palm-trees;  and 

cheered  as  I  felt  by  this  spectacle,  after  the  dreary 

march  which  we  had  made,  I  could  not  grudge  my 

people  a  few  shots  of  powder.  But  while  our  friends 

the  Ddza  salt-traders  encamped  at  the  very  thickest 
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grove,  where  the  dilapidated  town  of  Bilma  is  situated, 

we  ourselves  entered  a  dreary  salt-pan,  and  encamped 
about  a  mile  further  on,  near  a  miserable  little 

village  called  KaUla,  without  the  ornament  or  shade 

of  a  single  tree.  Moreover,  the  ground  was  so  hard, 

that  it  was  only  with  the  greatest  difficulty  that  we 

were  able  to  pitch  the  tent ;  and  having  no  wood 

wherewith  to  cook  a  supper,  a  small  hospitable  gift 

from  our  friend  Kolo,  consisting  first  in  a  dish  of 

fresh  dates,  and  afterwards  in  a  mess  of  cooked  pud- 

ding, proved  very  acceptable.  The  miserable  hamlet, 

besides  a  few  hovels,  scarcely  to  be  distinguished  from 

the  ground,  contained  only  the  ruins  of  a  mosque, 

which  had  been  turned  into  a  magazine  for  salt. 

Our  stay  here  became  the  more  disagreeable,  as 

towards  the  morning  of  the  following  day,  a  heavy 

gale  arose,  against  which  this  open  tract  offered  not 

the  slightest  protection ;  but  I  amused  myself  by 

paying  a  visit  to  the  salt-pits,  in  the  high  mounds  of 

rubbish,  a  few  hundred  yards  to  the  east  of  our  en- 

campment. I  was  highly  interested  in  the  very 

peculiar  character  which  they  presented,  the  pits 

forming  small  quadrangular  basins,  of  about  four  or 

five  yards  in  diameter,  deeply  cut  into  the  rock,  where 

all  the  saltish  substance  contained  in  the  ground  col- 

lects, and  is  thence  obtained,  by  pouring  this  water, 

impregnated  with  salt,  into  moulds  of  clay  of  the 

shape  which  I  have  described  in  my  notice  of  the 

salt  trade*,  in  that  part  of  my  journey  where  I  was 
*  Vol.  T.  p.  504. 
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myself  travelling  in  the  company  of  the  salt  traders 

of  A'sben.  The  salt,  filtering  through  the  sides  of 
the  mound,  had  all  the  appearance  of  long  icicles. 

But  at  present  only  a  small  quantity  of  prepared 

salt  was  lying  here,  the  season  for  the  Kel-owi  to 

carry  it  away  being  some  months  later,  when  this 

tract  must  present  a  very  different  aspect,  and  ex- 

hibit a  considerable  degree  of  activity  ;  and  it  would 

have  been  highly  interesting  if  Mr.  Overweg  had 

been  able  to  visit  the  place  at  such  a  season,  as  he 
had  intended. 

It  was  also  a  circumstance  of  considerable  interest, 

that  about  two  o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  while  the 

thermometer  indicated  107°  3'  in  the  best  shade  I 

could  find,  we  had  a  slight  shower,  although  this  whole 

region  has  been  set  down  as  an  entirely  rainless  zone. 

My  camels  being  greatly  reduced,  and  several  of  them 

of  little  value,  I  exchanged  the  two  worst  among 

them  for  one  belonging  to  the  Daza,  our  former  fellow- 

travellers,  who  being  bent  upon  staying  here  a  few 

days,  before  they  undertook  their  home  journey  to 

Bornu,  were  thus  enabled  to  wait  until  the  animals 

had  recruited  their  strength. 

At  an  early  hour  in  the  morning,  long  before 

the  dawn  of  day,  we  continued  our  journey 

northward  along  the  Wddi  Kawdr,  as  it  is  called  by 

the  Arabs,  or  the  Heneri-tege,  valley  of  the  Tege 

or  Ted^,  as  it  is  called  by  the  natives,  having 

the  steep  rocky  cliffs,  which  at  times  formed  pictu- 

resque platforms,  at  about  three  miles  distance  on 
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our  right.  Meanwhile  the  country  became  beau- 

tifully wooded  at  the  dawn  of  the  day,  and  numerous 

travellers  attested  a  certain  degree  of  industry  in 
this  curious  abode  of  men  in  the  heart  of  the  desert. 

After  a  march  of  about  twelve  miles,  where  the 

valley  became  contracted  by  a  lower  rocky  ridge 

crossing  it,  we  encamped  at  the  side  of  a  palm- 

grove,  with  a  number  of  draw-wells,  or  "  khdttatir," 
where  every  kind  of  vegetable  might  be  easily  raised. 

The  ground  produced  '*  aghiil,"  and  "  molukhia,"  or 
Cor  chorus  olitorius^  and  was  surrounded  by  high  sandy 

downs,  while  at  some  distance  eastward  a  village  is  situ- 

ated, of  the  name  of  E'ggir.  Having  halted  here  for 
about  five  hours,  we  pursued  our  journey,  the  strip 

of  trees  closely  approaching  the  rocky  cliff,  and  after 

a  march  of  three  miles,  left  on  our  right  the  village 

E'm-i-maddama,  and  further  on,  that  called  Shemid- 
deru,  lying  partly  at  the  foot,  partly  on  the  slope  of  the 

rocky  cliffs  on  our  right.  Having  then  left  a  small 

isolated  grove  of  date  trees  on  the  same  side,  we 

reached  the  beginning  of  the  plantation  of  Dirki ;  and 

traversing  the  grove  where  the  fruit  was  just  ripen- 

ing, we  approached  the  dilapidated  wall  of  the  town, 

which  presented  a  very  poor  spectacle,  and  then  kept 

between  it  and  the  offensive  salt-pool  on  our  right, 

and  encamped  on  the  north  side.  This  town,  which, 

notwithstanding  its  insignificance,  has  a  name  all 

over  the  desert,  was  of  some  importance  to  me,  from 

the  fact  of  its  containing  the  only  blacksmith  in  the 

whole  of  this  oasis,  whom  I  wanted  to  prepare  for  me 
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a  double  set  of  strong  shoes  for  each  of  my  horses, 

as  we  had  a  very  stony  tract  to  traverse  beyond 

this  oasis.  He  promised  to  make  them  and  to  bring 

them  up  to  us  at  A'sheniimma,  but  he  did  not  keep 
his  word,  and  thus  was  the  cause  of  my  losing  one 

of  my  horses  in  that  difficult  tract.  Having  passed 

the  villages  of  Tegimdmi  and  Eliji,  we  reached  the 

town  of  A^sheniimma,  the  residence  of  the  chief  of 
these  Tebu,  situated  on  a  lower  terrace  formed  by  a 

gentle  slope  at  the  foot  of  the  steep  cliffs,  and  en- 
camped in  the  bottom  of  the  valley  near  an  isolated 

group  of  sandstone  rock,  round  which  the  moisture 

collects  in  large  hollows,  scarcely  a  foot  below  the 

surface  of  the  gravel.  All  around,  a  rather  thin 

grove  of  date  trees  spreads  out ;  further  westward, 

there  are  the  two  salt  lakes  mentioned  by  the  mem- 

bers of  the  former  expedition. 

In  the  afternoon,  I  went  into  the  town,  to  pay 

my  respects  to  the  chief  whose  name  is  Mai-Bdkr. 

The  place,  which  seems  to  have  attracted  the  notice 

of  Arab  geographers  from  an  early  date,  consists 

of  about  120  cottages,  built  with  rough  stones,  and 

scattered  about  on  the  slope,  besides  a  few  yards 

erected  with  palm  branches.  The  cottages  are 

very  low,  and  covered  in  with  the  stems  and  leaves 

of  the  palm  tree.  A  solitary  conical  hut,  like  those 

of  Sudan,  was  likewise  to  be  seen.  One  of  the  stone 

houses  exhibited  a  greater  degree  of  industry  by  its 

whitewashing,  but  the  residence  of  the  chief  was  not 

distinguished  in  any  way.   The  latter,  who  bears  the 
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title  of  Maina,  was  a  man  of  advanced  age  and  of  re- 

spectable behaviour.  At  the  time  of  our  entrance  he 

was  squatted  on  fresh  white  sand  in  front  of  his 

"  diggel,"  placed  in  the  ante-chamber  or  segifa.  He 
received  my  present  (which  consisted  of  a  black  tobe, 

two  tiirkedis,  and  a  haram,  worth  altogether  about 

four  Spanish  dollars)  kindly,  and  expressed  his  hope 

that  I  might  get  safely  over  the  tract  before  me,  if 

1  did  not  lose  any  time  by  a  longer  delay.  Meanwhile 

a  Tebu  merchant  who  was  present  gave  me  the  very 

doubtful  information  that  the  people  of  Tawat  paid 

to  the  French  an  annual  tribute  of  60,000  dollars. 

The  inhabitants  of  A'shenximma  and  of  the  neisfh- 

bouring  places,  are  very  differently  situated  from 

those  of  Dirki  and  Bilma,  for  the  latter  on  account 

of  their  being  the  medium  of  communication  in  the 

salt  trade,  are  respected  by  the  Tawarek,  for  whom 

they  prepare  that  article,  and  who,  in  consequence, 

do  not  plunder  them  even  when  they  meet  them  in 

the  desert.  Nay,  they  even  protect  them,  as  I  have 

described  in  the  former  part  of  my  journey,  so  that 

merchants  from  Dirki  and  Bilma  were  proceeding  to 

Hdusa  by  way  of  A'sben.  The  inhabitants  of  the 

other  places,  on  the  contrary,  such  as  A'sheniimma, 
are  exposed  to  all  sorts  of  oppression  from  the  former, 

and  even  run  the  risk  of  being  slain  by  them  when 

met  alone.  With  regard  to  the  Tebu  in  general, 

1  have  already  spoken  repeatedly  about  their  in- 

timate connection  with  the  Kaniiri  race,  and  have 

enumerated  the  names  of  the  sections  of  their  tribe. 
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SO  far  as  I  have  become  acquainted  with  them,  and  I 

shall  say  more  on  the  subject  of  their  language  in  a 

preface  to  my  vocabularies.  It  was  a  remarkable  fact, 

but  easily  to  be  explained,  that  the  greatest  heat  which 

I  experienced  in  the  desert  was  in  this  valley,  the 

thermometer  at  two  o'clock  in  the  afternoon  rising 

daily  to  between  110°  and  112°. 
We  remained  here  the  following  day,  when  I  en- 

joyed the  scenery  of  the  locality  extremely,  and  made 

a  sketch  of  it,  which  is  represented  in  the  plate  oppo- 

site. I  also  desired  Corporal  Church,  who,  as  I  have 

stated  above,  was  in  my  company,  and  who  felt  assured 

that  Captain  Clapperton  had  indicated  the  mountain 

chain  on  the  west  by  mistake,  to  ascend  the  slope  of 

the  chain  above  A'shenumma,  in  order  to  convince 
himself  that  that  meritorious  traveller  had  not  been 

misled  in  such  a  strange  manner.  With  the  aid  of 

my  small  telescope,  he  discoverd  in  the  far  distance 

to  the  west,  a  chain  bordering  the  valley  in  that 

direction.  This  breadth  of  the  valley  is  even  indi- 

cated by  the  distance  intervening  between  A'gherim 
and  Fashi  on  the  one  side,  and  Bilma  and  Dirki 

on  the  other. 

It  was  the  holiday  of  the  'Aid  el  fotr,  and  the  in- 
habitants of  the  little  town  celebrated  the  day  by 

a  religious  procession,  in  which  there  figured  even 

as  many  as  ten  horses,  and  a  few  rounds  of  powder 

were  fired.  The  petty  chief  also  sent  me  a  holiday 

dish,  consisting  of  a  sort  of  maccaroni  made  of 

millet,  with  a  porridge  of  beans.    It  is  a  very  re- 
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markable  circumstance,  and  one  that  must  not  be 

forgotten  by  any  traveller  who  pursues  this  road, 

that  the  inhabitants  of  the  Tebu  country  esteem  no- 

thing more  highly,  nay,  scarcely  value  anything  at 

all,  except  dried  fish,  the  stinking  "biini,"  and  that 
he  may  starve  with  all  sorts  of  treasures  in  his 

bags,  unless  he  be  possessed  of  this  article.  I  my- 

self was  even  obliged  to  buy  the  grass  or  ghedeb 

(of  which  1  stood  in  need  for  my  camels)  with 

dried  fish,  and  I  felt  sorry  that  I  had  not  laid  in  a 

greater  supply  of  this  article  in  Bdrruwa. 

Before  setting  out,  I  thought  it  prudent  to  Monday, 

pay  another  visit  and  bid  farewell  formally  ̂ ^"^^ 

to  May-Bdkr,  as  I  was  anxious,  unprotected  as  I  was^ 

to  secure  my  rear.  I  then  followed  my  camels, 

and  having  crossed  two  defiles,  formed  by  projecting 

cliffs,  which  interrupt  the  valley,  reached  after  a 

march  of  seven  miles  the  town  of  Anikimma,  situated 

at  the  side  of  an  isolated  promontory  projecting 

from  the  cliffs,  which  form  here  a  sort  of  wide  re- 

cess, and  encamped  at  the  border  of  the  palm  grove, 

when  I  immediately  received  some  hospitable  treat- 

ment from  my  friend  Kolo,  who  was  a  native  of  this 

place.  This  is  the  modern  road  which  is  taken  at 

the  present  time,  the  town  of  Kisbi  or  rather  Gezibi, 

which  lies  on  the  western  side  of  the  valley,  and 

along  which  the  former  mission  passed,  being  at 

present  deserted.  This  road  led  in  former  times  by 

Kisbi  to  Azaneres.  But  although  we  were  treated 

in  a  friendly  manner  in  this  place,  I  did  not  like  to 
VOL.  V.  F  F 
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lose  any  time,  but  was  anxious  to  proceed  at  once  to 

A'nay,  the  northernmost  town  in  the  valley  of  Kawar, 
in  order  to  prepare  myself  there,  without  the  least 

delay,  for  that  second  great  station  of  my  desert 

journey  which  I  had  to  traverse  quite  by  myself, 

as  my  friend  Kolo  was  to  stay  behind,  and  was  not 

going  to  undertake  the  journey  for  a  month  or  so. 

I  recommended  to  him  my  freed  slave  'Othraan,  who 
had  remained  behind,  as  he  was  suffering  from  the 

effects  of  the  guinea-worm.  K6I0,  however,  accom- 

panied me  in  the  afternoon  for  a  few  hundred  yards, 

together  with  a  Tebu  from  Tibesti,  of  the  name  of 

Maina  Dadakore,  who  had  recently  been  plundered  of 

all  his  property  by  the  Tawarek.  The  distance  from 

Anikimma  to  A'nay  is  not  very  great,  about  two  miles 

and  a  half.  The  site  of  A'nay  is  very  peculiar,  as 
may  be  seen  from  the  description  given  by  the  former 

expedition*,  who  were  greatly  struck  by  its  singular 
appearance,  although  the  view  which  they  have  given 

of  the  locality  is  far  from  being  correct.  The  first 

thing  which  I  had  to  do  here  was,  to  endeavour  by 

means  of  dollars,  cloves,  and  the  remnant  of  dried  fish 

which  I  still  had  left,  to  procure  as  large  a  supply  of 

ghedeb  as  possible,  in  order  to  carry  my  camels 

through  this  trying  journey,  as  my  only  safety  with 

my  small  band  of  people  consisted  in  the  greatest 

speed.  It  was  very  unlucky  for  me  that  the  black- 

smith of  Dirki  broke  his  word  in  not  bringing  up 

the  shoes  for  my  horses,  a  circumstance  which  would 

*  Denham  and  Clapperton's  Travels,  p.  17. 
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have  been  productive  of  the  most  serious  conse- 

quences, if  I  had  been  attacked  on  the  road,  as  both 

my  horses  became  lame. 

Having  prepared  everything  in  the  fore-  Tuesday, 

noon,  we  set  out  on  our  lonely  and  dangerous  '^^^^ 
journey  with  a  fervent  prayer,  and  after  a  march  of 

a  little  less  than  two  miles  emerged  from  the  valley, 

or  henderi,  through  a  rocky  defile.  We  then  gradu- 

ally ascended  the  higher  level  of  the  desert  plain, 

and  having  made  a  stretch  of  about  sixteen  miles, 

we  encamped.  Having  kept  strict  watch,  as  it  was 

not  improbable  that  some  people  might  have  followed 

us,  we  started  again  at  an  early  hour,  long  before  the 

dawn  of  day,  and  after  a  march  of  about  thirteen 

miles  reached  Fggeba  (Denham's  Ikbar),  a  shal- 
low depression  at  the  western  foot  of  a  mountain, 

clothed  with  some  herbage  and  adorned  with  a  rich 

profusion  of  dum-palms.  The  well  here  afforded  a 

supply  of  the  most  delicious  water.  However,  the 

locality  was  too  unsafe  for  our  small  troop  to  make 

here  a  long  stay,  it  being  frequently  visited  by  pre- 

datory expeditions.  We  therefore  thought  it  pru- 

dent to  start  again  in  the  afternoon  along  the  western 

road,  by  way  of  Siggedim,  which  has  been  laid  down 

very  erroneously  by  the  former  expedition,  they  pro- 

bably not  having  taken  the  accurate  distances  and 

directions  of  this  route,  as  they  relied  upon  the  direct 

track,  which  they  had  traced  with  accuracy.  This 

road  is  called  Nefasa  seghira,  "  from  a  defile,  or 

"thniye,"  which  we  crossed  about  two  miles  and  a  half 
r  r  2 
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from  our  starting-point.  About  ten  miles  beyond  we 

encamped,  and  reached  the  next  morning,  after  a 

march  of  ten  miles  more,  over  a  beautiful  gravelly 

flat,  and  crossing  the  track  of  a  small  caravan  of 

asses  coming  from  Brabu,  the  beginning  of  the  oasis 

of  Siggedim,  stretching  out  at  the  western  foot  of  a 

considerable  mountain  group,  the  direction  of  which 

is  from  east  to  west,  and  well  wooded  with  diim- 

palms,  date  trees,  and  with  gerredh,  or  Mimosa 

Nilotica.  The  ground,  which  is  richly  overgrown  with 

sebot,  in  several  places  shows  an  incrustation  of 

salt.  We  halted,  for  the  mid-day  hours,  a  little  more 

than  a  mile  further  on,  near  the  well,  as  we  could 

not  afford  to  make  any  long  stay  here.  The  place  was 

at  present  quite  deserted,  but  I  was  told  that  about 

a  month  later  in  the  season  people  occasionally  take 

up  their  temporary  residence  here,  and  a  few  isolated 

stone  dwellings  on  a  projecting  cliff,  testified  to  the 

occasional  presence  of  settlers. 

From  hence  we  reached,  in  an  afternoon's  and  a 

long  morning's  march,  of  altogether  nearly  thirty-four 

miles,  the  shallow  vale  of  Jehdya  (Denham's  Izhya) 
or  Yat.  We  were  in  a  sad  state,  as,  besides  being 

exhausted  by  fatigue,  we  were  almost  totally  blinded 

by  the  glare  of  the  sand  in  the  heat  of  the  day.  A 

smaller  strip  of  vegetation  on  the  west  side  of  the 

rocky  eminences  which  dotted  this  country,  had  already 

some  time  previously  led  us  to  hope  that  we  had 

reached  the  end  of  our  march  ;  but  when  at  length 

we  had  gained  the  spot,  we  found  the  vale,  with  its 
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rich  growth  of  herbage,  very  refreshing,  and  men  as 

well  as  animals  had  an  opportunity  of  recruiting  their 

strength  a  little. 

The  horse  which  the  Sheikh  had  2;iven  me 
.  ^  June  22nd. 

bemg  quite  lame,  1  wanted  to  mount  the  only 

one  of  the  camels  which  seemed  strong  enough  to 

carry  such  a  burden  in  addition  to  its  load,  but  it 

refused  to  rise  with  me,  and  I  was  thus  obliged  to 

mount  the  donkey-like  nag  which  the  sultan  of  S6- 

koto  had  given  me,  my  servant  going  on  foot.  It  is 

certainly  very  difficult  to  carry  horses  through  this 

frightful  desert  with  limited  means,  but  it  is  of  the 

utmost  importance  for  a  small  party  to  have  a  horse 

or  two  with  them,  in  order  to  scour  the  country  to  see 

whether  all  be  right,  and  to  make  a  spirited  attack  or 

to  pursue  the  robbers  in  case  of  a  theft  having  been 
committed. 

Having  advanced  in  the  course  of  the  evening  a 

little  more  than  eighteen  miles,  we  traversed  early  the 

next  morning  a  narrow  dehle  enclosed  between  rocky 

heights  on  both  sides,  in  a  very  stony  tract  of  country, 

and  halted,  after  a  march  of  about  twelve  miles,  at  a 

little  distance  from  the  mountain  group  Tiggera-n- 

diimma,  where  the  boundary  is  formed  between  Fez- 

zdn  and  the  independent  Tebu  country,  by  a  valley 

clothed  with  a  good  profusion  of  herbage  and  a  few 

talha  trees  just  in  flower.  From  here  we  reached, 

after  a  march  of  sixteen  miles  more,  the  well  of  Md- 

faras,  the  southernmost  well  of  Fezzdn,  in  such  a 

state  of  exhaustion,  that  we  felt  induced,  notwith" 
r  F  3 
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standing  the  danger  from  the  E'fadaye,  to  allow  our- 

selves and  the  animals  a  day  and  a  half's  repose ;  I 
myself  being  particularly  in  want  of  a  little  rest,  as  I 

had  been  suffering  a  great  deal  from  rheumatism  for 

the  last  few  days.  In  addition  to  this  the  well  con- 

tained so  little  water  that  it  required  an  enormous 
time  to  water  the  animals  and  to  fill  our  skins.  The 

vale  was  pleasantly  adorned  with  a  good  number  of 

fine  talha  trees,  and  there  was  even  one  isolated  diim- 

palm,  while  of  another  one  nothing  but  the  trunk 

was  remaining.  Although  we  had  advanced  so  much 

towards  the  north,  we  did  not  yet  feel  the  slightest 

decrease  in  the  temperature,  and  the  thermometer  all 

this  time,  at  two  o'clock  in  the  afternoon,  constantly 
indicated  109°. 

This  is  the  southern  well  of  the  name  of 

Mafaras,  while  the  northern  spot  of  the  same 

name,  where  Mr.  Yogel  made  his  astronomical  ob- 

servation, is  about  nineteen  miles  further  to  the 

north.  We  did  not  pass  the  latter  till  early  in  the 

morning  of  the  26th,  when,  stretching  over  an  open 

desert  flat,  a  real  mirror  or  "  meraye,"  the  exhaus- 
tion of  our  animals  became  fully  apparent,  so  that 

just  in  the  very  place  where  a  small  Tebu  cara- 

van, which  had  preceded  us  a  few  days,  had  left 

behind  one  of  their  camels,  we  also  were  obliged  to 

abandon  the  camel  upon  whose  strength  we  had 

hitherto  placed  our  chief  reliance. 

About  eleven  miles  beyond  the  northern  well 

Mdfaras,   we  halted  during  the  heat  of  the  day 
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in  a  spot  entirely  destitute  of  herbage^  and  made 

another  stretch  of  fifteen  miles  in  the  afternoon, 

leaving  the  well-known  mound  of  Faja,  along  which 

the  road  leads  to  Tibesti,  at  some  distance  on  our 

right.  In  order  to  recruit  the  strength  of  the  camels, 

we  gave  them  a  good  supper  of  dates,  ground  nuts, 

and  millet,  so  that  each  of  the  poor  animals,  accord- 

ing to  his  habits  and  national  taste,  could  pick  out 

what  was  most  palatable  to  him. 

A  march  of  about  thirteen  miles  brought 

us  to  the  well  "  El  A'hmar,"  or  "  Maddema," 
in  an  open  desert  country,  bounded  on  the  west  by  a 

large  imposing  mountain  group,  and  distinguished  by 

a  great  profusion  of  khareb,  or  kaye,  the  whole  ground 

being  overgrown  with  "  handal,"  or  colocynth,  and 
strewed  with  bones.  Here  we  passed  an  excessively 

hot  day,  the  thermometer  indicating  114°  at  two 
o'clock  in  the  afternoon  in  the  best  shade  I  could 

find,  and  105°  at  sunset,  it  remaining  extremely  hot 
the  whole  night,  till  after  midnight,  when  a  heavy 

gale  arose.  Nature  here  showed  some  animation,  and 

beetles  were  in  extraordinary  numbers ;  we  also  be- 

held here  a  herd  of  gazelles,  but  no  beast  of  prey. 

At  a  very  early  hour  the  following  morning,  we 

started  with  a  good  supply  of  water,  and  after  pro- 

ceeding for  about  ten  miles,  reached  a  valley  toler- 

ably well  provided  with  talha-trees,  and  overgrown 

with  dry  herbage.  We  were  obliged  to  stay  here  the 

whole  day,  in  order  to  give  the  camels  a  feed,  as  they 

were  reduced  to  the  greatest  extremity :  we  had  also 
r  r  4 
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to  provide  ourselves  with  wood  and  water.  But 

although  we  stayed  here  till  the  forenoon  of  the  fol- 

lowing day  we  had  only  proceeded  a  few  miles  when 

we  lost  another  of  our  camels,  and  thus  were  obliged 
to  halt  earlier  than  we  intended.  In  order  to  retrieve 

this  loss,  we  started  before  midnight,  and  marching 

the  whole  night,  a  distance  of  about  twenty-four 

miles,  and  making  only  a  short  halt  during  the  hot- 

test part  of  the  day,  we  encamped  in  the  evening 

of  the  30th,  close  to  the  well  "El  Wdr,"  or  "Temmi,'' 
having  entered  the  narrow- winding  glen  leading  into 

the  heart  of  the  mountain-mass  itself,  although  cara- 

vans in  general  encamp  at  its  opening.  We  re- 
mained here  the  following  morning,  when  I  found 

shelter  from  the  sun  in  the  cave  where  the  water 

collects,  which  is  of  a  cool  and  pleasant  character,  a 

heavy  gale  w^hich  had  sprung  up  the  previous  even- 
ino;  continuins:  all  the  while.  But  we  had  no  time  to 

tarry  here,  this  being  the  worst  and  most  fatiguing 

part  of  our  journey.  Taking  all  things  into  con- 
sideration there  is  no  reason  to  wonder  how  Mr. 

Yogel  made  no  observation  during  the  whole  of  this 

journey,  comprising  a  tract  of  three  degrees  and  a 
half. 

Having  filled  our  water-skins,  and  watered  the  ani- 

mals, we  pursued  our  journey  before  noon,  and  made 

a  stretch  of  about  fifteen  miles.  Starting,  then,  again 

at  midnight,  and  marching  twenty  miles,  only  halting 

about  four  hours  at  noon,  we  encamped  at  night,  but 

halted  only  for  a  couple  of  hours,  after  which  we 
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marched  about  fifteen  miles,  and  again  halted  for  the 

heat  of  the  day.  On  this  march  we  passed  a  very 

rugged  passage,  called  Thniye  e'  seghira,"  where  the 
rocks  were  rippled  in  a  very  remarkable  manner,  like 

the  water.  Having  been  accustomed  to  an  intense  de- 

gree of  heat  for  some  time,  we  felt  it  very  cold  this 

morning  at  sunrise,  the  thermometer  indicating  68°, 
which  was  certainly  a  great  difference,  it  having  been 

81°  the  preceding  morning. 
Again  we  started,  a  little  after  midnight, 

and  having  passed,  early  in  the  morning,  with 

considerable  difficulty  and  long  delay,  the  rugged 

sandy  passage  called  ̂ '  Thniye  el  kebira,"  we  halted, 
after  a  march  of  eight  hours  and  a  half,  having  ac- 

complished only  a  distance  of  about  fifteen  miles. 

I  felt  greatly  exhausted,  and  I  was  the  more  sensible 

of  fatigue,  as  I  had  a  long  march  before  me,  the  well 

being  still  distant;  and  after  a  most  toilsome  and 

wearisome  stretch  of  more  than  eighteen  miles,  with 

numerous  delays,  and  several  difficult  passages  over 

the  sandhills,  we  reached  the  well  "  Mesheru,"  which 
is  notorious  on  account  of  the  number  of  bones  of 

the  unfortunate  slaves  by  which  it  is  surrounded. 

The  water  of  this  well,  which  is  five  fathoms  in 

depth,  is  generally  considered  of  good  quality,  not- 
withstanding the  remnant  of  human  bones  which  are 

constantly  driven  into  it  by  the  gale  ;  but  at  present 

it  was  rather  dirty.  The  whole  country  around 

presents  a  very  remarkable  spectacle,  especially  the 

tract  closely  bordering  on  the  well  to  the  north, 
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and  v/hich,  in  a  rather  maliciously  witty  manner, 

has  been  called  by  the  Arabs  "  Dendal  Ghaladima  " 

("the  Promenade  of  the  Minister").  It  would  form 
a  good  study  for  a  painter  experienced  in  water 

colours,  although  it  would  be  impossible  to  express 

the  features  in  a  pencil  sketch. 

But  not  even  here  were  we  enabled  to  grant  our- 

selves the  slightest  repose,  only  staying  long  enough 

to  take  in  a  sufficient  supply  of  water,  and  to  slaughter 

one  of  our  camels,  which  was  totally  unfit  to  pro- 

ceed. Having  made  this  day  about  eighteen  miles, 

we  reached  the  following  day,  after  a  moderate  march 

of  from  nineteen  to  twenty  miles,  the  southernmost 

solitary  date-grove  of  Fezzan.  Here  we  were  so  for- 

tunate as  to  meet  a  small  caravan  of  Tebu,  com- 

prising a  few  very  respectable  men,  who  brought  us 

the  latest  news  from  Murzuk,  where  I  was  glad  to 

hear  that  Mr.  Frederick  Warrington,  the  gentleman 

who  had  so  kindly  escorted  me  out  of  Tripoli  more  than 

five  years  previously,  was  awaiting  me,  and  that  the 

very  governor  who  had  been  appointed  to  the  govern- 

ment of  Fezzdn  during  our  first  stay  there,  had  a  few 

days  before  again  been  reinstalled  in  that  office. 

This  was  an  important  day  in  my  journey, 

July  6th.  leaving  performed  the  most  dangerous  part 
of  this  wearisome  desert  march,  I  reached  Tegerri,  or 

Tejerri,  the  first  outlying  inhabited  place  of  Fezzdn. 

The  village,  although  very  small  in  itself,  with  its 

towering  walls,  the  view  of  which  burst  suddenly  upon 
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US  through  the  date-grove,  made  a  most  pleasing  im- 

pression, and  I  could  not  prevent  my  people  from 

expressing  their  delight  in  having  successfully  accom- 

plished the  by  no  means  contemptible  feat,  of  tra- 

versing this  desert  tract  with  so  small  a  band,  by 

firing  a  good  number  of  shots.  In  consequence  of 

this  demonstration,  the  whole  population  of  the  little 

town  came  out  to  salute  and  congratulate  me  on 

having  traversed  this  infested  desert  tract  without 

any  accident.  But  that  was  the  only  advantage  that 

we  reaped  from  having  reached  a  place  of  settled 

habitation  ;  and  having  taken  up  our  encampment  on 

the  north-western  side  of  the  kasr,  among  the  date 

trees,  we  had  the  greatest  difficulty  in  procuring 

even  the  slightest  luxury,  and  I  was  glad  when  I  was 

at  length  able  to  obtain  a  single  fowl  and  a  few 

measures  of  dates.  There  was  therefore  no  possibility 

of  our  staying  here  and  allowing  the  animals  a  little 

rest,  but  we  were  obliged  to  push  on  without  delay 

to  the  village  of  Madriisa.  But  I  had  the  greatest 

difficulty  in  reaching  that  place  in  the  evening  of  the 

8th,  having  lost  another  camel  and  one  of  my  horses ; 
and  of  the  animals  which  remained  to  me  I  was 

obliged  to  abandon  in  Madriisa  another,  which  I  had 

to  pay  for  the  hire  of  a  couple  of  camels  to  carry  my 

luggage  to  Miirzuk. 

This  was  the  native  place  of  my  servant  El  Gatroni, 

who  had  served  me  for  nearly  five  years,  (with  the 

exception  of  a  year's  leave  of  absence,  which  I  granted 
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him  in  order  to  see  his  wife  and  children,)  with  the 

strictest  fidelity,  while  his  conduct  had  proved  almost 

unexceptionable ;  and  of  course  he  was  delighted  to 

see  his  family  again.  Besides  a  good  breakfast  and  a 

couple  of  fowls  with  which  he  treated  me,  he  made 

me  also  a  present  of  a  bunch  of  grapes,  which  caused 

me  no  little  delight  as  a  most  unusual  treat.  How- 

ever, being  anxious  to  get  over  this  desert  tract,  I 

started  a  little  after  noon  the  same  day,  and  met  at  the 

village  of  Bakhil,  about  six  miles  beyond,  a  Tebu  cara- 

van, which  was  accompanied  by  a  courier  from  Kii- 
kawa,  who  had  found  an  excuse  in  the  state  of  the 

country  to  remain  absent  on  his  mission  to  Murzuk 

nine  months,  instead  of  having  retraced  his  steps 

directly  to  his  own  country.  About  four  miles 

further  on  we  reached  Gatr6n,  consisting  of  narrow 

groups  lying  closely  together,  and  by  the  fringe  of  its 

date  grove  contrasting  very  prettily  with  the  sandy 
waste  around. 

Here  also  we  were  hospitably  treated  by  the  rela- 

tives of  another  servant,  who  was  glad  to  have 

reached  his  home ;  and  we  encamped  the  follow- 

ing day  at  Dekir,  where  we  had  some  trouble  first  in 

finding  and  then  in  digging  out  the  well,  which  was 

entirely  filled  up  with  sand.  In  two  very  long  days' 
stretches  from  here,  the  first  including  a  night/s 

march,  we  reached  the  well,  two  miles  and  a  half  on 

this  side  of  the  village  Beddn,  when  we  heard  that 

Mr.  Warrington  was  encamped  five  miles  beyond,  in 

the  village  of  Yese. 
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Having  got  ready  at  an  early  hour,  we  Saturday, 

proceeded  cheerfully  through  the  poor  plan-  "^"^^ 

tation,  scattered  thinly  over  a  soil  deeply  impreg- 

nated with  salt,  and  fired  a  few  shots  on  ap- 

proaching the  comfortable  tent  of  my  friend.  I 

could  not  but  feel  deeply  affected  when,  after  so 

long  an  absence,  I  again  found  myself  in  friendly 

hands,  and  within  the  reach  of  European  comforts. 

Having  moved  on  a  little  in  the  afternoon  to 

a  more  pleasant  spot,  we  entered  Murzuk  the  fol- 

lowing morning,  and  were  most  honourably  received 

by  a  great  many  of  the  inhabitants,  including  an 

officer  of  the  Bashd.,  who  had  come  out  a  great  dis- 
tance to  meet  us. 

Thus  I  had  again  reached  this  place,  where,  under 

ordinary  circumstances,  all  dangers  and  difficulties 

might  be  supposed  to  have  ceased.  But  such  was  not 

the  case  at  the  present  time  ;  for,  in  consequence  of 

the  oppression  of  the  Turkish  government,  a  very 

serious  revolution  had  broken  out  among  the  more 

independent  tribes  of  the  regency  of  Tripoli  ex- 

tending from  the  Jebel  over  the  whole  of  Ghurian, 

and  spreading  farther  and  farther,  cutting  off  all 

intercourse  and  making  my  retreat  very  difficult. 

The  instigator  of  this  revolution  was  a  chief  of  the 

name  of  Gh6ma,  who,  having  been  made  prisoner 

by  the  Turks  many  years  before,  had,  through  the 

events  of  the  Crimean  war,  contrived  to  make 

his  escape  from  confinement  in  Trebizond.  This 

unforeseen  circumstance  caused  me  a  little  longer 
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delay  in  Murzuk  than  I  should  otherwise  have  al- 

lowed myself,  as  I  was  most  anxious  to  proceed  on 

my  journey  ;  nevertheless  I  staid  only  six  days. 

Having  some  preparations  to  make  for  this  last 

stage  of  my  march,  I  had  thus  full  opportunity 

of  becoming  aware  of  the  immense  difference  in 

the  prices  of  provisions  between  this  outlying  oasis 

of  North  Africa  and  Negroland,  especially  Kiikawa, 

and  for  the  little  supply  which  I  wanted  for  my 

journey  from  here  to  Tripoli,  I  had  to  pay  as  much  as 

100  makhbiibs.  Besides  procuring  here  my  necessary 

supplies  for  the  road,  my  chief  business  was  in  dis- 

charging some  of  my  servants,  and  more  particularly 

Mohammed  el  Gatroni,  whose  fidelity  I  have  men- 
tioned before.  I  added  to  the  small  remainder  of  his 

salary  which  I  still  owed  him,  the  stipulated  present 

of  fifty  Spanish  dollars,  which  I  would  willingly  have 

doubled  if  I  had  had  the  means,  as  he  well  deserved 

it ;  for  it  is  only  with  the  most  straightforward  con- 

duct and  with  a  generous  reward  that  a  European 

traveller  will  be  able  to  make  his  way  in  these 

regions. 

As  for  encountering  the  dangers  of  the  road,  the 

arrangement  of  the  Bashd,  that  a  party  of  soldiers 

whom  he  had  discharged,  and  who  were  returning 

home,  should  travel  in  my  company,  seemed  rather 

of  doubtful  effect;  as  such  a  company,  while  it  af- 

forded a  little  more  security  in  certain  tracts,  could 

not  fail  to  turn  against  myself  the  disposition  of  the 

native  population  in  those  districts  where  the  revolt 
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against  the  Turkish  government  was  a  popular 

movement ;  I  was  obliged  therefore  to  leave  it  to 

circumstances  to  decide  how  I  should  make  my 

way  out  of  these  difficulties.  The  Basha  for  some 

time  thought  that  the  only  safe  course  for  me  to 

pursue  would  be  to  turn  my  steps  towards  Ben- 

Ghazi,  in  order  to  avoid  the  revolted  district  alto- 

gether. But  such  a  plan  seemed  very  objectionable, 

as  well  on  account  of  the  greater  distance  and  expense 

of  this  road,  as  with  regard  to  the  disposition  of  the 

Arabs  of  that  region,  who,  if  the  revolution  should 

prove  successful,  would  certainly  not  lose  a  moment 

in  following  the  example  of  their  brethren. 
I  left  the  town  of  Miirzuk  in  the  afternoon 

and  encamped  in  the  plantation,  and  the  next  '^"^^ 
day  moved  on  a  short  distance  towards  Sheggwa,  where 

Mr.  Warrington  took  leave  of  me.  Halting  then  for 

the  greater  part  of  the  following  day  near  the  village 

of  Delem,  and  making  a  good  stretch  in  the  evening 

and  the  early  part  of  the  morning,  we  reached  Gho- 

dwa,  with  its  pretty  plantation  and  its  many  remains 

of  former  well-being.  Starting  again  in  the  afternoon, 

and  making  a  long  stretch  during  the  night,  we 

encamped  in  the  evening  of  the  following  day  at  the 

border  of  the  plantation  of  Sebha,  some  twenty  years 
ago  the  residence  of  the  chief  of  the  Weldd  Sliman. 

Here  we  staid  the  following  day  in  order  to  obtain 

some  rest.  The  heat  all  this  time  was  very  consider- 

able, and  the  thermometer  at  two  o'clock  in  the  after- 

noon, on  an  average,  indicated  from  110°  to  112°. 
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^  ̂  26  h  ̂  march  of  from  eighteen  to  nineteen  miles 
brought  us  from  Sebha  to  the  small  town  of 

Temahint,  and  we  encamped  a  little  beyond  the  well, 

where  a  numerous  herd  of  camels,  belonging  to  a 

camp  of  Arabs,  was  being  watered.  I  was  greatly  pes- 

tered during  my  halt  by  a  number  of  Weldd  SKmdn, 

who  were  anxious  for  information  with  regard  to  their 

relations  in  Kdnem,  and  greedy  for  some  presents. 

Making  a  short  halt  in  the  evening,  and  starting  a 

little  after  midnight,  we  encamped  the  following  day 

near  Zighen.  Here  I  had  to  hire  fresh  camels  in 

order  to  pursue  my  journey,  and  therefore  did  not 

set  out  again  till  the  afternoon  of  the  following  day, 

when,  through  the  barren  desert  tract  by  O'm  el  abid, 
and  by  a  very  rugged  mountainous  passage,  we 

reached  the  important  town  of  Sokna  in  the  morning 

of  the  2nd  August. 

Here  the  difficulties  of  my  journey,  in  consequence 

of  the  revolutionary  state  of  the  province,  increased, 

and,  after  a  long  consultation  with  some  friends  to 

whom  I  had  been  recommended,  the  only  possible  way 

of  proceeding  was  found  to  be  that  of  leaving  the  usual 

track  by  way  of  Bonjem  altogether,  and  taking  an 

entirely  different  road  by  a  series  of  valleys  lying 

further  west,  the  road  by  Ben-Ghdzi  also  having  been 

found  impracticable.  Sokna,  even  at  the  present 

time,  is  a  very  interesting  place,  as  well  on  account 

of  its  mercantile  activity  and  of  its  fine  plantations 

of  date  and  other  fruit  trees,  as  owing  to  the  peculiar 

character  of  its  inhabitants,  who  still  retain  a  distinct 
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idiom  of  the  Berber  language*;  but  at  the  present 
moment,  on  account  of  the  total  interruption  of  the 

communication  with  the  coast,  the  price  of  provisions 

was  very  high,  and  the  natives  scarcely  knew  what 

political  course  to  pursue.  There  was  especially  a 

merchant  of  the  name  of  Beshala,  who  showed  me  an 

extraordinary  degree  of  kindness  and  attention. 

Having  therefore  waited  until  the  arrival  of  the 

"  rekds,'^  or  courier,  in  order  to  obtain  the  most  recent 
news,  and  having  in  consequence  of  their  unfavourable 

tenor  been  induced  to  increase  the  wages  of  my  camel 

drivers,  whom  I  had  hired  previously,  I  at  length  got 

off  on  the  12th  of  August.  Pursuing  the  track  called 

Trik  el  Merhoma,  which  was  never  before  traversed 

by  a  European,  and,  passing  by  the  wells  El  Hammam, 

El  Mardti,  Ershidiye,  and  Gedafiye,  and  then  by  the 

narrow  Wadi  Ghirza  (the  place  once  the  great  object 
of  African  research  for  Lieutenant  now  Admiral 

Smyth),  with  its  interesting  ancient  sepulchres  in  the 

form  of  obelisks,  we  reached  Wadi  Zemzem  on  the 

19th.  Here  there  was  a  considerable  encampment  of 

Arabs,  and  some  of  the  ringleaders  of  the  revolu- 

tion residing  here  at  the  time,  I  found  myself  in  a 

serious  dilemma.  But  the  English  were  too  much 

respected  by  these  tribes  for  them  to  oppose  my  pas- 

sage, although  they  told  me  plainly,  that  if  they 

suspected  that  the  English  were  opposed  to  the  revo- 

lution, they  would  cut  my  throat,  as  well  as  that 

*  Also  in  El  Fok-ha,  distant  three  days  from  Sokna,  on  the  road 
to  Ben-Ghazi,  the  same  idiom  is  spoken. 
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of  any  European  traveller  who  might  fall  into  their 

hands.  However,  after  some  quiet  explanations 
with  them  as  to  what  was  most  conducive  to  their 

own  interests,  and  about  the  probability  of  their 

succeeding  in  making  themselves  independent  of  the 

Turkish  sway ;  and  after  having  promised  a  hand- 

some present  to  one  of  the  more  influential  men 

among  them,  they  allowed  me  to  pass  on.  I  had  also 

great  difficulty  in  hiring  some  fresh  camels,  the  safety 

of  which  I  guaranteed,  to  take  me  to  Tripoli.  I 

thus  pursued  my  journey  to  Beni-Ulid  with  its  deep 

valley  overtowered  by  the  ruins  of  many  a  middle- 

age  castle,  and  adorned  by  numbers  of  beautiful  olive 

trees,  besides  being  enlivened  by  many  small  villages 

consisting  of  stone  dwellings  half  in  decay.  On  ap- 

proaching the  place,  I  fell  in  with  a  messenger,  sent 

very  kindly  to  meet  me  by  Mr.  Reade,  Her  Majesty's 
Yice-Consul  in  Tripoli,  who,  besides  a  few  letters, 

brought  me  what  was  most  gratifying  to  me  in  my 

exhausted  state,  a  bottle  of  wine,  a  luxury  of  which 

I  had  been  deprived  for  so  many  years. 

I  had  some  little  trouble  in  this  place,  as  there 

was  residing  here  at  the  time  a  brother  of  Ghoma, 

the  rebel  chief  himself,  who  had  sent  an  express 

messenger  on  my  account ;  and  differences  of  interest 

between  the  various  chiefs  of  the  place,  caused  me  at 

the  same  time  some  difficulties,  though,  in  other  re- 

spects, they  facilitated  my  proceedings.  Altogether  I 

was  very  glad  when  I  had  left  this  turbulent  little 

community  behind  me,  which  appeared  to  be  the 

last  difficulty  that  opposed  itself  to  my  return  home. 
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In  the  evening  of  the  fourth  day  after  leaving 

Beni-Ulid,  I  reached  the  little  oasis  of  'Am  Zdra,  the 
same  place  where  I  had  stayed  several  days  preparatory 

to  my  setting  out  on  my  long  African  wanderings,  and 

was  here  most  kindly  received  by  Mr.  Reade,  who  had 

come  out  of  the  town  with  his  tent,  and  provided 

with  sundry  articles  of  European  comfort,  to  receive 

me  again  at  the  threshold  of  civilization. 

Having  spent  a  cheerful  evening  in  his  company,  I 

set  out  the  following  morning  on  my  last  march  on 

the  African  soil,  in  order  to  enter  the  town  of  Tripoli, 

and  although  the  impression  made  upon  my  mind 

by  the  rich  vegetation  of  the  gardens  which  sur- 

round the  town,  after  the  long  journey  through  the 

desert  waste,  was  very  great,  yet  infinitely  greater 

was  the  effect  produced  upon  me  by  the  wide  ex- 

panse of  the  sea,  which,  in  the  bright  sunshine  of 

this  intermediate  zone,  spread  out  with  a  tint  of 

the  darkest  blue.  I  felt  so  grateful  to  Providence 

for  having  again  reached  in  safety  the  border  of  this 

Mediterranean  basin,  the  cradle  of  European  civiliza- 

tion, which  from  an  early  period  had  formed  the  object 

of  my  earnest  longings  and  most  serious  course  of 

studies,  that  I  would  fain  have  alighted  from  my  horse 

on  the  sea  beach,  to  offer  up  a  prayer  of  thanksgiving 

to  the  Almighty,  who,  with  the  most  conspicuous 

mercy,  had  led  me  through  the  many  dangers  which 

surrounded  my  path,  both  from  fanatical  men  and 

an  unhealthy  climate. 
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It  was  market  day,  and  the  open  place  interven- 

ing between  the  plantation  of  the  Meshiah  and 
the  town  was  full  of  life  and  bustle.  The  soldiers 

who  had  recently  arrived  from  Europe  to  quell  the 

revolution,  were  drawn  up  on  the  beach  in  order  to 

make  an  impression  on  the  natives,  and  I  observed  a 

good  many  fine  sturdy  men  among  them.  Amidst 

this  busy  scene,  in  the  most  dazzling  sunshine,  with 

the  open  sea  and  the  ships  on  my  right,  I  entered  the 

snow-white  walls  of  the  town,  and  was  most  kindly 

received  by  all  my  former  friends. 

Having  stayed  four  days  in  Tripoli,  I  embarked  in  a 

Turkish  steamer  which  had  brought  the  troops  and 

was  returning  to  Malta,  and  having  made  only  a  short 

stay  in  that  island,  I  again  embarked  in  a  steamer 

for  Marseilles,  in  order  to  reach  England  by  the 

most  direct  route.  Without  making  any  stay  in 

Paris,  I  arrived  in  London  on  the  6th  September, 

and  was  most  kindly  received  by  Lord  Palmerston  as 

well  as  by  Lord  Clarendon,  who  took  the  greatest 

interest  in  the  remarkable  success  which  had  accom- 

panied my  proceedings. 

Thus  I  closed  my  long  and  exhausting  career  as  an 

African  explorer,  of  which  these  volumes  endeavour 

to  incorporate  the  results.  Having  previously  gained 

a  good  deal  of  experience  of  African  travelling  during 

an  extensive  journey  through  Barbary,  I  had  em- 

barked on  this  undertaking  as  a  volunteer,  under  the 

most  unfavourable  circumstances  for  myself.  The 

scale  and  the  means  of  the  mission  seemed  to  be  ex- 
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tremely  limited ;  and  it  was  only  in  consequence  of 

the  success  which  accompanied  our  proceedings,  that 

a  wider  extent  was  given  to  the  range  and  objects  of 

the  expedition*;  and  after  its  original  leader  had 
succumbed  in  his  arduous  task,  instead  of  giving 

way  to  despair,  I  had  continued  in  my  career  amid 

great  embarrassment,  carrying  on  the  exploration 

of  extensive  regions  almost  without  any  means. 

And  when  the  leadership  of  the  mission,  in  conse- 

quence of  the  confidence  of  Her  Majesty's  govern- 
ment, was  intrusted  to  me,  and  I  had  been  deprived 

of  the  only  European  companion  who  remained 

with  me,  I  resolved  upon  undertaking,  with  a  very 

limited  supply  of  means,  a  journey  to  the  far  west,  in 

order  to  endeavour  to  reach  Timbuktu,  and  to  explore 

that  part  of  the  Niger  which,  through  the  untimely 

fate  of  Mungo  Park,  had  remained  unknown  to  the 

scientific  world.  In  this  enterprise  I  succeeded  to 

ray  utmost  expectation,  and  not  only  made  known 

the  whole  of  that  vast  region,  which  even  to  the  Arab 

merchants  in  general  had  remained  more  unknown 

than  any  other  part  of  Africaf ,  but  I  succeeded  also 

*  This  greater  success  was  especially  due  to  the  journey  which 

I  undertook  to  the  Sultan  of  A^gades,  thus  restoring  confidence  in 
our  little  band  which  had  been  entirely  shaken  by  great  reverses. 

t  "  It  appears  singular  that  the  country  immediately  to  the  east- 
ward of  Timbuctoo,  as  far  as  Kashna,  should  be  more  imperfectly 

known  to  the  Moorish  traders,  than  the  rest  of  Central  Africa." 
—  Quarterly  Review,  May,  1820,  p.  234.  Compare  what  Clap- 
perton  says  about  the  dangers  of  the  road  from  Sokoto  to  Tim- 

buktu.   Sec.  Exped.,  p.  235. 
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in  establishing  friendly  relations  with  all  the  most 

powerful  chiefs  along  the  river  up  to  that  mysterious 

city  itself.  The  whole  of  this  was  achieved,  includ- 

ing the  payment  of  the  debts  left  by  the  former 

expedition,  and  200/.,  which  I  contributed  myself, 

with  the  sum  of  about  1600/.  No  doubt,  even  in 

the  track  which  I  myself  pursued  I  have  left  a  good 

deal  for  my  successors  in  this  career  to  improve  upon ; 

but  I  have  the  satisfaction  to  feel  that  I  have  opened 

to  the  view  of  the  scientific  public  of  Europe  a  most 

extensive  tract  of  the  secluded  African  world,  and 

not  only  made  it  tolerably  known,  but  rendered  the 

opening  of  a  regular  intercourse  between  Europeans 

and  those  regions  possible. 
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APPENDIX  I. 

COLLECTION  OF  ITHSTERARIES  ILLUSTRATING  THE 
WESTERN  HALF  OF  THE  DESERT,  ITS  DISTRICTS, 
AND  ITS  INHABITANTS,  AND  THE  COURSE  OF  THE 
UPPER  NIGER. 

N.B. — The  route  proceeds  from  Aulef  in  Tidikelt,  which 

is  situated  one  short  day  from  A^kabli  (this  is  the  right  ac- 

cent), and  three  days  from  I'nsala  or  'Ain  Salah,  the  distance 
between  A^kabli  and  the  latter  place  being  about  the  same. 

2nd  day.  Terishumm,  a  well. 
4th.  Derim. 

7th.  Fnzize,  a  well.  As  far  as  this  point,  the  route  follows 

a  course  a  little  E.  of  S.  (evidently  in  the  direction 

of  Gogo),  but  from  this  point  onwards  S.W, — The 

syllable  "  i'n,"  or  "  in,  "  seems  to  be  the  old  Berber- 
Semitic  form  for  ̂ 'ain." 

14th.  rndenan,  a  well,  having  crossed  the  desert  tract  called 
Tanezrufet. 

17th.  Tn-taborak;  the  last  stage  is  only  half  a  day's  march. 
19th.  Moila. 

22nd.  Taunant ;  the  last  stage  is  half  a  day's  march. 
24th.  Mabruk. 

The  ordinary  and  general  road  from  Mabruk  to  Timbuktu 

leads  by  A'rawan : — 

2  days.  Mamun.     "I      t   i  ̂         i     i  i 

A. — Eastern  Route  from  Tawdt  to  Mahruk^  and  thence  to 
Timbuktu. 

2.  A'rawdn.  J       S^''^^^^^
  ̂' 

4.  Teneg  el  haye,  or  Teneg  el  haj. 

1^.  Timbuktu.  • 

2.  Bu-Jebeha. peak  about  these  places  in 

account  of  A'zawad. 
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Between  Teneg  el  haj  and  the  town  there  are  the  following 

localities:  — El  A'riye,  El  Ghaba,  El  Merera,  A'thelet  el 

Megil,  E'llib  el  A'ghebe,  Tiyare  el  Jefal,  Tiyaret  el  Wasa. 

Eoute  from  the  hillet  e'  Sheikh  el  Mukhtar,  generally 
called  "  el  hilleh,"  (see  the  itinerary  from  Timbuktu  to  the 
hilleh,  Vol.  ly.  p.  454)  to  Tosaye,  in  long  days'  marches; 
direction,  as  my  informant  supposes,  exactly  S. ;  — 

1st  day.  Nur,  a  mountain  without  water. 

2nd.  A  locality  on  this  side  of  a  place  called  Dergel. 
3rd.  Kazuft,  a  large  pond  of  water  in  the  rainy  season. 

5th.  Tosaye,  or  Tose,  the  great  narrowing  of  the  river, 
(see  the  journal). 

From  the  hilleh  to  Gogo  is  reckoned  a  distance  of  eight 

days. 

B. — Route  from  Tnzize  to  Gogo. 

4th  day.  Timmisau  (hasi  Musa?  I  think,  it  cannot  be 
the  well  of  that  name  on  the  direct  road  from  Tawat 

to  Mabruk,  which  would  give  this  whole  route  a  far 

more  westerly  direction).  Near  the  well  is  a  rocky 
eminence  like  a  castle,  and  famous  on  account  of  the 

tale  of  the  footprint  of  Moses'  horse,  a  story  also  attach- 
ing to  the  other  well  which  I  mentioned.  It  appears, 

from  this  route,  that  the  arid  desert,  the  Tanezrufet,  be- 
comes narrower  and  more  contracted  towards  the  east. 

7th.  I'n-azal ;  tKe  last  march  but  half  a  day. 

9th.  Suk,  or  "  e'  Suk  "  (Essuk),  the  ancient  dwelling-place 
of  the  Kel  e'  Suk,  now  without  settled  inhabitants, 

situated  between  two  "  kodia,"  or  hilly  eminences,  one 
lying  towards  the  E.  and  the  other  towards  the  W., 

just  as  the  ancient  city  of  Tademekka  is  described, 
with  which  it  was  evidently  identical  (see  the  journal). 
The  town  was  destroyed  by  the  Songhay  conqueror, 

Sonni  'All,  in  the  latter  half  of  the  fifteenth  century. 
The  vale  is  said  to  be  rich  in  trees. 

11th.  Gunhan,  another  site  of  an  ancient  dwelling-place,  and 
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once  the  residence  of  the  Kel-gunhan,  with  a  hilly 
eminence. 

13th.  Takerennat,  another  site. 

14th.  Tel-akkevin  (or  Tin-akkevm),  a  well. 

16th.  Tin-oker;  the  last  stage  half  a  day's  march. 
18th.  Gogo,  or  Gagho,  the  last  day  again  a  short  one. 

C. —  Western  Road  from  Aiilef  to  Mahruk. 

1st  day.  Dhahar  el  hamar,  a  hilly  chain  called  the  ass'i3 
backbone. 

3rd.  El  Immeraghen. 
5th.  Wallen,  a  well. 

12th.  A'm-rannan,  a  well,  two  days  W.  from  Fn-denan, 
having  crossed  the  arid  desert  Tanezrufet.  In  sum- 

mer you  travel  here  by  night.  In  winter,  travelling 

night  and  day,  with  only  short  halts,  you  may  accom- 
plish this  march  in  four  days. 

17th.  I'n-asserer,  perhaps  "the  well  of  the  stony  tract,"  or 

hammada,  "  serir,"  being  the  proper  term  for  such  a 
region. 

20th.  Tin-hekikan,  a  well,  in  former  times  the  common  set- 
tlement of  the  tribe,  which  thence  has  received  the 

name  Kel-hekikan.  It  is  W.  or  S.W.  of  the  well, 
called  Taunant  (see  p.  457). 

22nd.  Mabruk ;  the  last  day's  march  a  short  one. 

D. — A  feio  particulars  with  regard  to  theregion  called  A' zawad, 
and  the  adjoining  districts. 

The  name  A'zawad  is  a  corruption  due  to  the  Arabs  of  the 

Berber  name  A'zawagh  (pronounced  A^zawar),  which  is  com- 
mon to  many  desert  tracts.  But  the  district  which  has  be- 

come known  to  the  Europeans  under  the  name  A'zawad,  com- 
prises an  extensive  tract  of  country  to  the  N.  of  Timbuktu, 

stretching  north-westward  as  far  as  "  El  Juf,"  tlie  great  sink 

or  "  belly  "  of  the  desert,  full  of  rock-salt,  and  to  the  N.N.E., 
a  little  to  the  N.  of  Mabruk,  while  its  southern  part,  ex- 
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tending  from  the  distance  of  one  day's  march  from  Tim- 
buktu, to  about  three  days  northward,  is  more  properly 

called  Tagdnet.  I  will  only  add,  that  Caillie  mistook  the 

name  A^zawad,  which  he  writes  Zawat,  for  that  of  a  tribe. 
(Vol.  II.  p.  97,  and  elsewhere.) 

The  tract  of  A'zawad,  although  appearing  to  us  a  most 
sterile  tract  of  country,  and  thus  characterized  already  by 

Arab  travellers  from  the  JS".,  as  E^bn  Batuta  and  Leo  Afri- 
canus,  is  a  sort  of  paradise  to  the  wandering  Moorish  Arab 
born  in  these  climes.  For  in  the  more  favoured  localities  of 

this  district  he  finds  plenty  of  food  for  his  camels,  and  even 
for  a  few  heads  of  cattle,  while  the  transport  of  the  salt  of 

Taodenni  to  A'rawan  and  Timbuktu  affords  him  the  means 
of  obtaining  corn,  and  anything  else  he  may  be  in  want  of. 

There  are  four  small  towns  or  villages  in  A'zawad,  the 
most  considerable  of  which  is  A'rawan,  a  town  small  in 

extent,  such  as  described  by  Caillie*,  the  number  of  its 
inhabitants  scarcely  exceeding  1500,  but  a  very  important 

place  for  this  part  of  the  world,  and  where  a  great  deal 

of  business  is  transacted,  principally  in  gold,  as  I  have  de- 
scribed on  a  former  occasion  (p.  22  et  seq.).  On  account  of  this 

trade,  several  Ghadamsiye  merchants  are  established  here.  It 
is  a  fact  which  was  unknown  before,  but  which  is  indisputable, 

that  the  original  inhabitants  of  this  place,  as  well  as  of  the 

whole  of  A^zawad,  belong  to  the  Songhay  nation,  the  Son- 
ghay-kini,  even  at  the  present  day,  being  the  favoured  idiom 
of  which  all  the  inhabitants,  including  the  Arab  residents, 

make  use.  The  present  chief  or  headman  of  the  town  is  Sidi 

Mohammed,  a  younger  son  of  the  notorious  chief  El  Habib 

Weled  Sidi  A'hmed  Agade,  who  died  the  year  previous  to 
my  arrival  in  Timbtiktu.  The  younger  son  gained  the  pre- 

cedence over  his  elder  brother  O'ba,  who  has  performed  a 

*  Caillie's  Travels  toTimbuctoo,  vol.  ii.  p.  99,  et  seq.  According 

to  my  information,  A'rawan  seems  to  lie  from  Timbuktu  about 
15°  W.  from  N. 
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pilgrimage  to  Mekka,  solely  on  account  of  his  mother  being 

the  sister  of  Hamed  Weled  'Abeda  Weled  Rehal,  the  chief 
of  the  Berabish,  and  the  murderer  of  Major  Laing.  The 

family  of  El  Habib  belongs  to  the  Fgelad,  forming  at  present 

a  small  section  of  the  large  group  of  the  AVelimmiden. 

They  are  now  only  distinguished  by  their  learning,  but 

formerly  they  were  very  powerful,  and,  together  with 
the  Imedidderen,  were  the  most  ancient  inhabitants  of  the 

locality  of  Timbuktu.  The  inhabitants  of  A'rawan  pay  an 
annual  tribute  of  sixty  mithkal  of  gold  to  the  Hogar,  in  order 

not  to  be  molested  by  their  continual  predatory  incursions. 

The  three  other  small  towns,  or  permanent  dwelling-places 

in  A'zawad,  viz.  Bu-Jebeha,  Mamun  and  Mabruk,  all  lying  in 
a  line  N.N.E.  from  A'rawan,  almost  at  the  equal  distance  from 

each  other  of  two  days'  easy  travelling  with  camels,  are  much 
smaller  and  less  considerable  than  A^rawan.  Of  rather  more 

importance  at  present  than  the  two  others  is  Bu-Jebeha,  which 

is  principally  inhabited  by  Kel  e'  Suk,  and  has  a  little  com- 
merce ;  but  Mabruk  seems  to  have  been  of  great  importance  in 

former  times,  when  it  was  inhabited  by  Songhay  people,  had 

a  Songhay  name,  —  Mabruk  being  a  comparatively  modern 
name  given  to  it  by  the  Arabs, —  and  was  the  market  of  Wa- 
lata.  In  some  respects  this  place  might  seem  to  have  a  right 
to  be  identified  with  the  ancient  Audaghost ;  and  there  are 

certainly  the  sites  of  some  former  dwelling-places  in  the  neigh- 

bourhood, especially  Tel-Aroast,  two  days  N.E.  either  from 
Mabruk  or  from  the  hilleh,  but  in  another  place  I  have  explained 

(Vol.  ly.  p.  581)  why  we  have  to  seek  the  site  of  Audaghost 
in  quite  a  different  locality.  There  are  some  valleys  clad  with 

palm-trees  to  the  east  of  Mabruk  (see  Vol.  1.  Appendix, 
p.  570),  especially  the  valley  called  Tesillite,  which  produces 

two  different  kinds  of  dates,  viz.  the  tissagin  and  the  tin-aser. 
The  names  of  the  respective  chiefs  of  the  three  places  are 

— Mohammed  Weled  Sidi  'Omar,  the  chief  of  the  tribe  of 
the  Ergageda  in  Mamun ;  Najib  Weled  el  Mustapha  el  Kel 

e'  Siiki  (the  same  who  signed  the  letter  of  A'wab,  the  chief 
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of  the  Tademekket,  giving  a  complete  imana  to  the  English 
in  the  territory  comprised  between  Gundam,  Bamba,  Tim- 

buktu, A'rawan,  and  Bu-Jebeha),  together  with  'Azizi  in 
Bu-Jebeha^  and  Meni  Weled  Sidi  'Omar  in  Mabrtik.* 

Ihere  was  formerly,  in  A'zawad,  another  place  with  a  per- 
manent settlement,  called  "  El  Hilleh,"  or  "  Plillet  e'  Sheikh 

Sidi  Mukhtar,"  which  I  have  mentioned  in  a  former  place  (Vol. 
I.  p.  560,  and  Vol.  IV.  p.  454),  two  days  east  of  Mamunf, 
and  about  the  same  distance  from  Mabruk,  but  this  place  was 

deserted  a  few  years  ago,  on  account  of  the  well  Bu-Lanwar, 
which  is  stated  to  have  had  a  depth  of  forty  fathoms,  having 

fallen  to  ruins.  The  hilleh  was  situated  in  the  batn,"  or 
valley,  at  the  northern  foot  of  a  black  rocky  chain  of  hills 

called  "Ellib  el  Hejar."  To  the  north  is  another  chain  or 
ellib  east  of  the  hilleh  ;  but,  on  this  side,  still  in  the  batn,  is  a 

locality  called  "  El  Madher,"  with  good  pasturage  for  horses. 
Other  well  known  localities  thereabouts  are,  Shirshe  el  Kebira, 

and  Shirshe  e'  Seghira. 
Of  the  wells  of  A'zawad,  the  following  are  the  most  noto- 

rious: first,  in  the  southern  part  of  the  district,  towards  Ta- 
ganet,  Mamun,  different  from  the  place  of  the  same  name ; 

E'nnefis,  a  copious  well,  two  hours  S.W.  from  Mamun,  and 
situated  in  a  hilly  district,  thickly  clad  with  underwood,  and 
containing  quarries  of  a  beautiful  black  limestone,  from  which 

the  Tawarek  manufacture  their  heavy  arm-rings,  or  ashebe ; 
Mereta,  Makhmud,  Shiker,  Gir,  Kartal,  a  very  copious  well, 

'En-filfil,  and  others.  Further  to  the  N.  and  N.W.  are  the 
wells,  Halul,  El  Hode,  Shebi,  Temandorit,  Tekarat,  Anishay, 

A'shorat,  a  well  where  the  Sheikh  A'hmed  el  Bakay,  in  the 

early  part  of  his  life,  resided  for  a  long  time,  A'nnazau,  to  the 

north  of  Mabruk ;  Alibada  ('All  Baba  ?),  Bu  el  Mehane,  or 

*  No  merchant  from  the  north  can  pass  Bti-Jebeha,  and  certainly 

not  A'rawan,  unless  he  be  escorted  by  some  well-known  person  be- 
longing to  the  tribe  of  the  Tademekket. 

t  The  position  which  I  have  assigned  to  these  places  in  the  map 
wliich  I  sent  home  from  Timbuktu,  is  slightly  erroneous. 
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Bel  Mehan,  the  well  mentioned  in  the  itinerary  (Vol.  IV. 

p.  454),  as  distant  about  ten  miles  from  the  hilleh,  Belbot, 
south  of  Bel  Mehan;  rrakshiwen ;  Merzahe,  south  of  the 

latter ;  Megagelat,  two  days  south  of  the  hilleh,  and  others. 

The  most  famous  wells  in  the  district  called  Taganet,  are — - 

Wen-alshin,  situated  at  the  distance  of  four  days  from  Tim- 

buktu, and  three  from  the  hilleh,  where  Mohammed  e'  Seghir, 

El  Bakay's  elder  brother,  usually  encamps  part  of  the  year ; 
Tin-tatis,  half  a  day  S.  W.  from  the  former ;  'En-6shif,  I^mmi- 
lash,  'En-gibe,  *En-seek,  'En-odeke,  a  well  where  Baba,  a 
younger  brother  of  El  Bakay,  has  his  encampment,  three 
days  south  from  Mamun,  four  days  N.E.  from  Timbuktu; 

A^nenshor,  A'rrazaf, '  Aruk,  El  Makhmud,  different  from  the 
well  of  the  same  name  mentioned  above ;  Igarre,  Merizik, 
Twil,  Waruzil. 

Towards  the  north,  the  district  of  A^zawad  is  separated 
from  the  dreary  and  waterless  desert  known  by  the  general 

Berber  name  of  Tanezrufet  (meaning  "  arid  hammada ") 

by  the  two  small  districts  called  Afelele^^  (meaning  the 
little  desert,  or  "  afelle  and  north  of  it  Adherer.  Afelele 
is  a  highly  favoured  region  for  the  breeding  of  camels,  and  con- 

tains some  famous  valleys,  or  wadlan,"  such  as  Tekhatimit, 
or  Teshatimit,  Afud-enakan  or  Afud-n-akan,  Tadulilit,  'Aba- 

tol,  Shanisin,  Agar,  and  others.  A'kerer,  likewise,  is  consi- 
dered by  the  Arabs  as  a  fine  country  diversified  by  hill  and 

dale,  with  plenty  of  wells,  and  even  temporary  torrents. 

This  is  the  district,  in  one  of  the  valleys  of  which,  "  Wadi 

Adherer,"  Major  Laing  was  attacked  and  almost  killed  by the  Tawarek. 

Towards  the  east,  the  districts  of  A^zawdd  and  Taganet 
are  limited  by  several  smaller  ones,  where  the  Arab  popula- 

tion is  greatly  mixed  with  the  Berber  or  Tawarek  element, 
especially  the  Tfoghas.  At  the  same  time,  these  districts 

separate  A^zawad  from  A'derar,  the  fine  hilly  country  of  the 
Awelimmiden,  which  is  excellent  not  only  for  the  breed  of 
camels,  but  also  for  that  of  cattle.    These  intermediate  dis- 
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trlcts  are — I'm-eggeldla,  a  district  of  about  two  days'  extent 
in  every  direction,  consisting  of  black  soil,  and  furnished  with 

shallow  wells;  E.  and  E.N.E.  of  Taganet,  is  Tilimsi,  a  dis- 

trict rich  in  food  for  the  camel ;  E.N.E.  of  the  hillet  e'  Sheikh 
el  Mukhtar,  is  another  district  called  Timitren,  with  many 

wells  and  a  few  villages  ;  and  E.N.E.  of  the  latter,  the  dis- 

trict called  Tiresht,  or  Tighesht,  bordering  on  A'derar. 
Of  Arab  tribes  in  A'zawad  and  the  adjoining  districts,  I 

have  first  to  mention  several  sections  of  the  srreat  tribe  of  the 

Kunta,  who  are  distinguished  by  their  purer  blood  and  by 
their  learning  above  almost  all  the  tribes  of  the  desert. 

The  Kunta  are  divided  into  the  following  sections :  — 
The  Ergageda,  who  were   formerly  regarded  as  the 

Welaye,  or  the  holy  tribe. 
The  Welad  el  Wafi,  at  present  the  Welaye,  with  the 

Sheikh  A'hmed  el  Bakay  as  Well,  while  his  elder 
brother,  Sidi  Mohammed,  exercises  great  authority  over 

the  whole  of  A'zawad.  The  Welad  el  Wafi  cultivate  the 
friendship  of  the  Hogar,  while  the  Welad  Sidi  Mukh- 

tar  are  the  deadly  enemies  of  the  latter.  They  are 
subdivided  into  three  divisions,  called  - — 

El  Mesadhefa,  Welad  ben  Haiballa,  and  Welad 

ben  'Abd  e'  Kahman. 
The  Welad  Sidi  Mukhtar. 
El  Hemmal. 

The  Too^at  also  are  said  to  belono:  to  the  Kunta. 

The  BeraUsh  (singl.  Berbtishi),  a  tribe  less  numerous  than 
the  Kunta,  mustering  about  260  men  armed  with  muskets, 

and  180  horsemen,  and  not  spread  over  so  wide  a  tract,  being 

concentrated  in  the  district  between  A'rawan  aud  Bu- 
Jebeha.  They  pay  a  tribute  of  40  mithkal  of  gold  to  the 
Hogar,  and  are  molested  by  continual  incursions  of  the  Welad 

'Altish.  The  Berabish,  who  probably  are  identical  with  the 
Perorsi  of  the  ancient  geographers,  have  migrated  southwards 
since  that  time,  and  are  of  very  mixed  blood.  They  lived 

formerly  in  El  Hodh,  and  are  mentioned  by  Marmol  Carva- 
jal,  who  wrote  in  the  seventeenth  century,  as  visiting  the 
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market  of  Sego ;  in  the  beginning  of  the  sixteenth  century, 

they  lived  still  further  to  the  W.,  and  visited  especially  the 

market  of  Jinni.*    The  Berabish  are  divided  into  two  groups, 
the  principal  of  which  is  ruled  by  the  chief  Hamed  Weled 

'  Abeda  Weled  Rehal,  and  consists  of  the  following  sections  : 
The  Welad  Sliman,  the  Shiukh,  that  is  to  say,  the  tribe 

to  whom  the  Sheikh  belongs,  and  who  have  based 

their  power  and  wealth  upon  the  ruin  and  spoil  of 
the  Welad  Ghanem. 

The  Welad  'Esh. 
The  Welad  Bu-Hinde. 
El  Gwanin  el  kohol. 

El  Gwanin  el  bedh. 

Welad  A^hmed. 
These  are  the  free  tribes  of  this  group  ;  the  following  are 

the  degraded  and  servile  tribes,  the    lahme"  or  "khoddeman": 
—  the  Yadas,  the  Ladim,  or  rather  only  a  small  portion  of  that 

tribe,  the  A'rakan,  the  A'hel  'Aisa  Tajawa,  El  U'ssera. 
The  second  group  of  the  Berabish  as  a  whole,  bears  the 

remarkable  name  of  "  Botn  el  jemel,"  on  account  of  its  being 
composed  of  heterogeneous  elements,  brought  together  by 
chance,  just  as  is  the  case  with  various  kinds  of  food  in  the 

stomach  of  the  camel."  It  is  ruled  by  a  chief  of  the  name 
of  Hamma,  and  consists  of  the  following  tribes: — -Welad 

Relan ;  Welad  Deris,  originating  from  Tafilelet ;  Welad  Bu- 
Khasib ;  Welad  Ghanem,  and  the  Turmus,  the  latter  being 
the  tribe  of  which  I  have  spoken  on  a  former  occasion. 

E. — Route  from  Bone  or  from  Homhori,  by  way  of  Konna^  to 
Hamda-AUahi. 

Dalla  the  chief  place  of  the  p"rovince  of  the  same  name,  is  of 
considerable  size,  and  the  residence  of  a  governor.   Modi  Bole, 

*  De  BarroSj  I.  iii.  c.  viii.  p.  220,  Genna. — "  Concorriam  a  ella 
OS  povos  que  Ihe  sac  mais  vizinhos :  assi  com  os  Caragolees, 

Fullos,  Jalofos,  Azaneges,  Brabaxijs,  Tigurarijs,  Luddayas."  See 
the  chronological  tables  at  the  end  of  the  preceding  vol.,  p.  604. 

VOL.  V.  II  H 
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who  was  a  man  of  some  note,  died  a  short  time  before  the  pe- 
riod of  my  journey.  The  place  is  mostly  inhabited  by  Tombo, 

only  a  small  portion  of  the  inhabitants  being  Songhay.  The 
mountains  are  inhabited  by  the  Sana,  probably  a  section  of 
the  Tombo  who  have  still  preserved  their  independence.  The 

town  of  Dalla  is  two  good  days'  journey  from  Hombori,  and 
one  from  Bone. 

1  day.  Dwentsa,  a  considerable  place,  said  to  be  as  large 

as  Kukawa,  and  important  as  a  market-place.  The 
road  traverses  a  mountainous  region,  described  as 

being  supplied  with  running  streams  (in  the  rainy 
season  ?),  and  to  be  richly  clad  with  trees. 

1  day.  Dumbara,  large  place,  seat  of  a  governor,  but  destitute 
of  any  handicraft.    Country  mountainous. 

1  day.  Nyimi-nyaba,  a  middle-sized  place.  Country  a  little 
mountainous. 

1  day.  Bore,  a  large  town,  seat  of  a  governor.  Country 
mountainous,  intersected  by  channels  for  irrigating 

the  kitchen  gardens.  Cotton,  rice,  and  corn  is  cul- 

tivated. All  these  appear  to  be  very  long  days' 
marches. 

2  days.  Timme,  a  large  town,  seat  of  a  governor.    On  the  road 
you  see  the  Dhiuliba,  or  rather  its  floods,  on  your 

right,  at  least  during  part  of  the  year.  Cultivation 
of  rice  exclusively. 

2  days.  Kari  or  Konna  (as  the  Songhay  call  it),  seat  of  a  go- 
vernor, and  important  as  a  market-place.  All  the 

black  inhabitants  of  the  town  speak  the  Songhay 

language.  The  town  is  also  called  Benne-n-dugu  or 
Bana-n-dugu,  the  tribe  of  that  name,  the  Benni,  hav- 

ing probably  extended  much  farther  to  the  N.  in 
former  times.    See  Caillie  ii.  p.  16. 

2  days.  Niakongo,  seat  of  a  governor  of  the  name  of  Haj  Modi, 

brother  of  Haj  'Omar.  After  the  rainy  season, 
the  floods  of  the  river  closely  approach  the  town. 

1  day.  Hamda-Allahi. 
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F. — From  Timbuktu  hy  Gundam  to  Yowaru,  and  from 
YSwaru  to  Hamda-Allahi, 

3rd  day.  Gundam.  There  are  no  settled  halting  places  be- 
tween Timbuktu  and  Gundam.  People  generally 

perform  the  distance  in  two  days  and  a  half.  The 
following  is  a  list  of  the  names  of  localities  between 

these  two  places : — Teshak,  Finderiye,  El  Handema, 
Aristoremek,  Egeti^  Tin-getan,  Tin-rero,  Timba- 
rageri,  two  villages  of  the  name  El  Meshra,  Takem- 

baut,  Tenkeriye,  Naudis,  Gammator.  —  Gundam  is 
a  walled  town  (ksar  or  koira),  the  chief  place 
of  the  district  Aussa,  and  of  considerable  size,  its 

population  consisting  of  Songhay,  E,uma,  and  Fulbe 
or  Fullan.  The  town  has  a  suburb  on  its  W.  side, 
where  live  the  Toki,  a  tribe  of  the  Fullan,  and 

another  suburb  on  the  water-side,  where  live  the 
Erbebi.  On  the  N.  side  there  is  a  black  hill,  full  of 

fernan.  Also  to  the  S.  an  eminence  is  seen  pre- 
senting the  same  appearance.  The  town  is  situated 

on  the  N.  side  of  a  large  khalij  or  rijl  (branch  of  the 

river)  coming  from  Dire  and  turning  towards  Ras 

el  ma,  the  celebrated  head  of  the  waters,"  distant 
from  here  two  days,  either  by  land  or  by  water, 
W.  a  little  N.  Another  creek  runs  from  Gundam 

to  Kabara ;  but  during  the  highest  level  of  the  in- 
undation the  whole  country  presents  almost  one 

uninterrupted  sheet  of  water.  On  the  east  side  of 

Gundam  is  a  dry  creek  called  Arashaf,  one  day  long, 
and  half  an  hour  wide.  At  its  eastern  border, 

E.S.E.  from  Gundam,  is  the  place  called  Waye 

e'  semen,  with  a  creek  adorned  with  the  tree  called 
taderes. 

4th.  A  walled  village  (koira)  of  Imoshagh  and  Songhay 
on  the  trunk  of  the  river,  having  passed  in  the 

morning  the  branch  on  which  Gundam  is  situated. 
H  H  2 
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5th.  Arabebe,  a  village  inhabited  by  Fulbe. 

6th.  Nyafunke,  a  large  village,  inhabited  in  former  times 
by  Imoshagh,  but  at  present  peopled  by  Fulbe. 

7th.  I'ketawen.  Having  passed  in  the  morning  close  be- 
hind Nyafunke,  a  large  branch  of  the  river,  halt  at 

noon  in  a  village  called  Sherifikoira. 

8th.  A'tara,  a  large  village  of  Fulbe,  on  the  east  side  of  a 
considerable  branch  of  the  river  going  to  Gasi  Gumo. 

9th.  Fadhl-Allahi  a  Fulbe  village. 
10  th.  Yowaru.  Yowaru  is  one  of  the  two  chief  places  of 

Fermagha,  and  although  consisting  entirely  of  reed 
huts,  is  said  to  be  little  inferior  in  the  number  of  its 

inhabitants  to  the  town  of  Timbuktu.  The  im- 

portance of  the  place  is  clear  enough  from  the  annual 
amount  of  tribute  which  it  pays,  amounting  altogether 

(zeka  and  modhar  taken  together)  to  4000  head 
of  cattle.  During  the  inundation  Yowaru  lies  at 

the  border  of  lake  Debu,  which,  at  that  season,  ex- 
tends from  Sa  to  Yowaru,  but  during  the  dry  season, 

it  is  about  one  mile  distant  from  the  small  branch. 
Close  to  the  latter  lies  a  suburb  where  the  Surk  or 

Korongoy,  a  degraded  section  of  the  Songhay,  dwell.* 
In  Yowaru  and  the  neighbourhood  live  a  great 
number  of  Fulbe  or  Fullan  belons^ino;  to  the  foUowinor 

tribes :  — the  Sonnabe,  Yalalbe,  Feroibe,  Y6  warunkobe 
and  Jawambe,  or  Zoghoran  or  Zoromawa. 

G. —  From  YSwaru  to  Tenengu, 

1st  day.  Urungiye,  an  important  place. 
2nd.  Mayo,  a  village  so  called  from  a  small  creek,  the  Mayo 

Sorroba,  on  which  it  lies.    Between  Urungiye  and 

*  I  have  not  been  able  to  make  even  a  short  vocabulary  of  the 
idiom  of  these  people.  I  only  succeeded  in  making  out  two  terms 

which  they  use,  "urabay"  ("how  are  you  ?")  and  "ena"  ("wel- 
come "). 
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Mayo  seem  to  He  the  villages  Seri  and  Nyamihara, 

the  former  inhabited  by  Songhay,  the  latter  by 
Ftilbe. 

3rd.  Gano^a. 

4th.  Kogi  or  Jogi,  having  passed  several  hamlets,  one  of 
them  called  Ginnewo,  a  hamlet  of  cattle  breeders 

with  a  ksar,  then  Doko,  Ngudderi,  Joneri,  Sabare, 
and  Burlul. 

5  th.  Kora. 
6th.  Konna. 

7th.  Tenengu.  The  distance  between  Urungiye  and  Te- 
nengu  can,  however,  be  performed  in  two  days  good 
travellino^. 

Between  Urungiye  and  Mobti  lie  the  following  places  : — 

U'ro-Modi,  Karam,  a  Songhay  village  ;  Rogonte,  a  hamlet 
of  Fulbe,  Yerere,  a  hamlet  inhabited  by  slaves  of  the  Ftilbe, 

Walo  on  the  Mayo  Fenga ;  Kaya,  a  village  inhabited  by 

Aswanek,  and  finally,  Sare-mele  and  Sare-bele,  the  river 
probably  forming  a  great  bend  near  Wonyaka,  so  that  these 
latter  towns  are  touched  at  in  coming  from  both  sides,  either 
the  N.  or  the  S. 

H.  —  From  Yowaru  to  Hamda-AUdhi. 

1st  day.  Dogo,  on  a  small  creek. 
2nd.  Shay,  probably  meaning  the  place  of  embarkation,  on 

the  N.W.  side  of  the  river,  which  is  very  wide  in 

this  spot.  Pass  on  the  road  one  or  two  branches 

of  stagnant  water,  which  you  must  cross  in  a  boat. 
Perhaps  one  of  these  branches  is  the  same  on  which 

the  village  Mayo  lies. 
3rd.  Encamp  on  the  bank  of  a  smaller  creek  (Mayo 

dhanneo  ?) 

4th.  Niakongo. 
5th.  Berber,  a  very  short  march. 

6th.  Siye,  in  the  morning. 

7th.  Hamda-Allahi,  the  capital  of  the  kingdom  of  Masina. 
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I.  —  List  of  toions  and  villages  situated  along  the  hank  of  the 
chief  trunk  of  the  river  Tsa-here  or  Mdyo-manghoy  from 
Dire  upivards  to  Sansdndi,  This  branch  is  the  north- 

westerly one  ;  the  other,  which  Caillie  navigated,  is  the  south- 
easterly, and  is  called  Bara-Tsa. 

Dire,  a  very  important  place,  one  of  the  eldest  settlements 

of  the  Songhay  in  this  quarter,  situated  at  the  point  of  junc- 
tion of  two  branches  which  have  separated  from  each  other  in 

the  lake  Debu.* 
Tindirma,  one  of  the  original  seats  of  the  Songhay,  by 

some  regarded  as  the  original  seat  of  the  whole  tribe.  That 

portion  of  them  called  Sahena  were  especially  settled  here. 
It  is  now  principally  the  residence  of  the  Choki,  who 

formerly  were  settled  in  Gundam.  With  regard  to  its  im- 
portance in  former  times  as  the  capital  of  the  province  of 

Kurmina,  see  Vol.  IV.  p.  420.  A  little  distance  from  the 
bank  of  the  river  lies  Gitigatta,  and  on  the  island  in  the 

river  the  locality  called  "  Al  Mohalla,"  probably  from  having 
been  once  the  spot  where  part  of  the  Mohalla,  or  the  army  of 
the  Moroccains,  remained  encamped.  At  Tindirma,  the 
branch  of  Gundam  separates  from  the  main  trunk  of  the 
river. 

Hamma-koira. 

Nyafunke. 
Sibo.  This  is  evidently  the  town  Seebi  where  Mungo  Park 

is  said  to  have  made  some  stay  on  his  voyage  from  Jenni  to 

Timbuktu.  (Clapperton's  Second  J ourney.  Appendix,  p.  334.) 

*  From  Dire,  down  the  river  towards  Timbuktu,  my  informant 
indicated  several  places  which  neither  I  myself  nor  Caillie  have 
mentioned  on  our  passage  down  the  river  :  Buram,  a  large  village 

(Kora,  Danga),  Semsaro  (Koiretago),  Lenga,  all  on  the  south 
side ;  Segaliye,  on  the  north  side  of  the  river ;  an  adabay,  or 

hamlet,  belonging  to  Buram,  E'luwa,  on  an  island  ;  Hendibango. 
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Dhahabi-koira,  called  after  a  sherif  belonging  to  the  family 
of  Mulay  el  Dhehebi. 

Gummo. 
A'tara. 

Tongomare. 
U'ro. 

Yowaru.  In  crossing  from  Yowaru  the  next  branch,  and 

leaving  Guram  on  one  side,  you  reach  Zinzo  or  Jinjo, 
or  Gijo,  as  it  is  called,  in  four  or  five  hours.  This  is  another 

of  the  eldest  seats  of  the  Songhay,  and  probably  the  place 
from  whence  Islam  spread  in  this  quarter,  there  being  here 

the  sepulchre  of  a  venerated  saint  called  Mohammed  el 

Kaberi,  belonging  to  the  Idaw  el  Haj.  It  is  not  impossible 
that  this  is  the  place  of  pilgrimage  to  which  Scott  the 
sailor  went  as  a  captive  by  way  of  the  Giblah,  crossing  the 

lake.*  In  the  neighbouring  hamlet,  Togga,  also,  is  the 
tomb  of  a  holy  man  called  Morimana  Baka.  There  is  an- 

other tradition  current  in  Zinzo,  of  a  saint  of  the  name  of 

Elfa  Zakkariya,  who  is  said  to  have  visited  this  place  at  a 

time  when  no  village  existed,  nothing  but  a  cavern  being 
then  inhabited. 

S.E.  of  Zinzo,  at  some  little  distance  from  lake  Debu  lies 

AVi.  The  Debu  is  so  shallow  during  the  dry  season,  that 

the  native  boats  can  only  proceed  with  great  difficulty  along 
the  main  channel,  and  often  stick  fast  entirely.  In  the  dry 

season  the  natives  ford  it  by  wading  through  the  water. 

*  Edinburgh  Philological  Journal,  vol.  iv.  p.  35,  et  seq.  There  is 
no  such  district  hereabouts  as  "  El  Sharray ; "  but  I  have  not  the 
slightest  doubt  that  this  name  is  nothing  but  a  corruption  of  the 

term  "  e'  sherk,"  with  which  the  Moors  of  that  region  indicate  the 
south.  There  are  some  inaccuracies  in  Scott's  account  which 
might  cause  suspicion  of  his  sincerity ;  and  among  these  is  the 
circumstance,  that  he  mentions  as  living  on  the  lake  the  Moorish 

tribes  of  the  E^rgebat  and  Sekarna,  both  of  which  live  in  the  nor- 
thern districts.  But  it  is  very  remarkable  that  he  should  call  that 

tomb  by  the  name  of  "  Saidna  Mohammed." 
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Where  the  main  branch,  called  by  the  Fulbe  Mayo  balleo, 
reaches  the  lake,  at  least  during  the  rainy  season,  it  divides 

into  a  net  of  smaller  branches,  thus  increasing  the  difficulty  of 

the  navigation.  On  the  contrary,  the  advantage  of  the  smaller 

branch,  the  Bara-I'sa,  or  river  of  Bara,  called  by  the  Fulbe 
Mayo  dhanneo,  consists  in  preserving  one  unbroken  volume  of 

water.  This  was  the  reason  probably  why  the  party  with 
whom  Caillie  went  down  the  Niger  from  Jinni  followed  this 

branch.  Besides  the  Mayo  balleo  and  dhanneo,  the  chief 
creeks  which  join  the  Debu  are  the  Mayo  Piru  and  the 

Mayo  Joga,  not  inconsiderable  during  the  rainy  season,  but 

very  small  during  the  dry  one. 
The  lake,  besides  fish,  contains  numbers  of  that  curious 

animal  called  ayu  (majiatus). 
From  the  lake  upwards,  there  lie  along  the  principal 

branch  of  the  river  the  following  places  :  — 
Buri. 

Bdnghida. 
Waladu. 

Ingarruwe. 
Manyata. 
Kossananna. 
Tannare. 

Bowa. 
Kirrinkiri. 

Gande-Tama. 
Sarbere. 

Kara,  an  important  place,  after  which  the  river  is  some- 
times called  *^  the  river  of  Kara." 

Inganshi. 
Daojojada. 

Kumay,  a  place  of  some  importance,  distant  two  days 

from  Ya-salame  *,  which  is  about  three  days  from  the  con- 

*  I  here  add  a  short  itinerary  from  Y'owaru  to  Ya-salame :  — 
1st  day.  Hasi  Jollub,  with  a  settlement  of  Zuwaye  Sombunne. 
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siderable  market-place  Tenengu  (p.  469),  both  W.  from  the 
river. 

Jugi. 

Nyasu. 
Kolinango. 
Sabare. 
Btirruwe. 

Fenga,  a  middle-sized  place,  after  which  this  whole  branch 

of  the  river  is  also  called  "  Mayo  Fenga,"  about  two  hours 

E.  from  Tenengu,  and  one  good  day's  march  from  Fafarak. 
We  now  proceed  along  the  south-eastern  shore  of  the  Debu 

and  along  the  Mayo  dhanneo. 

Guram,  a  considerable  place,  situated  round  a  large  rocky 

eminence,  kodia,  as  the  Arabs  call  it,  or  haire,"  as  it 
is  called  by  the  Fulbe,  who  celebrate  it  highly  as  the 

*^haire  maunde  Guram."  The  mount  is  so  conspicuous 
in  the  flat  alluvial  level,  that  it  is  visible  from  Yowaru. 
Caillie  saw  it  at  the  distance  of  three  or  four  miles 

(ii.  p.  18);  and  again,  further  on,  where  he  calls  it  St. 

Charles'  Island  (ii.  p.  20).  The  village  is  separated  into 
three  distinct  groups,  one  of  which  is  called  Guram  Fulbe, 
lying  at  the  northern  foot  of  the  kodia ;  the  other,  Guram 

Habe,  inhabited  by  Songhay  ;  further  on  and  finally,  Guram 

Surgube,  inhabited  by  (degraded  ?)  Tawarek  or  Surgu. 

Ban  Of }  Both  inhabited  by  K6rongoy. 
Soba. 

Sorroba,  situated  at  the  foot  of  another  smaller  rocky  emi- 

nence called  haire  Sorroba,"  lying  opposite  to  Guram  on  the 
S.  side  of  the  river,  Avhich  seems  to  make  here  a  great  bend. 

It  is  mentioned  by  Mohammed  el  Masini  (Appendix  to  Clap- 

perton's  Second  Journey,  p.  331).  Caillie  gave  it  the  ridicu- 
lous name  of  "  Henry  Island." 

2nd.  A  well. 

3rd.  Ya-salame,  a  place  of  about  the  same  size  as  Yowaru,  on  a 
backwater  at  a  considerable  distance  from  the  chief  river. 

From  Basikunnu  to  Ya-salame,  four  days. 
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Jantaye,  a  considerable  place. 

Mayo  Tina^  a  place  close  to  the  former,  inhabited  by 
Tawarek. 

Kobi.    (Compare  Caillie's  account,  ii.  p.  16.) 
Nye. 
Batamane. 

Sayo,  distant  half  a  day's  journey  from  the  Batamane, 
towns  close  to  the  bank  of  the  river  becoming  here  more 
rare. 

Wanaka,  where  the  two  branches  unite,  being  joined 
besides  by  a  small  westerly  creek,  called  by  some  Mayo 
Fenga. 

Hombolbe,  the  principal  seat  of  the  Korongoy  or  Surk, 
who  also  constitute  the  chief  inhabitants  of  the  places 

Ngarruwe  and  Toy. 
Karashiru. 

Kara-lira. 

Nemente,  and  not  far  from  it  inland,  the  village  called 

rtigga  Bode." Nata. 

Kammi. 

Mobti  or  Isaka,  situated  at  the  point  of  junction  of  the 
two  branches  of  the  river,  which  have  divided  at  Jafarabe, 

a  low  point  of  land,  as  it  seems,  separated  by  the  river  into 
a  group  of  six  islands,  where  all  the  boats  coming  from 

Hamda-Allahi  and  the  lower  river,  and  proceeding  to  San- 
sandi,  are  obliged  to  disembark  their  merchandise,  which, 
henceforward  has  to  be  transported  on  the  back  of  donkeys 
to  the  place  of  its  destination.  Of  these  two  branches  the 

north-western*  one  bears  also  the  name  of  Mayo  Jagha, 

*  On  the  south-eastern  branch  up  to  Jenni  or  Jenne  (this  is  the 
Aswanek  form),  or  Zenne  (Zinne  as  the  Songhay  call  it),  or  Jinne 
(the  Bambara  form),  lie  the  following  towns  and  villages  : — Bolay, 
a  ksar  or  koira,  Sildoy,  Konne,  Kome,  Isaka,  or  Mobti,  Kuna, 
Sofara,  Zinne. — Sofara,  which  lies  halfway  between  Hamda-Allahi 
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from  a  very  important  place,  the  celebrated  Zagha  of  the  Arab 
geographers,  which  on  account  of  its  situation  out  of  the 
great  commercial  track  is  at  present  not  very  generally  known 

in  those  quarters.  The  original  form  of  the  name  both  with 
Songhay  and  Fulbe,  seems  to  be  Jaka  or  Jagha ;  but  the 
letters  Z  and  J  are  continually  interchanged.  The  town  is 
said  to  lie  at  the  distance  of  one  and  a  half  day  S.W.  from 

Sare-dina,  the  city  of  the  (Mohammedan)  religion,"  and 
only  half  a  day  N.E.  from  Jafarabe*,  and  is  still  celebrated 

on  account  of  its  excellent    tari  "  or  leppi." 
I  here  add  a  short  list  of  the  towns  and  villages  between 

Kuna,  the  place  where  the  river  is  ordinarily  crossed  in  pro- 
ceeding from  Sofara  to  the  island  of  Masina  Proper,  and 

Mobti :  —  From  Kuna,  about  six  miles  E.,  is  Nema,  situated 
on  the  E.  side  of  the  river ;  from  Nema,  Tikketia,  on  the  W. 

side  of  the  river;  Sare-bele,  on  the  E.,  Sare-mele,  on  the 
W.  of  the  river,  N.  of  Tikketia;  Gomi,  a  large  town  on 
the  bank  of  the  river ;  Mobti,  on  the  E.  side,  with  large 

fortifications,  if  I  have  understood  right,  of  an  ancient  date, 

where  the  two  branches  join;  Nymitogo,  on  the  E.  side  of 
the  river. 

The  distance  from  Tenengu,  is  also  a  day  and  a  half, 

and  between  them  lie  the  following  places,  beginning  with 

Tenengu :  —  Takanene,  Chube,  a  hamlet  inhabited  by  slaves, 
Kumbel,  Ingelleye,  Taikiri,  KoUima,  and  Warangha. 

From  Jafarabe  upwards  along  the  river,  are  situated  the 

places :  — 
Kono;unkoro,  "  old  Konscu." 
Kono. 

and  Jenni  or  Zinne,  has  a  market  every  Wednesday  and  Thursday. 
The  eastern  side  of  Sofara  is  skirted  by  a  small  branch  or  creek 
of  the  Niger  called  Golonno,  and  on  the  eastern  bank  of  the  latter 
lies  a  village  called  Gonima. 

*  These  particulars  I  obtained  after  having  finished  my  manu- 
script map  in  Timbuktu. 
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tloru. 
Sibila. 
Maddma. 

Sansandi  (this  is  the  Songhay  form),  or  Sansdnne  (the 

Mandingo  form),  the  well-known  starting  point  of  Mungo 

Park's  voyage  down  the  river.  Mr.  Cooley  supposes  that 
"  di"  is  a  contraction  of  ding,  meaning  "little." 

K.  — From  Hamda-Allahi  to  Kabara  by  land  by  way  of  Sd. 

1  day.  Niyakongo,  a  large  town  at  a  considerable  distance 
from  the  river ;  much  cultivation. 

1  day.  Denengu  (?),  a  place  inhabited  by  Fulbe  and  Songhay, 
the  latter  being  more  numerous  than  the  former; 
near  the  bank  of  the  river. 

1  day.  U'ro-Bulo,  a  place  inhabited  by  Fulbe  on  the  E.  side 
of  the  Debu. 

1  day.  Sa,  a  large  place,  inhabited  chiefly  by  Bambara,  the 
seat  of  a  governor,  as  was  also  the  case  in  former 

times,  on  the  E.  side  of  the  Mayo  dhanneo  or  Bara- 

Fsa.  Many  dum-palms,  or  rather  deleb-palms,  grow 
in  this  neighbourhood,  from  whence  Timbuktu  is 

supplied  with  rafters.  The  floods  of  the  lake  and 
the  various  branches  or  creeks  are  so  considerable 

during  the  rainy  season,  that  at  that  period  of  the 

year,  a  person  cannot  reach  Hamda-Allahi  in  less 
than  six  days. 

1  day.  Koma,  a  small  town  of  Bambara,  at  a  considerable 
distance  E.  from  the  river. 

1  day.  Chiay,  close  to  the  bank  of  the  Mayo  dhanneo. 

1  day.  Sare-fereng,  a  Bambara  place.    The  road  leads  all  the 
way  along  the  S.E.  bank  of  the  river. 

1  day.  Janginare,  a  Bambara  place. 

1  day.  A^rkoja,  a  town  partly  inhabited  by  Bambara,  partly 
by  Songhay,  the  former  prevailing. 

1  day.  Dari,  a  large  place  of  Fulbe,  who  call  it  Dar  e'  Salam. 
No  Bambara  inhabitants. 
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1  day.  Bongesemba,  a  village  inhabited  by  Fulbe  Sudube, 

close  to  the  point  of  junction,  called  I'sofay,  of  the 
two  branches  of  the  Dhitiliba,  the  white  (dhanneo) 

and  the  black  (bailee),  the  quality  of  their  waters 

being  totally  different,  one  being  full  of  crocodiles, 

hippopotami,  and  fish,  and  the  other  containing  no- 
thing of  the  kind,  just  as  is  the  case  with  the  Tsad. 

The  water  of  the  black  river  overwhelms  the  white 
water  of  the  dhanneo.    Cross  the  river. 

1  day.  Tindirma,  a  large  Songhay  place.    A  long  day. 
1  day.  Dire,  one  of  the  eldest  places  of  the  Songhay. 

1  day.  Dongoy,  inhabited  by  Songhay,  no  Fulbe ;  on  the  E. 
side  of  the  river. 

1  day.  Toyai,  a  Songhay  village;  the  Tademekket  rove  in 
this  neighbourhood.  Country  level  and  without 

trees,  being  temporarily  flooded. 

2  days.  Kabara,  keeping  close  along  the  river,  and  crossing  a 
small  rivulet  or  creek. 

L  1.  —  From  Hamda-Alldhi  to  Kdnima. 

1st  day.  Siye. 

2nd.  Niyakongo,  having  passed  the  heat  in  the  hamlet  called 
Berber. 

3rd.  Benne-ndugu  or  Konna,  having  passed  the  heat  in 

Namet-Allahi(a  long  day's,  if  not  two  days',  journey). 
4th.  Toy.    Arrive  before  noon. 
5th.  A  Songhay  village  or  ksar. 
6th.  Konsa,  a  Fulbe  village. 

7th.  A  village  inhabited  by  Fulbe,  Songhay,  and  Bambara, 
8th.  Tak<5ti. 

9  th.  Sambejerahit. 
10th.  Unguma. 

11th.  Kaiiima,  on  a  branch  of  the  river  coming  from  Bam- 

bara (see  Yol.  lY.  p.  361),  and  at  a  day's  march 
from  the  latter  place. 
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L  2. — Another  short  Itinerary  from  Kdnima  to  Hamda- 
Alldhi. 

1st  day.  Labo. 
2nd.  Dora,  a  rdmde,  or  slave  hamlet. 

3rd.  Takoti,  or  JengiDare,  both  on  the  Bara-I^sa,  Jenginare 
lying  a  little  to  the  S.W.  of  the  former. 

4th.  Another  town  on  the  Niger,  the  name  of  which  in- 

formant has  forgotten,  probably  Sare-fereng. 
5th.  Gulumbu,  on  the  widening  of  the  creek  Debu  or 

Dobu.  (Another  road  leads  from  Kanima  by  Labo, 

Langoma,  Konse,  and  another  place  to  Gulumbu). 
6th.  Doy  or  Toy,  a  large  Songhay  place. 

7th.  Karri,  Konna,  or  Benne-ndugu,  all  names  of  the  same 

place.  On  your  way  you  pass  Kori-antsa,  a  large 
Pullo  village. 

8th.  Nkmet-Allahi,  a  town  of  the  Feroibe. 
9th.  Fatoma,  the  market  place  (the  market  being  held  every 

Saturday)  of  Konari,  not  a  large  place. 

10th.  Hamda-AUahi,  a  good  day's  march  of  ten  hours. 

M. — List  of  towns  in  Jimhdlla,  Zdnhara,  and  Aussa, 

(a.)  To^vns  in  Jimballa,  the  district  S.  of  the  river  W. 
from  the  district  Kiso  :  — 

Aytin,  Ktifa,  Sare-fereng  (the  town  mentioned  p.  470), 
probably  the  seat  of  government  under  the  empire  of  Melle, 

Tesi,  A^rkoja,  Hore-aye,  Dangal,  Boria,  Ngorko  or  Goronya, 
a  considerable  market  place  between  Zankara  and  San-kore, 

and  distant  one  and  a  half  day's  journey  S.  from  Dari,  Kule- 
songho,  Guddunga.  The  following  places  lie  in  the  central 

region  of  Jimballa :  —  Torobe,  Gmoy,  Gunki,  Gungare, 

I'chi  al  Habe,  Seri,  Segul,  Bugo-linchere,  Gnorija. 
It  is  a  very  remarkable  fact,  that  three  places  to  which  the 

origin  of  the  Bambara  nation  is  referred,  are  said  to  be  the 

oldest  places  in  Jimballa,  viz.  Kanembugu,  Jengenabugu, 
and  Tsorobugii. 
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The  following  are  the  tribes  of  the  Fulbe  in  Jimballa : 

—  Fittobe,  Sangho,  Uralifona,  Busura,  Kaya,  U'ro-Modi, 
Dugurabe,  Tongabe  in  Seri,  Zukkare,  Torodi  (probably  set- 

tled in  the  locality  called  Torobe)  Nar-hau,  Yaffoli.  There 
is  besides  a  tribe  of  Fulbe  called  Dongo,  mixed  with  Kuma, 

settled  in  four  places  of  Jimballa,  viz.  Kurum  on  the  Mayo 

balleo,  Sebi,  Waki  and  Gong.  In  Sebi,  the  place  mentioned 
p.  470,  resides  a  chief  of  the  Ruma,  who  formerly  commanded 

the  w^hole  communication  along  the  river,  and  with  whom 
therefore  Park  had  some  business  to  settle  —  this  evidently 
being  indicated  by  the  words  wrongly  translated  by  Mr. 

Silame,  ̂ ^that  they  might  cross  the  way  of  the  river." 
South  of  Jimballa  is  the  district  Sakkere,  under  the 

dominion  of  the  Fulbe,  but  chiefly  inhabited  by  Zoghoran. 

Chief  place  Doko,  one  day  from  Koisa,  and  not  far  from  U'ro- 
Bulo. 

(b.)  Zankara  the  district  S.  of  the  river,  enclosed  between 
the  latter  and  the  districts  of  Kiso  and  Jimballa :  — 

Tomme,  Changara,  Manjebugo,  A'njau,  Jebar,  Bako, 
Banikan,  Ju,  Ju-karima,  Waki,  Tondo,  Jindigatta,  Wa- 
bango,  Kugu,  Badi,  Gom.  The  capital  of  this  province  is 

Dari,  or  Dar  e'  Salam,  residence  of  the  governor  'Abd-Allahi, 
son  of  Sheikh  A^hmed.  S.E.  from  Dari  is  Gannati,  a  con- 

siderable market-place. 
(c.)  In  Aussa  (the  province  north  of  the  river  between 

Timbuktu  and  Fermagha)  :  — 

Tomba,  Mekore  near  Gundam,  Bankoriye,  Jango,  Akoi- 

re-n-ehe,  Hammakoire,  Kamba-dumba,  Ungurunne,  Nya- 

funche,  Hardania  or  Bellaga,  Gnoro,  Baba-danga,  Banaga, 
Tondi-daro,  Gubbo,  Dhahabi-koire,  Sibo,  Alweli-koira, 
Gombo,  Tommi,  Gaudel,  Kurbal,  Kattawen,  Fadhl-illahi, 

A^ttora,  Nunu,  Nyodogu,  Gaude,  another  Mekore  near 
Kurbal,  Kabara-tanda,  Duwe-kire  near  Dongoy,  Tasakal, 
Mankala-gungu  between  Dongoy  and  Kabara,  Telfi,  Koddi- 
sabari ;  Sobonne,  I  think,  is  not  the  name  of  a  place  but  of  a 
section  of  the  Fulbe  settled  here. 
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I  also  think  this  a  fit  place  to  insert  some  lists  of  towns 

lying  along  various  routes  traversing  the  territories  of 

Fermagha,  the  province  to  which  Yowaru  belongs,  and  Ber- 
gu,  the  province  bordering  on  the  former  towards  the  S., 

although  I  cannot  fully  testify  to  the  accuracy  of  the  order  in 
which  the  towns  are  mentioned.  I  will  here  also  add,  that 

this  district  Bergu,  as  it  is  called  by  some  of  the  natives,  the 
original  form  of  the  name  being  probably  Marka,  and  of  which 

Ya-salame  is  the  chief  place,  is  a  very  flat  country  almost 
destitute  of  trees  and  producing  no  crops,  but  on  account  of 

its  ample  supply  of  water  affording  fine  pasture  grounds. 
Fermagha,  on  the  contrary,  is  a  well  timbered  province.  My 
informant  is  Daud,  the  brother  of  the  Pullo  chief  Mohammed 

ben  'Abd-Allahi,  whom  I  have  mentioned  in  my  journal. 
Between  Yowaru  and  Ya-salame,  along  the  western  road, 

are  said  to  lie  the  following  places,  beginning  with  the  former : 

Banghita,  a  village  of  learned  men,  or  mallemin,  Saredinn, 
Dogo,  the  place  touched  at  in  going  from  Yowaru  toNiyakongo, 

by  way  of  Shay,  Urunde,  Gogorla,  Launyande,  Launerde, 

Mere-unuma,  Urungiye  (1st  day) — (Urungiye  in  the  dry  sea- 

son is  at  half  a  day's  distance  from  the  river;  it  is  still 
reckoned  by  some  as  belonging  to  Masina) ; — Tanna,  Kanguru, 
having  crossed  between  these  two  villages  a  small  creek, 

Herawa,  Bandare,  Chukl,  Kalasegi,  Gachi-  (or  Gasi-)  lumo, 
Nanka,  Karangerre,  Surango,  Ktiru  (2nd  day) ;  Modi  Ma- 

sanare,  Kunaba,  Jure,  Ikare,  Burburankobe,  Nyoji,  Dig- 
gesire,  Ya-salame,  a  considerable  town  inhabited  by  Aswanek 
and  Fulbe  (3rd  day). 

Between  Yowaru  and  Ya-salame,  along  the  western  road 
by  Urungiye.  After  having  passed  Urungiye ;  Alamaye, 

Ucha-malango,  Ukannu,  Jowengena,  a  village  called  Al- 
mame,  another  called  Fittobe,  Doroy,  Sare-yaru,  Diggesire, 
Ya-salame. 

Between  Ya-salame  and  Saredina,  a  journey  of  three  days  : 
Kora,  Tuguri,  Jappeje,  Sendekubi,  a  hamlet  inhabited  by 

slaves  of  the  Fulbe  and  Jaka,  Sende-korrobe,  Chube,  Bti- 
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deraje,  Ganda,  Gauye,  Nomarde,  Saredina.  This  road  pro- 
bably passes  at  no  great  distance  W.  of  Tenengu. 

Between  Ya-salame  and  Konari,  a  journey  of  three  days  : 
Burtupedde,  Geleji,  Doko,  not  the  one  mentioned  above, 

Jonyori  (1st  day);  Kole,  Wandebute^  Kollekoinbe,  Salsalbe 

(2nd  day)  ;  U'nguremaji,  Konari. 
Between  Basikuanu  and  Ya-salame ;  Kussumare,  Jafera, 

Jerri- Jafera,  a  village  inhabited  by  slaves  (1st  day,  short 
march) ;  Binyamus,  a  place  inhabited  by  Arabs,  Terebekko, 

Sorbara,  Kollima,  Tugguri  (2nd  day)  ;  Ture-sangha,  a  place 
at  present  inhabited  by  Arabs  (formerly  by  Songhay?  turi  = 

Mohammedan  Maleki  ?),  Kojole,  Pache,  Batawa,  a  place  in- 
habited by  harratin,  Kare  (residence  of?)  Bugone,  chief  of 

the  Bowar,  Buburankobe,  TJm-muswele,  Ya-salame. 
Between  Basiktinnu  and  Yowaru,  a  journey  of  five  and  a 

half  days:  Barkanne  or  Barkannu  (1st  day) ;  another  road 

goes  by  Jeppata;  Sham,  Lere  (2nd  day);  Nimmer,  a 

creek  called  by  the  Arabs,  "  el  ma  hammer,"  "  the  red 

water,"  where  you  pass  the  heat,  Dogomera,  Nyenche, 
Baya  (3rd  day) ;  Karunna,  Gungu,  Salenguru,  Chillunga, 

Gasi-lumo  (leaving  Gasi-Jerma  towards  the  N.  (4th  day) ; 
Kalasege,  Chuki  (5th  day)  ;  Yowaru. 

Between  Ikannu,  a  town  lying  one  day  W.  of  Urungiye 

and  the  town  of  Gundam  :  Seda,  Bundure,  Sabere-lode, 

Tanuma,  Jamweli,  Tomoro  (both  of  these  villages  inhabited 

by  Songhay  and  Aswanek  conjointly),  Surango,  Jabata, 

Lere,  Gasi-Jerma,  Nosi,  Kati,  Kabara,  situated  to  the  east 
of  a  large  pond  or  dhaye,  Kokonta,  a  Songhay  village, 

Katliwo,  Sumpi,  Takaji,  Nyodogo,  Horo,  Tele,  Gundo  or 
Gundam. 

N. — Route  from  Timbuktu  to  Sansdndi  by  way  of  Basikunnu^ 

from  the  information  of  Shehho  Weled  A^mmer  Waldti, 

2nd  day.  Gundam,  having  passed  by  Kabara  (not  necessary, 
but  most  people  do  so)  ;  Tasakant,  or  Tasakalt, 

VOL.  V.  II 
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another  village  or  adabay,  a  village  called  Duwekire, 

and  Dunge,  a  village  inhabited  by  Ruma. 
3rd.  Tele,  a  creek  or  rijl,  with  many  villages. 
4th.  Terijit,  a  village  on  a  creek  of  the  river. 

5th.  Katawo,  another  village  inhabited  originally  by  Ta- 
warek. 

6th.  Kabara,  or  to  distinguish  it  from  the  other  village  of 

the  same  name,  Kabara  Tanda,  inhabited  by  Song- hay. 

7th.  Janga,  a  place  inhabited  by  Aswanek. 
8th.  Lere. 

9th.  Barkanni,  a  well,  frequented  by  Arabs;  a  long  day's 
march. 

10th.  Basikunnu,  a  middle-sized  place  or  ksar,  inhabited  by 

Arabs,  especially  the  Welad  'Aliish,  a  very  warlike 
tribe,  mustering  about  700  armed  people ;  but  the 
chief  part  of  the  inhabitants  consists  of  the  slaves  of 

the  latter.  Basikunnu  lies  in  the  district  called  Erig- 
gi,  and  is  distant  nine  or  ten  days  from  Kasambara. 

14th.  Kiri,  a  well  not  far  from  the  town  of  Kala,  which 

informant  intended  to  avoid  ;  the  direct  road  passing 
close  along  the  western  side  of  the  wall  of  that  town. 

15th.  Saradobi,  a  deserted  place. 

16th.  Falamlnigu,  a  place  inhabited  by  Bambara. 
17th.  Swera,  a  considerable  place. 
18  th.  Sansandi. 

O- — Route  from  Sansandi  to  Timbuktu,  deviating  a  little  from 
the  general  track  for  fear  of  the  Fulldn,  Informant,  Sidi 

A'hmed  el  Mazuki  el  Bdgheni. 

1st  day.  Aser  (probably  identical  with  Swera,  the  latter 
being  the  diminutive  form),  a  village  inhabited  by 
Bambara.  You  arrive  a  little  after  sunset,  having 
started  from  Sansandi  in  the  afternoon. 

2nd.  A  place  with  a  dhaye  or  tank.  Pass  the  heat  of  the 

day  in  a  deserted  place,  leaving  Karadugu  a  little 
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to  the  E.    This  whole  country  is  pillaged  and  laid 

waste  by  continual  forays  owing  to  the  feud  between 
the  Benaber  or  Bambara  and  the  Fullan. 

3rd,  Akor,  a  deserted  place  or  ksar. 

4th.  Encamp  in  a  spot  in  the  wilderness,  having  passed  the 
heat  of  the  day  in  a  place  called  by  the  Arabs 
Akumbu  jemel ;  leave  the  considerable  place  Ktila, 
inhabited  by  Bambara,  to  the  W. 

5th.  Encamp  in  the  wilderness. 

6th.  Sare-bala,  a  place  formerly  inhabited  by  the  Welad 

'Alush  and  the  Idelebo,  but  at  present  deserted. 
7th.  Gello,  a  village  in  the  neighbourhood  of  a  large  "dhaye," 

or  pond,  two  days  from  Yovvaru,  at  present  inhabited 

by  the  Teghdaust. 

8th.  Bir  el  Haj  'Omar,  a  well  with  an  occasional  encampment 
of  the  Zuwaye.  The  road,  which  in  the  first  part  of 

the  journey  was  almost  from  S.  to  N.,  here  turns  more 
to  the  east. 

9th.  Lere,  a  village,  or  ksar,  of  the  Welad  Zayem,  an  Arab 

tribe  dependent  on  the  Fullan.  A  branch  of  the 
river  skirts  its  east  and  south  side.  Even  in  the  dry 
season,  immense  sheets  of  water  are  here  collected, 

as  is  the  case  with  the  whole  of  Fermagha.  The 

latter,  which  comprises  this  whole  tract  of  country, 

is  a  larger  province,  and  better  inhabited  than 
Atissa. 

10th.  Gasi  e'  Saheli,  or  Gasi-Jerma,  distant  one  and  a  half  day's 
march  to  the  north  from  the  more  important  place, 

Gasi-Ghuma  or  Gasi-Lumo,  the  great  market-place  of 

the  "  killa,"or  coarse  coloured  stuff  of  mixed  cotton  and 
wool,  and  the  second  place  of  the  province  of  Fermagha, 
next  to  Yowaru.  Gasi-Ghuma  lies  on  the  backwaters 

of  the  river,  running  parallel  with  the  main  branch 

between  Lake  Debu  and  Gundam,  and  joining  the 
river  near  Saiga,  while  a  branch  runs  from  here  to 

Gasi- J erma,  and  thence  to  Lere.    Gasi- J erma  has  no 
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great  commercial  activity,  but  a  good  supply  of  corn  ; 
shells  are  not  current.    It  is  inhabited  by  Songhay 

and  Zoghoran,  and  is  distant  five  days  from  Basi- 
kunnu,  towards  the  east. 

11th.  Sunfi,  a  place  inhabited  by  Songhay,  and  belonging  to 
Aussa.    You  pass  the  heat  of  the  day  in  the  ksar 

Nyeddugu. 
1 2th.  No  place. 

13th.  A  village,  or  ksar,  on  a  branch  of  the  river.  You  pass 
the  heat  of  the  day  near  the  dliaye  Hor,  and  then 
keep  along  this  sheet  of  water,  which  is  a  branch  of 

the  Ras  el  ma,  and,  according  to  my  informant,  ex- 
tends as  far  as  Gasi-Ghuma. 

14  th.  Gundara. 

N.B. — Perhaps  one  station  has  been  left  out,  viz. 
T^le. 

17th.  Timbuktu. 

P. — Route  from  Timbuktu  to  IValdta. 

1st  day.  Farsha,  a  locality  at  the  foot  of  a  hill. 
2nd.  Mujeran,  a  lake  in  connection  with  the  river,  by  means 

of  the  branch  which  separates  from  the  latter  be- 

tween Betagungu  and  Toga-bango,  and  encircled  by 

hills.  A  short  day's  march.  Gundam  from  here 
S.S.W.  The  Kel-antsar  of  the  I^elad,  whose  chief 
is  Thaher,  encamp  here. 

3rd.  Geleb  el  Ghanem,  a  fertile  locality,  with  a  high  mount 
seen  from  Gundam,  situated  on  the  bank  of  a  branch 

of  the  river.  You  pass  between  nine  and  ten  o'clock 
in  the  morning  Abanko,  a  small  place,  inhabited  by 
slaves  and  a  few  Songhay. 

4th.  A'm-gunnan,  a  favoured  spot,  where  slaves  of  the  Ta- 
warek  cultivate  the  ground. — *^A'm"  is  not  pure 
Arabic,  but  of  Semitic  origin. 

5th.  Eas  el  ma,  ("  the  head  of  the  water,")  called  *^A'raf-n- 
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A'man"  by  the  Tawarek,  or  rmosliagh^  the  out- 
lying creek,  where  the  traveller  from  the  north, 

on  his  way  to  Walata,  seems  formerly  to  have  first 
reached  the  river.  This  creek  is  stated  by  tradition 

to  have  been  dug  by  the  Basha  Jodar  and  his  mus- 

keteers, or  "erma."  On  the  south  side  of  this  basin, 
already  mentioned  by  El  Bekri*,  there  are  small 

villages,  or  "  adabay,"  (pi.  "  tadebit,")  inhabited  by 
the  I'delebo,  a  poor  Moorish  tribe,  said  to  be  related 

to  the  Shemman-A'mmas.  It  is  an  important  fact, 
that  all  the  wheat  consumed  in  Timbuktu  is  culti- 

vated round  the  Ras  el  ma,  and  not  brou2i;ht  from 

the  north,  as  Caillie  stated  (Travels  to  Timbuctoo, 
vol.  ii.  p.  20.). 

From  Has  el  ma,  which  appears  to  be  a  little  S.  from 
W.  of  Timbuktu,  the  direct  road  to  Walata  leaves 

the  basin  of  the  river  and  reaches  that  place  in  seven 

good  days'  marches,  or  even  in  travelling  as  a  courier 
in  five,  direction  a  little  N.  from  W.  In  the  dry 

season  there  is  no  water  along  this  road,  but  in  the 

rainy  season  plenty  of  tanks,  or  "  dhaye,"  are  met 
with,  so  that  at  that  time  of  the  year  some  peo- 

ple prefer  travelling  at  their  leisure,  performing  the 
distance  in  ten  or  twelve  days. 

Our  road  keeps  at  some  distance  from  the  outlying 
backwaters  of  the  river  and  reaches,  with  a  long 
march. 

6th  day.  Ulakias,  a  very  deep  well,  about  twenty  fathoms 

deep.  On  the  way,  you  pass  the  locality  *^  Tade- 

met,"  called  by  this  name  from  a  group  of  "  tedumt," 
as  the  baobab  is  called  by  the  people  of  Timbuktu. 

7th.  A'dar,  a  well,  with  a  small  dwelling-place,  or  '^'ksar," 
inhabited  by  Songhay,  and  slaves  of  the  Tdelebo. 

8  th.  Bir  e'  Selem,  a  well. 

*  El  Bekri,  p.  160. 
I  I  3 
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9tli.  Bu-Seribe,  a  well;  a  long  day's  march.    You  pass 
another  well  called  Zegzig. 

10th.  Basikunnu. 

15th.  Walata^  as  the  town  is  called  by  the  Arabs  and  Ta- 

warek,  or  Biru,  as  it  is  called  by  the  blacks,  espe- 
cially the  Azer,  a  section  of  the  Aswanek,  who  arc 

the  original  inhabitants  of  the  place.  It  is  a  con- 
siderable town,  consisting  of  houses  built  carefully 

of  a  good  species  of  clay,  with  a  rough-cast  of  plaster, 
as  it  would  seem.  But  the  situation  of  Walata,  at 
the  eastern  border  of  the  district  El  Hodh,  at  the 

foot  of  a  range  of  hdls  called  "  Dhahar  Walata," 
which  encircle  it  on  this  side,  and  a  large  valley, 

richly  clad  with  trees,  skirts  the  north  and  east  side, 
is  considered  as  extremely  unhealthy,  and  on  this 

account  is  called  khaneg  el  haye,"  "  the  throat 
of  the  snake,"  the  district  El  Hodh  being  considered 
as  the  snake.  Thus,  in  this  respect,  Walata  entirely 

resembles  Ghanata,  or  the  capital  of  the  empire; 
but  besides  being  a  hotbed  of  disease,  the  town  is 

now  also  the  seat  of  poverty  and  misery,  which  Gha- 
nata, at  least  during  its  prime,  certainly  was  not. 

For,  as  we  have  seen  (Vol.  lY.,  Chronolog.  Tables, 

p.  594),  in  the  course  of  the  fifteenth  century,  all 

the  commercial  importance  of  that  place  was  trans- 
ferred to  Timbuktu,  and  nothing  remained  except 

the  trade  in  provisions,  especially  Negro-corn,  or 
"  eneli." 

The  inhabitants  of  Walata  are  a  mixed  race  of  blacks 

and  whites.  The  former,  at  present  greatly  reduced 

in  numbers  and  their  moral  standard  considerably 
lowered,  belong  to  the  widely  scattered  nation  of 
the  Swaninki  or  Azer,  the  whites  are  Berbers  and 

Arabs,  the  Arabs  belonging  to  various  tribes,  but 
especially  to  the  tribe  of  the  Mehajib,  who  even 
among  themselves  make  use  almost  exclusively  of 
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the  Azenye  idiom,  this  being  the  indigenous  lan- 

guage. 
About  one  mile  west  from  Biru,  are  the  ruins  of  an 

ancient  place  called  Tezught,  formerly  inhabited  by 
the  Berber  tribe  of  the  Idavv  el  Haj,  who  were  the 

chief  propagators  of  Islam  over  these  parts  of  Negro - 
land,  and  ruled  them  for  a  long  time.  Among  the 

ruins  much  gold  is  said  to  be  found  occasionally  at  this 

very  day.  At  that  time  Biru  was  only  inhabited  by 
the  native  blacks.  All  circumstances  taken  into  ac- 

count, although  the  whole  district  called  El  Hodh  was 

once  thickly  covered  with  towns,  or  "  ksur/'  it  cannot 
be  denied,  that  the  double  town  of  Tezught-Biru 
is  more  fully  entitled  than  any  other  place  to  be 

identified  with  the  celebrated  capital  of  the  Gha- 

nata  empire,^  The  distance  of  Ghanata  from  Ras  el 
ma  —  the  five  days  being  taken  at  the  rate  of  a  courier 
—  and  that  from  Amima,  or  Mime,  or,  as  the  name  is 

generally  pronounced,  Maima,  a  locality  still  bearing 
this  name,  although  the  place  is  at  present  deserted, 
a  little  to  the  west  of  Lere,  correspond  exactly ;  the 

distance  of  three  days  from  that  place  to  the  river  (at 
Safnaku  or  Safeku)  does  not  harmonize  exactly  with 

the  present  state  of  the  country,  the  smallest  distance 

of  Walata  from  the  river  being  five  days ;  but  it  is  not 

impossible  that  the  outlying  creeks,  eight  centuries 

ago,  approached  a  little  closer  the  site  of  Walata. 
As  for  the  distance  of  twenty  days  between  Ghanata 

and  Silia,  which  is  certainly  the  town  on  the  bank  of 

the  Niger  visited  by  Mungo  Park,  it  is  to  be  con- 
sidered at  the  rate  of  marching  with  loaded  caravans. 

*  I  here  cannot  omit  to  express  my  admiration  of  Mr.  Cooley's 
critical  judgment,  who,  from  the  incomplete  materials  which  he  at 
the  time  possessed,  arrived  at  the  same  conclusion  in  his  researches 
on  the  Negroland  of  the  Arabs.    See  especially  p.  43. 

I  I  4 
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Silla  was  a  very  important  place,  and  gave  its  name 

to  the  Sillat,  that  section  of  the  Swamnki,  or  Aswa- 
nek,  which  is  most  distinguished  on  account  of  the 
antiquity  and  purity  of  its  Islam,  but  the  town  has 
recently  been  destroyed  in  the  wars  between  the 
Bambara  and  Fullan. 

There  is  a  spacious  mosque  in  Walata,  of  high  anti- 

quity,  but  certainly  wrongly  attributed  to  Sidi  'Ukba 
el  Mustajab. 

Between  Walata  and  A'rawan  ten  days  are  counted,  in 

an  east-north-easterly  direction,  through  the  "A'kela," 
the  very  name  given  to  a  portion  of  the  old  Ghanata, 

A'kela  beino;  nothino;  but  another  form  of  the  name 
Aukar,  a  district  consisting  of  light  isolated  sandhills, 
full  of  excellent  shrubs  for  the  camel,  but  entirely 
destitute  of  water,  the  tribe  of  the  Kobetat,  who  are 

wandering  hereabout,  not  less  than  their  camels,  sub- 
sisting entirely  on  water-melons,  which  grow  here 

in  great  plenty,  and  contain  a  sufficient  supply  of  the 
aqueous  element. 

Q  1. — Routes  from  Walata  to  Sansdndi, 

Most  people  who  undertake  this  journey,  go  from  Walata 

to  Basikunnu,  and  thence  to  Sansdndi,  along  the  track  de- 
scribed above ;  for  the  direct  route  which  I  am  now  about  to 

communicate,  according  to  the  statements  of  my  two  infor- 
mants, leads  through  a  district  much  frequented  by  Arabs  from 

El  Hodh,  whom  peaceful  travellers  endeavour  to  avoid.  1 

first  give  the  route  according  to  Shekho  Weled  A'mmer 
Walati. 

1st  day.  Simberinne,  a  spot  in  the  sandhills  only  a  short, 

or  rather  half  a  day's  march. 
2nd.  Kini,  a  well. 

3rd.  E'  Shemin,  a  well  of  great  depth. 
4th.  Sigannejat,  a  group  of  shallow  wells,  dry  in  summer. 
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5  th.  Dendare,  a  large  tank  or  dhaye,  site  of  a  former  ksar, 

with  an  extensive  forest,  or  "  ghaba." 
6th.  Kork,  a  wooded  and  hilly  locality. 

7th.  El  Baruk,  a  well.  » 
8th.  Bugla^  a  deep  well,  surrounded  by  fine  groups  of  the 

tedum,  or  baobab.    You  pass,  on  the  road,  the  wells 
El  Ghanimat  and  Jelluk. 

9th.  El  Treik,  a  well,  or  El  Makrunat,  a  little  further  on. 

10th.  Atwel,  a  well  to  the  east  of  Sinyare,  or  you  may  make  a 

long  march,  and  go  to  Farabugu,  a  Bambara  village. 
1 1  th  Kala,  a  large  town  of  Bambara,  only  two  or  three  hours 

from  Farabugu.  It  is  no  doubt  the  same  Kala  which 

once  constituted  a  small  kingdom  of  itself,  and  of 

which  A^hmed  Baba  speaks  so  repeatedly.*  In 
course  of  time  it  constituted  one  of  the  three  great 

divisions  of  the  empire  of  Melle,  the  two  others  being 

Benne-ndugu  and  Sabardugii. 

12th.  Sara-dobu,  or  Sara-dugu. 
13th.  Falam-bugu. 
14th.  Swera. 

15th.  Sansandi. 

Q  2.  —  Same  Route  according  to  El  BesMr. 

N.B.  —  Informant  proceeded  on  this  route  with  a  caravan 

of  camels  and  pack-oxen,  the  former  travelling  from  morning 

till  about  four  o'clock  in  the  afternoon :  the  latter  restin^r 
during  the  heat  of  the  day,  and  following  in  the  evening. 

1st  day.  Areni  (evidently  identical  with  Rini),  or  another 

group  of  wells  called  A'jel  el  A^hmar. 
2nd.  Arek,  sandhills,  having  passed  the  heat  of  the  day  at 

the  Bir  A'shim-men  (E'  Shemin). 
3rd.  Ajabi,  or,  if  you  proceed  a  little  further,  and  keep  more 

to  the  east,  Tenwakkar. 

*  Journal  of  Leipsic  Oriental  Society,  vol.  ix.  p.  .527. 
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4tb.  El  Glumimatj  a  well  with  a  pond,  or  *Mhaye." 
5th.  Encamp  at  the  foot  of  a  conspicuous  eminence,  '^e'  sin," 

of  the  chain  called  Dhahar  Walata,"  which  encircles 
El  Hodh  on  the  east  side,  and  which  is  here  crossed. 

6th.  Encamp  without  water. 

7  th.  Sinyare,  a  village,  or  ksar,  of  the  Svvaninki  or  As- 
wanek. 

8th.  Kala,  as  above.    My  Informant  states,  that  this  town, 
like  the  last  station  before  Sansandi,  is  called  Swera 

by  the  Aswanek. 
9th.  Falambugu,  a  few  miles  to  the  west  of  Karadugu. 

10th.  Swera. 

11th.  Sansandi,  a  short  march. 

K. — Route  from  Kasamhdra  to  Waldta, 

Kasambara  is  regarded  as  the  chief  town  in  Baghena,  and 
is  often  the  residence  of  the  chief  of  the  Welad  Mebarek. 

1st  day.  Lombo-tendi,  a  rather  long  day.  Lombo-tendi  is 
the  name  of  a  well,  and  a  ksar  or  village  of  clay  huts, 

inhabited  by  Kuma,  or  Erma  (see  Vol.  lY.  p.  431). 
Besides  Lombo-tendi,  there  are  two  other  ksur  in 

Baghena  inhabited  by  this  remarkable  set  of  mu- 
lattoes,  both  of  them  called  Barasafa,  the  one  situ- 

ated at  no  great  distance  S.E.  from  Lombo-tendi, 
the  other  lying  near  Bisaga,  to  the  N.E.  These 

three  villages  together  form  the  group  called  in  Ba- 

ghena ^'  Kstir  e'  Btimme." 
2nd.  Tamara,  a  tank  or  dhaye. 

3rd.  Agammu,  a  well  and  tank. 

4th.  Bu-Lawan,  a  well. 

5th.  Kama,  a  pretty  ksar,  or  small  town,  built  about  fifty 

years  ago  by  a  grandson  of  Miilay  Ismaail,  in  conse- 
quence of  a  civil  war  which  had  broken  out  amongst 

the  Shurfa  residing  in  Walata.  The  village  is  inha- 

bited by  Shurfa,  Mehajib,  and  by  I'deiebo.  The 
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houses  are  built  of  clay  and  stone ;  the  west  side  of 

the  village  is  skirted  by  a  valley  which  contains 

some  hundreds  of  palm-trees,  and  where  some  tobacco 
is  grown.  Nama  is  situated  at  the  foot  of  the  hilly 
chain  which  encircles  the  whole  of  El  Hodh,  or  the 

basin.  You  arrive  early  in  the  morning. 
8  th.  Walata. 

S. — From  Kasarnhdra  to  Jawdra,  from  the  information  of 

Sidi  A'hmed  el  Mazuki  el  Bdglieni, 

1st  day.  Encamp  in  the  wilderness,  having  rested  two  or 
three  hours  in  Bisa2:a. 

2nd.  Ketanne,  a  group  of  shallow  wells,  or  hasian.  You  pass 
the  heat  in  Benon,  at  present  a  ksar  inhabited  by 
Aswanek,  but  evidently  identical  with  the  place  of 

encampment  of  the  chief  of  the  Ludamar  (Welad 

'Omar,  pronounced  A^mmer),  where  Mungo  Park 
suffered  so  much.  Another  road  leads  from  Bisaga 

to  Benon,  by  a  place  called  Dunu. 
3rd.  Jawara,  called  by  the  Fulbe,  or  Fullan,  Jara  Melle,  once 

the  capital  of  the  empire  of  Melle,  at  present  de- 

serted ;  during  the  latter  period  of  its  existence  in- 
habited by  Rumme  (Ruma),  and  Gurmabe. 

Jawara  is  distant  one  and  a  half  day  N.N.E.  from  Je- 
bega,  and  two  days  from  Samakede,  passing  one 
night  in  Melleri,  a  ksar  inhabited  by  the  Welad 

Dabo  (the  name  given  by  the  Arabs  to  one  section 
of  the  Aswanek,  or  Wakoio),  and  passing  the  heat 
in  a  place  called  Arjoga.  It  is  after  this  town, 
Jawara,  or  Jaura,  that  the  Fulbe  call  the  Swaninki, 

or  Sebe,  as  they  style  themselves  (the  noblest  sec- 

tion of  the  Aswanek),  by  the  name  of  Jaura-n-kobe. 
At  a  short  distance  from  Melleri,  S.,  lies  the  ksar  Jem- 

jummu,  and  W.  of  it,  Sara. 
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T. — From  Kasamhdra  to  Bu-Jedur  or  Bakel. 

1st  day.  Bisaga,  a  ksar  of  Aswanek,  having  passed  the  heat 
of  the  day  in  Joga. 

2nd.  Joroni,  a  ksar  of  Aswanek.  In  the  morning,  not  far 

from  Bisaga  you  pass  Medina,  a  large  place,  and 
further  on  Demmundali,  and  rest  during  the  heat 

of  the  day  in  A^gwenit,  a  considerable  ksar,  like- 
wise inhabited  by  Aswanek. 

3rd.  Tureghamme,  another  ksar  of  Aswanek,  having  passed 
the  heat  in  a  place  called  Kurche. 

4th.  Jebega,  a  ksar  of  Aswanek.  The  traveller  enters 
Kaarta,  and  the  roads  divide.  Jebega  is  said  to  be 

two  days  S.  E.  of  Mesila. 
5th.  Samankede,  a  place  inhabited  at  present  by  Bambara. 

You  pass  the  heat  in  a  village  called  Areri,  and  leave 

the  village  Chencha  on  one  side. 
6th.  El  Kab,  a  ksar  of  Aswanek,  having  passed  another  place 

called  Bu-Swede,  and  rested  during  the  greatest  heat 
in  Korkoro. 

7  th.  Brenta,  one  of  the  chief  places   of  the  Aswanek. 

You  pass  the  heat  in  Yori,  another  place  of  the  As- 
wanek. 

8  th.  Tenge,  a  village  inhabited  by  Bambara,  and  dominating 
a  mountain  pass.  You  halt  during  the  hot  hours  of 

the  day  in  Kasa,  a  village  inhabited  by  Bambara 

people. 
9th.  Mamnru,  the  residence  of  a  chief  called  Dembo  We- 

led  Musa  Korbo,  situated  in  a  wide  valley.  You 
rest  during  the  heat  in  Mowedina,  a  town  inhabited 

by  Bambara  and  governed  by  a  chief  of  the  name  of 
Hassan  Bebele. 

10th.  Lewana,  a  large  place,  and  residence  of  a  governor 
dependent  on  the  King  of  Sego.  You  rest  at  noon 
in  a  village  inhabited  by  slaves  of  the  Bambara. 

II th.  Guri,  the  chief  place  of  Jafunu  (evidently  identical 
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with  RafFenel's  Koghi  *),  a  considerable  town  built 
of  clay,  and  containing,  according  to  tlie  statements 
of  informants,  not  less  that  sixty  msid,  or  places  of 

worship.  The  inhabitants  are  Aswanek,  forming  a 

particular  stock,  called  by  the  Fulbe  "  Jafunankobe." 
The  population  of  the  country  of  Kajaga  or  Gejaga 
S.  of  Jafunu  is  said  to  consist  likewise  of  Aswanek, 

forming  another  tribe,  called  Hairankobe  by  the 

Fulbe.  You  rest  at  noon  in  Chama,  a  place  in- 
habited by  Bambara,  and  governed  by  a  son  of 

Morbo ;  and  beyond  that  place  you  enter  Jafunu, 

Jafuna,  or,  as  the  name  is  pronounced  by  the  Arabs, 
Jafena. 

15th.  Bu-Jedur,  as  the  French  settlement  Bakel,  to  the 

S.  S.  E.  of  Bot-hadiye,  is  universally  called  by  the 
Arabs.  There  are  many  towns  and  villages  on  the 

road,  the  names  of  which  informant  had  forgotten. 

You  enter  the  province  of  Futa  on  the  12th  day. 

U. — Route  from  Kasamhdra  to  MesUa. 

1st  day.  Bisaga.  From  Bisaga  to  Benon  is  one  day's 
march  from  morning  till  sunset,  halting  at  noon  in 
Dunu. 

2nd.  In  the  wilderness. 

3rd.  Ferenni,  a  ksar  inhabited  by  Aswanek.    It  is  the 

westernmost  ksar  of  Baghena,  being  situated  about 
six  miles  N.  N.W.  from  Benon. 

4th.  Gogi,  a  shallow  well,  or  hasi,  belonging  to  Termessa,  a 
district  of  El  Hodh.    Arrive  about  noon. 

5th.  Beyond  a  well  named  Talli,  rich  in  water  and  adorned 

with  small  trees,  where"  you  pass  the  heat  and 
proceed  on  your  journey. 

6th.  Bowar,  a  copious  well,  constituting  the  W.  frontier  of 

*  Ratfenefs  Second  Voyage,  vol.  i.  p.  223.  seq. 
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El  Hodh,  and  frequented  by  the  tribes  of  the  Zena- 
gha  or  Senhaja,  Henun,  and  Fata. 

7  th.  Mesila,  a  group  of  shallow  wells,  the  first  of  which  is 

called  Akerud.    With  regard  to  plants,  the  "  dirs  " 
is  almost  exclusively  found  here. 

V. — Route  from  Kasambdra  to  Nydmina. 

1st  day.  N'ama,  a  ksar  of  the  Welad  Mazuk.  Rest  during 
the  heat  of  the  day  in  a  village  called  San-faga. 

2nd.  Dynnia,  a  large  and  wealthy  town  of  the  Welad  Yag- 
gere,  residence  of  a  governor  called  Mtisa  Najem, 
son  of  Bankoro,  and  dependent  on  the  king  of 

Bambara.  The  town  is  rich  in  horses.  You  pass 
the  heat  in  a  place  called  Seredu,  inhabited  by 

Aswanek  and  Bambara.  Dynnia  is  distant  one  day's 
march  W.  from  Alassa,  resting  at  noon  in  a  ksar 
called  Wesat,  inhabited  by  Bambara. 

3rd.  Jore,  belonging  to  the  district  of  Dynnia.  You  pass 
the  heat  in  Watere,  a  large  Bambara  place. 

4th.  Debala,  a  Bambara  town,  belonging  to  the  north- 
western province  of  the  Bambara  empire  called 

Keche.  Rest  during  the  heat  in  Delanga,  a  place 
distant  only  six  or  eight  miles  from  Jore. 

5  th.  Mckoye,  a  large  place,  residence  of  the  governor  of 
Keche.  Pass  Kasambiigu,  a  large  place  inhabited 

by  Arabs  and  Bambara. 

13th.  Nyamina,  a  considerable  town  and  well-furnished 
market-place  on  the  N.  side  of  the  Dhiuliba.  The 
market  of  Nyamina  excels  that  of  Sansandi  in 

many  respects,  and  supplies  a  great  proportion  of  the 
inhabitants  of  the  Western  desert.  The  district 

intervening  between  Mekoye  and  Nyamina  is 

densely  inhabited,  but  informant  does  not  remem- 
ber the  names  of  the  places  where  he  slept.  Not  far 

W.  from  Nyamina  a  very  considerable  creek  or  back- 
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water  separates  from  the  river,  opening  an  extensive 
inland  navigation.  It  divides  itself  into  two  branches, 
the  eastern  one  of  which  follows  an  almost  northerly 

direction,  approaching  close  to  Tumbulle,  a  ksar  in 

the  country  of  the  A'hel  Yaggere,  distant  a  day  and 
a  half  S.  S.W.,  from  Dynnia,  and  thence  going  to 

Jungtinta,  situated  at  the  same  distance  S.  from  W. 

of  Dynnia  (starting  from  Dynnia,  pass  the  heat  in 
Farku,  sleep  in  Sillintiggera,  arrive  in  the  morning 
in  Jungunta),  after  which  the  creek  turns  S.  from 

W.  to  the  country  of  A^hel  Masa. 

W. — From  Kasamhdra  to  Nydmina  hy  way  of  Murja,  and 
from  Murja  to  Mekoye, 

1st  day.  Dali,  one  of  the  chief  places  of  the  Aswanek. 

Pass  on  the  road  the  villages  Zegheri,  probably  iden- 

tical with  the  (^U;  of  the  Arab  traveller  E^bn 
Batuta  (Journal  As.  Soc,  1852,  p.  50.);  farther  on 

Serere,  then  Bainbala,  where  you  pass  tlie  heat  of  the 

day.  E.,  at  no  great  distance  from  Dali,  was  for- 
merly the  ksar  called  Debbus.  At  a  short  distance  E. 

of  Bainbala  is  the  village  Koshi.  Direction  S.  E.,  or 
rather  E.  S.E. 

2nd.  Alassa,  a  ksar  of  the  tribe  of  the  Teghdaust  of  mixed 

Aswanek  and  Arab  blood,  once  very  powerful  and 

widely  scattered,  at  present  degraded  to  the  condition 

of  "  lhame,"  or  "  khoddeman,"  serfs  or  tributaries, 
but  still  distinguished  on  the  score  of  their  learning. 
The  town  of  Alassa  itself  is  very  remarkable  on 

account  of  its  palm  trees,  there  being  besides  these 

no  palm  trees  in  the  whole  of  Baghena,  with  the  ex- 
ception of  two  trees  in  Kasambara,  where  there  were 

formerly  four.  About  six  miles  S.  S.  E.  from  Alassa 

lies  Safantara,  a  large  Bambara  place.  Direction, 

E.  of  S.   You  halt  during  the  heat  in  Yengot.  Here 
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you  also  pass  the  heat  of  the  first  day  in  going  from 
Alassa  to  Jawara  in  very  short  marches;  sleep  in 
el  Awena ;  halt  the  second  day  in  Seghalii,  sleep  in 

Jurni  (J oroni) ;  third  day  sleep  in  Kurche  ;  fourth 

day  sleep  in  Torangumbu  (Turaghamme) ;  fifth  day 
reach  Jawara. 

From  Alassa  to  Akumb  is  two  and  a  half  days'  march 
S.E.  First  day  Raranrulle,  making  a  short  halt  at 
noon  in  Tambebogo ;  second  day  Rullumbo,  passing 
the  heat  in  Fugti ;  third  day  Akumb ;  distance  the 
same  as  that  between  Kabara  and  Timbuktu.  A  short 

distance  N.  from  Akumb  is  Diggena,  with  a  mixed 

population  of  Bambara,  Aswanek,  and  Fullan. 

3rd.  Tambe-bogo,  a  ksar  of  Bambara.  Kest  a  couple  of 

hours  during  the  heat  of  the  day  in  Gala-bogo,  like- 
wise inhabited  by  Bambara. 

4th.  Nyame-bogo,  another  Bambara  place,  about  noon. 
5  th.  Sleep  in  the  wilderness,  having  rested  at  noon  in 

Dambar-  (or  Damboy-)  keseba. 
6  th.  Murja,  in  the  morning. 

In  going  from  Murja  to  Nydmina. 

1st  day.  Khersanane,  a  Bambara  place ;  arrive  between 

three  and  four  o'clock,  without  having  halted  on 
the  road. 

2nd.  Manzanne. 

3rd.  Kanu,  a  Bambara  place,  about  three  o'clock  p.m. 
4th.  Kser  (diminutive  form  of    ksar")  el  Mallemin,  a  place 

inhabited  by  Aswanek  students,  and  therefore  so 

designated  by  the  Arabs. 
5  th.  Nyamina,  before  noon. 
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From  Murja  to  Mekoye, 

1st  day.  Gellu,  a  considerable  place.  It  was  formerly  de- 
pendent upon  Murja,  but  it  has  succeeded  in  making 

itself  independent,  while  the  latter  place  lay  deserted 

and  waste  for  nearly  four  years,  and  it  has  also  pre- 
served its  independence  since  the  rebuilding  of 

Murja  in  1852-3.  Several  towns  or  villages  in  the 
neighbourhood  belong  to  Gellu. 

2nd.  Debala.  Pass  on  the  road  many  kstir  or  small 
towns. 

3rd.  Mekoye.    A  long  day. 

I  here  add  a  few  less  distinct  data  with  regard  to  this 
region  from  the  information  of  Daud. 

Between  Marikoire  (probably  identical  with  Mekoye)  and 
Debala, the  following  towns  and  villages:  Belala,  Dunde,  Side, 
INawelenna,  Kalumbu,  a  Bambara  place,  Debala. 

Between  Debala  and  Dinga,  on  a  route  of  a  little  more 

than  a  day's  journey,  are  the  following  places  :  Waltere, 
Marenna,  Sirankoro,  Towa,  Dochere,  Dinga.  Dinga  is  said 

by  this  informant  to  be  the  abode  of  the  A'hel  Yeggara,  a 
tribe  of  Bambara. 

Between  Marikoire  and  Danfa,  in  a  direction  from  west 

to  east,  two  and  a  half  days'  fast,  or  four  days'  slow  tra- 
velling: Bule,  Tolokkoro,  Sele,  Bulo,  Bane,  Tunturubale, 

Kossa,  Barakoro,  Bassala,  two  considerable  villages  or  kstir, 
inhabited  by  Bambara  people,  Bankorondugu,  Danfa. 

Between  Danfa  and  Debala,  a  two  days'  journey  north, 
lie  the  following  places  :  Dogoye,  A'rsa,  Marenna,  Nambara, 
Babanuru,  Mariam-Babanuru,  Jeraudu,  Bongel,  Debala. 

Between  Ya-salame  and  Sokolo,  a  three  days'  journey  : 
Nyenchelle,  Nyarinyarinde,  Kare  (see  below),  Urli,  Sokolo  ; 
a  long  uninhabited  tract  intervening  between  the  last  two 
stations. 

VOL.  V. K  K 
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X  1. — Route  from  Kasambdra  to  Kola  direct. 

1st  day.  Chappato,  a  ksarof  theBambara,  a  few  miles  west 
from  Dali.    Halt  at  noon  in  Bainbala. 

2ncl.  Jibonfo,  a  town  inhabited  by  Fulbe.  Pass  the  heat 

in  U'm  el  'Aruk.  One  day  from  U'm  el  'Aruk  is 
Musaweli,  a  considerable  ksar  of  the  Aswanek, 
about  two  hours  north  of  Koli.  Another  road  from 

Musaweli  to  Kasambara  leads,  1st,  to  U'm  erAruk; 
on  the  2nd  day,  by  Kush  to  Kola;  on  the  3rd,  to 
Serere ;  on  the  4th,  to  Kasambara.  One  day  and 

a  half  from  Jibonfo  is  Tangenagha.  Halt  at  noon 
in  Karanrulle,  a  Bambara  village ;  sleep  at  Furti  or 

Dambo-selli ;  reach  at  noon,  the  next  day,  Jibonfo. 

3rd.  Koli,  a  considerable  place ;  arrive  about  three  o'clock 
P.M.    It  is  two  hours  south  from  Musaweli. 

4th.  Encamp  in  the  open  country,  having  halted  during  the 
heat  in  Kumba,  which  is  not  farther  distant  from 
Koli  than  Kabara  from  Timbuktu,  and  consists  of 

two  villages,  separated  from  each  other  by  a  valley, 
where  the  market  is  held  ;  the  northern  village  being 
called  Ferbaga,  and  the  southern  one,  Lellaga. 

5th.  Kola,  a  Bambara  place,  distant  two  days  north-west 
from  Kala,  and  six  from  Sansandi.  Arrive  before 
noon. 

X  2. — Zigzag  route  from  Sansandi  to  Kasambara^  according 
to  the  Idesan  El  Mukhtdr*    Slow  rate  loith  camels. 

2nd  day.  Karandugu,  dependent  upon  Bambara.  Country 
level ;  all  the  houses  clay  ;  no  reed  huts. 

4th.  Denfo,  a  large  walled  place,  under  the  dominion  of 
Bambara ;  residence  of  a  governor ;  abundance  of 

*  It  would  seem,  from  many  indications,  that  this  informant 
describes  the  country  in  the  more  flourishing  state  which  it  en- 

joyed some  years  previously  to  my  visit  to  Negroland. 
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trees,  rice ;  horned  cattle,  sheep ;  much  cotton. 
The  natives,  dressed  in  tobes,  take  their  supply 

of  water  from  wells.  In  Karandtigu  informant 

changed  his  north  north-easterly  direction  for  one 

going  west. 

5th.  Salakoro,  a  small  village  of  Bambara,  densely  in- 
habited. Country  well  cultivated.  Arrive  at 

sunset. 

6th.  Bernmkoro,  a  small  village,  but  well  inhabited.  Even 

the  smaller  towns  and  villages  in  this  quarter  are 

constructed  of  clay.  Grain  in  abundance ;  much 
honey  and  butter. 

7th.  Murja,  a  large  walled  place ;  residence  of  a  governor 

called  Mamari,  and  nicknamed  by  informant  Elli-Bti- 
seruwal.  The  inhabitants,  including  the  governor, 
all  idolaters,  but  dress  well ;  like  all  the  Bambara 

people,  they  have  a  golden  stud  in  the  right  ear. 
A  great  portion  of  them  speak  Arabic.  They  are 
armed  with  muskets  and  arrows.  The  country  is 

perfectly  level ;  no  valleys,  only  wells. 
8th.  Encamp  at  sunset  in  the  open  country.  The  country 

here  intersected  by  sandy  ridges,  nebak  or  erreg  ren- 
dering the  passage  difficult.  No  cultivation,  but  tall 

trees ;  no  water. 

9th.  Kumba,  first  town  of  Baghena,  separated  by  a  ra- 
vine into  two  distinct  quarters,  each  ruled  by  a 

governor  of  its  own.  In  the  ravine  or  valley  the 
market  is  held.  The  inhabitants  are  all  Moham- 

medans ;  speak  Bambara.  Informant,  from  some 
cause  or  other,  did  not  take  the  direct  road  from 

Murja  to  Kasambara  by  way  of  Alassa. 

10th.  Koli,  at  sunset;  a  large  walled  town,  half  clay,  half 

reed.  The  whole  country  is  under  cultivation ; 
cattle  and  sheep  ;  wells ;  no  running  water.  The 

Welad  e'  Eahmtin,  the  Shebahin,  besides  the  As- 
wanek,  have  villages  on  the  road.    There  are  also 
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the  Fulbe  tribes,  the  Bowar,  with  the  chief  Bu- 

geno,  and  the  Hasiniboro,  with  the  chief  Sum- 
bunne,  but  acknowledging  the  supremacy  of  Baghena. 

11th.  Koringa,  a  temporary  dwelling-place  of  the  roving 

tribes,  including  the  Idesan.  Arrive  at  four  o'clock 
P.M.,  having  rested  at  noon. 

12th.  U^m  el  'Aruk,  a  large  village,  with  shallow  wells. 
*  Much  cotton  and  indigo.    Arrive  about  noon. 

13th.  Chapato,  a  place  inhabited  by  Sellat,  a  section  of 

Aswanek,  Mohammedans ;  many  temporary  set- 
tlers.   Early  in  the  morning. 

14th.  Kush,  a  large  place,  residence  of  the  Helbubu  Welad 
Mahbub,  who  have  no  handicraft  or  market ;  make 

war  in  company  with  the  Arabs;  are  armed  with 
muskets;  their  idiom  Bambara,  Aswanek,  and 

Arab  ;  all  clay  dwellings. 

loth.  Tonorar,  small  place;  as  usual,  consisting  of  clay 
dwellings ;  residence  of  the  Arusiyin,  with  their 
chief  Sidi  Sala ;  herds  of  cattle  ;  no  camels ;  much 
honey. 

16th.  Kserat  Shigge  (probably  meaning  the  manufacturing 

or  weaving  towns,"  shigge  being  generally  the  name 
given  to  cotton  in  these  quarters).  At  present  the 
Kesima,  a  section  of  those  in  Siis,  dwell  here. 

Arrival  in  the  morning  early. 

17th.  Kasambara,  large  place ;  clay  and  reed;  residence,  at 

tlie  time  of  informant's  journey,  of  Mukhtar,  son  of 
Mohammed,  whom  my  informant  believed  able  to 

bring  into  the  field  from  6000  to  7000  cavalry,  but 
only  a  few  infantry. 

Y. — A  few  Notes  on  the  present  State  of  Baghena, 

The  name  of  Baghena,  as  it  comprises  part  of  the  ancient 
territory  of  Ghanata,  has  evidently  also  supplanted  the 
ancient  name.  At  present  it  does  not  comprise  a  country 

naturally  or  politically  united ;   for,  naturally  considered. 
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Baghena  forms  part  of  the  district  El  Hodh,  at  least  that 

portion  of  it  which  is  most  favoured  by  nature ;  and  in  a  po- 
litical point  of  view  it  consists  of  the  most  heterogeneous 

elements,  comprising  districts  inhabited  by  Aswanek,  Arabs, 
and  Fullan.  The  former,  even  at  the  end  of  the  last  cen- 

tury, were  very  powerful,  when  they  became  known  to  Ven- 

ture under  the  name  of  Marka*,  through  the  medium  of 
those  two  Moroccain  merchants  who  visited  Paris  at  that 

time.  This  name  is  given  to  them  by  the  Bambara,  who  call 

their  country  Marka-kanne  or  kanda,  and  are  greatly  inter- 
mixed with  them.  The  Fullan  hereabouts  also  formerly  had 

great  power,  and  have  become  famous  under  the  name  Kowar. 
The  Aswanek,  Swaninki,  Sebe,  or  Wakore,  were  the 

original  inhabitants  of  the  country,  and  once  formed  the 
principal  stock  in  the  vast  and  glorious  empire  of  Ghanata, 
the  ruling  class  not  improbably  belonging  to  the  Pullo  stock, 
the  Leukaethiopes,  who  were  settled  in  this  very  region  since 

the  time  of  Ptolemy,  till  they  were  overpowered  by  the 

nearly  related  tribe  of  the  Mandingoes  or  Jull,  who,  on  the 
ruins  of  the  empire  of  Ghanata,  founded  a  new  empire, 
extending  its  influence  over  the  whole  middle  course  of  the 

great  river.  This  new  empire  was  called  *^  Melle,"  from 

melle,  a  word  meaning  "  free,"  noble,"  as  the  dominating 
tribe  of  the  Mandingoes  called  themselves,  in  opposition  to 
their  oppressed  brethren,  the  Aswanek,  just  in  the  same 
manner  as  the  free,  roving  portion  of  the  Berbers  from 

ancient  times  seem  to  have  called  themselves  Mazigh,  Imo- 
shagh,  in  opposition  to  the  degraded  settlers  in  the  towns. 
The  feeble  remains  of  the  empire  of  Melle,  which  had  been 

nearly  annihilated  by  the  Songhay,  were  extinguished,  as  it 

seems,in  the  beginning  of  the  reign  of  Mulay  Ismail,  when  the 
Arabs  on  the  one  side,  and  the  Bambara  on  the  other,  began 
to  take  the  lead  in  those  quarters,  while  the  Fulbe  or  Fullan 

appeared  in  the  background. 

*  Venture,  Vocabulaire  Berbere,  ed.  Jaubert,  Appendix,  p.  225. 
K  K  3 
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The  catastrophe  of"  the  extinction  of  this  last  remnant  of 
the  empire  of  Melle  is  not  without  interest  in  the  modern 
history  of  the  western  part  of  Central  Africa.  For  a  civil 

war  having  arisen  between  the  royal  princes  Dabo  and  Sa- 
gone,  sons  of  Ferengh  Mahmud,  the  late  king  or  ruler  of 

Melle,  (the  title  "  Ferengh,"  instead  of  the  more  exalted  one 
of  Mansa,  showing  his  reduced  state  of  rank,)  all  the  most 

powerful  tribes  in  that  part  of  the  continent  took  part  in  the 
quarrel :  one  faction  being  formed  by  the  Bambara,  who,  in 
the  meantime,  had  won  Sego  from  their  masters  and  near 

relations  the  Mandingoes,  the  Welad  Mazuk,  the  noblest 

portion  of  the  Welad  Mebarek,  and  the  A^hel  Semboru, 
that  is  to  say,  a  section  of  the  Fullan,  who  meanwhile  had 

settled  in  these  quarters ;  while  the  opposite  party  consisted  of 
the  Ruma,  or  Erma,  the  Moroccain  conquerors  of  Songhay, 
who  had  settled  down  in  certain  places  of  that  vast  empire, 
and  intermarried  with  the  natives ;  the  Zenagha ;  the  Welad 

'  Alush,  a  very  warlike  tribe,  mentioned  above ;  and  the 
A'hel  Masa,  or  Saro,  a  section  of  the  Wakore.  In  this 
struggle  the  capital  of  Melle  was  destroyed;  and  while 

the  people  of  Bambara  took  possession  of  the  south-western 
portion  of  its  dominions,  the  Welad  Mebarek,  with  their 
friends  the  Welad  Mazuk,  rendered  themselves  masters  of 

its  north-eastern  districts.  For  Henntin,  the  son  of  B6- 
hedel,  son  of  Mebarek,  who  had  led  this  tribe  in  the  san- 

guinary and  long-lasting  war,  received  from  the  hands  of 
Mulay  Ismail,  the  energetic  emperor  of  the  Gharb,  as  a 
sort  of  feudal  dominion,  the  lordship  of  Baghena;  and  his 

successors  have  at  least  partly  retained  it  up  to  this  day. 

I  here  give  a  list  of  these  chiefs,  adding  the  length  of  their 

reigns,  wherever  I  was  able  to  make  it  out :  — 

'Omar  ( A'm.mer)  Weled  Hen  nun,  a  powerful  chief,  who  has 
given  his  name  to  the  ruling  tribe,  which,  after  him,  is  called 

Welad  *Omar  (A'mmer),  a  name  corrupted  by  Park  into Ludamar, 

'All  Weled 'Omar  ruled  almost  forty  years;  was  visited 
by  Park  shortly  before  his  death. 
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'Omar  Weled  'All,  ruled  about  thirteen  years. 
Mohammed  Weled  'Omar  was  chief  about  the  same  num- 

ber of  years. 

'All  Weled  Mohammed  was  chief  seven  years. 
Hennun  Weled  Mohammed  murdered  his  brother  'Ali, 

but  was  chief  only  four  months,  being  murdered  in  his 
turn  by 

Mukhtar,  a  near  relative  of  his,  who  was  chief  for  about 

twelve  years. 
Babune  succeeded  him.  Between  this  chief  and  Hamed 

Weled  'All  e'  Sheikh  Weled  Hennun  Weled  Bohedel,  there 
arose  a  civil  war,  which  lasted  seven  years,  devastating  all  Ba- 
ghena,  and  weakening  especially  the  power  of  the  Arabs.  At 
the  end  of  seven  years,  Hamed  died,  Babune,  who  altogether 
ruled  about  nine  years,  surviving  him  by  one  year.  He  was 
succeeded  by 

'All  Weled  el  Mukhtar,  the  present  chief  of  the  Welad 
Mebarek,  w^ho  in  1853  had  ruled  tw^o  years. 

As  for  the  Fullan,  or  Ftilbe,  they  had  become  very  nume- 

rous in  Baghena,  and  were  in  possession  of  several  ksur,  prin- 
cipally Daguni,  Jibonfo,  Kemeiiyomo,  Nara,  Kebda,  Barren, 

and  Gurunge,  till  they  were  driven  out  of  these  places  by 

'Omar  Weled  Hennun,  when  most  of  the  ksur  remained 
deserted.  But  the  policy  of  the  Fullan  of  Baghena  became 
entirely  changed  when  their  brethren  on  the  other  side  of 

the  river,  led  on  by  the  fanatical  and  energetic  chieftain  Mo- 
hammed Lebbo,  raised  the  standard  of  the  Jihad  in  the  year 

1821.  Jealous  of  their  political  independence,  which  thus 

became  threatened,  they  then  joined  the  Arabs  in  their 

struggle  against  the  new  empire  of  Hamda-Allahi,  and 
supported  them.  Nevertheless,  favoured  as  he  was  by  the 

civil  war  amongst  the  latter,  the  chief  A'hmedu,  son  of  Mo- 
hammed Lebbo,  made  considerable  progress  in  Baghena, 

which  was  not  arrested  until  recently.  At  present  Sum- 

bunne,  son  of  Bu-Bakr,  the  present  emir  of  the  Fullan  in 
Baghena,  has  built  a  new  ksar,  the  place  El  Imbediye  men- 

K  K  4 
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tionecl  above,  situated  a  few  miles  east  from  Lombo  Tendi, 

and  to  the  north  of  another  ksar  called  Gurtinge.  There  is 

also  a  Pullo  emir  in  Baghena,  of  the  name  A'bu  El  Haji 
Ibrahima,  who  seems  to  enjoy  considerable  authority. 

As  for  the  Aswanek  of  Baghena,  who,  as  will  have  been 

gleaned  already  from  the  itineraries,  are  masters  of  many  ksur, 
their  present  policy  is  said  to  consist  in  keeping  prudently  in 
the  background,  and  economising  their  strength  for  some 
great  exertion  in  favour  of  their  own  independence.  I  here 
insert  a  list  of  the  several  sections  into  which  the  Aswanek 

are  divided,  as  far  as  I  have  become  acquainted  with  them : 

The  Kometen,  in  Sansandi  or  Sansanni,  which  originally 
was  an  Aswanek  town. 

The  Sise,  not  unlikely  related  with  the  Susu. 
The  Sasa. 
The  Konne. 

The  Berta. 
The  Berre. 

The  Dukkera,  or  Dukerat. 
The  Sillawa,  or  Sillat. 

The  Kagorat,  a  very  remarkable  tribe,  distinguished  by  a 
lighter  hue,  and,  according  to  report,  even  by  a  peculiar 
idiom,  while  in  other  respects,  especially  by  the  three  cuts 

which  they  make  along  both  cheeks,  they  approach  closer  to 

the  customs  of  the  Bambara  and  A'hel  Masa. 
The  Ktinnatat. 

The  Jawarat,  speaking  nothing  but  the  pure  Aswanek 

language,  and  divided  into  the  two  sections  of  the  Welad 

Dabo  and  the  Swagi,  the  latter  especially  being  very  nume- 
rous and  warlike. 

The  Fofanat. 

The  Darisat. 

The  chief  of  the  Aswanek  in  Baghena  is  Musa,  son  of 
Benedik,  who  resides  in  Ershan,  at  no  great  distance  W.  from 
Bisaga. 

Belated  to  the  Aswanek  are  also  the  Saro,  whose  seats  are 
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one  day  S.  from  Jinni,  and  who,  together  with  the  Bambara, 

fight  against  the  Fulbe.  Their  former  chief  was  Chong  We- 
led  Musa. 

The  hostilities  carried  on  between  the  inhabitants  of  the 

northern  banks  of  the  Niger,  or  Dhiuliba,  as  a  whole,  on  the 

one  side,  and  the  Fulbe  of  Hamda- Allahi  on  the  other,  exercise 
their  influence  also  upon  the  relation  which  exists  between 

the  Arabs  of  Baghena  and  the  Bdmbara,  which  therefore  at 
present  cannot  but  be  a  friendly  one. 

On  the  whole,  the  country  of  Baghena,  which  well  de- 
serves the  attention  of  Europeans,  is  not  less  capable  of  fixed 

settlements,  than  it  is  fit  for  rehala  life,  or  nomadic  wandering, 

although  it  is  not  suited  for  the  camel.  Besides  cultivation  of 
dukhn,  or,  as  it  is  here  called,  bishen,  or  heni,  and  dhurra  or 

saba,  wild  rice  is  procured  from  the  numerous  swamps  formed 

in  the  rainy  season,  as  is  also  the  case  in  the  whole  of  El 

Hodh.  The  trees  most  common  in  Baghena  are  the  tedum 
or  baobab,  at  least  in  the  southern  districts,  the  roma  or 

liyene,  the  chigfit,  the  baferewa,  and  the  aurnal ;  of  the 

date-tree  I  have  spoken  above. 

Z. — Route  from  Kasambdra  to  Tisliit^  or  SJietu,  from  the  in- 
formation of  El  Imam,  a  native  of  the  latter  place. 

1st  day.  Mabruk,  a  large  well,  or  hasi. 
5th.  Ajwer,  a  large  and  much  frequented  well,  distant  a 

long  day's  journey  W.  from  the  celebrated  well 
Bir  Nwal." 

As  far  as  Ajwer,  the  direction  is  almost  N.,  but  here  it 
becomes  N.W. 

10th.  Agerijit,  in  former  times  nothing  but  a  well,  but  in 

the  year  1850,  owing  to  a  civil  war  having  broken 
out  in  Tishit,  one  section  of  the  Welad  Bille  left 

their  home  and  settled  near  this  well,  where  they 
built  a  small  ksar  or  village.  Here  the  direction  of 

the  road  changes  to  the  W. 
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11th.  Tishit,  or  as  the  place  is  called  by  its  original  inha- 
bitants, Shetu.  These  indigenous  inhabitants  of 

Tishit  are  the  Masina,  a  section  of  the  Aswanek,  or 

Azer,  consisting  of  two  divisions,  one  of  darker,  and 
the  other  of  lighter  colour.  These  Masina  are  the 

founders  of  the  kingdom  of  Masina,  or  Masin,  whose 
centre  was  the  island,  or  rude,  formed  by  the  Mayo 
Balleo  and  the  Mayo  Ranneo,  with  Tenengu  as  its 

chief  place.  It  is  still  an  important  market-place. 
Tishit  is  said  by  the  Arabs  to  have  been  founded  by 

' Abd  el  Mumen  about  the  fifth  century  of  the  Hejra ; 
but  that  means  only  that  about  the  period  indicated 
the  Berbers  took  possession  of  the  town,  the  original 
name  of  which  they  thus  changed  into  Tishit.  At 
present  there  live  in  the  town,  intermixed  with  the 
Masina,  the  Welad  Bille,  who  about  two  centuries 

ago  formed  an  extremely  rich  and  powerful  tribe, 
but  part  of  whom,  as  stated  before,  have  at  present 

emigrated.  The  consequence  is,  that  the  town  has 
decayed  greatly,  and  seems  scarcely  to  contain  at 

present  more  than  about  3000  inhabitants.  Be- 
sides the  Welad  Bille,  there  live  also  in  Tishit  a  cer- 

tain number  of  Zuwaye  or  Tolba,  especially  the  A'hel 
Hindi  Nislim. 

Tishit  lies  not  far  from  the  southern  foot  of  the  Kodia, 

which  encircles  El  Hodh,  and  there  is,  at  no  great  distance 
from  it,  a  sebkha,  where  an  inferior  kind  of  salt  is  obtained. 

The  only  produce  of  the  place  are  dates  of  various  quality, 

the  names  of  which  are  as  follows :  —  Baseburk,  Dermakul, 
Dermasuggin,  Bataye,  Mandinga,  Geti,  Habbes,  Getfaf, 
Daram,  Birkerawi,  Zengit,  Tamaraniye.  All  other  articles 
of  food  are  brought  from  Nyami,  which  forms  the  great 

market-place  of  Tishit  and  the  surrounding  country. 
There  is  another  more  westerly  road,  leading  from  Kasam- 

bara  to  Tishit,  and  reaching  on  the  4th  day  the  well  called 
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"  bir  Fog,"  or,  perhaps,  "  fok,"  meaning  "  the  upper  well ;  " 
on  the  8th,  another  well  or  hasi,  called  A'jwe,"  and  bringing 
the  traveller  to  Tishit  on  the  10th  before  noon. 

A  A. — List  of  Stations  between  Tishit  and  Waldta. 

1  short  march.  A^gerijit,  the  well  where  the  road  from  Ka- 
sambara  joins. 

1  short  march.  Tuwejinit. 

1  long  march.    Bottat  el  abes. 

1  short  march.  A^ratan. 

1  short  march.  'Imod  elan,  hills  or  columns  of  sand,  one  of 
them  called  '  Amad  el  Abiadh.  This  station 
is  very  important,  as  it  is  the  point  where 
the  direct  road  from  Wadan  to  Walata 

joins  this  track.    See  lower  down, 

I-  day.  Bu-mehaye. 
1  day.  Tghelad  Timasora. 

i  day.  Shebbi,  "  maden  sheb  abiadh,"  mines  of  white alum. 

1  long  day.  Ojaf. 
1  day.  Tagoraret. 

\  day.  El  'Ayun  Khanforeten  Aisa. 
1  day.  Wadi  Niti,  with  wells  (hasian)  and  ighelad. 

1  day.  Walata. 

BB, — Route  from  Tishit  to  Bot-hadiye. 

3rd  day.  Tyggebo,  a  ksar,  or  village,  inhabited  by  the 
Teghdaust,  a  very  remarkable  tribe  about  whom  I 

shall  say  more  farther  on,  and  by  the  Tajakant.  The 

village  belongs  to  the  district  called  Erkiz,  perhaps 
identical  with  what  others  call  Taskast,  About  ten 

miles  west  from  Tyggebo  there  is  an  ancient  place 
called  Nyadash,  inhabited  likewise  by  the  Teghdaust. 

4th.  Ergebe,  or  rather  a  resting  place  in  the  hilly  district 

called  by  that  name.    In  another  part  of  this  hilly 
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tract,  on  the  frontier  of  Afolle,  a  party  of  Zuwaye 
have  recently  built  a  ksar,  or  small  town  of  the  name 
of  Makamet. 

5th.  E'nwasar,  a  shallow  well  or  hasi. 
10th.  Bu-botha,  a  well  or  hasi,  evidently  near  a  botha  or 

swampy  depression.  Between  E'nwasar  and  this 
place  there  are  other  watering  places,  but  informant 
has  forgotten  their  names. 

1 1  th.  Jok,  a  well  or  hasi. 

14th.  Limodu,  a  ksar  or  village  inhabited  by  the  Medram- 
berin,  a  tribe  of  the  Kunta. 

16th.  Jigge,  a  valley  with  plenty  of  water  in  the  rainy  sea- 
son. 

17th.  El  Mai,  a  small  island  in  a  lake  of  fresh  water,  and 

not  even  drying  up  during  the  dry  season. 
19th.  Kra  el  asfar,  a  creek  of  the  bahr  Futa  or  Senegal, 

so  called  by  the  Arabs. 
21st.   Bir  el  Ghala,  a  well. 

22nd.  Testaye,  a  well. 

23rd.  Bothadiye  or  el  Bot-ha,  as  Fort  St.  Joseph  seems  to 
be  called  by  the  Arabs. 

CC. — Stations  on  the  route  from  Waddn  to  TisMt, 

5  days.  Bu-Sefiye. 
^  day.   Khat  el  Moina  or  Shwekh. 
1  day.  Lober. 

1  long.  Tin-tet  or  Ghaleb  e'  dal. 
1  day.    Felish  el  milha. 
1  day.  Katib. 
1  day.    El  Badiyat. 

1  day.    El  Jeradiyat. 
1  day.    Ganeb,  a  well  or  hasi,  with  date  palms. 
1  day.    Dikil  ghaleb. 

1  day.  Tishit. 

From  "Wadan  to  the  sebkha  Fjil,  a  salt  basin  at  the 
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foot  of  a  considerable  mountain,  is  ten  days'  journey 
with  laden  camels,  and  seven  with  unladen  ones  going 
at  a  swift  rate. 

1  day.  Tagalift,  on  the  northern  side  of  the  valley. 

J  day.  U'm  el  bedh. 
2  days.  Aushish,  in  the  district  called  Maghter,  consisting 

of  high  sandy  downs. 

^  day.  Bot-ha  el  haye. 
11  day.  El  Argiye,  the  nearest  well  to  the  salt  lake. 

One  day  S.  from  the  sebkha  is  the  high  mount  Tjil. 

DD. —  Stations  on  the  route  hetween  Waddn  and  Waldta, 

2i\  days.  Waran. 
1  short.  Tesserat-u-Lahiat. 

1  long.  Temnakararit. 

li  day.    Ijufa,  all  sandy  downs. 

1^  day.    Akaratm  e'  shot  and  Akaratin  el  had. 
1  day.    El  Mehamer. 

-1-  day.    El  Ksar-rawat. 
1  day.  Engewel. 
1  day.  Agamiyirt. 
1  day.    Imodhelan  ;  here  this  route  joins  the  former  one. 

1  day.  Bu-mehaye. 
1  short.  Begere,  a  dhaye. 

\  day.  Shebbi. 

\  day.  Keddamu. 

\  day.  Warash. 
1  short.  El  Atilt  (El  Ethelet  ?)  seraye  . 

1  short.  Rek  E'rdhedhir. 
1  long.   El  Ogtidh  el  himmal. 
1  day.    Rodh  el  hamra. 

1  day.    El  Felish. 
1  day.    El  Derrumbekat. 

i  day.  Walata. 
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EE. —  Stations  between  Waddn  and  El  Khat^  by  a 
circuitous  route. 

1  short  day.  Tantishirt,  a  hasi,  with  date  trees.    "  Tanti  " 
means  vale. 

1  day.  A'herur. 
4  days.  AVakan.  This  part  of  the  road  passes  through  a 

desert  tract  without  wells,  called  Tayarat  Idaw 
el  Haj. 

1  day.  Sharaniye. 
1  day.  Hasi  el  harka. 
1  day.  Itilen,  a  mound. 

1  day.  El  Khat,  having  passed  the  heat  in  Bu-Sefiye.  El 
Khat,  is  a  rich  valley  which  I  shall  say  more  about 

in  the  general  account  of  El  Hodh,  and  a  very  im- 
portant locality  where  most  of  the  routes  traversing 

this  region  join.  A'wakan,  which  will  be  men- 
tioned in  a  following  itinerary,  is  thus  tolerably  well 

determined. 

FF. — From  Waddn  to  Rashid,  by  way  of  El  Khat* 

1  day.  Roj,  a  well. 
1  day.  Shingit,  an  ancient  town  which  has  become  very 

famous  in  the  whole  of  the  east  on  account  of  its 

having  given  its  name  to  all  the  Arabs  of  the  west. 
The  reason  of  this  is  said  to  be,  that  a  distinguished 

man,  a  native  of  this  place  of  the  name  of '  Abd  e' 
Rahman,  visited  the  court  of  Harun  e'  Rashid.  - 1 
shall  say  more  about  this  place  further  on. 

1  day.  Encamp  beyond  the  A'kela  without  a  well. 
1  day.  Haweshi. 

*  N.B.  This  itinerary  was  not  made  use  of  for  the  map  of 
the  western  part  of  the  desert,  which  I  sent  home  from  Tim- 
buktu. 
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1  day.  Awazgar,  (identical  with  AVakan  ?)  with  a  hasi  at 
the  foot  of  the  kodia,  leaving  the  small  town  of 
A 'tar  eastward. 

1  day.  Takenus  and  el  Khosa. 

1  day.  El  Sharaniye,  a  hasi,  or  well,  belonging  to  the  Welad 

el  Wafi,  and  still  forming  part  of  A'derer  e'  temar. 
1  day.  El  Khat  Smirar,  a  tract  with  many  wells,  but,  as 

it  seems,  on  high  ground,  from  whence  Tejigjn, 
Ksar  el  Barka,  Rashid,  and  even  Tisigi,  may  be 
seen. 

1  day.  Taganet  el  bedha. 
1  day.  Kashid. 

GG. —  From  A  tar  to  Tejigja^  or  RasMd, 

N.B.  —  A'tar  is  two  days  E.  of  Shingit  and  Ojuft,  another 
ksar  or  village  which  is  two  days  S.E.  of  Shingit,  and  one 

day  S.S.W.  of  A'tar.  (These  data  I  had  not  made  use  of  in 
my  map.) 
1  day.  Tozarotin,  with  a  well  or  hasi. 
1  short.  Zeribe,  a  dhaye  or  pond. 

1  day.  A'us,  difficult  march,  high  kodia. 
1  day,    A  locality  a  short  distance  to  the  south  of  Shingit. 

3  days  through  the  A'kela,  without  a  well ;  then  reach 
Kider  Wamu,  a  well  three  days  from  Shingit. 

1  day.    AVakan,  the  above-mentioned  well. 
1  day.    Hasi  il  harka. 

1  day.  Shwekh,  or  Khat  el  Moina,  on  the  south  side  of  the 
Khat. 

1  day.    El  Laye,  a  well. 

\  day.  Tantishight. 
1  short.  Atwel  and  Awen  Tisba. 

1  day.    E'  Nwalik  Warzak. 
\  day.  Either  Tejigja  or  Eashid,  two  villages  in  Taganet, 

the  distance  of  both  these  places  being  the  same. 

Tejigja  is  a  place  of  considerable  renown. 
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HH. — From  Tejigja  to  Jdfena  or  Jdfiinu, 

2  days.  Wedan,  with  a  large  dhaye  or  pond. 
1  short.  Adirg  el  Mejuj. 

1  day.    Dhu  el  Bodiye,  passing  by  Daudad. 

1  day.    E'  Nugga. 
^  day.    Korkol,  a  kodia  or  hill  at  the  frontier  of  Tezizzay, 

between  Aukar  and  El  Kodia. 

■1-  day.  Garrugat. 
1  short.  Agursh  Gasamu. 

1  day.    Gundege  nwamelen  (wan  mellen  ?)  two  mountains 
with  hasian. 

1  day.    Kifa,  a  well  or  hasi. 

1  day.    U^m  el  A^khseb,  a  dhaye  or  tamurt,  surrounded 
by  baobab  trees. 

1  day.    Samba-sandiggi,  a  well,  with  plenty  of  sgillem  (the 
dum-bush)  and  deleb  palms. 

1  day.    Isil,  a  dhaye. 

1  day.    Gar-allah,  a  large  dhaye.    The  district  Asaba  is 
south  from  here. 

1  day.  Erish. 
1  day.  Elgilte  el  Khaddra,  a  large  dhaye  or  pond  full  of 

fish. 

1  day.    Encamp  in  the  open  country. 
1  day.  Jafena  or  Jafunu,  or  rather  Gughi  or  Guri,  the 

capital  of  that  province,  which  is  four  or  five  days 

south  of  Bowar  or  'Akerut,  a  well  in  Mesila. 

II. — Route  from  Kasr  el  Barka.  —  Bu-telimit, 

Kasr  el  Barka  is  one  short  day  south-west  from  Rashid. 
1st  day.  Gebbu,  a  tamurt  or  dhaye,  where  saba  or  dhurra  and 

wheat  is  cultivated  by  the  Welad  Sidi  Haiballa,  who 

usually  encamp  here. 
2nd.  Tisigi,  a  short  well  at  the  foot  of  a  kodia,  from 
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whence  the  passes  crossing  the  range  of  sandhills 
towards  the  south  are  seen. 

3rd.  El  Juwelat  e'  Twama,  two  of  these  passes,  either  of 
which  you  may  choose. 

4th.  U'm  e'  der,  a  hasi  or  well  belonging  to  the  district 

Agan.* 5th.  El  'Ami,  a  hasi  or  well. 

6th.  Titarikt  or  A'sabay,  a  well  about  thirty-five  fathoms 

in  depth,  and  the  most  eastern  of  El  A'biar,"  or 
the  deep  wells,  which  have  given  their  name  to  the 

whole  district  called  "  El  A'biar." 

Besides  the  wells  here  mentioned,  the  most  famous  wells 

of  El  A'biar  "  are  the  following,  all  lying  west  of  Aftot :  — 
A'r-eddeke,  Bu-Telehiye,  Rezelan,  Bir  el  Barka,  Dukhn,  Bu- 
Twerige,  Yare,  Bti-Tumbuski.  Further  to  the  north-west 
from  Aftot,  and  at  the  distance  of  about  two  days  north  from 

Bu-Twerige,  is  a  famous  well  called  Bti-telimit,  but  not  to  be 
confounded  with  the  well  of  the  same  name  mentioned  here- 

after.   In  the  district  of  Aftot  there  are  only  shallow  welle. 

7th.  El  Wastha,  a  deep  well,  dug  in  stony  ground. 
8th.  Twersat,  a  group  of  shallow  wells. 

9th.  A  well,  being  the  property  of  a  man  called  E'  Sheikh 
el  Kadhi,  with  an  encampment  of  the  Ijejebo. 

10th.  Tin-dammer  Abel,  a  well. 

11th.  Bu-telimit,  a  large  well  or  hasi  near  the  camping 
grounds  of  the  Brakena,  much  frequented.  From 

here  Bot-hadiye  is  said  to  be  only  one  day  and  a  half 
distant.  If  that  is  the  case,  the  latter  must  be  iden- 

tical with  some  place  in  the  "  He  de  Morfil." 

KK. — Route  from  Kasr  el  Barka  to  Kahaide. 

2nd  day.  Tesigi,  the  locality  mentioned  above. 

3rd.  Letfatar,  a  large  tamurt  or  pond. 

*  On  my  MS.  map  I  placed  Agan  wrong,  giving  it  an  inter- 
mediate position  between  Aftot  and  Asaba. 

VOL.  V. L  L 
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4th  (long),  Agayar,  a  well  or  hasi. 
5th.  Gimi,  a  hasi,  belonging,  like  the  foregoing  one,  to  the 

district  Aftot. 

6th.  Kereni,  a  hasi. 

7th.  El  Wad,  a  valley  without  water. 

8th.  El  A^rruwa,  a  hasi. 
9th.  Encamp  in  the  wilderness  without  water. 

10th.  Shemmama,  a  name  which  is  given  by  the  Arabs  to 
the  whole  district  along  the  north  side  of  the  Senegal. 
You  arrive  at  the  river  opposite  two  villages  called 

(by  the  Arabs)  Guru  '1  hajar.  It  seems  not  to  be 
identical  with  the  Guri  '1  haire  of  the  Fulbe,  as 
that  is  one  short  day  from  Bakel,  while  our  route 

evidently  follows  a  far  more  westerly  course,  even 
west  of  the  one  which  I  am  about  to  give. 

LL. — Route  from  Kahaide  to  the  frontier  of  Tagdnet,  direction 

N.N.E.,  according  to  Haj  I'hrahim  from  Kahaide. 

1st  day.  E'njekudi,  or  Tisilit  Taleb  Mahmud,  a  well  with 
an  encampment  of  Arabs,  called  collectively  by  my 

informant,  Shenagit,  and  Limtuna. 
2nd.  Monge,  a  village  of  the  Limtuna,  consisting  of  tents 

made  of  camels'  hair. 
3rd.  Moyet,  another  village  of  the  Limtuna,  or  rather  two 

sections  of  this  once  powerful  but  now  degraded 
Berber  tribe,  the  Dagebambera  (this  is  probably  not 

their  proper  name),  and  the  Welad  e'  Shefaga. 
4tli.  Basengiddi,  a  village  inhabited  by  the  Limtuna,  the 

Twaber  (a  section  of  the  former).  El  Hejaj,  the  Re- 

hala.  El  Heba,  and  the  Welad  'Abd- Allah.  The 
country  rather  hilly. 

5th.  Wanja,  or  Jenur,  as  you  choose,  both  of  them  being 
settlements  of  Arabs  and  close  to  each  other.  Here 

live  the  Tagat,  the  Idaw  el  Hassan,  the  Welad 

Biyeri,  and  the  Jejeba ;  the  food  of  these  people 
consisting  of  sour  milk,  dhurra,  and  fruits.  From 
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this  spot  you  obtain  a  view  of  the  mountains  of 
Taganet  and  Asaba. 

6th.  Marde,  a  well  with  an  encampment  of  the  same  tribes 

as  Wanja.  The  country  is  hilly  and  rich  in  herbage, 
the  mountains  or  vales  being  adorned  with  plenty  of 
trees. 

7th.  Teri,  a  pool  of  stagnant  water  in  the  rainy  season, 
while  during  the  dry  season  only  a  well  is  to  be 
found  here.    The  country  rather  hilly. 

8  th.  A'sheram,  a  settlement  of  different  tribes.    The  moun- 
tains of  Taganet  seem  to  be  quite  near. 

9th.  Tisilit  Akerarer,  a  wadi  in  a  mountainous  tract  with 

scattered  groups  of  tents  inhabited  by  Arabs. 
10th.  Dwenki,  a  mountain  with  a  pool  of  stagnant  water  at 

its  foot,  but  only  in  the  rainy  season ;  during  the 

dry  season  only  a  well  is  found. 
11th.  Yogbashi,  a  mountain  with  temporary  inhabitants. 

Few  trees. 

12th.  Nufni,  a  mountain  pass,  "  the  entrance  or  gate  of 

Taganet,"  the  mountains  being  very  high. 
From  Nufni  to  Kasr  el  Barka  is  a  march  of  two  days. 

MM. — Route  from  Bakel  to  the  frontier  of  Taganet  hy  way 

of  Asaba. 

1st  day.  Samba-rainji,  a  considerable  place  inb.abited  by 
Aswanek,  and  situated  in  a  level  tract  enclosed  be- 

tween the  foot  of  the  mountains  and  the  river. 

2nd.  Hasi  Weled  'All  Baba,  a  well  lying  in  the  vale  or  de- 
pression enclosed  between  the  two  mountain  ranges, 

along  which  your  road  winds.  Komando,  a  consi- 
derable Aswanek  village  lies  on  a  more  easterly  road. 

3rd.  Hasi  Shagar,  another  well  with  a  camp  of  Arabs  in 

the  dry  season. 

4th.  Tektake,  as  the  place  is  called  by  the  Arabs,  or  Bu- 
tumke,  as  it  is  called  by  the  Aswanek  and  Fullan  or 

Fulbe,  the  population  consisting  chiefly  of  Aswanek. 
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The  village  lies  in  the  midst  of  the  mountains  ;  the 

houses  are  built  of  clay,  and  a  few  gardens  are  cul- 
tivated in  the  neighbourhood,  for  although  there  is 

no  running  stream,  water  is  said  to  be  found  at  the 

depth  of  only  one  foot  under  ground,  and  the  moun- 

tains or  gide,"  as  they  are  called  in  Aswanek,  are 
full  of  trees.  The  country  nominally  under  the 
dominion  of  Ftita. 

5th.  Jibali,  or,  as  the  name  is  pronounced  by  the  Arabs, 

Jubelli,  a  village  situated  in  the  midst  of  the  moun- 
tains, at  times  inhabited,  at  others  deserted.  On 

pursuing  your  road  you  cross  a  mountain  ridge,  and 
then  wind  along  a  valley.  The  mountains  contain 

excellent  rock  for  grindstones  shaped  in  quadran- 
gular forms,  and  like  the  stone  found  in  the  moun- 

tains near  Mekka. 

6th.  Bunga,  an  Aswanek  village  surrounded  by  steep  rocks ; 
some  gardens  are  cultivated. 

7  th.  Moila,  an  Aswdnek  village.    The  road  keeps  always 
in  the  mountainous  tract. 

8  th.  Sam  ma,  an  Aswanek  village. 

9 til.  Tattoputti,  formerly  a  village,  but  at  present  deserted. 
10th.  Wakure,  as  it  is  called  by  the  Fullan,  or  Wolo  by  the 

natives,  a  large  place  situated  in  a  deep  valley  or 
irregular  vale,  the  rivulet  Gallula  flowing  at  no 
great  distance  towards  the  W.  from  the  place. 

11th.  Babbu,  a  village  in  a  mountainous  tract. 
12th.  Kachukorone,  another  village. 
13th.  GelleiL 

14th.  Garaf  Bafal,  situated  in  the  midst  of  the  mountains, 

and  being  the  temporary  abode  of  different  wander- 
ing tribes. 

15th.  Fumo-bache,  another  settlement  of  that  kind. 

16th.  Fumo-lawel,  the  same. 

17th.  Nebek,  a  place  of  the  same  nature;  mountainous  tract 
continues. 
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18th.  A'vvenet  A^r,  the  beginning  of  Taganet,  the  south- 
eastern corner  of  which  is  here  hemmed  in  by  the 

mountains  of  Asaba. 

Asaba,  according  to  this  informant,  is  a  broad  moun- 
tain range,  diverging  as  a  northern  branch  from  the 

main  range,  the  general  direction  of  which  is  to- 
wards Bundu,  from  which  country  it  is  separated 

by  the  river.  The  Fulbe  call  this  mountainous  tract 

"  Hairi-n-gar,"  and  the  Aswanek  call  it  Gide. 

NN. — Route  from  Hamda-Alldhi,  the  present  capital  of  Md- 
sina,  to  Meshila,  and  thence  to  Kahaide,  according  to  Hdj 

I'hrahim;  route  rather  winding^  and  to  be  controlled  by  other 
routes  which  I  have  already  given, 

1st  day.  Kunna  (see  above),  a  small  town,  but  an  important 
market  place,  situated  originally  on  the  western 
bank  of  the  mayo  balleo,  on  an  island  in  the  Dhiuliba, 

enclosed  by  the  mayo  balleo,  "  the  blue  river,"  and  the 

mayo  dhanneo,  or  "  the  white  river,"  but  at  present 
built  on  the  eastern  shore  of  the  mayo  balleo.  What 

is  very  remarkable,  it  is  said  to  be  inhabited  by 

Songhay.    A  short  march  of  three  hours. 
2nd.  Nukuma,  a  place  or  district  situated  on  the  island  or 

rude,"  enclosed  by  the  two  branches  of  the  river. 
Here  in  the  beginning  of  his  career  resided  Mo- 

hammed Lebbo.    There  seem  to  be  several  hamlets, 
one  of  which  is  called  Sebbera. 

3rd.  Tummay,  still  on  the  island  or  rude. 

4th.  Sare-dina,  a  large  place,  and  evidently  one  of  the  first 
towns  converted  to  Islam  in  these  regions,  situated 

on  the  western  bank  of  the  mayo  dhanneo,  which 

you  cross  here,  at  half  a  day's  distance  E.N.E.  of  the 
ancient  town  Zagha  or  Jaka.   Inhabitants  Songhay. 

5th.  Togoro,  a  group  of  villages  or  hamlets,  inhabited  by 
the  FuUan  conquerors.    In  Togoro  the  road  divides, 

L  L  3 
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one  branch  leading  N.E.  in  two  short  days  to  Te- 
nengu,  the  original  capital  of  Masina,  passing  by 

Tumura,  a  large  district  inhabited  by  Fulbe.* 
6th.  Somogiri,  a  considerable  place  inhabited  by  Bambara 

of  the  country. 

7th.  Diggisere,  an  important  Bambara  town,  at  some  miles 
distance  S.W.  from  Tenengu,  the  road  leading  to 

which  place,  and  from  thence  to  Ya-salame,  whither  a 
person  may  also  proceed  from  Diggisere  (see  above), 
informant  has  left  on  his  right.  Country  open, 
adorned  with  zizyphus. 

8th.  Fetokole,  a  small  place.  The  country  rich  in  trees, 

the  principal  produce  consisting  in  rice  and  cotton. 
9th.  Kare,  a  Bambara  town,  governed  by  an  officer  of  the 

name  of  Bugoni.  The  country  hereabouts  rich  in 
cattle  and  camels,  but  the  wells  are  said  to  have  an 

enormous  depth,  according  to  informant  not  less  than 

sixty  fathoms.  Cotton  strips  are  the  standard  cur- 
rency of  the  market. 

14th.  Sokolo,  a  town  inhabited  by  Bambara  people,  but  be- 
longing to  Masina.  Between  the  two  stations  you 

traverse  for  five  days  an  open  country  inhabited  by 

Arab  tribes,  as  theWelad  Said,  the  Welad ' Alush  and 
the  Gelagema,and  rich  in  elephants,  giraffes,  and  buf- 

faloes, abundance  of  water  being  found  in  stagnant 
pools.  On  the  second  day  of  this  march  you  leave 
the  town  of  Kala  on  your  left. 

19th.  Alaso  or  Alassa,  a  place  belonging  to  Baghena,  and 

inhabited  by  the  Welad  'Omran.  The  country 
which  you  traverse  is  thickly  covered  with  trees,  and 
is  the  abode  of  the  Nimadi,  a  wild  set  of  people,  who 

are  stated  by  my  informant  to  possess  nothing  but 

*  An  interesting  account  of  this  district  is  given  in  Hodgson's 
Notes  on  North  Africa,"  p.  70,  from  the  information  of  a  slave 

in  the  United  States. 
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dogs,  with  which  they  hunt  the  large  antelope  called 

"bakr  el  wahesh"  by  the  Arabs.    (The  name  "  Ni- 

madi/'  is  probably  not  the  real  name  of  these  people.) 
You  sleep  four  nights  in  the  open  country. 

22nd.  Kabude,  a  well  with  temporary  settlers.    Pass  two 

nights  in  the  open  country  without  a  dwelling. 

26th.  Mu-saweli,  a  considerable  place  of  Baghena.  You  pass 
on  your  march  several  other  places,  the  names  of 
Avhich  inforinant  does  not  remember. 

27th.  Duguni,  a  middle-sized  town. 
28th.  Debampa,  a  large  town  of  Baghena.  All  the  houses 

are  built  of  clay. 

29th.  Torongu,  another  place  of  importance. 
30th.  Tindi,  a  small  town  about  seven  days  N.W.  from 

Koli,  another  town  of  Bao;hena.  Tiiidi  is  inhabited 

by  Aswanek  or  Svvaninki. 

31st.  Khat  e'  dem,  a  temporary  dwelling-place  of  Arabs 
belonging  to  the  tribes  of  the  Welad  Mohammed, 

the  Funti,  and  the  Henun,  with  the  Sheikh  Mo- 
hammed Fadhel,  son  of  the  protector  Mukhtar. 

All  the  dwellings  consist  of  tents  of  camels'  hair. 
Khat  e'  dem  forms  the  beginning  of  the  district 
called  Ei  Hodh. 

33rd.  Tokko,  a  large  pool  of  stagnant  water,  round  which 
there  is  an  encampment  of  Arabs. 

35th.  Deris,  a  dwelling-place  of  the  "  White  Arabs,"  as  my 
informant  calls  them.  Many  tribes  are  wandering 

hereabouts ;  but  almost  all  the  towns  are  at  present 
in  the  hands  of  the  Fulbe  or  Fullan.  Nama,  the 

small  town  mentioned  above  as  having  been  built  by 
the  Shurfa,  is  three  days  E.  a  little  JST.  from  Deris, 

37th.  Nwal,  a  well  with  an  encampment  of  Arabs. 
42nd.  Tadirt,  a  well  with  tents  of  the  same. 
47th.  Libe,  a  well  of  the  same  character. 

50th.  Mesila,  a  spring  of  running  water  at  the  foot  of  the 
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Kodia  which  surrounds  El  Hodh.  The  water  of 
Mesila  is  said  to  run  towards  the  south. 

N.  B.  It  must  be  borne  in  mind  in  laying  down  this 

route  that  my  informant,  a  Pullo,  wished  to  avoid  the 
seats  of  the  Welad  Mebarek,  and  therefore  followed 

in  his  generally  northerly  direction  a  very  round- 
about way. 

56th.  AfuUe,  or  rather  an  open  Arab  village  in  the  district 

so  named,  the  mountainous  country  having  been  en- 
tered on  the  fifty-second  day.  AfuUe  borders  on 

Kaarta,  and  its  eastern  part  is  inhabited  by  Bam- 
bara,  but  the  northern  portion  is  inhabited  by  the 

following  Arab  tribes  :  the  Fata,  the  Welad  e'  Nasr, 
the  Elkwezi,  or  Lighwezi,  the  Askir,  the  Welad  Bode, 

and  by  two  tribes  of  Zuwaye  or  Merabetm,  viz.  the 
Tenwaijio  and  the  Laghelel.  Some  of  the  divisions 
of  these  tribes  are  settled  in  the  mountains,  while 

others  live  in  the  plain  called  El  Khenashish,  rich  in 

pasture-grounds,  between  which  and  the  mountains 
there  is  a  small  town  called  Tugguba. 

59th.  Tinirgi,  a  well  with  Arab  settlers.  Country  moun- 
tainous. 

62nd.  U'mmat  el  adham,  a  well.  The  last  three  days  no  water 
is  found  along  the  road,  while  in  general,  even  in  the 

tract  intervening  between  two  stations  marked  by 

my  informant,  watering-places  are  occasionally  met 
with. 

67th.  Kawal,  a  lively  spring  of  water.  Country  mountainous. 

73rd.  Tugguba,  an  open  village  inhabited  by  Arabs.  Many 

springs  in  the  mountains. 
76  th.  Way  a,  another  Arab  village. 

78th.  Meshila,  called  by  my  informant  "ras  el  Ftita,"  as  the 
beginning  of  Futa  (at  least  in  former  times). 

I  now  give  the  route  from  Meshila  to  Kahaide  :  — 
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1st  day.  Samoga,  a  mountain  belonging  to  the  mountainous 
district  Asaba. 

2nd.  Wakore,  a  village  inhabited  by  Aswanek,  but  subjected 
to  Futa  as  well  as  to  the  Zenagha  Arabs,  to  whom 

they  pay  tribute. 
3rd.  Galula,  a  village  inhabited  by  Aswanek,  and  dependent 

upon  Wakore.  It  is  situated  at  the  foot  of  a 
mountain,  from  the  top  of  which  a  brook  of  living 
water  rushes  down.  This  watercourse  is  called 

Galula  like  the  village,  and  is  said  to  be  full  of  fish. 
4th.  De  il  Kurban,  an  Arab  settlement  on  a  wadi,  with 

running  water  during  the  rainy  season,  which  is  said 

to  flow  into  the  Senegal.  Country  not  under  culti- 
vation. 

5th.  Jumlaniye,  another  dwelling-place  of  the  Zenagha  on 
the  same  wadi. 

^  6th.  Wau   Samberlam,  a  high  mountain  ridge  extending 
towards  Bundu. 

7th.  Gilte,  another  locality  in  the  same  ridge.    The  country 

not  under  cultivation,  and  only  temporarily  inhabited 
after  the  rains. 

8th.  Tashot,  a  wadi  with  water  in  the  rainy  season.  No 
cultivation. 

9th.  Bu- Am.ud,  an  open  tract  of  country,  the  pasture- 
grounds  for  the  cattle  of  the  Fullan. 

10th.  Tara-mul,  a  locality  on  the  same  wadi.  The  country 
full  of  the  large  species  of  antelopes,  giraffes,  ele- 

phants, and  buffaloes,  and  richly  clad  with  large 
trees. 

11th.  Shilliyul,  the  same  wadi  richly  adorned  with  trees. 

The  country  nearly  level,  only  broken  by  a  few  liills. 
Abundance  of  cattle. 

12th.  Sugurere,  a  Fullan  village.    Country  hilly. 

1 3th.  Bailabubi,  on  the  same  wadi.     The  country  hilly  ; 

nothing  but  pasture-grounds. 
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14th.  Pittangal,  another  settlement  of  Fullan  shepherds. 

15th.  Bogilchele,  a  place  of  the  same  description.  At  this 
point  the  Gurgul  balleo,  or  black  Gurgul,  a  small 
water  course  coming  from  the  N.  E.  in  the  direction 

of  Gallula,  joins  the  Gurgul  dhanneo,  running 

from  Akerere  in  Taganet^  the  two  forming  hence- 
forward a  considerable  watercourse,  at  least  during 

the  rainy  season.  According  to  this  informant, 
the  small  craft  from  Kahaide  can  navigate  this  creek, 
but  of  such  a  communication  the  French  accounts 

of  the  Senes^al  ffive  no  indication. 

16th.  Maktachtichi,  or,  as  the  spot  is  called  in  the  Fulfulde 

language,  Lumbirde-chutinkobe,  a  large  pool  of  stag- 
nant water  with  river  horses,  and  surrounded  by  fine 

pasture-grounds.  A  section  of  the  Limttina  are  said 
to  cultivate  this  ground. 

17th.  Rak  Hilhebe,  the  plain  of  Hilhebe  ;  property  of  the 
Brakena. 

18th.  Kerfat,  the  fields  of  Kahaide. 

19th.  Kahaide,  on  the  W.  side  of  a  great  bend  of  the  Sene- 

gaL  On  your  road  you  pass  the  large  village  Jeri- 
lumburi, 

I  will  here  add  a  list  of  the  chief  divisions  of  Ftita, 

including  the  Wolof  country,  such  as  I'brahim 
communicated  them  to  me :  Lore,  Damga,  Ferlo, 

Nange-hore,  the  centre  of  Futa,  Toro,  Walbrek, 

Nder,  U'l,  Niyan,  Bachar,  Kiminta,  Ballindungu 
Salu,  Jolof,  Kayor. 

00.  —  From  MesMla  to  Bakel,     Very  short  marches. 

1st  day.  Samba-sandiggi,  a  wadi  in  the  wilderness  with 
Arab  settlers. 

2nd.  Dawoda,  a  wadi. 

3rd.  Nakhele,  settlement  of  Sidi  Makhmud  of  the  Zenagha. 
4th.  Dundumulli;  few  settlers, 

oth.  Selefel,  village  of  Fulbe. 
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6th.  Tektaket,  all  along  the  valley  Mesila,  or  Meshila,  which 
runs  to  the  Senegal. 

7th.  Yora^  village  or  town  of  Fulbe,  Aswanek,  and  Arabs, 
dwelling  together. 

8th.  Abolli,  a  hamlet  of  Arabs,  Welad  Wesi,  and  Fullan 

Rungabe,  under  the  chiefs  'Omar  Weled  Bu-Sefi. 
Wadi  Mangol.    Few  mountains. 

9th.  Swena,  a  hamlet  of  Fulbe  with  a  few  Arabs, 

loth.  Nahal;  one  day  E.  of  the  town  Butti. 
11th.  Bayajam,  a  small  hamlet  of  Fulbe  Rungabe  and  Hel 

Modin  Alia. 

12th.  Tishi,  small  hamlet. 

13th.  Melge,  large  village  inhabited  by  Fulbe  and  Hel  Modin 
Alia. 

14th.  Village  of  Chermo-Makkam,  who  died  some  time 
before,  when  his  son  Baidal  Chermo  succeeded  him. 

15th.  Dar  Salame,  now  Aswanek,  formerly  Hel  Modin  Alia. 
16th.  Kidibillo,  small  hamlet.  Aswanek. 
17th.  Nenecho.  Aswanek. 

18th.  Waigille,  a  middle-sized  place  of  Aswanek.  Country 
level,  small  hills,  many  trees,  especially  the  kuddi. 
Always  along  the  valley  ̂ langol  or  Mesila. 

19th.  Kabu,  large  place  of  Aswanek,  on  the  point  where  the 
Mesila  joins  the  Senegal. 

20th.  Lani,  considerable  place  of  Aswanek,  on  the  S.  side  of 
the  river  which  you  cross. 

21st.   Kotera,  a  village  of  Aswanek,  close  to  Senegal. 

22nd.  Guchubel  (Gutube  of  the  French),  the  point  where 

the  Faleme  joins  the  Senegal.    On  the  opposite  side 
lies  Yogunturo. 

23rd.  Arundu,  a  village  of  Aswanek,  having  crossed  the 
Faleme. 

24th.  Yafere,  on  the  Senegal. 
25th.  Golme,  Aswanek  under  Bundu. 

26th.  Guri  '1  haire,  Aswanek. 
27  th.  Bakel. 
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Even  beyond  Bakel,  towards  Kahaide,  the  seats  of  the 
Aswanek,  Cheddo,  or  Wakore  extend  as  far  as  the  isolated 
mountain  Waunde,  which  lies  on  the  N.  E.  shore,  and  that  is 

evidently  the  reason  of  this  tract  on  the  N.  bank  of  the 

Senegal  being  called  Gangara,  or  Wangara,  the  country  of 
the  Wakore. 

KB.  The  routes  from  Wadan  and  I'jil  to  Sakiet  el 
Hamrah,  of  which  I  have  collected  an  itinerary,  I 
refrain  from  communicating,  as  they  have  been  in 

some  measure  superseded  by  Panet's  route.  (Revue 
Coloniale,  1851.) 
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APPENDIX  11. 

LIST  OF  THE  ARAB  OR  MOORISH  TRIBES  SCATTERED 

OVER  THE  WESTERN  PART  OF  THE  DESERT,  ACCORD- 
mO  TO  THE  DISTRICTS  OR  NATURAL  DIVISIONS  OF 
THE  DESERT  IN  WHICH  THEY  ARE  SETTLED. 

The  original  inhabitants  of  these  regions,  at  least  since  the 

middle  of  the  eighth  century  of  our  era^  were  the  Berbers, 

especially  the  Zenagha,  or  Senbaja;  but  these  tribes,  since 
the  end  of  the  fifteenth  century,  it  would  seem,  have  been 

pushed  back,  and  partly  conquered  by  the  Arab  tribes  to  the 
south  of  Morocco  and  Alojeria,  who  either  interminoled  with 

them  or  reduced  them  to  a  degraded  position.  Thus  there  are 

especially  four  classes  of  tribes, — the  free  warlike  tribes,  'Arab, 
or  Harar ;  the  Zuwaye,  or  peaceable  tribes ;  the  Khoddeman, 

or  Lahme,  identical  in  the  south-western  quarter  with  the 
name  Zenagha,  the  degraded  tribes ;  and  the  Harratin,  or  the 
mixed  stock.  The  characteristic  feature  of  these  Moorish 

tribes  is  the  gufFa,  or  full  tuft  of  hair  ;  that  of  the  Zenagha 

the  peculiar  fashion  of  wearing  the  hair  called  gataya,  as 
they  cut  the  hair  on  both  sides  of  the  head,  and  leave  nothing 

but  a  crest  on  the  crown,  from  whence  a  single  tress  hangs 
down  sometimes  to  their  very  feet,  or  they  tie  the  ends  round 
their  waist. 

The  supposed  ancestor  of  the  Moorish  tribes  is  Ode  ben 

Hassan  ben  A'kil,  of  the  tribe  of  the  Katafan,  who  is  sup- 
posed to  have  come  from  Egypt. 

I.  ARAB  TRIBES  IN  bIgHENA. 

The  Welad  Mebarek  (sing.  Mebarki),  divided  into  the 

following  sections: — 
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A'hel  'Om^r  Welad  'All. 

A  hel  Hennum  (e'  Shiukh). 

Fata,  separated  into  the  following  divisions:  — 
Welad  Monun. 

Welad  Dokhanan. 

A'hel  Bu  Sef. 

Funti,  separated  into  the  following  divisions  :  — 
Welad  Hammu  el  kohol. 

A'hel  Hammu  el  biadh. 
A'hel  Mummu. 

A'hel  Sidi  I'brahim. 

W^elad  Zenaghi. 
A'hel  'Omar  Shemati. 

The  followingtribes  are  in  a  state  of  dependence  upon  them, 

or  are,  as  it  is  called,  their  lahme,  or  their  khoddeman  :  — 
Idabuk. 

Tfoleden. 

A'hel  'Abd  el  Wahed. 
El  Harratm  (no  proper  name). 

El  Mehajeriyin,  these  only  partly  degraded. 
Yadas. 

Welad  el  'Alia, 
A'hel  A'hmed  Hennun, 

whose  khoddeman  are  the  following  tribes :  — 
El  Rowasil. 

Welad  Salem. 
Basim. 
I'shalan. 

Welad  Biile,  the  brethren  of  the  Welad  Bille  in  Tishit, 

formerly  Arabs  (that  is  to  say),  free  independent 
Arabs,  but  at  present  khoddeman,  paying,  however, 

only  the  medariye,  and  not  the  kerama. 
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El  'Abedat. 
A'hel  Udeka. 

Next  to  the  large  group  of  the  Welad  Mebarek,  are,  — 

The  Welad  Mazuk,  living  in  the  kstir  together  with  the 

Welad  'Omar. 

Then  the  E'rmetat  and  the  Naj  ;  while  in  a  degraded  state 
are  — 

El  Shebahm,  and 
El  Habasha. 

This  is  the  place  to  mention  a  particular  group  or  confe- 

deration of  warlike  tribes  called  "  El  Imghafera,"  or  Me- 
ghafera,  and  consisting  of  the 

Welad  el  'Alia. 
Fata. 
Abedat. 
Welad  Mazuk. 

A^hel  e'  Zenaghi. 
A^hel  'Omar  Shemati. 

I  «.  ZUWAYE,  OR  MEKlBEXiN,  IN  BAGHENA. 

The  Teghdaust,  a  mixed  tribe,  but  considered  as  Arabs :  — 
The  Edesan. 

Gelagema. 
Idu  Belal  in  Baghena,  as  well  as  in  El  Hodh. 

Tafulalet,  said  to  have  nothing  in  common  with  Tafi- 
lelet. 

Gesima,  living  partly  in  Baghena,  partly  in  El  Hodh,  and 

divided  into  the  following  sections :  — 

Weldd  Taleb. 

Idaw-'Esh. 
WeMd  '  Abd  el  Melek. 
Tenagit. 

 El  Arusiyin,  a  tribe  very  powerful  in  ancient  times,  to 
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whom  belonged  Shenan  el  Arusi,  the  famous  despot  of 
Walata  and  Teztight. 

E'  Nwazir. 

A'hel  Taleb  Mohammed. 

Tenvvaijio,  who  collect  the  gum  and  bring  it  to  the  Euro- 

pean settlements,  separated  into  the  following  divisions :  — 

A'hel  Yintit. 

Ijaj  Burke. 
A'hel  Baba. 

A^hel  I'brahim  e'  Shiukh,  held  in  great  veneration. 

These  four  divisions  live  in  Baghena,  while  the  two  fol- 
lowing are  scattered  over  the  district  called  Ergebe,  where 

the  Tenwaljio  are  very  numerous :  — 

Welad  Delem  ma  intis  (sic). 
Welad  Bu  Mohammed. 

Zemarik,  separated  into  numerous  divisions :  — 
Welad  Musa. 

El  Horsh. 

El  Harebat. 

Jewaule. 
El  Mekhainze. 
Ardel. 

Weldd  Shefu. 

El  A'thamm. 

Welad  'Aleyat. 
A^hel  Dombi. 

,  A'hel '  Abd  ;  these  the  Shiukh. 
A'hel  e'  Sheger. 

WeMd  e'  Dhib. 

E'  Zemarik  (properly  so  called)  very  numerous. 

Between  Baghena  and  Taganet  live  the  Welad  Lighwezi, 
the  relatives,  but  likewise  the  enemies,  of  the  Welad  Mebarek. 
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II. — MOORISH  TRIBES  IN  EL  HODH. 

El  Hodh,  is  a  large  and  extensive  district,  which  has  re- 

ceived this  name,  the  basin,"  from  the  Arabs,  on  account 

of  its  being  surrounded  by  a  range  of  rocky  hills,  el  Kodia," 
at  the  western  foot  of  the  eastern  extremity  of  which  lies 
Walata,  and  near  its  southern  foot  Tishit,  both  of  which 

belong  to  El  Hodh.  The  N.E.  part  of  this  district,  which 

some  centuries  ago  was  densely  covered  with  small  towns  and 

villages,  stretching  from  half  a  day  S.  from  Walata,  to  a  dis- 
tance of  about  three  days,  and  being  enclosed  on  the  W.  and 

E.  by  ellib,"  or  light  sandhills,  is  called  A'rik^  and  is  rich  in 
wells,  among  which  the  following  are  the  best  known :  —  El 

Kedaye,  Unkusa,  Bu-il-gedur,  Nejam,  AVe-tofen,  El  Imbe- 

diyat.  El  Mebduya,  Bu- Ash,  Rajat,  Teshimmamet,  Tekiffi, 
Nwaiyar,  Tanwallit,  and  not  far  from  it,  Arengis  el  telliye, 
and  Arengis  el  gibliye,  Tunbuske,  N.  from  the  large  well 

Nwal,  mentioned  above,  El  Bedda  Ummi  e'  Duggeman,  &c. 
From  A'rik,  S.W.  as  far  as  Mesila,  extends  the  district 

called  Ajaumera,  to  which  belongs  the  famous  well  El  U'g- 
gela,  called  "  surret  el  Hodh,"  on  account  of  its  being  at  an 
equal  distance  —viz.  five  days  —  from  Tishit,  Walata,  Ta- 
ganet,  and  Baghena.  Besides  these,  some  of  the  most  famous 

wells  of  this  district  are  Ajwer,  almost  at  its  northern  extre- 

mity, Fogis,  Bu-Derge,  Bir  el  Hawashar,  Ajosh,  Gunneu,  El 
Beadh,  these  latter  nearErgebe.  The  N.  border  of  El  Hodh, 

stretchino-  alono;  the  base  of  the  kodia  between  Walata  and 
Tishit,  is  called  El  Batn.  There  are  besides  several  districts 
in  El  Hodh  called  Aukar,  a  Berber  name  identical  with 

A'kela,  and  meaning  a  waterless  district,  consisting  of  isolated 
sandhills.  One  Aukar,  perhaps  that  meant  by  El  Bekri 
in  his  description  of  Ghanata,  lies  a  short  distance  west  from 

Walata,  near  Tezught ;  another  district  of  this  name  lies  be- 
tween Tishit  and  Mesila.  to  the  north  of  Ajaumera.  I  now 

proceed  to  enumerate  the  tribes  settled  in  El  Hodh. 

The  A^gelal,  in  several  sections,  viz. :  — 
VOL.  V.  M  M 
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Welad  A'hmecl,  subdivided  into  the  following  divisions 
or  "lefkhat":  — 

A'hel  Tdleb  Jiddu. 
A^hel  Khalifa. 

A^hel  A^hmed  e'  Taleb. 

A^hel  Taleb  Sidi  A^hmed. 

Wed  (sic.)  Yebui. 
rEl  Kobetat. 

Welad  Sidi 
A'hel  Malum. 

A'hel  Ismaail,  the  Soltana. 
L  El  A'mera. 

Welad  Musa,  subdivided  as  follows  :  — 

Welad  Haj  'Abd  e'  Kahman. 
Welad  Haj  el  Arnm. 
Welad  Musa,  properly  so  called. 

Welad  Melek,  subdivided :  — 

A'hel  'Abd-Allahi  Weled  Taleb  I^brahim. 

A'hel  Haj  A'hmedu. 
A^hel  Boghadlje. 

The  Welad  Mohammed  of  Walata,  in  several  sections, 

of  whom  a  great  part  originates  from  Tishit,  while 
the  sheikh  family  belongs  originally  to  the  Bidukel. 

Their  present  chief  is  'All  Weled  Nawari  el  Kuntawi, 
whose  mother  is  the  daughter  of  the  sheikh  of  the 

Legas. 

A^hel  Tiki. 

WeMd  Legsis  e'  Shitakh. 
Lemwalish. 

WeMd  e'  dhib. 
Targalet. 
Deragela,  belonging  originally  to  the  Brakena. 
Welad  el  Mojtir. 
Welad  el  horma. 
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Sekakena. 

A'hel  e'  Taleb  Mustuf,  a  family  of  tolba." 
I/de  Musa. 
Welad  Aili. 

Welad  Alti. 
AYelad  Sekie. 
Lukarat. 

The  Welad  e'  Naslr,  very  powerful^  and  divided  into 
the  following  sections:  — 

Welad  'Abd  el  Kenm  Weled  Mohammed  el  Matuk, 
with  Bakr  Weled  Senebe  as  their  chief. 

Welad  Masaud  Weled  Matuk,  subdivided ;  — 

El  A^yasat. 
El  rkemamera. 
Berarsha. 

Gheraber. 

A'hel  Musa,  the  Shiukh,  with  the  powerful  chief 
'Othman  el  Habib. 

WeMd  Yahia  Weled  M'atuk. 
Welad  Mohammed  Weled  Matuk. 

The  Jafera,  the    jim"  pronounced  like  the  French  j  in 

jour. 
The  ' Ataris,  here  and  in  Baghena. 
The  Fjuman,  divided  into  several  sections,  of  which  I 

only  learnt  the  names  of  three  :  — 

I'juman  el  'Arab. 
I'juman  e*  tolbu. 
A'hel  Mohammed. 

The  Mesheduf,  not  independent,  and,  as  it  seems,  of 

almost  pure  Berber  origin,  and  a  section  of  the  Lim- 
tuna,  being,  most  probably,  identical  with  the  Masufa,  a 

Berber  tribe  so  often  mentioned  by  the  Arab  writers, 

such  as  El  Bekri,  E'bn  Batuta,  &c.,  as  settled  between 
Sijilmesa  and  Timbuktu.  They  are  divided  into  se- 

veral sections :  — 

M  M  2 
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Lahmennad. 

Welad  Mabam. 

Ujenabje,  and  others,  as  the  Welad  Yoaza. 

The  Laghallal,  a  considerable  tribe,  divided  into  five 
khomais. 

III. — MOORISH  TRIBES  IN  TAGANET. 

Taganet  is  a  large  and  well-favoured  district,  bordering 
towards  the  E.  and  S.E.  on  El  Hodh,  or  rather  the  k6dia 

encircling  and  forming  El  Hodh;  towards  the  S.W.,  where 
there  is  a  considerable  group  of  mountains  bordering  on  Aftot, 
by  which  it  is  separated  from  Futa,  and  towards  the  W.,  or 

W.N.W.,  separated  from  A'derar  by  ranges  of  hills  running 
parallel  to  each  other,  called  "  e'  dheloa,"  or  the  ribs." 
Taganet  —  evidently  a  Berber  name,  contrasting  as  a  cor- 

relative with  the  name  A'gan  —  is  divided  by  nature  into  two 
distinct  regions,  viz.  Taganet  el  kahela,  or  Black  Taganet, 

comprehending  the  southern  part  of  it,  and  consisting  of  fer- 

tile valleys,  full  of  palm-trees,  nebek,  &c.,  excellent  for  the 
breeding  of  cattle  and  sheep,  but  infested  by  numbers  of 

lions  and  elephants,  while  it  is  fit  for  the  camel  only  in 

the  dry  season  ;  and  Taganet  el  bedha.  White  Taganet, 

called  in  Azeriye,  or  the  language  of  Tishit,  "  Ger  e'  kulle," 
consisting  of  white  desert  sand,  with  excellent  food  for  the 

camel,  and  with  plantations  of  palm-trees  in  a  few  favoured 
spots,  which  contain  the  villages,  or  ksur. 

Of  these  there  are  three :  — 

Tejigja,  four  days  W.N.W.  from  Tishit,  inhabited  by 

the  Idaw  'All  and  the  Ghalli. 
E-ashid,  one  day  from  Tejigja,  W.N.W.,  in  the  posses- 

sion of  the  Kunta. 

Kasr  el  Barka,  the  most  considerable  of  the  three,  two 

days  W.S.W.  from  Tejigja,  and  three  days  from  the 

mountain-pass  Nufni,  which  gives  access  to  it  by  way 

of  Aftot,  likewit^e  inhabited  by  the  Kunta,  who  are 
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the  travelling  merchants  of  this  part  of  the  desert, 

and  supply  Shinghit,  and  all  those  quarters. 

Besides  these  three  ksur,  there  is,  at  the  distance  of  one 

day  from  Tejigja,  and  three  days  from  Tishit,  another  plan- 
tation of  date-trees,  but  without  a  ksar,  called  El  Gobbu,  or 

El  Kubba,  from  the  sanctuary  of  a  Weli  of  the  name  of 

'Abd- Allah,  and  belonging  to  the  Idaw  *Ali. 
As  for  the  Arab  tribes  not  settled  in  the  kstir,  but  wander- 

ing about  in  Taganet,  there  are  first  to  mention : — 

The  Zenagha,  or  Senhaja,  or  Idaw-'Aish,  a  mixed  Berber 
tribe,  who  form  a  conspicuous  group  in  the  history  of 
this  part  of  Africa,  and  have  been  the  principal  actors 
also  in  the  destruction  of  the  empire  of  the  Ruma  or 

Erma.  They  are  at  present  divided  into  several  sections, 
all  called  after  the  sons  and  grandsons  of  Mohammed 
Shen,  a  fanatic  man,  who  arose  among  this  tribe  a  little 

more  than  a  century  ago,  and  usurped  the  chieftainship. 
His  eldest  son  Mohammed,  who  succeeded  him,  left  at 
his  death  the  office  of  chief  vacant,  when  there  arose  a 

sanguinary  civil  war  between  his  brother  Mukhtar, 
whose  partisans  were  called  Sheratit,  and  his  eldest  son, 

Swed  A^hmed,  and  his  party,  who  were  called  Abakak, 
from  the  red  fruits  of  the  talha,  on  which  they  were 

obliged  to  subsist.  The  latter  having  at  length  gained 
the  upper  hand,  killed  all  his  uncles,  and  was  succeeded 

after  his  death  by  his  son  Bakr,  who  is  ruling  at  the 

present  time.  The  chief  of  the  Sheratit  is  E'  Rasul 
Weled  'All  Weled  Mohammed  Shen. 

Hel  'Omar  Weled  Mohammed  Shen,  the  Soltana  kabila 
of  the  Zenagha,  subdivided  as  follows ;  — 

Hel  'AH  Baba  Weled  'Omar. 
Bu-Bakr  Weled  'Omar. 

Rasul  Weled  'Omar. 

Hel  'All  Weled  Mohammed  Shen. 
M  M  3 
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A^hel  Swed ;  this  is  the  strongest  of  the  divisions 
of  the  Zenaghn. 

A'hel  Resul  Weled  Alimbugga. 
Hel  Bakr  Weled  Mohammed  Shen. 

A'hel  Resul  Weled  Mohammed  Shen. 

Besides  these,  there  are  also  the  sons  of  Mohammed  e'  Sghir, 
"viz. :  — 

Mohammed,  'All, 
Mukhtar,  Sidi  el  Amin, 

Bu-Sef,  Hennun, 

who  have  given  their  names  to  various  sections  of  the  great 
tribe  of  the  Zenagha.  In  consequence  of  their  intestine  feuds, 

however,  this  tribe  has  sunk  from  the  first  rank  which  they 

occupied  amongst  all  the  Arab  tribes ;  for,  though  decidedly 
of  Berber  origin,  they  are  yet  considered  as  Arabs,  owing  to 
the  tongue  which  they  now  speak. 

The  Kunta,  part  of  this  widely  scattered  tribe,  distinguished 

by  their  learning  and  their  sanctity,  and  divided,  as  far  as 

they  live  in  Taganet,  into  the  following  sections :  — 

Welad  Bu-Sef,  the  most  warlike  tribe  of  the  Kunta. 
Welad  Sidi  Bu-Bakr. 

Welad    Sidi  Haiballa   (properly  Habib-Allahi),  subdi- 

vided :  — 
El  Nogiidh. 
Welad  el  Bah. 

E'rkabat,  these  latter  being  probably  the  tribe 

found,  according  to  Scott's  statement,  not  far 
from  the  N.W.  shores  of  Lake  Debu,  and  who 

cannot  be  the  E'rgebat,  as  Mr.  Cooley  suspects, 
who  never  leave  their  homes  in  El  Gada.  Else 
Scott  never  saw  that  lake. 

Welad  Sidi  Wafi,  subdivided  as  follows :  — 

Welad  Sidi  Bu-Bakr  el  kahel. 

Welad  Sidi  Bu-Bakr  el  bedh. 
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IV.--MOORISH  TRIBES  IN  a'dERER. 

A'derer  is  a  rather  elevated  district,  composed  of  sandhills 
grouped  round  a  considerable  range  of  hills,  as  its  name, 

meaning  the  mountain  range,  indicates,  which  is  the  same 

as  that  of  the  district  lying  between  A^zawad  and  A^ir, 

being"  distinguished  from  it  only  by  a  slight  difference  in  the 
pronunciation.  It  is  encircled  towards  the  north  by  the  awful 

zone  of  immense  sandhills,  called  "  Maghter,"  and  towards 
the  south  by  another  similar,  but  less  sterile  girdle,  called 

"  Waran,"  both  these  districts  joining  towards  the  east  of 
A^derer,  at  a  point  called  El  Gedam,"  at  the  distance  of 
six  days  from  Wadan,  in  going  from  east  to  west:  —  Met- 
weshtiye,  first  day ;  Maderas  hasi,  second ;  Amasit,  third  ; 

Zwiri  wen  Zwemra,  fourth ;  Wadan,  sixth  day,  having  passed 

a  good  many  wells.  Between  A'derer  and  El  Hodh,  and 
separated  from  that  district  of  El  Hodh  which  is  called  El 

Batn,  by  a  range  of  hills  to  the  north  of  Taganet,  there  is  a 

very  extensive  valley,  or  valley- plain,  called  Khat  e'  dem, 
running,  as  it  seems,  about  east  and  west,  along  the  northern 
foot  of  the  ridge  of  A^lerer,  at  the  south  foot  of  which  lies 

El  Hodh,  with  abundance  of  wells,  and  even  a  couple  of 

ksur,  or  perpetually  inhabited  villages.  The  following  is  a 
list  of  a  few  of  these  localities  :  — 

Mochenge,  shallow  well,  with  a  ksar  belonging  to  the 

Gesima.  Belle,  well,  and  ksar  inhabited  by  Bambara  (As- 
wanek?).  These  on  the  south  side  of  the  Khat,  where  there 
are  a  great  number  of  shallow  but  full  wells,  of  which  the 

group  called  Khat  el  Moina  is  one  of  the  most  considerable. 

In  the  middle  course  of  the  Khat  there  is  O^fani,  a  large 
dhaye,  or  tank;  Fetele,  Kebi,  Zorugo,  all  tanks;  but  the 

largest  of  these  tanks  is  U'm  el  Medek,  which  lies  on  the 
road  from  the  celebrated  Bir  Nwal  to  Wadan,  then  Twesh- 

tair  and  El  Bahera,  also  large  tanks ;  on  the  west  side  of  the 
Khat  there  is  the  large  well  Tishti.  The  breadth  of  this 

celebrated  valley,  with  whose  excellency  the  wandering  Arab 
M   M  4 
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is  as  much  enchanted  as  a  European  is  with  the  most  roman- 

tic s})ots  of  Switzerland  and  Italy,  is  indicated  by  the  dis- 
tance of  three  days  between  the  well  Talemist  and  the 

famous  well  Bu-Sefiye,  on  the  road  from  Tishit  to  Wadan. 
AMerer,  according  to  the  different  nature  of  its  various 

parts,  is  divided  into  A'derer  e'  temar,"  and  "  Aderer  suttuf." 

In  A'derer  Proper  there  are  four  ksur,  or  towns,  the'  most 
considerable  of  which,  and  the  only  one  known  in  Europe,  is 
Wadan,  a  town  smaller  than  Tishit,  but  at  least,  till  recently, 

when  it  has  likewise  suffered  from  intestine  broils,  better  in- 
habited than  the  latter,  and  was  evidently  so,  even  in  the 

first  half  of  the  sixteenth  century,  when  the  Portuguese  esta- 
blished here  a  factory  for  a  couple  of  years.  Wadan,  as  well 

as  Tishit,  was  originally  a  place  of  the  Azer,  and  the  Azeriye 
is  still  the  language  of  its  indigenous  inhabitants.  It  has 

besides,  a  considerable  Arab  population  belonging  to  the  fol- 

lowing tribes :  — 
El  Arzazir. 

Idaw  el  Haj,  probably  the  founders  of  the  empire  of 
Ghanata,  a  tribe  of  great  importance  in  the  history  of 

African  civilization,  and  divided  into  the  following  sec- 

tions, as  far  as  they  live  in  A'derer: — 

A'hel  Sidi  Makhmud,  the  Soltana  tribe,  to  whom  be- 

longs the  chief  of  Wadan,  'Abd  Allah  W.  Sidi Makhmiid. 

Ide  Yakob. 

Siyam. 
A'hel  el  Imam. 

While  two  other  sections  of  them  live  in  Ergebe,  viz. :  — 
El  metad. 

El  Ido-Gejl 

As  for  the  Ray  an  in  Wadan,  they  are  the  khoddeman  of 
the  Idaw  el  Haj. 

The  Medramberm,  one  of  the  tribes  of  the  Kunta. 

Wadan  has  a  pretty  plantation  of  date-trees  of  different 
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sorts,  of  better  quality  than  those  of  Tishit,  and  the  names  of 

which  are  as  follow :  —  Sekani,  Tennasidi,  El  Hommor,  Tigi- 
birt,  Oweterdel,  Bezal  el  Bagra. 

The  town,  composed  of  houses  built  of  stone  and  mud,  lies 
on  the  east  side  of  the  valley,  on  stony  and  elevated  ground, 
Its  population  does  certainly  not  exceed  5000,  who  supply 
themselves  with  necessaries  from  Tishit,  as  they  do  not  seem 

to  frequent  in  person  the  market  of  Nyamina,  or  other  places. 
ShingMt,  a  small  place  built  of  stone,  the  same  size  as  the 

town  of  Dal  in  Baghena,  two  days  S.W.  from  Wadan*, 
which  has  obtained  a  great  name  in  the  East,  all  the  Arabs 

of  the  western  desert  being  called  after  it.  Shingliit,  situated 
in  the  midst  of  small  sandhills,  where  a  little  salt  is  found,  has 

a  handsome  plantation  of  date-trees,  where  the  tiggedirt  and 

the  sukkan  are  produced.  It  seems  to  have  no  Negro  po- 
pulation, all  the  inhabitants  being  Arabs  belonging  to  the  fol- 

lowing tribes :  — 

Welad  Jahe  ben  'Othman,  divided  into  the  following  sec- 
tions :  — 

Welad  'Othman,  to  whom  belongs  the  despotic  chief 
of  the  town  called  A'hmed  ben  Sidi  A^hmed  ben 
'Othman. 

El  AVesiat,  who  speak  the  dialect  of  the  Zenagha,  and 
have  a  chief  of  their  own. 

E'  Kedan. 

Welad  Bu  Lahie, 

Welad  E'gshar. 
Idaw  'All. 

A'tar,  a  well  inhabited  little  town  or  ksar,  said  by  some  to 
be  larger  than  Shinghit,  situated  two  days  nearly  E.  from  the 

*  The  position  of  these  places,  as  laid  down  in  my  original  map, 
had  to  be  changed  a  little  from  my  own  data  given  in  the  itine- 

raries, and  from  the  data  of  M.  Panel's  route  to  Shinghit,  pubhshed 

in  the  "  Revue 'Coloniale,"  1851. 
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latter  place,  the  track  descending  along  the  district  called 

El  O's,  where  date  trees  and  water  are  met  with  in  several 

spots.  A^tar  lies  at  the  foot  of  a  kodia,  where  the  water 
collects,  feeding  a  small  plantation  of  date  trees.  No  negroes. 

Ojvft,  a  ksar  not  so  well  inhabited  as  the  two  foregoing 

ones,  two  days  S.  E.  from  Shinghit,  and  one  from  A^tar 
S.S.W.,  likewise  with  a  palm  grove.  Its  principal  inha- 

bitants are  E'  Smesid  or  Smasida,  Zwaye.  Tlie  inhabitants 
of  Ojuft,  with  the  exception  of  the  Smasida,  do  not  travel, 

but  receive  every  thing  by  way  of  Kasr  el  Barka,  where  the 

people  carry  on  some  trade. 
Besides  the  Anib  tribes  mentioned  as  living  partially  in 

the  ksur,  there  are  still  the  following  tribes  to  be  mentioned 

as  having  their  encampments  principally  or  exclusively  in 
AMerer. 

The  Tajakant  are  regarded  as  belonging  to  the  Himyaritic 
stock,  and  wear  the  gubba ;  they  are  a  large  tribe,  and  are 

of  great  importance  in  the  whole  commerce  between  the  W. 

part  of  Morocco,  or  *^  E'  Sahel,"  and  Timbuktu,  which  is 
entirely  in  their  hands.  At  present,  in  consequence  of  their 

feud  with  the  E^rgebat,  they  are  embroiled  in  a  civil  war 
among  themselves,  while  with  the  Kunta  they  are  at  peace. 

I  mention  them  here  with  regard  to  A'derer,  though,  as  far  as 
they  are  settled  in  this  district,  they  have  been  greatly 
weakened,  and  part  of  them  at  least  seem  to  have  their 

principal  abode  in  Gidi ;  they  wander  also  in  El  Giblah.  With 
Taganet,  with  which  place  their  name  has  been  connected, 
they  have  nothing  whatever  to  do.  Tajakant  is  the  collective 
form,  a  single  individual  being  called  Jakani,  fem.  Jakaniye. 
Their  chief  is  the  Merabet  Mohammed  el  Mukhtar,  an  excel- 

lent man.    They  are  divi  led  into  the  following  sections:  — 

E'  Rumadhm  or  El  Armadhm,  subdivided:  — 
'Ain  el  Kohol. 
Welad  Sidi  el  Haj. 
El  Msaid. 
Weldd  Said. 
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Welad  Musanni  in  two  divisions,  whose  names  I  did  not 
learn. 

El  U^jarat. 
A'hel  e'  sherk. 
Draw  a. 

The  three  latter  tribes  form  at  present  one  faction  of 

the  Tajakant,  the  two  preceding,  together  with  the 
Merabet,  the  other.  Altogether  they  are  certainly 
able  to  bring  into  the  field  2000  muskets,  but  they 
do  not  appear  to  be  strong  in  cavalry. 

The  Sidi  Mohammed,  another  division  of  the  Kunta. 

In  general  the  Kunta  and  theWelad  e'  Nasir  form  one  group 
in  opposition  to  the  Tajakant,  Idavv  el  Haj,  and  the  Zenagha. 

y.  MOOKISH  TRIBES  IN  EL  GIBLAH  AND  IN  SHEMMAMAH. 

The  whole  tract  of  the  desert  between  A'derer  and  the 

sea,  in  a  wide  sense,  is  called  Tiris,  but  in  a  proper  and  re- 
stricted one,  this  name  is  applied  only  to  the  northern  part 

of  it,  the  middle  tract  of  it  being  called  "  Magh-ter,"  and 
the  southern  one  El  Giblah  ;  "  but  care  must  be  taken  not  to 
confound  this  district  with  what  the  Arabs  of  A^zawad  and 

Timbuktu  call  El  Giblah,"  with  which  very  vague  name, 

signifying  in  their  dialect  "  the  west,"  they  indicate  all  that 
part  of  the  desert  W.  of  them  from  Walata  as  far  as  the  sea. 

El  Giblah  is  bordered  towards  the  N.  by  Magh-ter,  towards 

the  E,  by  A^derer,  towards  the  S.E.  by  El  Abiar,  and  to- 
wards the  S.  by  the  Senegal ;  this  more  favoured  southern 

tract,  however,  bearing  the  particular  name  of  Shemmamah, 
is  covered  with  thick  forests  of  the  gum  tree  while  another 

portion  of  it,  consisting  of  ranges  of  sandhills,  is  called  Igidi 

or  E'  Swehel.  El  Giblah,  as  well  as  all  Tiris,  has  no  per- 
manent wells,  being  extremely  dry  and  sterile,  but  in  the 

rainy  season  water  is  found  just  under  the  surface.  A  few 
of  the  most  remarkable  expressions  of  the  idiom  of  the  Arabs 

of  the  Giblah  are: — sengetti,  dukno  ;  ^^J^j^fy^g^  |  kohemmi ; 
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nisha :  basse  ;  aganat :  biistisu  ;  adelagan,  dunguri ;  tarer,  hoy, 
a  kind  of  vegetables  ;  ghursb^  hak ;  sofif,  cleverness ;  asufaf, 
clever ;  llksbasha,  large  calabash  ;  bishena,  saba ;  mutteri,  heni ; 

tasaret,  mat  of  reed ;  tarzay,  pi.  terzlyaten,  aweba ;  smangeli, 
I  have  forgotten,  it  has  escaped  me  ;  selli,  let  this  talk. 

The  Brakena,  a  large  tribe,  levying  tribute  on  the  har- 
bours of  Bot-hadiye,  but  at  present  greatly  reduced,  have 

partly  become  the  khoddeman  and  lahme  of  the  more  suc- 
cessful Terarza  (a  name  totally  distinct  from  Teghaza).  They 

are  divided  into  several  sections  :  — 

A'hel  Agreshi,  the  Soltana  tribe. 

A'helWeled  'Abd  Allah,  all  the  sections  of  the  Brakena 

being  derived  from  this  *Abd  Allah,  son  of  Kerum. 
WeMd  Sid. 
Welad  Bakr. 

Welad  'Aid,  formerly  very  powerful,  at  present  lahme." 
Welad  Mansur. 
Welad  Nurmash. 

Welad  A^hmedu. 
A'hel  Mehemedat. 

Welad  A'gram,  and  perhaps  others. 
The  Terarza,  a  powerful  tribe,  with  Mohammed  el  Habib 

Weled  'Omar  Weled  el  Mukhtar  as  chief,  in  two  great  sec- 
tions: — 

Welad  A'hmed  ben  Daman. 
Welad  Daman. 

The  names  of  the  several  sub-divisions  into  which 
both  these  sections  fall,  I  was  unable  to  make  out 

with  certainty,  w^ith  the  exception  of  the  name  of 
that  division  of  the  former  section  to  which  be- 

longs Mohammed  el  Habib,  they  being  called :  — 
A'hel  'Omar  Weled  el  Mukhtar, 

The  Elleb,  a  considerable  tribe,  who  seem  to  have  some 
sort  of  relation  with  the  Terarza,  while  the  Erhahela  are  in  a 

state  of  dependence  upon  them. 
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The  Welad  Aberi  or  Abiyerl,  a  powerful  tribe  with  a 

respected  chief  called  El  Sheikh  Sadiye,"  who  resides  ge- 
nerally near  the  well  Bu-Telimit,  mentioned  above  as  belong- 

ing to  the  district  El  A^biar,  and  distant  about  seven  days 
S.W.  from  Wadan  and  nine  from  Ojuft. 

The  Temekket :  — 

Idaw  el  Hassan. 

Idejfaga. 

Ijejebo. 
Tenderar. 
Teshimsha. 

El  Barek- Allah. 
Limtuna,  who  are  likewise  still  numerous  in  Aftot^ 

speaking  Arabic.  Other  sections  of  the  Limtuna^ 
but  who  are  now  scattered  over  various  portions  of  the 

desert,  are,  besides  the  Meshedtif :  the  Ide-lebo, 

belonging  to  the  group  of  Shemman-A'mmas,  the 
Ide-silli,  the  Udeshen,  the  Becltikel  or  Ibedtikel^  the 
Ledem,  Twaber  and  the  Welad  Moluk. 

VI. —  MOORISH  TRIBES  IN  MAGH-TER  AND  TIRIS. 

Tiris  —  a  word  meaning  in  Temashight  the  shallow  well-— 
is  separated  from  El  Giblah,  as  I  have  stated  above,  by  Magh- 
ter,  a  girdle  of  immense  sandhills  stretching  almost  from  the 

sea  shore  as  far  east  as  five  days  beyond  Wadan,  and  varying 
in  breadth  from  three  to  five  days.  Tiris  is  very  much  of  the 

same  nature  as  El  Giblah,  being  destitute  of  water  in  the  dry 

season,  but  presenting  sufficient  herbage  for  the  camel ;  how- 
ever, the  whole  tract  does  not  present  one  and  the  same  cha- 

racter, the  western  part,  or  "  Tirls  el  Khawara,"  being  much 
dryer  than  the  eastern  portion,  which  extends  from  the  hasi 

"  El  Auj,"  to  near  Tjil,  and  is  called  "  Tiris  el  Firar."  In  these 
two  districts,  there  cannot  be  any  permanent  dwelling-places, 

but  there  are  two  localities  w^orth  mentioning,  which  occasion- 
ally become  the  scenes  of  much  life  and  bustle.  These  are  the 

harbour  called  A'gadir  Dome  and  the  sebkha  of  Tjil.  The 
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former,  being  called  by  the  Europeans  "Arguin,"  and  seeming 
to  be  identical  with  the  place  called  Welili  by  the  Arab 
writers,  when  visited  by  a  European  vessel  attracts  numbers 

of  Arabs,  principally  of  the  tribe  called  Malzen,  between 
whom  and  the  strangers  the  Demesat  act  as  brokers.  As  for 

the  "sebkha"  of  I^jil,  which  was  discovered  it  is  said  about 
sixty  years  ago,  it  seems  to  lie  in  an  opening  of  the  sandhills 

of  Magh-ter,  which  have  to  be  crossed  in  coming  from  Wadan 
as  well  as  from  Sakiet  el  Hamra,  having,  at  some  distance 
towards  the  south,  a  high  mountain,  on  whose  top  some  holy 
person,  who  was  certainly  an  impostor,  is  said  to  have  seen  a 

grove  of  palm-trees.  It  lies  about  half-way  between  Wadan 
and  Agadir,  and  has  rich  layers  of  salt  of  a  good  quality, 
but  of  black  colour,  probably  of  a  similar  kind  to  the  fourth 

stratum  in  Taodenni,  called  ̂ '  El  Kahela ;"  but  there  being 

no  fresh  water  nearer  than  a  good  day's  distance,  at  El  Argiye, 
there  is  no  permanent  settlement  here,  and  the  Arabs  be- 

longing to  different  tribes,  who  come  in  considerable  num- 
bers for  the  salt,  endeavour  to  get  off  as  quickly  as  possible. 

The  Sheikh  Sidi  Mohammed  El  Kuntawi,  who  generally  has 

his  residence  near  the  well  Sidati,  exercises  a  sort  of  supre- 
macy over  the  sebkha,  and  levies  a  small  tribute  on  those  who 

carry  away  the  salt.  Besides  the  sebkha  of  Tjil  there  seems 
to  be  hereabout,  perhaps  nearer  the  sea,  another  sebkha, 

called  U^m  El  Khasheb,  and  belonging  to  the  Welad  Haye 

Ben  'Othman,  but  its  exact  position  I  have  not  been  able  to 
make  out.  Among  the  Arab  tribes  wandering  about  in 

Tiris  and  Magh-ter,  and  the  adjoining  districts,  first  of  all 
must  be  mentioned  the  Welad  Delem,  which  tribe  seems  to 
be  the  most  numerous  of  all  the  tribes  of  the  desert. 

Welad  Delem  being  classed  into  two  groups,  at  least  by 

the  Arabs  of  A'zawad,  called  Welad  Maref  and  Delem 

el  A'hmar.  To  the  former  group  belong  the  following 
three  tribes :  — 

Welad  Molad,  the  most  numerous  section  of  the  W. 
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Delem,  but  ill-famed  on  account  of  their  robberies, 

living  also  in  Gidi.    They  are  subdivided  as  follows :  — 
Welad  Bti-Karsiye,  to  whom  belongs  the  chief  of 

the  whole  section,  Hennun  Welad  Tweta. 

El  Hamaya,  with  a  chief  of  their  own,  El  Fadhel 
Welad  Shwen. 

E'  Shehali,  with  a  chief,  the  son  of  Allad. 
Welad  Shdker. 

Welad  Bu  Hinde,  who  do  not  live  in  Tiris,  but 

in  A^zawad. 
Sekarna,  also  in  several  divisions,  the  name  of  none  of 

which  became  known  to  me,  except  that  of  the  A^hel 
Dede,  who  are  the  Shiukh. 

Welad  Salem,  with  the  chief,  Mohammed  Weled  'Omar, 
living  here  or  in  Gidi. 

To  the  Delem  el  A^'hmar  belong  the  following :  — 
El  O'dekat,  the  Soltana  tribe  of  the  Welad  Delem, 

whose  famous  chief,  A'hmed  Weled  Mohammed  el 
Fodel,  died  a  few  years  ago  at  the  age  of  120,  it  is  said. 

They  are  subdivided  into  the  following  divisions :  ■ — 

Weldd  e'  Shiya. 
Welad  Manstir. 

Welad  Ailab. 

Welad  Ermithiye. 
Serakhna. 

Welad  Tageddi. 
Welad  Shwekh. 

Welad  Bu  'Omar,  whose  Shiukh  section  are  said  to  be 
the  A^hel  'Omar  Weled  e'  Sheikh  Umbr^hi. 

Welad  el  Khalega  (?),  with  the  Shiukh  section  A'hel 
'Omar  Weled  Barka. 

Welad  Siddtim. 

Logora  ? 
Welad  Tedrarin  in  several  (ten?)  sections,  all  paying 

tribute  to  the  Welad  Delem. 
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Welad  Yoaza  (j'^j),  allied  with  the  Medrambenn,  most 
of  whom  live  in  Tiris.  They  are  a  powerful  tribe, 

and  fight  against  the  Welad  Delem.  They  do  not 
\vander  much,  and  are  partly  under  the  rule  of 

A'hmed  Sidi,  Weled  Sidi  Mohammed,  partly  under 
that  of  Sidati. 

T6balt. 

Lemmier. 

Shebahin,  the  kinsfolk  of  those  in  EI  Hodh. 

Welad  'Abd  el  Wahed. 
El  Arusiyin,  the  allies  of  the  tribe  of  the  same  name. 

Imeragen,  a  very  poor  sort  of  people  and  of  bad  cha- 
racter, living  near  the  sea-shore. 

More  exclusively,  with  regard  to  Magh-ter,  are  to  be  men- 
tioned :  — 

A'hel  Etfaga. 
El  Khatat. 

Welad  el  Haj  Mukhtar. 

VII.   MOORISH  TRIBES  IN  EL  GADA,  AZEMMUR,  EL  hAhA, 
ERGSHESH,  GIDI,  AND  THE  ADJOINING  DISTRICTS. 

These  districts,  which  I  treat  in  one  chapter  merely  on 
account  of  the  scanty  and  imperfect  information  which  as 

yet  I  have  been  able  to  collect  with  regard  to  them,  com- 
prise a  large  tract  of  country  in  the  N.W.  quarter  of  the 

desert,  and  are  of  very  different  character.  El  Gada  lies 

between  Tiris  and  Wadl  Nun,  being  separated  from  the  latter 
by  the  smaller  district  called  Shebeka,  and  seems  to  bear 
almost  the  same  character  as  Tiris.  But  it  appears  to  be 

divided  into  two  different  portions,  one  of  which  is  called 

El  Mirkh,"  and  the  other  "  El  Bedh."  Gada  in  a  certain 
respect  forms  part  of  the  larger  district  called  Azemrnur. 
The  most  celebrated  localities  of  this  district  are ;  Meskor, 

A'zafay,  A'geshar,  Mijik ;  from  here  N.E.  Asumarik,  Tasu- 
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marit,  El  Genater,  Zadenas,  Besharif,  Kedaye-Yetsellem,  El 
Bellebuna,  Stelet  bel  Girdan,  Tshirgan,  Agarzezis,  with 

the  sebkha  Abana,  U'm  el  Roesen,  el  M^hajib. 

The  principal  Arab  tribes  living  in  Gada  are  — 

The  E'rgebat,  a  large  and  powerful  tribe  in  several 
sections,  living,  in  "  El  Gada,"  as  well  as  in  Zini,  a 
district  bordering  on  the  E.  side  of  El  Gada. 

El  Gwasem. 

El  'Aid-'Esha  or  A'hel  'Esh. 

Welad  Mohammed  ben  'Abd- Allah,  and  several  others. 

In  Shebeka  there  are  to  be  mentioned  principally  the 

Zergiym  belonging  to  the  Tikkena. 

Yegut. 
Wetusa. 

East  from  Shebeka,  N.E.  from  Zini,  and  N.  from  the 

Wadi  Sakiet  el  Hamra,  inhabited  by  the  Welad  Bu-Seba, 
there  extends  the  large  district  called  El  Hdha,  principally 
inhabited  by  the  powerful  tribe  of 

El  'Aarib,  who  are  said  to  have  as  many  as  1000  horse, 
and  who  are  the  enemies  of  the  Duwemena  and  the 

Idau  Belal.    They  are  divided  into  several  sections. 

Legeradeba,  about  two  hundred. 

El  Bwadin,  about  the  same  number.  ~ 
El  Gwasem  (the  Shiukh),  about  forty. 

E'  Nwaiji,  the  Tolba. 
Namena. 

El  Renaneba.  ^ 

Ziyut. 

these  two  the  Soltana  sections. 

VIZ.  — 

Sidi  'All 
Medlni. 
Mbaha. 

VOL.  V. N  N 
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Besides  the '  Aarlb,  the  district  of  El  Haha  is  inhabited  by 
the  Limtuna,  especially  the  Idau-rdderen,  and,  according 
to  some  informants,  the  Berber  element  seems  to  predomi- 

nate entirely. 

El  Haha  appears  to  be  limited  towards  the  east  by  Gidi  or 

Igidi,  a  girdle  of  high  sandhills,  about  one  and  a  half  to  two 

days  in  breadth,  and  rich  in  palm-trees,  yielding  a  good  sort 

of  date,  called  '^jehe."  Gidi,  at  the  distance  of  twenty  days 
east  from  the  principal  encampment  in  Sakiet  El  Hamra, 
stretches  W.S.W.  in  the  direction  of  Tishit,  from  which  place 

its  south  western  end  is  separated  by  a  naked  desert  or 

meraye  "  of  about  ten  days.  Gidi  has  no  regular  inhabi- 
tants, the  Tajak^nt,  the  Welad  Molad,  and  especially  the 

Kunta,  visiting  it  annually  and  staying  some  time  in  order  to 

gather  the  dates.* 

To  the  S.E.  of  Igidi  is  the  district  E'rgsliesh,  separated 
from  it  by  the  smaller  districts  called  Aftot  and  El  Kart, 

the  former  one  being  a  narrow  girdle  only  half  a  day  broad, 

and  consisting  of  white  and  black  soil,  while  El  Kart,  ad- 

joining Aftot  towards  the  west,  is  about  one  day's  journey 
in  breadth,  and  exhibits  an  even  surface  covered  with  pebbles 

and  much  herbage.  E^rgshesh  is  a  long  and  narrow  girdle  of 
sandhills,  which  stretches  out  in  the  direction  from  Tawat  to 

Waran,  and  passing  at  no  great  distance  to  the  west  of 

Taodenni,  joins  Magh-ter,  or  rather  Waran,  at  the  S.W. 
end.  This  district,  which  is  similar  in  its  nature  to  Gidi,  and 

not  destitute  of  w^ater  between  the  high  sandhills,  although  not 

adorned  by  nature  with  the  equally  graceful  and  useful  palm- 
tree,  is  only  from  twenty  to  thirty  miles  broad,  and  is  bordered 

towards  the  north  by  the  smaller  district  called  El  Hank,  con- 
sisting of  black  vegetable  soil,  rich  in  trees,  and  intersected  by 

rocky  hills  or  kodia.  There  is  in  this  district  a  famous  spot 

called  Lemezarrab,  with  a  large  group  of  palm-trees,  the  fruit 

*  At  the  time  when  I  finished  my  original  map  which  1  sent 
home  from  Timbuktu,  I  had  not  collected  these  materials. 
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of  which  is  gathered  by  the  Kunta,  who^  however,  leave  these 
trees  without  any  cultivation  whatever. 

On  the  S.E.  side  of  E'rgshesh  lies  the  district  called  El  Juf, 
to  which  belongs  Taodenni,  rich  in  salt,  but  almost  destitute 
of  herbage,  with  the  exception  of  the  more  favoured  spot 

called  El  Haresha,  situated  at  half  a  day's  distance  from 
Taodenni  to  the  E.N.E.,  where  trees  are  found.  The 

miserable  place  called  Taodenni,  consisting  of  only  a  few 
houses  (where,  besides  the  Sheikh  Zen,  nobody  will  stay  on 

account  of  the  bad  quality  of  the  water),  owes  its  existence  to 
the  desertion  of  Teghaza  about  the  year  950  of  the  Hejra.  I 
have  spoken  of  the  salt  mines  of  Taodenni  in  the  diary  of 

my  stay  in  Timbuktu:  here  I  will  only  add  that  in  Taodenni 

a  black  tobe  purchases  four  camel-loads  of  salt  or  sixteen 
rus,  worth  each  3500  or  4000  shells  in  Timbuktu.  Taodenni 

is  distant  ten  days  from  Waran,  going  along  E'rgshesh  ;  nine 
days  from  Bu-Jebeha ;  about  the  same  distance  from  M  amun, 
W.N.W. ;  and  ten  to  eleven  days  from  Mabruk,  N.W., 

viz.  (going  from  Mabruk),  two  and  a  half  days  to  the  well 
Anishay,  five  days  to  the  old  well  called  El  Gatara,  and 

three  days  more  to  Taodenni.*  El  Juf  is  bordered  towards 
the  north  by  the  district  called  Safie,  a  sort  of  hammada,  with 

strips  of  herbage.  In  this  district  wander  the  Welad  Delem, 

the  'Aarib,  the  A'turshan,  belonging  to  the  tribe  of  the 

'Aidde,  and  several  tribes  of  the  Kunta,  principally  the  Erga- 
geda,  and  the  Welad  el  Wafi  ;  the  principal  chief  also  in 

E'rgshesh,  Sidi  Mohammed,  is  a  Kunti. 

*  I  here  give  the  following  data,  without  being  able  to  connect 
them :  —  From  Taodenni,  one  and  a  half  day,  Meret ;  tlien  the 

same  distance,  Hasi  I'mbedir  ;  Zugguma,  with  the  'Arig  Atwele 
on  its  N.  frontier,  five  days ;  Asedareb,  one  day  ;  from  here 

the  Dhahar  (el  Hamar) ;  —  three  days  from  Tawat,  the  hasi 
Telig,  7  to  8  ftithoms  deep. 

N  N  2 
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YIII.  — DISTEICTS  OF  THE  SAHAEA  BETWEEN  a'zAWAD  AND 
TIMBUKTU  ON  THE  ONE  SIDE,  AND  EL  HODH  AND 

BA^GHENA  ON  THE  OTHER. 

Between  A^rawan  and  Walata  there  stretches  a  waterless 
desert  of  ten  days,  consisting  of  isolated  sandhills,  between 

which  very  good  food  for  the  camel  is  found,  and  plenty  of 

water-melons,  sufficient  to  quench  the  thirst  of  man  as  well 
as  of  the  camel.  This  district,  which  is  nearly  of  the  same 

character  as  Magh-ter,  is  called  A'kela,  and  the  Kobetat 
mentioned  above  are  principally  wandering  hereabout. 

South  of  the  A'kela  the  country  is  rendered  more  verdant 
and  fertile  by  the  Niger  and  its  many  backwaters,  and  there 
is  one  district  especially  noted  for  its  pasturage,  viz.  the 
famous  Rds  el  md,  mentioned  by  me  repeatedly,  where  Arabs, 

principally  the  Kunta  and  Berabish,  with  the  small  remnant 
of  the  almost  extinguished  tribe  of  the  Lansar,  and  the 

Welad  Said  el  Boradda,  encamp  occasionally,  and  where  Zen 

el  'Abidin,  a  younger  brother  of  Sheikh  A'hmed  el  Bakay 
had  for  a  long  time  his  encampment.  There  is  here  also  a 

small  village  of  the  Idelebo. 

Between  the  A'kela  to  the  N.E.,  the  Dhdhar  Walata  to- 
wards the  N.W.,  and  Fermagha  towards  the  S.E.,  there  is  the 

district  called  Eriggi,  with  a  ksar,  or  small  town,  called 

Basikunnu,  mentioned  in  the  preceding  volume.  Eriggi  is 

the  chief  district  of  the  Welad  'Alush,  a  not  very  numerous 
but  warlike  tribe,  which  extends  its  forays  over  the  whole  of 

A'zawad,  and  is  divided  into  two  sections :  — 
El  Khatterat. 
El  EUeb. 

The  Welad  'Alush  are  at  present  the  principal  tribe  of  a 
large  group  called  Ddud,  whose  elements  I  shall  enumerate 

here  together,  though  only  a  portion  of  the  tribes  are  living 
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hereabout,  find  most  of  them  have  been  mentioned  by  me  be- 
fore, in  connection  with  their  respective  districts. 

El  Ddud,  with  Sheikh  Swedi, 

DAUD  MOHAMMED. 

WeMdBiUe.  hammed  Weled  VAK  En- 
Welad  Bu-Faida.  hori. 
Weldd  Talha.  Welad  Nahla. 

Welad  Mummu,  with  Mo-  Welad  Ghanem. 

DAUD  'aruk. 

Welad  Zed,  with  Nefa  We- 
led Kedado. 

The  Erhamena. 

Welad  'Altish. 
Welad  Yiines. 

Welad  Rahmun. 
Welad  Mazuk. 

Welad  Zayem. 
Gesharat. 

Welad  Ber-hen. 
Sakere  Daye. 

Welad  Yillwi,  and  several 

others  at  present  almost  ex- 
tinguished. 

I  shall  here  also  enumerate  the  tribes  composing  the 

group  called  Ladem,  with  the  Sheikh  ,  son  of  E' 
Shen : — 

A'hel  Tiki. 

A'hel  Taleb  Mustuf. 
Dermussa. 

Legeraf. 
El  A'ragib. 

Before  concluding  this  list  of  the  Arab  tribes,  which 
would  be  enlivened  if  historical  knowledge  were  not  a  thing 
almost  unknown  in  this  part  of  the  world,  I  shall  mention 
a  few  tribes  who  have  founded  something  like  an  empire  in 

the  south  part  of  the  so-called  desert :  — 

El  'Arusiyin,  about  600  a.h. 
N  N  3 
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El  Erhamena,  who  wrested  the  empire  from  Shenan  el 'Arusi. 

Welad  BiUe,  who  having  succeeded  to  the  Erliamena, 
became  very  rich  and  powerful,  till,  as  the  Arabs  say, 

they  destroyed  their  empire  themselves,  by  provoking 
the  wrath  of  the  Sheikh  El  Mukhtar  el  Kebir,  about 

sixty  years  ago,  when  their  power  was  crushed  by  the 
Mesheduf  and  the  Zenagha. 

A  smaller  empire  was  founded  by  the  Welad  Bu-Faida, 
who  had  their  principal  seats  round  Kasari  in  El  Hodh, 

N.  W.  from  Baghena,  till  they  w^ere  overpowered  by  the  A'hel 
e'  Zenaghi. 

The  Imoshagh  have  peculiar  names  for  the  Arab  loca- 
lities, calling :  — 

Gun  dam   Sasaweli. 

A'rawan   Eshiggaren. 
Berabish   Kel-jaberiye. 
Kunta,  or  Kuntarar    .    .    .  Kel-borasse. 

The  'Arab  el  Giblah   .    .    .  Udayen  (sing.  Uday). 

I  shall  here  add  an  itinerary  of  the  route  from  Wadan  to 

A''ghadir  Dome,  or,  as  it  is  called  by  the  Arabs,  e'  Dakhela, 
which  I  omitted  in  the  right  place. 

1st  day,  Selaurish. 
2nd.  Shuf. 

3rd.       El  Morwesin,  a  kodia. 

4th.       Domus,  a  good  well  or  hasi. 
5th.  Tenwake,  an  uggada,  with  good  water  in  the  rainy 

season,  but  brackish  during  the  dry  season. 

6th.       Encamp  between  Egjir  and  Rek  el  Mhon. 
7th.  Svvdta,  a  locality  encompassed  by  hilly  chains  or 

kodia. 

8th.       Tagazimet,  a  hasi,  7  fathoms  in  depth. 
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9th  day,  Takeshtint,  a  hasi,  2  fathoms  deep. 

10th.       E'  Dakhela.    The  two  last  days  are  short  marches. 

The  village  A'ghadir  is  said  to  contain  from  50 
to  60  huts  of  reed,  inhabited  by  the  Imraghen, 

the  chiefs  of  whom  are  Weled  A'hmed  Budde 

E^bn  'Omar  and  Mohammed  Weled  el  Mrema, 

N  N  4 
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SECTIONS  AND  FAMILIES  OF  THE  GREAT  SOUTH-WEST- 

ERLY GROUP  OF  THE  TMO'SHAGH  OR  TAWA^REK. 

As  Amoshagh  (in  the  plural  form  I'moshaghj  designates 
rather  in  the  present  state  of  Tawarek  society  the  free  and 

noble  man  in  opposition  to  A'mghi  (plural,  Imghad),  the 
whole  of  these  free  and  degraded  tribes  together  are  better 

designated  by  the  general  term,  the  "  red  people,"  Fdinet- 
n-sheggarnen,"  for  which  there  is  another  still  more  general 
term,  viz.  "  Tishoren." 

The  whole  group  of  these  south-westerly  Tawarek  is  now 
generally  designated  by  the  name  of  Awelimmid,  Welimmid, 
or  Awelimmiden,  the  dominating  tribe  whose  supremacy  is 
acknowledged  in  some  way  or  other  by  the  remainder ;  and 
in  that  respect  even  the  Tademekket  are  included  among 
the  Awelimmiden  :  but  the  real  stock  of  the  Awelimmiden  is 

very  small.  The  whole  group,  therefore,  in  opposition,  I 

think,  to  the  name  "  Iregenaten,"  denoting  the  mixed  group 
of  tribes  dwelling  S.  of  the  Niger,  is  called  *^  Tegesasemt." 

The  original  group  of  the  Awelimmiden  ("  Ulmdn  "  is  the 
way  the  name  is  expressed  in  Tefinagh)  are  certainly  iden- 

tical with  the  Lamta  (the  t  being  a  hard  t,  which  is  con- 

tinually confounded  with  the  d),  the  name  signifying  pro- 

bably "  the  children  of  Lamta,"  or  rather  "  Limmid  ; "  or 
the  name  may  originally  be  an  adjective.  They  dwelt  for- 

merly in  Igidi  near  the  Welad  Delem,  a  Moorish  tribe  which 
has  received  a  great  many  Berber  elements,  till  they  emigrated 

to  A'derar,  the  country  N.E.  of  Gogo,  from  whence,  as  I 
have  stated  in  the  Chronological  Tables  appended  to  the 

preceding  volume  (p.  579.),  under  the  command  of  Karidenne, 

son  of  Shwash,  or  rather  Abek,  they  drove  out  the  Tade- 
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mekket,  at  that  period  the  ruling  tribe  of  this  whole  region. 

I  here  give  a  list  of  the  most  common  camping  grounds  in 

AMerar :  Amasin,  '  Araba,  Tin-daran,  Yunhan  or  Gunhan, 
e'  Suk  (the  last  two  were  formerly  the  sites  of  flourishing 

towns),  Ijenshishen,  A'zel  adhar,  Kidal,  regarded  often  as 
a  separate  district,  Endeshedait,  Taghelib,  Marref,  Talabit, 

Tadakket,  Asway,  Anemellen,  Ansattefen,  Asherobbak,  Tin- 
zawaten,  Tajemart,  Elewi,  Dohendal,  Tinajola,  Enrar,  Ejarak, 

A'shu,  Alkit,  Takellutj  Dafalliana,  Enafara.  The  ancestor 
of  the  Awelimmiden  is  said  to  have  been  named  Siggene,  a 

man  of  the  tribe  of  the  Himyar.* 
I  now  proceed  to  give  a  list  of  all  the  tribes  belonging  to 

this  group,  assigning  the  first  place  to  those  who  belong  to 

the  original  stock  :  — 

The  Kel-ekimmet,  the  royal  section,  or  the  Kel  amano- 
kalen,  separated,  as  it  would  seem,  into  two  subdi- 

visions, one  of  which  is  called  after  Fatita,  and  the 

other,  if  I  am  not  mistaken,  after  U'ksem  or  O'kasem, 

the  son  of  (ig)  Imma,  although  U^ksem  w^as  the  father 
of  Fatita. 

The  present  ruler  of  the  tribe,  and  thus  the  lord  of 

this  w^hole  group,  is  Alkuttabu,  properly  "  Ktittub- 
e'-din,  "  Pillar  of  the  Faith,"  a  brother  of  the  late 

and  well  known  chief  E'  Nabegha,  son  of  Kawa; 
and  besides  him  there  is  Thakkefi,  the  son  of  E' 

Nabegha,  and  Legawi  or  El  A'gwi,  between  whom 
and  the  ruling  family,  there  seems  to  be  some  little 
rivalry. 

Targhay-tamut  (the  *^  u  "  is  not  generally  expressed  in 
Tefmagh),  with  the  chief  Inlehat  or  Lehat,  who  like- 

wise rules  the  tribe  of  the  Tesgogamet.  Sometimes 

*  Compare  the  account  of  A'bu  'Omar  E'bn  'Abd  el  Ber  in 
E'bnKhaldun  (trad,  par  Macguckin  de  Slane,  vol.  i.  p.  174).  Sig- 
gene,  who  by  my  informants  is  stated  to  be  the  ancestor  of  Lamt, 
may  seem  to  be  identical  with  Asnag,  the  ancestor  of  the  Senhaja, 
or  Zenagha,  wnth  whom  the  Awelimmiden  are  intimately  related. 
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also  Legawi  is  regarded  as  chief  of  this  tribe.  The 

Targhay-tamut  are  subdivided  into  the  sections  of  the 
Kel-egeuk,  the  Ikarerayen,  the  Ihiawen,  the  Ibereki- 

ten,  the  Idamman,  the  I^segran,  the  Kel-tabonnan,  the 
Ishegettan  or  Isheggattan,  the  Ikherkheen,  the  Kel- 
kabaj. 

Tahabanat  or  Tahabanaten  with  the  chief  Kasel. 

They  are  subdivided  into  the  — 

Tahabanat  ikawelen,  T.  isheggarnen,  Ibatanaten  (a 
name  which  might  lead  one  to  infer  that  the  tribe  of 

the  same  name  which  at  present  lives  among  the  de- 

graded tribes  of  the  A'zkar  (see  Vol.  I.  p.  235.),  ori- 
ginally belonged  to  this  tribe,  a  state  of  things  which 

is  not  at  all  impossible),  Khorimmiden,  Taradegha, 

Tamizgida.* 
Ikhormeten  f ,  with  the  chiefs  Intagezzut  and  Eranre. 

I'fogas,  a  section  of  that  widely  scattered  tribe  of  which 
I  have  already  spoken  repeatedly.  As  far  as  they 
live  with  the  Awelimmiden,  they  are  governed  by 

the  chiefs  Innatayen,  A'msaduwa,  Itkal,  and  Elielmu, 
and  are  subdivided  into  the  following  sections :  — 

Kel-tebaghart,  Kel-athogal,  I'karerayen,  Ibed- 
dedawen,  Ibbezawen,  Tegetik,  Kel-telatait,  Kel- 
aseghalt. 

Tin-eger- egedesh,  with  the  chief  Kaulen,  subdivided  as 
follows :  — 

Ikarnanayen,  Kel-takabut,  Telghasem,  Kel-tikkenc- 

wen,  Tarbedeg6n,  Kel-torfen. 
Kel-tegilalet,  with  the  chief  Mokaile. 
Kel-helwat,  or  Td  el  Mashil,  with  the  chief  Wagi. 

Sherifen,  subdivided  into  the  following  sections :  — 

*  I  will  here  observe,  that  most  of  the  vowels  which  I  have  to 
distinguish  by  an  accent,  as  showing  the  way  of  pronouncing  the 
name,  are  not  at  all  expressed  in  Tefinagh. 

f  The  name  seems  to  be  nearly  the  same  as  that  of  the  Kho- 
rimmeden. 
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Kel-temakkeret,  Ihewan-Allen,  Kel-raror,  Kel-n- 

keremmar,  Kel-abanafogal,  Kel-tabariat,  Kel-arabbo, 
Kel-ferlan,  Kel-tefelliant,  Kel-inrawe,  Kel-goken. 

Edarragagen,  with  the  chief  Tawil. 
Edarragagen  wui  (or  wen)  shejjerotnenj  identical 

with  sheggarnen,  Ed.  wui  jezzolin. 

Ekarrabasa,  subdivided  as  follows ;  — 

Kel-tikkenewen  (different  from  the  above  men- 
tioned tribe  of  the  same  name)  with  Aibasu  ig  (the 

son  of)  Ranni ;  Kel-egees  with  La  wis  ig  Hawe-Ta- 

wat ;  Tezgogamet,  with  the  chief  Hamma-Hamma. 
Kel-gasse,  with  Hamma. 

Kel-n-ejiud  with  Smnefel  in  A'ribmda. 
Tagagasset  or  Tagegget^at,  with  the  chief  Ellafi,  very 

illfamed  as  highway  robbers. 

Ibelghawen,  with  the  chief  Adekara. 

Eratafan,  in  ancient  times  a  most  powerful  and  cele- 

brated tribe,  from  whom  Hassan  ben  A^kil  the  fore- 
father of  the  Udaya  sprung,  but  at  present  reduced 

and  settled  on  the  middle  course  of  the  Niger,  where 

I  have  described  them  (see  p.  279.).  Their  chiefs  are 

Omar  and  Mohammed  el  A^min. 
Tarka,  a  small  fragment  of  a  once  powerful  tribe,  per- 

haps the  Tarika  of  Arab  writers  (see  Vol.  I.  p. 
226.  n.  t),  at  present  settled  near  Sinder  on  the  Niger, 
where  I  have  mentioned  them,  with  the  chief  Al- 
muttu. 

Ishedhenharen,  with  the  chief  Inteshekhen. 

Imeliggizen  (mentioned  by  me  on  my  route  along  the 
Niger),  with  the  chiefs  Warilkim  and  Ishawadena. 

Ebaibaten. 

Igvvadaren,  formerly  when  they  were  settled  in  A^zawad, 
a  still  more  powerful  and  totally  independent  tribe, 

with  the  chief  A'khbi  ben  Salem,  who  just  at  the  time 
of  my  journey,  when  they  were  settled  near  Bamba, 

attempted  to  regain  his  independence  from  his  liege 
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lord.  This  tribe  is  subdivided  into  the  following 

sections :  — 

Kel-gogi,  the  chief's  tribe,  but  having  besides 
A'khbi,  another  chief  of  the  name  of  Sadaktu,  hostile 
to  the  former ;  Tarabanasa,  with  the  chiefs  Teni  and 

Woghdughu ;  Terfentik ;  Kel-tebankorit,  with  the 
chief  Saul;  Kel-hekikan,  with  the  chiefs  SiUekay, 

*Ayub,  Kneha  and  Zobbi,  this  little  tribe  presenting 
the  most  striking  example  of  the  predatory  and  anar- 

chical character  of  these  nomadic  hordes  ;  Kel-tegha- 
rart,  with  the  chief  Khatem  (surnamed  or  nicknamed 

by  the  Arabs  El  Gherfe);  Kel-taborit,  with  the  chief 
Khebar  (another  section  of  this  tribe  living  with  the 

I'regenaten) ;  the  Iwaraghen  or  Auraghen,  another 
section  of  this  widely  scattered  tribe  which,  once  very 

powerful,  has  now  lost  a  great  portion  of  its  inde- 
pendence, with  the  chief  Khazza. 

Among  the  Awelimmiden  live  also  the  E'he-n-Dabosa, 
or  E'he-n-Elali,  with  the  chiefs  Elakhte,  Mushtaba, 
and  El  Motelek,  originally  a  section  of  the  Telamedes, 
a  tribe  of  the  Dinnik. 

I  now  proceed  to  give  a  list  of  the  degraded  tribes,  or 

Imghdd,  of  the  Awelimmiden  and  Igwadaren. 

Imedidderen,  a  tribe  still  very  numerous,  and  not  quite 

so  much  degraded  in  the  social  life  of  these  regions  as 
the  other  tribes,  possessing  even  a  good  many  horses, 

but  formerly  distinguished  by  their  power*  as  well  as 
by  their  learning.  It  was  this  tribe,  together  with 
the  Fdenan,  who  founded  the  first  settlement  at  the 

place  where,  in  course  of  time,  the  city  of  Timbuktu 

arose.  Their  chiefs  are  Bele,  El  U'ssere,  and  Khayar. 
They  are  subdivided  into  a  great  many  sections :  -— 

*  To  the  Imedidderen  belonged  Koselete,  the  warrior  who  slew 

'Ukba  el  Mustajab,  the  great  Mohammedan  hero  in  the  history  of 
the  conquest  of  Africa. 
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Kel-gosi,  tlie  most  warlike  section,  with  the  chief  El 
Khatir,  whom  I  have  mentioned  repeatedly.  They 
are  warlike,  and  maintain  especially  a  struggle  against 

the  governor  of  Hombori.  —  Kel-ehe-n-sheggaren, 
E^debelle,  with  the  chief  Dari,  Tekaute,  Kel-sammi, 

Iboghaliten,  Erannarassen,  Kel-ankit,  or  Kel-n-kit ; 
Ilokan,  a  tribe  the  name  of  which  is  no  doubt  con- 

nected with  the  town  of  the  same  name  mentioned  by 

El  Bekri  (p.  179.),  as  lying  in  the  neighbourhood  of 

Kugha  or  Kukia ;  Kel-terdit,  Tabara-juwilt,  Idir- 

maghen ;  E^he-dekkaten,  Ebonjlten ;  and  finally,  a 
group  of  four  tribes,  which  collectively  bear  the  name 

Kel-reres,  but  each  of  which  has  a  separate  name, 
Tafajejjat,  with  the  chief  Maijikma,  Ikawalaten,  with 

^^^tagellalet,  Ekararayen,  with  Ntarede,  and  finally, A'rkaten. 

Auraghen  (written  Urgh),  the  larger  portion  of  this 

once  predominant  and  widely-scattered,  but  now  de- 
graded, tribe,  portions  of  which  we  have  already  met 

with  elsewhere.  They  are  divided  into  the  two 

sections  of  the  white  and  black  Auraghen,  or  Auraghen- 
emellulen,  and  Auraghen- isattafnen. 

Auragh-Auraghen,  or  Uraghraghen,  with  the  chief 
Ofadi. 

Tameltutak.* 
Imicha,  with  the  chiefs  Kamuwen  and  Khambellu. 

Imezghersen,  with  Sullatege  and  Amust. 

Kel-gosse. 
I'keden. 
I'mraran. 
Kel-teneri. 
Kel-n-esheub. 

*  The  latter  part  of  the  name  appears  to  me  to  have  some  con- 
nection with  the  name  of  the  Berber  town  Tutek,  or  Tautek, 

t  Cjy  from  whence  the  salt  was  carried  to  Tadeniekka  in  the 
time  of  El  Bekri  (El  Bekri,  p.  183.). 
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Kel-tegeswan. 
Mekalen-kalen,  or  Iinekelkalen^  with  the  chief  Sididl. 

Kel-wan,  with  the  chief  Sidi  Mohammed  ig  Khade. 
Ishemmaten. 

Ibilkorayen,  originally  a  section  of  the  Dinnik. 

Kel'uUi,  the  tribe  so  repeatedly  mentioned  in  my 
journal  as  my  chief  protectors  during  my  stay  in 

Timbuktu,  divided  into  two  sections,  viz.  the  Kel- 

efelle,  with  the  chief  E'  Shugl,  and  the  Kel-ider 
with  Sheri. 

Tefarten. 

Imassejenberen. 
Boru. 

Eghashomen. 
Ijindwejan. 
Ikeberedan. 
Idoshan  or  Iloshan. 

Udalen. 

Kel-ghennesh. 
Kesebaten  or  Elkasebaten. 

Id-auragh  (written  Durgh). 

Kel-ghenneshen. 
Gone. 
Kel-idal. 

lloghmaten. 
Tabakunt. 
Meskenderen. 

Hawe-n-adagh  or  Haye-ladagh. 

Iderak  (?  the  same  with  Id-auragh). 
Daud. 
Iletamaten. 

Kel-tefirwen. 

I  now  proceed  to  enumerate  the  tribes  of  Anislimen  or 

Tolba,  peaceable  tribes  given  to  learning  and  religious 

devotion  among  the  group  of  the  Awelimmiden. 
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Shemman-A^mmas^  with  the  chief  Mohammed  ig  Itekke, 
once  the  Amanokalen  or  Sultan  tribe,  in  the  town  of 

Suk.    They  are  divided  into  the  following  sections:  — 

Ikarbagenen,  Iwarwaren,  Kel-n-tashdait,  or  Kel-tib- 

bele,  Kel-amdellia,  or  A1iel  E^shelmat,  subdivided 
into  the  two  sections  of  the  E'l  Wankille  and  El 
Enulli. 

Debakar,  called  in  Hausa  Benu  Sekki,  settled  in  Kidal. 

Dau  Sehak  : 

Kel-abakkut,  Kel-azar,  Kerzezawaten,  Kel-bariyo, 
Kel-tabalo,  different  from  the  homonymous  section 

of  the  I'ghelad,  Dogeritan,  Idebbuten. 
IMenan,  once  a  powerful  tribe,  hostile  to  the  Kunta,  who 

made  use  of  the  assistance  of  the  Igwadaren  against 
them.  The  Tdenan  are  subdivided  into  the  following 

clans :  — 

Dindseddakant,  I^denan  eheawen  Kidimmit,  Kel- 

tesherayen,  Izimmaten,  I^nheren,  Tajerejit,  Ima- 
korda,  Kel-ghala,  Iloshan. 

Kel  e'  Suk,  a  very  numerous  tribe  of  a  peculiar  stock,  so 
called,  as  I  have  stated  in  another  place,  from  the  im- 

portant town  of  Suk,  probably  identical  with  the  town 
called  Tademekka  by  El  Bekri,  of  which  they  were  the 

chief  inhabitants.  They  are  subdivided  into  a  great 

many  sections :  — 

First,  there  is  a  group  of  three  tribes,  which  are  referred 
to  one  common  forefather,  Yusuf,  a  native  of  Tekerennat: 

these  are  the  Kel-tekerennat,  who  are  evidently  called  from 
the  town  Tekerennat  mentioned  above ;  the  Kel-tenakse ; 

and  the  E^gedesh.  The  Kel-tekerennat  are  subdivided  into 
the  Kel-tekerennat  ikawelen,  the  Kei-tekerennat  isheggarnen 
wath  the  chief  Intakluset,  the  Dwas  Ejimmik,  and  the  Dise- 

makhshil.  To  the  tribe  of  the  E'gedesh  belong  the  two  principal 
chiefs  of  the  Kel  e'  Suk  at  the  present  time,  Khozematen  and 
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Henna.  Then  there  are  the  Kel  e'  Suk  wa-n-e'  Suk,  whose 
name  is  connected  with  the  town  of  Suk  in  a  twofold  manner, 

as  having  resided  in  that  place  longer  than  any  other  section, 

having  probably  their  nomadic  encampments  on  the  site  of 

the  town  after  its  destruction.  Then  the  Kel-bogu  with  In- 

tellumt,  formerly  Id  Mesud  ;  the  E'l  Salahii,  the  Eheawen 
NakiUn,  with  many  subdivisions ;  the  Kel-gtinhan  ;  the  Kel- 

genshishi ;  the  A'hel  Igiwish ;  the  Isharamaten,  to  whom 
belongs  Najib ;  the  Id  el  Hanefi  or  Kel-esakan  embeggan ; 
the  Ewumhaden,  with  rich  herds  of  cattle ;  the  K61-jeret ; 
Kel-adhar ;  Kel-tinharen  ;  Kel-tondibi ;  Kel-tejerit ;  the 

Kel-emajaus  ;  Kel-gabo ;  Kel-emassen. 

The  Kel  e'  Siik  have  for  themselves  two  tribes  of  Imghad, 
the  DeletayCj  and  the  Ibokhannen. 

I  now  proceed  to  the  large  group  of  the  TademekJtet,  who, 
as  I  have  stated,  were  settled  formerly  in  AMerar,  round  the 
town  called  after  them  Tademekka,  but  were  driven  from 

thence  by  the  Awelimmiden  about  the  middle  of  the  seven- 
teenth century,  and  have  since  been  settled  on  both  sides  of 

the  Niger  from  Bamba  upwards,  regarding  as  the  limits  of 

their  territory  —  Bamba  in  the  east,  Gundam  in  the  west,  Bu- 
Jebeha  in  the  north,  and  Bone  in  the  south.  As  I  have 

stated  on  a  former  occasion,  every  merchant  arriving  in  Bu- 
Jebeha  from  the  north,  on  his  journey  to  Timbtiktu,  even  at 

the  present  day,  is  obliged  to  take  a  respectable  man  of  this 
tribe  with  him  for  his  protection.  The  Tademekket  made 

another  attempt  to  render  themselves  independent  of  the 
Awelimmiden,  under  their  chief  Rumeli,  about  the  middle  of 

the  last  century,  I  think,  and  were  for  a  time  successful, 
but  were  then  hunted  down  by  their  rivals,  and  were  obliged 
for  a  certain  period  to  take  refuge  in  Bambara. 

The  Tademekket  are  divided  since  about  forty  years  ago 

into  two  great  groups,  the  Tingeregef,  who  dwell  north  of 

the  river,  and  the  I'regenaten,  whose  seats  are  to  the  south  of 
the  Niger.  I  first  proceed  to  enumerate  the  tribes  constituting 
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the  group  of  the  Fregenaten,  who  are  said  to  have  received 
this  name  from  the  circumstance  of  their  mixed  character. 

Kel-tejiwualet,  with  the  chiefs  Kendaye  and  Sule. 
Kel-teborit,  with  Khebar. 

Kel  ehe-n-sattefen,  "  The  black  tent,"  or  tribe,  called 
hogu  bibi  by  the  Songhay,  kheme  el  kahela  by  the  Arabs, 
with  the  chief  Ingedi. 

Kel-tamulait,  with  the  chief  Saul. 
Tejerbokit,  with  Ermetu. 

Ajelletlet. 
Abelarlar  (Abelaghlagh  ?). 
Kel-deje. 

Taketakayen  dwell  among  the  Fregenaten,  but  belonged 
originally  to  the  Igwadaren.  One  division,  or  kheme,  of  the 

Kel-borum  also  lives  among  the  I'regenaten. 

As  Imghad  of  the  I'regenaten  the  following  tribes  deserve 
to  be  mentioned  : — 

The  Ehawen  AMarak,  in  several  subdivisions  :  —  ■ 
The  Kel-efelle,  with  the  chiefs  Ferefere,  A'den,  and 
Mohammed  Eksemena ;  the  Kel-ider,  with  Bele  .the 

chief  mentioned  by  me  in  my  Journal,  w^ho  is  the 
principal  chief  of  the  whole  tribe  of  the  Ehawen-n- 

A'dagh ;  the  Keljia,  with  A^shelma ;  the  Kel-dom- 
beri,  with  Alaide;  the  Kel-tenelak ;  the  Kel-dma ; 

the  Tazuwy-tazuwy,  with  Elfodiyi ;  Kelrashar. 

Akotef,  with  the  chief  Dalle,  with  the  two  subdivisions  of 

the  Hagelel  and  O'zgar. 
Ibtirzazen. 
Imitteshen. 
Imesrersen. 
Imakelkalen,  another  subdivision  of  this  tribe  with  the 

chief  Manzuki. 

Kel-remmat. 
Tarboka. 

VOL.  V.  0  0 
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As  Anislimen  or  tolba  of  this  group,  the  following  tribes 
became  known  to  me  : — 

Isakkamaren,  and  Kel-sakkamaren,  the  latter  with  the  chief 

El  Kadhi  Agge  Hammeten,  both  these  tribes  being  evi- 
dently fragments  of  the  tribe  of  the  Seghmara  (however 

the  name  may  be  spelt),  described  by  El  Bekri,  and 

other  Arab  geographers,  as  settled  on  the  northern  bank 

of  the  Niger,  round  about  Tademekka,  and  occupying  a 

district  of  many  days'  journey  in  extent ;  indeed  it  must 
be  supposed  that  the  Tademekka  at  that  time  were 
in  a  certain  degree  dependent  on  the  Seghmara.  The 

greater  portion  of  this  tribe  we  have  found  settled  at  the 
present  time  in  districts  much  farther  towards  the  north. 
See  Vol.  I.  p.  565.  seq.  The  Ibidukelen,  and  finally  a 

group  of  three  tribes  which  originally  belonged  to  the 

I'ghelad,  namely,  the  Kel-tarashit,  the  Kel-kabaye,  and 
the  Kel  el  horma. 

The  Tin  geregef  have  received  this  name  from  the  sandy 

downs,  or  ellib,"  as  they  are  called  by  the  Arabs, 
bordering  on  the  north  side  of  the  Niger.  Their  chief 

is  A'wab,  whom  I  have  frequently  mentioned  in  my 
Journal,  and  they  are,  as  far  as  I  was  able  to  make  out, 

only  divided  into  five  sections  ; — 

Tingeregef  ehe-n-tamellelt,  or  those  of  the  white  tent ; 

Tingeregef  ehe-n-takawelit,  or  those  of  the  black 

tent,  to  whom  belongs  Awab ;  the  E'hemed,  Eneka, 
and  Telamedes. 

In  a  certain  loose  connection  with  this  group  are  the 

Tghelad,  a  very  numerous  tribe,  at  present  reduced  to  the 

position  of  Amslimen,  who  are  spread  over  a  large  tract  of 

country,  but  are  especially  settled  in  the  district  Taganet, 

between  A'zawad  and  Timbuktu.  Here  they  have  dug  the 

deep  wells  which  distinguish  that  district,  and  their  clans 
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into  which  they  are  divided  are  therefore  mostly  designated 

from  these  wells.  Their  chiefs  are  Mohamined  A'hmed  ig 

Hawaii,  E'  Taher,  and  Mohammed  'All.  The  following  is  a 
list  of  their  numerous  subdivisions :  — 

Kel-  antsar,  Kel-n-wiwaten,  Kel-n-Nokunder,  Kel-n-sherea, 

Kel-n-agozen,  Kel-n-bagsay,  Kel-n-tushawen,  Kel-n- 
warrosen,  Kel-n-abellehan,  Kel-n-mamur,  Kel-n-erazar, 

Kel-n-giba,  Kel  tintahon,  to  whom  belonged  the  learned 

Sheikh  Sidi'Ali  in  the  time  of  Baba  el  kebir,  Kel-teneg 
el  hay  or  Deborio,  Kel-n-nettik,  Kel-n-tinsmaren,  Kel- 
n-tintazalt,  Kel-n-6shef,  Kel-inneb,  Kel-migagelit  on  the 

furthermost  well  of  Taganet,  Kel-n-marzafef,  Kel-tin- 
udekan,  Kel-tinekawat,  Kel-n-teshak,  Kel-hor,  to  whom 

belongs  the  great  faki  Taher,  Kel-emaihor,  Kel-tele, 
Kel-n-tabaramit,  very  rich  in  cattle,  Kel-takankelt,  Kel- 

tadrak,  Inetaben,  Kel-tehorogen,  Ibidukelen,  Kel-ta- 

ghashit,  Kel-elhorma,  Kel  kabay,  Kel-sakkomaren,  Kel- 
tadar,  Kel-n-kezem,  Kel-tershawen,  Kel-tendetas,  Kel- 

tinh^llaten,  Kel-insaid,  Kel-eshinkay,  Kel-n-alshinen, 

Kel-n-jaren,  Kel-n-ayeren,  Ihewan-nor-eddi,  Terbaz, 
Kel-tegallit, 

I  now  proceed  to  mention  the  most  easterly  group  of  the 

Awelimmiden,  who,  in  a  political  sense,  have  totally  sepa- 
rated from  the  stock,  and  are  generally  allied  with  the  Kel- 

geres.  These  are  the  Awelimmiden  wuen  Bodbal,  or,  as 

they  are  generally  called  along  the  Niger,  Dinnik,  whose 
chief,  Mtisa,  enjoys  great  celebrity.  The  sections  into  which 
this  tribe  is  subdivided  I  have  not  been  able  to  learn. 

I  will  conclude  this  short  notice  about  these  south-western 

Tawarek  by  stating,  in  addition  to  the  facts  exposed  in  Vol.  I. 
p.  223.  et  seq.y  that  I  have  not  the  slightest  doubt  that  the 

Imoshagh  are  represented  in  the  ancient  sculptures  of  Egypt, 

by  the  fourth  human  race  called  Tamhu,  or  the  inhabitants 

of  the  country  Temli,  and  represented  as  of  very  light  colour, 
o  o  2 
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with  their  distinguishing  curl  on  the  right  side  of  the  head, 

and  their  ear-rings.  For  the  Mashawash,  who  are  mentioned 
together  with  the  Tamhb,  seem  to  be  nothing  else  but  the 
same  tribe  under  a  different  form  of  name.  See  Brugsch 

Geographische  Inschriften  Altagyptischer  Denkmaler,  ii.  p. 

78.  et  seg.,  and  Plate  1. 
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A  VOCABULARY  OF  THE  TEMA^SHIGHT  OR  TA^RKFYE, 
SUCH  AS  SPOKEN  BY  THE  AWELFMMIDEN. 

A  SHORT  PROLEGOMENA,  BY  PROFESSOR  NEWMAN. 

The  materials  accumulated  by  Dr.  Earth,  enable  us  to  give  a 
more  distinct  reply  to  the  question  :  What  relation  does  the  Tema- 
shight  (abbreviated  in  future  as  Temght)  language  bear  to  the 
idiom  of  the  Kabail  of  Mount  Atlas,  and  to  the  Shilha  of  Mo- 

rocco ?  The  replies  hitherto  given  have  seemed  to  a  great  autho- 
rity, the  Baron  de  Slane,  premature,  and,  therefore,  arbitrary. 

I  will  try  to  write  as  one  recapitulating  facts,  so  far  as  I  can 
discern  facts,  throwing  the  remarks  under  separate  heads  : — 

1.  The  system  of  Pronouns  in  the  Temght  differs  sufficiently 
from  that  of  the  Kabail,  to  put  a  broad  separation  between  the 
languages.  The  Baron  de  Slane  has  already  given  a  valuable 
table,  comparing  the  Pronominal  system  in  the  (so  called)  Berber 
tongues  ;  and  there  is  nothing  to  be  added  to  this.  Temght  does 
not  diflfer  more  decisively  from  Kabail  in  this  respect,  than  each 
differs  from  Shilha,  &c.  Nevertheless,  in  the  midst  of  the  diver- 

sity, appear  obvious  and  decisive  marks  of  common  origin.  In 
fact,  the  suffixed  pronouns  differ  but  little. 

2.  The  Numerals,  in  so  far  as  they  are  not  superseded  by 
Arabic,  are  fundamentally  the  same  in  all. 

3.  So  far  as  Plural  nouns  can  be  formed  regularly  from  the 
singular,  the  two  languages  seem  to  observe  substantially  the  same 
rules. 

4.  The  mode  of  Conjugating  the  principal  tense  of  the  Verb,  has 
no  greater  diversity  in  the  Temght  and  Kabail  than  that  found 
between  mere  dialects  of  the  same  language. 

The  modes  of  forming  the  Present  Tense  are  perhaps  imperfectly 
understood  as  yet  in  all  these  tongues. 

It  is  on  the  surface  of  the  Kabail,  that  a  Present  Tense  is  formed 
o  o  3 
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by  prefixing  adhi,  ayi,  or  a'i  to  the  principal  tense.  This  prefix 
precedes  the  pronominal  mark  of  the  verb.  Similarly  in  the 
Temght  we  have  ehe  or  ege  fulfilling  the  same  function  ;  and 

(especially  since  the  sufifix  pronoun  of  the  Kabail,  ayi  or  ai'("me") 
is  -ahif  in  Barth)  this  ehe  seems  to  be  the  same  element  as  Kabail 
ayi. 

Adhi  (in  Kab.)  often  expresses  a  Future  or  Subjunctive  idea. 
Yet  the  element  ara  or  ere  is,  perhaps,  still  more  decidedly 
future.  I  have  found  this  element,  r,  in  Barth,  though  rarely  : 
for  instance,  ubbok,  smoking  ;  and  rabakagh^  I  smoke.  In 
Hanoteau,  gh  takes  the  place  of  r — sounds  often  confounded.  To 
etymology  it  is  of  interest  to  know  which  sound  is  here  more 
correct.  If  gh,  then  we  are  thrown  back  on  aghi  of  Kabail, 

which  has  the  same  meaning  as  ayi,  viz.,  "  this."  Also  the  ele- 
ment ad  means  "  this,"  fern.  ati.  It  seems  then,  that,  prefixed  to 

a  tense,  they  give  the  idea  of  Now  or  Presently. 
Besides  these  external  affixes,  in  an  Appendix  to  my  edi- 

tion of  Sidi  Ibrahim's  Narrative,  published  by  the  (London) 
Asiatic  Society,  I  elicited  four  internal  methods  of  forming  the 
Present  Tense  in  Kabail,  viz.,  1.  by  reduplication  of  the  second 
radical ;  2.  by  prefixing  t  to  the  root  (with  the  sound  of  ts) ;  3. 
by  prefixing  0  to  the  root  (sounded  t  on  the  lowlands,  but  English 
th  in  the  highlands) ;  4.  transitive  verbs,  formed  by  s  prefixed  to 
the  root,  affix  ai  after  the  root,  or  sometimes  change  the  last 

vowel  to  a.  The  Temght,  with  which  Dr.  Barth's  ear  was  fami- 
liarized, disowns  the  distinction  of  the  thick  t  [ts)  from  the  com- 

mon t,  as  well  as  the  sound  of  English  th.  We  cannot,  therefore 
(at  least  at  present),  distinguish  in  this  language  between  the  second 
and  third  methods  just  recounted.  But  we  may  positively  assert, 

that  in  Dr.  Barth's  specimens  a  prevalent  mode  of  forming  the 
Present  tense,  is  by  prefixing  t  to  the  elementary  part  of  the  verb. 
Thus :  aniyet,  ride  ye  (from  a  root  which  must  be  inay,  he  rode) ; 
etinne,  he  rides,  mounts  ;  enhi  (or  eheni),  look  thou,  find  thou  ; 
inha,  I  have  found ;  but  tehinnen,  they  see  ;  atenhegh,  I  find  ; 
inna,  he  said,  he  spoke ;  neketenagh  tindrahen,  I  spake  peace  ; 
iwwen,  he  went  up ;  tewinagh,  I  climb  up  ;  ikor,  it  is  dried  ; 
itdgar,  it  is  drying  up. 

On  the  other  hand,  where  the  prefix  t  is  not  found,  but  where 

Dr.  Barth,  notwithstanding,  assigns  a  present  meaning,  I  am  some- 
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times  struck  with  a  broad  which  may  perhaps  denote  present 
time,  as  in  the  fourth  method  of  the  Kabail  above  noted  :  but  the 
materials  are  so  few,  that  this  needs  confirmation.  For  example, 
yedis,  he  laughed ;  ddsagh,  I  laugh ;  ikkel^  he  turned  or  returned, 
ekdlaghf  I  come  back. 

5.  The  Noun  of  Action  is  formed  from  the  verb  by  a  ̂   prefixed, 
and  becomes  feminine.  In  this  all  the  Berber  tongues  seem  to 
differ  little  from  one  another,  or  from  Hebrew  and  Arabic. 

6.  The  Transitive  Verb  is  formed  in  Temght,  as  in  Kabail,  by 
prefixing  s  to  the  root.  Thus  :  arid,  washed ;  saradagh,  I  wash 
(a  thing)  ;  ddirif,  a  freedman  ;  sidderfagh^  I  set  free ;  idau,  he 
went  in  company  ;  isdau,  he  brought  together. 

7.  A  Passive  Verb,  formed  like  the  Hebrew  Niphal,  is  found 
sometimes,  but  rarely,  alike  in  Temght  and  in  Kabail.  Thus,  from 

Barth's  iboyiSy  he  is  wounded,  comes  the  transitive  sabayasagh.  I 
wound  ;  and  from  this  again  a  passive,  «wsabayasen,  they  were 
wounded.  Lideed,  also  war  nebuyis,  he  was  not  wounded  ;  formed 

direct  from  the  primitive.  Barth  has  ekshe,  eat  thou  ;  eheri  in- 

ekshe,  "  the  money  is  spent;  "  probably,  inekshe,  is  eaten. 
8.  A  Reciprocal  Verb  or  a  Verbal  Adjective  is  formed  in  both 

languages  by  prefixing  m  to  another  verbal  root.  The  practical 
use  of  this  is  comparable  to  the  vagueness  of  the  Greek  Middle 
Voice.  In  Kabail  it  seems  to  be  oftenest  Reflective,  sometimes 
Passive ;  nor  otherwise  in  Temght.  From  yohagh,  he  seized, 
comes  temmihagh  (explained  by  Hanoteau  as  the  Temght  for), 
she  was  seized ;  where  the  7n  is  Passive.  But  from  isitteg,  he 
traded,  imisitfeg,  he  exchanged  :  from  idau,  he  went  in  company 
{idiu,  in  Hanoteau),  amidi,  a  comrade ;  isharrag,  he  fetched 

water,  amsharrag,  a  water-carrier  ;  ikkel,  he  turned  (generally 
neuter),  isdkal,  he  caused  to  return,  he  replaced ;  simiskal,  barter 
thou  (cause  to  replace  mutually  ?)  ;  ru,  weep,  sob  (Kabail 
root),  itru,  he  weeps  (Kab.),  immerauen  (persons)  weeping  to- 

gether ;  irtay,  it  was  joined  ;  imirtayen,  mixed  ;  isken,  he  pointed, 
showed  ;  emsdken,  they  deliberate. 

In  fact  n  and  m  of  these  two  heads,  appear  to  have  no  sharp 

distinction.  They  are  joined  in  Barth's  anemang(Ji)a,  battle  ; 
from  nugh,  fight  thou  (Kab.),  or  from  engh,  kill  tliou.  In  Sidi 

I'brahim's  Shilha,  emmaghan,  they  fought  (for  emnaghan  ?). 
9.  Reduplicate  verbs  are  found  in  both  languages,  comparable 

o  o  4 
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to  those  of  Hebrew  and  Arabic.  Thus  from  inghal,  it  leaks 

(Barth),  [in  Kab.,  inghel,  it  gusbedj]  we  have,  as  feminine,  toraft 
tiiighdlnaghel,  the  boat  leaks, — qu.,  is  utterly  leaky.  Many  re- 

duplicate verbs  occur,  where  we  have  to  conjecture  the  primitive  ; 
as  in  eshisheriwuegh,  I  trot  my  horse ;  sheresherau,  work  the 

pump  handle,  or  pull  the  cord  of  the  well-lever  ;  imesharldrlaren 
or  ereshaushauen,  (the  water)  is  boiling. 

The  Temght  sometimes  repeats  the  third  radical,  as  in  shekarash, 
to  till  the  ground.  That  the  root  is  keresh,  we  know^  since  this 
is  the  sense  of  Kabail  kerez ;  and  Kab.  z  often  becomes  sh  in 
Temght.  Ergash,  walk  thou  ;  and  yushirgesh,  he  took  a  ride. 
From  anjur,  the  nose-bone  {anzer,  of  Kabail),  by  repeating  the 
second  radical,  comes  shinshar,  nostrils  ;  shinshor,  to  clear  the 

nose.  Evidently  reduplication  plays  a  large  part  in  these  lan- 
guages. It  sometimes  appears  to  excess  ;  as  from  ishwar^  he  be- 

gins {iziver,  he  began,  Kab.)  ;  sheshwdragh^  I  begin. 
10.  The  Temght  heaps  formation  on  formation  to  an  extent 

exceeding  what  appears  in  the  specimens  of  Kabail  which  I  have 
met.  In  fact  I  have  often  had  to  refer  to  Kabail  or  to  Ghadamsi 

for  the  roots  of  Earth's  verbs.  Thus  he  has  sanishlam,  look 
about ;  a  double  formation  from  ishlam^  which  must  be  the  same 
as  Ghadamsi  izlem  (also  illem\  he  saw  ;  esimmiktagh  I  call  to 
memory  ;  transitive  from  the  Kab.  amekthi,  a  thought ;  from  root 
iktha.  Out  of  Kel  (a  tribe,  people)  the  Temght  develops  atkel, 
empire  ;  amanokal,  ruler  ;  temanokdlen,  government. 

11.  The  Temght,  as  exhibited  in  Dr.  Earth's  specimens,  often 
seems  to  degenerate  into  a  Negro  jabber.  When  the  pronoun 
nominative  is  prefixed  to  the  verb,  a  mere  crude  form  of  the  verb 
may  seem  to  suffice,  just  as  though  in  Latin  one  were  to  say,  ego 
reg,  tile  reg,  instead  of  rego,  regit;  and  for  the  third  person  the 

element  y  (for  "  he ")  is  often  dropped  ;  as  amut,  he  died,  for 
yamut.  Also,  apparently  from  the  influence  of  vulgar  Arabic, 
we  find  the  first  person  plural  form  used  for  the  singular ;  as. 

Nek  noda{r\  I  fall  (ego  cadimus) ;  Nek  nuttef,  I  take  (ego  cepi- 
mus)  :  sometimes  also  the  Arabic  form  of  the  second  person  sin- 

gular supplants  that  of  Eerber,  with  the  inconvenience  of  seeming 
to  be  third  person  feminine. 

12.  In  Kabail  I  find  a  rather  rare  form  of  the  Passive  by  pre- 
fixing wa  to  the  root.    Thus  from  rebbi,  rear,  nourish  (Erosse- 
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lard),  comes  itwarabba^  he  is  reared  (Luke,  iv.  16.):  from  yurez, 
he  chained ;  ittdrez,  he  chains ;  itwarzan,  they  are  chained  (Luke 
iv.  19.);  though  here  w  may  seem  to  be  in  the  root:  issen,  he 
knew;  itwassen,  it  is  known  (Luke,  vi.  44.);  u  atsayalad^  sagha 

attattusayalam  (Matthew,  vii.  1.),  is  intended  to  express,  "Judge 

not,  that  ye  be  not  judged;"  strictly,  perhaps,  Non  interrogate, 
ne-forte  inter rogemini ;  Sidi  Hamed  often  uses  the  (Arabic  ?)  verb 
isayal,  he  asked,  for  he  judged.  Here  also  we  have  ittusayal,  he 
is  judged  ;  which  yields  usayal  or  wasayal,  as  the  passive  root, 
and  wa  as  the  passive  element.  Again,  inwaddar,  it  was  trodden 
under  foot  (Luke,  viii.  5.),  compared  with  atar,  the  foot,  suggests 
that  {dd  being  euphonic  for  double  tT)  n  and  wa  here  combine  for 
a  passive  idea.  I  have  recited  these  cases,  because  the  form  is 
rare,  and  might  seem  doubtful.  Now  in  Barth,  besides  irna^  he 
exceeded,  surpassed,  conquered  (superavit),  we  find  itwarna,  he  is 
conquered  ;  which  denotes  a  like  passive  formation. 

13.  The  system  of  Prepositions  is  not  wholly  the  same  in  Temglit 
as  in  Kabail.  Yet  they  have  in  common,  en  or  na,  of ;  si-^  from 
or  by  ;  ghur,  apud  (pronounced  ror,  with  Barth)  ;  fel,  upon  ; 
ger,  between  ;  dau,  under ;  g-,  in ;  degh  or  der^  at  or  in  ? 
d-,  an  untranslateable  prefix,  sometimes  meaning  with.  This 
may  seem  the  same  as  id,  d,  meaning  and.  Behind,  dar^  in 
Barth,  is  perhaps  a  contraction  of  Kabail  dajffir.  Kabail  azzaO, 
zad,  front,  before,  is  dat  in  Barth ;  seemingly  the  same  element. 
All  this  shows  a  very  close  relation  of  the  two  languages. 

14.  The  vocabularies,  with  very  great  likeness,  show  also  grave 
diversities,  making  it  impossible  to  regard  the  two  idioms  as  mere 
dialects  of  one  language.  Undoubtedly  a  stranger  is  liable  to 
overrate  in  detail  the  significance  of  this,  and  unduly  to  assume 
that  words  of  the  one  are  wholly  foreign  to  the  other.  Thus, 
when  the  Tawarek  say  ishek  (De  Slane)  for  a  tree,  which  in 
Kabail  is  Qasta,  Qasatta,  we  are  struck  by  the  contrast.  Never- 

theless, in  Kabail,  ishig  means,  a  branch  :  hence  it  is  nearly  as 
our  colonists  say  bush  for  forest,  wood.  Barth  writes  ehishk  for 
ishek,  which  still  more  obscures  the  relation.  But  after  all  allow- 

ance, it  remains  that  the  two  languages  have  deviated  so  widely 
from  their  original,  that  their  identity  is  only  an  etymological,  not 
a  popular  fact.  If  Negro  words  be  duly  ejected  from  the  Temght, 
and  intrusive  Arabic  from  the  Kabail,  Shilha,  &c.,  the  remaining 
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portion  of  the  vocabularies  greatly  illustrate  one  another,  and  seem 
adequate  to  reconstruct  the  chief  material  of  the  old  Libyan 
tongue.  Barth  has  the  high  merit,  to  us,  of  giving  very  little  as 
Temght  which  can  be  accounted  Arabic. 

The  Arabic  words  which  do  enter  the  Temght  are  not  identical 
with  those  of  the  Kabail ;  not  even  in  religion.  Thus  prayer  in 
Kabail  is  tazallit  (from  Arabic  ;  but  in  Temght,  irniad, 

from  Arabic  ;  Confirmation  being  confounded  with  Prayer, 

as  elsewhere  with  Baptism.  This  word  may  have  come  from 
Christianity ;  since  also  sin  in  Temght  and  Ghadamsi  is  bekkad 
(once  ehaket  in  Barth);  which  seems,  like  the  Welsh  pechod, 
bechod,  to  be  the  Latin  peccata.  It  is  curious  to  observe  in 
Temght  the  root  ibekket,  he  crouched  or  knelt ;  perhaps  primitively 
as  a  religious  attitude.  (Hanoteau  has  ibekhet  of  a  lion  crouch- 

ing ;  and  Barth  gives  asibaket  for  "  sit  with  elbows  on  the  legs 

against  cold!'')  In  this  connection  we  may  note  that  the  Kabail 
name  of  God  is  Rabbi,  which  in  Arabic  is  *'  My  Lord ; "  but  in 
Temght,  besides  A'manay,  it  is  Mesina  or  Mesinak,  which  Barth 
takes  for  "  our  Messiah,"  a  Christian  importation. 

15.  The  prefix  am  before  a  substantive  means  in  Kabail  a  pos- 
sessor. At  least  Hodgson  gives  many  illustrations  of  this.  I  do 

not  know  that  it  distinctly  appears  in  Barth,  though  there  are 
words  thus  explicable ;  as  ahuyye,  the  chase ;  amahuyyen,  a 
sportsman.  But  the  Temght  has,  to  express  this  sense,  a  very 
common  prefix,  ila,  unknown  to  the  Kabail,  as  far  as  I  am  aware. 

Thus  from  Ehen^  a  tent ;  ilehen,  tented  {i,  e.  married).  It  in- 
deed seems  to  me  that  this  prefix  has  the  wider  sense  of  changing 

some  other  word  into  an  adjective,  nearly  as  the  German  suffix 

'ig.  Thus  from  dar,  behind  (prep.)  comes  iladara  (one  who  is?) 
behind ;  from  dat,  before,  iladata  (one  who  is  ?)  in  front.  One 

may  even  suspect  that  ila  here  is  the  element  of  the  verb  "  to  be," 
from  ilia,  he  was;  Hi,  be  thou.  (Barth  also  has  He,  '*here;"  and 
in  Kabail  and  Shilha  elli  is  the  relative  "  who,"  as  in  vulgar 
Arabic.) 

The  general  conclusion  seems  to  be  that  Temght,  Shilha,  Gha- 
damsi, Kabail,  &c.,  are  distinct  languages,  related  as  (we  will  say) 

Portuguese,  Spanish,  and  Italian. 
It  may  be  here  added,  that  Dr.  Barth  unfortunately  has  not 
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been  able  (in  the  rude  pronunciation  to  which  he  listened)  to  dis- 
criminate t  from  t,  d  from  d,  k  from  k,  z  from  s  (if  there  is  any 

while  gh  was  perpetually  passing  into  k,  or  r.  It  appears  to  me 
still  doubtful  how  many  consonants  there  are  in  Temght ;  whether 
there  is  any  Ain,  and  whether  there  is  any  such  distinction  as  the 
ts  and  th  of  the  Kabail.  If  we  knew  the  sounds  accurately, 
certain  families  of  words  might  be  less  confused  and  confusing. 

In  general,  the  pronunciation  of  words  presented  to  us  by  Dr. 
Barth  is  softer  than  that  of  the  Kabail,  and  has  a  fuller  and  clearer 
vocalization.  In  one  combination,  indeed,  the  Kabail  is  the  softer, 
and  it  may  deserve  attention :  it  is  the  English  tch  (written  ch 
by  Barth)  for  which  he  has  ksh  or  tk.  Thus  the  Temght  ikshe, 
he  ate,  itkar,  it  is  full,  are  in  Kabail  ichche,  ichchur.  From 
Arabic  kheshen,  rough,  the  Kab.  makes  ichchen,  he  is  ugly.  Again 
it  has  ichchah  and  ichcham,  he  was  hot  in  anger  (answering  to 

Arabic         and  for  which  Barth  gives  the  harsher  sound 

itkar,  meaning  perhaps  itkagh  or  itkakh.  These  cases  are  of  inte- 
rest, as  pointing  out  that  the  Temght  has  sometimes  an  older 

form  of  the  word  than  that  found  in  Arabic. 

F.  W.  NEWMAN. 
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PRONOUNS,  ETC. 

/,  nek. 
Thou^  ke,  kay ;  fern.  kam. 
He,  enta.    She,  entadi. 

We,  nekenet  [nekenet  ?]  ;  fem.  ne- 
kenetet  [nekenetet  ?]. 

Ye,  kawenit  [kawenit  ?]  ;  fem.  ka- 
metet. 

They,  entenet  [entenet  ?]  ;  fem.  en- 
tenetet  [entenetet]. 

IN.B.  We,  ye,  they,  in  Tua- 
reg [Temashiglit]  are  given  by  De 

Slane  as  Neknld,  Kisnid,  Entenid 
with  final  d,  and  by  Ben  Musa 
with  final  t,  or  1^.] 

Of  me,  mine,  eni,  ini,  ino,  in. 
Of  thee,  inek  ;  fem.  inem. 
Of  him,  enis,  inis. 
Of  her,  tenis,  tinis. 
Of  us,  inanagh. 
Of  you,  inawen  ;  fem.  inekmet. 
Of  them,  inesan  ;  fem.  inesnet. 
/  have,  nek  ila  rori  (ego,  est  mihi). 
Thou  hast,  ke  ila  rorik. 

'  {  fem.),  kamak  ila  vorm  (m.  ?). 
He  has,  enta  ila  r5ris,  &c. 

Myself,  imanin  ;  by  myself,  simani. 
Thyself,  imannek ;  fem.  imannem. 
Himself,  herself,  imannis. 
Ourselves,  inaannanagh. 
Yourselves,  iraannawen  ;  fem.  ima- 
nekmet. 

Themselves,  imannisen  ;  fem.  iman- 
nesnet. 

He  went,  igele,  yigele. 

Thou  wentest,  tegelet  [tegelet  ?]. 
I  went,  egelegh. 

They  went,  tigelen  ;  fem.  tigelenet. 
Ye  went,  tigelem  ;  fem,  tigelemet. 
We  went,  negele. 

There  is,  eha  [iha  ?^iga  of  Shilha]  ; 
ehan,  there  being. 

There  is  to  me,  ehay,  ehahi ;  fem. 
ethahe. 

There  is  to  thee,  ehik,  hik  ;  {there 

being  to  thee  f)  ehan -kay. 
There  was,  ilia. 
There  is,  yile. 

There  once  was,  kala  ille. 
One  {a  certain),  iyen. 
One  by  one,  iyen,  siyen. 
Alone,  iyente. 
Other  {alius),  iyet,  iyed. 

Other  {alter?),  yednin,  nid. 
[Compare   Arabic  root  ayd, 

whence  ayedati.'] Some,  others,  iyed,  iyed. 
I  alone,  iyentnek. 
Thou  alone,  iyentke. 

He  alone,  iyententa. 
We  alone,  iyentanagh. 
Ye  alone,  iyentenawen  ;  fem.  iyente 

nekmet. 

They    alone,    iyente    nisen ;  fem. 

iyente  nisnet. 
/and  thou,  nek  id  ke. 

\^And,  e.     See  126,  127.  and 

130.] 

Or,  mer. 
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Buty  hun.   [In  apodosis,  Hun,  ecce  ! 
{Prodigal  Son.y\ 

Yes,  iya. 
No,  kala  !  kala  kala  ! 
This  thing,  adi  (masc.  ?). 
This  {here)  thing,  tetid  {/em.  ?). 
This  year^  teni,  teneda,  tenidagh. 
Last  year,  tenindi. 
Two  years  ago,  tenendin. 
This,  that,  awa,  6  [/em.  ata  ?  r/]. 

[  These,  those,  win  ;  fern.  ch.  of  In at  ?] 

This,  wadagli ;  fern,  tadagh. 
These,  wuidagh  ;  fern,  tidagb. 

  idagh    [m  both  genders  and 

numbers~\. To-day,  ashel  idagh  ;  to  night,  chad 
idagh. 

This  is  he,  enta  dadagh. 
That  (ille),  wuen  (ilia),  ten  [in- 

dagh  ?],  tindagh. 

\_This  {neuter'i  and  absolute),  adi 
(?) 

 also,  tetid  and  tet,fem,  ?  Pro- 

dig.  Son,  (te)selsemastet,  tegi- 
mastet,  imposuistis  ei  earn. 

This  and  that,  wuay  wuay. 
These  and  those,  wuin  wuin. 

Who,  which,  awa  ;  pi.  w^ui  (129.). 
Who?  ennagh  ?  mamiis? 
Whoever,  awwa  (129.). 
Whatever  is  there,  awway  iladihen. 

(126.) 
i-  Those  ropes,  erewiyen  w«dagh. 
J  What  trees  f  innagh  ehishkan. 

L  Which  they  twine,  wui  tellemin. 
What  ?    ennagh    awen  ?    endagh  ? 
endegh  ma  ? 

What  is  it  ?  nishin  ? 

[Num  ?  utrum  ?    awagh,  per- 
haps, 56.] 

Why?  mefit?  mefel?  mas? 
When  ?  me  ? 

On  this  side,  siha,  sihahe. 
 *ilahen,  eladi. 

On  that  side,  ilasehen,  ilahini. 
Here,  ile  {etid?  138.). 

There,    ilasehen,     iladihen  {dis? 
102.) 

In  this  place,  iladiha  dagh.  "I 
In  what  place,  ennagh  edagh  ?  J 

Where  {is  it)  that,  endagh  dihan  ? 
 endegh  diha  ?  {tcov 

OTTOV  ;) 

Where  ?  ma  ege  ? 

Where,  diha,  ihe  (^relative  adv.) 

\_Uterque  prceteriit,    quo  pretce- 

riit, 

Eretuset  ika,  diha  ika.] 
In  what  manner  ?  de  kawan  entao;  ? 

[degh  awwan  entag  ?] 
At  that  place,  dar  (gh  ?)  agel\  wa- 

dagh. 
\_Every,  igen,  aigin  ?] 

[In    Shilha,    kraigen,   every  ; 

fern,  kraiget.] 
Every  day,  ashel  igen. 
Then,  at  that  time,  yawen  asigan. 

At  every  time,  aigin  kala. 

[Kala,  (une)  fois      2^a/ of  Shil- 
ha, of  Kabail.] 

*  Initial  Ua  seems  to  convert  an  adverb 
or  substantive  into  an  adjective,  like  Ger- 

man -ig  (root  ilia,  he  was  ?  yet  He,  here, 
crosses  us)  ;  so  ehen,  tent  ;  ilehen,  tented. 

f  Agel^  perhaps,  is  Kab.  aghel,  arm,  in 
the  sense  of  side  or  direction.  Compare 
arila. 
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Once  vpon  a  time  (there  being\ 
kalayillen. 

Never,  aigin  kala  war. 
 atillen. 

Always,  harkuk  \h2iV  =  usque  ?~\, 
Formerly,  ehingam/ahoja. 
Once,  am,  ibbeda  (olim). 
Somebody,  mindam. 
Everybody,  eretuse  \each  of  two 

The  whole  "I 
j-   Turret,  iket. 

All  the  world,  rurret  eddynia. 
All  the  rivers,  eghirriwan  rurret. 
All  of  us,  iket  enanagh. 
All  of  you,  iket  enawen. 
All  of  it,  iket  enis. 
About,  nearly,  turdau  iket. 
Just,  exactly,  adutet. 
Not,  war.    (So  Kab.  Shil) 

Nothing,  war-harret. 
Something,  h arret. 

Only,  ghas  (so   Shilha),  war-har, 
non  nisi. 

But  only,  with  the  exception  of,  asal 

(asal,  Kab.). 
The  whole  tribe  has  been  extin- 

guished with  the  exception  of  a 
few  lads,  tausit  iketenis  temminde 
asel  harret  iliadan. 

Much,  egen  ;  fern,  teget. 

Multitude,  eg5d  (129.),  yegot.* 
[  Quantity,  igede. 
Number,  eket.] 
How  often  f  merder  ugida  ? 

*  In  Shilha,  yeggot,  it  is  abundant  or 
numerous.  In  Kabail,  yeshatt  is  the  same, 
De  Slane  treats  the  latter  as  the  Arabic 
yeshedd,  intendit,  constrinxit. 

How  much  ?  ma  igede  ? 

At  what  price  ?  meder  ugeda  ? 

How  many?  men  eket?  (=  me- 

nesht  of  Delaporte's  Kab.) 
Too  much,  ag5teni. 

Many  of  them,  awagot  daghsen. 
Most  of  them,  awagin  daghsen. 
[Somewhat,  a  little,  in  Ghaddmsi, 

eket.] 

A  few,  wafaror  j  pi,  wafaroren. 

 awandurren  [andurren,  a  little.'] 
 imadroini  [madriiin,  B.  M.~\. 

[Comparing  amdddaroy,  young- 
er {amdaray  in  Ben  Musa),  and 

the  Kabail  adrus,  a  little  (of  it), 

we  get  the  root,  dru  or  dru,  for 
littleness.] 

Very,  hullen.  \_Ghad.,  hala,  much; 

halen,  many;  Hodgson's  Kab.\, 
herla.] 

Little  by  little,  sullen  sullen. 
Generally,  ordinarily,  ennadir. 

little,  giak.    See  146.] 
One  day,  saagodi. 

Hitherto,  har  eg5di,  207.  {usque  ad nunc). 

 endi. 

Now,  eg5di  ?  azaradar  [=  azal 
adagh  {this  day  ?),  amaradar  {this 
time)  ]. 

Soon,  agodedak  [egodi  idagh]. 

f  The  commoner  Kab.  khiralla,  many, 
much  ;  is  explained  by  Brosselard  as  a 
religious  extravagance,  Kheir  Allah,  God  is 
good.  Perhaps  he  has  proof  that  I  do  not 
know  ;  else  it  might  seem  to  be  a  mere 
development  of  herla,  or  compounded  ano- 

malously of  khirhdla,  "  good  many." 
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Not  yeti  bar  egodi  war. 

 •—  hereg5di ;  endi. 
\_Num  ?  anne  ̂   hi.] 

{Adhuc  anne  pervenimus,  qub^ ibamus  ?  > 

Endi  hi  nussa,  diha  nikka  ?  J 

[See  also  essi  in  65.  below ;  but 
neither  hi  nor  essi  in  this  sense  is 

confirmed.] 

Before,  dat  (datai,  datak,  &c.),  [= 
Kab.,  zatb.] 

Behind,  dar  (dar  anagh,  &c.),  [•— 
Kab.,  daffir.] 

[  That  which  is~\  in  front,  iladata. 
\_That   which  2*5]    behind,  iladara. 

Darret,  after  (prepos.),  in  Prodi- 
gal Son, 

At,  d.    At  the  side,  d  edis.  • 

By,  s. 
In,  der,  degh.    Into,  dag. 

Of  (partitive),  degh. 
Under,  dau,  eder  [=  Kab.,  edauj, 
Down,  sedir  [=  sedau]. 
Inside,  anaigesh  [from  egish]. 
Outside,  ageme,  dagama  [from  egem]. 
Without,  gem  a. 

Between,  ger  [me  gerassen,  which 
betwixt  them  7  i.  e.  which  of  the 
two .?]. 

For,  ror  [ghur  of  Kab.^ 

Upon,  felle,  safelle,  fel. 
 ser?  139. 

Over,    ginnegis,    ginnegish  [gin- 
nege,  147.].    From  Kab,,  ennig. 

Around,  terlaite  (after  noun). 
Until,  bar  \Kab.^  ar.]. 

VERBS  ARRANGED  ACCORDING  TO  CONNECTION. 

WITH  NOTES  BY  PROFESSOR  NEWMAN. 

1.  Wuegh,  I  was  born. 
Where  wast  thou  born  f  Endegh 
akalwadaghwuit?  (  What  land 
that  thou-wast'horn  ?) 

2.  The  woman  is  bearing  (preg- 
nant), temmat  toren. 

3.  The  woman  gives  suck,  temmat 
tezedut  [tesetut]. 

He  sucks  the  breast,  itatet  [ita- 
tet]. 

1.  Yiwu,  he  was  born  ?  In  Shilha,  yu, 
a  son. 

2.  Arau,  offspring,  Kab. 
3.  Yesutet,  she  gave  suck,  Kab.  ;  from 

itet,  he  sucked  the  teat. 

4.  The  woman  suckles  her  child, 
temmat  tesankas  r5ris. 

lie  sucks,  inakas. 
5.  /  am  alive,  edargh. 

lie  is  alive,  idar.    (So  Kab.) 
6.  The  boy  is  ripe  (of  age),  aliad 

a  wad. 

The  girl  is  ripe  (of  age),  taliad 
tawad. 

Ripeness  of  age,  tag  at.  An  adult, 
amawad. 

7.  The  girl  has  a  full  bosom,  taliad 
tistaurat. 

4.  Root  inkas  ?  he  sucked. 
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8.  He  has  grown  old,  iwashar. 
I  grow  old,  washaragh. 

9.  He  died,  is  dead,  amut.  (^SoKab.) 
10.  Look  !  enhi ! 

I  have  not  found,  war  enhegh. 
Have  you found  my  knife  ?  abesar 

eni  tenhet  ? 

We  have  found  him,  nenhet. 
{Prod.  Son.) 

We  have  again  found  him,  {we 
have  repeated  the  finding),  no- 
lis  tahanait.    {Prod.  Son.) 

I  see,  atenliegh. 
Sight,  ahanay. 
They  see  not,  war  tehinnen. 
Nobody  sees  anything,  war  ihinne 

wadem  harret. 

Isaiv  nothing,  war  inhegh  harret. 

11.  /  look  at  with  attention,  esaga- 
dagh. 

Look  before  you,  sagerehe  datak. 

/  look  at  with  pleasure,  esagra- 
hagh. 

1  listen  [to  thee'],  nek  asijadanak. 
[Kom]  do  not  listen  [to  us],  war 

lianagh  tesjadet. 
I  looked  around,  asanishlamagh. 
L.et  us  look  around,  sanishla- 

managh. 

8.  In  Ghadamsi,  usar,  old. 
1 0.  Ben  Musa  of  Ghadames  gives  ihen,  he 

saw;  and  e^en?,  look  !  as  Tuareg  (Temght). 
Eheni  and  enehi,  according  to  Barth,  are 
transpositions  ad  libitum  ;  also  two  mean- 

ings, see  and  find,  appear. 
1 1 .  Kab.  isag,  he  looked  at ;  iseked, 

he  observed.  Asijadan  is  for  asigadan 
(partic),  attending.    Esagrah  is  a  com- 

12.  Lfeel  with  my  hand,  tedishagh. 
Feeling  (subst.),  tedisha. 

13.  L  smell,  insarghagh. 

Let  me  smell  {snuff  a.t),  disara- 

ghagh. L  take  a  snuff,  saraghagh. 
14.  I  taste,  etalaghagh. 

Taste  (subst.),  talagh. 

15. 1  have  eaten,  ikshegh. 

Give  me  {what)  I-may-eat,  ikf- 
ahi  awwa-kshegh. 

1 6.  /  am  hungry,  ilozagh. 
17.  /  have  enough,  iyiiwanagh.  (So 

Kab.) 

We  have  enough,  naiwen. 
Thou  hast  enough,  tiyuwanat. 

15.  L  drink,  aswegh. 
Drink!  asu  !    (So  Kab.) 

Give  me  to  drink,  ikf  ahi  deswagh. 

\_We  give  you],  nikfek. 
19.  Thou  gobblest,  no  stopping  !  ke 

tenseat,  war  dikkera. 

pound  verb,  from  isag,  he  looked,  and 
irah,  he  loved. 

Sanishlam,  frequentative  from  root  sha- 
1am,  which  in  Ben  Musa/s  Ghadamsi  is 
izlem,  and  also  yellem. 

12.  Idish,  he  felt? 
13.  Isdregh,  he  smells  (Temght  of  B.M.). 

If  this  is  a  causative  form,  it  implies  a 
root,  iregh,  it  has  a  smell ;  =  Arabic,  rlhh. 
But  it  must  not  be  too  easily  identified 
with  irgha,  it  burnt. 

14.  Yalegh,  he  tasted ;  so  Ben  Musa's Tuareg  (Temght). 
15.  Ekshe,  in  Kab.  becomes  echche. 
18.  Ik/a  [Arab,  it  sufiiced]  is  ifka  of 

Kab.  he  gave.    See  93. 
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20.  Hunger  kills  me  \_smites  me 
inakahe  las. 

/  kill  you,  nek  inrekay  [inglie- 
kay]. 

21.  Thirst  overpowers  me,  inrahi  fat 

[fad]  [or,  inghalii,  kills  me']. 22. 1  perspire,  orafagh. 
perspiration  (subst.),  imselha. 
The  water-carriers  sweat,  im- 
sharrogen  imselhe5a^^  [(there 
is)  sweat  to  them.] 

23.  Smoking,  ubbok. 
I  smoke  the  pipe,  rabakagh  eben. 

 ,  sasagh  ebeni  (/  drink 
my  pipe). 

24. 1  say,  ennegh.    (So  Kah.) 
You  told  me,  tenahit,  [she  told  it 

to  me  .^] 
Tell  him,  annas. 

25.  Utterance,  asokel  [asokel  ?]. 
I  answer,  asokalagh  el  jawab. 
Answer  me,  sokalahe  el  jawab. 
Restore  to  me  my  camel,  sokalahi 

amenis  eni. 

I  restore  to  you  your  thing,  soka- 
lagh  harret  enak, 

20.  Elsewhere  Earth  has  inakken,  they 
beat.  (Kah.  has  nugh,  fight  thou  !  engh, 
kill  thou !  separate  verbs).  Heb.  Naka  is 
either  smite  or  slay. 

21.  Inra  (in  Shilha,  he  overpowers,  con- 
quers, becomes  irna  (but  see  129.)  in 

Kab.,  and  unites  the  senses  snperat  and 
super  est. 

23.  The  present  tense  formed  by  initial 
r  or  ar  is  rare  in  Barth,  common  in  Kabail 
and  Shilha. 

25.  Isdkal,  causative,  from  ikkal,  he 
turned  (neuter).  Asokel,  utterance,  is  like 
reddere  voces  for  edere. 

VOL.  V.  P 

They  make  them  go  back,  isoka- 
len-ten. 

He  did  not  return  my  salute,  war 

hay  is5kal  essalam. 
/  replace  the  sword,  esokalagh 

takoba. 

The  copying  {of  a  book),  asakal. 
Shut  the  door,  sokel  tefalwat. 

/  shut  the  door,  sokalagli  tefal- 
wat. [Properly,  turn  the  door.] 

26.  He  does  not  speak  distinctly,  ital 

elis  enis  [he  has  wrapt  (or  in- 
volved) his  tongue]. 

He  rattles  [stammers  ?],  enta 
ahedendan. 

She  rattles  [stammers  .?],  teha- 
dendan. 

27.  Thou  talkest  much,  ke  hek  ta- 
kalt. 

I  prattle,  nek  et-hahe  takalt. 
28. 1  want  to  whisper,  erhegh  asim- 

metiktikagh. 

29. 1  a7n  eloquent,  oradagh. 
Eloquence,  erkod  [eghrod?] 

A  speech,  meggered. 
He  is  eloquent,  israd  elis  enis 

[he  made-eloquent  his  tongue]. 
I  praise,  egeriddagh. 
He  harangues  them,  imeggered 

dassen. 

26.  Dendan,  or  tentan,  to  ring  or  rattle, 
is  Kab.  and  Arab.,  and  Lat.,  tinnio. 

27.  Takalt  is  perhaps  formed  from 
Arabic.    Awal  (vox),  for  kul,  is  the  Kabail. 

28.  Root  tiktik;  the  m  is  reciprocal,  and 
s  causative. 

29.  Perhaps  from  Arabic,  ghered,  he 
warbled,  the  guttural  suffering  obliteration. 
P 
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30. 1  inquire,  esistanagh. 
Ask  him  the  news,  sistent  fel  is- 

alen.    (Ar.  saal,  he  asked.) 
31.  Seek  thou,\xmm2ig\\  [iiTa^.unag.] 

He  sought  for,  yummagh,  ye- 
summagh. 

/  seek  your  advice,  nek  summa- 
gliekay  tanhad. 

32.  Give  us  advice,  ager  tanha(d  ?) 
/  advise  you,  egerakay  tanhad. 
Advice,  tanhad. 

 ,  takbhit  \_secrecy~\. 
I  tell  you  this  secretly,  inneghak 

awadagh  istakshit. 
We  confer  between  ourselves, 
neger  tanhad  gerenagh. 

You  must  not  repeat  it  to  any  one, 
war  tintennit  {or  war  tisellit) 
awadem. 

o3. 1  will,  I  like,  irhegh. 
/  like,  love  you,  irhekay. 

/  like  not,  wur  terhagh  [or,  wur- 
t-erhagh,  I  like  him  not 

34.  /  can,  edobegh,  dobegh. 

32.  Ger,  th»ow,  cast,  in  Kab.  andTemght. 
Neger  tanhad,  we  cast  advice.  In  the 
forms  summagliekay  (31.),  egerakay  (32.), 
irhekay  (33.),  yufeke  (35.)  we  see  that  the 
Tawarek  use  the  nominative  kay  or  ke  for 
(thee)  the  accusative  after  a  verb  [re- 

serving the  Kabail  suffix  ak  for  the  dative 
(tibi)?],  and  the  final  gh  of  the  1st  pi.  is 
absorbed  by  k.  Thus,  irhekay  =  erhegh- 
kay. 

33.  Irha,  in  Ghad.  is  ifrau,  in  Kab.  is 
Ira.  The  word  is  evidently  the  Berber 
correlative  of  Arab,  ifrahh,  he  rejoiced  ; 
which  the  Kabail  dialect  uses  side  by  side 
with  ira. 

34.  Tdob  (he  is  able)  must  be  inferred. 

35.  We  surpass  him,  niife-t.    [So  in 

Shilha.'] This  man  surpasses  you,  halis 

wadagh  yiifeke. 
It  is  better  than,  yiifa. 

36.  It  is  useful,  yinfa.  [Arab,  yinfa.] 

 ,  ahitenfa.' 
It  is  gone,  finished,  yimmedi. 
It  is  enough,  yuggeda. 
It  is  suitable,  [inituegi  ?] 

It  is  impossible,  awar  inituegi. 
There  is,  yile. 

37.  What  shall  I  do  ?  ma  diknegh  ? 

He  who  makes  shoes,  wa  yekaii- 
nen  ibushegan. 

We  did  it,  nt  knit. 

It  may  be,  imokan  {is  feasible). 
38.  The  stars  shine  forth,  itaren  ik- 

ndn  ebarbar. 

This  day  is  very  fine,  ashel  idagh 
ikna  teshel  deje. 

It  is  wonderful,  tak5nit. 
39.  /  have  done  for  thee,  egeaghak. 

/  have   committed  sin,  egegh 
ebaket. 

They  have  formed  a  line,  egen 
afod. 

/  do  [have  done  .^],  iggegh. 
/  mend  a  rent,  tagagh  tikist. 

Hence  also,  adahib,  expert,  pi.  iddbaben ; 
and  a  new  verb,  idabab,  he  is  expert. 

37.  Ken,  do  thou  !  fac  !  (Ben  Musa's Temght.) 

38.  Ikna,  it  shone  ?   Iken,  he  made  ? 

39.  Aj  (^^)  is  Ghadamsi  for  do  thou  ! 
In  Shilhfi,  igd,  factum  est  ;  in  Temght  it  is 
active,  egit.  The  word  seems  to  be  lost  in 
KabaiL    (See  etagagh  and  ig  in  47.) 
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Make  for  me  a  pretty  song^ 
egahi  anaya  ihosken.  [^Prod. 
Son.  ahas  nigge,  ut  ei  facia- 

mus']. 
Thou  hast  done  wrong,  teget  tel- 

lebist. 

I  have  done  {a  good  thing)  for 

you,  tagaghak. 
Thou  hast  done  me  a  wrong, 

tagaihi  tellebist ;  [she  has  done 
me  ?]. 

Shall  Ifasten  the  horse?  agyagh 
ais  ?    [  Shall  I  do  the  horse 
See  186. 

Ve  have  put  this  for  me,  tegim- 
ahi  tetid. 

40.  Do  not  do  this,  kissinadi  ? 

A  good  thing,  harret  ulagen. 
41.  Stand  up!  ebde  [so  Kab.  and 

Arab.^. 

I  halt,  stand  still,  ebdedagh. 

Rise!  enker  [so  Shilha~\. 
I  rise,  enkeragh. 
A  rising,  tennakrat. 
Sit  down,  akim  [agim,  aghim, 

Kab.'] I  sit  down,  remain,  ekemagh. 
We  have  remained  long,  nekklin 

egen. 
Do  not  stay  !  ur  takkeme. 

42. 1  bow,  stoop,  edunkeagh. 
Lie  down  !  gen  [so  Kab.]. 
He  lay  down,  igen. 

Cause  the  camel  to  lie!  siggen 
amenis, 

I  rest  myself,  insegli. 
/  pass  the  night,  insegb.  [So 

Kab.] 

1  lie  on  the  side,  insegb  s  alarin. 
43.  Sitting  with  bent  legs,  tinekaraft. 

Sit  thou  with  bent  legs,  senekaraf- fet. 

\_He  piqueted  a   camel,  ikeraf amenis.] 

Sit  thou  with  elbows  on  knees,  asi- 
baket. 

Sitting  with  elbows  on  knees,  tas- 
bikkit. 

Sit  like  Egyptiayi  statues,  asii  te- 
rabarln. 

44.  /  lie  in  bent  form,  anekamegh. 
/  lie  on  the  face,  abumbeagh. 

The  boat  is  capsised,  toraft  te- bumbay. 

/  upset  {a  boat),  subumbeagb. 
I  lie  outstretched,  ezaragagh. 

\_{The   head)  is  rested,  iram- 
magh  ?] 

I  rest  the  head,  eserammaghagh. 
Resting  the  head,  terammeghet. 

45.  Wink  to  him  the  eye,  enreras  tet ; 

ensegas  tet. 
/  tivist  up  my  face,  asikaningh 

edymmeni. 
Blink  thou,  aunaronagh. 
Dlinliing,  tenironaghat. 

40.  Yuldgen,  good,  handsome,  is  parti- 
cipial ;  alHed,  I  think,  to  yulehe,  it  suits,  it  42  Alar  in,  my  side  ?    Elsewhere,  edis, 

is  like  ;  in  Kab.,  elhu,  be  thou  good  ;  with  side. 
Venture,  ilha,  he  was  handsome  or  good.  45.  Asikaniagh  perhaps  means  /  aim,  I 

41.  In  Kab.,  enker  becomes  ekker.  point;  as  asikken,  aiming  with  a  gun. p  p  2 
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1  start  up  from  having  a  vision, 
emanomawagh. 

I  shut  my  eyes,  and  have  a  vision, 
emaunaagh. 

46. 1  am  sleepy,  tenedomagh. 
1  doze{d),  enuddemagh. 
Sleep,  etis,  edis  (etis). 
He  is  asleep,  itas,  idas. 
/  want  to  sleep,  irhegh  edis. 
Sleep  is  upon  me,  ehaihe  edis. 
I  dreamed,  ehorgeagh. 
A  dream,  tahorget. 

47.  /  start   up  {from   a  dream"), 
iggedagh ;  eborderit  [ebor- 
degh-it  ?]. 

I  snore,  esakharegh. 
Snoring,  asakhadu. 
I  breathe,  esinfosagh. 
/  make  a  long  breath,  etagagh 

infas  makkoren. 

He  put  his  hands  into  his  arm- 
pits, ig  ifasenis  dag  tidardagh 

enis. 
48.  Go  thou  !  mus  :  sikel. 

1  go  \_went'^~\,  egeleagh. 
 [^travelled  ?~\  esokalagh. A  traveller,  amasokal. 

/  walk,  ergashagh. 

46.  In  Kab.,  nuddam,  slumber,  and  ites, 
sleep  ;  yurga,  lie  dreamed,  terglt,  a  dream, 
tergit  (or  tergh-it  ?),  a  coal. 

47.  Iggedagh  is,  I  flew  (214.),  I  leapt. 
Infas  is  probably  imported  from  Arabic. 

48.  Mils,  move  thou.  For  in  Delaporfe 

I  find  itemmusu,  s'agite  ;  asemmusegh,  je 
remue.  In  the  Prod.  Son,  mus  =  semm, 
to  name  or  call.  The  root  sh-rgsh  seems 
to  me  formed  from  rgsh.  So  sh-krsh  from 
krsh ;  the  last  radical  being  prefixed. 

Let  him  go  !  eyit  erregesh  ! 
/  take  a  ride,  ushirgesbagh. 

49. 1   go   on    horseback,  egeleagh 
nayagh. 

He  rides,  etinne(y). 

Mount  ye  I  anniyet ! 

Cattle  for  riding,  innemenniyGn. 
50. 1  go  sporting,  egeleagh  ahuyye. 

A  sportsman,  amahayen  (plur.  ?). 

/  go  by  water,  esakalagh  dar 
eghirreu    [/  travel   by  the 

river']. I  go  by  land,  elilagh  esalim ;  per- 
haps, /  follow  by  the  shore 

(asarim  in  vocab.,  but  alim  in 224.). 

Following,  allien.  (105.  201.) 
Straight,  isellilet. 

Even,  flat,  selilen,  nesauel. 
Free,  alii. 
Freed,  nellll. 

51.7  come,  asagh. 
/  arrive,  ussegh. 

 ,  watagh,  wadagh. 
We  are  arrived,  newat. 

Come!    iyu !    {Tad.)-,  mellit. 
{Awelm.) 

49.  Indy,  he  rides,  is  the  root  suggested 
by  the  above,  and  is  confirmed  by  amndy, 
a  rider,  in  Delaporte  and  Venture.  In  a 
passage  of  Zwawa  (Kabail)  in  De  Slane, 
inig  seems  to  me  to  mean  he  rode.  Are 
nayagh  and  etinnegh  two  forms  of  the  pre- 

sent ?  Or  is  nayagh,  I  rode  ?  In  62., 

neyagh,  I  ride. 
51.  In  Kab.,  yusa,  he  came  ;  uslgh,  I  am 

come.  Here,  asagh  and  usslgh  might  seem 
different  in  tense.  Iwwat,  in  Kab.,  he 

approached. 
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52.  We  went  [we  passed~\,  nikka. 
The  ball  passed  his  head,  tesawe 

toke  eghaf  enis. 
I  wish  to  go^  irhegh  tikaut. 
I  flee,  shun,  egewuatagh. 
He  fled,  igewat. 

53. 1  go  in,  enter,  eggishagh. 
Come  in   to  the  tent  I  eggish 

ehen ! 

The  rain  enters  the  tent,  aman 
eskaran  dar  ehen. 

He  went  up  and  down,  imgha. 
He  went  down,  imki  (in  209.). 
1  go  about,  tamaghagh. 

 ,  kelin  falannagh. 

54. 1  go  out  [went  out'],  ebarberagh. The  stars  shine  out,  itaren  iknan 
ebarbar. 

The  moon  comes  out,  ayor  ibar- 
bar. 

/  come  out  of  the  boat,  tabar- 
baragh  toraft. 

Set  them  loose  !  simbara  ! 

52.  Ikka,  he  passed,  he  went ;  Kab.  and 
Shil. :  arigh  dakagh,  I  wish  to  go,  Temght 
of  Ben  Musa. 

53.  Eskaran,  in  Kab.,  "  doing,"  faeiens. 
Imagha,  he  went  up  (Kab.) ;  he  went 

down  (Ben  Musa's  Temght) ;  he  went  up 
and  down  (Delaporte's  Shilha) ;  and here. 

54.  Barhar,  extra,  might  seem  a  forma- 
tive from  Arab,  ban  a ;  but  the  native  root 

is  ebru  in  Kabail,  which  exists  side  by- 
side  with  barra.  There  is  ibra,  dimisit, 
repudiavit ;  inebran,  repudium  ;  aberru, 
manumissio  ;  innabra,  emisit  (?)  ;  sinabra, 
perhaps  the  same  as  simbara  above. 

55.  Oshal  is  iizal  of  Kab.,  con'elative  to 
p 

55.  Run!  hasten!  oshal,  figgedigdig, 
akkera  fedigdig. 

I  run,  oshalagh,  olekwualegh. 
Come  back  [to  me]  quick  !  kalahi 

shik. 
1  return,  come  back,  ekalagh  [kal- 

ahi,   ekalagh  (?).    So  Kab,^ 
ikkal,  he  turned  himself.  See 
25.  above]. 

Come  near!  ahaz ! 

I  approach,  ahezagh. 
56.  He  started  early,  inshaya. 

You  start  early,  tinshajat, 

(subst.)  tanshit. 
I  start  early,  ismargaregh. 

 inshegh  semmiit  [semmut, 
cold,  fresh  ?]. 

Early  to-morrow,  ashikken  sem- mut. 

I  start  in  the  afternoon,  eduegh, 

(subst.)  taduit. 
I  wish  to  start  late,  erhegh  ta- 

duit. 

57.  You  start   to-morrow  morning 
from  Timbuktu,  ke  tinshayat 
ashikke  dag  Timbutku. 

You  pass  the  heat  in  Kdbara, 
tekelet    te    Kabaraten  [you broil]. 

'ujel  of  Arabic.  Lekwual  is  like  leklek  (to 
trot)  of  Arabic,  for  which  we  have  kelkel 
in  Kab.    Shik  is  zik  of  Kab. 

57.  Ikela  is  here  ikela,  Arabic  kaJa,  he 
broiled.  Brosselet  gives  as  Kab.  eklu,  broil 
thou ;  perhaps  a  root  common  to  both 
languages.  Ekkel  is  the  imperative  for 
Turn  yourself.  In  fact,  to  turn  and  to 
roast  may  be  modifications  of  one  root. 

P  3 
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You  start  in  the  afternoon  from 

Kdbara,  ke  teduet  dag  te  Ka- 
baraten. 

Yo7A  hdge  in  Lenga,  temendagh 
Lenga. 

We  pass  the  heat,  nikkela  [_we 
hroir\. 

Where  do  we  pass  the  heat  to- 
day ?  indegh  dihau  demade 

nikkel  ashel  idagh  ? 

58.  We  lodge  for  the  night,  nemen- 
dagh. 

I  pass  the  night  (/  rest),  insegli 

^42.). 
Where  (is  it)  that  tve  shall  rest 

this  night,  endeg  diha  dihennas 
ehad  idagli  ?  [read  dinen- 
nas 

59.  Thou  dost  not  heep  the  path,  war 

tolierit.  [Qu.  from  Turco- 

Arab.,  doghere,  straight '^~\ I  lose  my  way,  ebehahi  eberik. 

He  has  lost  his  way,  ebehas  ebe- 

rek  \^fefellit  eum  via']. 
58.  Edag  or  edagh,  a  place :  (edeg  iyen, 

one  place  ;  annagh  edak?  what  place  ?) 
Ddj,  house  with  yard  in  Ghadamsi,  which 
=  Arab  ddr.  Idegh,  he  dwelt  ?  ( Irhan 
adedekken  Bosebango,  they  want  to  dwell 
at  Bosebango)  To  this  root  I  am  dis- 

posed to  refer  emendagh.  Jzdegh,  he  dwelt, 
is  the  Kabail. 

Ehad,  night,  must  be  ehad.  It  is  efad  of 
Ghadamsi,  eghed  of  Wadreagh,  yied  of  Dela- 
porte,  1/U  of  Hamed,  &c.  Tegit  in  the  Tuareg 
(Temght)  of  Hodgson.    The  root  is  seen 
in  Arab.        ,  obscura  fuit  nox. 

59.  Yoher,  he  has  kept  the  track? 
Eherlk,  road,  is  Temght  of  Ben  Musa  ;  in 
Kab.  ehrid,  in  Arab.  derb. 

l^Ibdhe,    it   misleads;  ibehe,  it misled  ?J 

False,  baho. 

Liar,  wambalio. 
Renowned,  anesbaho  [boasted  of 

extravagantly  ?~\. 
60.  He  has  found  his  way,  enta  ig- 

gero  abarraka. 
/  am  tired,  ildashagh. 

Weariness,  ilidish. 

/  am  very  tired,  ildashagh  hul- 
len  huUen. 

My  bones  are  shattered,  nek  ta- 
taktarau  eghasannini. 

61.  Exhaustion,  temankit. 

/  repose,  ekeraagh  dissun. 
  adehagegh  fessagh. 

Let  us  repose  a  little,  nehaget 
andurren. 

62.  L  ride  a  horse,  neyagh  ais.  (49.) 
L  dismount,  ezobegh.  (66.) 

Dismmmt  ye,  zobet. 

/  make  the  camel  lie  down,  esig- 

ganagh  amenis. 
Make  thy  camel  lie,  siggen  amenis 

innek. 

60.  Iggera  (Igra),  it  lighted  upon,  is 
surely  Arabic  jera.  The  5  in  iggero  may 
even  be  the  Arabic  pronoun  him.  [?  H.B.] 

Taiaktarau  seems  akin  to  karrau  or 
kaurau,  to  be  torn,  t  being  inserted  as  in 
the  Arabic  8th  form,  not  a  Berber  practice. 
The  root  is  not  unlike  zarau ;  see  below. 

61.  T emanklt.  Compare  War  itemand- 
kit,  lest  it  hurt  (him).  Perhaps  from  naka. 
Dissun,  my  side  ?  Edis,  side ;  uni,  eni,  of  me. 

62.  Zob  in  this  sense  is  found  in  Brosse- 
lard ;  but  the  Kabail  and  Shilha  for  it  is 
uguz,  ukuz,  eggiz.  See  ged,  gdz  in  70.,  and 
oftencr  koz  in  99. 
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I  drive  my  horse  on,  egedemmegh 
aisin. 

63. 1  go  fast,  egelegli  shik. 
/  make  my  horse  trot,  eshisheri- 

wuegh  aisin. 

/  keep  back  my  horse,  esamasa- 
nagh  aisin. 

1  make  him  gallop,  etegeriwuegli 
ai'sin. 

I  take  a  ride,  ushirgeshagh ;  ad- 
summoromaragh. 

64.  /  will  go  into  a  boat,  erhegh 

ogish-n-toraft    [/  desire  the 
entering  of  a  boat^, 

I  entered  a  boat,  egishagh  toraft. 

/ get  on  the  sand,  tarasanagh  ta- 
mellelt. 

We  have  got  on  the  sand,  uran- 
nar-n-akal. 

I  disembark,  tabarbaragh  toraft. 

Egedemmegh,  perhaps  (Arab.  Qedem)  I 
cause  to  go  in  front. 

A'lsin,  for  ais-ini  (see  end  of  65.),  is  only 
a  dipt  pronunciation. 

63.  Eshisheriwuegh,  etegeriwuegh,  seem 
to  show  wuegh  as  marking  the  1st  person 
of  a  causative  verb,  when  the  root  ends  in 
au.  Shisherau,  perhaps,  denotes  frequent- 

ative alternative  movement,  nearly  as  she- 
resherau,  to  work  the  pump-handle. 

Esdmasan,  causative,  from  amdsan  ? 
Etegeriwuegh  (I  set  loose?)  has  et  to 

mark  present  tense.  I  make  the  root 
igherau,  it  is  easy  :  whence  egheraugh,  I  am 
easier,  yeherowen,  easy ;  iharowen,  spa- 
cious. 

AdsummorCmaragh  seems  to  be  a  cau- 
sative from  a  frequentative  root  mormor. 

Ad  marks  present  time. 
64.  Tardsd7iagh     (from  yardsan,)  he 

p  P 

.  Do  we  cross  in  a  boat  ?  nisger 
is  toraft  ? 

Or  have  we  to  go  on  foot  ?  mer 
essi  sidarannanagh  ? 

I  cross  a  river,  isgeragh. 

I  ford  a  river,  nek  yer  teawent. 
Take  my  horse  through  the  river, 

kuletahi  aiseni. 

!.  I  pass  a  town,  kayetannagh. 
Shall  we  sleep  in  Kabara,  or 

pass  it'^  awak  nemendagh  e 
Kabaraten,  mer  nokaitenit  ? 

/  alight  {and  take  quarters)  at 
the  house  of  a  certain  man, 
ezubbegh  r5r  halis  iyen. 

I  climb  down,  nek  azubbegh. 

Mohammed  E'  sghlr  \_probably?~\ 
will    lodge  with  El  Balmy, 
Mohammed   essghir  kodosen 
azubbet  r5r  El  Bakay. 

67.  /  change  my  dwelling,  ehonagh. 

touched?  he  grazed?  Tursar  rsai 

aground. 
65.  Essi  may  seem  to  be  the  Latin  num, 

an,  as  is  in  Delaporte's  Kabail. 
Isger  is  izger  in  Kabail,  perhaps  more 

correct. 

Yer  may  seem  to  be  for  yegh,  first  per- 
son of  a  verb,  so  as  to  mean  "  I  keep  the 

ford"  {teawent  is  a  ford)  ;  but  eyyi,  iu 
Earth,  means  let,  leave,  being  the  Kabail 

Kulet,  plural,  from  root  kul?  Compare 
ikel,  he  marched  :  or  is  t  radical? 

66.  Ikdyetan,  he  passed.  Compare  ikka, 

52.,        ynkaine,  147. 
Aivak,  Latin  "  utrum  ? "    Mer,  "  an." 
Imendagh,  he  lodged  ?    See  58. 
67.  Ychon,  he  encamps  ?  moved  his 

camp?  {Ehe,  ehan,  a  tent.)  Ijdenit  and 
4 
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The  Tademekket  have  trans- 

ferred their  encampments  at 

Gundam  to  Bosebango,  Tade- 
mekket ijoenit  ahonenit  r5r 

Gundam,  irhan  adedekken 
Bosebango. 

68. 1  swim^  shafagh. 
Do  you  understand  swimming  ? 

ke  tezay  elishaf  ? 
69.  /  dance^  dellillagh. 

I  play,  edellagli. 
He  understands  dancing  extreme- 

ly well,  issan  dellul  yulaghen 
hullen. 

10. 1  spring,  tagedagh. 
I  spring  over  a  ditch,  agederegli 

ateras  atukkek. 

He  jumped  down  from  his  camel, 
egedarit  fel  tarik.  [jPe/  is 
upon  :  down  must  be  in  the 
verb.] 

ahCnenit  seem  two  verbs  of  same  tense  ? 
enit,  marks  3rd  pi.  fem. 

Adedekken  — adedeghghen?    See  58. 
68.  El-ishaf.  If  el  is  here  the  Arabic 

article,  shdf  ought  to  be  imported  Arabic. 
Golius  has  zdf,  explicuit  alas  ac  caudam ; 
which  easily  becomes  natavit.  Ke  tezay = 
tezayt,  it  seems.  In  89.,  ezay  =  esan,  he 
understood. 

69.  Kab.,  zuUel,  to  pirouette.  In  Shilha, 
adilalan,  teaching,  is  from  Arab.  deJl,  a 
different  root. 

70.  Tagedagh  (also),  I  fly  ;  igged,  he 
flew;  see  47.  Egedarit  and  agederegh  are 
from  another  verb,  igeder,  or  even  ider,  if 
ag  here  marks  tense.  Ider,  he  came  down, 
as  in  Kab.  iter. 

Ateras  =  Ader-as  ? 
Atukkek,  a  ditch. 

71.  I  climb  up  (a  mountain,  a  tree), 
tewinagh  (adar,  ehishk). 

/  limp  [sink  down  .^J,  agozeagh. 
1  get  down  ?  agozeagh. 

The  thief  climbed  up  the  house  in 
the  night,  and  dropt  into  the 
middle  of  it,  amakarad  awen 
tarasham  das  eliad,  atarakat 
dar  amasenis. 

I  fall,  n5da(gh)  (see  104.),  nis- 
trekegh. 

He  fell,  isetrek,  atarakatet. 
/  threw  down,  satarakegh. 

72.  /  tinp,  stumble,  terselladagh,  nek 

agertatuf. I  slide  down,  nek  aburzazawerit. 

[See  eborderit  in  47.] 

/  strip  my  hand  of  skin,  aze- 
lebbegh. 

I  limp,  ebiagagh. 
That  camel  limps  with  his  right 

foot,  amenis  wadagh  ehiak  s 
adar-n-arel. 

73.  /  sing,  nek  egananasebak. 

Do  the  Tawdrek  sing?  Imd- 
shaghe  igananasebak  ? 

71.  Iwwen,  Ghad.,  he  went  up  ;  and 
Kab.,  thasawint,  an  eminence.  Auen  here  = 
iwwen. 

Das  ?  some  preposition. 
Aiarak,  drop  ;  isatarak,  he  threw  down, 

let  drop  ;  yet  isUrek  neuter  verb. 
72.  Irsellad,  he  struck  the  foot  against. 
Agegh  tatuf,  I  have  made  a  catching. 
Adar-n-arel,  foot  of  the  right. 
73-  Asehak  =  azeghak  =  aghezak  by  trans- 

position ;  a  song,  or  singing  ?  Also  anaya, 
a  song.  In  nek  eganan  we  must  see  the 
participle  iganan,  canens ;   but  eganan  is 
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They  are  very  fond  of  singing^ 
irhanne  adigereshen  tarezek 
hullen. 

They  have  their  'peculiar  songs, 
entenet  Ian  tarezek  imanne- 
sen. 

Sing  me  a  nice  song,  auiyahi 
asahak  ihosken  ;  egalie  anaya 
ihosken. 

74. 1  laugh,  dazagh,  tedazagh. 

Thou  laughest  too  loud,  ke  Ink  ta- 
dis  lebaset  \tu,  est  tibi  risus 

pravus~\. Much  laughing  is  not  becoming, 

tadasit  teget  war  tawege. 
75.  /  smile,  asibaksagh. 

A  smile,  tibeksit. 

/  cry  out,  egeregh  [egheregh]. 
[/]  moan,  teneteket,  tehenefet. 
I  weep,  halagh. 

canunt :  for  eghannan  ?  the  root  is  Arabic, 
ghann. 

Tarezek,  tarezzek  =  t9Lghezek. 
Jrhdnne  =  irhan,  they  love ;  see  33. 
Lan,  there  were  ?  =  ellan. 
Adigereshen  implies  igeresh,  he  recited  ? 

Compare  gher ;  and  ghered,  warble,  as 
Arabic. 

74.  Yedez,he  laughed  (B.  M.'sTemght). 
Tadiz,  tddazit,  laughter. 
Lebaset  must  be  feminine  for  lebdsent, 

from  ilabdsen,  bad. 
Teget  for  tegent,  fem.,  from  egen,  much. 

But,  in  39,  teget,  thou  hast  done. 
Wege  also  seems  to  be  a  root  (compare 

Arab,  wejeh, — qu.  spectabilis  est)  for  decuit. 
Hence  fem.  tauege ;  and  war  inituegi,  it 
cannot  be,  (it  will  not  do). 

75.  Gher  (here  as  in  Kab.),  is  to  call,  to 
cry,  to  read  ;  uniting  Hebrew  kara,  call, 

Why  do  you  weep  ?  mefel  tehalit? 
mas  halit  ? 

Do  not  iveep,  war  telhet. 
76.  lam  silent,  esosanagh. 

Be  silent,  susin. 

77. 1  am  sorry,  nek  ezenesjiimo. 

/  [?]  am  vexed,  igrawent  nis- 

gam. 

Do  not  be  vexed,  ease  your  mind 

[lift  up  your  heart suli  ul- hinnek. 

78.  /  do  not  dissemble,  isakanagh 

imani  \I  show  myself  ~\. 

\_He  dissembles'],  war  sekene  iman- nis. 

You  dissemble,  te&irmaraday. 
/  am  content,  I  allow,  permit, 

ekebelagh.   {Arab.,  Kab.) 
79.  /  trust,  efelasegh. 

Confidence,  tefelisr,  tifiUas. 

and  Arabic  kara,  read.  The  k  is  often 
found  for  gh  ;  Hodgson  says,  wrongly. 

Thai,  he  weeps  ;  compare  Heb.  and  Ar. 

hallel,  and  Engl,  wail.  In  Delaporte's 
Shilha,  allan,  weeping,  isillan,  causing  to 

weep  ;  h  omitted. 
76.  In  Kab.  susim,  be  silent.  Compare 

Arab,  samat,  siluit ;  samm,  obturavit,  os 

repressit. 
77.  Anesgum,  or  rather  anezgum,  seems 

to  mean  sorrow  (as  in  Kab.)  ;  but  for  the 
verb  nothing  nearer  appears  than  Arab. 
hazan,  of  which  I  have  thought  it  an  in- 

verted corruption.  Nek  ezenesjiimo,  for 
nek  es  enezgum-o,  I  (am)  in  my  sorrow  ? 

Jgrau-ent,  see  60. 
Suit,  in  Kab.,  lift  up,  cause  to  rise. 
Ulhi,  heart  (Kab.  uU),  Arab,  kalb,  Heb. 

lib,  display  the  same  elements,  though  in 
disguise. 
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He  confided  (in  African  Arabic), 
falash  (seems  to  be  the  same 
root), 

I  am  merry,  nek  ellewe. 

80.  I  pity  him,  nek  egeras  [egeghas  ?] 
tell  an  it. 

/  do  not  pity  him,  urhas  ger 

[gegli?]  tehanit. 
Have  mercy  on  me,  adenahi  te- 

hanit. 

/  am  angry       "|  etkaragh, 
{Satan  has  en-  J-eggesli aheEb- 

tered  me),      J  lis. 

Why  are  you  angry  with  me'^  mas 
ke,  tejes  fale  (or  felahi)  atkar. 

81.  He  dishonoured  him  before  all 

the  world,  tezemit  dedesin  idi- 
net  rurret. 

/  slight  you,  tezemegh  fellek,  nek 
tezemakay. 

\_Slight,  dishonour'],  tisemit. 

79.  Ellewegh,  I  am  merry.  Elsewhere, 
illewen,  they  were  merry.  Teslauit,  laetifi- 
casti.  Olewet,  happy  ;  olua,  fern,  tolua, 
wide,  spacious  ;  qu.  laxus,  lagus,  liber 
Also  frequentative,  liieliie,  it  was  let  go  ? 
See  97. 

80.  Tehanit  would  recall  Heb.  and  Arab. 
hann. 

Eger,  ger,  perhaps  for  egegh,  I  make. 
Aden-ahi,  spread  over  me  ? 
Etkdr,  atkar,  should  be  etkakh,  or  rather 

etka^i,  atkah,  but  the  Tawarek  cannot 
sound  h.  It  is  Kab.  echchah,  Arab,  ajjah. 

But  etkar  means  "full;"  Kab.  echchur. 
See  103. 

Tejes  =  tegesh,  enters  ? 
81.  Tesemegh,  tezemegh.  Root,  ezem  (de- 

ficiency, Kab.  ?).  Izem,  he  slighted  ;  ite- 
zem,  he  slights.    D  edes  in-,  at  side  of  ? 

He  has  dishonoured  7ne,  enta  te- 
zemahi. 

I  fear,  eksodagh. 
Do  not  fear,  ur  teksok  [teksod]. 
Do  not  tremble,  ur  terma^a. 
Thou  art  impatient,  unsteady, 

ke  termadet. 

/  hide  myself,  efaragh  imani; 

bikegh  imani ;  esiddakik. 
/  cover  my  face  with  my  hands, 

haragli  idemin. 
82.  /  take  care,  ugasngh. 

Beware  of  that  man,  ehewet 

halis  wadagb,  agas-n-niet. 
He  is  of  a  treacherous  disposition, 

eradar  (eghadar  ?). 

/  do  7iot  care,  war  ekolagh. 
Take  care  of  the  luggage,  agis 

ilalen. 

83.  /  wait  for  you,  ezedargh  fillek. 
Wait  for  him,  zedar  filles. 

 malaren  ? 

He  is  impatient,  enta  war  izedar. 

Termdga  :  but  terinimek,  anxiety  (with  A), 
and  termadet  (with  d).  In  Kab.  ergigi, 
tremble. 

Esiddakik  (-kigh  ?  -ghigh  ?).  From  si- 
deris  (sideghis  ?),  "  secretly,"  we  might  lay 
down  sidegh,  as  the  root.  But  ised  eghaf 
enis,  "  he  hides  his  head,"  gives  us  simply 
ised,  he  hides,  and  esiddakik,  I  hide  thee. 

Idemin,  perhaps,  is  dual,  Two  cheeks  ; 
Barth  has  idemawen  (139.)  for  faces,  pi.  : 
root  udem,  cheek,  face,  Kab. 

82.  Ehewet  =  egewet,  of  52.  "  shun." 
Niet  ?  [In  Delaporte's  Shilha  the  word 

means  "  even,"  meme.^ 
Ikol,  he  cares.  Compare  the  Hausa 

verb  kula,  to  care,  in  the  Rev.  Mr.  Schon's 
vocabulary,  and  ekull  in  104. 
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84.  /  recall  to  mind  {rny  friends)^ 
nek  esimmiktagbet  imaraweni. 

/  am  not  thinking  at  all,  war 
inehi  abelu.     {Thought  does 
not  find  me  ?) 

I  remember,   nek  esimmesuya- 
kal(?)  orkagh(?) 

85.  /  have  forgotten,  etuagh. 
Thou  hast  forgotten,  tetuat. 
Forgetfulness,  tatat. 
/  am  accustomed  to   ,  nek 
esilmadarak  isul-n  . 

1  am  accustomed  to  smoke  much, 

nek  esliuaragh  almeddak  tese- 
sen  taba  \_ccepi  discam  haustum 
tobacci^. 

I  teach  you,  nek  esalmadakay. 
86. 1  know,  sanagb. 

/  do  not  know,  ur  essanagb. 

84.  Iktha,  cogitavit,  seems  to  be  the 
Kab.  root.  Hence  imekthi,  secum  repu- 
tavit  ;  and  here,  isimmikti,  the  causative. 

Tmarau-eni,  my  friends?  my  sorrows? 
Elsewhere  immerauen,  mutual  weeping  : 
root,  ru,  sobbing,  Kab.  But  imidaueni,  my 
friends  (Prod.  Son)  ;  imidi,  a  friend. 

Esimmesuyakagh,  suggests  a  root,  snyak 
or  uyak ;  but  esimmesuyaghak  (I  remember 
thee)  a  root  suya.    Both  are  strange  to  me. 

85.  Itu,  he  forgot,  Kab. 
limed  (Arab,  and  Heb.),  he  learned  ; 

isilmed,  he  taught  ;  here,  he  learned. 
Esilmadarak  has  a  syllable  too  much  ; 

read  esihnadagh.  Then,  akisul  or  isul  means 
custom  ? 

Almeddak  =  Almeddagh,  (ut)  discam. 
Ishuar  is  for  Kab.  izwar,  he  began.  So 

teshuar  toran,  incipit  pariat  parturit. 

Teses  en  taba  ;  en  is  the  prep,  "of?  " 
87.  Fgerah,  understand  thou  ?  So  ogrii- 

Do  you  not  know  ?  ke  war  tessi- 
nat  ? 

/  am  puzzled,  nek  amdeggeg. 
87. 1  understand,  egerabagb. 

/  have  7iot  understood  what 

you  said,  war  egerabagb  meg- 

ger! t. 
/  understand  a  little  Tarkiye, 

egerabagb  andurren  da  Tema- 
sbigbt. 

/  cannot  speak  it,  war  dobegb 
assokel  enis. 

88.  I  am  learning  Tarkiye,  etataragh 
almud  en  Temasbigbt  [peto 
doctrinam]. 

/  know  the  Kurdn  by  heart,  ik- 
f  asagb  el  Kuran  ;  etafagb. 

het,  science.  It  seems  to  be  a  pure  native 
root,  as  isen,  he  knew. 

Meggerit  is  explained  by  Barth  as  me 
gent  =  me  gherit;  or,  rather,  me  teghrit,  what 
thou  hast  called  out.  Meggered  (jtie- 
ghered)  is  a  harangue.    See  29. 

Da,  not  certain  Temashight,  as  Imdshaghe, 
for  Kab.  Temazight,  Imdzagh. 

Assokel;  see  25. 
88.  Itar,  petiit.  In  Kab.  I  know  only 

the  causative  isuthar,  petiit,  which  is  com- 
mon. De  Slane,  in  a  Berber  (Shilha  ?) 

poem  has  idder  and  iter;  viz.  iwellik  idder- 
nin,  toi  que  Ton  implore  (jois  ffe  Ki(Tooixi- 
vois  ?)  ;    and   win  itran,  he  who  wishes 

Ik/as  is  corrupt  Arabic.    Hajiz,  kiss^, 
Etafagh,  I  have  caught  or  held  fast, 

often  has  w,  as  though  wataf  were  the  root. 

It  is  Arab,  c-fllap*-,  whether  native  or  im- 
ported. Common  in  Kab.  See  another 

etaf'm  208. 
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89.  Teach  me  Tefinaghen,  agimek- 
kahe  Tefinaghen. 

/  acquaint^  inform  you,  elare- 

ghak. /  read,  nek  raragh  [gharagh]. 
Read,  tegeri  [tegheri]. 
/  have  read  with  the  most  learned 

of  the  Kelissuk,  nek  egerek  ror 
el  fakkiren  Kelissuk  ezay 

(esan)  tegeri  hullen. 
90.  /  write,  katabagh.  (^Arab.) 

Written,  iktab. 

I  count,  esedanagh. 
Counted,  i sedan. 
Are  these   cowries   counted,  or 

not?    timgel  idagh  isedanen, 
mer  war  isedanen  ? 

What  is  the  name  of  this  in 

Tarhiye  ?  wadagh,  innagh  is- 
mennis  se  Temashight  ? 

Your  name  ?  ismennek  ? 

91. 1  pray,  umadagh.    [From  Arab, 
amad,  which  degenerated  from 
the  idea  of  confirming  into  the 

ecclesiastical  baptizing, ~\ 

89.  Aginek,  teach  thou  ? 
liar,  he  informed  ?  Ilagh?  compare 

Ar.  lagha,  locutus  fuit. 
Ezai/,  peritus  fuit  ;  as  appears  by  com- 

paring this  with  68.  JSsan  is  isan,  scivit, 
as  in  86.  The  verb  should  be  plural  here  ? 
Egerek  =  egheregh;  and  the  vowel  of  the 
penultimate  distinguishes  the  past  tense 
from  gharagh,  present  tense. 

91.  Tesymdet  belongs  to  an  important 
root,  imeda,  it  is  finished  (36.)  ;  irrtda  in 

Delaporte's  Shilha.  Barth  has  ejumddade, 
(the  nights)  are  passed  Causative,  isimda, 
he  ended.  Also  imende  [  =  imemde?],  (our 

Have  you  finished  your  prayer  ? 
ke  tesymdet  timadennek  ? 

92.  (/)  fold  {my)  hands  \_fingers\ 
asimmekeris  isikkaden. 

Fold  ye  your  hands,  simmekeris- 
sit  isikkadenawen. 

I  fast,  ezomagh.    \_Arab,  sbm.'\ 
Are  you  fasting ke  tazomet  ? 

93.  /  have  had,  once  I  had,  kala  ille. 

\_Kald,  once  upon  a  time  ;  ille, 
there  was  ?  rori  or  ghori  seems wanting.] 

/  have  not,  war  ror  ille  [read, 
war  rori  ille^. 

I  have  nothing  to  eat,  war  iktg- 
fagh    akshegh    [^non  sufficio 

(quod)  edam']. 
94. 1  add,  give  more,  esewadagh. 

Add  to  me  a  little,  sewadahi  an- 
durren. 

I  arrive,  wadagh  [watagh]. 
We  are  arrived,  nuat  [newat]. 

(  The  cold)  decreases,  efenas. 
/  lessen,  nek  afenis-tennet  (?). 

 {^f  fluids),  esodebaragh. 

food)  is  finished,  gone.  See  further  under 103. 

93.  Kald,  une  fois ;  Kab.  thekkilt;  Shilha, 
wal. 

Iktefa,  seems  to  be  the  Arabic  8th  form, 
from  kefa,  and  not  to  be  connected  with 
ihfa,  he  gave,  unless  this  is  itself  only  a 
corruption  of  the  Arabic  verb. 

94.  Sewad  Isewat']  seems  to  me  the  cau- sative of  iwaf,  a  root  common  in  Kab. 
Thus  iwat,  accessit ;  isewat,  addidit. 

Andurren,  a  little,  combined  with  ma- 
druln,  small,  gives  a  root  dru.  In  Kab., 
edrus,  a  little.    The  s  must  once  have  been 
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95.  Bring  me  something,  auyoheet 
harret. 

/  bring  it  to  you,  waueghakit. 
I  leave,  let,  nek  5jagh. 
Let  him  go  (ivalk),  eyit  erregesh. 

96.  /  set  free  a  slave,  sidderfagh 
akeli. 

A  freed  slave,  akeli  nellil. 
A  freedman,  aderif. 
/  divorce  a  woman,  ezimmizeagh 

tamatBo 

I  marry,  itidibonagh. 
He  has  divorced  his  former  wife, 

izimmaze  hannis,  tadagh  roris 
tille  \^quce  ei  eraf^. 

(And)  has  married  a  yomig  girl, 
awe  taliad  andtirret.    (On  awe, 
see  95.) 

a  pronoun  :  edrus,  a  little  of  it.  See  also 
endurret,  in  96.,  for  young. 

95.  In  Kab.,  awld,  bring  to  me  hither ; 

yuwi,  he  brought,  led.*  Auyohi  must  be 
formed  of  auwi,  bring  ;  dhi,  to  me.  In  96., 
awe  (^=yuwi)  duxit,  for  married. 

Oyagh  is  a  different  verb,  imperative. 
Eyyi,  let,  leave ;  in  Kab.,  ejji. 
96.  Nellil,  freed,  from  alii,  free.  A  root 

of  very  like  sound  is  in  105.,  and  another 
in  50.  Izimiz;  see  in  81,  izem,  he  dis- 
honoured. 

Hannis,  wife,  and  halis,  man,  are  pecu- 
liar to  Temght.  [Qu.  halis,  a  "  fellow  ; " 

hannis,  "  his  mate  ?  "] 
Taliad,  lass ;  iliad,  lad,  are  very  like 

Arab,  welad,  son,  which  in  Temght  also 
apjjears  as  abarad. 

97.  Sellueluer?    But  see  79. 

*  In  Prod.  Son,  tauyem,  tulistis  ;  ahauyet,  agite 
fevtel  Elwuayamas,{rea,{X  etwuayamas educatis  ei. 

97.  /  hold  fast,  etafagh. 

We  take  [lay  hold  of~\,  nuttef. Catch  it,  hold  it,  ottuft.  (See  88.) 
Hold  fast  the  cord,  atef  irriwi. 
Let  go  the  cord,  selluelue  irriwi. 
/  let  go,  sellueliieragh. 

98.  Pluck  off,  ekas. 
/  take  off,  pluck,  ekasagh. 
Raise,  take  away,  [tolle !]  atkal. 
/  carry  off,  atkalagh. 

L put  the  load  on  the  camel,  ota- 
gergh  ilalen  fel  amenis ;  nek 

etajejjegh  ilalen. 

[He  heaped  things  upon  him"], 
egag  fellas  ilalen. 

99.  /  take  the  load  ( from  the  camel), 
etakozagh  ilalen ;  ezozebagh 
ilalen  (fel  amenis). 

98.  There  are  four  roots  in  Kab.  with 
the  radicals  ks :  (1.)  Ekkes,  aufer,  exue  ; 
ikkes,  exuit.  (2.)  Eks,  pasce  (pecus)  ;  iksa, 
pavit ;  ikes,  pascit.  (3.)  Ikes,  pupugit, 
momordit  (serpens).  (4.)  Eksu,  plica  ; 
iksa,  plicuit ;  ikessu,  plicat.  To  the  3rd  I 

refer  Delaporte's  confregit  arbores  ventus. 
I  have  tried  to  resolve  (2.)  and  (3.)  into 
vulsit,  carpsit.  See  also  iks  in  167.  ;  ekos, 
213. 

Atkal  at  first  seems  to  be  the  Arabic 
thaqal;  but  Ben  Musa  spells  it  with  simple 
k,  not  k.    Yet  atkel,  government. 

In  Ghad.  jejdq  means  laden.  We  have 
here  a  root  gag,  gak  or  gagh,  meaning  to 
heap  or  load  ;  frequentative,  jejegh.  Ota- 
gergh  is  present  tense  (for  otdgeghagh  9),  and 
etajejjegh  apparently  the  frequentative. 

99.  Etakozagh  might  seem  to  mean,  "I 
come  down,"  but  it  is  here  causative :  as 
ezOzehagh  for  esdzehagh,  because  (I  sup- 

pose) s  becomes  z  through  the  proximity  of 
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I  put  on  the  {horse's)  saddle^  nek 
ekeral  alakif ;  nek  esewaragh 
alakif. 

Put  the  saddle  on,  suar  elakif. 

/  take  the  saddle  off^  ekassagh 
elakif.  (98.) 

100, 1  seek,  look  for,  etaragh.  (88.) 

What  do  you  look  for  7  ma  te- 
turret  ? 

Search  well,  ummagh  huUen. 

(31.) 
I  etitreat,  beg,  etaragh  [another 

form  of  the  present,  for  ete- 
taragh  ?]. 

101. 1  send,  esokegh. 
/  call  for,  agaragh  [agheragh  ?] 
Call  him,  ageret  [agheret  ?] 
I  show,  esekenagh  [point  out]. 
Show  me  the   road,  sekenahi 

abarraka. 

/  do  not  show  you,  nek  war  ese- 
kenaghak. 

the  other  z.  The  roots  koz,  goz,  zob  are 
named  in  62. 

Fel  (upon)  is  used  hoth  of  taking  down 
and  putting  up. 

Ekeralagh?  ekeral,  gird  ?  In  160.  ireled, 
he  girded,  which  perhaps  should  be 
igheled. 

Sewar,  put  on  ;  and  et-awaragh,  1  col- 
lect (102.),  seem  to  be  akin.  But  see 

owar,  in  113. 
101.  Isoka,  he  sends,  is  possibly  the  cau- 

sative of  ika,  he  passed  ;  fem.  toka. 
War  esekenaghak.  Here,  as  in  105.,  the 

power  of  war  to  attract  the  accus.  pron.  is 
neglected.  Elsewhere,  as  in  106.,  129,  we 
have  the  Kabail  or  normal  order. 

102.  Imdkas  is  the  only  instance  I  have 

102. 1  collect,  eisLW{xr?igh. 
I  hid  [^stored  up  ?^  etwaragh. 
/  cover  (my  face  with  my  hands), 

liaragh. 

[  We  met  there  ?],  nemokas 
dis. 

Where  did  ye  meet  him  kawe- 
nit  edagh  atamokasem  roris  ? 

[  Vos,  quo  loco  convenistis  ad 

eum  ?'\ 
The  people  gather  in  one  place, 
idinet  yemokasen  s  edeg 

ijen. 103.  The  market  is  full,  ewuet  yet- 
kar. 

The  people  go  asunder,  idinet 
ibbeda. 

The  tribe  is  scattered,  tausit 
tesimande. 

104.  /[^we?]  salute  you,  nigerak  es 
salam. 

Salute  him,  ageras  es  salam. 

observed  of  5  and  r  interchanging.  In 
Bro  selard  we  read  imugger  and  imigger, 
convenit.  In  Delaporte  the  g  becomes  k. 
There  is  also  in  Kabail  imger,  he  reaped, 
and  imger,  it  was  thrown ;  passive,  from 

ger. 

103.  Elsewhere,  asimande,  with  a  torn 
dress  ;  temminde  (the  tribe)  is  extirpated  : 
ezzud  immende,  our  provisions  are  gone. 
These  three  suggest  that  tearing  and  rend- 

ing are  the  essence  of  a  root  imende.  But 
as  this  word  means  (the  food)  is  finished, 
(see  91.),  possibly  all  belong  to  the  root 
imMa,  36. 

104,  Ager-as ;  either  "  throw  salute," 
from  ger,  or  "cr?/  out  salute,"  from  gher ; 
agheras.    See  101. 
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I  seize  your  hand,  atafagh  afos 
enik. 

I  embrace  him,  ekulleghas. 
He  fell  on  his  neck,  and  kissed 

him,  yudar  fel  erinnis  ahasi 
timullut. 

I  embrace  his  knees,  (and)  kiss 
them,  nekodegli  fel  fadennis, 
ahasen  e  timullut. 

A  kiss,  tamolit  [tamolirt :  ta- 
moliglit  ?]. 

/   kiss,     emoleragh  [emolS' 
ghagh  ?]. 

105.  / follow  thee,  nek  elkamakay. 
Follow  him,  elkemt. 

/  obey  or  folloio,  nek  elilal  [eli- 

lagh].  *
 Does  El  Khadir  obey  the  orders 

of  Alkuttabu?  El  Khadir 
elll  Alkuttabu  ? 

He  does  not  obey  him,  war  yil- 
kemit. 

1  refuse  to  submit  to  thee,  nek 
ugaraghak  serliu. 

Ekull,  cherish  thou  ?  See  ekol  in  82. 
Different  are  ikel  (?),  he  marched,  iggel,  he 
turned  aside,  igla^  he  broiled  :  roots  liable 
to  confusion.    Also  kUlet  in  65. 

Odegh,  I  fall?  nodagh,  we  fall  (71.), 
war  tidu,  lest  thou  fall ;  if  to  be  so  written 
denote  a  root.  Idu  (compare  dau,  under.) 
But  if  tidu  is  untrustworthy,  adar,  or  rather 
atar,  is  the  root ;  in  Kab.  to  go  down. 

Faden  (ifaden  f)  pL  of  afod,  knee  ? 

sen.     Aha  =  Aga     2>'d  "i 
Imoler  (imolegli),  he  kisses  ? 

105.  Elkem  in  Kab.  "arrive."  Qu.  may 
ilkem,  "  pertinuit,"  explain  the  double  use  ? 

That  tribe  has  revolted  against 

their  chief,  tausit  tadagh  (tin- 
degh)  irhet  amanokal  nissen. 

106.  Help  me  I  dehelahi. 
I  help  you,  edehelagliak. 

107.  Make  place  \^for  me'],  shinke- shin  felle. 

108. 1  honour  you,  esimgharaghak. 
He  has  not  honoured  me,  warhi 

isimghar. 
109.  /  bear  witness  to  you,  egeha- 

ghak. 
Bear  me  testimony,  gehahi. 

I  swear,  ehadagh  [7  swore  ?~\, I  swear,  ohadagh. 

I  swear  falsely,  ehadagh-s-baho. 
He  sivore  falsely,  yehad-s-baho. 

Serhu,  victory,  primacy.  Yugar  (Shilha 
and  Kab.)  "it  exceeds,"  and  so  once  (I 
think)  in  Barth.  Thus  ugaraghak  serhu  may- 
seem  to  mean  "  supero  tibi  praestantiam." 

Irhet.  Barth  suspects  it  should  be  "  war 
irhet,'^  loves  not.  Final  t  is  then  useless. 
May  not  t  be  radical,  and  irhat  mean  de- 
jecii,  excussit  ? 

Amanokal,  chief.  Tinmokolen,  they  in- 
vest their  chief,  125.    Atkel,  government 

(spelt  ̂ Jj![.j   by  Ben  Musa).  These  words, 
with  the  term  "  kel,"  seem  peculiar  to  Tema- 
shight. 

106.  Idehel,  he  helped  ? 
108.  Isimghar  (he  made  great),  as  in  Kab. 

is  from  the  root  mekkur,  great ;  the  k  be- 
coming gh  in  the  causative,  as  in  some 

other  verbs. 

109.  Geh, "  testify  thou,"  shows  the  root  of 
the  Kab.  inigeQi),  a  witness  ;  in  Shilha  also 
evgi. 
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/  make  'peace   between  them, 
etenagh  tinaharen   [/  speak 
goodness  ?  protection  ?] . 

110. 1  go  to  law,  esherragh.  (^Ai-ab.) 
 ,  nek  amisten. 

/  overcome  you  at  law,  irne- 
ghak  se  sheriat. 

lam  cast  in  a  suit,  etiwarnagh ; 

{the  money  is  lost),  eheri  in- 
ekshe. 

111.  I  praise,  egeriddagh. 

  (thee?),    nek  elaka- 
dakay. 

I  praise  God,  goder  Mesi  [go- 
degh  ?]. 

/  promise  to  you  safe  conduct; 
I  engage  to  you  my  faith, 
egislierak  alkawel. 

/  will  not  betray  {you),  war 

ighadaragh. 

Tinaharen  is  explained  by  Barth  as 

"  pi-oteetion  "  and  also  "  goodness."  Corn- 
Line  it  with  eMri,  wealth,  and  perhaps 
with  Arab,  kheir,  good,  since  khir  is  common 
in  Kab. 

110.  Irna  (Kab.),  superavit,  irnu,  su- 
perfuit ;  two  verbs  which  are  hard  to  keep 
separate.  {Irna  in  Venture  is,  il  triomphe.) 
Here  we  have  active  and  passive,  irnegh, 
superari,  etiwarnagh,  snperatus  sum.  See 
the  preliminary  remarks. 

Inekshe,  strictly,  I  think,  "is  eaten  ;" 
a  sort  of  Niphal  passive,  from  ekshe. 

111.  On  egerid  (egherid?'),  see  29. Elakddakay,  from  ilakad? 
Egisherak,  or  egishegh-ak?   I  enter  to 

thee. 

Alkawel  is  corrupt  Arabic.  Ghadar  also 
is  Arabic. 

Irkshed  seems  a  mistake  for  ighshen  (a 

/  break  faith  (with  thee),  nek 
irkshedak  alkawel. 

He  has  broken  faith  {with  me), 

enta  irkshedahi  alkawel :  ar- 
zar  da  alkawel. 

112. 1  have  made  him  confess  by  some 
means  or  other,  nek  esleakak 
estiwit  tezar  alaretahi  gaway 
okar. 

I  deny,  odelagh. 

(/  refuse  to  you  ?),  nek  odela- 
kay,  odelagh  el  kher  innek. 

/  refuse  to  you,  nek  endarakay. 
T punish  you,  nek  akazabakay. 

He  has  refused  (to)  me,  inda- 
rahi. 

\^ffe  refused  to  me  speech  con- 
cerning it?2*  indarahi  meg- 

gered  sirs. 113.  Pardon  me!  enshahi. 

I  pardon  you,  enshaghak. 
Pardon  me,  0  Lord  I  e  Mesi, 

takfut  felle. 

Ransom  him,  sokalas  tefFedaut 
enis. 

participial  form),  "  deceiving  "  (see  1 1 5.), 
from  Arabic  ghesh,  decepit. 

Arzar  :  irza,  he  broke. 
112.  Yodel,  he  denied  ? 
Indar,  he  refused.    So  218. 
Azab,  seems  to  be  Arab,  adah,  torment : 

but  what  is  ak  before  it  ?  Does  k  replace 
lost  ain  ? 

113.  Insha,  he  pardoned,  recalls  Arab. 
nesa,  he  forgot. 

Takfut,  "thou  hast  forgiven,"  as  from 
akfii.  The  ̂   is  a  corruption  of  ain,  from 
Arabic  afu. 

Teffedaut,  ransom,  from  Arab.  feda. 
Sokalas,  return  (repay)  for  him.   See  25. 
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1  wrong  you,  nek  owaradakay 
[6wara?zakay  ?  ]. 

Thou  wrongest  me,  towaradalii. 
114:.  I  doubt,  hesitate,  am  mistaken, 

nek  amdlggeg. 
ham  not  mistaken  as  to  what  I 

said,  nek  war  amdiggeg  tidid, 
au  annegh. 

Sins,  pi.  ibakkaden. 
/  commit  sin,  nek  eger  [egegh] 

ebaket.     [^Ghad.  Bekkaden, 

1  am  authorised,  egelayegh. 
/  have  been  lo7iging  for  you, 

ezoweragli. 
115. 1  disturb  you,  nek  ashelanakay. 

You  disturb  me,  ke  tesliledahi : 
ke  tekesadabi  makana  nawa 
kannak. 

Let  me  alone,  aiyahi ;  {trouble 
me  not),  war  shillabi. 

/  tickle,  nek  akerittegh  (te- 
mandan). 

116.  /  envy  thee,  nek  munshegha- 
kay. 

'Abidifi  envies  Bakdy  on  ac- 

Owar,  injure  thou  (?).  Towarat,  2nd 
pers. 

114.  Tidid,  true  ?  truth  ? 
Au  =  awwa,  that  which. 
Ezoeragh,  from  Arab,  zor,  violence  ? 
115.  Shela,  disturb,  bustle.  See  oshel, 

55.    Akeritti  (tickle  thou?).     In  Kab. 
ekret,  rake,  scrape.  Below,  karrauet  is 
torn. 

116.  Imunshegh,  he  envied ;  amoshagh 
(amonshagh?),  envious. 

Fel,  upon  ;  temust,  affain 

VOL.  V.  Q 

count  of  \_the  Uliye'],  'Abidin emunsbagh  El  Bakay  fel  te- 
must innis. 

/  cheat  you,  betray  you,  nek 

ghadarakay  (Arab.),  nek 

igbdaragbak. 
Thou  hast  cheated  me,  tagb- 

darredabi. 

117. 1  steal,  okaragh.    (So  Kab.) 

Theft,  t5kar  (and  tekdrak,  be- low). 

A  thief,  amkarac?.    (So  Kab.) 
Thieves  have  stole?!  my  camel, 
imakaraden    okaren  amenis 
eni. 

The  Kel-ulli  are  expert  in  steal- 
ing, Kel-ulli  idababen  dag  te- 

kara^. 

/  seduce  (?),  nek  takarasak. 
That  man  has  seduced  the  wo- 

man (?),  balls  adagh  etakaras 
tamandant. 

118. 1  take  vengeance,  nek  azalagh 
erani. 

Vengeance  is  sweet,  tamazilt- 
n-era  tazed. 

117.  Yukar,  yokar,  he  stole,  seems  to 
have  secondary  verbs,  yekarad,  yekarak, 

yekaras. Tamandant  =  tamattut  of  Kab.?  The 
form  does  not  seem  to  recur. 

Ikaras  in  the  Prodig.  S.  is  used  for  ig- 
haras,  he  slaughtered. 

118.  Era,  the  debt  of  blood.  Azal 

was  at  first  written  by  Barth  as  with 

I  suspect  it  is  here  and  means  de- 
mand.   ZaI  is  of  many  roots  in  Kab. 

Azed,  azid,  sweet. 
Q 
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He  has  revenged  on  them  the 
blood  of  his  father,  izel  dassen 
asheni-n-sMs. 

/  beat  you,  nek  watak. 
He  beat  him,  till  the  blood  came 

out,  yawat,  har  tegmad  ashen. 
119.  I  imprison,  ergellagh  (awadagh 

iyen). 

A  prison,  ehe-n-erregal. 
I  put  in  chains,  egegh  asesar 

dar  erinnis  [^I do  a  chain  on 

his  neck']. I  put  a  waistchain  on  his  back, 
a  handcuff  on  his  hands, 
gegh  tesliim  dar  darannis, 

gegh  tiyat  dar  afasannis. 
120.  /  circumcise,  nek  emankaden, 

{^particip.^ 
Circumcised,  iinankad,  jt?/.  iman- 

kaden. 

/  castrate,  nek  emeleagh. 
121. 1  ivound  somebody,  sabayasagh 

awadem. 

A'sheni,  blood,  is  nearly  as  in  Hausa. 
In  Kab.  we  find  idemmin,  as  if  Arabic  pi. 

Shi  or  ti,  father. 

Yawat,  "  he  beat,"  is  the  root,  as  in 
Kab.  Tegmad  (with  adverbial  d  final), 
from  igem,  he  went  out ;  Temght,  not  Kab. 

119.  /rec/e/,  he  imprisoned  ? 
Eri,  neck  (in  Kab.) ;  fel  erinnis,  on  his 

neck  (Prodig.  Son).  Dar  (  =  daffi r,  back  ? 
see  the  prepositions).  Ifasan,  hands.  I 
infer  that  asesar  is  a  collar  or  neckband, 
teshim,  a  waistchain,  tipat,  a  handcuff. 

121.  From  129.,  buyis  (or  aboyis?),  a 
wound.  The  causative  verb  is  sabayas, 
wound  thou  ;  the  passive  (or  Niphal),  ine- 
buyis,  he  was  wounded.  Also  anasbdyas 
(particip. ),  wounded. 

He  is  wounded,  aboyis  (?) 

Wounded,  anasbayas. 
122.  /  box  the  ear,  asittegh. 

/  slap  the  face,  edebarahagh. 

I  kick,  stamp  with  the  foot,  ter- 
selladagh. 

1  strike  with  the  knee,  nek  tes- 
men  kassadagh. 

I  give  a  foil,  nek  esillaras  [esil- 
laghas]. 

123.  /  wrangle,  nek  tayeragh  shel- 
kikan. 

/  cut  {off)  his  head,  nek  tesug- 

gorast  [tesuggogh-as-t]. 
Strangle  thou  (him),  orea-s. 
I  strangle  (him),  nek  oreagh-as. 

124. 1  go  to  war,  iggelegh  dagh  ege- 
hen.  [Egehen,  an  inroad,  or 

military  expedition.'] 
The  people  gather,  idinet  ti- 

dauen. 

They  intend  an  expedition,  ye- 
boken  egehen. 

Awadem,  from  Heb.  and  Arab.  adam,miin. 
122.  Ibardh,  he  slapped  ?  {Ibaragh,  he 

treated  insolently  ?)    See  Abardgh  in  138. 
123.  Isugg,  he  cut  off? 
Orea,  strangle,  may  be  compared  with 

eri,  neck,  Kab.  and  in  119. 
124.  125.  Igele,  he  went  or  set  off,  seems 

to  me  the  same  root  as  tekeli,  starting 
setting  off,  which  in  Kab.  is  tikli  or  thihli. 
I  ventured  to  propose  writing  the  verb 
ikeli  (see  232.),  and  regarded  sikel  (travel) 
as  its  causative  (viz.  cause  to  go,  i.  e.  make 
the  beasts  start)  ;  as  Arab.  silk.  But  Barth 
insists  that  igele  is  necessarily  sounded  with 
g,  and  tekkeli,  sikkel  with  k. 

Idinet ;  Arab,  dunia,  world  ?  The  word 
pervades  North  Africa. 
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They  deliberate^  emsakan  me- 
den. 

125.  They  are  about  to  start,  yeboken 
tekeli. 

The  expedition  takes  horse,  ege- 
hen  irkeb.  {Arab.) 

They  invest  their  chief,  tinmo- 
kolen  aman5kal  nissen. 

The  expedition  left,  egehen  egele. 

We  shall fight^  adeneknes.  [Ek- 
nas,  battle.^ 

126.  The  expedition  attacked,  egehen 
ohak. 

They  fell  upon  the  cattle,  ehokan 
ishitan. 

They  plunder  the  tents,  asfeken 
ihannan. 

They  take  away  everything,  ata- 
fen  auay  iladihen  der  rurret 
(they  seize  whatever  {is)  there 
of  the  whole.) 

They  take  the  male  and  female 

Emsakan  seems  to  have  w  as  a  reciprocal 
form. 

Meden,  men,  as  in  Kab. 
125.  Iboki  is  clearly  used  just  as  in  Kab. 

ibgha,  he  will,  he  is  about,  he  means  ;  and 
seems  to  be  the  same  word.  Yet  the  latter 
is  identical  with  Arab,  bagha,  decuit,  from 
which  I  think  it  is  borrowed.    See  125. 

Inmokel  for  Imndkel  ?   See  105. 
126.  Ohak,  ohag,  in  Temght,  are  the  root 

awagh  of  Kab.,  but  take  a  stronger  sense. 

awagh  is  "  sume,"  but  ohag,  "  cape,  rape." 
Ehokan  in  127.  is  6hagen;  but  perhaps 

they  differ  in  tense. 
Asfeken,  I  conjecture,  should  be  aS' 

feghen,  they  empty  ;  from  fagh.     See  174. 
Igfal  may  seem  to  be  the  same  word  as 

ikfel,  he  ransacked.  130. 
Q 

slaves,  igfalen  ikelan  e  tike- laten. 

127.  They  lead  away  the  horses,  wot- 
tan  lyesan.  [  They  bring  up  ? 
See  iwat  in  94.] 

They  drive  away  the  cows,  oha- 

gen  iwan.   the  woolly  sheep,  ohagen 
tikindemen. 

—  the  {hairy)  sheep,  ohagen 
tihaten. 

—  the  goats,  ohagen  uUi. 
128.  There  was  nothing  but  iveeping 

of  the  women  and  children, 
war  akimu  har  tideden  e  ilia- 
den  immerauen  dag  timshagh. 

[N.B.  e,  and;  as  126.  130.] 

They  fought  hard,  usasan  aga- zar. 

They  would  not  flee,  war  eho- 
kan egewet.  (52.) 

127.  Tihaten  seems  to  be  the  same  word 

as  tighaten,  goats,  from  taghat,  she-goat, 
in  Kab.  Barth  also  has  tarat  {  =  taghat), 
she-goat ;  yet  he  is  sure  that  tihaten  means 
(hairy)  sheep  ;  and  that  ulli  (which  in  Kab. 
is  a  flock  of  sheep  or  goats)  is  the  Temght 
plural  for  goats.  In  137.  ulli  is  sheep  (?). 
[There  is  no  doubt  that  ulli  comprises  oc- 

casionally both  sheep  and  goats.— B.  ] 
128.  Akimu  is  from  iklm,  it  rested  or 

remained  (41.) ;  also,  it  remained  over. 
Har,  except. 

Immerau,  reciprocal  verb,  from  iru,  he 
sobbed  ;  immerauen,  they  sobbed  mutually. 

Agezar,  war.  Usasan  (perhaps),  "  they 
made  obstinate;"  Ar.  asa;  which  might 
generate  a  causative  verb,  isasa.  But  for 
the  Arabic  root,  we  have  in  Kab.  azzat/, 
heavy.  See  azuen  in  150. 

Q  2 
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129.  They  vanquished  them  only  by 
numbers^  en  tenet  war  tanar- 
nen  har  s  egod. 

Diedy  who  died,  amut,  awa  amut. 

Was  wounded,  who  was  wound- 

ed, egeshen  buyisen,  awa  bu- 

yis. Was  speared,  who  was  speared, 
egeshen  tidik,  awa  gishen. 

Was  smitten,  who  was  smitten, 
egeshen  tiwit  awa  gishen. 

The  whole  tribe  was  extirpated, 
tausit    iketenes  temminde. 

(91.) 
Except  a  few  lads  who  were  ab- 

sent, asel  harret  iliaden,  war 
hadarln. 

There  was  not  one  who  was  not 

wounded,  war  tiUe  dakhsen 
ere  war  nebuyis. 

130.  Men  were  broken  and  crushed, 
idinet  arzan  e  digdegen. 

They  ransacked  their  villages, 
atikfelan  emazaghe  nissen. 

129.  War  tan-arnen.  The  negative  war 
attracts  the  pron.  accus.  tan  (them).  Amen, 
they  overcame,  as  in  Kab. 

Egod,  multitude,  as  in  Shilha  yeggut,  it 
was  numerous. 

Egishen  seems  to  come  from  egish, 
enter  or  pierce.  (So  egishdhi  terjadauten, 
cup  me  behind  the  ear,  i.  e.  pierce  to  me  the 
back -head.)  Idak,  he  pierced  with  a  spear, 
Heb-  dukar ;  Ar.  dakk  wat,  zhe  struck, 
smote.  Hence  tidik  and  tiwit,  feminine 
nouns. 

Ere  .  .  .  qu.  war- ere,  ne-pas  ?  So  Kab. 
130.  Irza,  he  broke;  also,  he  was  broken ; 

but  for  the  passive  we  seem  presently  to 

They  took  it  and  went  away 
with  it,  eluent,  engelen  deris. 

The  enemy  despaired,  ishinge 
arahagen. 

I  despair,  nek  eheraharagh. 
The  lohole  town  burns,  agherim 

iketenes  irrar.  (170.) 

They  fled  into  the  forest,  imar 
rasan  Igeshen  ehishkan.  [  They 
were  broken,  and  entered  the 

bushes.'] I  flee,  nek  arzegh.  \_I  am  bro- ken 

They  make  a  stand,  ibdedan. 

(41.) 
131.  They  gather,  isartayen  har  emo- 

kasan.  \_They  caused  to  join, 
until  they  assembled  mutu- 

ally.'] 
Their  chief  addressed  them,  erne- 

gereddassen  amanokal  nissen. 

(29.) 132.  He  exhorted  them  to  defend  their 
women,  innasen  hawanim  au- 

find  imarraz ;  in  Kabail  imrez  and  irrez. 
Idigdeg  or  idiggid,  he  crushed;  frequentative. 
Compare  Heb.  dakak,  Ar.  dakk,  to  pound, 
&c. 

Itikfel,  present  tense  from  Ikfel?  See 

Igfal,  in  126. Amazdghe.    Compare  Timshagh,  in  128. 
Yelu,  he  took  ?  (not  again.) 
Ingel,  Niph.  from  igele?  (not  again).  But 

inghel,  it  gushed  out ;  qu.  enghelen,  eru- 

perunt  ? Irahagh,  he  despaired.  Ehe  initial,  mark- 

ing present,  is  a'i  of  Kabail. 
131.  Irtay  (neuter  verb),  it  joined ;  isertay 

(active),  he  joined ;  imirtayen(i\img's),  mixed. 
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adagli  akawen  igerawen  tide- 
den  ennawen.    \^He  said  to 
them  ....  that  (?)  to  you  they  1 

set  free  your  women.~\ A?id  your  children^  ezafnet  d 
iliaden  navven. 

133.  That  you  may  not  get  a  had 
name  amongst  men  {?)  amehak 
wasasen  teselim  dar  meden. 

Up  !  and  let  us  fight  till  we  pen  e-  1 
trate  to  their  tents,  awar  ha- 
wenjen    har    tasne  ehanne 
nassen. 

134.  Till  we  fight  them  at  their  very 
tents,  har  dirsen  tirteyam  dar 
ehenne  nessen. 

Till  you  drive  out  their  tvomen, 
tesiffem  tideden  nissen. 

Take  as  hostages  their  children, 
termissen  arrasasen  «Zroren 
nissen. 

Their  children  are  your  prey, 
iliaden  nissen  evvunawen. 

135.  They  raise  the  war-cry,  esarau- 
rawen. 

132.  Izaf,  naked ;  izafnet,  they  (fem.) 
are  naked  ? 

Igerauen,  they  deliver,  set  free  ?  rather, 

egherauen,  "  laxant."    See  63. 
133.  Amehak  (ameghagh,  anquisivi,  31,). 
Wasasen.    See  usasan,  128;  also  tewisit, 

tribute. 
Tesilim,  audistis. 
Ihannen,  tents. 
134.  Tirteyam,  jungSLmini.    See  131. 
Tesiffem,  exire  faciatis  ?    See  ifaj/,  exiit, 

141. 

Termissem,    prehendatis.      Irmes,  pre- 
hendit,  as  in  Ghadamsi. 

135.  Nek  esraurawegh,  I  break  through, 

Q  Q 

They  beat  their  shields,  eteder- 
zen  erehe  [aghere]  nissen. 

;.  They  form  a  line,  egen  afod. 
They  make  an  assault,  oshelen 

insirsen. 

They   have  surrounded  them, 
raleenten,  kuben  falassen. 

They  break  through  them,  ibe- 
laggenten,  azraurawenten. 

They  have  dispersed,  abbeden. 
These  were  broken  and  those 

were  broken,  arzen  wuin,  ar- 
zen  wuin. 

They  fled  like  hares,  egewuaden 

shjnd   egewat  atek  temar- 
ruelt    [instar  fugce  (^quam) 

prcBterit  ?  lepus~\. Like  the  sheep  or  goats  before 

should  be  ezraurau-egh,  190.  136.  Isarau- 
rau,   he   shouted,  may  be  frequentative 
causative  from  ru,  to  sob,  Kab.  (128.) 

Iderez,  he  rattled  ? 
136.  Afod,  the  knee  !   Egen,  see  39. 
Oshelen,  they  hurried,  55. 
Insirsen,  they  made  a  descent  ?  Kab. 

ires,  he  vrent  down  ;  sirs,  bring  down. 
Raleyen,  from  iralay,  he  surrounded  : 

whence  terlaite,  around. 
Kube,  form  a  circle?  Compare  kubba 

(Heb.  and  Arab.),  a  (vaulted)  sleeping 
chamber,  an  arch. 

Fal-assen,  against  them. 
Ibelag,  pervasit  ?  (Ar.  belagh,  pervenit). 

Azraurau,  freq.  to  split  (190.),  from  irza 

(130.). 137.  Abbeden,  read  abbe  ten,  or  abbeden. 
Kab.  ibtu,  divisit. 

Shynd,  in  Kab.  and  Shilha,  zund,  zun, 
instar. 

Egewuad,  egewat,  see  52. 
Temarruelt,  a  hare,  from  imerewel,  run 

3 
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the  wolf,  shynd  ulli  ishak 
ebak  \instar  gregis  i^quam) 

invadit  lupus~\. 
138.  They  are  both  afraid,  entenet 

anemettesen  ingarmanissen. 
Let  the  proud  champions  fight, 

ayet  inasbaraghen  ademan- 

ghan. 
(^Let)  the  champions  step  forth, 

slggemet  etid  inasbaraghen. 

(  One)  champion  the  son  of  Na- 
ber  {Nabegha\  anesbaragh 
ineg  en  Nabegh. 

And  (the  other)  champion  the 
son  of  Agwi,  d  anesbaragh 
ineg  el  Agwi. 

139.  Their  countenances  are  as  the 

countenances  of  lions,  ide- 
mawen  nissen  shynd  idema- 
wen  eheran. 

away  (Hodgson's  Kab.),  which  is  from 
irwel,  he  fled ;  Arabic,  rahhel. 

Ebak  or  eheg,  a  jackal- 
Ishdk,  invadit  ?  Afterwards  (220.)  ishek, 

"  (the  Hon)  attacks."  Compare  shik,  quick  ; 
Kab.  zik. 

138.  Imettes,  he  frightened  ?  (Not  again.) 
Ingarmanissen,  inter  se  ?  In  Kab.,  gar, 

between ;  also  gaigar ;  and  gaigarasan,  inter 
se. 

Ayet,  let  ye,  95. 
Abdrdgh,  proud ;  teharoghit,  opulence  ; 

anesharogh,  man  of  wealth  and  grandeur. 
In  Venture,  ubildgh,  bien,  richesse. 

Ademdnghan,  subjunctive.  Ingha,  he 
killed  ;  imangha,  he  killed  mutually,  i.  e.  he 
fought. 

Siggemet,  exire  facite.    Igem,  exiit,  118. 
Etid,  hither?     \_Etid,  (the  cold)  in- 

creases.] 
Ineg  or  inek,  son  ;  —  only  in  Temght  ? 

Who  are  about  to  spring  on 

their  prey,  ainemeharnanin 
abdkan  ademokasen. 

They  fight  hand  to  hand,  amaw- 
aten. 

The  son  of  Agwi  has  cut  him 
through  the  left  shoulder,  ineg 

el  Agwi  istak  sers  gere  dezar 
wa-n-teshilgen. 

140.  He  parried  that  blow,  uhag 
arasset. 

(  They  encounter  ;)  their  swords 
are  broken,  tamokasen,  tika- 
bawen  erzemet. 

They  throw  the  spears,  anemig- 

geren  s  alaghen. 

139.  Udem,  cheek,  in  Venture  ;  face,  in 
Kab.  generally  ;  pi.  udemin.  It  is  also 
akddum  in  Kab.,  which  suggests  Heb.  and 
Arab,  kedem,  front,  as  akin.    See  81. 

Eher,  lion,  is  afur  in  Ghad. 
Jharna  seems  to  mean  "he  crouched," 

see  22  ;  although  Barth  has  it  otherwise 
in  222  :  meharnan,  particip. 

Aina,  article  or  relative  plural  ? 
Adem6kasen,  occurrant  (to  encounter). 

Ad  marks  subjunctive,  as  in  ademanghan, 
138. 

Iwat,  he  struck :  imawat,  he  struck  re- 
ciprocally. 

Istak,  has  gashed?  has  inflicted?  Arab. 
8th  form  of  suk,  impulit  ? 

Sers,  on  him  ?  So  in  Kab. — Delaporte, 
&c, 

Gere,  between  ?  Kab.  gar  (or,  a  wound  ? 
Arab,  jurhk). 

Dezar,  collar  bone  ?  or,  ezar  ?  vein. 
Wa-n-teshilgen,  which  (is)  of  the  left. 
140.  Uhag,  he  caught,  126. 
Arasset  ?  before  (him)  ?    See  238. 
TdkSba,  sword,  as  in  Hausa. 
Erzemet =Erzenet,  3rd  fem.  pi. 
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I  throw  the  spear,  nek  egaragh 
alaghe. 

One  and  the  other  throw  it,  igart 
wuay,  igart  wuay. 

This  pierced  him    and  that 
pierced   him,    idakt  wuay, 
idakt  wuay. 

141.  Both  of  them  are  wounded,  asen 
enissen  ansabayasen. 

The  blood  gushes  from  their 
wounds  like  a  torrent,  ingay 
asheni  dar  buyisen  nissen  ifay 

shynd  enji  \^it  comes  out  like, 
&c.]. 

142.  {They)   lead   them  from  the 

place,  itkellenten  dihen  ane- 

manghan  [they  cause-them-to 
quit  where  they  have  fought 

mutually'\. 
They  bind  up  their  wounds, 

etellenten  ibuyisen  nissen. 
They  put  to  them  remedies, 

egenassen  isefra. 

Iger,  he  threw ;  igdr,  he  throws ,  ine- 
migger,  he  throws  reciprocally  ;  neuter 
verb  :  hence  s,  with  the  spear. 

141.  Asen  enissen,  two  of  them. 
Ingai/,  gushes,  engi  or  enji,  a  torrent, 

must  be  akin.  In  Kab.  inghel,  it  gushed  ; 
see  174. 

Ifay,  it  conies  out,  replaces  the  Kab.  ifagh 
(see  174.)  :  hence,  tufay,  (the  sun)  comes 
out ;  tufit,  diarrhoea  ;  of  ay  en,  efFunduntur 
(grandines). 

142.  Ikelli,  he  caused  to  quit  ?  see  124. 
The  form  reminds  one  of  Arabic. 

Ittal,  he  swathed,  wrapped,  folded,  wound 
up  (so  Kab.).  Compare  Arab,  fetel :  whence 
iftel,  ittel  ? 

Q 

They  die,  amiiten. 
».  They  drive  them  back,  yeken- 

ten,  isokalenten. 

They  have  extirpated  [crush- 
ed their  tribe,  irzan  terert 

nissen. 

/  lay  ambush,  nek  estedaf. 
They  have  razed  the  whole  town 

to  the  ground,  irzan  aglierim 
iketenes  liar  amos  shynd  akal. 

:.  /  draw  my  sword  from  the  scab- 
bard, erkabagh  takobani  da- 

gar  titar. /  throw  down  the  scabbard, 
asindaragh  titar. 

/  replace  the  sword  in  its  case, 
esokalagli  takoba  dag  titar 
ennis. 

/  draw  the  arrow  {at  him  ?), 

erkabagh-as  essim. 
/  let  fly  the  arrow,  egeragh  s 

essim    (/   throw    with  the arrow). 

143.  Ye^en,  they  pass  ?  (cause  to  pass). 
Isdkal,  see  25. 
Terert,  tribe  :  also,  a  cup  !  (Is  a  tribe 

Teright=  Tarlket?) 
Estedaf,  Arab.  8th  form?  Esdef  ob- 

scura  fuit  nox,  Golius. 
Agherim,  town.  Iketenes,  all  of  it.  — 

^Some  of  lit, — or,  much  of  it,  one  might 
have  judged.  But  Barth  is  positive  and 
consistent.] 

Har  amos,  until  it  becomes  ? 
144.  Irkeb,  evulsit,  is  native  (180.)  :  see 

125.  for  the  very  different  Arabic. 
Dagar,  dag ;  read  dagh. 
Isindar,  he  threw  down  ?    Yet  indar,  he 

refused  (112.),  and  ennddir,  often.  Rather 
4 
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1  replace  the  arrow  in  the 
quiver,  esokalagh  essim  dag 
tatanghot. 

145.  /  load  the  gun,  tasaksagh  el 
barude. 

Is  the  gun  loaded  or  not?  el 
barade  asiksek?  mer  war  asik- 
sek  ? 

The  left  barrel  is  loaded,  eman 
tesbilge  tezeksak. 

The  right  barrel  is  not  loaded, 
eman  arel  war  ezeksak ;  or, 

war  teha  barret  \there  is  not 

anything')  ;  or,  war  ekemaret. 
146.  Give  me  a  little  powder  for  the 

eye  of  the  gun,  ikfabe  egil 

giak,  dag  tet-n-el  barud. 
/ fire  the  gun,  sinkaragh  el  ba- 

rud. 

I  hit,  watagb. 
He  has  hit  bim  (?)  just  under 

asindaragh  is  for  asintarakgh,  from  root 
itarak,  he  fell  (71.);  or  for  asintaragh,  from 
itar,  he  went  down,  which  is  Temght  as 
well  as  Kabail. 

145.  Tasaksagh  for  tasaksakgh. 
Zeksak,  careless  for  seksak  ?  root  saksak, 

cram,  press.    Comp.  Greek,  aay. 
Teshilge,  differently  accented  in  139. 

146. 
Arel,  the  right.  (These  two  words  differ 

from  the  Kab.)  Arll-n-eshel  is  the  noon 
of  day,  i.  e.  the  upright? 

Ekemaret  is  filled  ?  It  seems  to  me  an 
Arabic  feminine  form,  corrupt  for  amaret, 
which  Delaporte  uses. 

146.  E'gil,  powder  (in  the  vocabulary). 
Giak,  a  little  ? 
Sinkar,  cause  to  rise  ?  (cock  the  gun  ?) 

Jnkar,  he  arose  ;  41. 

the  left  eye,  watagb  s  el  bariid 

dag  tagumast-n-tet  tan  te- 
sbilgen. 

147.  The  ball  did  not  enter  him, 

{but)  passed  over  his  head, 
war  tiggisbt  tesawe,  toke  eraf 

[egbaf]  enis;  ukaine  teza- 
waten  ginnige  eraf  enis. 

He  has  not  aimed  well,  war  asi- 
kene  es  inneraehel ;  war  es- 

namebel ;  war  esin  esinneme- 
bel.    (See  172.  195.) 

He  does  not  know  how  to  aim, 
war  esin  asikken. 

148.  His   arm  trembled,  afos  enis 
isbikatkat.    (^His  band.) 

The  ball  has  swerved,  tisawaten 
akurret. 

149. 1  trade,  asittegagb. 

/  am  not  a  merchant,  war  estej- 

Tagumast,  a  tooth  ?  [So,  it  seems,  in 

Earth's  vocab.]  Tughmas  in  Kab.  Qu. 
He  hit  me  in  the  left  eye-tooth  ? 

Tan,  fem.  demonst.  =  tinni  of  Kab.  Else- 
where, ten  and  tindagh,  ilia. 

147.  Toke,  52  ;  ukaine,  66. 
Eraf=eghaf  (or  ikhf),  head. 
Ginnige,  above,  from  Kab.  ennig,  am- 

plius,  with  Kab.  prep,  g,  in.  In  Kab.  also 
sennig,  aloft.    In  Shilha,  igi. 

Isikkene,  he  points,  aims. 
Mehel?  wait,  expect,  Kab.  Elsewhere 

animmehel,  operae  pretium. 
148.  Ishikutkat,  trembled  ;  but  shekdntat, 

shiver. 

Tisawaten,  plural  ?  Akurret  =  akurrent, 
also  plur.  ?    Compare  akerdren,  round. 

149.  Isitteg  and  istejja  must  be  variations 
of  one  verb.    They  remind  us  of  Arabic 
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/  exchange,  estegagh ;  meset- 
tegh. 

I  barter,  simiskalagh. 
1 50.  /  buy,  nazagh. 

Thou  hast  bought  dear,  tazet 
azuen. 

  cheap,  indeed!  tazet  era- 
kesen,  beshor ! 

I  "provide  myself  with  (store  up) 
rnillet  (^corn),    esatagh  eneli 
(alun). 

All  the  Arabs  of  A'zawdd  buy 
their  guinea-corn   in  Tim- 

.  biiktu,  Araben  -  n  -  Azawagh 
iketenessen  ikaten  eneli  dak 

Timbytku. 

151.  /    sell,     eshinshegh  (=ezin- 
zegh). 

Sell  me  your  horse,  shinshahi 
ais  innak. 

/  do  not  sell  my  horse,  war  shin- 
shegh  ais  in  [  =  ais  eni]. 

I  wish  to  sell  something,  irhegh 
adeshinsh  [adeshinshagh] 
harret. 

152. 1  borrow  [rotolegh  ?]. 

tdjir,  merchant.  Mesettegh,  unless  partieip., 
is  a  reciprocal  verb. 

Simiskal,  complicated  form,  from  ikkal 
(ikkal),  he  turned  ? 

150.  Indz  he  buys  ;  inz,  he  bought  ? 
Tazet,  for  tanzet  ?  This  shows  the  root 

of  izinz,  he  sold,  in  Kab. 
Erakes  is  Arab,  rakhis,  cheap.  Else- 

where Barth  has  ibkhas,  cheap. 
Isat,  he  stores  up  ? 
Azuen,  dear;  also  hard  (meat).  Kab. 

azza,  to  be  heavy. 
Ikdt,  he  measures  ?  193. 

Lend  me,  sirdelahi. 

/  lend  you,  esirdelagbak. 
/  have  from  you  money  on  loan, 

nek  ehanatay  esirdalinnek. 

You  have  from  me  — ,  ke  ehan- 
kay  esirdal  eni. 

He  has  from  him  — ,  enta  ehant 
esirdal  enis. 

153.  His  debt  is  large,  amarwas  enis 

egen. /  have  a  trade  debt  with  you  (/ 

«m  in  debt  to  you),  nek  eha- 
natay  amarwas  innek. 

Return  me  what  I  have  lent 

you,  sokelahi  awaliak  ismar- 
wasagh.  [Redde  mihi  quod 

tibi  commodavi.~\ 154.  /^e^m,  shesliwaragh, 
  asintagh. 

I  have  begun  copying  the  book, 
asintagh  asakal  el  kitab. 

He  begins  an  harangue,  isint 

meggered. 

152.  Rotel,  in  Arab,  to  weigh,  is  in  Kab, 
lend  or  borrow. 

Ehanat-ayi,  sunt  mihi  ?  (fern.  pi.  ?) 
Ehan-kay,  sunt  tibi  Cmasc.  pi.  ?) 

Isirdalen,  may  be  pi.  "  loans." 
153.  Amarwas,  a  debt,  is  also  Kab.,  for 

I  find  it  in  Luke,  vii.  41.,  though  not  in 
Brosselard.    Ismarwas,  he  lent  ( a  thing). 

154.  /^Acts^wctr,  frequentative ;  from  Kab. 
izwar.    So  ishwar,  85. 

Isint,  he  begins  (not  Kab.),  strangely 
like  in  sound  to  isimda,  he  ended.  Since 
the  latter  is  causative  (from  imda,  imeda), 
isint  may  denote  a  root  int,  cceptum  est. 
Compare  indi,  not  yet ;  end  (in  composi- 

tion), next ;  in  Kab.  net  or  ned,  alter.  In 

Ben  Musa's  Tcmght,  nedin,  next  to  me. 
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155. 1  finish,  end,  simdegh. 
He  has  finished  reading  the 

Kurdn,  isimde  {or  yirtem)  el 
Kuran. 

{And)  celebrates  the  day,  ashel 

egel  eljulimat.    {A9'ab.  wall- 
mat,  epulum.) 

Ml/  salutes  to  you  for  having 
finished  the  reading  of  the 
Kurdn,  ulimetun  ujibetun. 

It  is  finished,  yimmeder  [yime- 
da]. 

1 56.  Repeat,  olis  adak  [adagh]  soril. 
Repeat  this  verse,  olis  agbas 

{or  smalis  aghas)  tegharen. 
Until  you  know  it  by  heart,  bar 

tilmedak  [tilmedat?] 
1  fasten,  ekanagb. 

Are  the  camels  picketed,  ornot'? 
immenas  ikerafen,  mer  war 
ikerafen  ?  (43.) 

]  55.  Imda,  see  91. 
Yirtem,  he  completed  ?  (Arab,  confre- 

git.) 
Egel = aril,  noon  ?  {Aghel  may  be  the 

true  spelling.) 
156.  Oril  =  Ar.  akl,  intellect  ?  So  we 

have  arel,  he  thinks  (223.),  for  aqal.  Adak 
—  adagh,  this. 

OZ«.s  means  "repeat  thou."  So  in  Prod. 
Son,  nolis,  we  have  repeated ;  tulis,  adver- 

bially) again. 
Smalis  and  aghas  need  fuller  explana- 

tion. 

157.  Igan,  Kab.,  he  tied,  fastened. 
Agiagh  is  pres.  or  fut.  of  iga,  39. 
Irra  means  "to  shut"  in  Kab.,  htt  "to 

loosen  and  open  "  in  Temght.  Two  verbs 
seem  to  be  confused,  namely,  Ghad.  efer, 
shut  thou,  Temght,  ehcr,  which  represents 

Shall  I  tie  the  horse  or  loosen 

{him)  2  agiagh  ais,  mer  aregh? 
[Shall  I  do  the  horse,  or  un- do him  ?] 

Let  him  eat  that  fine  herbage, 

ayit  adikshe  teshe  tindegh 
tabosket. 

Set  {ye)  the  horses  free,  simba- 
rit  lyesan. 

/  set  free,  asimbaragh. 
158.  Shut  the  door,  sokel  tefalwat. 

Open  the  door,  arid  tefalwat. 

1  open  the  door,  uregb  tefal- wat. 

I  cover,  usbikambasbagb. 
159.  Lock  ye  up,  agfeltet. 

/  lock  up,  agfeltagb. 
I  knock  at  the  door,  edagakagh 

tefalwat. 

160.  /  put  on  [change  .^]  my  shirt, 
insakalagh  rishabani. 

Kab.  err,  related  perhaps  to  Shilha  iwerri, 
he  returned  {w  is  the  r  of  Ghadamsi  ?), 
Kab.  irra,  he  brought  back,  came  back ; 
])ut  Ghad.  er,  loosen  thou,  which  is  Temght 
ar  or  iir ;  connected  perhaps  with  eheru, 
egheru,  loose.    See  63. 

J'es/je  =  Kab.  teje,  grass,  &c. 
Isimbara,  he  set  free.    See  54. 

158.  Tefalwat  =  tafurt  of  Ghad.  =  ta- 
wurt  of  Kab. 

Sokel,  i.  e.  turn  the  door  ;  as  in  Kab.  err 
turn,  for  shut.  It  is  strangely  like  Arab. 
sekker  el  bab. 

159.  Agfelt  seems  to  be  a  corruption  of 
Arabic  kojl,  a  lock.  The  final  t  is  ano- 
malous. 

Dakak  is  Hebrew  and  Arab,  dakak, 

160.  Ireled,  he  girded.  Araldd,  a.  cir- 
cuit fence  (a  girding).    In  Kab.  aghaldd, 
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I  reverse  my  shirty  abiregwalegh 
rishabani. 

1  gird  my  loins,  ehereldegh 
bessa;  egebessagh. 

161.  /  put  on  fine  clothes,  elasagh 
temalsaten  ihoskatnen. 

The  Tawdrek  everywhere,  in 
their  encampments  {tentoria 

sua)  put  on  their  worst  cloth- 
ing, Imoshagh  kodihen  eha- 

nan  nissen  sassaharen  ashel- 
rohera  annesen. 

/  assume  all  my  weapons,  is- 
dawagh  tazolinin  iketenes. 

162.  I  sling  on  my  sword,  shelagagh 
takobani. 

a  city  wall.  A  simpler  root  is  iralay ;  see 
136. 

Ehe-  and  ege-  mark  present  tense,  as  ai 
of  Kab.    In  fact  we  have  ahi  in  166. 

Bessa,  waist  ?  Kab.  ames,  middle.  See 
amos,  143. 

161.  Elis  clothing  (of  gun)  ;  isilse,  man's 
dress ;  Has,  he  dressed  himself,  put  on  ; 
temalsat,  garment.  This  root  is  also  Kab., 
where  it  is  apt  to  be  confused  with  other 
roots,  —  illes,  he  touched;  illes,  he  sheared 
sheep  ;  which  I  have  not  found  in  Barth. 

"  A  fleece  "  combines  the  ideas  of  shearing 
and  clothing. 

Ihoskatnen  is  fem.  pi.  from  ihosken  (a 
participial  form),  handsome. 

Isdau,  he  collected,  from  idau,  it  was 
collected :  whence  tidauen,  they  congre- 

gate ;  amidi,  a  friend.  In  Kab.  this  root  is 
replaced  by  idukkel,  whence  also  amdukkel, 
a  friend  ;  isdukkel,  he  collected. 

Tazoli,  iron,  weapon  ;  from  Kab.  wezzal, 
iron.    Root,  gzl,  to  cut,  &c. 

162.  Ishelag,  he  put  over  the  left 
shoulder  ?    Teshilge,  the  left. 

/  (we  ?)  lay  down  arms,  nekes 
tazolinin.  (98.) 

/  undress,  nekes  rishabani.  (  We 
take  off  my  shirt  ?) 

163. 1  wash,  saradagh. 
Washed  {not  new),  arid. 

\_It  is  washed,  ired.] 
I  wash  my face,  radebagh  idemin. 
/  wash  my  hands,  rassemagli 

ifassin. 

/  wring  out  the  water  from  my 

shirt,  zymmogli  rishabani. 
164. 1  dry  my  shirt,  basaragh  risha- 

bani. 

My  shirt  is  not  yet  dried,  risha- 
bani indi  tibsarit. 

/  hang  in  the  air,  nekes  ore- 

kagh  igetan  har  tejmat  in- 
nikkal,  or  abelanbak  [/  hang 

(it)  flying,  until  the  moisture comes  out 

165. /cover,  ushikambashagh.  (See 
158.) 

Shave  my  head,  sarsahi  eraf  in 

[eghaf  ini]. 

163.  Ired,  sired,  are  also  Kab. 
Irddeb,  he  bathes  with  the  hand  ? 
Irdsem,   he  besprinkles  ?   pours  upon  ? 

Kab.  has  ireshshu  for  this ;  but  so  Barth, 
reshresh,  rain-drops. 

164.  Ihsar,  he  dried,  or  was  dry  ? 
Tibsarit  seems  to  have  Arab  fem.  termi- 

nation ?  (ikiu  in  Kab.) 
Nek  esoregagh  ?  I  hang  up  ? 
Igetan,  poles  ?  igetan,  flying. 
Tejmat  =tegmat,  with  Arab.  fem.  termina- 

tion.   See  igem,  138.  118. 
Innikkdl,  abelanbak,  moisture  ? 
165.  Sars,  shave  thou;  ars,  be  thou 

shaved  ? 
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I  shave  {myself?),  erarsegli. 
I  clean,  tekarkaragh. 
Clean  this,  aferit  den,  amis. 
I  look  into  the  glass,  saggehagh 

awanin  der  tisit. 

166.  /  mend,  nekanagli   (nek  ga- 
nagh?  157.). 

I  will  go  to  the  blacksmith,  ir- 
hegh    tikaut-n-enhad  {volo 
profectionem  fabri  ?) 

That   he  may  mend  what  is 
spoiled  in  my  gun,  ahiyeken 

away  ikhslieden  dagh  el  ba- 
rudin. 

167. 1  cook,  boil,  esangnegh. 
Well  boiled,  ripe,  yignan. 
JVot  sufficiently  done,  ur  ignan. 
Boil  water  for  me,  iksahe  araan. 
I  broil,  nek  ekanafagh. 
Roasted  meat,  isan  nekanaf. 

168.  Make  a  fire,  awet  efeii. 
I  make  a  fire,  awetagh  efeii. 
I  kindle  the  fire,  sahedagh  efeii, 

akenasseragh  efeii. 

Ikdrkar,  be  cleansed? 
166.  Enhad,  compare  Arabic  hhadld 

iron. 
Away  ikhsheden,  rh  (pOaphv,  article  and 

participle.  Ikhshed,  it  is  spoiled,  nemakhshad, 

wasteful,  in  "  Prodigal  Son." 
167.  Ingne,  it  is  cooked,  fem.  tingne, 

partic.  igndn.  Perhaps  the  true  spelling 
then  is  iyne,  and  causative  isagne.  In  Sidi 
Ibrahim  (Shilha)  I  find  isenu,  he  cooked. 

Iks,  boil  thou.    Compare  ekos,  hot  ;  akus, 
a  dish.    Also  98. 

Iknef  is  also  Kab. 
Isan  =  aisum  =  aksum,  meat. 
168.  Awet,  make,  build,  arrange.  In 

Shilha,  yegat,  he  placed. 

Kindle  the  Jire,  soliad  efeii. 
169.  That  it  may  not  go  out,  war 

etemmekatit. 

I  put  out  the  fire,  nek  ismakket efeii. 

The  fire  is  going  out,  efeii  tis- 
maket ;  efeii  war  ikenas- 
maket ;  akkenes  asismaken 
efeii. 

The  fire  has  gone  out,  efeii 
temmiit. 

The  fire  revives,  efeii  heligle. 
170.  Light  the  candle  for  me,  sokahi 

tefetelt. 

/  light  the  candle,  sekogh  tefe- telt. 

1  burn,  nek  neserragh. 
You  have  burnt  your  shirt,  ke 

teserret  rishab  innek. 

S6had,  stir  thou  ? 
Akenassaragh  is  a  compound  verb,  from 

ken,  make,  and  iseragh,  he  burnt,  which  is 
shortened  to  iserr  in  Barth.    See  1 70. 

169.  Imekat,  it  is  extinguished? 
Ismakket,  he  extinguishes  ? 
Ikenasmaket,    compounded    with  ken, 

make. 
Asismaken  has  no  final  radical  t, 

Heligle  =  ahiligle,   present  tense,  from 
iligle,  it  revived  ? 

170.  Esokegh^  I  send,  in  101.  Yet  here 
sok,  light  thou,  and  sekogh. 

Iserra,  or  iserragh,  is  causative,  from 
irrar  or  iragh,  it  was  burnt  ;  Kab.  iragh, 
ihkragh,  identical  with  Arab,  hharak. 

Neserragh,  nirzagh,  with  n  superfluous,  is 
an  anomaly  not  rare  in  Barth,  apparently 
from  the  perplexity  introduced  from  Arabic, 
where  n  initial  vacillates  in  sense  between 
1st  pers.  sing,  and  1st  pers.  plural. 
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171.  /  breaks  destroy,  nek  nirzagh, 
nek  ediggidfigh. 

Broken,  irzar  [irza  ?]. 
\12. 1  throw,  nek  asanahel. 

/  threw  it  on  the  ground,  and 

crushed  it  with  my  foot,  sata- 
rakegh  dar  akal  adarabaragh. 

173. 1  cut,  nek  nekketas. 

Mince  the  meat  for  me,  ake- 
lisahi  isan. 

I  cut  a  pen,  ekaradagh. 

 tekarkaragh  (but  165.). 

/  slit  a  'pen,  shofefaragli  em 
aranibin  ;     suttekeragh  [/ 
scrape  ?] 

Catch  thou  {what  is  thrown^ 
ekbel. 

I  catch,  ekbelagh.  [Ar.  Receive, 
as  in  78.] 

VJ"^.  I  fill  with  water,  atkaragh  s' 
aman. 

You  have  filled  this  cup,  tet- 
karat  terert. 

Till  it  runs  over,  har  titfak. 

171.  Idiggid,  he  smashed  !  See  Dagak 
in  159. 

172.  Asanahel  and  esndmehel  of  147., 
have  something  in  common. 

Isatarak,  see  71. 
Erdber,  (the  horse)  kicks,  2 1 6. 
Irhar,  (the  river  horse)  upset  (the  boat), 

—  qu.  stamped  on  ?  crushed  ?  Then  ad 
marks  subjunctive,  and  adarabaragh  =  (ut) 
confringam. 

173.  Ekketas,  cut  (189.) ;  ikarad,  he  cut 
(a  pen  ?).    Heb.  karat. 

Em,  the  mouth  (nib  ?). 
174.  Itkar=lvsib.  ichchur. 
Titfak  =  titfagh  ?   Yet  for  iffagh  (it  came 

/  pour  it  out,  nek  esattefit. 

I  empty,  esingalagh  [esingh-]. 
116. 1  upset  it,  subumbeagh-at.  (44.) 

I  scoop  water,  elkawagh  aman. 
/  draw,  nek  tesheresherawen 

aran.  (63.) 

/  water  the  garden,  saswagh 

eshikkarash ;    sangralagh  a- 
man  der  eshikkarash.  (186.) 

I  give  to  drink,  esiswegh. 
Give  the  horse  to  drink,  sissu 

ais  se  beleas. 

176.  /  go  to  fetch  water,  esharra- 

gagh  aman. 
The  water-carriers,  imsharro- 

gen. 

Let  us  pitch  the  tent,  nektar.  (?) 
I  pitch  the  tent,  nek  takanegh 

ehan.  [/  fasten  or  fix?  157.] 
I  drive  in  the  pegs,  tetaitayagh. 

1 77.  /  draw  the  ends  of  the  leather 

covering  of  the  tent,  tarere- 

agh  tisedas. 

out,  Kab.)  we  had  ifay,  141.  Also  efoket, 
fem.  tefoket,  present  tense  (207.),  it  comes 
forth.  Below,  titfar,  (the  boat)  leaks ; 
where  r  shows  gh  to  be  the  true  spelling,  as 
in  Kab.  See  Asfeken,  126. 

Esattefit,  see  209. 
Isingal,  read  isinghal,  causative,  from 

inghel,  it  gushed.  Sangralagh  should  be 
sanghalagh. 

175.  Elkau  (Kab.  elkay,  deep;  hence 
telak,  deep  channel;  telkayat,  (the  boat) 
founders.  But  this  root  is  probably  dif- 
ferent. 

176.  Isharrag,  see  63. 
Itaitay,  he  drove  in  pegs  ;  he  pricked 

(as  a  scorpion). 
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I  draw  the  ropes  of  the  tent,  ta- 
rereas    erewiyen   ehen  {he 
tightens  to  it  ?). 

/  spread  the  carpet  in  the  tent, 
nek  f atagh  der  ehen :  uwetagh 
tisiftak. 

lis,  I  hang  up  the  dishes,  nek  selik 
ikesan. 

 the  waterskin,  the  saddle, 
edid,  elakif. 

/  tahe  down  the  tent,  basseagh 
ehen. 

Take  down  your  tents,  ebsiet 
ehennanawen. 

These  slaves  work  hard,  ikelan 

idagh  arelenan  egen  [aghe- 
lenan]. 

Work  (subst.),  aralay  [agha- 
lay]. 

179. 1  dress  (?)  a  goat,  agerassaragh 

taghat. 

177.  Ored  (root  ?),  tighten  ;  oreds, 
strangle  him ;  oredghas,  1  strangle  him ; 
tarcredgh,  (frequent)  I  tighten. 

^fta,  he  spread ;  corrupt  Arabic,  from 

fatahh.  In  tisiftak  the  lost  ̂   reappears  as 
final  k.  Ifter,  mat,  for  iftahh,  and  tesuf- 
takht,  carpet,  in  226,  227. 

Uwetagh,  I  arrange,-  see  168. 
172.  Selik,  for  selikgh?  Sidi  Ibrahim 

(in  Shilha)  uses  Arabic  allik  for  "  hang 
up  : "  hence,  perhaps,  selik  as  a  causative. 

Ebsi,  ebsih,  take  down  ?  Another  verb 
is  hesay,  vomit. 

Ardlay,  work  ;  arelenan,  they  work.  Nek 
dralUn,  I  sow  (a  field),  seems  to  be  aghalun ; 
root,  aghalay.  But  iralay,  he  surrounded, 
136. 

179.  Igharsa,  he  cut  the  throat  (Shilha); 
aghards,  or  emghards,   a  butcher,  Ghad. 

/   draw  back  his  neck,  semel- 

wagh-as. 
/  cut  his  throat,  agerassagh-as. 
/  skin  him,  6shegli-at. 

180. 1  shear  a  fieece,  nek  teliak  tel- 
sak. 

I  pluck  the  bird,  rakabagh  tisa- 

gaden.  [/  tear  off  the  fea- 
thers.'] (144.) 

He  wrested  it  from  me,  irkab 
deri. 

1  peel  the  fruit,  tekedimmegh. 
/  pasture  the  camels,  danagh 

immenas. 

181. 1  milk  the  cow,  azikagh  tes. 
Milk  thou,  azik. 

Has  {this)  cow  been  milked,  or 
not?  tes  tezak,merwar  tezak? 

/  shake  the  milk  {for  making 

it  souj'),  autishagh  netishnit 
eshahi  akh. 

But  Venture  gives  aghzdr  for  butcher, 
which  points  out  a  relation  to  Arab,  jezzdr. 

Observe  that  aghards  is  "a  road"  in  De- 
laporte's  Kab.  and  Ibrahim's  Shilha.  [I 
suspect  that  agerassaragh  should  be  aghe- 
rdsagh-ak,  I  butcher  for  thee.] 

Semelluagh  would  seem  related  to  eme- 
leagh,  I  castrate  (120. J,  if  the  sense  agreed 
better. 

Oshe,  skin  thou,  is  for  oze ;  in  Kab.  uz  or 
azu. 

180.  Teliagh,  I  cut  (corn,  rice) ;  alihet, 
cut  ye,  yield  ;  alike,  cut,  shear  ? 

Tesdgaden,  from  iged,  he  flew ;  agadid, 
bird.    In  Kab.  ighetdt,  birds. 

Ikedim,  he  picked  ? 
Idan,  pascit  or  pastus  est;  hence,  ama- 

ddn,  a  shepherd  ;  Kab.  amaksa. 
181.  Azik  is  zeg  or  zeyh  in  Kab. 
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182. 1  make  ropes,  nek  attalemagh. 
Hold  me  the  rope,  sennikf  alii. 
The  Tawdrek  are  very  clever  in 

making  good  ropes  of  leather, 
Imoshagh  adibabendareronan. 

Those  ropes — from  {the  bark 
of)  what  tree  do  they  make 

them?  erewiyen  wadagli  in- 
nagh  ehishkan  wui  tellenin 

(or,  wui  digmaden). 
I  weave  woollen  blankets,  zatagh 

tibbergentin. 

Which  understand  weaving  bet- 
ter —  the  Fulldn  or  the  Son- 

ghay?  endekwajisan  [endegh 
way  isan]  tezi  tehosken,  jer 

Afulan  ped  (?)  E'hatan  ?  or, 
emalleten  wuin  E'hatan  du 
wuin  Fulan  megeressen  yu- 
fa  tezeti  ? 

All  of  them  know  good  weaving 
esanantet  iketenessen  tezit 
tehosken. 

182.  Yellim,  he  spun,  Vent.  ;  Ar.  lemm, 
glomeravit.  Presently,  for  tellenin  read 
tellemin,  they  twine  ? 

Sennikf;  root  nikf?  or  ikfa? 
Aran,  leather-rope  ;  pi.  erOnan  (vocab.). 
Erewi,  a  (hempen)  rope  ;  so  Kab. 
Izat,  he  weaves  ;  tezit,  weaving.  In  Kab. 

zet,  weave  thou. 
Way-isan,  who  kne^v. 
Emalleten,  the  cloths  ?  the  garments  ? 

the  tissues  ? 
Wui-n-Ehatan,  &c. 
Du,  and  ? 
Me-ger-assen,  which  betwixt  them  ;  i.  e. 

which  of  the  two  ? 
Yufa,  surpasses,  excels. 
Esanantet  must  be  fem.  pi.  from  isan,  he 

knew. 

183.  The  women  pluck  the  cotton, 
tideden   itafash  fasenit,  or, 
itafash  tikurukaren. 

lS4c,  I  spin  thread,  tarerayagh. 
The  women  spin  thread,  tideden 

reremat. 

/  weave  cotton  strips,  ezatagh 
tabadoken. 

I  sew,  azamayagli. 
I  cut  out  (a  shirt),  arawagh. 

I  fold  (a  shirt),  tedehagh. 
/  roll  up,  ekemingkemegh. 

185. 1  beat  ( a  shirt^.  titebo^h. 

183.  Itafashfas,  he  plucked  (cotton). 
Tikurukaren,  cottons ;  sing.  takerCkerit, 

from  -enit,  3rd  pi.  fem. 
Ikarkar,  he  cleansed?  See  164. 
1 84.  Ireray,  he  spun.  Reremat  =  Re- 

rainat,  fem.  3rd  pi.,  as  elsewhere. 

Izamdy,  he  sews.  In  Earth's  vocabulary, 
dzamay ;  in  Venture,  tismi  [tizmi  ?],  a 
needle. 

Iran,  he  cuts  out.    Ghad.  ira,  he  shaved. 
Jdeh,  he  folded?    Bat  idd,  he  pounds, 

188. 

Ikemin(g)kem,  he  rolled  up,  must  be  fre- 
quentative, from  ikemin  ? 

185.  RSbu,  he  beat  ? 
Idesh,  he  hammered. 
Siggeniugish,  from  siggeni,  indigo  ;  ugish, 

entrance  ?  or  from  sig,  aspect  ? 
Tikist,  a  rent  ?  (In  Kab.  a  prick,  sting.) 

Or,  rather,  it  means  a  patch. 

I  beat  it  ivell,  until  it  becomes 

bright,  tadeshagh,  hartekkene 

siggeniiigish. 
1  dye,  sadalagh. 
Dyeing,  tesadalit.    [Yet,  tesa- 

dalt,  an  egg.'] I  mend  my  shirt,  tagagh  tikist 
dar  rishabani. 
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186.  /  work  the  ground,  sliekara- 
shagh. 

/  make  a  fence  to  the  field,  ega- 
tagli  aralad  yeshikkerishin. 

I  saw,  nek  aralun  [=aghalun.] 
(178.)  [Nekegegh  alunPH.B.] 

/  root  up  weed,  tikomagh  teshe. 
187. 1  plant  a  bush,  adomegh  ehishk. 

/  dig  in  a  pole,  esuktagh  ajid. 
I  cut  rice,  teliagh  tafakat.  (180.) 
Cut  (z/e)  for  me  this,  and  put  it 
for  me  in  the  boat,  alihetahi 
tetid,  tegimahi  tetid  der  toraft. 

188. 1  gather  fruit,  isirtayagh  (131.) 
araten  ehishkan. 

I  pound,  edabagh. 
I  pound  rice,  tifukkogh  tafakat. 

186.  Ishekarash,  he  tilled,  shekarash,  gar- 
den  or  field,  are  frequentative,  from  root 
karash;  in  Kab.  karaz,  to  till,  work  the 

ground.    It  answers  to  x°'-P^'^t<»- 
Yegdt,  he  placed  (found  in  Shilha,  Tale 

of  Saby).  Also,  he  made  (a  hedge,  a  pot). 
Tagdt,  she  laid  (eggs). 
Nek  maget,  I  what  do  ? 
War  ged  ddi,  do  not  this. 
Aghalun,  participle  ?  [AlUn,  corn  ?] 
Ikom,  he  rooted  up  ? 
187.  Idom,  he  plants.  (Ar.  dum?) 
Tegimahi  (39.),  from  iga.  Two  impe- 

ratives joined  by  and  are  expressed  as  if 
we  said  secate  posuistis  for  secate  et 
ponite. 

188.  Araten  (arata,  a  crocodile),  read 
araten-n-ehishkan ;  or  even  aradenf  In 
Kab.  irden,  (fruges),  wheat. 

Ehishk,  a  tree,  is  in  De  Slane's  Temght 
ishek.  I  think  it  is  the  Kab.  ishih,  a  branch ; 
branch  for  bush. 

Jdah,  he  pounds  ?    Arab,  dakk. 

I  winnoiv,  kintihegh  or  tesabir- 

tit  regh-at. 
1 89.  /  tie  up  the  bundles  of  Guinea- 

corn,  akitteleagh  asMkkera- 
sMn-n-eneli  [the  fields  of 
corn  .^]. 

I  knead  it,  nek  osaksak-at.(145.) 
It  is  not  well  kneaded,  war  tik- 

kene  isiis. 

190. 1  hid,  efaragh  {abdidi,  so  Kab.); 
etwaragh  {condidi?  see  102.). 

I  cut  wood,  ektasagh  igetan. 

(173.) 
I  split,  esraurawegh  [ezr-,  136.]. 
1  grind  the  knife  on  the  stone, 

emsadagh  absar  is  tahont. 

/  whet  my  knife,  sataragh  ab- 
sarin. 

Whet  for  me,  esterahi. 

191.  /  Aammer.  tadeshasrh.  ('185.') 

Inkinteh,  isabir,  he  winnowed  ? 

189.  Ikitteleh,  "he  sheaved?" 
190.  I'getan,  sticks,  poles. 
Imsdd,  he  grinds :  also,  sharp.  It  is 

from  Kab.  zed,  grind  thou ;  and,  perhaps 
better  written,  imzdd. 

Tahont,  tehunt,  rock  (Temght).. 
191.  /zezctM,  he  saws  ? 
Irsha  should  be  ighsha;  in  Kab.  ighza, he  dug. 

Izdref,  strictly,  he  built;  but  awet,  ar- 
range, &c.,  168. 

I  saw,  tezezawagh. 

I  chip,  square  planks,  nek  ateki. 
/  dig  a  well,  rashagh  anu  [glia- . shagh]. 

/  build  a  well,  nek  azaraf  anu. 

 a  house,  awetagh  tarasham. 
 a  boat,  awetagh  t5raft. 
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192.  /  sew  a  boatj  azemeagh  toraft. 

(184.) 
/  repair  a  boat  {by  renewing  the 

ropes  along  the  junctions  of 

the  planhs\  asidagh  dar  aza- 
may. 

I  stop  holes  along  the  junctions 
of  the  planks  in  the  boat, 
asidagh  anabay ;  stop  the  holes 
well,  adegindigi. 

/  scoop  out  the  water,  akis  aman, 
sunkel  aman. 

193.  /  make  pots,  egatagh  telikkan. 

(186.) 
I  measure,  ekatagh  erelan.  (150. 

178.) 

/  weigh,  tawezanagh.  (Arab.) 
I  divide,  nek  ebdekan. 
TVe  divide,  nebbedud. 

194:.  I  join,  asirteagh  (131.);  nek 
asmokkasakkanet   [comp.  of 

mokas  (occurro)  and  ken  (fa- cio)?] 

/  press  the  limbs  (to  give  them 
relief),  shampoo,  rabazagh. 

/  anoint,  ashawagli ;  shageagh. 

/  fan,  awilingwalegh  ;  azum- 
megh-at. 

195. is  wonderful,  tejujab  {Arab, 
ajeb)  takonit.  (38.) 

192.  Isid,  he  closes  ? 
Akis,  take  out  ?  98. 
Sunkel,  read  sunghel,  cause  to  spout, 

empty  out :  174,  175. 
193.  Ebdekan  is  against  analogy.  On 

ibdu  see  137.  Ibdud  may  be  frequentative. 
But  ebde,  ebded  of  41  are  quite  different, 
allied  to  Arabic. 

195.  Ahushel,  it  is  necessary?  ke,  thou; 
VOL.  V.  R 

Thou  must  go  to  GUndam,  abii- 
sliel  ke  ehe  temeshalit  is  Gun- 
dam. 

It  is  worthy,  animmehel  dirs. 

Straight  on,  sinnemehel. 
This  is  worthless,  wadagh  anim- 

mebel  ahastauyet  yewulaghen. 
>.  Our  provisions  are  gone,  ezzud 

immende.  (91.) 

The  money  is  spent,  eheri  im- 
mehesh. 

That  is  lost,  wadagh  aba. 
That  is  its  character,  immek 

idagh  afal  ikene. 

'.  It  pains  (me),  ikmalii ;  uzerahi. 
It  itches,  eliahi  okumash.  [  There 

is  to  me  an  itching.^ 

It  is  swollen,  eray  ;  ekaf  tasan- nist. 

This  smells  nice,  wadagh  ada 

yehosken.    [Adunn,  smell?'] This  meat  smells  bad,  isan  wa- 
dagh insagak  [insaragh]  ; 

isan  wadagh  adunnis  irke. 

ehe  temeshalit,  shouldest  travel  ?  (verb  ime- shal?). 

Animmehel  dirs,  (there  is)  an  aim  in  it, 
an  object  in  it?  See  147.  Issimahal,  it  is 

worthy  (Parable  of  "  Prodigal  Son  "). 
196.  Wadagh  a6a,  read  ivadagh  abad?  In 

"  Prodigal  Son  "  we  have  first  abad  for  "  was 
lost "  (which  is  Hebrew,  not  Arabic),  and 
next  abat,  in  same  sense  ;  verses  24  and  32. 

197.  Okumash  =  ekmez,  rub,  scratch,  Kab. 
Adunn,  corrupt  Arabic. 
Irke,  dirty  ?  So  Venture.  In  Brosse- 

lard,  irka,  it  is  decayed.  In  "  Prodigal 
Son,"  egegh  irk,  I  have  done  evil. 

Innek,  is  bright  ?  is  clean  ? 
R 
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198.  The  meat  is  well  boiled,  isan 
ingne.  (167.) 

The  loaf  is  mouldy,  tagelet  te- 
bunkat. 

The  shirt  is  torn,  rishaba  anzar- 
rawet(2 11.);  rishaba  karrawet. 

The  iron  is  rusty,  tazoli  war  te 
tennek. 

 makes  sparks,  tikkene  te- 
shori. 

  hisses,  ishirarakrak,  ishi- 
barakrak. 

199.  is  red-hot,  tazoli  tuwas. 

 is  melting,  tazoli  timshelar- 
lag. 

■  hisses  in  the  vjater,  taz5li 
isan  afdar  faddar  dar  aman. 

The  loater skin  leaks,  edidesinge ; 
edid  itadem. 

 is  torn,  edid  erarrawet. 
 has  a  hole,  edid  imbek. 

200.  The  house  lets  in  the  rain,  tara- 
sham  teshinke. 

This  well  never  dries  up,  anu 

wadagh  aigin  kala  war  itogar 
{or,  war  ikor). 

It  is  always  full  of  water,  bar 
kuk  bant  aman. 

199.  Esinge  (rewritten  from  faint  pencil 
marks),  qu.  isinghel?  174. 

Yadim,  it  leaked  ? 
Imbek,  it  is  pierced  ? 
200.  Ishinke,  it  admits  water  ? 
Aigi7t  kala,  at  every  time. 
Ikor,  Kab.  it  was  dry.  The  k  is  liable 

to  become  gh. 
Har  kuk,  usque  ad  csternum  ? 
Hant,  there  are  ;  fem.  pi.  ? 
Inses,  is  drunk  up  ? 

The  water  soaks  in,  aman  inses. 

The  pond  has  dried  up,  tiben- 
grawen  insbeshnet. 

201.  The  road  divides,  abarraka  ta- 
barrat  tibbeda. 

One  branch  going  to  the  left 

and  another  to  the  right,  all- 
ien lyet  fel  arin  wa-n-aril,  iyet 

telaudat  teshelgen. 
202.  The  sun  rises,  tafok  tiggemat 

(118.);  tafok  berberdesinenis. 
 has  mounted  the  heavens, 

tafok  tasegede  ishinnawen. 

(  has   begun    to  decline, 
taf5k  teziwal.  Arab.) 

 is  about  to  set,  tafok  tabok 

egedel.  has  set,  taf5k  todal. 

Tibengraiven,  the  tanks  ?  fem.  pi. 
Inshesnet  is  3rd  fem.  pi. 
201.  Abarraka,  road.  Tabarrat  for  ta- 

barrakt  appears  a  diminutive  for  the  same. 
Allien,  following,  105. 
Iyet,  alter,  as  Kab. ,  yed  in  Shilha.    It  is 

Arab.  [Here  it  would  seem  fem.  of 

iyen.'] 

Arm  seems  to  be  plural.  Afterwards 
we  have  are  in  like  connection.  Er  is 
"branch"  of  a  river.  Also  seri  idemennis 
seems  to  mean  "  towards  his  face."  I  inter- 

pret are  or  erei,  direction.  (Also  eri,  neck.) 

Aril,  right,  is  also  the  "noon"  (of  day), 
="  upright."  Since  in  'Kab.  afus  ayyafus 
or  awiffus  is  the  "  right  hand,"  I  conjecture 
that  aril,  right,  is  the  same  word  as  Kab. 
aghel,  arm.    See  228. 

Telaudat?  telilat  ?  or  telilant  ?. 
202.  Desin  (edis,  side). 
Del,  to  stoop  ?  Ahedal,  is  humble ; 

but  del,  to  cover,  darken  ? 
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203.  The  year  is  fertile,  awatay  ik- 
kenateni. 

—  is  sterile,  awatay  igamanna. 
204".  The    rainy   season    is  come, 

akase  yuse. 

 is   gone,  akase  igele,  or 

yimmede. 
The  cold   increases,  asemmet 

etid. 

 is  strong,  asemmet  ikkene 
tigawet. 

 lessens,    asemmet  efenas. 
(94.) 

 is  over,  asemmet  ebegbag. 
205.  The  {forty)  dark  nights  are 

passed,  ehaden  isattefen,  or 
esattafnen,  ebarbar,  or  ejuma- 
dede. 

The  black  winter  is  gone,  ta- 
gerist  takauelit  tabarbar. 

The  white  {i.  e.  mild  part  of 
the)  winter  is  come,  tegisht 
tamellelt  tagerist. 

203.  Ikkendteni,  from  iken,  it  makes ; 
teheni,  dates  ?  teni,  dates,  Mozabi  and  Wa- 
dreagh.  Also  ofdteni,  barren  (land),  llkkena 
is  productive ;  tenl,  this  season  ?  —  H.  B.  ] 

Igamanna,  barren,  and  emannet,  fertile, 
and  manna-n- awatay,  famine-year,  need 
fuller  elucidation. 

204.  Tigawet  ̂ oxtikuaet,sirQ,ngt\i;  Arab.? 

205.  Ehad,  night;  Ghad.  efad ;  Wa- 
dreagh,  eghed  (compare  Arab .  ghea,  ob- 
texit)  ;  Kab.  eyyat. 

Asattef,  (with  t  in  Ben  Musa),  black 
(or  dark  ?). 

Akauel,  black,  is  aghogul  in  Wadreagh, 
for  which  Venture  has  inghdl. 

Ejumddade,  ffeq.  from  imeda  ? 
R  B 

206.  The  leaves  are  fallen,  alan  ata- 
rakat  (71.),  alan  amin. 

The  houghs  are  stript,  afelliga 
akasen. 

The  tree  is  getting  new  leaves, 
ahelaklak  ehisbk. 

 blooms,  ehislik  insliar. 

 is   bearing  fruit,  ebishk 
aboriarak. 

 is  not  full  grown,  eliisbk 
war  iduil. 

 is  dead,  ehishk  akkor  [is 

dried']. 207.  The  dates  are  ripe,  tebeni  ting- 
ne.  (167.) 

 not  yet  ripe,  telieni  bar 
egodi  war  tingne. 

The  herbage  is  coming  forth, 

teshe  ebarbar  or  tafokat  [ta- 
foghat,  174.]. 

The  guinea-corn  comes  forth, 
eneli  efokat. 

The  guinea-corn  gets  reed,  eneli 
eiia  kogeri. 

The   reed   {stalk)   bristles  (in 
stubble),  kogeri  yikhta. 

208.  The  corn  is  making  large  leaves, 

eneli  eje  farketen. 

Tegisht,  as  tiggemdt  in  202.  &c.,  seems  to 
have  final  t  as  feminine  mark,  like  Arabic. 

206.  Ami,  is  faded  ? 
Ildklak,  budded  forth  ? 
Inshar,  is  beautiful  ?  Inshagh  ?  com- 

pare amonshagh,  envious,  &c.,  116. 
Idfdl,  (not  again).  In  Kab.  itulan  or 

idhulan,  kinsfolk,  softened  from  itegulan,  as 
I  think. 

208.  EfSrat,  yields  harvest  ?    In  vocab. 
teferten,  salary, — qu.  revenue  ?  Heb. 
2 
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The  guinea-corn  is  ripe  for  har- 
vest, eneli  itafarat  (eferat). 

The  herbage  is  drying  up,  teshe 
takkdr  [taggor]. 

The  ear  of  the  corn  comes  out, 

tiggemat  tegent  eneli. 
The  ear  is  ripe,  tegent  tingna. 

(167.) 
209.  The  river  is  rising,  tedefit  egish 

eghirreu  [flood  enters  the  ri- ver ?]. 

The  water  stagnates,  aman  ib- 
daden. 

 soaks  in,  esintatarar. 

 is  sinking,  aman  abukiurel. 
The  river  is  very  full  this  year, 

etaf  aman  teni. 

It  will  not  sink  at  all,  war  oba- 
kimbi. 

The  rivers  are  joining,  eghir- 
riwan  imokasen  or  irtayen. 

(102.  131.) 
210.  Almost  all  the  rivers  run  into 

the  sea,  eghirriwan  rurret  im- 

TegSnit,  spike  of  corn  (vocab.). 
209.  Tetefit,  flood  ?  swell  ?  from  etaf? 
Ahuki  yurel,  is  about  to  sink  ? 
Ohaki  imghi,  chooses  to  go  down.  See  50. 
Etaf,  it  pours  or  runs  freely  (not  the 

same  as  etaf  to  seize,  with  L)  :  hence  cau- 
sative, isattef  he  pours,  174.  In  Kab.  for 

etaf  we  find  effid,  and  also  effi,  the  d  being 
pronominal. 

Teni,  this  year,  =  tineda.  With  tin  com- 
pare Arab,  sene,  year. 

210.  Wa  symmed,  the  salt.  I  observe 
that  wa  retains  the  meaning  of  the  before 
an  adjective  as  well  as  before  a  participle, 
though  it  is  lost  with  a  substantive. 

okasen  ror  eglnrreu  wa  sym- 

med [meet  at  the  salt  river']. 
The  boat  is  leaking,  toraft  na- 
kal  [naglial] ;  toraft  tinral 

[tinghal]  ;  or  tinralnarel 
[tingbalnaghel]  ;  (see  174. 
192.,  sunkel  ;)  toraft  titfagh, 

(174.). 
[  The  boat  is  foundering],  toraft 

telkayat  (175.)  ;  toraft  tibbe- nekway. 

*  The  people  who  row  (?)  the  boat 

get  out  (?)j  idinet  aiidetanna- 
ret  toraft  titfar  [titfagh]. 

*  The  people  perished,  some  swam 
in  the  water,  idinet  abaten 

iyeden  yeshafFen  dar  aman. 
*  Another  rolls  the  boat  sportively 

(?),  lyat  inafar  toraft  sehuyam. 
*  The  people  who  are  {of  the  ?) 

village,  under  the  water  deep 

(?),  idinet  auehan  amazagh 
dedu  aman  lagat. 

*  Those  people  lay  goat-skins  in 
the  middle  of  the  water  which 

....  idinen  wuin  degen  ide- 
den  der  mezen  dor  aman 

auay  timanten. 
211.  The  boat  is  upset,  toraft  tebum- 

bay.  (44.) 

 breaks  asunder,  tdraft  ta- 
kaurawen. 

*  All  conjectural. 
211.  Ibbenekuay,  Tpres.  from  Ibbeneka? 
Ikaurau  and  ikarru  (tear,  rend  violently), 

remind  one  of  ezraurau,  190.  135,  136. 

Also  tatdktarau,  is  shattered  ;  with  t  inter- 
posed, as  in  Arabic  8th  form. 
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The  boat  r-an  on  rocks,  toraft 
tikkeseast  tahont. 

And  sunk,  and  remained  on  the 

ground,  tursar,  telkajat,  tek- 
kel  edir-n-aman  [became  un- 

der-of-the-water~\. 
212.  The  water  enters  the  tent,  aman 

iggesh  ehen. 
This  water  stands  still,  is  stag- 

nant,ku\?Ln  wadaghibbedaden. 
It  does  not  hasten  much  {has  no 

current),  war  oshel  hullen. 
This  river  has  a  strong  current, 
eghirreuwadagh  oshel  hullen. 

213.  The  water  is  boiling,  aman  ime- 
sharlarlaren. 

—  aman  ereshaushauen. 

  is  not  yet  boiling,  aman 
indi  imesharlarlaren. 

—  is  very  hot,  aman  ekos 
hullen. 

Boil  \heat~\  water  for  me,  ik- sahe  aman. 

Let  it  cool  in  the  skin,  eyit  yes- 
mat  der  edid, 

214.  The  bird  fiies,  egedid  igged. 
The  young  bird  will  Jiy  [wishes 

to  fly\  akirt  abok  tegad. 

Ikkeseas-t,  pierced  it  ?  frequent,  from 
ikes  ?  Tursar,  for  turza  ?  was  broken  ? 
Yet  see  yarasan,  64. 

213.  Isharlarlar,  ishaushau?  it  boils  or 
bubbles. 

214.  Kab.  igtat,  birds  (sing,  agadet, 
Hodgson  :  read  agatet)  ;  but  in  Brosselard, 
aktet,  pi.  iktat,  a  little  bird.  We  have  here 
the  root  iget,  it  flew,  it  sprang  aloft,  47.  70.; 
whence  isegget,  it  mounted  (202.  216.),  and 
tesaggai,  a  feather. 

R  R 

The  bird  sings  nicely,  egedid 

elemisli  yehosken. 
The  hen  cackles,  takeshilt  rar 

middennis. 

~- —  lays  eggs,  takeshilt  tagat 
esarek. 

 is  screaming,  takeshilt  te- 

gabatolt. !.  The  egg  is  not  yet  hatched,  te- 
sadalt  ur  tisfakket. 

The  egg  is  spoiled,  tesadalt  tig- 

geded. The  eggs  are  spoiled,  tesadalen 

egadiddenad. 
The  young  bird  picks  (at  the 

egg),  akaukautet  akirt. 
He  will  come  forth,  ahad  efo- 

ket. 

Elemisli  may  seem  a  derivative  or  com- 
pound from  isla,  he  heard,  amisli,  a  voice. 

Takeshilt,  a  hen ;  elsewhere,  takeshit, 
which  seems  more  correct,  as  it  is  the 
feminine  form  of  dkes,  the  cock,  which 
again  perhaps  is  more  correctly  akez,  the 
z  in  Temght  changing  to  sk  In  Kab.  the 
forms  are  ayazit,  a  cock,  tayazit  or  thayazit, 
a  hen ;  for  aghazit,  thaghazit,  it  seems. 
Even  in  Temght  it  may  be  inquired  whether 
gh  is  not  more  correct  than  k ;  i.  e.  aghez,  a 
cock,  taghezit,  a  hen. 

Har,  i.  e.  ghar,  cries  ;  t5")p.  Midden-nis 
her  cackling.    On  den  or  denden,  see  26. 

E'sarek,  a  litter  (of  eggs)  ? 
215.  Tigeded,  is  birded  ?  (214.),  i,  e.  is 

quickened.  It  is  fem.  sing,,  and  the  fem. 
pi.  egadiddenat  (not  -nad).  Elsewhere, 
ikhshed,  it  is  spoiled,  167. 

Kaut  (for  hack,  hew,  cut)  seems  a  widelj- 
spread  root.    Arab,  kata,  and  above,  ektas. 

Ahad  efdket,  may  be  future  tense.  See 
174.  and  220.    Einal  t,  feminine  mark? 
3 
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The  cock  is  crowing,  akes  ege- 
taroren. 

216.  The  horse  neighs,  ais  etehinnit. 
 prances,  ais  5skar. 
 goes  backward,  ais  eraren. 

 rolls^  ai's  abelanbalet. 
.  kicks,  ais  erabar  or  isakat. 

 is  lame,  ais  eliiak. 
— —  rolls  in  the  sand,  ais  inafar. 

 has  mounted  the  mare,  ais 
asuggedit  tabagSt. 

217.  The  camel  is  crying,  araenis  ejeu. 
 growls,  amenis  abeggeg. 
 throws  up  the  nose,  ame- 
nis etishbnrdel. 

The    she-camel   has  brought 
forth,  tolamt  torau. 

 is  about  to  bring  forth,  to- 
lamt tesliwar  torau. 

218.  The  camel  is  lying  down  to  re- 

Egetardren —\gQt2ig\\bvQn,  present  partic. 
from  ighdr. 

216.  Ihinnet,  nearly  Latin  hinnio. 
Oskar,  prances.     In  Kab.  isekkar,  he 

caused  to  stand ;  iskar,  he  made  ;  aksar, 
the  lower  part. 

E'rar,  goes  backward  ?  Kab.  arur,  the 
back. 

Irdhar,  perhaps,  "  stamps  :"  172. 
Isdkat,  kicks. 
Isdgget,  as  in  214.  202.  &c.;  unless  final 

'tit  is  here  frequentative. 
217.  JEjeu,  is  crying  ;=^igewa,  and  fem. 

pi.  egewanet.  Hence  in  Niphal,  iniggu  or 
inijju,  it  bellows. 

Tolamt  or  tdlamt,  camel,  fem.  for  alom  or 
elgJiam,  words  not  used  in  this  dialect.  Evi- 

dently elgham  =  Heb.  gemel  It  also  makes 
aram  in  Shilha. 

Teshwar,  Kab.  tezwar,  she  precedes  or 
begins,  85. 

ceive  the  load,  amenis  egen, 

egag  fellas  ilalen  [^one  heaps 
on  him  the  luggage,  98.]. 

The  camel  refuses  to  rise,  ame- 
nis tindaras  tennakrat. 

7^00  much  load  on  him,  egan 
fellas  ilalan  agoteni. 

The  camels  graze,  immenas  ida- nan. 

The  she-camels  cry,  they  want 
to  be  milked,  tolemin  egewa- 

net, irlianet  tazit. 
219.  The  bullock  lows^  amake  eniiiu. 

218.  Jndar,  he  refused,  112.  It  differs 
from  asindar,  throw  down  (which  is  per- 

haps asintar,  from  itar,he  went  down),  and 
from  emendar,  to  lodge  for  the  night,  which 
is  emendagh. 

Egan,  it  lies. 219.  Afarad.    See  eferaf,  in  208. 
Iwdnet,  from  root  iwa  or  iwan,  to  sa- 

tiate. In  Kab.  thayawant  or  thawant,  sa- tiety. 

iwdn,  cows,  may  be  shortened  from 
Kab.  yugdwen,  steers.  The  root  yug  is,  as 
in  our  tongues,  a  yoke ;  whence  thayuga, 

a  pair. Asu-dnet,  they  have  drunk. 
Iktar  seems  to  be  Arab.  8th  form,  from  kar. 

The  cow  loivs,  tes  anijju. 
The  cows  chew  the  cud,  iwan 

afaradenit. 

The  cows  are  sated,  iwan  iwa- 
net. 

They  lie  down,  ikaramenet. 
The  cows  are  returning  from 

the  water,  iwan  asuwanet,  ik- 
tarnet  fel  aman. 

The  cows  return  the  food,  iwan 
isokalnet.  (25.) 
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220.  The  he-goat  bleats^  esholak  ahi- 
lelet. 

The  she-goats  bleaty  ulli  essi- 
lafnet. 

The  ram  bleats,  abakkar  asilef. 

The  sheep  bleat,  tihaten  esi- 
lafnet  esmedanesnet. 

221.  The  lion  roars,  eher  eniggu, 
eher  erikku. 

The'  lion  is   crouching,  eher 
ehernen  abok  fellauen  ehe. 

 \_will  attack  people~\,  eher ehadishek  idinet. 

 [tears  in  pieces  .^],  ashma- 
raurauest  idinet. 

 [^destroys   them],  eshma- 
hishten  idinet. 

222.  The  dog  snarls  [^crouches  ?  see 
139.],  edi  teharna. 

The  dog  bites,  edi  tad. 
 barks,  edi  itishut  or  ite- 

roas. 

The  scorpion  bites  (me),  tataihi 
tasirdant. 

220.  Ahilelet,  from  elil,  to  cry  aloud. 
Ghad.  esM,  Kab.  esiwel,  from  awal,  voice. 
Barth  has  also  asilel. 

Asilef,  bleat,  is  more  specific. 
Jherna,  he  crouched.    See  139. 
Ishek  invasit  (137.);  but  future  (215.) 

ehadishek^  invadet. 
Imehesh,  (my  money)  is  spent ;  whence 

frequent,  with  causative  sense,  ishmahish,  he 
annihilated. 

222.  Tasirdant,  more  correctly  tazer- 
demt,  scorpion,  as  in  227.  In  Kab.  tegir- 
dumt  and  tegeremt. 

Tataihi,  has  stung  me  ?  from  tatay,  drive 
in  a  peg,  176. 

223.  The  ostrich  runs  fast,  ennehel 
ehasar  hullen. 

The  ostrich  hides  his  head  in 

the  bush,  ennehe  ised  arafenis 

[aghafenis]  der  ehishk. 
He  thinks  nobody  sees  him,  arel 

war  tehinnen  idinet. 

224.  The  man  was  sitting  on  the 

shore,  ahalis  akim  ror  alim- 
n  aman. 

Suddenly  a  crocodile  seized 
him  by  the  leg  [knee  F],  and 

went  away  with  it  [him  ?~\ azued  arate  irmast  safod, 
ilmar  deris.  {Deris,  under  it  ?) 

225.  The  river  horse  rose  in  the  water 

(to  the  surface  of  the  ivater), 
and  snorted^  ajamba  askaket 
dar  aman  isafarad. 

The  river  horse  has  upset  the 

boat,  ajamba  irbar  t5raft. 
The  river  horse  has  shattered 

the     boat,     ajamba  tarzar 

[tarza?]  toraft. 

223.  Ennehel,  so  Hodgson ;  not  ennehe, 
ostrich. 

Ised.    See  81. 
Arel.   See  156. 
War  %t-ehinnen,  non  eum  vident  ? 
224.  Allm,  edge,  border?  In  50.  we 

have  esalim,  shore,  and  asarim  in  vocabulary. 
Elsewhere,  allm  is  skin,  for  aglim  of  Kab. 
Also  alim,  chaff,  straw,  in  Kab. 

AzUed,  sudden  (heavy). 

Irmas,  seized.     Afod,  knee,  in  vocab- ulary, 

Ilmar,  not  again  in  this  sense. 
225.  Irhar,  crushed  with  his  feet,  172. 
Tarzar:  compare  Irzar  in  171. .  4 
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226.  The  vulture  hovered  over  the 

gazelle^  elullen  ilay  ginnigis 
asliinkat. 

Until  it  'pounced  upon  it,  and 
tore  out  its  eyes,  har  asgen  fel- 
les  istaras,  ikas  tettawennis. 

Lay  the  pillow  upon  the  mat 

{carpet),  sins  adafor  fel  is- 
ifter  [fel  isiftakli]. 

227. 1  this  morning  found  a  scor- 
pion under  my  carpet,  nek 

tifaut  idak  enhagh  tezerdemt 
dau  tesuftakhten. 

Lay  a  cloth  under  your  saddle, 
ege  tashishwart  dau  medash. 

Lest  it  hurt  the  bach  of  your 

horse,  war  erashadet  {or  ite- 
manakit)  arorin  ais  innak. 

228.  At  that  place  the  river  runs 

upon  rock,  dar  agel  wadagh 
aman  oslialen  fel  tihon. 

He  fell  along    the  [^gallery 

landing-place        enta  eta- 
rakatet  fel  soro. 

226.  Har  asgen,  until ; upon  it; 
istaras,  it  pounced,  from  iras,  it  descended. 

Thus  asgen  seems  to  mean  "  a  time,"  "  a 
while."    In  Kab.  azgen,  half,  middle,  part. 

Sins,  cause  to  rest  ?  from  insa,  he 
rested  ?  42.  58. 

Isiftakh,  evidently  from  Arab,  fatakh. 

The  ̂   is  presently  corrupted  into  kh. 
227.  E'ge,  make,  for,  put. 
Erashadet  seems  to  be  subjunctive  from 

ishad  or  ishadet.  Compare  Arabic  shadha, 
he  harmed. 

ItemanakU,  root,  naka  ?  Temanhit  is  ex- 
haustion. 

Till  he  came  below  the  stair- 
case \_steps  of  the  gallery 

har  ose  dau  ibtalen  soro. 

All  the  day  he  sat  in  his  tent, 
ashel  rurret  ekem  der  ehennis. 

229.  He  put  it  in  his  pocket,  enta 

eget  der  elsheb. 
Do  not  enter  the  house,  war 

tegeshit  tarasham. 
Stay  outside,  ebbedid  dagama. 

Outside    the    town,  ageme-n- 

agherim. There  is  nothing  but  mere  sand, 
war  ehet  har  akal  mellen. 

230.  Thou  hast  not  given  me  my 

{full)  right,  war  he  tawedet 
el  hakki. 

He  went  before  7ne,  iggele  11  a- 
datai. 

Look  before  you,  that  you  may 

not  fall,  sagerehe  datak,  war 
tidu. 

I  went  behind  him,  egelegli  ila- 
daras. 

228.  Agel,  place  ?  (Is  it  the  same  as 
a^'AeZ,  Kab.  arm  ?    See  201.  on  an7.) 

229.  El  jib  is  Arabic. 
Dagama,  on  the  outside,  ageme,  outside, 

are  from  igem,  he  went  out,  118.  138.; 
whence  also  gema,  without  (sine). 

Mellen,  white  ;  here  for  pure. 
Akal,  mould,  soil,  as  in  Kab.  Elsewhere 

in  Temght  it  is  land  or  country. 
230.  El  hakk  is  Arab,  and  final  i  the 

Arab,  pronoun  "  my."  Tassedet,  thou  hast 
made  even,  aequasti.    See  168. 

Sagerehe,  if  it  is  one  word,  would  seem 

by  1 1  to  mean  "  look  with  pleasure." 
Tidu  (rather  tidut?  or  tidurt?).   See  104. 
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Let  us  look  behind  us^  sanisli- 
lamanak  daranak  [sanishla- 
managli  daranagh]. 

Lest  these  men  betray  us,  war 
hanak   [hanagli]  ighadernit 
idinet  idagh. 

231.  All  round  this  mountain,  adar 
wadagh  terlaite, 

there  is  fine  pasture,  ehe  teslie 
tehoske. 

At  the  side  of  the  mosque,  tamiz- 

gida  d'  edisennis  \_the  mosque, 

at  its  side'], 
is  a  large  well,  ehe  an u  makk5ren. 
Sit  down  at  my  side,  arem 

d'  edisin. 

232.  Opposite  each  other,  inehasan 

geresan. 
Sit  opposite  to  me,  thy  face  to 

me,  arim  dihadar  annadid  seri 
idimennek. 

He  sat  opposite,  his  face  to  7ne, 
ekem  annadid  seri  idemennis. 

To  your  right,  dek  aril  in  nek. 
(201.) 

Sanishlam.    See  11. 

Ighadernit,  fern,  plur.,  because  idinet  {du- 
niat,  Arab.)  is  fern. 

23 1 .  Arem  =  aghem  =  aqlm  =  ekem,  sit,  stay. 
232.  Inehasan  =  inehazan,  from  ihaz,  55., 

he  was  near.    Geresan,  inter  se. 

Dihadar,  from  Ar.^J,\-*.,  "  present." 
Annadid,  TrapdWriXos  ?  from  ned,  aAXos 

(as  Kab.).  Ben  Musa  gives  gh'im  nediu,  sit 
near  me,  as  Temght.  So  endi,  nearest, 
next.    It  is  spelt  with  d  ov  t  thick  in  Kab. 

Akel,  go  thon  ?  see  124.;  or,  turn  thou? 
See  25. 

Sibber,  from  Arab.  ̂   ? 

Keep  to  your  light,  akel  sib- 
berln  arilinnek  [go  keeping 

your  right  ?]. 

To  your  left,  fel  teshelginak. 
233.  When  you  go  from  Timbuktu 

to  Gundam,  ke  tesekalak  dak 

Timbytku  kek  Gundam. 
Ljcave  the  river  at  your  left, 

oye  eghirreu  fel  are  wa-n- 
teshilgen. 

And  you  have  open  country  on 

your  right,  d-6yak  boderar 
fel  are  wa-n-arili. 

234.  [  Ordinarily  the  river  is  shallow, 
beloiu  the  place  of  this 

year],  ennadir  eghirreu  ade- 
jasal,  eder  adiget  tenidagh. 

This  exceeds  Maif,  wadagh  yiigar 
wadagh. 

There  is  nothing  left  of  it,  war 
akimen  ders  harret. 

235.  That  is  a  different  thing,  wa- 
dagh amus  harret. 

It  is  rare,  war  aglt. 
Similar,  amelehen. 
It  is  like,  yulehe,  yule. 
Like,  shynd,  sund  [zund  ?] 

233.  Tesekalak,  read  tesekalat?  2ndpers. sing. 

Oyak,  elsewhere,  is  "  I  left." Boderar,  open  country. 
234.  S  ennadir,  in  custom  ? 
Adejasal,  pres.  tense  from  gazal,  to  be 

short?  (gzl  or  wzl.) 
235.  Amus,  moves,  changes  ? 
War  aglt,  it  does  not  do  (it)  ? 
Yulehe,  yUle.    See  40. 
Sund  is  zund  and  zun  in  Kab.  (Arab. 

zain,  comely,  elegant.) 
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All  the  same,  berish. 

236.  Whichever  way  you  take,  every 
where  you  find  ivater,  atif 

tigedi  titetaffet,  dags  attig- 
geraut  aman  {take  straight 
which-you-take,  on  it  you 
alight  (on)  ivater?). 

Keep  straight  on,  attil  tigedid 
ghas  {keep  straight  only). 

Straight,  tigedid. 
237.  Do  not  [trouble  yourself?  or 

run?']  this  way,  nor  that?  war 
has  tishlet,  siha,  wolla  siha. 

The  river  runs  between  moun- 

tains,   egbirreu   yushal  ger 
adaren. 

The  road  leads  through  a  thick 
forest,  where  are  plenty  of 
lions,  abarraka  teba  (igesb) 
arkit  iirma ;  ihe  tawakast ; 
ehant  ewokhsan. 

238. 1  arrived  before  him,  and  had  to 
wait  for  him,  nek  esagh  arassit 

awadagh  indee  dawat  shwar- 
akedas. 

1  arrived   after  him   [thee  ?], 

nek  osegh  darak. 
After  the  corriiption  of  the  whole 

earth,  Jesus    will  descend, 
daret  adigdig-n-akal  iketenes, 

adezLibet  'Aisa. 

NOUNS. 

God,  M'^f^^y
- 

iMesL* 
By  the  great  God,  se  A'manay  mak- 

karen  or  imakoren. 

Our  Lord,  Mesi-nak. 
The  great  God,  Mesi-nak  imakoren. 
God  the  ruler,  Mesi-nak  yitkal. 

236.  In  Kab.  tidld,  true,  seems  to  be  here 
tigedid  or  tidegid. 

Attil,  be  thou?  =  Hi? 
237.  War  ash  tishlet:  has,  for  him? 

tishlet,  from  yushal,  runs,  or  from  shela, 
disturb,  bustle,  115. 

Ihe  or  diha,  where. 

*  Mesi,  perhaps  originally  the  name  of 
the  Messiah,  although  mes  means  master  in 
Temght. 

The  one    f  ̂̂ ^i-nak  enta  ghas.
 \  Mesi-nak  iyen  ghas. 

'     L  Mesi-nak  iyentinten. 
God,  who  has  no  fellow  {companion), 

Mesi-nak  war  ilamidi, 

nor  has  shape  ?  {bounds  ?)  war  ilara. 

Ehant,  152.,  there  are. 
Wokhs,  wild  beast ;  Arab,  wahhush. 

Tawak{h')ast,  wild  beasts  collectively. 
238.  Esagh  =  esegh,  from  yose,  he  ar- 

rived. Arasset ='KsLh.  azzeth,  before?  See 
140.    Indi,  (not)  yet. 

Dawat,  from  awat,  he  arrived  ?  51. 
Shuaragh-ed-as,  I  anticipated  him  ? 
Daret,  for  dar,  after :  so  darret  in  Prod. 

Son. 
Adigdig,  crush,  in  130. 
Adezubet,  from  zob,  62. 
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nor  ineasure  ?  war  ilehit. 

God  has  no  measure  neither  of  space 
nor  time,  Mesi-nak  uri  hehendek 
war  iledek  war  ihedek,war  ihedek 
wa,  wolladar  wa,  war  ihehendek, 
war  tigedi  tiketi. 

Lord  of  the  J"  imekeder-n-talrewen. 
wonders,    L  Mesis-n-talrewen. 

The  Uncreated,  wardikhalig.  (Arab.) 
The  Creator,  amakhalag.  (Arab.) 
Cultivator  of  the  soul?  amakarash 
imman. 

Lord  of  the  soul,  Mesis  imman. 

The  Merciful  Shepherd,  amadan-n- 
tahanint. 

The  Victorious,  emirni. 

The  Extirpator,  amang. 
The  Living,  emay  (from  Arab.  hay). 
The  Judge  Supreme,  ntarna  togerit 

(?)■ 
All  the  creatures  of  the  J^ord  are  to 

gather  in  (in  the  court  of)  Jeru- 
salem on  the  day  of  resurrection, 

timakhluken-n-Mesi-nak  rurret  di- 
daunet  isterrabat-n-bet  el  Makka- 
dus  ashel  wa-n-el  kiamet. 

One  part  of  them  enter  the  hell  and 
remain  there,  others  enter  paradise 
and  remain  there,  wui  tajeshen 

temsi  ajishente,  wui  tajeshen  alj en- 
net  ajishente. 

The  evil  spirits,  algbafariten.  {Arab. ) 
Devil,  eblis.  (Arab.) 

Angel,  anyelus,*  joZ.  anyeltisen. 
Demon,  alshin,  pi.  alshinen.  (Arab.) 
Female  demon,  talshin. 
The  paradise  enter  the  people  who 

f  Anyelus,  the  Greek  o77€\os,  — H.  B, 

(have  bee?i)  good,  the  hell  those 
who  (have  been)  bad,  aljennet 
atajeshen  idinet  wui  yolaghnin, 
temsi  atajeshen  idinet  wui  labasen. 

The  throne  (of  f  al  kurshi.  (Arab.) 
God),  I  algharsh.  (Arab). 

The  day  of  resurrection,  ashel  wii- 
n-el  kiamet. 

The  world,  eddunia  (rurret). 
Heaven,  ashinna. 

The  seven  heavens,  say  ishinnaw^en. 
Sun,  tafok. 

The  sun  warms  his  face  hot  to-day, 
tafok  teiiadit  ideminis  wakuscn 

ashel  din.  [Comp.  tenedet,  fever 

heat.'] 
The  sun  burns,  the  people  are  per- 

spiring, tafok  tarra^  idinet  tufay 
dersen  tide  [exit  per  eos  sudor]. 

The  strength  of  the  smi's  heat,  tise- 
nanit  (n-takos  enis). 

Sunbeams,  ezereran-n-taf5k. 
Dawn  of  sun  (of  day),  enareren-n- 

tafok. 

The  sun  is  eclipsed  (to  day),  taf5k 
temmere  ashel  idagh. 

Moon,  ay  or. 
The  moon  is  about  to  come  forth 

(rise),  ay  or  aboki  ebarbar. 
The  moon  rises,  ayor  ebarbar. 
The  moonis  setting,  ayor  aboki  ejedel. 
The  moo7i  sets,  ayor  odal. 
Full  moon,  ahador  (akokehat  ?). 

Moonlight,  timelle-n-ay5r. 
Halo,  afarak-n-ayor. 
The  moon  has  a  halo,  ayor  yuwat 

afarak. 
The  moon  is  eclipsed  to-night,  ayor 

am  ere  eh  ad  idagh. 
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Galaxy^  mahellen. 
Star,  atar  ;  pi,  itaren. 
The  stars  shine  forth,  itaren  iknan 

ebarbar. 

The  stars  shine  brightly,  itaren  ik- 
nan ashisliillwak. 

Lucifer,  tatari. 

{amawen-n-ehad
. 

ashimmelesh. 

Pleiad,  shettahat. 

Cross  (mejbua),  amanar. 
tafaut  {of  sun). 
temellolot  {of  moon). 
tisakhsaren     {as  thrown 

.   through  latticework,  Sfc). 
Darkness,  tihay. 
Pata  morgana,  ele. 
Shade,  shadow,  tele. 

J  tak5s. 
1  tenede. 

Vesper, 

Light, 

Heat, 

Cold,  Ji'-«
<15m. L  asammet. 

The  cold  has  penetrated  to  my  bones, 
asammet  ejaserin  darrim  eghas  eni. 

North,  afelle. 
South,  agus. 
East,  amaina. 
West,  ataram. 

North-east  {between  east  and  north), 
ger  amaina  ge  de  felle. 

Air,  hawa.  {Arab.) 
Summer,  iwilen. 

Beginning  of  rainy  season  {called 
awara  in  Timbuktu),  asheragu. 

Rainy  season,  akase. 
The  rainy  season  is  over,  akase  ibse. 
Cold  season,  tagerist. 
The  dark  nights  {the  worst  part  of 

the  cold  season),  ehaden  esattefen. 

Spring  {called  tifisko  J  afasko. 
in  Timbuktu),  Lfatafet. 

Wind,  gale,  temadalet. 
/  see  there  is  rising  a  heavy  gale, 

anhiagh  dehen  denakar  temadalet 
imakkoren. 

Storm,  whirlwind,  teshigwalet. 

Storm  ga-  J  teshwalet  teshigwalet. 
thers,     \  teged  ders  teshigwalet. 

Heavy  rain  clouds,  tamsiggenaut. 
Red  clouds,  tiggerakin. 

Lightning,  esan. 
Thunder,  ejaj. 

It  thunders,  etajij. 

Lightning  {thunder)  has  struck  the 
tree  and  split  it*,  ejaj  odagh  fel 
ehishk  atakhtak  afaras  faras. 

■r,  .      f  aiinne. 
Rain,   \  f 

L  akonay. 

It  is  raining,  ajinne  egat. 
The  rain  is  coming,  it  is  dripping, 

akona  izay,  dekun  tabakhtabek. 
Raindrops  (reshresh),  tidam. 
Moderate  rain,  ahis. 

Heavy  shower,  tabeut. 
Long  lasting  rain,  now  ceasing,  then 

beginning  again,  tahalehalay. 

Hail,  igidirshan. 
The  hail  falls,  beating  and  tear- 

ing the  tents,  igidirshan  ofayen, 

ishoharnin  nabajen  ihannaa  isa- 
rarawen  ihannan. 

Rainbow,  agagonil  (ajejenet?). 

Fog,  abinnag,  ebennag. 
To  day  is  a  foggy  day,  nobody  can 

see  anything,  ashel  idagh  ija  eben- 
nag, war  ihinne  awadem  harret. 

*  The  Tawarek  attribute  this  effect  to 
the  thunder. 
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Dew,  tdras. 

Much  dew  has  fallen  this  night,  ehad 
idagh  Ija  taras  tejet. 

Time,  elwakkat.  (Arab.) 
Year,  awatay. 
Five  years,  summus  utien. 

Century,  temede-n-awatay. 
A  year  of  famine,  manne. 
Month,  ay5r. 
Three  months,  karad  ayoren. 
Day,  ashel. 
Four  days,  ak5s  eshilan. 

This  is  a  fine  day,  ashel  idagh  ik- 
kena  tesheldeje. 

Dawn,  enarer. 
Morning,  tifaut. 
Dhahar  {about  9  a.m.),  agidelsit. 
Heat  of  the  day,  tarahod. 

7.7         f  aril-n-ashel. Noon,  \ 
l_  ammas-n-asnel. 

Zawdl,  aziwal. 
Dhohor  {about  2  p.m.),  tezar. 

'Aser,  takast. 
Sunset,  agadel-n-tafok. 
Time  of  prayer  after  sunset,  almos. 
Evening,  taduit. 
Prayer  of  ashd,  tesotsin. 
Night,  ehad  ;  pi.  ehaden. 

j  '  14.     f  ammas-n-ehad. midnight,    \  ̂ 
y  tazunne-n-ehad. 

To-morrow,  ashikke. 
Early  to-morrow  morning,  ashikken 

semmut. 

To-morrow    at    noon,  aril-n-ashel 
ashikke. 

The  day  after  to-morrow,  ashel  wuen 
shel  ashikke. 

Yesterday,  endishel. 
Last  night,  endahed,  endod. 

The  day     c  ashelendin. 
before       \  ashelnad. 
yesterday,  L  ashel  wuen  asel  endazel. 
rrri '  r  teni,  tineda. 
Ihis  year,   -{  ̂     '  ̂ L  awatay  idagh. 

r     .  finhad. Last  year,   \  , 
L  temnde. 

rr  r  tenendin. 1  wo  years  ago,  \ 
L  essin  utien. 

Next  year,   awatay   wue  'Ikamen ewuanen  had. 

This  month,  der  ayor  idagh. 

Next  month,  ay5r  wa  yilkeme  ayor 
idagh. 

This  month  is  about  to  close,  ayor 
wadagh  ishwar  ibbeded  or  amiit. 

Saturday,  Essebbet.  ■ 
Sunday,  Alhad. 
Monday,  Eiitnin. 
Tuesday,  Eltenata.     V  Arab. 
Wednesday,  Larba. 
Thursday,  Elkhamis. 

Friday,  Eljymma.  J 
Week  {seven  days),  sa  shilen  (eshilen). 
Moharrem,  Tamasiddig. 

Safar,  Teurt  tatezaret.      "]  Turen Rebia  I.,  Teurt  tatilkamat.  J  sanatet. 
Hebia  II.,  Azima  zaren. 
Jumdd  I.,  Aziman  ammas. 
Jumdd  XL,  Aziman  terirden. 

Rejeb,  Tinemegeren. 
Shabdn,  Janfo. 
Ramadhdn,  AzOm. 

Hdj,  Tesubdar. 
Shawdl,  Tesissi  tatezaret. 

Dhu  el  Heje,  Tesissi  ta- 
tilkamat. 

Echo, takoy. 

}T
es
is
t 

san
ate

n. 
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Fire,  efeu. 
Flame,  tahist. 

Spark,  temantest ;  pi.  temantesin. 
Firecoals,  tezozan. 

Ashes,  ezit-n-efeu. 
Smoke,  ahu. 
Water,  aman. 
Land,  earth,  akal. 
Country  of  the  Awelimmidenf  akal 
wa-n-Wuelimmiden. 

Island,  autel. 
Wilderness,  arkit. 

Clear  forest,    ehishkan  amitareta- 
reen. 

Impassable  covert,  arkit  urma. 
Dense  forest,  arkit  aru,  or  akoren. 
Desert,  afelle  {prop.  North). 

Hammdda,   desert  plain,  tanazru- 
fet. 

Plain,  etaras. 
Large  valley,  erarar. 
Valley  with  a  torrent,  eghaslier  = 

eglizer  in  other  dialects. 
Small  torrent,  egherrer. 
31ountain,  adar  ;  pi.  adaren. 
Inaccessible   mountain,  adar  urma 

war  teh'  abarraka. 
Hill,  tadakt. 

Sandhill,  tegift;  pi.  tegefen. 

{Range)  of  high  sandhills,  tegefen 

ogidahenet. 
Small  sandhill,  teneshmor. 
Hock,  tahonit. 
Stone,  tahon. 

Source,  tet ;  pi.  tittawen. 

r  z.  77  febenkor. shallow,  <   ,  . 
Well,    4  I  tins. 

L  deep,  anu. 
River,  eghirreu. 

Branch  of  river,  J 
(  adar-n-eglilrreu. 

Current,  amanen  {waters). 
Wave,  tinezemmart. 

Deep  place  of  channel  in  Wver,telak- n-aman. 

Bank  of  river,  asarim,  or  esalim. 
Ford,  tea  went. 
Torrent,  rivulet,  anghi. 

Sea  {the  salt  river),  eghirreu  wa 

symmen. Temporary  lake,  pond,  abeng. 

Black  naked  soil  round  a  pond,  ti- 
farrawen. 

Green  surface  on  stagnant  pool,  ta- 
hizzak. 

Cavity,  hole,  terarart  {dim.  of  erarar). 
Sand,  temelilt. 
Lime,  talak. 
Mud,  illebek. 
Stones,  or  rather,  round  masses  of 

lump  {called  afaray  in  Timbuktu), 
for  building,  ebelghetan. 

Black  soil,  akal  ikauelit. 
White  sandy  soil,  akal  imellen. 
Field,  shekarash. 
Stubble-field,  tedik  ;  pi.  tedken. 
Hedge,  fence,  afarak.  {Arab.) 
Slight  fence,  tafarak. 

Road,  (^''A
rraka. 

L  tabarit. 

Tree,  ebislik  ;  pi.  ehishkan. 

Young  tree,  bush,  \  ̂̂^^S* L  tasugit. 

Root  {of  tree),  tekewen. 
Wood,  esagher. 
Bad  spot  in  wood,  ikerish  kerashen. 
Branch,  illeket ;  pi.  illiktan. 

Splinter,  timetaut ;  pi.  tlmetawen. 
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Leaf^  alan  ehishk. 

Large  leaves  (  ?),  tefarketen-n-ehislik. 
Dum-leaves,  takilkaten-n-akof. 
Bark,  tissifuft. 
Peel,  husk,  kekkaben. 
Flower,  tabuit. 

Fruits,  (pi.)  araten-n-ehishkan. 
Seed,  seeds,  isamban. 
Thorn,  isinnan. 

Talha,  esagher  (tesagbart). 
Mimosa  gummifera,  auwarwar. 
A  thorny  tree  in  the  river,  tagerabba. 
EHil,  agbar  (tagbart). 
Duwe  {variety  of  ficus),  tedumumt. 
Siddret  el  hoe,  akellefe. 
Tamarind  {tree  and  fruit),  bususu. 

Monkey-bread  tree  {baobab),  teku- 
dust. 

Fruit  of  monkey-bread  tree,  tefin- 

gora. 
Tree  called  asabay  in  Timbuktu,  ana. 

Nebek-tree  {zizyphus).  ferkennish. 
Nebek-fruit,  tabakkat ;  pi.  tibakkaten. 

Siwdk,  "I        p^^^-^  sodata,  teshak. Fl  Irak,  J  ̂ 
Hoot  of  siwdk,  eke-n-tesbak. 
Dum-bush  {sgillem),  akof. 
Dum-palm,  tagait. 
Fruits  of  diim-palm,  tibelkukawen. 
Seed  of  dum-palm,  tibargarraren. 
Date-tree,  tashdait. 
Date,  tebeni. 

Date-stone,  egeft. 
Deleb  {Borassus  flabelliformis  ?),  te- 

kukat ;  pi.  tekukaten. 
7        [fresh,  teshe. Herbage,  y  \ L  dry,  teshe  yekor. 

Pennisetum  distichum  {eniti)  uzak. 
Had,  tasharet. 

Talubbut,  teliggit. 
Bii    rekkeba   {Panicum  colonum), 

ararfasu. 

Young,  tender  herbage,  ingbalas. 
Reed,  kogeri. 

Knot  of  reed,  tekardofen-n-kogeri. 

Pennisetum  typho'ideum  {heni),  eneli. 
c  white,  aborak. 

Sorghum,  {sab a),  i  red,  kelenki. 
\.black,  sibi. 

r  tellumt. 

Bran,  i  du. 
L  abid. 

Ear  of  the  corn,  tegenit. 
Seeds  of  the  corn,  tezawen. 
The  large  seeds  (?),  igenshiten. 
The  small  seeds  (?),  isemaraten. 
Crops  about  to  come  forth  from  the 

ground,  sibbergabelagh  afagh. 
Corn  of  all  kinds,  alun. ■  asaka. 

Various  species     asralt  (asghalt  ?). 
of  kreb  (Pda),  |  tishit. 

^tejebalt. 

Rice,  tafakat. 
Wheat,  elkame.  {Arab.) 
Barley,  farkasubu. 
Cucurbita  melopepo  {el  hadesh),  be- 

rabera. 
Water-melon,  kaukaune. 
Onio7i,  takhfar  ;  pi.  tekhfaren. 
Cotton,  takerokerit ;  pL  tikurukaren. 

Indigo,  siggeni. 
Nymphcea  lotus,  kalokalo. 
Endairi,  tikindi. 
Senna  {fdlajit),  abellenjat. 

Saffron,  tenarmet. 
^sclepias  gigantea  {turja),  ttirsha  ; 

pi.  turshawen. 
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Colocynth^  lemu. 

Bundle  {haioiye\  banguru  ;  fl.  ban- 

guruten. 
Two  small  bundles^  akas. 

Tame  animals,  erezegen. 
Camel,  amenis ;  pi,  immenas. 
She-camel,  tolarat. 
Herd  of  camels,  tolemln. 
An  active  camel  (hmali),  errigga. 
Old  camel,  amal. 

Young  camel,  \ 
I  alagod. 

Herd  of  \00  head  of  f  wuasigen. 
camels  or  cattle     1  temedent. 

Ox,  asau ;  pi.  eswanen  (Hausa,  sali, 
pi.  sanu). 

^      f    .    7  r  hiwan.  ( Tademekket.) 
L  snitan.  [Awenmmid.) 

Fattened  cow,  not  hearing  young, 
tamzak. 

Ox  of  burden,  audis  ;  pi.  audisen. 
pi.  sanu). 

Bullock,  amake. 
esek. 
ehedel. 

Calf,  -[  aloki ;  pi.  ilokian. 
abarkau. 

_ilmgeya;  pi.  ilingeyaten. 
All  kinds  of  animals  for  riding,  sa- 

wat;  pi.  sawaten. 
Horse  (^common  good  horse),  ais  ; 

pi.  iyesan. 
Horse  of  excellent  qualities,  (ais) 

anakfor  {brave?). 

Horse  of  inferior  qualities,  ibegge. 
A  favourite    horse,   tasenit  (well 

known  ?). 

This  is  my  favourite  horse  ;   1  do 
not  allow  anybody  to  mount  it, 

wadagh  tasemtin  ;  war  ikbelagli 
atetenne  awadem. 

{afakkar
em. 

kokoro. 

Horse  of  peculiar  colour,  ashulag. 
Grey  horse,  with  spots  of  brown, 

amulas. 

Other  variety,  aderi. 

Grey,  agelan. 
Grey,  with  a  shade  of  green,  idemmi. 

r  aharas. 

Brown  horse,  atelak. 
(  ais  neggor. 

Horse  with  white  feet,  ais  wa-n- 
asabdr. 

Mare,  tabag5t  (fem.  of  ibegge  ?). 
Foal,  ahogi. 

Filly,  tahogit. 
Ass,  ished  ;  pi.  ishedan.  [Ghad., 

azid  ;  Ben  Musa^s  Temght,  ahid.] 
Female  ass,  teshed. 

Full  grown    ass,    azar    [azagh  ?] 
Hausa,  saki. 

Full    grown  female    ass,  tazaut, 
tezaght. 

Old  male  ass,  adanki. 
r  temainuk. 

Young  of  ass,  -j  aholil ;  fem.  taholilt. L  tamay. 

Sheep,  tekhse,  pi.  \ 

t  teheli. Sheep  with  long  wool,  tikmdemen. 
rkiruwan ;  pi.  kiruwaten. 

n  1^  \  ajaimara  ;  pi.  ajaimar- 
OS  sheep,  y  ̂^.^^ 

Ram,  abbegug  ;  pi.  ibbegan. 

He-goat,  asholak. 
She-goat,  taghat;  pi.  ulli. 
Dog,  edi ;  pi.  lyedan. 
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Cat,  mus. 
Mice,  akor. 

Field-mice,  ad5. 
Fdret  el  khel,  araranga. 
Rat,  irallen. 

I  tiwaksen,  tawakast. 

J  .      f  eher ;  pi.  eheran. 
I  ewukshan. 

Young  of  lion,  aledash. 
r  bubanti. 

Surnames  of  lion,  J  budegaye. 
L  intende. 

Leopard,  awashit,  elwashil. 
/.  7         7  f  ashebogel. 

burnames  oj  leopard,  \    ,  . 
K  gerrier. 

Hyena,  aridal. 
o  r  r  f  enadar. 
i^urnames  of  hyena,  <  . 

I  erkinni. 

Jackal,  ebeg  ;  pi.  ebeggan. 

{int
aino

t. 

intai
ne  

soso. 

intan
gren.

 

Elep
hant

,  

elu  ;  pi.  eluan
. 

Giraf
fe,  

amda
r  

;  pi.  imidd
eren.

 

Erke
mim 

 
{buff

alo),
  

asara
ke. 

Lymh
e,  

Leuc
oryx

,  

aslia
mal 

;  pi.  ishe- 
mal. 

U'rik,  antelope,  esham. 
UrMye,  the  female,  tesham  ;  turik. 
Ar,  other  antelope,  agingara. 
Oryx,  tederit ;  pi.  tederaten. 
Other  species  of  antelope,  abeshaw  ; 
pi.  tebeshawen. 

Gazella  1  enhar  ;  fern,  tenhar  ;  pi. 
mohor,  J  tenliaren. 

Young  of  mohor,  alimmu. 
Gazelle,  ashinkat. 

Young  of  gazelle,  aiishim. 
VOL.  V.  S 

Monkey, 

Resting-place  of  gazelle,  abatol-n- 
ashinkat ;  pi.  ibtal. 

Wild  sheep,  ulli-n-aruk. 
Porcupine,  hedgehog  {dhurbdn),  ta- 

marait. 

Gamfud  {squirrel?),  tekenesit. 
Hare,  temaruwelt. 
Small  animal  like  the  hare,  ash  an 

abarom. 

Bit  el  gedemat,  akazase. 
haya. 
fonoten. 
ibiddawen,  pL 
abardawik  (?) 

River-horse,  {called  banga  in  Tim- 
buktu^, agamba. 

Crocodile  {dkaroy),  \ 
1  akatel. 

Smaller  species  Lacerta 
monitor  ?),  zangway. 

Chameleon,  tahau. 

Frog,  egar. 
Manatus,  ayu. 

Fish,  amen. 

Largest  species  of  fish  {Perca  Nilo- 
tica  ?),  teheddelt-n-araan. 

Large  black  fish,  deshir. 

r^.j  '      r  tashellin. Other  species,  < 

I  tagonit. 
A  species,  of  white  colour,  and  great 

thickness,  tagursiyat. 

f  ta<>nndirif. 
Other  species,  <  telieddadash. 

L  sariya. 
A  fish  with  four  large  teeth  and  red 

tail,  zawegiru. 

Cyprinus  Niloticus,  da. 
Mormyrus  oxyrifichus,  wnsi. 

S 
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Other  species  of  fish,  - 

hora. 

ejijra. marambana. 

.hanjent. 
Malapterurus  electricus  9  tarlibambo. 

Smallest  species  of  fish,  ishenra. 
Snake,  tashilt. 

Large  species  of  snake  which  devours 
the  gazelle,  tanaroet. 

A  large  snake,  between  green  and 
black,  tagiber. 

Tabelenke,  tajebdaret. 

Other  kinds  of  J  imeggel. 
snake,         \  emellel  katetungu. 

Scorpion,  tezerdemt. 

Lizard,  magedar  ;  pi.  imegedaren. 
Bu-nena,  {small  black  lizard),  aga- 

rajan. 

v.  small,  akeyun. 
Bird,  agadid  ;  pi.  iggedad. 

Young  bird,  akirt ;  -pi.  ikirtan. 
Cock,  akes  ;  pi,  ikesan. 
Hen,  takeshit. 

Chicken,  ikirtan-n-takeshit. 
Pigeon,  teddeberat  \pl.  idebiren. 
Egg,  tesadalt ;  j^Z.  tesadalen. 
Ostrich,  ennehe  (ennehel  ?);pL  enhal. 
Empty  egg  of  ostrich,  placed  on  the 

top  of  the  huts,  atakis-n-ennebe ; 
pi.  itkas. 

Vulture,  agadir ;  pi.  Igderan. 
Hadaya,  tegardimmat. 
llahme,  taralgi. 
Guinea-hen   {called    in  Timbuktu 

el  kabesh),  tailelt  ;  pi.  tailalen. 

Young  of  guinea-hen,  isuwiten. 
Kumaren,  tenek. 

Crow,  pi.  tibkaken. 

Stork,  waliya. 
Spoonbill  {adanay),  gelgutta  j  pi, 

gelguttiten. 
Sparrow,  akabor. 
Little  red  bird,  sbeterjenne. 

Fly,  pi.  eshan. 
Horse-fly,  azaruwal. 
Bee,  isimbo;  pi.  isimboen. 
Mosquito,  tadest. 
Small  black  ant,  teatuf. 

Large  red  ant,  adebik. 
Large  black  ant  (el  kos),  kildekd. 
White  ant,  teramedhe. 
Ant-hill,  arammin. 

Worm,  ibekkebek. 
Worm  whose  bite  is  painful,  ekimdal. 
Mukhet  el  ardh  {venomous),  agaraye. 

Earwigs  {amaroes),  asis. 
A  white  worm  that  penetrates  into 

the  nose  of  the  camel,  tozera. 
Corn  worm,  mulul. 
I^eather  worm,  tukeraat. 

Beetle,  akbshinsher ;  pi.  takhsldn- 
sharen. 

Lice,  telik  ;  pi.  tilkin. 
Camel  lice,  teselufet ;  pi.  teself In. 

Caterpillar,  tazelit. 
Tail  of  horse,  cow,  camel,  Sfc,  te- 
dembut. 

Hair  on  the  front  of  horse,  taun- 
sbut. 

Mane,  azak. 

End  of  mane,  tul-azak. 
White  spot  on  the  front  of  horse, 

tesennit. 

Hoof,  eskar  ;  pi.  eskaren. 
Trot,  tereggit. 
Peculiar  kind  of  trot,  taghala. 

Gallop,  ashawenk. 
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Various  kinds  f^^^^J
^- 

of  diseases  J  tikm
karen. 

of  horses, 

Ulcer  of  horse,  ̂ c.,  tefedit. 
Drt/  scab,  ashiyut. 
£1  mebhdr,  amseraragh. 
Sudden  death,  rarat. 

Place  ivhere  the  horses  usually  lie 
down,  asabel-n-bal. 

Chest  of  camel,  tasgint. 
Horn  of  ox,  esok  ;  pi.  iskawen. 
Hoofs  of  ox,  tinsawen. 
Udder,  teze. 
Teat,  ifaffar. 
Footprint,  esem  ;  pi.  Ismawen. 

Place  of  former  cattle-pen,  adanda. 
Dead  body,  makhsulj.  (Arab.) 
Bill  of  bird,  akamkom. 
Wing,  pi.  aferewen. 
Feather,  tesaggad;  pi,  tesaggaden. 
Nest,  asakok. 

Crest  of  cock,  ararkob  wa-n-akes. 
Gills  of  cock,  tilaghlagben. 

Fins  of  fish,  sasangun-n-amen  ;  pi. 
sasanguten-n-amen. 

Man,  husband,  alis,  balis  ;  pi.  meden. 

People, 
L  itidim. 

Woman,  \  *^°^t'Jt,  j  tided^n. I  tamat,  J 

Wife,  partner,  bannis. 
Mongrel,  sbankot. 

Father, 
Loba,  aba. 

Mother,  amma. 

Grandfather,  tis-n-tis. 
Grandmother,  ammas-n-mas. 
Ancestor,  amaren  ;  pi.  emarrawen. 6  s 

Brother, 

Twins 

bis,  ̂   I 
{elde?',  amakar. 
younger,  araadaraj. 

ikiiewen. 

makkeresen. 

{elder,  tarn ak art. younger,  tamadarait. 

Maternal  uncle,  \  s|^itmas.  (. ) 
I  tesbikkar. 

Paternal  uncle. 

•  { 

{His)  aunt. 

mas. 

angatbraaii. 
Sister's  son,  tagesbe,  tagese. 

"from  father's  side,  ula- temas-n-ti(s). 

from     mother  s  side, 

L  ulatemas-n-ma(s). 
Flder  sister  offather,tam2ika,Tt'n-aha . 
Cousin,  abubash. 

Son  of  aunt,  ara-n-deden. 
Niece,  ara-n-medenet  ? 
Mother  of  family  (mula  el  kheme), 

mesis-n-eha. 

Family,  agadisb,  egedesb. 
Widoiv    {during    the    first  three 
months),    tamat   tetaf  albuddet. 

{Half  Arab.) 
Embryo,  ara. 

Child,  I         I  pi.  iliaden. I  aliad,  J Son, 

1^ 
 inek
. 

rori,  run. 

T)      f  abarad. 
L  alaroren  r 

Lad{adidt),iimk\\2id.  ;  pi.  imawaden. 
Daughter,  welet. 
Girl,  taliad ;  pi.  tiliaden, 

Full-grow7i  {handsome  girl),  tamas- 
roit;  pi.  timisroiyati. 

Old    man,    amagbar  (pronounced 
amrdr). 

2 
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Son  whose 

father  isi 
unknown, 

Eldet^ly  womaji,  tamagliast. 

Heir,  J 
'  inemadas. 
akasay. 

anakliaram.  {Arab.) 
L  anobe. 

Grandson,  ruri-n-ruri. 
Father-in-law,  adegal. 
Mother-in-law,  tadegalt. 
Son-in-law,  aleges. 
Daughter-in-law  {?),  ahannis. 
Brother  of  wife,  tilusln. 
Brethren-in-law,  ilusanen. 

Bridegroom 
You7ig  husband. 

c  amazelaj. 

,  \  amaselay  : 
'  L  isii. 

?  Kab. 

Bride,  temazelait,  temaselait?  Kab., 
tislit. 

Foster-brothers,  animattaden. 
Chief,  amanokal. 
Great   chief,  liege  lord,  amanokal 
imakoren. 

Commander-in-chief,  amaway-n- 

egehen. 
Great  warrior,  champion,  ehe-eshar ; 

pi.  wuin  eshar. 
Chief  counsellor,  u-tanhad ;  pi.  meden 

wul-n-tanhad. 

Followers,  party  of  chief,  kel-tama- 
nokala. 

f  amashiffh  ;  pi.  imoshagh. 

Degraded   man,    serf,  amghi ;  pi. 
imghad  (irreg.  for  imgha^i). 

Slave,  akeli ;  pi.  ikelan. 
Female  slave,  takelit. 

Concubine,  tavvehat;  joZ.  tawehaten. 
Son  of  a  female  slave,  ruris-n- takelit. 

Son  of  a  slave  and  a  free  woman, 

abogheli ;  pi.  aboghelite. 
Freed  slave,  aderif ;  pi.  idirfan. 

Son  of  a  freed  slave  (hartdni),  ine- 
derfi ;  pi.  inedurfa. 

Eunuch,  agor  ;  pi.  igorawen. 
Countryman,  man  of  the  same  tribe, 

lialis  nanak  (prop,  our  man,  the 

pron.  accordingly  to  be  changed). 
Their  countrymen,  halis  nissen. 

Stranger,   young   man    who  goes 
abroad  to  study,  el  moaza ;  pi. 
kel  *-el-moaza. 

Guest,  amaghar  ;  pi.  imagliaren. 
Friend,  imidi. 
Fellow,  amanden. 

Enemy,  eshinge ;  'pl.  ishinge. 
Neighbour,  imbarag. 

Rivals,  pl.  aniikeben. 
Learned,  holy  man,  anislim. 
Scholar,  ettali  (ettalib),  ettalaba. 
Herdsman,  shepherd,  amadan. 
Sportsman,  amahayen;  p/.  iniahoyen. 

Townspeople  kel-agherim  {the  final 
m  is  sometimes  changed  to  b). 
„    ,  f  azimsur  ;  pl,  azimsera. 
Boatman,    \  ̂   ;  ̂ L  Lsakkayummo. 

r  asurka.  {Surk.) 

Fisherman,  \  ikorungayenan.  {K6- L  rongoy.) 

Husbandman,  anasdamu ;  pl.  inis- 
duma. 

Smith,  a  man  of  a  great  variety  of 

occupations  {m'allem),  enhad  ;  pl. 
inhaden. 

*  The  syllable  kel,  which  occurs  in  many 
of  these  compositions,  means  people,  in- 

habitants. See  Vol.  I.  p.  339. 
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Female  smith  (inallemd),  tenhad ;  pi. 
tenhaden. 

Saddler,  bambaro. 

Shoemaker,  \  ebushege. V  way  kannen  ebushege. 

Sandal-maker,  Avaj  raggeden  tife- 
delen. 

imashenshit;/>/.  imishin- 
shan. 

Merchant,  ■{  e'  Shillukh  (pro/>.  a  Ber- 
ber from  the  JVbrth)^ 

pi.  kel-innezan. 
Retail  dealer,  pi.  efoforeten. 
Broker,  amsittig. 
Traveller,  amasokal. 

Tailor,  anazemmaye. 
Weaver,  akaikay. 
Barber,  wai-zarzen. 

iwai 
 essanna  as

safar {he  who  knows  a 
remedy), 

inessafar. 

Drummer, 
 
ajatitkart  e'  thobl. 

r  ag-ais  ;  pi.  kel-iyesan. Horseman,  <  .  ^ 
ennamenne;5e^z^  amnayr 

Cavalry,  ashirgisli. 
A  body  of  horsemen,  aberig. 

Footman,  ameriggish  ;  pi.  immerig- 
gisen. 

Camel  rider,  ag-amenis ;  pi.  kel-im- 
menas. 

Singing  beggar,  asahak. 
Rich  man,  anesbardgh. 
Thief  amakarad. 

Highway  robber, iim'aki2LS-r\.^hkvv?i\€L, 
from  ktas  =  secare,  just  as  kta  el 
trik. 

Swindler,  arr ab akh e r r abakh . 
Outcast,  ark-meden. 

r  tin-amedist. 

Whore  A  tin-asbakkad. 
Ltin-azena.   {Half  Arab.) 

Witness,  tag6hi;jt?/.  tigoharen. 
Hostage,  adaman.  {Arab.) 

Messenger,  anemaslial  ;  pL  inemi- 
sbalen. 

A  body  of  people,  temagelait. 

(  Great)  army,  tabu. 
Tribe,  tausit;  pi.  tiusi. 
Nation,  terert. 

Pagan,  akafar.  {Arab,) 
Pullo,  Fulldn,  Aful ;  pi.  Ifulan. 
Songhay,  Ehet ;  pi,  Ehetane. 

Arab,  'Arab,  Gharab;jo/.  Gharabe. 
People  of  the  North,  Kel-afelle. 
Kunta,  Kel-borasse. 
Berabish,  Kel-jabenye. 

Kel-geres,  Arewan. 
Aivelimmiden  wen  Bodhal,  Dinnik. 
Giindam,  Sasaweli. 
A'rawdn,  Eshiggaren. 

Head    l^kaf,  eraf,eghaf. 
L  karkore. 

Eye,  tet ;  pi,  tittawen. 
Eyelid,  abilhad. 
Eyebrows,  ileggan. 

Eyelashes,  inharen. 
Small  hair  in  eyelashes,  elewen. 

The  pupil,  eribbe  ;  pi,  iraben. 
Eye-water,  talieri  ;  pi.  tiheretin. 
Tears,  imethawen. 
Corner  of  eye,  oreg. 

Ear,  temazug. 

Ear  laps,  tilaghlaghen. 
Earhole,  teseli. 
Earwax,  tellak. 
Nostrils,  atinsherlt ;  pi.  shinshar. 
Nosebone,  anjur. 

s  s  3 
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Mouthy  era. 

Lipy  ad  a  151. 
Dimple  over  the  lips,  abatol-n-adalol. 
Mustachios,  arnessowan. 
Whisker ikararen. 

Tonsils,  izilmas. 

Dimple,  amader  ;  pi.  imodal. 
Grain  de  heaute,  ahalu. 

{Dog  tooth  ?),  taghumest. 
Tooth,  teeth,  esen  ;  pi.  isinen.  (^Arab.) 
Cheek  tooth,  tar-esen. 
Palate,  tewallakaten. 
^  r  tesakkent. Gum,   <    .   .  ,  . 

L  tenamawi. 

Space  between  the  teeth,  timeziyen. 
Tongue,  elis. 
Chiji,    1  , 

'    }  tamart. ±ieara,  J 

Forehead,  timin.  [dawit. 

Back  of  the  head,  takardawit,  teija- 
Croivn  of  head,  tekarkorit. 
Temples,  elekalek. 
Region  near  the  temples,  ikilraamak. 
Hair  of  man,  tegawet. 
Hair  pad,  abagor. 
Grey  hair,  tislioslioen. 
Bald  pate,  tetarait. 

Curls  of  women's  hair,  teshikkat. 
Neck,  eri. 

Throat,    f''":^-.  ■ I  takursit. 

Breast,  tigirges. 
Nipples,  imglgaren. 
Female  breast,  efef ;  pi.  ififfan. 
Full  female  breast,  taguraffaft. 
Heart,  ulhi. 

Flesh  of  heart,  chikten. 
Lung,  turawen. 
Spleen,  tiggezan. 

Liver,  amalakis. 
Soul,  iman. 
Breathy  unfas  {Arab.  Sem.). 
Bowels,  tessa. 
Stomach,  tabutut. 

Paunch  {?),  abarkot. 

Kidneys  {?),  afeddaren. 
Pericardium,  tekafeiikafok. 
Navel,  tezitan. 

Bones,  eghas ;  pi.  eghasan. 
Marrow,  aduf. 
Nerve,  arinmin. 
Blood,  asheni. 
Veins,  azaren. 
Pudenda,  mul.,  anabak. 
■  fern.,  taboka. 
Womb,  Igillan. 
Shoulder,  tegirgest ;  pi.  tigirgas. 

Arm  I  ̂PP^^^  akshar
. 

I  lower,  araazar. 
Flesh  on  arm,  aksi]al. 

Armpit,  tidirda>jh. 
Hair  of  the  armpits,  amzaden-n-ti- 

dirdagh. 

Elbow,  taghemirt ;  pi.  tighamar. 
Joint  of  hand,  tesindert. 
Hand,  afus. 

Palm  of  hand,  adike. 
Fist,  timzogot. 

Finger,  asukkod  ;  pi.  iskad. 
Thumb,  ikmesh,  egemesh. 

Forefinger,  asukkod-n~atarak. 
Middle  finger,  sikkerit  benna. 
Little  finger,  madera  benna. 
Nail,  eskar;  pi.  iskaren. 
Skin  on  nail,  tellegest ;  pi.  tellegesen. 
Back,  aruri. 
Backbone,  taneshromi. 
Bibs,  irredislian. 
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Haunch,  tasege ;  jo/.  tisseguwin. 
Hind-quarters y  tez. 
Fat  backside  of  tvoman,  tebulloden. 
Fundament,  tagheme. 
Rectum,  amesi. 
Knee,  afod. 

Fetlock-joint,  tagar-n-afod. 
Lower  part  of  leg,  1  ̂ ^^^ 

Foot,  J  ̂ 
Sole  of  foot,  iteffar. 
Heel,  tauzezit. 

Ankle-hone,  agosh. 
Toe,  tinsa  ;  pi.  tinsawen. 
Skin,  elim. 

Perspiration,  imzelha. 

Dirt,  irda.* 
Mucus  of  nose,  insheran. 
Spittle,  tisota. 
Vomiting,  ibesan. 
Urine,  a  was. 
Excrements,  eder. 

 of  child,  tarshat. 

Fart,  l*^'
^*- '    L  takharast. 

Sleep,  etis. 
Snoring,  asakhadu. 

Sleeping  of  limbs  of  body,  elbabesh. 
Hunger,  las.    Enak  ahe  las,  /  am 

hungry. 
Thirst,  fad. 
Dream,  tahorget. 
Fatigue,  elliddish. 
Exhaustion,  temankit. 
Hearing,  tisseli. 
Seeing,  ahanay. 
Taste,  tembe  (temc?e  ?  y\imd\,  he 

tasted. ) 

*  The  d  seems  to  have  taken  the  place 
of  a  k.    Compare  irk  el  hdl. 

Life,  tamuddere. 
Maturity,  taghad,  tawad. 

Virginity,  talbakkart. 
Death,  tamantant  {sic^  irregular). 
Burial,  timmittal. 

Agony,  ineshan. 
Health,  essabat.  (Arab.) 
Sickness,  tolhinne. 
Fever,  tokos. 

(Merdr),  tehanefit. 
A  cold,  tesumde. 
Catarrh,  goborit. 
Cold  in  the  chest,  ahegira. 
Liver  complaint,  ausa. 

Itch,  amagheras. 
Swollen  belly,  kikkar. 

7  ftokhma. Diarrhoea,  < 
I  tufit. 

Dysentery,  taghenaut. 
Swollen  eye,  tehadadait. 
Swollen  face,  azelalam. 

r  aibonen. 

Worms,  \  ikanakanen. 
Lizoliten. 

Guiyiea-worm,  ikewen. 

Syphilis,  nani. 
Wound,  abujis. 

Fainting,  akates. 
Medicine,  essafar. 

Purge,  alawa. 
Poisofi,  essim.  {Arab.) 

Old  age,  tagerist  (  prop,  winter). 
Intellect,  teite. 

Intelligence,  temosne. 
Knowledge,  ugere. 
Science,  tisunet. 
Anxiety,  terimmegh  (termagba  ?). 
Mirth,  ease,  tedawit. 

Happiness,  smile,  tebegsit. s  4 
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Sorrow,  anasgora. 
Meditation^  iminduden. 
Love,  tarha. 
Goodness,  tinaharen. 

Compassion,  tehaninet. 
Wrath,  atkegh. 

Bashfulness,  \ L  tekeraket. 

Shame  {envy  ?),  alrar.  {Arab.) 
Slight,  insult,  tezemiten. 
Humbleness  (sht/ness  ?)  amagewat. 
Tradition,  tardart  (talidart?  New- 

man-,  teghadart,  H.B.). 
Valour,  akfor. 
Cowardice,  amutso. 

Word,  meggedlied,  meggered. 
Voice,  amisli. 

Eloquence,  erkod. 
Slowness  of  tongue,  tilist. 
Tale,  tanfost,  ;  pi.  tinfosen. 
Gossiping,  tehadendan. 
Business,  tahore. 
Thing,  Iiarret. 
Object,  tetuk. 

The  multitude,  \  ̂7^^^^' I  tabidisht. 

Manners,  custom,  alghada.  {Arab,) 
Tattooing,  tegias. 
Mark  by  burning  on  arm,  tedi. 
Circumcision,  tamankad. 

Salary,  teferten. 
Tribute,  teusit. 
Present,  takot. 
Government,  temanokalen. 

Empire,  sovereignty,  atkel. 

{tigimshe
n. tinahaii 

Protection., 

r  ̂   r  arkewel. lmana,\ 
L  alkawel. 

-en  {goodness). 

{Arab.) 

Peace,  el  muslekli.  {Arab.) 
Feud,  agezar. 

Expedition,  war,  egehen  ;  pi.  ig-ha- 
nen. 

Fighting A^—^
"^- 

L  enikmas. 

Line  of  battle,  afod. 

Victory,  sar-hu. 
Attach  {?),  afti. 

Bansom,  /teffedaut.  (Half  Arab.) L  adijet. 
Occupation,  eshshughl.  {Arab.) 
Trade,  essibbab.  {Arab.) 

Deposit,  tagalefet. 
Profit,  alfaidet.  {Arab.) 

Debt     f  ̂'^^I'uvvas  (o/*^ooc?5). '     I  iiserdal  {of  a  money  loan). 
Wealth,  money,  eheri. 

Expense,  tettuk. 
Journey,  essikel. 
Departure  in  the  afternoon,  tadwit. 
Promenade  {search?),  umak. 
Stay,  tareraet,  taghemet.  {Arab.  ?) 

{Terike),  takasit. 
Wedding,  ashel  nedtibu. 

Play,  eddil. 
Dance,  adellul. 

Danger,  tamuttis. 
On  this  road  there  is  danger,  tabarak 

tidagh  ehe  tamuttis. 

Clapping  of  hands,  tekast. 
Snapping  with  the  fingers,  asissarake. 
Humming  of  women,   tarlillit ;  pi, 

tirlelak. 
Great  holiday,  tesubbadar. 

Birthday  of  Mohammed,  ashel  wa 

diwen  e'  nebi. 
Prayer,  amud.  {Arab.) 

Religious  bow,  edunket.  --^ 
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Prostration,  asijet.  {Arab.) 
Call  to  prayer,  akora. 

Charity,  J  temdseddega.  (Arab,) L  tak5t  {a  present). 

Charity  on  occasion  of  the  death  of 
a  person,  tikkefren. 

God's  ivill,  itus  Mesi-nak. 
Divine  power,  egi  Mesi-nak. 
Divine  permission  (prop,  supre- 

macy, from  irna),  tarna  Mesi-nak. 
Unity  of  God,  tisit. 
Sorcery,  aslierik. 
Charm,  talisman,  tekardi. 
Talisman  against  wounds  in  battle, 

guruken. 
Food,  asheksliu. 

Breakfast,  segimgim. 
Supper,  amansi. 
A  drink,  tesis. 

Dakno  {the favourite  Song  hay  drink), 
tedaknot. 

Rejira  (a  drink  made  of  cheese  and 
dates),  areire. 

Common  hasty  pudding,  asink,  as- 
hink. 

Pudding  of  Indian  corn,  ashink-n- 
saba. 

Boiled  rice,  tarari. 

Rice  boiled  with  a  profusion  of  but- 
ter, abilol5. 

Rice  boiled  together  with  meat, 
markhfe. 

Mohamsa.tekhammezm.^flalfArab.) 
o         f  aliwan. 
^""P'  tabid. 

Bread  (takelit  in  Songhay),  tegille  ; 

pi.  tigilwin. 
Meat,  isan. 

Bit  {a  cut)  of  meat,  taminket. 

Megatta,  a  celebrated  f  talefaket. 
dish  of  meat,  1  alabegge. 

Dried  meat,  isan  yekor. 

White  fat,  tadhont. 
Broth,  esin. 

Honey,  taraut. 
Milk,  akh. 
All  sorts  of  milk,  ekhawen. 
Sweet  milk,  akh  wa  kafayen. 

Scum  of  milk,  takafit. 
Cream,  afarar. 
Sour  milk,  sill  a. 

Very  sour  milk,  esillay  isymmen. 
Sour  milk  mixed  with  water,  akrai- 

heme. 

L  aboslut. 
Butter,  udi. 
Fresh  butter,  tesedut. 

Cheese,  chikomaren. 
Vegetable  butter,  bulanga. 

Salt,  tesemit. 
Salt  incrustation,  aharrar. 

Pepper,  ijekembe. 
Black  pepper,  ili. 

Cayenne  pepper  {zozet  e' sherk),  ti- 
shushaten. 

Kamiin,  akamil. 
Sweetmeats,  tasodin. 
Kola  7iut,  etafat  goro. 
Tobacco,  taba. 

Snuff,  isarak. 
Kohol,  tazolt  temellelt. 
Cotton  strips  (tdri),  tabeduk. 
Benige  (one  strip  of  a  shirt),tasuwit; 

pi.  tisuwat. 
Dress,  isilse. 
Small  shirt,  rishaba. 

Small  ivhite  shirt,  rishaba  emellen. 
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Small  black  shirt,  rishaba  esattefen. 
Shirt  of  divers  colours,  awi  yawi. 
Large  shirt  {derra\  tekatkat. 

Chequered  tobe  called  filjil,  or  sha- 
harii/e,  tekatkat  tailelt. 

Sort  of  shawl  thrown  f  , 
I  arasuwe. over  the  shoulder,  <  .    ,      ,  .  ̂ 
tesiggebist. 

{Jeruwal)  L 
Long,  black,  narrow  ratel. 

shawl       wrapped i  anagud. 
round  the  face,       L  tesilgemist. 

Turkedi,  or  melhafa,  aleshuk. 
Shawl  of  divers  colours,  atel  lejen 

tamawet. 

Shroud,  tamarzet. 
Silhdm,  abernush. 

Caftan,  tekarbas. 
Buttons,  ibonien. 
Trowsers,  breeches,  kirtebe. 
lied  cap,  takumbut. 
Girdle,  tiraintke. 

Belt,  tagebist. 
Outside  of  shirt,  afelle-n- rishaba. 
Backside  of  shirt,  edin  rishaba. 
Sleeve,  shanfas. 
Fringed  border,  tibekaukawen. 
Kmbroidery  with  silk,  timkarrawen. 
Pocket,  alshib.  {Arab.) 

Embroidery  on  the  'pocket,  tekardi-n- 
alshib. 

Other  sort  of  embroidery,  idigon. 

A  peculiar  embroidery  on  the  shoul- 
der, tiljam. 

— —  on  the  back,  telejumet. 
Rags^  tabard  e. 

Small  leather  pocket  (bet)  for  to- 
bacco, worii  round  the  neck,  en- 

nefe. 

The  covering  of  the  same,  abdshig. 

Lace  to  support  it,  teulil. 
Firestone,  tefarraset. 

Firesteel,  ennefet-n-efeu. 
Tinder,  tasgirt. 
Bowl,  eben. 
Tube  of  a  pipe,  tellak. 

Bone  for  smoking,  adiif-n-taba. 

Mouthpiece,  \  ̂i*^^"*
- 

I  asikarkar. 
Dirt  in  the  pipe,  tidi. 

Snuffbox,  (t
^l^eb'-^t- 

I  tahatlnet. 

Tweezers,  irummedan. 
Kohol  box,  akok. 

Brush  for  the  kohol,  emarruwet. 
Grinding  stone,  tasit. 

Knife,  absar. 

Razor  [  ̂̂
^^"^ 

'  L  ismahil  aziirdum. 

{anaz
emaj.

 

istanfo
s. 

elmint
ul.   

 
{Kel  e'  Sick.) 

Tivist,
  
tenelu

k. 

Scissor
s,  

timald
ash. 

Lookin
g-glas

s,  

tisit. 

7^      f  teserarift. Key,  \  ,  _ 
I  asayar. 

Lock,  tasugfilt. 
Rosary,  isedanen  (pi.  of  tasedit,  a 

single  bean). 

Pen,  aranlb. 
Ink,  amidde. 
Paper,  elkat.  {Arab.) 

Sheet  of  paper,  taswilt. 
Writing  table,  asellun. 
Book,  elkittab. 
Ornament  on  book,  taritten. 
Talisman, 

Letter^ tekardi. 
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Writing^  akatab. 

Wiiting  loith  large  letters,  izaura- 
waten. 

Writing  with  small  J  tekarmatet. 
letters,  \  at  or  en. 

Line,    essudder ;   pi.  essudderen. 
{Arab.) 

Alphabet,  agamek. 
Single  letter  of  alphabet,  elkharf. 

{Arab.) 
Dot  on  or  under  the  letter,  tide- 

bakka. 

Arm-ring  worn  by  the  men,  asliebe. 
Arm-ring  worn  by  fishinkoten. 

the  females,         I  ishibga. 

Foot-ring  of  females,  azabor. 
Finger -ring,  tad-hot. 
Ring  worn  in  the  hair  of  females, 

tebellauten  ;  pi.  tubellawen. 

Ear-ring,  tesabboten  ;  pi.  isaban. 
Necklace,  tasghalt. 
String  of  beads  hanging  down  from 

the  head  of  the  females,  tesiggort. 
Khalldla,  a  ring  used  by  the  {Arab) 

females  to  fasten  their  robe,  tesak- 
kanast. 

A  sort  of  small  cover,  or  umbrella, 
worn  occasionally  by  females  to 
protect  the  head,  ahennek. 

Shoe,  ebushege;  pi.  bushegan. 
Sandal,  tefedele ;  pi.  tifedelen. 
Weapons,  tazoli. 
Sword,  takoba. 

Long  sword,  eberu. 
Dagger,  telak. 
Long  dagger,  gozema. 
Sheath,  titar. 

Handle  J  araf-  (aghaf-)  n- takoba. 
Spear,  agor. 

L7'on  spear,  <  ,  ̂ 
I  esar. 

Spear  with  many  barbs,  kakarak. 
Small  barbs,  timsinnaren. 
Barb  of  spear,  tamaya. 
Shield,  aghere. 
Bad  sort  of  shield,  agheressil. 
Bow,  taraya. 
Bowstring,  asagim. 
Arrow,  assira. 

Quiver,  tatanghot. 
Barrel  of  gun,  eman. 
Gun,  elbarud. 
Pan,  anabag. 

Covering  of  gun,  elis-n-elbarud. 
Cock,  astel-n-elbarud. 

Bayonet,  shabule. 
Bamrod,  asetaktik. 
Poivder,  egil. 

Shot,  tesawat. 
The  sound  of  firing,  tezaggaten. 
Pistol  {kabics),  temaghedart.  {Arab.) 
Saddle,  elakif. 
Tershe  of  the  saddle,  timoldash. 
Saddle-cloth,  elis-n-elakif. 
Girth,  ashashif. 
The  buckle  of  girth,  tawinist. 
Cord  in  the  buckle,  tafillvvit. 

Stirrup,  inerkeb. 

L  erraba.  {Aivel.) 

_  _     ,  .       r  telakat. 
Mouthpiece,  <      .  _ '  [  tesirsan. 

{Shkdla),  azanis. 
{Derket),  simdi. 
{El  haske),  tefarrwit. 
Footcord,  tefart. 

Nosebag,  tagerik. 

Spur,  mlmi ;  pi.  mimitan. 
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Camel-saddle^  etterlk. 
Small  piece  of  leather  under  the 

saddle,  ashebotbot. 
Leather    tassels    ornamenting  the 

camel-saddle,  agarruwen. 
.J.         J    r-         7  r  sherihet. Nosecord  of  camel,  < 

I  terihet. 

Head-ornament  of  camel,  adelak. 
A  broad  camel-saddle  for  mounting, 

takhawit.  {Arab.) 

Camel-saddle  for  luggage,  aruku. 
Nosecord  of  ox  of  burden,  ashau. 

Saddle  of  pack-ox,  adafor. 
Donkey-saddle,  astik. 
Whip,  abarteg. 
Stick,  taborit. 
Shepherd  s  hook,  ajekar. 

Rope,  irrivi. 

Rope  from  dum-leaves,  irrivi-n-akof. 
Rope  for  securing  the  calves  during 

the  night,  asiddi. 
Leather  rope,  aran  ;  pi.  eronan. 
Small  leather  rope,  tarant. 
Hoe,  itedimut ;  pi.  itidimun. 
Hoe  for  sowing,  ak5n. 
Axe,  tutale. 
Hammer,  afaddis. 
Lron  hammer,  asawa. 
Bellows,  tashart. 
Anvil,  tahont. 

Any  sort  of  support  whereupon  to 
beat  anything,  abaiesha. 

{irammeda
n. assessawen.
 

Nail,  astel ;  pi.  istelen. 

Peg,  oegarar. 

Iron  ring,  tazobut. 

Chain,  tasuggenist
. 

Guitar,  tehardenit.
 

Horn,  tesinsak. 
Drum,  attibbel. 
Drumstick,  itkar. 

A  kind  of  flute,  ararib. 
Boat,  toraft ;  pL  torefi. 
Small  boat,  takarambet. 

Oar  r 

'  I  asalte. 

Pole  for  the  boat,  agit ;  pi.  igetan. 
Prow  of  boat,  akarankon. 

Covering  of  boat,  girrim  toraft. 
Bench,  karbindu. 
Net,  tetart ;  pi.  tetaren. 
Large  net,  tetart  amakkarit. 
Harpoon,  zu  (not  prop.  Temghf). 
Harpoon furnishedwith  a  barb,  dama. 
Harpoon  with  three  or  four  points, 

bargita. 
Long  thin  iron  chain  for  catching 

fish,  tegergerlt. 
Trap  for  catching  the  gazelle,  ten- dirbat. 

Mat  \  tausit. I  of  grass,  teselat. 
Matting  round  the  tent,  tedawanet. 

{af
akk

os.
 

ah  war. 

asoso
. 

Other  carpet,  called  el  getifa,  tage- 
dunfist. 

Bed,  asifter. 
Bargo,  or  coarse  woollen  blanket, 

aberuk. 

Pillow,  adafor  ;  pi.  idefran. 
Sort  of  diwan  of  reeds,  tawidarat. 
Portable  bedstead,  teshegit. 
Poles  forming  the  teshegit,  iseguge. 

Supports  of  teshegit,  tigittewen. 
Mortar,  tinder. 
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Pounder^  ashakal. 

Cooking-place,  esid. 
Stones  for  cooking,  ihankarayen, 
Coalpan,  fema. 

Cooking-pot,  telekkenit. 
Water-pot  for  making  the  ablution 

before  prayer,  eben  wa-n-el  walla. 
Water-bottle  {of  gourd),  akasis. 

Water-skin,  \ L  tasuferit. 

Skin  for  victuals,  anwar. 
 for  sour  milk,  tanwart. 
 for  butter,  tarassalumet. 

 for  luggage,    \  '^S^^
i^^* '   \  tebawent. 

Small  skin,  tarashit. 
Purse,  bag,  abelbot. 

Pag  with   a  separate  bottom,  te- 
sbelbakas. 

Dish,  akus. 
7-,  .  7 .       (  takust. Drinking  I 

7     \  terazzut. vessel,  I 
Uarajut.  {Awel.) 

{tike
roast

. terert
-n-dar

ur. 

teman
nas. 

Woode
n  

vessel
  
cover

ed  
ivith 

 
leathe

r 

for  containing  butter,  tesagenit. 
Bucket,  age,  aja. 
Large  dish,  watering  trough,  azawa  ; 

pi.  izawaten. 
Funnel,  asiggefi. 

Spoon,  tasokalt. 
Drinking  spoon,  asilko. 
Large  stirring  spoon,  aserwi. 
Forked  stick  for  stirring  the  sour 

milk,  efaraiifar. 

Pole  for  suspeyiding  the  skiris  of  milk, 
tasiskart. 

Plaited  dish  of  straw  (tebek),  tisit. 
Basket,  faranfo. 

Suniye,  large  basket,  tasowanit. 
Large  vessel  for  honey,  faranfar5. 
Wax  candle,  taborit-n-tafetelt. 

Leather  tent,  ehe*  ;  pi.  ehennan. 
New  leather  tent,  ehe  naina. 
Leather  tent,  worn,  ehe  kit. 

Middle  pole,  temankait ;  pi.  teman- 

kajen. 
The  smaller  poles  on  the  two  sides, 

tigittewen. 
Rope  passing  over  the  poles,  aharak. 
Double  cord,  teronin-n-ahak. 

Forked  pole,  T L  aseramseram. 

Interior  of  tent,  bugu. 
Exterior  of  tent,  kekke. 
Aweba,  teshehat. 
A  particular  space  of  the  tent  called 

gherdra,  tagharit. 
Tent  of  cotton,  ehe  raellen. 
Tent  pole,  agit ;  pi.  igetan. 

Village  of  tents,  encampment  (re- 
hala),  amazagh ;  pi.  imezaghen. 

Place  of  former  encampment,  tim- 
shao:h. 

{of  cattle,  asgin, 

oj 

Hurdle     -    ̂   ,  ^ 

of  sheep,  afarak-n-ulli. 
Place  of  pasturage,  amaddl. 
House,  tarasham  ;  pi.  tarishmen. 

Courtyard,  ammas-n-ehe. 

Upper  room,  tikrorien. 

*  This  word  is  mentioned  by  E'bn  Haukal 
in  the  tenth  century,  as  meaning  a  Berber 
encampment.  Journ.  Asiat.,  1842,  vol.  i. 

p.  40. 
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Staircase,    J ibtalen-n
-soro. I  isiwiwan-n-soro. 

Terrace,  afelle-n-tarashamt. 
Ceiling,  iwursakka. 

Store  room,  teshka.* 
Watercloset,  ider-n-aha. 
Wall  of  courtyard,  aralle. 
Door,  tifalwat ;  pi,  tifalwaten. 
Window,  inabagen  tarashamt. 
Hut,  ehe ;  pi.  ehennan. 
Hamlet  (adabay),  tadabay. 
Town,  agherim  ;  pi.  ighirman. 
Town  wall,  aghador. 

Street    (tijerit  ;  pi.  tijeraten),  te- 
sharrot. 

Market,  ewuit. 

Shop  (tenda),  bug5 ;  pi.  bugoten. 
Mosque,  tamizgida. 
Nave  of  mosque^  assaf ;  pi.  assafen. 

Tower  oj  mosque,  sor5-n-tamizgida. 
Place  of  meeting,  rerae-n-meden. 
Tomb,  asikke  (azikke,  Kahail). 
Place,  dihal  (?). 

Region,  eljihalet. 
7     f  terammert. Angle,  \      ,  , L  tidinnekt ;  pi.  tidmnek. 

Cowry,  tamgellit ;  pi.  timgel. 
Caravan    (akabar ;    pi.  akwabir), 

terrekeft  (rekeba)  ;  'pl.  ikeberan. 
Provisions,  azad.  {Arab.) 

Luggage,  ilala. 
Merchandise,  ashed.  (?) 
Packet,  ghadile. 
Calico  (shigge),  masr. 

*  A  station  on  the  road  to  Audaghost 
was  called  by  this  name.  El  Bekn,  p.  157. 

^^L^W  hj^'j  J  ̂   J  lib  Com- 
pare Capt.  Lyon's  Travels,  p.  315. — H.B. 

Figured  cotton,  talaziggi  {formed 
from  the  word  shigge). 

Silk,  el  kharir.  {Arab.) 
Atlas,  birribirri. 
Swordcord  (el  hamile),  el  mejdul. 

{Arab.) 
Red  cloth,  elbush. 
Cotton,  takerokerit. 

Bullock's  leather,  ered. 
Spices,  aduwa  zeden. 
Elghdlie,  tiltek. 
Beads,  timarrowani. 
Red  beads,  sarer. 
Amber,  timistukaten. 
Iron,  tazoii. 
Sound  of  iron,  temsarakat. 
Silver,  azeref. 
Gold,  uragh. 

Copper,  darugh. 
Lead,  tezawaten. 
Solder  {tezemimet),  ahellun. 
Iron-thread,  itali. 

Ivory,  tusk  of  elephant,  teshalat-n-elu. 
Ostrich  feathers,  tesaggaden-n-en- 

nehe. 

Gum,  tainust. 
Wax,  ekese. 
Price,  em. 

Yard,  agel  (aghel?  arm?) 
Fathom,  tihid.  A  measure  of  four 

fathoms,  ak5s  at-hid. 
A  mouthfulj  tehak. 
A  quantity  that  may  be  taken  by  two 

fingers,  takedimrait. 
A  handful,  tagebuzzit. 

What  may  be  grasped  by  an  out- 
spread hand,  tebart. 

What  may  be  grasped  by  both  hands, 
ibsuten. 
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THE  STORY   OF  THE  PRODIGAL   SON  IN 
TEMASHIGHT. 

(Luke,  XV.  11.) 

Tanfost :   AOiad     enne  makhsbat  n  eheri. 
Tale  :    The  youth  who  (was)  wasteful  of  substance. 

11.  Kalay  illen  awadem   lyen      ilaroris,      ile  essin  iliaden. 
Once     was      a  man      one  having  children,  having  two  youths. 

12.  Inne  aw  entukke  n  dersen  y  obannis  :    Ikfahi  adegger-Qui 
Said  the     younger     of  them  to  his  father  :  Give  me  my  portion  (?) 

dare  eheri  wa  n  nek.        Yenker  tesan^     yezon  geresan 
of  the  substance  which  (is)  thine.    Arose  their  sire,  weighed  out  between  them 
elierinnis.  13.  Har  darretadi  s  esbllan  madroini,  yenker  aliad 
his  substance.  Until  afterwards  in     days        a  few,        arose  son 

ennin,  yessinte  eberinnis  iketenes  isokal  yikka  akal 
younger  (?)  gathered  (?)  his  substance   all  of  it,  returned  passed  (to)  land 

lyen  otjugen  ;  yekim  dars  ;  ekbsbet  eberinnis  ger  tideden.  14. 
one    distant ;      dwelt  in  it ;    wasted  his  substance  among  women. 

Darret  akbasbat-n-eberinnis,  aziiet  tetuk  egel  gballe 
After  the  Avasting  of  his  substance,  a  heavy     thing     bread  (? J)  dearth 

dar  akal  idagb  :  ebbas  barret.  15.  Enker  yikka  balis  lyen, 
in    land     that  :  failed  ?  to  him  a  thing.      He  arose  passed  (to)  man  one, 

isufure  imannis  gboris  dar  agberira  idagb :    bak  irdemas 
hired      himself    to  him     in      district     that  :   he  took  ?  sent  ?  him  (to) 

sbekarash  enis,      edanas      immenas  enis.      16.  Hun  tulis  oles 
field      of  him,  he  fed  for  him     his  camels.  But  again  ? 

war  iksba,  asal  alan-n-ebisbkan  wuidagh  taten  immenas.  17. 
he  ate    not,     save  leaves  of    bushes       which        eat  camels. 

Enta   isiiigere   dar  imannis,  inne  ye  imannis  :     Nek,  obani 
He  contemplated  in    his  soul,    said  to   his  soul :  As  for  me,  my  father 

ille  'klan  agoteni ;  eretuse  dagbsen  ila  wa  iksbe :  bun (is)  having  servants  many  ;        each       of  them  having  what  he  eats  :  but 

nek  amaradagh  enakabe  las ;  bebabe  barret  {or  igafelli 
I        now  kills  me     famine;  fails  (?)  to  me  a  thing. 

13.  Tideden,  women,  may  seem  to  mean  "loves,"  as  deden,  verse  30. 
14.  Tegelet,  is  a  loaf:  qu.  egel,  bread  ?   Ibha,  deficit;  elsewhere,  fallit. 
17.  Amarddar,  or  amar  adagh  of  vv.  18,  19, 21.  seems  to  hQ  —  imir  enni  of  Kab. 

"  that  time,"  or,  "  this  time." 
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khor  ez  zemen).    18.  Amaradagli,  tatara^^  denkar(agh)  ge%A 
Instantly      I  will  seek  (that  I)  arise,      I  go 

ghQV  obaninfi),  ahas  innegh  ;  Obani,*  nek  eg,egh  irk  harret towards  my  father,  I  may  to  him  say  :  My  father,  I    have  done  evil  thing 
gerit  Mesinak  gerit  ke.  19.  Nek  war  issimmemahala^A  damusa^A 
between?  our  God,  between  thee.      I     not         am  worthy        I  be  called 
aliad  innek.  Amaradagh  !  agahe  ghas  dar  ikelannak.  20.  Hun 
son  of  thee.  Now  !         make  me  only    in  thy  servants.  But 

inker,  ose  as  obanis.  Obanis  yenliet  bar  agude  yugig  ; 
he  arose,  came  to(?)  his  father.    His  father  saw  him  until      very        far  ; 
egas  tehaninet  ghas  ;  yusbel  sirs  ghas  ;  yudar  fel  erinnis, 

made  for  him  mercy  only  ;   hastened  upon  him  only ;  fell  upon  his  neck, 

*ahas  i-timuUut.  21.  Hun  innas  rSris  :  Obani,  bun  nek 
that  to  him  Ae-»?a^  kiss  ?         But  said  to  him  his  child  :  My  father,  but  I 

egegh  irk-n-harret  gerit  Mesinak  ed  ke  dar  tulis.  Hun 
have  done  evil  of    thing  between  our  God  and  thee    in  repetition.  But 

amaradagb  nek  war  issimmalialay^  damusa^/i  aliad  innak  :  atafahi, 
now         I     not      am  worthy       I  be  called    son  of  thee  :  take  me, 

udef  ijel  ikelannak.  22.   Tnne   tis  y  ikelannis :  ̂ bauyet 
(like  one  of  ?)  thy  servants.        Said  his-sire  to  his  servants  :   Ho  !  bring- ye 
tekatkat  tebosken,        selsem-as-tet ;  tauyera  tathod 
a  robe     beautiful,   ye  have  clad  to  him  it;  Ye  have  brought  a  ring 

tebosken,     tegera-as-tet      degh  asukkot  enis ;  tejimas 
beautiful,  ye-have-made-to-him-z<  on     finger  of  him  ;  ye-have-made-to-him 
busbegan  iboskatnen  degh  itefrannis.      23.         Et  wuayamas 

shoes        beautiful      on     feet  of  him.  Ye  have  brought -for  him 
abedel  edderin       ta^Aeresamas,  tekenfamas,  adeneksbit 

calf      fat       (that)  ye  butcher  for  him,  ye  roast  for  him,  (that)  we  eat  it 
nellewa^.     24.  Masban   rori    yemmijt,  tulis  abone ;  abat, 

(and)  be  merry.        Because  my  child  was  dead,  again  (is)  alive  ?  he  was  "lost, nolis  tebanait.       Entenet  illewen  imanassen.       25.  I^wa 
we  have  repeated  a  finding.     They      rejoiced  their  soul.       He  who  (was) 

amakar  ennis  ibe  sbekarasb-n-issen  ekanneten,  bar  iggel 
the  elder  (son)  of  him  fields       of  them  to  work  them  until  he  went he  made  them  ? 

ehennis,  bar  ennebas:  ebe  n  tis,  isle  amisli  n 
(to)  his  tent,    until  he    approached  tent  of  his-sire,  he  heard  a  hearing  of 

tesmsan  d    aramb    de  tekhast.     26.  'Eghare  lyen  dar  ikelan, cymbals  ?  and  timbrels  ?  and  dancing  ?  He  called  one   of  the  servants, 

isisten-t,      innas :     Wadagb  mamus  ?  27.  Innas  akeli : 
asked-him  said  to  him :   This  what-is-it  ?         Said  to  him  the  servant : 

19.  Damusagh=ad'amns  ayh.  The  root  amus  seems  to  represent  ism,  (name) 
of  Arabic,  which  is  also  used  as  substantive. 

*  20.  Or,  ahaz  itimullut,  he  approached  for  the  kiss.  Timullut  is  a  sub- 
stantive elsewhere. 
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Amadarainek      fxdosenit       tik ;        tik  e^^erisas 
Thy  younger  (brother)   arrives  (to)  thy  sire  ;  thy  sire  has-butchered-for  him 
ahedel  idderin,   fel  amoye    n    amokes  enis,       en  tadro  enis 

calf       fat       upon  cause  (?)  of  meeting  of  him,  of  receiving  (?)  of  him 

sel-rafiet.    28.  Iggish  atkar  [atkahh]     amakar  enis,  yunge 
in  safety.  Entered  anger  '  elder  (brother)  of  him,  he  refused(?) 

adiggesh      ehe  n     tis.          I^mat         obannis  ehennis, 
he  should  enter  tent  of  his-sire.     Came-out  his  father  (from)  his  tent, 

erarit.  29.  Isokalas  meghered.,  inne  ye  obannis :  Enhe, 
entreated  (?)  him.    He  returned  to  him  harangue,  he  said  to  his  father  :  See, 
legh  aiitian  agoteni  nek  ̂ Aadama^/^ak :  kala  war  ikAslie  iigh 

lamC?)  years  many  I  have  served  thee :  once-not  I  have  wasted these  (?) 

ulhi  n  nek :  hun  kay  kala  war  tikfahi  'shel  iyen  tughut  lyet, 
heart  of  thee  :   but    thou  once    not  givest  me  day     one  she-goat  one 

sagarrassa^/i,  hana^^-teslawit,  nek  d  imidaweni. 
I  caused  to  butcher,   (that)  thou  to  us  cause  to  rejoice,   me  and  my  friends. 

30.  Hun  aliad  innek  wada^/i,  avvayiklisbet  eberi-n-nek  iketenes 
But    son  of  thee     this,        who  wasted  substance  of  thee  all  of  it 

ger  deden,         tezar       ikal^  te^^arassas  ahedel 
among  loves  (?),  the  afternoon  he  came,  thou  hast  butchered  for  him  calf 

edderin.       31.  Innastis:        Ke  tekeme       deri  sedes-en(i) fat.         Said  to  him  his  sire :    Thou  dwellest  with  me   at  side  of  me 

harkuk  ;  eberi  ni  iketenes  eheri-n-nek.  32.  Masban 
always ;      my  substance   all  of  it   (is)  thy  substance.  Because 

essimmemebel         abas-nigge       tarba-n-nis   asemusinten  fel 
it  is  worthy       (that)  to  him  we  make   joy  of  him    because  from  ?  upon 

tamusne  innit  enta  amadaray-innek  wa  indurren  yamut 
the-name  of-this-that  he  thy-younger  (brother)  the  little  (one)  was  dead 
tulis  idar;    abat,  nenbet. 
again  lives ;  was  lost,  we  have  found  him. 

VOL.  V. T  T 
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APPENDIX  V. 

EL  BAKA^Y'S  LETTER  OF  RECOMMENDATION^. 
TRANSLATED  BY  DR.  NICHOLSON. 

In  a  preface  in  rhymed  prose,  Ah^med  el  Bakay,  having  enu- 
merated ten  generations  of  his  ancestors,  addresses  his  letter 

to  all  into  whose  hands  it  should  fall,  of  his  brethren  and 

friends  among  the  Arabs,  the  Tawarek,  the  FuUan,  and  the 
Sudan,  in  the  land  of  El  Islam,  and  especially  in  the  land  of 

A'la  Fodiye,  the  noblest  of  the  sons  of  'Abdallah  and  '0th- 
man  the  Imam,  among  whom  the  Imam  'All  ben  Mohammed 
Bello  is  distinguished  :  next,  to  those  in  the  land  of  the  faith- 

ful and  humane,  his  brethren  of  the  people  of  Bornu,  and 

especially  their  excellent  Sheikh  'Omar :  and  lastly,  to  all 
Moslims  in  the  land.  He  then  enters  on  his  subject  of  re- 
commendino;  to  them  the  Christian  traveller  in  the  foUowino; 
terms : 

"  Our  and  your  guest,  'Abd  el  Kerim  Barth,  the  English 
Christian,  has  visited  us  from  your  part,  and  we  honoured 

him  suitably,  and  were  not  wanting  to  him  in  anything,  and 
befriended  him  openly  and  privately,  and  defended  him  from 

nomadic  wanderers  and  settlers,  until  we  restored  him  to  you 

in  safety,  just  as  he  came  from  you  in  respect.  Now  there  is 
no  fault  to  find  with  our  present  reception  of  him,  nor  with 

your  treatment  of  him  in  time  past ;  for  the  guest  of  the  muni- 
ficent is  munificently  treated,  and  injury  to  the  good  is  for- 

bidden; and  it  is  the  nature  of  the  good  and  pure  to  be 

helpful,  just  as  malice  is  the  disposition  of  the  wicked ;  and 
kind  acts  and  intentions  are  acceptable  both  to  men  and  to 

God.  But  you  require  to  be  urgently  admonished  to  treat 
our  and  your  guest  with  honour,  beneficence,  and  equity. 
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And  do  not  be  deluded  by  those  who  say,  *  Behold,  he  is  a 
Christian  !  let  no  kindness  be  shown  to  him  !  let  it  be  counted 

acceptable  to  God  to  hurt  him!'  For  such  sentiments  are 
contrary  to  the  Kuran  and  the  Sunna,  and  are  repudiated  by 

men  of  intelligence.  It  is  written,  ̂   God  does  not  forbid 
your  showing  kindness  and  equity  to  those  who  do  not  wage 
war  with  you  on  account  of  your  religion,  nor  expel  you  from 

your  abodes,  for  God  loves  the.  equitable.'*  And  God  says 
(in  reply  to  those  who  say  *  we  are  not  bound  to  deal  equi- 

tably with  the  heathen,')  —  'Nay:  with  whoever  is  faithful 
to  his  pledges,  and  fears  God,  for  God  loves  those  that  fear 

him.'t  And  we  have  heard  from  the  saints  about  the  dispo- 
sitions of  the  prophets,  and  their  inculcation  of  beneficence  to 

all  men.  The  Prophet  used  to  say,  '  Whenever  honourable 

persons  come  to  you,  receive  them  with  honour!'  and  he 
used  to  show  respect  to  all  that  came  to  him,  whether  they 

were  Moslims,  or  Kitabis  J,  or  infidels.  And  he  gave  in- 
junctions concerning  those  among  them  who  were  on  terms  of 

compact,  and  those  who  were  on  terms  of  tribute ;  so  that  he 

said  :  '  Whoever  kills  a  companion  §,  shall  not  smell  the  odour 
of  Paradise ;  and  its  odour  can  be  perceived  at  a  distance  of 

500  years'  journey.'  And  his  forefather,  Abraham,  was  kind 
to  everybody,  so  that  God  mentions  him  in  his  book  with 

reference  to  his  generous  conduct  to  guests,  and  extols  his 
mildness  in  his  altercation  with  the  angels  sent  on  account  of 

the  unbelievers ;  for  he  says, — '  He  disputed  with  us  about 

the  people  of  Lot ;  lo,  Abraham  is  humane  ! '  ||  And  an  em- 
bassy from  the  Christians  of  Najran  came  to  the  Prophet, 

and  he  received  them  with  honour,  and  did  them  justice,  as  it 

was  his  disposition  and  his  custom  to  do ;  then  he  made  a 
treaty  with  them  on  terms  of  tribute,  and  did  not  molest 

them  or  their  religion  after  he  had  invited  them  to  accept  El 

*  Sur.  Ix,  9.  t  Sur.  iii.  69. 
:j:  i,  e.  People  of  the  Book,  Jews  or  Christians. 

!1  Snr.  xi.  -77. T  T  2 
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Islam,  and  they  had  received  his  missives ;  and  he  kept  faith 
with  them.  This,  too,  was  the  way  he  treated  the  Jews  of 
Medina,  before  he  went  to  war  with  them.  Thus  God  says : 

^  Thou  wilt  not  cease  to  discover  deceivers  among  them,  with 
few  exceptions ;  but  forgive  them,  and  pardon  them,  for  God 

loves  the  beneficent!'*  And  they  used  to  salute  him  by 
saying,  'Assildm  alaika  ! '  f  with  Kesra  of  the  Sin  ;  but  he 

used  to  make  no  other  answer  but  ̂   And  on  you  ! '  At  last 

'Aisha  observed  it,  and  reproached  them,  and  cursed  them ; 
but  he  reproved  her.  So  she  said,  *  Did  you  not  hear  what 

they  said?'  And  he  replied,  '  But  did  not  you  hear  how  I 
returned  their  salutation?  Now,  what  I  wished  them  will 

be  granted,  but  what  they  wished  me  will  not  be  granted!' 
And  it  was  only  as  respects  the  enemies  of  God  —  persons 
fighting  against  God  and  his  Prophet,  and  waging  war  with 

the  adherents  of  El  Islam  for  the  sake  of  their  religion  — 
that  the  Prophet  forbids  what  he  forbade  as  to  this  mode  of 
treatment.  The  injunction  with  regard  to  such  is  what  God 

says:  Prophet,  persecute  the  unbelievers  and  hypocrites, 

and  be  severe  with  them !' J  Thus  every  believer  has  a  spe- 
cial statute.  There  came  to  me,  one  day,  a  man  of  the  Fullan, 

of  the  Fullan  of  the  A¥est,  who  pretended  to  be  learned,  but 

who  had  no  learning,  who  said  to  me,  '  Does  not  God  say, 
"  You  will  not  find  any  people  who  believe  in  God  and  the 

last  day,  loving  those  who  resist  God  and  his  Prophet,"  §  (and 
the  rest  of  that  verse),  and  yet  you  love  this  Christian  unbe- 

liever ?'  I  replied,  'Do  not  you,  too,  obey  this  other  word  of 
God  ?  "  God  does  not  forbid  you  to  show  kindness  and  equity 
to  those  who  have  not  borne  arras  against  you  on  account  of 

religion,  and  have  not  expelled  you  from  your  dwellings,  for 
God  loves  those  that  deal  justly;   God  only  forbids  your 

*  Sur.  v.  16. 

■f  The  name  of  some  bitter  tree.  This  story  is  told  in  Mishkat 
el  Masabih,  vol.  ii.  394. ;  but  assam  (destruction)  is  the  word  there 
used. 

X  Sur.  ix.  74.  §  Sur.  Iviii.  22. 
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being  friends  with  those  who  bore  arms  against  you  for  the  sake 

of  religion,  and  who  expelled  you  from  your  abode,  or  who 

aided  in  expelling  you."  '*    Then  he  held  his  tongue.    So  I 
said  to  him,  *  Speak  1  do  you  think  that  one  of  these  verses 
abrogates  the  other  ?  If  so,  you  lie,  and  are  made  a  liar.  Or, 
do  you  think  that  one  is  contradictory  to  the  other,  and  that 
the  contradiction  is  in  the  mind  of  God  ?    If  so,  you  are  a 

fool,  and  are  made  a  fool  of,  and  lead  astray,  and  are  led 

astray.    Or  do  you  believe  a  part  of  the  book  and  disbelieve 
a  part  ?   If  so,  you  are  one  of  those  of  whom  it  is  said,  Do 

ye  believe  one  part  of  the  book  and  disbelieve  the  other  ?"t 

If  so,  you  are  an  unbeliever,  crying  out  against  unbelief.' 
Then  he  asked  me  to  explain  to  him.    So  I  said,  *Let  it  suf- 

fice you  as  to  this  mystery  and  difficulty,  that  your  head  is 
sprinkled  with  grey,  but  that  you  are  ignorant  of  the  book  of 
your  Lord  which  has  been  revealed  to  you,  and  about  the 

Sunna  of  your  Prophet.    For  the  ordinance  about  the  hostile 
unbeliever  |,  and  the  unbeliever  who  is  not  hostile,  is  well 
known  in  the  book  and  in  the  Sunna.    As  for  the  unbe- 

liever who  is  not  hostile,  there  is  no  prohibition  to  treat  him 

kindly ;  whereas  to  deal  justly  with  him  is  a  positive  duty. 
As  for  the  hostile  one,  nothing  is  said  about  his  being  treated 

with  kindness,  therefore  kindness  to  him  is  not  expressly  en- 
joined ;  but  God  has  only  prohibited  friendship  with  him  in 

preference  to  Moslims,  or  helping  him  against  Moslims. 
But  kindness  and  equity  towards  an  unbeliever  who  is  not 

hostile,  is  manifestly  lawful ;  whereas  friendship  with  a  hos- 
tile unbeliever  is  expressly  unlawful,  and  kindness  and  equity 

towards  him  are  among  doubtful  duties;  and  the  unbelievers 
who  are  hostile,  or  hinderers,  or  contumacious,  belong  to  one 

class,  and  are  subject  to  one  ordinance ;  and  with  such,  affec- 
tion—  whatever  belongs  to  intimate  friendship — is  forbidden* 

This  is  the  law  with  regard  to  unbelievers.    As  for  Kitabis, 

*  Sur.  Ix.  8.  t  Sur.  ii.  79.  ^ 
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they  are  under  special  laws^  whether  they  be  hostile^,  or  under 
covenant  of  peace,  or  under  tribute.  We  may  marry  the 

women  of  the  Kitabis  of  any  description.  Now,  if  any  one 
asserts  that  it  is  not  lawful  to  show  kindness  to  a  Kitabi, 

let  him  tell  me  what  he  would  do  with  a  Kitabi  wife,  seeing 
that  God  has  commanded  us  to  treat  our  wives  with  kindness 

and  beneficence,  and  the  prophet  has  enjoined  it.  There- 
fore, if  this  were  true  with  regard  to  the  Kitabi  wife  of  a  Mos- 

lim,  there  would  absolutely  be  no  difference,  but  that  of  sex, 
between  her,  and  her  father,  and  brothers ;  so  that  whatever 

kindness  and  beneficence  are  due  to  his  wife,  the  daughter  of 

his  connections  by  marriage,  are  undoubtedly  due  to  those 
connections  themselves.  And  the  Emir  of  Masina  the  Ful- 

lani  spoke  to  me  both  ignorantly  and  inhumanely  about 

this  Englishman,  and  insisted  on  absurd  and  frivolous  postu- 

lates. And  he  —  nay,  his  doctors,  without  learning,  piety,  or 
religion  —  adduced  as  evidence  certain  verses  from  the  book  of 

God,  which  were  revealed  about  hypocrites,  about  'Abdalhih 
ben  ObbaiE'bn  Salul*  and  his  compeers;  and  they  disgraced 
themselves  by  the  display  of  their  ignorance  of  the  Kuran 
and  Sunna.  Nay,  they  could  not  adduce  a  single  word  out 
of  the  Sunna,  nor  a  sentence  from  the  Canon  Lawfj  which 

is  their  learning,  notwithstanding  their  ignorance  of  it ! 
Since  they  did  not  find  either  in  the  Sunna  or  Canon  Law 

anything  that  agrees  with  their  aims,  but  only  what  is  merely 
contrary  to  them,  they  had  recourse  to  the  Kuran,  and  they 

perverted  it  violently,  iniquitously,  ignorantly,  carelessly, 
derisively,  and  sportively.  But  woe  to  them  for  what  their 
hands  have  written ;  and  woe  to  them  for  the  reward  they 

will  reap  !  Among  what  I  said  to  them  was  this:  —  If  what 
you  aim  at  were  a  part  of  the  Mohammedan  religion  either 

theoretically  or  practically,  I  would  have  outrun  you  in  re- 

ceiving it ;  and  Khalil  ben  'Abdallah,  and  'Othman  ben  Mo- 
hammed Bello,  the  two  descendants  of  Fodiye,  would  have 

*  This  is  a  noted  personage  in  the  Kuran. 
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outrun  you.  Nay,  the  great  Sultan,  our  lord  'Abd  e'  liahman, 
the  son  of  your  lord,  Hisliam,  and  the  Khakan  of  the  two  lands 

and  seas,  the  Sultan  'Abd  el  Mejid,  the  son  of  the  Sultan  Mah- 
mud,  the  son  of  the  Sultan  'Abd  el  Hamid,  would  have  anti- 

cipated you.  As  for  your  postulate  *,  that  you  have  inherited 
the  duty  of  doing  battle  with  the  infidels,  and  of  hating  them, 

from  the  time  of  our  fathers  and  grandfathers,  v^e  are  more 

nearly  related  to  them  than  you ;  for  you  have  no  ancestry 

in  it,  since  you  have  only  adopted  your  present  opinions  about 
thirty  years  ago ;  and  a  man  only  inherits  from  his  father  and 
grandfather.  Whose  guest  is  this  Christian  ?  And  again,  in 
whose  alliance  and  safe-conduct  is  this  Christian?  He  is  the 

guest  and  protege  of  the  Sultan  of  the  Faithful, 'Abd  el  Mejid, 
and  of  the  Imam  of  the  Moslims,  our  lord  'Abd  e'  Kahman. 
Lo,  he  inherited  the  duty  of  warring  with  the  infidels  from 
his  fathers  and  grandfathers ;  and  he  possesses  his  religion 

from  the  earliest  of  the  fathers,  from  the  time  of  the  pro- 
phets. But  as  for  the  people  of  Nukkumaf,  they  have  neither 

religion,  nor  learning,  nor  understanding,  nor  humanity. 

What  then  gives  them  any  superiority  or  pre-eminence  over 
those  eminent  persons,  seeing  that  they  are  the  tail  of  man- 

kind, living  in  the  tail  of  the  world,  and  that,  up  to  this 
date,  the  invitation  of  the  Sunna  and  of  indispensible  duties  J 
has  not  reached  them?  But  there  is  no  need  to  dilate  on 

what  they  say  in  their  perversity,  nor  on  what  is  said  to 
them  in  disputation.  The  main  thing  is,  that  you  should 

know,  oh  !  you  body  of  believers  !  that  God  has  sent  us  pro- 
phets with  His  book  and  His  ordinances,  and  has  elucidated 

them,  and  made  them  plain  ;  and  that  whoever  wishes  to 

add  to  them  in  what  He  has  enjoined,  is  accursed  and  cast 

*  That  is,  mai7i  principle  on  which  you  base  your  wish  to  hurt 
a  Christian  ;  or  it  means  pretence. 

f  That  is,  the  Fulbe  of  Hasina.  About  Nukkuma,  or  Nukuma, 
see  the  note,  Vol.  V.,  p.  517* 

T    T  4 
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out ;  and  whoever  diminishes  aught  therefrom,  is  condemned 

and  punished.  Therefore  treat  the  Moslim  according  to  the 
treatment  ordered  for  him  in  the  Book  of  God  and  in  the 

Sunna  of  the  Prophet,  whether  the  Moslem  be  an  upright 
or  a  careless  one  ;  treat  the  Kitabis  as  they  are  to  be  treated, 

whether  they  be  hostile,  or  under  compact,  or  under  tri- 
bute ;  and  treat  the  Infidel  generally  as  he  is  to  be  treated, 

whether  he  be  hostile  or  not  hostile :  '  For  all  are  His  ser- 
vants ;  His  will  is  irresistible  by  them ;  His  ordinance  sticks 

close  to  them;  His  knowledge  comprehends  them.'*  Who- 
ever treats  these  different  classes  with  any  other  treatment 

than  what  He  has  appointed,  errs  in  his  judgment,  and  is 

wicked.  And  this  Christian  is  to-day  the  guest  of  the  Mos- 

lims,  under  their  protection,  their  covenant,  and  safe-conduct. 
No  Moslim  can  lawfully  hurt  him.  On  the  contrary,  to  in- 

jure him  is  a  burning  shame.  Nay,  he  has  the  rights  of  a 
guest ;  for  the  guest  of  the  munificent  is  munificently  treated  ; 

and  every  believer  is  munificent,  and  every  hypocrite  is  sor- 
did. And  does  that  munificence  which  is  not  imprinted  in 

the  disposition,  make  a  believer  ?  The  recompense  of  kind- 
ness is  by  kindness,  in  imitation  of  the  character  of  the  mer- 

ciful Lord.  God  says,  *  Is  there  any  recompense  of  kind- 

ness except  kindness?'*  And  behold,  this  man's  nation,  the 
English,  have  done  us  services  which  are  neither  doubted  nor 

denied ;  which  are  their  friendship  to  our  brethren  the  Mos- 
lims,  and  their  sincerity  to  them,  and  their  cordiality  with 

them,  and  their  helpfulness  to  our  two  Sultans, 'Abd  e'  Rahman 
and  'Abd  el  Mejid.  This  is  publicly  known  and  acknow- 

ledged about  the  English.  It  is,  therefore,  our  right  and 

duty  to  show  gratitude  for  their  kindness,  and  to  strengthen 
whatever  covenant  and  confidence  there  is  between  us  and 

them.    And  I  particularly  apply  this  to  you,  my  brethren ! 

*  This  passage  rhymes  in  the  original,  and  seems  to  be  quoted 
from  some  familiar  source ;  but  it  is  not  in  the  Kuran. 

t  Sur.  Iv.  60. 
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Therefore,  whoever  belongs  to  the  jurisdiction  of  ourTawarek, 

the  people  of  Karidenne,  the  kingdom  of  Alkuttabu  ben 

Kawa  ben  Imma  ben  Ig  e'  Sheikh  ben  Karidenne ;  and  then 
whoever  is  behind  them  of  my  companions  and  friends,  Dinnik, 

the  kingdom  of  my  brother,  and  nephew,  and  pupil,  Musa' 
ben  Bodhal  ben  Katim*  ;  then  those  behind  them  of  our  par- 

tisans the  people  of  A'ir,  the  Kel-geres  and  the  Kel-owi ;  then 
our  darlings,  Ala  Fodiye,  their  learned  men,  the  intelligent 

and  humane,  who  have  the  ordinances  and  the  right  of  deci- 
sion, on  them  be  my  salutation  and  el  Islam !  the  people  of 

the  Imam,  the  high-minded,  the  son  of  Bello,  the  Imam  ben 

'Othman,  the  perfect.  For,  lo !  my  guest  is  a  guest  of  theirs, 
who  has  nothing  to  fear  among  them,  since  they  profess  obe- 

dience to  Godf,  and  know  that  He  protects  the  ordinances. 

And  especially  as  their  lord,  the  Imam  Mohammed  Bello  — 
God  favour  him  !  —  said  to  me,  and  wrote  to  me,  with  his  own 

hand,  that  he  and  his  kingdom  were  at  my  disposal  so  long 

as  it  was  strung  on  his  string  |;  therefore  I  have  authority, 

and  I  admonish  you  about  my  and  your  guest,  indeed  about 
whatever  Englishman  shall  come  after  him,  whether  he  come 

to  me,  or  pass  near  you,  or  abide  among  you  for  a  time  and 
then  return.  And  what  I  demand  and  charge  you,  the  same 

injunction  I  lay  on  my  brethren  (though  I  have  not  seen 

them  with  my  eyes,  I  have  seen  them  by  my  faith,  and  I 

count  kindred  with  them  by  the  ties  of  religion),  the  people 

of  Bornu,  especially  the  Sheikh  'Omar  ben  Mohammed  the 
Emir,  the  Just.  Then  let  not  that  which  is  dreaded  hinder 

you !  §  Lo,  he  is  a  distinguished  man  among  the  Chris- 

tians. II    However  there  are  between  us  and  them  such  pro- 

*  See  about  the  Dinnik,  p.  562. 

t  ̂tCLj  ti  ^  t  (^^^-^  S^^"^ 

§  i,  e.  Be  not  deterred  by  fear. 
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tectors  of  El  Islam,  and  champions*  of  the  peoples  (the  Chris- 
tians), that  if  they  break  through  them  to  get  at  us,  and  attack 

us,  there  is  no  good  of  life,  and  no  sufficiency  in  a  host.  But 
God  is  our  reliance  :  surely  He  outwits  every  deceiver,  betrays 

every  traitor,  and  makes  every  unbeliever  a  liar.  For  He  says, 

in  his  book,  to  us,  and  to  his  Prophet,  *  God  is  your  stay, 

and  those  of  the  believers  that  follow  you.'f  '  If  they  try  to 
deceive  you,  then  God  is  your  support.  It  is  He  that  has 

strengthened  you  with  His  help,  and  with  the  faithful,  and 
has  united  their  hearts.  J  It  is,  then,  by  the  religion  of  God 
that  we  are  exalted,  and  are  victorious.  Religion  is  weak 

only  through  its  professors  §.  The  blessing  of  the  Book  of 
God,  and  the  blessing  of  his  Prophet,  be  on  us  and  with  us  I 

So  let  not  fear  seize  any  Moslim  that  they  should  deceive  him 

and  cheat  him,  on  the  ground  that  there  is  rebellion  against 
the  cause  of  God  among  them,  and  that  the  Sunna  of  His 
Prophet  is  violated  among  them.  And  whatever  there  is  of 
slaughter  and  battle  with  him,  let  him  suppress  it  for  its 
day  ;  for  the  weakest  of  men  in  sense,  and  the  mightiest  of 
them  in  ignorance,  is  he  who  rushes  to  evil  when  its  season 
has  not  come,  and  who  is  no  match  for  it  on  the  day  when 
it  arrives.  And  as  for  me,  brethren  !  I  have  written  for  the 

Englishman  specially  a  general  safe-conduct,  in  which  I  have 
included  every  one  in  my  land,  and  have  added  thereto  your 

land,  in  reliance  on  your  religion  and  your  sure  conviction, 

and  in  dependence  on  your  intelligence  and  humanity.  Do 
you  then  write  for  him  as  I  have  written,  on  the  condition 

of  our  being  subject  to  our  Imam,  our  Lord,  '  Abd  e'  Rahman, 
and  our  Sultan,  'Abd  el  Mejid  ;  and  be  not  like  the  people  of 
Nukkuma,  for  they  are  like  the  deaf  and  dumb,  since  they  are 

offensive  to  me.    Lo,  I  love  my  guest  the  Christian !  Be 

*  El  Bakay  means  the  Emperor  of  Morocco  and  the  Sultan. 
I  Sur.  viii.  65.  J  Sur.  viii.  64. 
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careful  that  he  be  not  hindered  in  anything;  for  the  Prophet 
used  to  love  the  Kuraish  in  spite  of  their  unbelief  in  him 

and  their  hostility  to  him.  God  says,  '  There  has  come  to 
you  a  Prophet  from  yourselves ;  grievous  to  him  is  your 

wickedness;  he  is  anxious  about  you.'*  And  he  said  to 
him,  *  Thou  wilt  not  direct  whomsoever  thou  lovest.'f  And 
he  used  to  love  his  uncles,  and  to  delight  in  their  conversion 

to  El  Islam,  especially  A'bu  Taleb ;  except  that  he  knew  the 
decrees  of  God  about  the  community,  and  was  liable  to  them 

together  with  the  community.  The  most  ignorant  of  men  is 
he  who  is  ignorant  of  the  Book  of  his  Lord  and  the  Sunna 

of  his  Prophet,  so  that  he  licenses  for  himself  what  is  unlaw- 
ful, and  forbids  what  is  lawful,  and  draws  near  to  Him  with 

that  which  removes  him  to  a  distance  from  Him,  and  keeps 
aloof  from  that  which  brings  him  near  to  Him  ;  who  fancies 
that  he  does  well  as  to  his  actions,  while  he  does  evil  as  to 

what  is  enjoined.  God  is  not  worshipped  by  any  act  (or 
rite)  but  what  he  has  ordered,  and  is  not  approached  by  a 

worshipper  that  he  should  remit  anything  but  what  is  re- 
mitted. Now  salutation  is  what  is  reiterated  to  you,  and 

honour  is  what  is  wished  to  you  !    Farewell ! 

*  Sur.  ix.  129. f  Sur.  xxviii.  56. 
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CHIEF  TOWNS  AND  RESIDENCES  OF  THE  INDEPENDENT 

SONGHAY,  BETWEEN  THE  NIGER  AND  MY  ROUTE  BY 
YAGHA  AND  LIBTAKO. 

Kt^lman,  a  large  place,  the  name  of  which  has  already  be- 
come known  in  Europe  through  the  information  of  other  tra- 

vellers, in  consequence  of  its  great  importance  as  a  well  in- 
habited and  strong  town,  as  also  as  a  frequented  market.  The 

chief  part  of  the  inhabitants  belong  to  the  tribe  of  the  Koize, 

with  the  chief  (koy)  Foni,  the  son  of  A'rkosu  (A^^tosu  izze), 
or,  as  the  Tawarek  call  him,  ag  A'rkosu.  It  mny  now  be 
laid  down  in  the  map  with  tolerable  accuracy,  being  said 

to  be  distant  from  Tongi  (see  p.  245.)  thirty  miles  to  the 
west. 

Tera,  the  town  mentioned  already  by  A'hmed  Baba,  said 
to  be  even  larger  than  Kulman,  and  the  very  largest  of  the 
ksur  of  the  free  Songhay,  equalling  the  city  of  Timbuktu 
in  size,  four  days  from  Tongi  S.W.,  two  from  Dore  E.N.E. 

The  inhabitants  wear  their  hair  in  long  tresses,  and  possess  a 

good  many  horses ;  they  are  totally  independent. 
Darghol,  residence  of  the  Songhay  princes,  the  descendants 

of  the  A'skia,  or  Sikkia,  the  chief  of  whom,  at  the  present 
day,  is  koy  Kalmia ;  the  inhabitants  very  warlike,  armed  with 
shield,  spear,  and  sword,  like  the  Tawarek.  But  the  energy 

of  these  Songhay  is  counterpoised  and  baffled  by  the  dis- 
union which  prevails  among  themselves,  the  inhabitants  of 

Darghol  waging  war  with  those  of  Tera,  who  do  not  acknow- 
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ledge  their  supremacy.  The  position  of  this  important  town, 

I  am  sorry  to  say,  I  am  not  able  to  determine  even  ap- 
proximately. It  is  very  desirable  that  a  European  traveller 

should  explore  this  whole  region. 
The  most  important  of  the  other  towns  of  the  Songhay 

are :  — 

Kosa. 

Takala,  ruled  by  Hawa,  a  woman.  Even  in  Timbuktu, 
before  the  conquest  of  the  town  by  the  Fulbe,  a  woman 
is  said  to  have  exercised  the  chief  influence. 

Dorogun. 

Kanseka  koira,  I  ̂̂ ^j^  called  after  their  chiefs. 
Bokar-kon^a,  J 
Kurchi,  with  the  chief,  Hemma. 
Tezi. 

Goroshi. 
Karta. 

Kakaru^  or  Bambelokoire,  called  from  the  chief,  Bambelo ; 

a  powerful  community,  dominating  the  neighbouring 
towns  and  villages. 

Bangum, 
Keregu. 
Fombiten,  with  the  chief,  Hamma  Fombit. 
Kdnfuli. 
Hammakoire. 

Syrbi. 
Larba,  the  town  mentioned  in  the  preceding  volume,  said 

to  be  as  large  as  Say,  with  which  and  Tamkala  it  was 

intimately  allied  at  the  time  of  the  rising  of  the 

Reformer  'Othman,  and  offered  the  most  determined 
resistance. 

Sifada. 

Bargul. 
Kasanni. 

Alikonchi. 
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Garubdnda. 

Kongozekoire. 
Wozebango. 
Satumen. 
Wosolo. 

Badduleji. 

Barrobonghala. 
Kalobanda. 
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FRAGMENTS  OF  A  METEOEOLOGICAL  REGISTEll. 

Date. Hour  of 
Day. 

Degrees  
in 

scale  
of 

Fahrenheit. 

Remarks. Date. Hour  of Day. 

Degrees  
in 

scale  
of 

Fahrenheit. 

Remarks. 

1854. 1854 
Jan. Jan. 

1 _ Cold. tance.  Towards 
2 sunrise 

62'2 
evening  heat 

2  p.m. 
88"5 Clear  sky. 

lightning ;  only  a 
3 sunrise 

61 few  drops  of  rain 
1-30  p.m. o  1  o 

Sky  overcast ;  clear- 

after midnight. 
4 sunrise 66 

16 _ Cold  wind. 
ed  up  towards 

17 _ No  observation. 
sunset. 

18 
_ Tolerably  cold.  Sky 

5 sunrise 60 Clear  sky ;  cold. somewhat  clearer. 
sunset 

77-5 

19 
sunrise 60 

6 Clear  sky  ;  cold. sunset 
76 sunset 

77-5 

20 
Sky  overcast ;  very 

7 sunrise 
59-5 

cold  and  cheerless. 
2  p.m. 85 2  p.m. 66 2-30  p.m.    a  few 
sunset 87 

A  fine  day.  Both 
drops  of  rain. 

8 sunrise 
61-5 

sunset 
62 these  days  warm- 

sunrise 
51 er  at  sunset  than 21 2-30  p.m. 77 

Sky  clear. in  the  afternoon. sunset 
69 2  p.m. 

75 22 
sunrise 

48 
Sky  clear.  (Broke 

sunset 
77-5 Sky  overcast. 

this  day  in  i  cality 
9 2  p.m. 85 my  last  thermo- 10 sunrise 

64 

meter.  ) 

11 sunrise 
64 

23 
Clear. 

2  p.m. 85 24 Tolerably  clear. 
sunset 80 25 Fine  day.  Morn- 

12 sunrise 66 ing  delightful. 
13 sunrise 55 Very  cold  day. 

26 Morning  clear. 
14 Not  quite  so  cold. 

27 

Forenoon  not  quite 
15 Sky  overcast  in  the clear. 

morning ;  about 
28 No  observation. 

noon  clearer,  then 
29 Cold  and  windy. 

again    overcast  ; 30 
Clear  and  cold. 

thunder  in  the  dis- 31 - Clear. 
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Date. 

1854. 
Eeb. 

1 

March 

13 

14 

15 
16 

17 
18 
19 

20 

Hour  of Day. 
%  <v  ̂  Remarks. 

Not  quite  clear.  In 
this  month  very 
few  particular  ob- 

servations, but  in 
general  the  morn- 

ings provedcolder 
than  those  in  Ja- nuary. 

In  the  first  days 
of  March  a  very 
heavy  gale  in  the forenoon. 

In  the  morning 
clear,  then  over- 
cast. 

Clear. 
Clear  morning. 
Heavy  northerly 
gale  the  whole 
day  long,  carry- 

ing much  sand. 
Clear. 
Clear. 
Sky  not  clear. 
Overcast ;  the  sun 

scarcely  ever  came 
forth.  A  few 
drops  of  rain. Overcast. 

Windy,  not  clear. 
Heavy  gale  du- ring the  night. 

Cloudy.  In  the 
course  of  the  day 
a  very  heavy  gale 
arose. 

Overcast;  no  wind; 
evening  clear. 

Clear. 
Clear  in  the  fore- 

noon, then  dull. 
Overcast. 
Clear. 
In   the  afternoon 
sky  dull. 

Sky  clear  in  the 
morning. 

Date. 

1854. 
Feb. 
21 

22 

23 

24 25 

26 

27 

Hour  of 
Day. 

Remarks. 

Sky  overcast  with 
clouds,  a  drop- 

ping continued  du- ring the  whole  of the  morning.  At 
8 1  in  the  evening 
moderate  rain.  A 
more  regular  rain 
at  1 1  o'clock,  last- 

ing till  1  o'clock. After  midnight, followed  by 

heavy  tornado. 
The  dropping  con- tinued in  the morning.  Sky 

thickly  overcast, 

drops  of  rain  fall- 
ing now  and then. 

A  warm  sunny  day. Dull  sky. 

The  sky  the  greater 
part  of  the  day 
overcast ;  towards 
evening  a  little 
sunshine.  About 
1 1  o'clock  at 
night  some  drop- 
ping. Sky  dull  ;  some 
dropping  the whole  of  the  day. 

About  11  o'clock at  night  a  regular 
rain  began  to  fall, 
lasting  till  about 
2  o'clock  in  the morning. 

Dull  and  cool ; 

dropping  conti- nued the  whole 
day  long,  and dark  clouds  had 
been  collecting 
about  noon ;  a 
regular  rain  set 
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Date Hour  of Day. 

t 
 

De
gr
ee
s 
 

in 
sca

le 
 

of 

Fa
hr
en
he
it
. 

xieinarKS. Dat a  e. Hour  of Day. 

De
gr
ee
s 
 

in 

scale  
of 

Fahrenheit. 1854. 1  854. 
March 

April in  about  2  o  clock 
p.m.,  lasting  till 
5  o'clock.* 28 - Between  1  and  2 1 1 - 
o'clock    in  the 
morning  again  a 
light  rain,  lasting - 
about    an  hour. 

13 
JNo  observ ation. 

After  sunrise  the 14 

sky  became  clear- er,   and    at  9 15—18 - 
o'clock  a  m.  the 

19 
- 

sun  burst  forth  ; 
heavy   gale  the 

21 - 
whole  day  long. 

27 

29 - Day     clear,  but 
windy ;   not  too 
warm. 28 - 

30 - Sunny,  but  strong 
gale  blowing. - 

Q 1 - At    times  sunny. 
then  dull,  rather windy. 

April 1 Jjuil ;  a  little  drop- 
ping in  the  after- 

May 

noon. 1 - 
2 Clearer.  About  sun- 

set a  heavy  gale 
sprang  up. 

3 A  warm  day. 
4 Fine  cool  morning, 

with    the  usual 
northerly    gale ; 
in  the  afternoon 

quiet. 5 Warm  day. 
6 Morning  cool. 
7 Fresh  wind. 3 
8 Very  cool  night. 4 
9 Warm    day  ;  no 

wind.  About  sun- 
set overcast. 

10 Night  not  so  cool. 

Remarks. 

About  1  o'clock 
p.m.  heavy  gust 
of  wind. 

Wai-m.  About  2 
o'clock  p.m.  vio- 

lent gusts  of  wind. A  warm  day. 

About  noon  a 
southerly  gale. 

No  observation. 
The  sun  very  trou- blesome. 

Sky  dull ;  ;  -indy. 
Night  very  warm. 
Sky  in  the  morn- ing not  clear. Fine  morning;  day 

very  warm. 
Very  warm  day. 
At  9.30  p.m.  a 
light  and  short 
fall  of  rain,  fol- lowed by  a 
breeze. 

The  sky  in  the 
evening  thickly 
overcast  with 
clouds. 

Cloudy ;  the  sun 
burst  forth  about 
3  o'clock  p.m.  All this  time  along 
the  Niger  a  heavy 

dew  in  the  even- 
ing and  during the  night. 

A  clear  day. 
A  clear  day.  3 
o'clock  p.m.  thun- 

der in  the  dis- 
tance, towards  S. 

andS.E.    3.45  a 

*  All  the  people  assured  me  that  the  preceding  year  the  rain-fall  about  this  time  of  the  year  had  been  much more  considerable.  They  generally  reckon  four  rainy  days  in  March  and  three  in  April,  and  call  this  season the  Nisan. 
VOL.  V. u  u 
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Date. 

1854. May 

Hour  of Day. Remarks. 

regular  rain,  last- 
ing 10m.  Kound 

about  us  thunder 
and  rain,  lasting 
till  evening.  At  5 
o'clock  p.m.  an- 

other light  rain 
and  dropping  till 
sunset. 

Morning  tolerably 
cleai'.  At  3  p.m. 
clouds  gathered 
in  the  east;  thun- 

der in  that  direc- 
tion. Gradually  a 

storm  ascended 
from  the  south  like 
a  battery,  break- 

ing forth  with  a 
tremendous  gust 
of  wind.  At  7 
o'clock  p.m.  the thunder  clouds 
returned  from  the 
N.,  whither  they 
had  withdrawn, 
and  a  most  vio- 

lent shower  of 
rain  came  down, 
lasting  for  an 
hour  with  un- 

abated violence, 
then  more  mode- 

rate till  9  o'clock 
p.m.  At  1  p.m. 
temperature  con- 

stantly between 
104°  and  108°. 

Sky  still  overcast, 
the  sun  burst- 

ing forth  about 
8  o'clock  a.  m. 
Evening  clear. 

The  whole  day  sky 
overcast,  the  at- 

mosphere about 
sunset  very  op- 
pressive. 

1854. 

May 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
14] 

15 

22 

23 24 

Hour  of Day. 

25 

Remarks. 

Sky  dull. Sky  still  dull;  in  the 
afternoon  clearer. 

Day     dull  and 
cloudy,  evening 
clear. 

A  hot  wind  from 
the  desert  in  the 
afternoon. 

Hazy  and  overcast 
in  the  afternoon. 

Clear. 

Clear  in  the  morn- 
ing ;  hot  wind from  the  desert 

in  the  afternoon. 

About  1  p.m.  tem- 
perature between 

105°  and  108°. 
Strong  north-east- 

erly wind,  called 

"  erife." Very  cold  morning. 
Cold  morning. 

(Bamba.)  —  Sky thickly  overcast, 

a  heavy  rain  to- wards the  S.,  be- 
yond the  Niger. Gradually  a  heavy 

gale  came  up ; 
rainy.  Even  with 
us  a  few  drops  of rain  fell.  9| 
o'clock  a.  ra.  a 
heavy  shower, 
lasting  a  quarter 
of  an  hour.  The 
sun  broke  through 
the  clouds  about 
3  o'clock  p.m. 

Sky  in  the  morning 
tolerably  clear, 
since  noon  over- cast with  clouds. 
About  2  p.m.  a 
light  rain  of  short 
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Date. 

1854, May 

Hour  of Day. 

c  *1 

26 

27 

28 

29 
30 

Remarks. 

duration.  About 
3  p.m.  another 
thunder  -  storm 
arose,  but  passed 
by  without  rain, 
only  the  thunder- 

claps being  heard. 
5  o'clock  another 
thunder  -  storm, 
with  a  powerful 
sand-storm,  but 
no  rain. 

Sky  overcast.  At 
2  o'clock  p.m.  a 
light  shower,  fol- 

lowed by  a  second. 
On  the  south- 

ern side  of  the 
Niger  a  great  deal 
more  rain  fell. 
Later  in  the  after- 

noon the  sky  be- 
came clearer,  but 

the  whole  of  the 
evening  much 
heat  lightning,  to- 

wards N.  &  N.E. 
2^  p.m.  a  heavy 
thunder  -  storm 
rose  from  the 
E.,  but  passed 
by  without  rain, 
otirrying  with  it 
an  immense  quan- 

tity of  sand. 
Warm  day ;  a  thun- 

der-storm inA'ri- 
bmda. 

Clear  day. 
Kainy  day  ;  in 
the  earlier  part 
of  the  day  twice 
a  little  rain.  At 
3.30  p.m.  a  very 
heavy  gale  arose, 
but  bringing  us 
only  sand.  Rain 
in  A'riblnda. 

Date. 

1854. 
June 

Hour  of Day. Remarks. 

The  air  became 
much  cooler.  Se- 

veral thunder- 
storms in  the  after- 

noon, the  second 
approaching  from 
the  N.  at  6  o'clock 
p.m.,  followed  by 
a  light  fall  of  rain 
at  6.15,  conti- 

nuing, with  a 
short  interrup- 

tion, till  10  o'clock 
at  night,  and  cool- ing the  hot  sandy 
soil. 

Cool  and  fresh ;  fine 
day. 

Eine  warm  day. 
In  the  morning  a 

thunder-  storm  to- wards the  W. ;  at 
8  o'clock  a  heavy 

gale. 

A  clear  day,  after- 
wards windy.  At 

5  o'clock  p.m.  a 
thunder  -  storm 
arose,  but  with- out rain  near  us. 

Very  warm  day. 
Exceedingly  warm; 
in  the  evening 
heat-lightning  in 
every  direction. 

2.30  after  midnight 
a  thunder-storm 
rose,  followed  by 
light  rain,  lasting 
from  3.30  to  8.30 
a.m.  Then  follow- ed a  heavy  gale. 

Fine. 
Cloudy  in  the  after- 

noon; heat  light- 
ning in  the  even- 

ing. 

u  u  2 
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Dat( 

1854. 
June 
13 

16 

19 
20 
21 

22 

23 
24 
25 

Hour  of Day. 
3  u: 

Remarks. 

A  thunder  -  storm 
gathered  at  2 
o'clock  after  mid- 

night, accom- 
panied by  a heavy 

gale,  but  no  rain. 
Sky  the  Avhole 
day  hazy. 

At  3  o'clock  in  the 
morning  a  thun- 

der -  storm  ap- 
proached from  tlie 

N.,  but  only  a  few 
drops  of  rain  fell. 

About  4  o'clock  in 
the  morning  a 
thunder  -  storm 
gathered,  without 
thunder  and  light- 

ning, but  consi- 
derable rain,  last- 

ing till  8.30. Fine. 
About  sunset  a 
threatening  thun- 

der-storm arose, 
but  passed  by 
without  any  rain. 
In  the  night, how- 

ever, tolerable 
rain  without  much 
Avind. 

Fine. 
Clear. 
About  9  o'clock a.  m.  the  sun 

broke  through  the 
cloudy  sky.  In 
the  evening  heat 
lightning;  no  rain. A  little  cloudy  ; 
very  hot ;  heat 
lightning  in  the evening. 

Warm. 
A  little  cooler. 
Cloudy ;  several 

Da'e. 
Hour  of 

Day. 

1854. 
June. 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Remarks. 

times  a  few  drops 
of  rain,  with 
thunder  towards 
theW.  3-30  p.m. 
a  heavy  thunder- storm approached, 

passed  by  towards the  N.,  where 
much  rain  fell. 

About  5  o'clock 
p.m.  a  thunder- storm passed  over 
our  heads  without 
rain,  but  accom- 

panied by  a  heavy 

gale  of  wind. Clear  and  fine  morn- 
ing, about  noon 

very  warm,  in the  evening  heat 
lightning.  About 
8  o  clock  p.m.  a 
thunder  -  storm 
without  rain;  after 

midnight  a  se- cond, gathering 
from  S.W.,  with  a 
little  rain. 

Fine  day ;  clouds 
and  heat  light- 

ning in  the  even- 

ing. 

Clear  morning  ; 
afterwards  very 
warm.  About  2 

p.m.  a  storm  ga- thered from  the 
E.,  and  brought  a 
light  rain  of  short 
continuance  ;  re- turned afterwards 
from  the  W.,  and 

approached  with a  heavy  rain  at 
4.30  p.m.;  last- 

ing half  an  hour. 
Fine  clear  morn- :  no  rain. 
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Hour  of 
Day. Remarks. 

About  8  o'clock  a. m. 
a  strong  gale. 

Clear. 
Fine  cool  morning. 
About  sunset  a 
thunder  -  storm 
approached  gra- dually from  the  E., 
but  without  rain. 

3  p.m.  rain,  in  the 
beginning  lighter, 
then  more  con- 

siderable, coming 
from  the  N.  At 
5  o'clock  another 
heavy  fall  of  rain, 
lasting  about  20 minutes. 

Clear. 
Early  in  the  morn- 

ing a  thunder- storm passed  by 
without  any  rain. 

About  sunset  a 
thunder  -  storm 
from  the  E,,  ac- 

companied by  a 
light  rain,  lasting 
till  late  at  night. 

Clear. 
A  fine  clear  morn- ing. 

About  10  o'clock 
p.m.  a  thunder- 

storm, which  had 
long  been  gather- 

ing, broke  forth 
with  heavy  rain, 
which  with  less 
vehemence  con- 

tinued the  whole 
night  long,  ac- 

companied by  a 
heavy  gale. 

About  10  o'clock thick  clouds 
overcast  the 

Date. 

1854. 
July 

Hour  of 
Day, 

14 

15 

16 

17 
18] 

19j 

20 

Remarks. 

sky,  but  were scattered  by  a 

heavy  gale.  At 
2.30  in  the  morn- 

ing a  heavy  rain 
broke  forth,  not accompanied  by 
thunder,  lasting 
about  20  m. 

The  sky  thickly 
overcast  in  the 
morning,  in  the 
afternoon  clear. 

About  6  o'clock  in 
the  "morning  a 

heavy  thunder- storm gathered, 
breaking  forth with  a  heavy 
rain  at  6.30,  last- 

ing with  equal 
violence  till  about 
8  o'clock,  then 
gentler  till  10.30. 

The  sky  beautifully 
clear  in  the  morn- 

ing, in  the  after- noon occasion- 
ally overcast  with clouds. 

Clear.  At  10  o'clock in  the  evening  a 
thunder  -  storm 
gathered  from 
S.E.,  but  brought 
us  only  moderate rain. 

Clear. 

5  o'clock  in  the 
morning  a  very 
black  battery  of 
thunder  -  clouds 

approached  from the  S.E.,  bringing 
a  heavy  tornado, 
but  only  a  few 
drops  of  rain. 

u  u  3 
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Date. 

1854. 
July 
21 

22 

23 
24 

Hour  of 
Day. 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 
30 

Remarks. 

In  the  night,  from 
21st  to  22nd,  a 
moderate  rain. 

Cool  morning,  great 
humidity. 

Clear. 
In  the  morning 
heavy  rain-clouds, but  no  rain.  In 
the  afternoon  a 
thunder  -  storm 
gathered  from  the 
E,,  but  the  clouds 
were  scattered. 

Clear. 
3.30  p.m.  a  thun- der-storm in  the 
E.,  beyond  the river. 

Warm  day.  About 
4  o'clock  p.m.  a 
heavy  thunder- storm gathered 
from  W.,  but  was 
scattered ;  then  a 
second  one  from 
the  N.,  with  vio- lent rah),  lasting 
from  6.30  till  8 
o'clock.  After  half 
an  hour's  respite 
another  thunder- 

storm broke  forth, 
with  heavy  wind 
and  rain,  the 

dropping  contin- uing till  near morning. 
The  sky  overcast, 

the  sun  breaking 
throughthe  clouds 
at  4  o'clock  p.m. 

At  9.30  p.  m.  a 
heavy  thunder- 

storm arose,  al- 
though it  had 

been  clear  before, 

Date. 

1854. 

July 

31 

Aug. 

1 
2 

Hour  of Day. 

S  a 

and  a  violent  rain 
followed. 

Sky  the  whole  day 
overcast,  cleared 

up  in  the  after- noon. 

Clear. 

Day  dark  and 
cloudy,  the  sun breaking  through 
the  clouds  about 

noon.  Pine  even- 
ing. 

Drops  of  rain  con- tinued to  fall  the 
whole  morning, 
the  sun  breaking 
through  the  clouds 
at  2.30  p.m. 

8  o'clock  a.m.  the 

sky  thickly  over 
cast,  rainy.  Rain set  in  at  8.45, 
continued  with 
interruption ;  at 
3.30  p.m.  a  very 
heavy  shower, 
lasting  half  an 
hour  with  great 
violence,  after- 

wards more  gen- tle. 

Day  rainy. 
4,50  p.m.  a  light rain. 

Lightning  early  in 
the  morning,  fol- lowed at  5.45  by 
a  moderate  rain 
without  win  djlast- 
ing  till  7.10;  then 
single  drops  of 
rain.  The  sun 
broke  through  the 
clouds  at  noon ; 
a  fine  afternoon. 

A  fine  day;  no  rain. 
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Date. 

1854. 
Aug. 

9 

Hour  of Day. 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

<u  <o  c 
bo  ?  ̂ Q  c£ 

17 

Remarks. 

Sky  the  whole  day 
overcast ;  after 
3  p.m.  threat- 

ening thunder- 
clouds gathered, 

discharging  a  vio- 
lent rain,  lasting 

till  5  o'clock ; 
then  more  mode- 

rate, but  setting 
in  with  fresh  vio- 

lence at  6  and  last- 
ing till  7  o'clock. Dry. 

Clear  in  the  morn- 
ing, overcast  at 

noon,  and  drops 
of  rain.  At  3 
o'clock  heavy 
thunder  -  clouds, 
but  without  rain. 

At  3.5  p.m.  a  thun- 
der -  storm,  but 

only  moderate 
rain,  lasting  half 
an  hour. 

Clear. 
The  whole  day  sky 
overcast,  but  no 
rain. 

A  few  drops  of  rain 
in  the  morning, 
during  the  after- noon sunshine. 

Sky  thickly  over- cast. The  rain 
commenced  at 
6.30  a.m.,  lasting 
almost  the  whole 
of  the  day,  at 
times  light,  at 
others  violent. 

(Gando.)  —  In  the course  of  the 
morning  the  sun 
broke  through  the 
clouds.  In  the 
afternoon  rain 

Date. 

1854. Aug. 

18 

19 

20 

Hour  of Day. 

21 

22 

q3  c 

60  u  i: 
Remarks. 

with  interruption, 
after  sunset  a 

heavy  rain  last- ing almost  the whole  of  the 

night. The  rain  began 
towards  m.orning 
with  increased 
violence  ;  a  little 
rain  in  the  course 
of  the  following 
night. 

A  heavy  rain  in 
the  morning,  last- 

ing half  an  hour, 
then  dropping  till 

9  a.m.  ;  after- wards the  sur 
broke  through  the 
clouds. 

Tolerably  clear  in the  morning, 
times  a  few  drops 

of  rain,  a  thun- der-storm in  the 
afternoon  ;  regu- 

lar rain  from  4 
p.m.  till  8  p.m. 

Tolerably  clear ; 
from  11.30  a.m. 
drops  of  rain  till 
about  2  p.m.  Af- terwards the  sun 
broke  through  the 
clouds.  The  af- 

ternoon clear. 
2  o'clock  a.m.  a 
heavy  shower, 
lasting  till  4.30, 
then  a  little  rain 
occasionally.  At 
3  o'clock  p.m.  a 
thunder  -  storm 
from  N.W.  with 
rain  at  intervals, 
more  continuous 
from    4  o'clock u  u  4 
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a  *j "Z  "S 

a; 

Date. Hour  of Day. 

De
gr
ee
s 

sca
le 

 
c 

Fa
li
re
nh
 

Remarks. Date. Hour  of Day. 

De
gr
ee
s 

sca
le 

 
0 

Fa
hr
en
li
 

Remarks. 

1854. 1854. 
Aug. 

p.m.  till  about 
sunset. 

Aug. 

the  weather  to- 
lerably clear.  At 

23 - - About  noon  a  thun- 
der-storm in  the 

distance  ;  1.50 
p.m.  a  light  rain 
till  3  o'clock  ;  at 
4  p.m.  the  sun 
broke  through  the clouds. 

29 

30 
Sept. 

1 ~  - 

- 

midnight  a  vio- lent shower. 

Day  tolerably  clear, 
2  p.m.  heavy  rain. 

In     the  evening 
violent  thunder- 24 - 

Sky  cloudy.  About 
9  o'clock  p.m.  a 
few  drops  of  rain, 
lightning  and 
thunder. 

2 - 
storm,  but  with- out any  rain. 

In  the  night  heavy 

rain,  lasting  al- most till  morning. 
25 Overcast.  At  7 

o'clock  the  sun 
broke  forth,  fine 
and  genial.  1 
o'clock  p.m.  a 
light  shower  of 
rain ;  from  2  to 
4  o'clock  another 
light  shower. 

3 
4 

5 -  - 

Dry. 

At  4.30  p.m.  heavy 
storm,  little  rain. 

Clear.  In  the  after- 
noon and  even- 

ing a  thunder- Sturm,  with  much heat  -  lightning, 
but  only  a  few 

2G - - 
Fine  day.  At  sun- 

set a  thunder- 
storm gathered  ; 

at  8  o'clock  p.m. 
a  light  rain  ;  then 
repeatedly  in  the 
course  of  the 
night. 

6 

7 
8 

- 

- 

drops  of  rain. 
At  1 1  o'clock  p.m. 
a  heavy  thunder- storm with  heavy 
rain,  but  only  of 
short  duration. Dry. 

In  the  latter  part  of 
27 Rain  in  the  morn- 

ing till  7  o'clock a.  m.  Just  after 
sunset  a  thunder- 

storm, with  mo< 
derate  rain ;  then 
at  9  o'clock  a 
second  one  ex- 

cessively violent, 
lasting  about  an 
hour  and  a  half. 

9 

the  night,  towards morning,  heavy 
rain;  then  after  a 
little  interruption 
another  shower 
till  8.30  a.m. 

At  sunset  a  thun- der -  storm  from 
the  S.  passed  by 
towards  the  W., 
bringing  us  but 

28 6.45  a.m.  a  light 
thunder  storm, 
with  moderate 
rain,  lasting  till 
8   o'clock,  then 

10 
little  rain. 

Weather  clear.  At 

10  p.m.  thunder- storm with  but 
little  rain. 
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Date. Hour  of Day. De
gr
ee
s 

sca
le 

 
o 

Fa
hi
en
h(
 

Remarks. Date. Hour  of Day. 

De
gr
ee
s 

sca
le 

 
0 

Remarks. 

1854. 

- 

1 8  54. 
Sept. Sept. 

11 Cloudy.    About  9 
o'clock    p.  rn.  a 

storm  gathered with  a  heavy  gale, 

heavy  shower. but    little  rain 
12 In  the  evening  heat- 

lightning  in  the 
S.W.  ;  no  rain. 

28 - - about  10  o'clock. Heat-lightning  in 
the  evening. 

13 - 
At  7  o'clock  p.m. 29 - 

Dry. 

rain  of  long  con- tinuance. Oct. 14 - In  the  evening  thun- 1—4 No  observ ation. No  rain. 
der-storm,  but  no 

*  5 

At  10  o'clock  p.m. rain. 
a  heavy  gale,  fol- 15 No  rain. 
lowed   by  a  to- 16 In  the  evenin*^  heat- 

lightning;  no  rain. 
lerable     fall  of 
rain,  lasting  till 17 - Thunder-storm,  but 

no  rain,  in  the 
evening. 

6—8 
9 

- 
3  o'clock. 

No  rain. 

(Moriki). —  In  the 18 Very  warm   day ; 
in    the  evening 
again  dry. 

TiiD'Iir     ■TiTim  flip 
Rth  tn  Qth  hoavv 
fall  of  dew,  like 

19 No  rain. rain. 
20 Very  fine  morning. 10-30 No  observation. 
21 In    the  afternoon 

heavy  thunder- clouds passed  by 
with  a  few  drops 
of  rain. 

1855. 
Jan .  to 

A  p.  15 
April 

>  Noobser 
J 

vation 

22 - 
About    7  o'clock 

15 12.30  p.m. 
103 

(  K  u  k  a  w  a) . — R  ai  n  - 
a.m.  a  little  drop- clouds. 

ping  ;  afterwards Re])eated  thunder. 
the   dark  clouds A  few  drops  of 
were  scattered. r  ai  n , 

About  9  o'clock 17 2  p.m. 
1  AQ 

p.m.  a  thunder- 
18 

Not  clear. 
storm  gathered  ; 19 2  p.m. 

107 

only  a  few  drops 20-24 No  observ ation. 
of  rain. 25 2.15  p.m. 

108 Warm   day,  with 
23  ) Dry. southerly  wind. 24  J 

26 
2  p.m. 

112-5 
25 Heat  -  lightning  in 

the  evening. 

27 

28 2  p.m. 
No  observ 

113 
ation. 

26 Heat  -  lightning  in 
the  evening. 

29 
sunrise 

2  p.m. 
82 113 

27 In     the  evening 
cloudy  ;  heat 30 2  p.m. 

112-5 lightning.  After  9 

May 

o'clock  a  thunder- 1—3 No  observ ation. 
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c  ■« 
c  ̂  Date. Hour  of Day. 

Degrees  
i 

scale  
of 

Fahrenhei 

Remarks. Date. Hour  of Day. 

Degrees  
i 

scale  
of 

Fahrenhei 
Remarks. 

i 
» 

185.5. 1855. May June 
4 - - 

In  the  evening  heat- 
lightning  towards 
the  S.  and  S.E. 6 2  pm. 

104 

another  light 
rain. 

7 2  p.m. 106 7 2  p.m. 
109 

10 3  30  p.m.  a  tempest, 
with     a  sand- 

storm, a  few  drops 

9 10 

11 

2.30  p.m. 
No  observ 
2.15  p.m. 

108 

ation. 108 

of  rain,  more  to- wards the  N.E 
12 2.30  p.m. 

110 
13 1.45  p.m. 

107-5 

(Kalala,  near  Bil- A    heavy  gale. ma.)  —  A  little After    sunset  9, after  midnight  a 

heavy  thunder- heavy gale  arose; 
storm,  but  with- 1.45 p.m.  a  little 
out  rain. rain. 

11 - In    the    night  a 
thunder  -  storm, 
with  much  light- 

14 15 
16 

No  observ 
2.30  p.m. 
2  p.m. 

ation. 

110 
112 

ning,  and  a  heavy 

gale. 

17 
sunrise 

73 

sunset 

83 
15 - _ 

A  hot  day.  Heat- 
lightning  in  the evening. 

18 

19 
sunrise 
2  p.m. sunrise 69 109 

76-5 

16 - _ 
2.30  p.m.  a  thun- der -  storm  from 

N.,  passing  to  the W.  Thunder  and 
lightning,  but  no 
rain. 

20 

21 
24 
25 

sunrise 
2  p.m. 
2.30  p.m. 
2.30  p.m. 
2.30  p.m. 
sunset 

79 
109 

111-5 109 
109 

101-5 

17 - Heat-lightning  in 26 sunrise 

86 
the  evening. 

27 
- Warm  day. 

18 - From  4  o'clock  till 2.30  p.m. 114 
Heavy  gale  in  the 7  o'clock  a.m.  a night. 

light   rain  with 
29 

Very  heavy  sand- interruption, ac- storm early  in  the 
companied  by  a 

morning. 

strong  gale. 2  p.m. 
109 

A  heavy  gale. 
19 

Early  in  the  morn- 30 
sunrise 

81 ing  a  light  rain. 

July 

June 2 sunrise 68 
5 At  noon  a  thunder- 5 sunrise 

68 storm  gathering ; 
12.30  p.m.  alight 

22 1  p.m. 
111 

i  24 
2  p.m. 112 

rain ;     4     p.  m. 

27 
2.30  p.m. 108 
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A  FEW  EEMARKS  WITH  REGARD  TO  THE  MAPS. 

By  Dr.  A.  Petermann. 

It  was  originally  intended  to  compose  a  full  memoir  on  the 

subject  of  the  construction  of  the  maps  showing  Dr.  Earth's 
travels  and  researches  ;  but  the  preparation  of  the  drawings 
themselves  has,  up  to  the  last  moment,  occupied  so  much  time 
that,  in  order  not  still  further  to  delay  the  publication  of  these 

volumes,  an  apology  only  for  a  memoir  can  be  offered.  Be- 
sides, all  the  native  information  and  the  itineraries,  which  form 

the  substance  of  so  considerable  a  portion  of  the  tv^^o  general 
maps,  have  been  given  at  full  length  in  the  Appendices  to 
the  five  volumes.  It  was  also  felt  that,  better  than  all  the 

most  elaborate  disquisitions  and  discussions  that  could  be  ad- 
vanced in  such  a  memoir,  will  be  the  test  applied  to  the  maps 

by  the  Niger  Expeditions,  which  for  a  period  of  five  years 
are  to  proceed  both  up  the  Kvvara  and  the  Benuwe  by  means 
of  steamboats,  commanded  by  experienced  naval  officers,  who 

will  set  at  rest  the  true  positions  of  such  of  Dr.  Earth's 
points  as  they  may  be  able  to  reach.  The  first  expedition 

which  was  sent  out  to  follow  up  Dr.  Earth's  discoveries, 
namely  the  expedition  up  the  Benuwe  in  1854,  commanded 

by  Dr.  Baikie,  did  not,  it  is  true,  reach  the  point  where 

Dr.  Earth  crossed  that  river  in  1851  *;  but  a  second  expe- 

*  The  information  Dr.  Earth  was  able  to  collect  with  reference  to  the 
lower  part  of  the  Benuwe,  as  far  as  subsequently  surveyed  by  Dr.  Baikie, 
was  rather  meagre  ;  yet  even  with  regard  to  those  few  data,  provisionally 

as  they  were  laid  down  from  Dr.  Earth's  original  map  in  A.  Petermann's 
"  Account  of  the  progress  of  the  Expedition  to  Central  Africa,  London, 
1854,"  Dr.  Baikie  acknowledges  the  service  that  map  proved  to  him, 
and  records  his  testimony  both  as  to  the  amount  and  general  correctness 

of  the  information  it  contains.  (See  Dr.  Baikie's  "  Narrative  of  an  Ex- 
ploring Voyage  in  1 854,"  p.  446.) 
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dition  will,  no  doubt,  penetrate  further.  Meanwhile,  the  pre- 
sent expedition  up  the  Kwara  will,  it  is  hoped,  reach  Say 

during  the  present  year,  and,  by  fixing  the  position  of  that 
place  accurately,  will  offer  an  important  point  of  comparison 

with  the  results  of  Dr.  Earth's  labours. 
After  the  foregoing  remarks,  it  must  at  once  be  distinctly 

stated  that  Dr.  Barth  himself  has  made  no  astronomical  obser- 

vations either  of  latitude  or  longitude.  The  best  established 

of  Dr.  Vogel's  positions,  therefore,  were  made  use  of  in  con- 
structing the  maps,  and  consequently  they  form  the  basis  of 

most  of  the  routes  connected  with  Murzuk,  Kukawa,  Zinder, 

and  Yakoba.  Beyond  these  points  the  routes  were  almost 

wholly  laid  down  from  dead  reckoning,  with  the  exception  of 
those  from  Tripoli  to  Murzuk,  via  Mizda,  and  from  Murzuk 

to  Ghat  and  Air,  where  Dr.  Overweg's  observations  of  lati- 
tude were  made  available,  as  well  as  the  only  observation  of 

longitude  that  could  be  made  out  from  the  fragmentary  and 

torn  remains  of  his  papers,  namely,  that  of  the  island  of 

Belarigo  in  Lake  Tsad.*   It  will  be  seen,  therefore,  that  by 

*  The  cardinal  points  of  the  maps  where  astronomical  observations  had 
been  made  by  Dr.  Vogel,  besides  Tripoli,  are  the  following : 

Longitude  E.  Latitude  N. 
Sokna      -  -  -       15°  48'  30''        29°    4'  4'' 
Murzuk    -  -  -       14    10    15  25    55  16 
Kukawa   -  -  -       13    24     0  12    55  14 
Yakoba    -  -  -         9    31    45  10    20  10 
Zaria       -  .        -  -         7    23    10  11      4  46 
Bebeji      -  -  -        8      6    25  11    35  30 
Zinder     -  -  -         9     2    45  13    47  6 

Besides,  Dr.  Yogel  has  made  astronomical  observations  at  the  following 

places :  Beni  Ulid,  Enfa  l,  Bonjem,  Godfah,  O'm  el  "Abid,  Gurmeda 
(wrong  name),  Sebha,  Bimbeja,  Bahr  el  dud,  O'm  el  me,  Lake  Mandra, 
Jerma,  Ghodwa,  Mafun,  Mastuta,  Gatron,  Tejerri,  El  A'lmaar,  Ma-faras, 
Jebaye,  Ashenumma,  Sbemuttero,  Bilma,  Zau  kura,  A'gadem,  Beikashi 
farri,  Kufie,  Kibbu,  first  outlying  fresh- water  basin,  north-western  end  of 

the  Tsad,  N"gegimi,  Barruwa,  Y6,  Mora,  Uje  (Mabani),  Mashena,  Muniyo (Bune),  Zinder,  Gujeba,  Gebbeh,  Gombe,  Dan  Hajji,  Muri,  Tindang, 

Dikowa,  Delhe,  Waza,  A'dishen  (Kade,  residence  of  A'dishen),  frontier  of 
territory  of  A'dishen,  north  end  of  Tuburi  Lake,  Tuburi  village,  mountain 
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far  the  greater  portion  of  the  countries  over  which  Dr. 

Earth's  labours  extend,  was  laid  down  either  from  dead 
reckoning  or  from  computations  of  native  routes  and  native 
information.  Thus  the  Avhole  route  from  Zinder  to  Tim- 

buktu, for  example,  a  distance  by  Dr.  Earth's  travelling  lines 
of  upwards  of  1200  English  miles,  had  to  be  laid  down  solely 

from  dead  reckoning  taken  from  a  very  accurately  kept 
journal;  and  the  magnetic  variation  had  to  be  guessed  at.  Yet, 
despite  of  these  shortcomings,  the  writer  hopes  that  in  the 

construction  of  these  maps,  in  several  of  which  he  was  greatly 

assisted  by  the  original  maps  laid  down  by  the  traveller  him- 
self, he  has  not  departed  very  widely  from  the  truth ;  and  he 

looks  confidently  forward  to  their  being  tested  by  the  Niger 

expeditions. 

A  great  deal  has  been  said  of  late  on  astronomical  obser- 

vations in  connection  with  African  exploration,  and  it  has — 
in  some  instances  —  been  represented  as  if  only  those  travels 
and  explorations  which  were  based  on  such  observations  were 
valuable,  while  all  others  were  of  no  value.  Assertions  made 

thus  indiscriminately  are  most  objectionable,  as  a  careful 

noting  of  the  bearings  and  distances  of  each  day's  journey, 
such  as  Dr.  Earth  has  made,  is  far  preferable  to  many 

astronomical  observations  which  cannot  be  implicitly  re- 
lied on  ;  it  is  only  the  accurate  astronomical  observations 

which  deserve  to  be  regarded  as  well  established  points  in  a 

traveller's  route.  In  our  own  case  we  could  adduce  many 
striking  instances  of  the  uncertainty  of  occasional  observa- 

on  west  side  of  lake.  (See  tlie  Journal  and  the  Proceedings  of  the  Royal 

Geographical  Society  of  1854 — 1858.  But  in  the  Journal,  vol.  xxv. 
p.  242.,  there  is  a  misprint,  the  latitude  of  Kiikawa  being  given  as 
12°  15'  14'^) 

Mr.  Overweg's  latitudes,  besides  his  observation  at  Belarigo  (14°  50'  0'' 
long.,  13°  26'  37"  lat.),  relate  to  the  following  places  :  Mizda,  Tabonieh, 
El  Hasi,  Wadi  Ajunjer,  Falesselez,  Aisala,  Tin-tellust,  A'mfisas,  island  of 
Guria  in  the  Tsad,  and  on  his  route  to  the  Miisgu  country,  Yedi,  Marte, 
Alia,  Del-he,  Zogoma,  Masa,  five  other  intermediate  stations,  and  three 

observations  in  the  district  of  Wulia.    (See  Petermann's  account,  p.  15.) 
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tions.  Thus,  although  Dr.  Yogel  was  an  astronomer  by  pro- 
fession, fully  competent  to  make  observations  with  care  and 

accuracy;  yet,  in  the  construction  of  Dr.  Earth's  own  routes, 
south,  south-east,  and  east  from  Ktikawa  to  A'damawa, 
Musgu,  and  Bagirmi,  we  saw  good  reason  to  reject  all  Dr. 

Yogel's  positions  bearing  upon  these  routes,  as  Uje,  Dikowa, 
Dilhe,  Waza,  Kade  ( A^dishen),  &c.  &c.,  and  to  prefer  simply 
Dr.  Earth's  itineraries  of  dead  reckoning. 

Note  by  Dr.  Barth. — In  constructing  the  western  sheet  of  the  general 
maps,  no  notice  has  been  taken  of  the  fact  of  Major  Laing  having 

entered  the  desert  of  Tanezrufet  in  23°  56^  N.  {Qvarterly  Review^ 
1828,  vol.  xxxviii.  p.  101.)  But  we  do  not  know  whether  Laing  pro- 

ceeded by  way  of  Inzize  or  by  some  other  route.  It  is,  however,  not 
improbable  that  Aulef,  the  starting  point  of  those  routes,  lies  about 
twenty  miles  further  south. 

The  identification  of  Bot-hadiye  with  Bakel  on  the  Senegal,  is  not 
quite  certain ;  but  at  all  events  it  is  a  place  at  no  great  distance  to  the 
N.W.  of  it. 
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A'bare,  tribe  of  Musgu,  numbers  of  them 
captured  for  slaves,  iii.  236. 

A'bbega,  the  freed  Marghi  lad,  iv.  10. 
'Abd-Allah,  the  learned  Tawati,  i.  398. 
'Abd-AUahi,  son  of  Fodiye  and  brother  of 

'Othman,  iv.  527.  His  children,  iv.  196, note.     Notice  of  his  work,  186. 
'Abd  el  Kader,  sultan  of  Bagirmi,  iii.  442. 
'Abd  el  Kader  organizes  a  religious  revolu- tion in  Futa,  iv.  628, 
'Abd  el  Kaderi,  sultan  of  A'gades,  i.  401. His  investiture,  422.  His  letters,  437. 

His  deposition  and  his  confidence  in  me, 
iv.  185. 

Abila,  mount  of  Air,  i.  380. 
Abu  Bakr  el  Wakshhi,  first  acquaintance,  i. 
489.  His  kindness  to  me  in  Katsena,  ii. 
55. 

A'bu  el  Hassan,  governor  of  Tamkala,  in- 
terview with,  v.  304.  His  character  and 

position,  306. 
A'bu-Gher,  village  of  Bagirmi,  market,  iii. 

S86,  568. 
A'damavva,  country  of,  a  Mohammedan 
kingdom  engrafted  upon  a  mixed  stock 
of  pagan  tribes,  ii.  414,  500.  Character 
of,  503.  A  country  for  colonies,  ii.  456. 
Different  character  of  settlements,  510. 
Itineraries  passing  through  the  districts  of, 
587. 

Adansonia  digitata,  the  most  common  tree 
through  the  whole  breadth  of  Central 
Africa,  ii.  157,  362.  In  Baghena,  v.  505. 
Colossal  specimens,  ii.  1  57, 392.  Different 
variety,  iv.  71.  Peculiar  domain,  ii.  39. 
The  constant  companion  of  human  society, 
40,  541.  On  the  Niger,  v.  278,  280,  282. 
Use  of  the  leaves  of,  for  vegetable  soup, 
ii.  15,314,388;  iv.  ?j 5,  passim.  Use  of 
the  fruit  for  imparting  an  acid  taste,  ii. 
388. 

A'dar,  governors  of,  iv,  530.  Country  of, and  towns,  i.  556.    Limits  of,  iv.  161. 

A'dar,  well  and  hamlet  in  Aussa,  v.  485. 
A'dar-andurren,  "  the  little  creek,"  usual 

ferry  on  the  Niger,  v.  247. 
A'dar-n-haut  island  and  its  inhabitants,  v.  1 91 . 
A'derar,  country  of  the  Awelimmid,  list  of 

wells  and  pasture  grounds  of,  v.  207,  note, 
A'derer,  district  described,  and  Moorish 

tribes  in,  v.  535. 
A'dishen,  the  Musgu  prince,  conduct  of, 

towards  his  female  slaves,  iii.  164.  His  re- 
ception by  the  vizier,  181, 

A'fade,  town  and  district,  iii.  275,  467. 
A'fage,  town,  iii.  150. 
Afalesselez,  character  of,  arrival  at  the  well, i.  260. 
African  warfare,  interesting  incident  in,  v. 

189.     Cruelty  of,  iii.  225. 
Afulle  district  and  its  inhabitants,  v.  520. 
A'gades  and  its  inhabitants  described,  i,  397- 

457.  Its  history,  458.  Period  of  founda- 
tion, iv.  593.  Its  ancient  gold  trade,  i. 

467.  Prices  in  market,  479.  Identity  of 
its  language  with  that  of  Timbuktu,  418 
(compare  iv.  603.).  Ground  plan  of,  475. 
Dungeon,  421.  Great  mosque  and  tower, 
449.  Investiture  of  the  sultan,  422. 
Audience  hall,  400. 

A'gata,  village  and  mount,  i.  379. 
Agerijit,  village  and  well,  v.  505. 
A'ghadir  Dome,  village  and  inhabitants,  v. 551. 
Aghafi,  ancient  town  of  Kanem,  iii.  105,  51 2, 

seq. 

A'ghele  district  on  the  Niger,  v.  238. 
Agho,  formerly  large  town  of  Kanem,  iii. 

91,  512. 
A'hmed  Baba,  notice  of  his  work,  iv.  200. 

His  character,  407,  600. 
A'hmed  bel  Mejub,  Arab  traveller,  notice 

of,  ii.  283. 
A'hmedu,  Seko  (Sheikh),  ruler  of  Masina, 

his  hostility  towards  me,  iv.  458,461,  508  ; 
v.  passim. 
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Aido  grass,  with  prickly  involucre,  i.  534. 
'Ain  Zara,  descril)ed,  i.  87.  Welcome  re- 

ception in,  on  home-journey,  v.  451. 
Air,  or  A'&ben,  ethnographical  relations  of, 

i.  335.  A'lr  not  Ahir,  336,  note.  See A'sben, 
Airi,  the  great  salt  caravan,  its  gathering, 

i.  504, 510.  Estimate  of  its  numbers,  ii.40. 
Went  formerly  only  as  far  as  Katsena,  ii. 
65. 

A'jiri  village,  ii.  233. 
A'karambay,  iron  gates  of,  narrow  passage  in 

Niger,  v.  249. 
A'la,  Alia,  Bornu  town  and  vicinity,  iii.  128. 
Alairuk  village,  iii.  28. 
Alali-A'dia  valley  of  Kanem,  iii.  100. 
Alamay,  or  Allamay,  Bornu  town,  ii.  191  ; 

V.  380. 
Alamaibe,  or  Allamaibe,  village,  hospitable 

treatment  at,  v,  378. 
Alaso  or  Alassa,  town  of  Baghena  and  its 

vicinity,  v.  495,  518. 
Alaune,  Bornu  town,  ii.  220;  iv.  29. 
Alawo,  town  of,  ii.  371. 
'Aliyu,  sultan  of  Sokoto,  first  meeting with,  iv.  133.  His  character,  1 54.  Sets 

out  on  an  expedition  against  tlie  G6- 
berawa,  140.  His  proceedings,  163-165. 
Returns  to  Wurno,  183.  Interview  with, 
V.  336.  His  justice,  340.  Farewell  in- 

terview with,  343. 
Alkuttabu,  chief  of  the  Awelimmed,  iv.  470, 

passim. 
A'man    Semmedne  valley,   sculpture  and stone  circles  at,  i.  204. 
Ammas,  "  the  islands  and  swampy  grounds 

in  the  Niger,"  v.  210. 
A'nay  town,  in  the  valley  of  Kawar,  v.  434. 
Angala,  see  Ngala. 
Aniklmma,  Tebu  town,  v.  433. 
Anislimen,  Merabetin  or  Tolba,  peaceable 

tribes  of  the   Ke!-owi,  i.  322  (compare 
321,  K.).     Of  the  Awelimmiden,  v.  558. 
Of  the  I'regenaten,  562.  See  Merabetin. 

A''nnur,  chief  of   Tintellust,  sends  us  an 
escort,  i.  326.     Interview  with  him,  360. 
His  character,  361  ;  ii.  2.    Parting  with, 
ii.  1.     Visit  him  at  his  estate,  21. 

A'nnur  karami,  a  relation  of  the  former,  i. 
255.     His  lodgings  at  A'gades,  413. Ant-hills  of  immense  size,  iii.  362.  In- 

dicating the  neighbourhood  of  a  river,  ii. 
463. 

Antilope,  different  species,  Bubalis,  i.  263  ; 
V.  424.  A.  Addax,  ii.  224.  A.  Leu- 
coryx,  i,  520  ;  bucklers  made  from  its 
skin,  521  ;  its  meat,  528.  A.  Oryx,  iii. 
357 ;  iv.  20.     A.  Soemmeringii,  ii.  224  ; 
iii.  328.     Other  species,  ii.  325. 

Ants,    serious  attack   of  black,  iii.  393. 

Battle   between   red    and   white,  399. 
Winged,  4.   White,  on  the  Niger,  v.  156, 
note,  284.     Northern  limit  of,  i.  540 ;  v. 
414.  Abundance  of  ants  in  Katsena,  iv.  97. 

Arab  or  Moorish  tribes  of  the  western  part 
of  the  desert,  list  of,  v.  525. 

Arabs,  native  Arabs,  or  Shuwa,  of  Bornu, 
and    neighbouring    countries,    ii.  355. 
Early  settlements   in  Kanem,  iii.  545. 
Chiefs  of,  521.     Their  intercourse  with 
the  Fuibe,  369. 

Arama,  see  Ruma. 
Arborescent  Euphorbiacese,  iii.  267. 
Archer,  mounted,  rare,  ii.  232.    In  Fogha, 

iv.  231. 
Architecture  of  A'gades,  i.  442,  446.  Of 

Kano,  ii.  123.  Of  dwellings  in  Sarawu, 
439.  In  Mubi,  527.  Of  the  Musgu 
tribe,  iii.  248.  Of  palaces  in  Logon,  287, 
289.  In  Mas-ena,  389.  Of  dAvellings 
in  Masina,  iv,  253,  254.  In  Namantugu, 
iv.  276,  277  ;  in  Tinge,  311.  In  Tim- 

buktu, 449.     Insecurity  of  clay-houses, 
iii.  .392,  More  solid  architecture  in  former 
times,  ii,  226,  iii.  226,  389.  Songhay  and 
Hausa  architecture,  v.  281. 

Argungo,  residence  of  rebel  chief  of  Kebbi, 
iv.  201. 

A  ri  011103,  town  of,  and  its  inhabitants,  iv. 
306, 

A'ribinda,  meaning  southern  bank  of  Niger, 
iv.  307  ;  V.  passim. 

Arokam  valley  described,  i.  268. 
Asaba  mountainous  district,  v.  517. 
A'sada,  valley  of  Air,  described,  i.  383. 
A'sben,  or  A'ir,  first  view  of,  279.  Nature 

of  the  country,  304.  Mountains  of,  308. 
Forms  of  name,  308,  n. 

Asclepias  gigantea,  enormous  specimens,  i. 
254,  320.  Usefulness  of,  54 1.  Bears  testi- 

mony to  the  fertility  of  the  soil,  393. 
Wide  extent,  ii.  197,  319,  320,|9assm.  Its 
monotonous  character,  ii.  180.  Charac- 

teristic of  the  neighbourhood  of  Kukawa, 
ii.  548, 

Aser  village,  near  Sansandi,  v.  482. 
Asettere  valley,  i.  270. 
A'sfer,  singular  food  of  this  bird,  i.  135. 
Asfura  valley,  iii.  90. 
A'sheniimma  and  its  inhabitants,  v.  430. 

Dried  fish  the  best  medium  of  commerce 
at,  433. 

Asiu,  or  Aseu,  well,  importance  of,  i.  280, 
562. 

A'skia,  Mohammed  ben  Abu  Bakr,  king  of 
Songhay,  his  greatness,  iv.  414.  His  rise, 
reign,  and  death,  596-605.  Compare  i. 459. 

A'sodi,  description  of  the  town,  i.  375. 
Asses,   usual  beasts  of  burden  of  Guro 
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travellers,  iv.  263  ;  compare  v.  27.  Ex- 
cellent breed  in  Air,  i.  371  ;  in  Dar-Fur, 

ii.  367  ;  in  Mosi,  v.  27.  Plenty  of,  on  the 
Niger,  V.  108,  177. 

A'su  town,  iii.  461.  Not  name  of  river,  462. 
Aswanek  tribe,  sections  of,  v.  504. 
A'tar,  town  of  A'derer,  v.  537. 
Alantika  mount,  highest  mountain  of  my 

route,  ii.  465. 
Audaghost,  notice  of,  i.  458;  iv.  580,  582. 
Auderas,  beautiful  valley  of  A'ir,  described, i.  387. 
A'ussa  district,  towns  in,  v.  479. 
Aussa,  general  term  for  north  bank  of  Niger, 

ii.  70 ;  V.  passim. 
Auyok  territory  described,  iv.  43. 
A'wab,  chief  of  the  Tin-ger-egedesh,  inter- 

view and  religious  discussion  with,  iv. 
427.    His  account  of  Mungo  Park,  505. 

A  welimmiden,  origin,  iv.  626.  Sections  and 
families  of,  v.  552.  Peaceable  tribes  of,  558. 

Ayoru,  village  and  inhabitants,  v.  261. 
Ayu,  or  Manatus,  found  in  the  Benuwe,  ii 

507  ;  in  the  Shari,  iii.  325  ;  in  lake  Debu, 
v.  472 ;  and  in  the  Niger  in  general,  103. 

A'zawad,  district  north  of  Timbuktu,  and 
adjoining  districts,  notice  of,  v.  459. 

A'zawagh,  district  on  the  Niger,  v.  459, 
A'zemay,  village  on  Niger,  and  its  inha- bitants, V.  279. 
Azkar,  tribe  of  Imoshagh,  historical  notices 

of  the,  i.  228. 

Babaliya,  town  of  Baglrmi,  notice  of,  iii. 
616.  Condition  of  treaty  with  regard  to, 
520. 

Babir  tribe,  notice  of  the,  ii.  404. 
Bachikam,  branch  of  Shari,  great  breadth, 

iii.  400.  Upwards,  places  along  the,  590. 
Downwards  from  Mas-efia  to  Musgu,  603. 

Badamuni,  or  Gadabuni,  fresh  and  natron 
lakes,  iv.  69,  72.    Village  described,  70. 

Badanijo,  village  of  A'damawa,  described, ii.  435. 
Badarawa,  walled  town  of  Zanfara,  with  a 

considerable  market,  iv.  125. 
Badda-badda,  walled  town  of  Kebbi  iv.  206. 
Baga,  remarkable  architecture  described,  iii. 

248. 
Bagele,  mount  of  A'damawa,  ii.  478.  Ham- 

lets of,  499,  note. 
Baghena,  identity  with  part  of  the  ancient 

Ghanata,  Arab  tribes  in,  v.  525.  Present 
state  and  historical  notices  of,  500. 

Baghzen  mount,  i,  378,  513. 
Bagirmi,  description  of  the  natives,  iii.  344. 

Females,  395.  Historical  survey  of,  425. 
When  first  mentioned,  505.  General 
character  of,  445-449.  Arms,  language, 
and  dres9>  450.  Government,  452. 
VOL.  V.  X 

Bagma  village  described,  ii.  422. 
Bahr  el  Ghazal,  large  valley  east  of  Tsad, 

described,  iii.  487. 
Bakada  village  and  inhabitants,  iii.  337,  358. 
Bakay,  see  Sheikh  Sidi  A'hmed. 
Balanites  ^gyptiaca,  northern  limit  of,  i. 

265,  508.  Wide  range  over  Negroland, 
ii.  206.  Name  in  A'damawa,  506.  P'ruit of  much  value  in  Bornu,  314.  In  Ba- 

girmi, iii.  449.  Bread  made  from  the 
fruit  of,  386.  Leaves  used  likewise,  353, 
449.  Fine  specimens  on  Niger,  v.  267, 272. 
In  Timbuktu,  iv.  475. 

Bamba,  or  Kasbah,  town  on  the  Niger,  and 
inhabitants,  v.  158. 

Bambara  town  and  inhabitants,  iv.  354-365, 
Bambara,  country,  present  ruler,  iv.  469. 
Bamurna  valley,  with  sugar  plantation,  iv. 171. 
Banal,  mountainous  district  of  Bagirmi, 

and  inhabitants,  iii.  611. 
Banam  and  its  inhabitants,  iii.  609. 
Banana  (Musa  Paradisiaca),  ii.  84.  Com- 

mon in  the  southern  provinces,  506,  579  ; 
iv.  196. 

Banay  village,  iv.  384. 
Bandego  village  of  A'damawa,  ii.  218. 
Baobab,  see  Adansonia. 
Barakat,  town  and  inhabitants,  i.  242.  Vi- 

cinity described,  244. 
Baratawa  village,  fine  tamarind  trees  near, 

iv.  64. 
Barea  village  of  Musgu  country,  iii.  188. 
Bargu  or  Barba  country,  north  of  Yoruba, iv.  600. 
Barley  cultivated  on  the  Niger,  v.  158. 
Barno   locality   on    Niger    described,  v. 227. 
Barth,  Dr.,  his  previous  travels  in  Barbary, 

vol.  i.  p.  vii.  Course  of  his  studies,  ii. 
467.  Volunteers  to  accompany  Mr. 
Richardson  in  the  exploration  of  Central 
Africa,  vol.  i.  p.  ix.  Joins  the  expedition 
at  Tunis,  1.  Arrival  at  Tripoli,  1 5.  Resi- 

dence at  and  excursions  round,  17 — 84. 
Journey  across  the  desert,  85,  seq.  Resi- 

dence at  Murzuk,  164 — 170.  Departure 
from  Murzuk,  173.  Negotiation  with 
Tawarek  chiefs,  181  — 183.  Joins  the 
caravan,  188.  Astray  in  the  desert,  214  — 
220.  Arrival  at  Ghat,  221.  Departure 
for  the  open  desert,  241.  Joins  the  Kel- 
ovvi  caravan,  247.  Reaches  the  Tinyl- 
kum  caravan,  272.  Alarms  from  Tawa- 

rek freebooters,  282—307.  Attacked 
and  pillaged  by  the  Merabetin,  313 — 317. 
Endangered  by  a  desert  torrent,  324. 
Arrival  of  escort  from  A'nnur,  326. Arrival  at  Tint^llust,  334.  Residence  in 
Tintellust,  360—369.     Nocturnal  attack, 

X 
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364.  Journey  to  A'gades,  370 — 396. 
Residence  at  A'gades,  397—457.  Inter- 

view with  the  sultan,  400.  Receives 
letters  of  protection,  436.  Residence  in 
Tin-T^ggana,  486 — 499.  Religious  con- 

versation with  A'nnur,  493.  Joins  the 
salt-caravan,  500. 

Parting  with  Mr.  Richardson,  ii.  1.  In- 
terview with  the  governor  of  Katsena, 

49.  Theological  discussion  with  Bel- 
Ghet,  62.  Departure  from  Katsena,  84. 
Residence  in  Kano,  97 — 147.  Severe 
attack  of  fever,  101.  Audiences  with  the 
ghaladima,  and  governor  104 — 106.  Sets 
out  from  Kano  alone,  148.  Joins  the 
sherlf  'Abd-el-Khafif,  155.  Interview 
with  ghaladima  'Omar,  193.  Enters  Bor- 
nu,  201.  News  of  Mr.  Richardson's 
death,  203.  Visit  to  his  grave,  218. 
Interview  with  the  governor  of  Duchi,  235, 
Arrival  at  Kukawa,  243.  Servants  and 
debts  of  the  mission,  244.  Interviews 
with  the  vizier,  247.  Amicable  arrange- 

ments, 250.  Debts  of  the  mission  dis- 
charged, 297.  Expedition  to  Lake  Tsad, 

319 — 337.  Meeting  with  Mr.  Overweg 
near  Kaliluwa,  342.  Departure  from 
Kukawa,  351.  Journey  to  Yola,  353 — 
484.  Interview  with  the  governor,  490, 
Anxiety  and  sickness,  495.  Mission  re- 

pulsed, 496.  Return  from  A'damawa  to 
Kukawa,  515 — 549.  Interview  with  the 
vizier,  550. 

Expedition  to  Kanem,  iii.  23 — 117. 
Joins  a  band  of  the  Welad  Sliman,  61.  In- 
terview  with  the  sheikh  of  that  tribe,  66. 
Camp  taken,  103.  Continued  illness, 
90—112.  Return  to  Kukawa,  116. 
Accompanies  the  expedition  against  Man- 
dara,  118 — 259.  Discussion  on  slavery 
with  the  vizier,  131  — 135.  Cut  off  from 
the  army,  191  — 193.  Return  to  Kuka- 

wa, 258.  *  Journey  to  Bagirmi,  260 — 369. Stopped  at  the  Sharl  river,  314.  Suc- 
ceeds in  crossing,  320.  Residence  at 

Mele,  325.  Laid  in  irons,  364.  Pro- 
ceeds to  Mas-ena,  368.  Interview  with 

the  lieutenant-governor,  371.  Becomes  a 
retail  dealer,  380.  Arrival  of  letters  and 
supplies,  406.  Audience  with  the  sultan, 
412.  Departure  from  Mas-eiia,  424.  Ar- 

rival at  Kukawa,  470.  Treaty  of  com- 
merce signed  by  the  sultan,  472.  Death 

of  Mr.  Overweg,  477. 
Parting  interview  with  the  Sheikh 

'Omar,  iv.  4.  Departure  for  Timbuktu,  6. Enters  the  Komadugu  of  Bornu,  18, 
Reaches  the  mountainous  province  of 
Muniyo,  42.  Interview  with  the  governor, 
53,  Visit  to  the  natron  lake,  66.  Arrival 

of  pecuniary  supplies,  8 1 .  Interview  with 
the  governor  of  Katsena,  97.  Discussion 
on  polygamy  with  'Abd-e'- Rahman,  102. Journey  from  Katsena  to  Sokoto,  105,  seq. 
Interview  with  'Aliyu,  132 — 188.  Letter of  franchise,  139.  Residence  in  Wurno, 
143—188.  Arrival  at  Gando,  194.  Tran- 

sactions with  the  sultan,  198 — 200.  Un- 
safe journey  through  Kebbi,  204 — 240. 

First  sight  of  the  Niger,  240.  El  Walati, 
specimen  of  a  Moorish  character,  282. 
Stay  in  Libtako,  286 — 298.  Transac- 

tions with  the  Tawarek,  338 — 347.  In- 
terview with  the  emir  of  Sarayarao,  373. 

Embarks  on  a  creek  of  the  Niger,  377. 
Interview  with  Sidi  A'lawate  in  Kabara, 
401.  Arrival  at  Timbuktu,  405.  Reli- 

gious discussion  with  Sidi  A'lawate,  445. 
Attack  of  fever,  444 — 450.  First  inter- 

view with  Sheikh  el  Bakay,  453 — 457, 
Unsettled  residence  in  Timbuktu,  458,  seq. 
Dangerous  situation,  49 1 .  Interview  and 
religious  discussion  with  A'wab,  497. 
His  account  of  Mungo  Park,  .505.  Re- 

ligious discussion  with  Sheikh  el  Bakay, 510. 
Discussion  on  the  relation  of  Christ 

and  Mohammed,  v.  4.  On  the  prophets, 
"Who  is  a  Moslim?"  63,  Forced  to 
leave  the  town,  70.  Political  meeting, 
79.  Departure  from  Timbuktu,  94.  Re- 

trograde movement,  111.  Final  departure, 
141.  Enters  the  desert,  166.  Arrival  at 
Gogo,  215.  Parting  with  El  Bakay, 
239.  Travels  along  the  south-western 
bank  of  the  Niger,  240 — 294.  An  alarm- 

ing adventure,  285.  Second  residence  in 
Say,  295.  Interview  with  the  governor, 
295.  Arrival  at  Tamkala  and  interview 
with  the  governor,  304.  Attack  of  dy- 

sentery at  Wurno,  336.  Interviews  with 
'Aliyu,  336,  343.  Second  residence  in 
Kano,  358.  Pecuniary  difficulties,  366. 
Meeting  with  Mr.  Vogel,  381.  Last 
residence  in  Kukawa,  391.  Arrange- 

ments with  Mr.  Vogel,  394.  Attack  of 
rheumatism,  398.  Difficulties  and  delays, 
403.  Traverses  the  desert  with  a  small 
Tebu  caravan,  408 — 444.  Stopped  by 
Arabs,  449.  Arrival  at  Tripoli,  451. 
Arrival  in  London,  452. 

Baruwa  or  Barruwa  town  and  vicinity,  iii. 
42,  V.  410. 

Basenglddi  village,  v.  514. 
Basikunnu  town  and  inhabitants,  v.  482. 
Basikunnu  and  Ya-salame,  list  of  places 

between,  v.  481. 
Bat-ha  large  valley  and  river  of  Wadai,  iii. 

537,  564.  seq. 
Batta  tribe  in  A'damawa,  ii.  511. 
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Baure,  a  species  of  ficus,  large  specimen,  i. 
392.     Poorer  specimens,  iv.  64. 

Baushi  trees,  ii.  12. 
Baya  and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  613. 
Beans,  cultivation  of,  ii.  310;  iv.  29,  passim. 
Bean-tressels  excellent  food  for  camels,  iv.  89. 
Bechi  town  and  neighbourhood,  ii.  92. 
Bedanga  and  its  inhabitants,  iii.  594,  608. 
Bedde  territory  and  its  inhabitants  de- 

scribed, iv.  33. 
Bedstead,  kind  of,  necessary  for  an  African 

traveller,  ii.  8.  Curious  bedsteads  in 
A'gades,  i.  442. 

Beehives,  ii.  91.    Underground,  377. 
Bees,  dangerous  attack  by,  iii.  240. 
B'egungu  island,  in  the  Niger,  v.  289. Belande  village,  v.  31 1. 
Belang,  important  town  of  Gurma,  iv.  560. 
Belem,  residence  of  Mallem  Delil,  town 

and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  451,  523. 
Bello,  sultan,  character,  iv.  513.  Notice  of 

his  work,  187. 
Belussa  important  town,  of  Mosi,  iv.  563. 
Beni  Ulid,  troublesome  place,  v.  451. 
Bennanaba,  or  Benaba,  chief  town  of  Gurma, 

meaning  of  name,  iv.  559. 
Benon,  camp  where  Park  was  kept  a  pri- 

soner, V.  491. 
Bentang  tree,  see  Silk  cotton  tree. 
Benuwe  river,  ii.  464,  517.  The  great  arm 

of  the  Kwara,  467.  Period  of  rising  and 
falling,  475.  Its  importance  for  the  in- 

tercourse with  the  interior,  ii.  348  ;  iii. 
132,  134. 

Benzari,  town  of  Manga,  ii.  175. 
Berabish  (sing.  Berbushi)  tribe,  sections  of, 

in  A'zavvad,  v.  464.  Their  hostility  to- 
wards me,  491,  505,  Chief  of  Berabish 

murderer  of  Major  Laing,  iv.  500.  Death 
of  his  son,  509. 

Berber  population,  historical  notices  of,  i. 
223.  Licentious  manners  of  frontier 
tribes,  288  ;  v.  1  90. 

Berberuwa  well  of  Manga  country,  iv.  43. 
Beri  village  and  inhabitants,  iii.  50.  Route 

to  from  Ngegimi,  92,  Jiote.  Former  im- 
portance, 500,  seq. 

Berninkoro,  Bambara  village,  v.  499. 
Besher  villages  and  well  near  Kukawa,  ii. 

242. 
Beteha  valley  of  Wadai,  principal  villages 

along  the,  iii.  578. 
Beting  district,  character  of  the  Niger  in, 

v.  254. 
Bu  el  Hamesh,  well  of  Kanem,  iii.  108. 
Birchi  village,  v.  355. 
Birmenawa  town,  ii.  164;  v.  373. 
Birni,  or  Ghasr-eggomo,  the  old  capital  of 

Bornu,  founded  by  whom,  ii.  644.  De- 
scription of  its  ruins,  iv.  50. 

Birni  town  on  Niger  and  inhabitants,  v.  287. 
Birni-n-Debe,  site  of  and  forest  scenery,  iv. 223. 
Birni-n-Kebbi  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  212; 

V.  322,  N.  B,  Other  names  beginning 
with  the  term  Birni  look  for  under  the 
second  part  of  the  name. 

Bitinkobe  tribe,  v.  289. 
Bizuggu  town,  iv,  554. 
Blacksmiths  of  the  Tawarek,  i,  373.  Black- 

smith's workshop  described,  ii.  376. 
Boats  on  the  Tsad,  ii.  327,  on  the  Shari,  iii. 

293,  297,  of  the  Musgu,  220,  on  the 
Benuwe,  ii.  469,  on  the  Niger  iv.  242,  362 ; 
V.  276.  Represented  in  PI.  iv.  391, 395. 

Bodinga  town  and  market,  v.  333, 
Boghel  valley,  its  picturesque  and  rich  cha- racter, i.  395. 
Bogo  village,  iii.  186. 
Bokhari,  governor  of  Khadeja,  his  expedi- 

tion against  Khadeja,  his  success,  and  what 
use  he  made  of  it,  ii.  175 ;  v.  350. 

Bokhari,  learned  man  of  Sokoto,  iv.  528. 
Bokhari,  a  learned  man  of  Gando,  iv.  200. 
Bone  village,  iv.  336. 
Bongesemba  village,  on  the  Upper  Niger  or 

Dhiuliba,  different  quality  of  the  water  of 
the  two  branches  of  the  river  at,  v,  477. 

Books  should  be  sent  out  to  Central  Afnca, 
V.  43.  Manuscript  books  in  Bagirmi,  iii. 
373, Bore  town,  v.  466. 

Bornu,  general  character  of  history  of,  ii. 
253.    Form   of  government,  270,  648. 
Friends  and  instructors  in,  283-290. 

Bornu,  chronological  table  of  events  and 
list  of  kings  of,  ii.  633. 

Bornu  army,  appearance  of,  iii.  165.  De- 
tachments composing  the  cavalry  of,  in 

the  expedition  to  Musgu,  521. 
Bornu  proper,  boundaries  of,  ii.  201. 
Bornu- Gungu,  or  Barnu-Gungu,  island  in 

the  Niger,  scenery  round,  v.  242. 
Borzari,  town  of  Bornu,  iv.  32. 
Bose  village  and  inhabitants,  v.  281. 
Bosebango  village  and  inhabitants,  iv.  267- 271. 
Bot-hadiye  post  on  the  Senegal,  v.  500. 

Compare  670,  n. 
Bread  of  Magaria,  i.  522.     Of  balanites,  iii. 

386. 
Budduma,  islanders  of  theTsad  Identical  with 

the  Yedina,  ii.  324.  Their  character,  324. 
Their  canoes,  327.  Overweg's  visit  to  their islands,  iii.  8. 

Bugarl  village,  iii.  317  ;  described,  334, 
Buggoma  river,  iv.  303. 
Bugla  well,  v.  489. 
Bugoman  town  on  Shari,  iii,  331. 

X  X 2 
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Bulala,  dynasty  of,  Identical  with  Gabga,  iii. 
427.     Divisions  of  the,  586. 

Bullock-riding,  attempt  at,  i.  371.  Excel- 
lent huUocks  in  Air,  377  ;  ii.  5.  The  bul- 
lock'the  native  beast  of  burden,  I'l.  passim. Bulls  used  by  the  ancient  kings  of  Fezzan 

for  drawing  their  chariots,  sculptures 
confirmatory  of,  i.  199. 

Bunday  mountain  range,  i.  377. 
Bundi  town,  ii.  1 95  ;  v.  380. 
Bundore  village,  dye-pits  at,  iv.  272 
Bune,  Old  and  New,  iv.  47. 
**  Bune  Kayerde  Said"  village  and  meaning of  name,  v.  387. 
Bunka  town  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  118;  v. 

351. 
Burj  el  Melha,  a  ruined  castle,  i.  13. 
Burgu  or  Burku,  interesting  country,  ii.  27, 

493, 
Burre  hamlet,  rocky  character  of  the  Niger 

near,  v.  25  ] . 
Burrum,  or  Bahr  el  Ghazal  stations  along, 

iii.  490. 
Bussumo  town,  iv.  561. 
Butter,  fresh,  not  to  be  got  in  Bornu,  nor  in 

Negroland  in  general,  ii.  230  ;  iv.  125. 
Butter-tree,  Bassia  butyracea  (kadena,  toso), 

in  Katsena,  ii.  84,87;  iv.  107.  A'dama- 
wa,  ii.  387,  408,  434.     In  great  numbers 
on  Niger,  iv.  385 ;  v.  282. 

Buwa  tribe,  divisions,  iii.  593. 
Buwa-Dasar  tribe,  iii.  614. 
Byrgu,  nourishing  grass  in  Niger,  v.  152, 

156.    Honey  prepared  from,  165. 

Cailll6,  Rene,  the  traveller,  iv.  387,  455. 
Camel,  the,  not  indigenous  in  Africa,  i.  200. 

Prices  of,  in  Bornu,  ii.  315.  Camels  of 
Bornu,  iii.  194.  Camels  of  the  desert 
not  accustomed  to  the  food  near  the  river, 
v.  190. 

Camel  races,  i,  329. 
Canoes  on  the  Benuwe,  ii.  469.    See  Boats, 
Capparis  sodata,  uses  of,  i.  295.    Wide  ex- 

tent of,  295,  320;  v.  96,  143,  251.   In  the 
Burrum,  iii.  491.  Berries  of,  i.  295 ;  v,  146. 

Caravan  trade  of  Timbuktu  with  Morocco, 
V.  32. 

Caravans  avoid  the  villages  bordering  the 
desert,  i.  122. 

Castle  of  the  Prophetess,  a  Roman  ruin  at 
El  Jem,  i.  3. 

Cattle,  horned,  indigenous  or  imported,  iii. 
235.     Introduced  into  many  districts  by 
the  Fulbe. 

Champagore,  town  and  residence  of  Galaijo, 
described,  iv.  253. 

Champalawel  town,  iv.  261. 
Chereka  mount,  i.  375. 
Chifowa  town  described,  ii.  178, 

Chlre  described,  iii.  599. 
Civilisation,  false,  its  influence  in  furthering 

the  slave  trade,  iii.  133.     Of  Negroland, 
only  means  of,  365. 

Clapperton,  Captain,  probable  cause  of  his 
death,  iv.  178.      His  great  merit  as  a 
traveller,  169. 

Clay  the  chief  food  of  the  Dingding  tribe, 
ii.  625.  Clay -houses,  insecurity  of,  iii. 
392. 

Cocks  used  in  deciding  law  suits  by  wager 
of  battle,  ii,  535. 

Commerce  of  Libtako,  iv.  288.  Of  Tim- 
buktu, iv.  615;  V.  17.  Of  Kano,  ii.  125, 

seq.    Of  Kukawa,  307,  seq.    Of  Waday, iii.  556. 

Corchorus  olitorius,  common  vegetable  in 
A'gades,  i.  405.  In  Bornu,  ii.  67,  180. 
In  Bagirmi,  iii.  421.  In  the  desert,  v. 429. 

Costume  of  Demmo  chiefs,  iii.  206. 
Cotton  cultivated  from  Bagirmi  to  Timbuk- 

tu, Preface,  p.  xx.  Best  cotton  near  lakes 
and  rivers,  iii.  142.  In  Bagirmi  culti- 

vated in  ridges,  iii.  339.  Chiefly  culti- 
vated by  Bornu  people,  iii.  448.  The 

wealth  of  Dlkowa,  iii.  139,  268.  On 
Niger,  v.  286,  289.  The  staple  in  mar- 

ket of  Badarawa,  iv.  1 25.  Cotton  exten- 
sively manufactured  in  Kano,  ii.  125. 

From  the  11th  century  in  Silla,  v.  30. 
Celebrated  in  Kororofa,  ii.  579.  In 
Kong,  iv,  557.    In  Zagha,  v.  475. 

Cotton-fields,  general  neglected  appearance, 
iii,  142.     Well  kept,  iv.  117. 

Cotton-strips  as  money,  ii.  311.  In  the 
country  towns  of  Bornu,  ii.  212.  In  A'da- mawa,  ii.  446.  In  Bagirmi,  iii.  381,  In 
Libtako,  iv.  291.    In  Psaye,  iv.  332. 

Croton  tiglium  in  Bagirmi,  iii.  449. 
Crowe,  Mr.,  H.M.'s  consul-general  in  Tri- 

poli, i.  J5  ;  ii.  106. 
Crystallised  tubes,  v.  422. 
Cucurbita  lagenaria,  ii.  433  ;  iii.  129. 
Cucurbita  Melopepo,  iii.  234.  In  general 

use  for  seasoning  the  food,  iii.  154;  v.  3. 
Cultivation  of  the  different  species  of  corn  in 

various  districts  greatly  varying,  ii.  434, 505. 

Currency,  defection  in  Kukawa,  ii.  311. 
Very  varying  in  different  districts,  diffi- 

cult to  know  beforehand,  iv.  278. 
C>perus  esculentus,  ii.  381  ;  iii.  262.  Por- 

ridge of,  ii.  433. 

Dabuwa  village,  iii.  267. 

Daghel  village,  residence  of  'Othman  the Reformer,  iv.  168. 
Dakkwa,  meaning  of  the  term,  ii.  10. 
Dalla  town,  v.  465. 
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Dalla  province,  iv.  SI 6. 
Damarak  ancient  capital  of  So,  ii.  651. 
Dambeda  village,  iv.  87. 
Damerghu,  cornfields,  i.  535.    Animals  and 

vegetation  of,  540.     List  of  villages,  547. 
Origin  of  the  name,  546. 

Dan-Fawa  town  and  inhabitants,  v.  349, 
Dankama,  site  of,  ii.  40. 
Dan-Shaura  district,  towns  and  villages  in, 

V.  345,  note. 
Dan-Shaura,  walled  town,  v.  345. 
Darghol  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  277 ;  v. 

652. 
Darmagwa  village,  ii.  198. 
Darroro  town,  ii.  565. 
Daura,  eldest  state  of  Hausa,  ii.  72.  Province 

of,  ii.  560.    Character  of  governor,  iv.  85. 
Dates  of  A'sben,  i.  302.  Kano,  ii.  145.  Of 

Tawat,  species  of,  iv.  516,  note.  Of 
Bamba,  v.  200. 

Datepahns  in  A'sben,i.  302,  318.  In  Tasawa, 
ii.  24.  In  Kano,  145.  In  A'damawa, 
506.   In  Logon,  iii.  280,  297.  In  Kanem, 
iii.  96,  107.  In  Bagirmi,  599.  In  Biirgu, 
iii.  500.  In  Timbuktu,  iv.  475.  In 
Bamba,  188.  In  Gogo,  v,  213.  Loaded 
with  fruit,  330.    Palm-bushcs,  276,  370. 

Daway  village,  v.  388. 
Dawerghu  described,  iii.  27. 
Day,  islands  of,  in  the  Niger,  iv.  392. 
Debe,  site  of,  v.  317. 
Debu  lake,  its  shallow  character,  v.  471. 

Ayu  or  manatus,  found  in,  472. 
DefFowa  town,  ii.  205. 
Dekir  well,  v.  444. 
Deleb  palms,  ii.  39,  424.    The  fruit  and  its 

uses,  426.     Wide  range  of  this  palm,  iii. 
187,  235,  285,  297,  355,  400,  449;  iii. 
224;  iv.  107  ;  v.  369,  37],  passim. 

Demmo  village  and  scenery,  iii.  202.  Pagan 
priests  and  chiefs,  206. 

Demsa,  country  of  this  tribe,  ii.  519. 
Dendi,  capital  of,  iv.  192. 
Dendina,  towns  and  villages  of,  iv.  538. 
Denfo,  walled  town,  and  its  inhabitants, 

V.  498. 
Denga  village,  iv,  273. 
Denham,  Major,  his  adventures  in  Mandara, 

iii.  124.    His  want  of  accuracy,  iv.  169. 
Deris,  a  dwelling  place  of  the  "  White 

Arabs,"  v.  519. 
Desert,  journey  across,  i.  191.  seq.  Highest 

mountain  pass  in,  v.  251.  Torrent,  effects 
of,  324.  Heart  of  the,  i.  258;  v.  420.  Ex- 

tent of  rain  into  the  desert,  v,  428. 
Desert  near  Timbuktu,  residence  in,  iv.  463. 
Deshi  hamlet  and  inhabitants,  iv.  318. 
Devil's  dance  at  Tagelel,  i.  551. 
Diggera  and  vicinity,  iii.  1 56. 
Diggera,  a  tribe  of  Tawarek,  formerly  of 

wide  extent,  now  reduced,  ii.  72,  652  ;  iv. 
4,  50. 

Dikowa,  large  town  and  vicinity,  iii.  1  30. 
Dimlsuga  village,  hospitable  treatment  at, v.  386. 
Dimla  town,  iv.  563. 
Dire  town,  v.  470. 
Dirma  province,  iv.  420. 
Dirki  town,  v.  429.  Historical  notice  of, ii.  654. 
Dodo,  worship  of,  i.  551. 
Dodowa  cakes,  i.  538  ;  ii.  15.  An  important 

article  of  trade  with  Sokoto,  iv,  122. 
Dogo,  southernmost  village  of  Bagirmi,  de- 

scribed, iii.  598, 
Dogo  village,  near  Say,  v.  293, 
Dogo-n-daji  town,  v.  330. 
Domestic  slavery  in  Negroland,  ii.  151. 
Donari  town,  iv.  39. 
Dore,  chief  town  of  Libtako,  iv.  286. 

Market,  288-292. 
Dorowa  (Parkia)  chief  tree  in  the  provinces 

of  Katsena  and  Zarlya,  iv.  107,  passim. 
Dynnia  town  and  inhabitants,  v.  494. 
Duchi  district  described,  ii.  236. 
Duchi  town  described,  iv,  123;  v.  351. 
Dum-palm,  exclusive  region  near  Zurri- 

kulo,  ii.  199,  Wide  range  of,  over  Negro- 
land.  In  Air,  i.  317,  383.  Near  Y6,  iii. 
33.  In  Logon,  286.  Gazawa,  ii.  13:  iv. 
91.  In  Fogha,  iv.  225.  In  Mauri,  iv. 
548.  On  the  Niger,  v,  98,  267,  272,  281, 
284,  43*.  Use  of  the  fruits  of,  in  Say, 
V.  297.  In  Tamkala,  v.  303,  The  kernel, 
ii,  309  ;  iii.  35,  50. 

Duncan,  his  route  from  BafFo  to  Adafudia 
full  of  errors,  iv,  553. 

Dunki-tree  leaves  used  as  vegetable,  v.  291. 
Dimu  village  described,  ii.  209. 
Dyeing,  the  art  of,  imparts  to  several  regions 

of  Negroland  a  certain  tincture  of  civili- 
zation, ii.  31.    Superiority  of  in  Kano, 

128.  In  Uje,  ii.  365.     In  Bagirmi,  iii. 
129,  357.    In  Zanfara,  iv.  121  ;   v.  352. 

Dwentsa  town,  v.  466. 
Dyrregu,  the  freed  Hausa  boy,  iv.  10, 

passim. 
Ebn    Batuta's  Travels,  i.  464.  Mentions 

Edris,  as  king  of  Bornu,  ii.  265. 
E'derl  and  its  caverns,  i.  H6. 
Edible  wild  fruits,  ii,  380,  387.  Edible 

poas,  see  Poa.  Edible  productions,  ii.  433. 
Edris  Alawoma,  greatest   king  of  Bornu, 

ii.  650.     Expeditions  of,  from  Bornu  to 
Kanem,  iii.  498. 

E'fadaye,    lawless    tribe,    i.    351.  Their 
strength,  491. 

Ege,  fertile  valley,  described,  iii.  491. 
E'geri,  valley  of,  i.  252. 

X  X  3 
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Eghellal  mount  and  village,  i.  377.  Valley, 
37<S. 

Egyptians,  ancient,  probable  intercourse  of 
the  Songhay  with,  iv.  426  ;  v.  193. 

El  A'biar,  district  near  the  Senegal,  wells  of, V.  513. 
El  A'hmar  well,  v.  439. 
El  Arbain  described,  i.  2. 
El  Bekri's  account  of  Negroland,  iv.  583. Mention  of  various  words  still  in  use, 

shigge,  iv.  443,  n. 
El  Edrisi's  account  of  Negroland  noticed, iv.  585. 
El  Gcida  and  adjoining  districts  described, 

and  Moorish  tribes  in,  v.  544. 
El  Giblah  and  Shemmamah  described,  and 

Moorish  tribes  in,  v.  539. 
El  Haha  district  and  tribes,  v.  545. 
El  Hank  district  described,  v.  546. 
El  Hasi,  the  well  at  the  foot  of  the  Ham- 

mada,  i.  140. 
El  Hodh  district  described,  and  Moorish 

tribes  in,  v.  529. 
El  Jem,  Roman  remains  at,  i.  3. 
El  Juf  district  described,  v.  547. 
Elkeb,  singular  monuments  on  the  plain  of, 

i.  58- 
El  Khwln  described,  i.  2. 
El  Medaina,  a  ruined  Roman  station,  i. 

12. 
El  Walati,  his  character  and  appearance,  iv. 

282.  His  knavery,  345,  et  passim.  Final 
separation  from,  v.  16. 

El  War,  or  Temmi,  well,  v.  440. 
Elephants,  frequent  in  A'damawa,  ii.  508. 

Herd  of,  going  to  water,  iii.  48.  Pre- 
dominant in  Musgu,  161,  162,  169.  In 

Gurma,  iv.  271. 
E'm-n-kuris  headland,  camping-ground  at, v.  149. 
Encampment,  Arab,  private  life  in,  iv.  485. 

Of  Tawarak  represented,  v.  127. 
English  house  "  at  Kukawa,  ii.  298. 

English  hill  near  Tin-tellust,  i.  334. 
Eratafani  (Ghatafan,  compare  Ebn  Khaldun, 

trans,  by  De  Slane,  i.  38),  camp  of  the,  v. 
269. 

E'razar  valley,  i.'320, 
E'rgshesh,  district  described,  v.  546. 
Ernesse  camping-ground  described,  v.  130. 
Euphorbia,  poisonous,  i.  532  ;  v.  97. 
European  goods  brought  to  Kano,  ii.  135. 

To  Timbuktu,  v.  33. 
Europeans,  in  what  little  esteem  held  by 

some  people,  v.  90. 
Exogyra  Overwegi  found  near  Wadi  Tagije, 

i.  120. 

Faki  el  Bahr,  most  learned  man  in  Wadai, 
iii.  560. 

Faki  Sambo,  a  very  learned  PuUo  at  Masefia, iii.  373. 
Falale,  village  and  costume,  iv.  555. 
Fali  tribe  in  Fumbina,  ii.  511. 
Fanyakangwa  town,  v.  377. 
Farara  described,  i.  548. 
Faro  river,  ii.  473,  517. 
Fatawel,  great  ivory  market,  iii.  162. 
Female  chiefs  and  sovereigns  in  Bornu,  ii. 

650.     Of  the  Welad  Rashid,  iii.  549. 
Female  infidelity  rare  amongst  the  nobler 

tribes  of  the  Tawarek,  v.  127.  Female 
headdress  in  Bagirmi,  iii.  320.  In  Kano, 
ii.  109. 

Female  apparel  in  general  in  Negroland,  ii. 
25.     In  Musgu,  iii.  238.     In  Songhay, 
V.  218. 

Fenorang  valley,  i.  284. 
Fereng-mangha,  explanation  of  the  title,  iv. 

423,  note. 
Ferry-boats  made  of  calabashes,  ii.  232 ; iv.  27. 

Festival  of  the  'Aid  el  Keblr  in  A'gades, i.  422.  Of  the  Fotr  at  Kukawa,  iii.  15. 
In  Kano,  ib.  In  Masefia,  417.  In 
Timbuktu,  v.  10.     In  Yagha,  280. 

Ficus,  very  large  specimens,  i,  392 ;  ii. 
141  ;  iii.  130  ;  v.  132. 

Fiiiyo  village  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  309, 
Firearms,  their  influence  in  furthering  the 

slave  trade,  iii.  133.    Numerous  in  Bornu 
in  the  second  half  of  the  sixteenth  century, 
ii.  651. 

Firki-ground,  a  peculiar  kind  of  soil,  ii. 
241,  355;  iii.  125,  passim. 

Fish  very  plentiful  in  Musgu,  iii.  233,  241. 
Different  species  found  in  Niger,  v.  625. 
Dried  fish,  an  important  article  of  com- 

merce in  Bornu,  iii.  29.  "Value  of,  as  a 
medium  of  commerce  at  A'shenumma,  v. 433, 

Fittri,  the  "  lake  "  of  the  Kuka,  more  con- 
siderable places  around,  iii.  585.  The 

districts  mentioned,  502,  515. 
Fleas  in  Kukawa,  iii.  250.  In  Tamkala,  v.303. 
Fodet  valley,  mountain  scenery,  i.  328. 
Fogha  valley,  iv.  225.  Mode  of  preparing 

salt,  228.  Character  of  the  people,  230. 
Separation  between  the  Hausa  and 
Songhay  races,  231. 

French,  excitement  caused  at  Timbuktu  by 
their  movements  in  the  north,  v.  114-125. 

Fugabu  Kobber,  village  of  the,  iii.  82. 
Fulbe,  of  Mandara,  ii.  173.  Degenerate 

Fulbe,  393.  Their  intelligence  and 
veracity,  420.  First  appearance  in  Bornu, 
649,  654.     Immigration  into  Bagirmi, 
iii.  433.  Facilitated  by  the  Shuwa,  369. 
History  of,  and  growth  of  their  power  in 
Sokoto,  iv.  147.      Tribes  of,  148,  note. 
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Their  important  mission,  491.  Along 
upper  Niger,  623.  Their  policy  in  Tim- 

buktu, V.  8 J.  Tribes  in  Sokoto,  528. 
Fulbe  inhabiting  suburbs  of  larger  towns, 
iii.  127;  v,  330.  Their  way  of  preparing 
butter,  ii.  230. 

Fulbe  huts  figured,  iv.  325. 
Fulbe  of  A'damawa,  their  famous  expe- dition to  the  far  South,  ii.  520. 
Fumbina,  extent  of,  ii,  503.  Described, 

504.    Various  tribes,  510 — 514. 
Funeral  dance  at  I'sge,  ii.  535. 
Fura  village,  iv.  465. 
Fura,  favourite  drink,  mode  of  drinking,  i, 

414. 
Futa  country,  chief  divisions  of,  v.  522. 

Gabata,  sacred  site  of,  iv.  63. 
Gabberi  and  its  inhabitants,  iii.  605. 
Ga-bero,  description  of  the  tribe,  v.  222. 

Their  hospitality,  225.     Divisions  of  the 
tribe,  225,  note. 

Ga-b'ibi  tribe,  v.  242. Gabore  hamlet,  v.  385. 
Gagliuffi,  Mr.,  British  agent  at  Murzuk, 

i.  165,  171  ;  ii.  171. 
Gakoira  town,  site  of,  iv.  388. 
Galuia  village  and  watercourse,  v.  521. 
Gamerghu  district,  ii.  360.     Tribe  nearly 

related  to  the  Mandara,  362. 
Gando  empire,  climate  and  extent  of  the, 

iv.  203.    Rulers  of,  527. 
Gando   town  described,  iv.   195;    v.  347. 

Average  rain-fall  in,  v.  329. 
Gaoga,  kingdom  of,  iii.  426.    Reason  of  its 

power,  445. 
Garbo  village,  iv.  234  ;  v.  311. 
Gareji  village,  ii.  174. 
Gargara,  iron  used   in  Bagirmi  obtained 

from,  iii.  597. 
Gar- Sara  described,  iii.  609. 
Garu,  an   island-town   in  the    Niger,  v. 273. 

Gasi-Ghi'ima,  great  market-place  of  Fer- magha,  v.  483. 
Gatara  village,  v.  308. 
Gaumache  hamlet,  iv.  207. 
Gauri  town,  notice  of,  iii.  616. 
Gawasu  village,  interview  with  the  sultan  of 

Sokoto,  iv.  133. 
Gazawa,  independent  pagan  town,  ii.  S3. 

Places  lying  round  it,  35.  Fortifications 
and  markets,  37.    Chief  men,  iv.  92. 

Gebi  valley  described,  i.  295. 
Gellu  town,  v.  497. 
Gerkl,  town  and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  1 62  ;  v. 

372. 
Gesgi  valley  of  Kanem,  iii.  95, 
Geshiya  town  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  36. 
Gesma  town  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  88. 

Gezawa,  town  of  province  of  Kano,  and  its 
inhabitants,  ii.  152. 

Ghadames,  inhabitants  of,  great  merchants, 
settled  in  Katsena,  ii.  57.  Kano,  110, 
115.    Timbuktu,  iv.  481,  616  ;  v.  33. 

Ghaladima  'Omar,  interview  with,  ii.  192. 
Ghambaru,  brick  ruins  of,  ii.  225.  Fa- 

vourite residence  of  the  former  kings  of 
Bornu,  iii.  517. 

Ghana,  or  Ghanata,  kingdom,  historical 
notices  of,  iv.  579,  584,  585. 

Ghariya  el  gharbiya,  Roman  gateway  at, 
i.  126;  and  Arab  tower,  129. 

Ghariya  e'  sherkiya,  i.  132. 
Ghasr-eggomo,  former  capital  of  Bornu 

(see  Birni),  ruins  of  described,  iv.  22. 
Ghat,  arrival  at,  i.  221.  Description  of, 237. 

Ghergo,  Songhay  town  on  the  Niger  and  in- habitants, V.  151. 
Ghurian  and  its  villages,  i.  43-49.  Hatred 

against  the  Turks,  48.  Subterranean 
dwellings,  ib. 

Gida-n-Alla  village,  v.  371. 
Giraffe,  home  of  the,  i.  520.  Rare  in  the 

populous  districts,  in  Musgu,  ii.  359  ;  iii. 
162.    Frequent  on  the  Niger,  v.  199,  254. 

Gilmiram,  wells  of,  ii.  5. 
Gober,  princes  of,  iv.  526.     Connection  of 

the  noblest  family  with  the  Copts,  i.  336. 
The  Goberawa  once  masters  of  A'sben,  ib. 

Gogo,  Gagho,  or  Gao,  capital  of  the  Son- 
ghay empire,  noticed,  iv.  580,  583,  585. 

Conquered  by  the  Awelimmid,  iv.  628. 
Town  and  inhabitants  described,  v.  215. 
Survey  of  the  Niger  near,  235. 

Gold,  the  chief  commercial  staple  of  Tim- 
buktu, V.  21.  Import  of  gold  into 

Kano,  ii.  142.  Gold  trade  in  former 
times  in  Kukia,  iv.  552,  584.  Gold 
found  in  Benuwe,  ii.  470.  Rivers  con- 

taining gold,  iv.  557. 
Gona,  locality  on  the  Niger,  v.  239. 
Gonda  trees  {Erica  Papaya)^  ii.  12,  87,  447, 

623;  iii.  138;  v.  330.  Fruit  of,  60;  iv. 
209,  passim.  Wild  Gonda  bush,  ii.  93, 
368;  v.  293.     Its  delicious  fruit,  ii.  401. 

Gongungo  village,  iv.  274. 
Gonja,  (country  of  the  kola-nut)  routes  to, 

iv.  556.    Trade  to,  v.  29. 
Goreba  fruit  (see  Dum-palm),  ii.  13. 
Gorebi  torrent,  iv.  261. 
Gorgom  tOAvn,  iv.  88. 
Gosuwa  town,  ii.  174. 
Gote  district,  v.  280. 
Government :  a  feudal  form  spread  from 

Melle  over  great  part  of  Negroland,  iv. 
588.  In  Bornu,  eclectic,  with  a  very  strong 
aristocratical  element,  ii.  270.  In  Fulbe 
states  more  republican,  499.  Of  Bagirmi, 

X  X  4 
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iii.  452.  Of  Wadal,  547.  In  Songhay, 
more  despotical,  iv.  416. 

Gozenakko  village  and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  13. 
Grain,  different  prices  of,  ii.  313  ;  v.  338. 
Granaries,  tower-like,  iv.  331.  Granaries 

or  corn-stacks  as  usual  in  Negroland,  i. 
539  ;  ii.  5.  In  the  Manga  country,  iv.  29. 

Groundnuts,  an  essential  article  of  native 
food,  and  important  article  of  export  trade, 
ii.  432  ;  iii.  334.  In  Bagirmi,  in  general 
cultivated  to  a  small  extent,  iii.  447,  505 
passim.  Cultivated  between  the  corn,  ii. 
434. 

Guinea- worm  disease,  i.  271.  Produced  by 
drinking  stagnant  water,  ii.  546.  Not 
met  with  in  women,  ib. 

Guibi,  general  meaning,  ii.  299. 
Gulbi-n-S6koto  swamps,  v.  321. 
Gulumbe,  walled  town,  iv.  209  ;  v.  323. 
Gumda  village,  iv.  89. 
Gummel,  town,  its  commercial  importance 

and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  164.  Its  state  of 
decay,  v.  374. 

Gumrek,  Jake,  i.  553. 
Gundam  town  described,  v.  467. 
Gundurai  wilderness,  passage  through,  iv. 130. 
Guram  town,  v.  473. 
Gurara  river.  Lander's  Rari,  ii.  563. 
Gure,  capital  of  Muniyo,  described,  iv.  51- 

58.      Visit  to  the  governor,  53.  His 
character,  54. 

Gurgul,  a  small  shallow  drain  of  Senegal, 
V.  522. 

Guri  and  inhabitants,  v.  492. 
Gurma,  hilly  country  of,  iv.  250.  Colonised 

by  the  Songhay,  259.  Province  and  in- 
habitants of,  550.  Their  connection  with 

the  Tombo,  ib. 
Guro-nuts,  a  commercial  staple  of  Tim- 

buktu, V.  27.  Their  import  into  Kano, 
ii.  131.     Conditions  of  the  trade  in,  ib. 

Gushi  territory,  villages  in,  iv.  68. 
Gwanin  el  Kohol,  section  of  the  Berabish 

notice  of  the,  v.  65. 
Gwasem,  Roman  sepulchre  near,  i.  93. 

Haddada,  peculiar  tribe  in  Kanem,  account 
of,  iii.  485. 

Haj  Beshlr,  biographical  notice  of,  ii.  290. 
End  of  his  career,  670.  Policy  with 
regard  to  the  pagan  tribes,  iii.  232, 
254. 

Ilaj  Mohammed  A'skia,  iv.  41  4.  See  A'skia. 
Hamda- Allahi,  capital  of  empire  of  Masina, 

iv.  474 ;  v.  469,  passim. 
Hamiyen,  warm  springs  of,  described,  iii. 

572. 
Hamma,  son-in-law  to  Annur,  i.  368,  431. 
.    Parting  with,  i.  518. 

Hammada,  description  of  the,  i.  135-141. 
Meaning  of  the  term,  140. 

Handara  village,  iv.  76. 
Hausa,  historical  notices  of,  ii.  69.  Intel- 

ligence of  race  and  general  character,  163. 
Character  and  importance  of  language, 
passim.  Its  relation  to  the  Berber,  ii. 
70,  n.    Nobleman  and  retinue,  v.  309. 

Hatita,  chief  of  the  A'zkar,  arrival  of,  i.  179. 
His  dealings,  191.  Sketch  of,  on  his camel,  195. 

Halluf,  Kanemma  chief,  iii.  84,  seq. 
Haw-n-adak,  an  encampment,  iv.  348. 
Hay,  method  of  storing,  in  the  Musgu 

country,  iii.  176. 
Head-dress  of  females  in  Bagirmi,  iii,  320. 

In  Kano,  ii.  109.  In  Kukawa,  317.  In 
Belarigo,  308.  Curious  ornaments  of, 
in  Libtako,  iv.  292. 

Henderi  Siggesi,  valley  of  Kanem,  iii.  96. 
Hendi-kiri,  camping-ground  near,  on  the 

Niger,  v.  147. Hereditaments  with  some  African  tribes 

descend  from  the  possessor  to  his  sister's son,  i.  341.  Probable  foundation  of  the 
custom,  342. 

Hibiscus  esculentus,  iii.  28,  421.  In  gene- 
ral use  in  Bagirmi,  iv.  448. 

Hlllet  e'  Sheikh  Sldi  el  Miikhtar,  a  cele- 
brated place  of  worship,  i.  370 ;  iv. 454. 

Hogar,  or  Hagara,  account  of  the,  i.  566. 
Holcus  cernuus,  cultivated  to  great  extent  in 

Bornu,  ii.  241,  355.  Different  varieties 
of,  found  in  different  districts,  505.  Sor- 

ghum, the  general  grain  in  Bornu,  540. 
H.  saccharatus,  in  southern  provinces  of 
Bornu,  in  Musgu,  iii.  152.  The  red  species 
in  Musgu,  175. 

Hombori  mountain  range  figured,  iv.  330. 
Described,  333. 

Hombori  town,  route  to,  iv.  320,  note. 
Horses,  indifferent,  in  A'gades,  i.  395. 

Fine  in  Daraerghu,  542.  Bornu  horses, 
their  excellence,  ii.  315;  iii.  22.  Ex- 

posed to  all  changes  of  weather,  ii.  452. 
Barbarous  Musgu  mode  of  securing  seat 
on,  198.  Fine  race  of,  in  Libtako,  iv. 
294.  Of  Tawarek,  on  Niger,  345,  347. 
Numerous  in  Sarayamo,  372,  376.  In- 

different in  Timbuktu,  v.  66.  Of  the 
Songhay,  208.  Value  of,  in  the  desert, 
437. 

House,  in  Kano,  plan  of,  ii.  124;  in  Ku- 
kawa, plan  of,  299  ;  in  Timbuktu,  plan  of, 

iv.  451.    Houses  in  A'gades,  i.  442,  446. 
Hiilluf,  Logon  town,  famed  for  sorcery, iii.  283. 

Huts,  general  character  of,  i.  538.  Huts 
called  bango,  or  bongo,  ii.  24,  369,  402. 
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Hut  in  Mubi,  527.  V^arious  species  of, 
in  Bornu,  549.  Of  Shuwa,  ii.  358.  Of 
Marghi,  iii.  381.  Of  Musgu,  iii.  250; 
see  Architecture.  In  Yagha,  iv.  276.  Of 
nomadic  Fulbe  figured,  325.  Of  Fulbe  in 
Bagirmi,  iii.  369.  In  Songhay,  iv.  329, 
331. 

Ibawajiten,  notice  of  the  tribe,  v.  208. 
I'bo  tribe,  notice  of,  ii.  626. 
I'dinen,  mount,  the  holy  and  dreaded  moun- 

tain of  the  A'zkar,  i.  211.  Visited,  214. 
Led  astray  on  return  from,  216. 

I'ggeba  well,  v.  435. 
Igomaren,  encampment  at,  on  the  Niger,  v. 

177. 
Ikademmelrang  valley,  singular  formations 

in,  i.  275. 
Ikannu  and  Gundam,  list  of  places  between, 

V.  481. 
Ikazkezan,  general  character  of  tribe,  i.  345. 

A  freebooter,  543. 
Ilori,  large  town  of  Yoruba,  ii.  170. 
Imeggelele  district,  iv.  346. 
Imghad,  meaning  of  the  term,  i.  234.  His- 

torical  notices  of  the,  of  the  A'zkar,  234. 
Of  the  valleys  round  A'gades,  391.  Of 
the  I'regenaten,  v.  550.  Of  the  Awelim- miden,  556. 

I'mmanang  district,  iv.  547. 
Immenan  valley,  threatened  attack  in,  i.  304. 
I'moshagh,  or  Tawarek,  Sections  and 

families  of  the  A'zkar,  i.  228.  Origin 
and  antiquity  of  the  name,  326.  Of  the 
Kel-owi,  344,  Of  the  Kel-geres  and 
Itlsan,  356.  Their  encampments,  527. 
The  Sakomaren,  566.  Of  the  Hogar,  567. 
Their  customs,  how  changed  by  their 
settlement  on  the  Niger,  v.  106.  Their 
way  of  covering  the  mouth,  joassz/n.  Their 
dread  of  mentioning  the  name  of  their 
deceased  father,  1 1 7.  Encampments  of 
the  tribes  settled  on  the  Niger,  127. 
The  great  South-westerly  group  of, 
552.  The  I'moshagh  represented  on  the 
Egyptian  monuments,  563. 

Indigo,  first  appearance  of  plant,  i.  507. 
Way  of  raising,  in  Bagirmi,  iii.  356;  in 
Wadai,  559.  Cultivated  to  great  extent, 
iv.  1 92,  passim. 

Inscriptions,  Roman  in  Ghariya,  i.  130. 
Berber,  157,  274,  passim.     Rock,  ii.  429. 

I'regenaten,  subdivisions  of,  v.  561.  Peace- able tribes  of,  562. 
Iron,  best  iron  in  Bubanjidda,  ii.  376, 
509.  Good  quality  in  Mandara,  534,  but 
indifferent  in  Kano,  142.  In  Bagirmi, 
597.    In  Wadai,  559. 

Iron-stone  abundant  near  Munghono.ii.  549. 
Irrigation  by  lambona  or  khattatir,  i.  319  ; 

ii.  83 ;  iii.  35.  In  Kanem,  iii.  88  ;  v. 
158. 

I'sa,  Songhay  name  of  the  Niger,  iv.  390. 
I'sa-bere,  the  principal  branch  of  the 

I'sa,  towns  and  villages  along  the  bank 
of  the,  from  Dire  to  Sarsandi,  v.  470. 
Towns  and  villages  on  the  south-eastern 
branch  between  Mobti  and  Jenni,  474. 

I'saye  village,  tower-like  granaries,  iv.  331. 
Inhabitants,  332.  Deserted  at  a  later  pe- 

riod, V.  38. 
I'sge  district  of  Marghi,  ii.  389.  Village 

and  its  inhabitants,  390.  Hut  and  cos- 
tume, 532.    Funeral  dance,  535. 

Islamism,  struggle  between,  and  paganism, 
ii.  40.  When  introduced  into  Central 
Negroland,  74;  into  Kanem,  265,635; 
into  Logon,  iii.  304  ;  into  Bagirmi,  435  ; 
into  Wadai,  529 ;  into  Songhay,  iv.  409, 
583. 

Itisan,  historical  notices  of,  i.  353.  Subdi- 
visions of,  356. 

Jacob,  Jew  servant  to  Denham  and  Clap- 
perton,  i.  4. Jafarabe,  group  of  islands  in  Upper  Niger, 
important  for  commercial  intercourse,  iv. 
484  ;  V.  474. 

Jawara,   Park's   Jarra,  former   capital  of 
Melle,  V.  491. 

Jebel  Manterus,  ascent  of,  i.  42. 
Jebel  Msid,  ascent  of,  i.  56. 
Jega,  important  town  of  Kebbi,  commerce 

of,  iv.  202  ;  v.  325. 
Jehaya  valley,  or  well,  v.  436. 
Jenur  village  and  inhabitants,  v.  514. 
Jerma,  old,  described,  i.  155.     Roman  se- 

pulchre, 157.     New,  158. 
Jibali  village  and  mountains,  v.  516. 
Jidder,  ruined  hamlet,  fine  crops,  v.  301. 
Jimballa  district  on   Niger,  towns  in,  v. 478. 

Jingeri  village,  v.  387. 
Jinni,  or  Jenni,  founded,  iv.  582.  Adopts 

Islam,  586.  Subject  to  Melle,  587. 
Conquered  by  Sonni  'All,  594, Jinninau  valley,  magnetic  iron-stone  near, 
i.  292. 

Judicial  decision  amongst  the  Marghi,  by 
cock-fighting,  ii.  535, 

Jugguru  territory,  iv.  217. 
Jyju  district,  hamlets  in,  v.  337,  vote. 

Kabara  town  and  inhabitants  iv.  395 — 402. 
473.  Special  governor  in  former  times, 
419.  Passage  wrongly  understood,  ii,  646. 

Kabowa  village,  ii.  212. 
Kada-marga  village,  iii.  368. 
Kadammellet  mount,  i,  311,  312. 
Kaduna  river,  ii,  562,  565. 
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Kagza,  well  of,  iv.  1 6. 
Kakali  village,  iii.  194. 
Kakaru  town,  v.  653. 
Kala,  westernmost  town  of  territory  of  Lo- 

gon, iii.  281. 
Kala,  considerable  Bambara  town,  former 

importance,  iv.  589  ;  v.  489. 
Kalala  Tebu  village,  mode  of  preparing  salt 

at,  V.  427. 
Kalemri  Bornu  village,  in  its  state  of  wel- 

fare, ii.  198.     Half  deserted,  v.  384. 
Kalikagori  village,  iii.  29. 
Kaliluwa  village,  near  Kukawa,  first  arrival 

at,  ii.  242.  Encampment  in,  on  setting 
out  for  Timbuktu,  iv.  12. 

Kaliluwa  Gremari  village,  school  at,  ii.  54  3. 
Kalliyul  town,  on  the  valley  of  Fogha,  no- 

tice of  bravery  of  inhabitants,  iv.  229 ; 
V.  315. 

Kalowa  village  described,  ii.  206. 
Kambasa,  walled  town  of  Kebbi,  iv.  205, 

206.    Specimens  of  civil  strife,  ib. 
Kammane  town  of  Zanfara  and  inhabitants, 

v.  352. 
Kanem,  the  original  portion  of  the  Bor. 

nu  Empire,  ii.  262,  633.  Power  of,  636. 
When  given  up  to  the  Bulala,  641. 
Reconquered,  645.  Most  important  in- 

digenous tribes  of,  ii.  274.  General 
character  of,  iii.  40.  Bornu  white  shirts 
the  medium  of  commerce  in,  75.  Ac- 

count of  the  eastern  parts  of,  481. 
Imam  Ahmed's  account  of,  iii,  498. 

Kanembu,  their  superior  appearance  in  com- 
parison with  the  Kanuri,  v.  413.  Settled 

on  shores  of  the  Tsad,  ii.  329.  Cattle- 
breeders,  ii.  332.  Their  original  native 
attire,  330.  Manner  of  protecting  their 
heads  from  rain,  526.  Huts  figured,  v.  4 1 1 . 

Kano  and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  97.  Ground 
plan  of  town,  107.  Quarters  of,  121. 
History  of,  116,  562.  Not  identical  with 
Ghana,  117.  Population,  124.  Com- 

merce, 125.  Revenues  and  administra- 
tion of  the  province,  143.  Chief  places 

in  the  province,  558.  Second  residence 
in,  V.  358.  Climate  unfavourable  to  Eu- 

ropeans, 360. 
Kano  to  A'lamay,  route  by  way  of  Khadeja, 

ii.  195,  note. 
Kanta,  fights  the  King  of  Bornu,  ii.  645. 

dynasty  of,  in  Kebbi,  iv.  213.  Van- 
quishes the  King  of  Songhay,  603. 

Kanuri,  identical  with  Bornawi,  origin  of 
name  [changed  by  the  Mandingoes  into 
the  form  Kanin-k6].  Characteristics  of,  ii. 
164.  Fine  specimens  of  Kanuri  females, 
ii.  522. 

Kany^nni,  important  market-place  of  Wan- 
garawa  noticed,  iv.  558. 

Karammia  trees,  ii.  12. 
Karawa,  former  capital  of  Mandara,  ii.  654. 
Karba  village,  ii.  353. 
Kardi,  walled  town  of  Kebbi,  corn-maga- 

zine, iv.  2]  2. 
Kare  town  and  vicinity,  v.  518. 
Kargha,  or  Karka,  the  S.E.  corner  of  the 

Tsad,  ii.  200;  iii.  514,  534. 
Karglmawa  village,  ii.  190. 
Kari,  or  Konna,  important  town,  on  Upper 

Niger,  v.  466. 
Kasambara,  chief  place  of  Baghena,  v.  500. 
Kasanni  hamlet  and  vicinity,  v.  280. 
Kashlmma  town,  ii.  222. 
Kaso  village,  iv.  89. 
Kasr  Khafaji'Aamer,  el  gharbi  and  e'  sherki, 

remarkable  specimens  of  ruins  of  Byzan- 
tine and  middle-age  architecture,  i.  106, 

108. 
Kasr  Dawan,  remarkable   specimen  of  a 

stronghold  of  Arab  chieftain,  i.  73. 
Kasr  Doga,  Roman  sepulchre  of  immense 

size  in  tlie  Tarhona,  i.  70. 

Kasr  el  Jahaliyeh,  Mohammedan*  legends concerning,  i.  18. 
Kasr  el  Jebel,  Turkish  fortress  of,  i.  24. 

Excursion  from,  25 — 32. 
Kasr  Jefara  and  its  vicinity,  i.  84. 
Kasr  Ghurian,  Turkish  fortress  of,  i.  43, 49. 

Katsena,  town  of,  ii.  43.  More  healthy 
than  Kano,  ii.  81.  History  and  de- 

scription of,  69.  Kings  of,  73.  Sur- 
rounding country,  84.  Quarters  of  the 

town,  555.  Chief  places  in  the  province, 
557.  Return  to,  iv,  95.  Interview  with 
the  governor,  97.  Amount  of  tribute 
paid  by,  iv.  127. Katakirri,  edible  bulbous  root,  ii.  387. 

Katuru,  walled  town  of  Zanfara,  iv.  128. 
Kauye-n-Salakh,  magnificent  tulip-tree  near, ii.  9. 

Kawa  great  chief  of  Awelimmid  in  former 
times,  iv.  628. 

Kawa  village,  ii.  335. 
Kawo,  the  characteristic  weed  of  Negro- 

land.    See  Asclepias  gigantea. 
Kebbi,  province  of,  iv.  204.  Form  of  name, 

iv.  163,  note.  Partition  of,  between  S6- 
koto  and  Gando,  533.  Fertile  but  swampy 
valleys,  v.  323.  Former  importance  of, 
V.  319.  Dynasty  of  Kanta,  iv.  213,  603. 
Number  of  walled  towns  in,  204. 

Kechiduniya  village,  iv.  40. 
Keghamma,  former  dignity  in  Bornu,  ii. 

467. 
Keghamma,  in  Kanem,  iii.  101. 
Kelara  antelope,  notice  of,  ii.  325. 
Kel,  meaning  of  the  word,  i.  237,  339. 
Kel  e'  Suk  tribe,  whence  named,  v.  181. 
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Their  peculiar  character,  v.  199.  Subdi- 
visions of,  V.  559. 

Keleno  district,  rich  in  natron,descrlbed,iv.  65. 
Kel-fade,  their  former  nobility,  i.  352. 
Kel-geres,  historical  notices  of,  i.  350.  Sub- 

divisions of,  367. 
Ke!-n-Nokunder,  notice  of  the,  v.  99.  Se- 

cond residence  with  them,  131. 
Kel-owi,  historical  notices  of,  i.  338.  Rule 

of  succession,  341.  Their  degraded  cha- 
racter, 343.  Sections  of  the  tribe,  344. 

Hostility  against  the  Kel-geres,  354,  396. 
Expedition  against  the  Welad  Sliman,  ill. 62  ^ 

Kenanlye,  tribe  of,  in  Kanem,  ii.  277  ;  iii. 
517. 

Kendaji  island,  wild  scenery  of  the  Niger  at, 
V.  263. 

Kenga  Mataya  described,  iii.  595.  609. 
Khalaifa,  valley  and  villages,  i.  28-31. 
Khalilu,  Sultan  of  Gando,  character  of,  iv. 

196;  V.  328.    Extent  of  his  empire,  iv. 
203. 

Khat,  fertile  valley  in  the  western  desert, 
v.  510. 

Khat  e'  Dem,  a  temporary  Arab  dwelling- 
place  of  camel-hair  tents,  v.  519. 

Khat  el  Moina,  celebrated  well  in  the 
Khat,  V.  511. 

Kher-Alla,  the  slave  governor,  interview 
with,  ii.  235. 

Khurmet  bu  Matek,  a  defile,  i.  104. 
Kibbo  valley,  the  northern  limit  of  the  white 

ant,  v.  414. 
Kikla,  district  of,  described,  i.  33. 
Kings  of  Bornu,  singular  ceremonies  at  the 

election  of,  ii.  271.  Sensible  of  fine 
scenery,  iii.  143. 

Kirogaji  hills,  v.  289. 
Kirotashi  town  on  Niger,  iv.  539.  Route 

from,  to  Woghodogho,  558. 
Kobetat  tribe,  rely  for  their  supply  of  water 

on  water  melons,  v.  488. 
Kochi  village,  v.  324. 
Koiretago  town,  iv.  390. 
Kokia  tree,  ii.  39.    The  most  common  tree 

in  the  Musgu  country,  iii.  195.  et  passim. 
Kokoroche  Bagirmi  village,  iii.  359,  460. 
Kola,  strong  walled  town  of  Kebbi,  iv.  216. 
Kola-nuts.    iS'ee  Guro-nuts. 
Koli,  walled  town,  and  vicinity,  v.  499. 
Kolle-kolle,  Bagirrai  village,  iii.  355,  459 
Komadugu  of  Bornu,  described,  ii.  222  ;  iv. 

20. 
Kong,  town  of  Wangara,  noticed,  iv.  557. 
Kora,  large  island,  in  Upper  Niger,  iv.  387. 
Kora,  other  smaller  island,  v.  106. 
Koramma,  general  meaning  of  "small  water- 

course," i.  264. 
Koria  village,  iv.  285. 

Korinina  and  its  inhabitants,  iii.  605. 
Korna  or  kurna  tree,  wide  extent  over 

Negroland,  ii.  100.  Its  fruit  not  unplea- 
sant, iii.  269.  Beautiful  specimens,  iii. 

381. 
Korom  village  and  vicinity,  iii.  176. 
Korome,  outer  harbour  of  Timbuktu,  iv. 

392. 
Kororofa,  its  former  power,  ii.  116.  De- 

scription of,  581. 
Kortita  tribe,  on  the  Niger,  v.  281. 
Kostari  village,  iii.  265. 
Kotoko,  province  of,  historical  view  of,  iii. 

276.     Different  dialects  of,  271. 
Koyam  district  and  inhabitants  described, 

iv.  14.    Tribes  of  the,  19. 
Krenik,  former  capital  of  the  Soy,  iii.  279. 
Kserat  Shigge,  town,  v.  500. 
Kubo,  Songhay  town,  described,  iv.  320. 
Kugha,  identical  with  Kukia,  the  old 

capital  of  Songhay,  account  of,  iv.  583. 
Kuka,  town  of  Kebbi,  iv.  216. 
Kuka  mairua,  camping  ground,  ii.  157. 

Kuka  mai  fura,  ih, 
Kukawa,  present  capital  of  Bornu,  a  modern 

town,  not  identical  with  Gaoga,  ii.  243. 
Described,  great  fair  at,  307.  Interviews 
with  the  vizier,  247,  250,  550.  Return 
to,  iii.  1.  Rainy  season  in,  ih.  Fes- 

tival, 15.  Last  residence  in,  v.  391. 
Fulfilment  of  vow,  394. 

Kuka,  or  Kuku,  tribe  of,  settled  in  Fittri  and 
along  the  Bat-ha,  iii.  427,  502,  515,  585, 

passim. Kula-n-kerki  described,  i.  547. 
Kulfela,  very  important  market  place  of 

Mosi,  iv.  559. 
Kulkada  village,  iv.  108. 
Kulman,  independent  Soughay  town,  and 

its  inhabitants,  v.  652. 
Kumba  town  and  its  inhabitants,  v.  499. 
Kumkummia,  a  Euphorbia,  from  which 

poison  for  arrows  is  obtained,  i.  532. 
Kuna,  or  Kunna,  town  and  important  mar- 

ket place  on  Upper  Niger,  v.  517.  And 
Mobti,  towns  and  villages  between,  475. 

Kunta  tribe,  sections  of,  in  A'zawad,  v.  463. 
In  Aderer,  536. 

Kuran,  chanting  of,  in  the  desert,  iv.  466, 511. 
The  opening  prayer  of,  ii.  496.  The  di- 

vergent precepts  of,  made  a  point  of 
serious  dispute  and  quarrel  between  my 
friends  and  enemies,  v.  642.  Read  at  the 
sepulchres  of  the  old  kings  of  Bornu, 
iii.  501.  Said  to  be  handed  down  to  the 
rulers  of  Songhay  from  Egypt,  iv.  583. 

Kuraye  town  and  vicinity,  iv.  109. 
Kiiri,  large  species  of  bull,  ii.  200. 
Kurrefi,  town  and  remarkable  fortifications, iv.  3. 
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Kurulu  village  and  mount,  ii.  437. 
Kusada,  large  town  of  province  of  Katsena, 

ii.  89  ;  v.  356. 
Kush,  town  of  Baghena,  and  inhabitants,  v. 

500. 
Kwana  tribe,  ii.  581  ;  iii.  132. 
Kwara,  lower  part  of  Niger,  chiefly  used  by 

American  slavers,  ii.  133.     See  Niger. 

Lahaula  Marghi  village  and  its  inhabitants, 
ii.  405,  532. 

Laing,  Major,  dates  of  his  journeys,  murder 
of,  iv.  630.  Probable  motives  of  the  con- 

duct of  the  Tawarek  towards  him,  453. 
note.  Kindness  of  the  Sheikh  el  Bakay's father  towards  him,  454.  (Compare  i. 
570.)  His  stay  in  the  "  hille,"  570.  None of  his  papers  in  existence,  iv.  455. 

Lake  of  Biban,  i.  10. 
Lamiso  town  and  market  of  Bornu,  v.  379. 
Larba    or    Laraba,    independent  Songhay 

town,  iv.  267  ;  v.  282,  653 
Leather  of  Katsena  celebrated,  iv.  99. 
Leather  tents,  iv.  340. 
Leather  work  of  A'gades,  i.  454.  Of  Kano, 

ii.  130.  Of  Sokoto,  iv.  180.  Of  Tim- 
buktu, V.  18. 

Lelloli  village  and  vicinity,  v.  290. 
Leo  Africanus,  a  very  good  authority  for 

general  relations,  but  not  to  be  trusted 
in  single  instances,  ii.  266;  quoted  joa*.sim. 

Leptis  and  its  ruins,  i.  81. 
Lere  village  and  vicinity,  v.  483. 
Letter  worn  as  a  charm,  iv.  297.  Impression 

of  letter  received  near  Timbuktu,  v. 
141. 

Lewana  town,  v.  492. 
Libtako  province,  iv.  281.    Its  capital,  287. 

Political  state,  293.     Places  in,  295,  note. 
Fine  breed  of  horses,  iv.  294. 

Lion  of  A'lr,  i.  482.     And  of  the  whole 
border  region  of  the  desert,  v.  270.  In 
great  number  along  the  Niger,  v.  96,  119, 
131,  270. 

Locusts  roasted,  a  favourite  dish,  ii.  30. 
Locusts  and  hawks,  swarms  of,  ii.  217. 

Great  droves  of,  v.  242. 
Logon,  province  of,  iii.  281.  Historical  ac- 

count of,  303.  Food,  manufactures,  and 
language,  307-309.  Towns  and  villages, 525. 

Logon,  river  and  town,  iii.  209,  465. 
Logon,  Birni,  town  and  its  inhabitants  ,  111. 

286.     Palace  of  the  Tbalaghwan,  287. 
Palace  of  the  sultan,  289. 

Lombo-tendi,   a  village  and  well  of  the 
Ruma,  V.  490. 

Lord  Palmerston's  despatch,  copy  of,  iii. 
526.    His  kind  reception  on  my  return, 
V.  452. 

Lord  Clarendon's  benevolence,  v.  452. 
Lord  Russell's  letter,  v.  141. 
Lushiri  village,  ii.  213. 

Mabani  town  and  neighbourhood,  ii.  364. 
Macguire,  Corporal,  slain  at  Bedwaram,  v. 417. 
Madani,  El,  liis  sect,  i.  13,  180. 
Madrusa  village,  of  Fezzan,  v.  444. 
Maduwari  village,  near  the  Tsad,  and  its  in- 

habitants, ii.  328.  Death  of  Mr.  Over- 
weg  at,  iii.  476. 

Ma-faras,  southern  well  of,  arrival  in  a  state 
of  exhaustion,  v.  437. 

Maga  district,  ii.  359. 
Magara  bush,  uses  of,  ii.  95, 
Magaria,  notice  of  the  tree  and  its  uses,  i, 

522. Magariva  town,  near  Sokoto,  site  of,  iv.  168, 177. 

Magh-ter  and  Tiris,  districts  of  the  westerly 
desert,  described,  and  Moorish  tribes  in, V.  541. 

Magira,  or  Queen  Mother,  her  influence  in 
Bornu,  ii.  273  ;  in  Bagirmi,  iii,  483  ; 
in  Wadai,  554 ;  in  Muniyo,  iv.  56. 

Magnetic  ironstone,  i.  292. 
Maiduguri,  market-place  described,  ii.  363. 
Maijirgl  village  and  inhabitants,  iv.  90. 
Maikonomari-kura  town,  iv.  31. 
Maje  district,  its  fertility  and  beauty,  iv.  108, 
Maje  town,  v.  356. 
Makam,  holy  station,  Makam  e'  Sheikh 

ben  'Abd  el  Kerim,  i.  385.  Makam,  on road  from  Aseu  to  Tawat,  563. 
Maket-n-lkelan  curious  custom  at,  i.  288. 
Maktachuchi  pool  with  river-horses,  v. 

522. 
Malam  villages,  v.  377, 
Mammari  village,  iv.  30. 
Manatus.     See  Ayu. 
Mando,  or  Mondo,  important  town  of  eastern 

part  of  Kanem,  iii.  486,  489. 
Manga  province  and  its  inhabitants  described, 

iv.  29.   Manga  female,  30.     Places  in,  30, 
note.    Warriors  and  their  equipment,  ii. 184. 

Mansa  Musa,  greatest  king  of  Melle,  notice 
of,  iv.  587,  588. 

Manure  used  by  Musgu,  iii.  208. 
Manzo,  Kashella  Manzo,  iv.  32. 
Mararraba,   half-way    between    Ghat  and 

A'lr,  i.  277.  Between  Sokoto  and  Wurno, iv.  564. 
Marde  well  and  vicinity,  v.  515. 
Marghi  tribe,  notice  of  the,  ii.  398,  Supe- 

periority  of  their  race,  399.  Relation  to 
country,  list  of  places,  403,  note.  Funeral 
dance,  535. 

Mari  mount,  i.  505. 
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Mariaman  village,  lion  at,  v.  387, 
Mariaw  ridge,  i.  258. 
Marikoire  and  Debala,  places  in  Baghena, 

towns  and  villages  between,  v.  497. 
Marikoire  and  Dinga,  towns  and  villages 

between,  v.  497. 
Market  frequented  during  the  hottest  hours 

of  the  day,  ii.  168.  Of  A'gades,  i.  477. 
Tasawa,  ii.  21  ;  Gazawa,  37.  Katsena, 
59.  Kano,  103.  Kukawa,  308.  Uje, 
370.  Sarawu,  445.  Dikowa,  iii.  143. 
Mas-ena,  iii.  380;  at  A'bu-Gher,  386'. Principal  market  places  in  Wadai,  iii.  457. 
In  Timbuktu,  iv,  48]  ;  v.  18.  Dore,  iv. 
288-292.  In  Mosi,  iv.  559.  Along  the 
Upper  Niger,  v.  483,  494.  In  the  country 
of  the  Wangarawa,  iv.  558. 

Marriage  ceremonies  of  the  Kan6ri,  iii.  35, 
note.  I  shall  here  adduce  what  I  forgot 
to  remark  with  regard  to  Timbuktu,  that 
there  the  young  husband  and  his  wife  are 
obliged  to  remain  three  days  at  home  af- 

ter the  marriage  ceremony.  Sanctity  of 
marriage  even  among  the  pagan  tribes,  ii. 
17,  passim. 

Marte  town  and  inhabitants,  iii,  126. 
Mas-ena,  capital  of  Bagirmi,  its  commerce 

and  inhabitants,  iii.  369-424.  Ground- 
plan,  388.  Palace  of  the  Sultan,  389. 
Arrival  of  the  Sultan,  401  ;  his  triumphal 
entry,  403. 

Mashena,  Bornu  town,  ii.  188  ;  v,  379.  In- 
terview with  the  governor  of,  ii.  179. 

Masakwa  (Holcus  cernuus)  cultivation  of, 
in  Bornu,  ii.  241 .  Got  in  in  December 
and  January,  iii.  284. 

Masina  country  on  the  Upper  Niger.  De- 
scription of  principal  districts,  v.  475.  Its 

ruler,  iv.  458  ;  474,  note.  His  hostility  to- 
wards me,  495,  passim. 

Mauri  district,  places  in,  iv.  549. 
Mawo  town  of  Kanem,  account  of,  iii.  481. 

Valleys  in  the  neighbourhood,  4  83.  Its 
ancient  celebrity,  500. 

Mbutudi  village,  and  its  picturesque  cha- 
racter described,  ii.  425. 

Mehedl,  the  expectation  of  his  speedy  appear- 
ance, iv.  359. 

Meheres,  town  of,  described,  i.  5. 
Meheri,  swift  camel,  i.  passim. 
Mele  ferry,  on  the  Shari,  iii.  318.  Detained 

for  the  first  time,  324;  second  time, 
363. 

Melle  kingdom,  iv.  586-589.  Begins  to  de- 
cline, 592.  Important  in  power  and  the 

gold  trade,  593.  Forms  of  government, 
588.     Cause  of  extinction,  v.  502. 

Mendefi  mount,  probably  trachytic,  ii.  395. 
Merabetin  identical  with  Anislimen  tribes, 

given  to  a  holy  life  and  study.  The  Mera- 

betin of  Tln-taghode  attack  and  pillage 
the  expedition,  i.  315.  Suffer  from  a  foray 
of  the  Awelimmid,  322.  Are  punished 
by  the  Sultan  of  A'gades,  440.  Their warlike  and  revolutionary  character,  492. 

Merke  fruit  said  to  preserve  horses  from 
worms,  iv.  111. 

Mesallaje  at  A'gades,  i.  449. 
Mesellata,  plain  of,  i.  75.     Fortress,  77. 
Mesheru  well,  surrounded  by  human  bones, V.  441. 
Meteorological  Registers,  i.  571;  ii.  673; 

iii.  609  ;  iv.  631  ;  v.  655. 
Mice,  abundance  of,  i.  540. 
Minge  village,  v.  301.  Visit  to  the  gover- 

nor, 303. 
Minta  district,  iv,  353. 
Mirriya  town  described,  iv.  76. 
Mithkal  a  weight  of  gold  of  different  value 

of  A'gades,  i.  467,  479.  Of  Timbuktu, 
V.  23.    Sansanne  Mangho,  iv.  556. 

Mizda,  its  scenery  and  inhabitants,  i.  100. 
Mobti  town,  v.  474. 
Mohammed  ben  A'hmed  Sherif,  his  journej 

to  Lake  Nyassa  II,  489.  Last  meetinj- 
with,  iv,  34. 

Mohammed  ben  'Abd  el  Kerlm,  great  apos- 
tle of  Central  Negroland,  place  of  prayer 

in  the  valley  of  Taghist,  founded  by,  i. 
385.  His  influence  in  Katsena,  ii.  74,  76. 
His  death  and  connection  with  the  history 
of  Songhay,  iv.  606. 

Mohammed  Boro  joins  the  expedition,  i. 
165.  Irritated  against  us,  179.  Stirs  up 
the  camp,  278.  Rendered  friendly,  303. 
His  house  and  family  at  A'gades,  403. 
Friendly  parting  from,  432.  His  patri- 

archal character,  408. 
Mohammed  ben  Khottar,  the  Sheikh,  El 

Bakay's  nephew,  v.  71,  160,  230,  239, 

passim. Mohammed  Galaijo,  chief  of  Champagore, 
iv.  254,  464.  His  son,  472. 

Mohammed  Titiwi,  ominous  meeting  with 
him,  ii.  338. 

Mohammed  e'  Sfaksi  disputes  with  the Tawarek  chiefs,  i.  181.  Debt  towards 
him  contracted  by  the  mission,  iii.  246  ; 
at  length  discharged,  iii.  473.  Last 
trouble  with  him,  iv.  103.  Final  meet- 

ing, V.  375. 
Mohammed  Lebbo,  founder  of  Pullo  king- 

dom of  Masina,  iv.  256,  629. 
Mohammed  I>owel,  governor  of  A'damawa, 

interview  with,  ii.  490. 
Mohammed  Trumba,  or  el  'Akerut,  and  his 

slave  caravan,  i.  185.  His  service  in 
bringing  me  a  good  supply  of  money,  iv.  8  1 . 

Moito,  town  of  Bagirmi,  described,  iii.  566. 
Mokori  village  of  Bagirmi,  iii.  334,  351. 
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Mokoro  district  and  its  inhabitants,  iii.  463. 
Molghoy  district,  ii.  379.     Village  and  its 

inhabitants,  i.  380,  537. 
Mondo  village,     ̂ ee  Mando. 
Monge,  village  of  camel-hair  tents,  v.  54.1. 
Moriki  town,  v.  350. 
Morocco,  emperor  of,  sends  an  army  to  in- 

vade Songhay,  iv.  610.  A  second  time, 
and  with  success,  614.  Conquers  the 
whole  of  Negroland  from  Baghena  to  Den- 
dina,  623.  Merchants  of,  their  jealousy 
against  me  during  my  stay  in  Tim- 

buktu, iv.  496  ;  v.  5.  Trade  of  Morocco 
with  Timbuktu,  33. 

Mosi  province  and  inhabitants,  notices  of,  iv. 
550.  Importance  of  the  country  in  the 
struggle  between  Paganism  and  Islamism, 
551.  Their  cotton  strips,  iv.  290.  Their 
asses,  289. 

Mosquitoes,  great  nuisance  in  Kebbi,  v.  318. 
Mountain  group,  sketch  of  an  interesting,  i. 
202.  Ranges,  view  of,  294.  Uniform 
character  of,  in  North  Africa,  passim. 

Mount  Tekut,  ascent  of,  i.  44. 
Mowedina  town,  v.  492. 
Moyet  village,  v,  514. 
Mubi  town  and  vicinity,  ii.  419,  526.  De- 

scription of  a  hut,  527. 
Muglebu  village,  ii.  524.  Its  rich  vegeta- 

tion after  the  rains, 
Mujeran  lake,  a  part  of  Niger,  v.  484. 
Mulay  Hamed.     See  Morocco. 
Mulay  el  Mehedi,  his  knowledge  of  astro- 

nomy, V.  12. 
Mules  rare  in  Negroland,  ii.  156. 
Mundoro  village,  curious  thatch-work,  iv. 328. 
Muniyo,  mountainous  province  of,  iv.  42. 

Revenues  derived  from,  52.  Principal 
towns  and  villages,  57^  note.  Singular 
ceremony  at  the  election  of  its  rulers,  ii. 
271. 

Muniyoma,     governor     of  Muniyo,  his 
princely  character,  iv.  55. 

Munke  village,  iii.  284. 
Murja,  walled  town  of  Baghena,  and  its 

inhabitants,  v.  499. 
Murzuk,  arrival  at,  i.  162.  Description  of, 

166.  Its  character  approaching  that  of  a 
town  of  Negroland,  168.  Return  to,  v.  445. 

Musgu  country,  expedition  to,  iii.  159. 
Enter,  173.  Pillaged  village,  1 75.  Chief 
places  in,  178,  note.  Its  unfavourable  si- 

tuation, 183. 
Musgu  tribe,  notices  of,  iii.  178.  Industry 

in  manuring  their  fields,  208.  Worship 
their  ancestors,  190.  Their  fetish,  179. 
Weapons,  198.  Women,  national  dress 
of,  238.    Dwellings,  204,  349,  350. 

Mustafaji  village,  iii.  330. 

Nama  town  and  inhabitants,  v.  490. 
Namantugu  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  282. 

Mentioned  in  the  history  of  Songhay,  607. 
Natron  caravans,  ii.  159. 
Natron  incrustations  in  Air,  i.  389.  Chief 

places  where  natron  is  procured  in  Negro- 
land, ibidem.    Dilference  of,  iv.  160. 

Natron  lake,  iv.  45.  Of  Keleno,  iv.  66.  Of 
Badamuni,  iv.  72. 

Natron  trade  in  Kano,  ii.  132.  In  Gum- mel,  169. 
Neat-dung,  salt  prepared  from,  iii.  45. 

 ,  fresh  used  for  plastering  the  inside  of 
the  walls  and  excluding  vermin,  iii.  301. 

Needles,  value  of,  as  an  article  of  exchange, 
iii.  167.  Various  kinds  of  needles  wanted 
in  different  regions,  iv,  313.  The  general 
custom  of  giving  needles  as  small  presents 
to  people  on  the  road,  passim. 

Negro,  few  really  Negro  tribes  in  the  in- terior of  the  continent,  ii.  383. 
Negroland,  El  Bekri's  account  of,  iv.  583. 

El  Edrlsi's  account  of,  noticed,  585. 
Leo's  account  of,  i.  462,  ii.  266,  and  passim. 
Policy  in,  iii.  232.  Sad  condition  of,  v. 341. 

Nests,  pendulous,  iii.  1 70. 
Ngala  town  described,  iii.  270. 
Ngarruwa  town,  iv.  42. 
Ngegimi  village  and  inhabitants,  iii.  46  ;  v. 

412.     Route  from,  to  Beri,  52,  note. 
Nghakeli,  north  limit  of  the  balanites, 

description  of  the  valley,  i.  265. 
Ngornu  town  and  vicinity,  ii.  320.  iii.  470. 
Ngurutuwa (general  name,  meaning  "  a  place 

full  of  river  horses  "),  grave  of  Mr.  Ri- chardson at,  ii.  218.  Towns  of  similar 
name,  passim. 

Niger,  first  view  of,  iv.  240.  Its  various 
names  mean  "river,"  241.  (Origin  of 
name  Niger  from  "  n-eghlrreu.").  Boats on,  242.  Network  of  creeks,  361. 
Probable  explanation  of  its  anomalous 
rising,  v.  5.  Difference  in  the  quality  of 
the  water  of  the  two  branches  of  the  Upper 
Niger,  477.  Nutritious  grass  growing 
in,  see  Byrgu.  Information  of  districts 
along  the  Niger  from  Timbuktu  to  San- 
sanding,  V.  470.  Places  along,  between 
Waraka  island  and  Ansongho,  135, note. 

Nimadi,  a  wild  set  of  hunters,  v.  518. 
Njimie,  old  capital  of  Kanem,  ii.  258,  645  ; 

iii.  501,  505. 
Nomadic  herdsmen  in  Bornu,  ii.  229. 
Nuggera  valley,  iv.  432. 
Nukuma  district  on  island  Rude,  v.  517. 
Nux  purgans,  iv.  171. 
Nyamina  town  and  market  place,  v.  494. 
Nyengay  lake,  iv.  367. 
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Oil-palm  in  AMamawa,  ii.  506.    Isolated  ] 
specimen  in  the  valley  Fogha,  v.  316. 

Oitilli  island  (identical  with  Ghutil),  ap- 
pearance of  the  Niger  at,  v.  290. 

Ojuft,  town  of  A'derer,  and  inhabitants,  v. 538. 
Olalowa,  town  of  Damerghu,  described,  i. 

548. 
O'm  el  hammam,  village  of  Fezzan,  de- scribed, i.  172. 
Onions  introduced  together  with  wheat,  ii. 

314;  iii.  382.  Great  benefit  to  Euro- 
pean travellers,  ib.  Wushek,  iv.  61. 

Very  excellent  in  Gando,  iii.  202.  In- 
troduced into  Timbuktu,  iv.  396. 

Orthography  adopted,  explanation  of  the,  i. 
p.  xxxiii. 

Orycteropus  iEthiopicus,  i.  526  ;  ii.  233. 
'Othman  Bugoman,  prince  of  Bagirmi,  ca- 

reer of,  iii.  436—442. 
'Othman  dan  Fodiye  the  Reformer,  his influence,  iv.  152;  his  song,  531. 
Overvveg,  Dr.,  his  qualifications,  vol.  i.  p.  xv. 

Arrives  at  Tunis,  1.  His  memoranda, 
iii.  9.  His  journey  to  Tasawa,  ii.  12. 
Arrival  in  Kukawa,  342.  Voyage  on  the 
Tsad,  iii.  8.  Journey  to  Gujeba  and  Fika, 
470.  His  death  and  burial  on  the  bor- 

ders of  Lake  Tsad,  477. 

Pagan  charm,  iii.  265. 
Paganism,  struggle  of,  with  Islamism,  ii.  4 1  ; 

iii.  135,  183;  iv.  121,  passim.  Mosi 
champions  of  paganism,  iv.  551.  Re- 

mains of  paganism  in  Mohammedan  com- 
munities, iii.  263,  370. 

Palm,  the  three  species  of  palms  common  to 
Negroland  in  the  same  locality,  iii.  194. 

Park,  Mungo,  revenge  for  injuries  inflicted 
by,  a  probable  motive  to  the  attack  of  the 
Tawarek  upon  Major  Laing,  iv.  453,  note, 
A'wab's  account  of,  506.  Fired  at  any  one 
who  approached  in  a  threatening  attitude, 
V.  201.  Bad  efFects  of  this,  202.  Remi- 

niscences of,  162,  180,  218,  246.  Mistaken 
with  regard  to  Sego,  iv.  469,  note. 

Pennisetum  distichum,  its  annoyance  and 
uses,  i.  390,  523,  529  ;  iv.  64,  221  ;  et 
passim. 

Pepper  indispensable  in  hot  countries,  iv. 
87. 

Pharaoh,  tradition  regarding  the  visit  of  a, 
to  Burrum  on  the  Niger,  v.  192. 

Pigeons,  multitudes  of  wild,  and  device 
against,  ii.  205.  Pigeons  in  great  request 
and  cheap  in  Timbuktu,  iv.  443. 

Pilgrim  traders,  ii.  366;  iii.  315  ;  iv.  234, 
passim. 

Pirtwa  village,  ii.  354. 
Plough  drawn  by  slaves  in  the  valley  of 

Auderas,  i.  387.     No  plough  used  in 
Negroland,  388. 

Poa,  edible,  in   Bornu,  iii.  29.  Various 
species,  256.    In  great  use  in  Bagirmi  and 
Wadai,  iii.  405,  447. 

Poisoned  arrows,  remedy  against,  ii.  167. 
Polygamy,  singular  illustration  in  favour  of, 

iv.  102.    Polygamy  limited  by  Fulbe  of 
Masina  to  bigamy,  iv.  257. 

Portuguese,  their  endeavours  to  open  up  the 
interior  of  Africa,  iv.  602,  605,  606. 

Prayers  for  the  dead,  v.  57. 
Priesthood,  no  distinct,  iii.  207. 
Prodigal  Son,  story  of  the,  in  Temashight, 

V.  639. 
Produce  of  Africa,  iii.  233. 
Pullo.  See  Fulbe, 
PuUo  Ibrahim,  the  pious  and  learned  pil- 

grim, notice  of,  ii.  284. 

Rabda  and  its  villages,  i.  38 — 42. 
Rafi-n-Mauri,  large,   swampy   valley,  iv. 224. 

Rains,  great  diversity  of,  in  different  locali- 
ties, iii.  3.     Rare  in  the  morning,  i.  332, 

ii.  526.  In  Air,  i,  362.  In  the  desert,  v. 
428.  Little  in  Kukawa,  iii.  4.  Much 
in  Gando,  v.  329.  For  the  register  of 
the  fall  of  rain,  see  Meteorological  Tables. 

Rainy  season  in  Kukawa,  iii.  3. 
Ralle,  pass  of,  described,  i.  205. 
Ras  el  ma,  celebrated  creek  of  Niger,  v.  485. 
Reade,  Mr.,  H.M  's  vice-consul  in  Tripoli, his  kindness,  i.  16  ;  v.  450,  451. 
Redani  district  described,  iv.  17. 
Red  worms,  march  of,  iv.  323. 
Religious  structures,  i.  58,  74. 
Ren,  town  of  Logon,  described,  iii.  273. 
Ribago  village  and  district,  ii.  480. 
Rice,  wild,  in  the  forests  south  of  Bornu, 

iii.  161.  Cultivated  in  part  of  A'damawa, 
ii.  481.  In  Kebbi,  iv.  181,  205,  passim. 
Rice  tiggra  in  Bagirmi,  iii.  375.  Not  cul- 

tivated in  Bornu,  easternmost  limit  of 
cultivation,  iv.  91.  In  Bagirmi,  447.  In- 

troduced from  Egypt  to  Burrum  on  the 
Niger,  v.  194.  Rice  only  to  be  got  in 
the  husk,  195.     In  El  Hodh,  505. 

Richardson,  Mr.,  his  arrival  in  Tripoli,  i. 
16.  His  trouble  with  the  chiefs  of  Ghat, 
239.  His  death,  ii.  203.  (For  account 
of  his  sickness  see  my  letter,  published  in 
the  Preface  to  his  own  Journal.)  His 
grave,  218.    His  property,  249. 

Riverhorses  very  common  in  almost  all  stag- 
nant or  running  waters  of  Negroland, 

passim.  Their  wrath  at  being  disturbed,  v. 227. 

Rivers,  their  names  in  Negroland  merely 
signify  water,  iii.  299. 
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Roman  remains  at  El  Jem,  i.  3 ;  at  El 
Medaina,  1 2 ;  and  near  Um  e'  Zerzan, 33 ;  in  Tarhona,  68,  70 ;  Gwasem,  93. 
Ruins  in  Wadi  Talha,  113;  in  Wadi 
Tagije,  117  ;  sepulchres  near  the  well 
Taboniye,  123,  124;  gateway  at  Ghariya 
el  gharbiya,  126.  In  e'  Sherkiye,  133. Near  Jerma,  the  southernmost  relic  of 
their  dominion,  156. 

Routes  : 
A'damawa  :  from  Chamba  to  Baya,  iii. 616,  617. 

Chamba  to  Tibati,  ii.  621,  623;  Ti- 
bati  to  the  Fbo  country,  624. 

Chebowa  to  Lame,  ii.  609. 
Gewe  to  Karnak  Logone,  ii.  60 ;  to 

Lere,  606. 
Gider  to  Fatawel,  ii.  598. 
Gurin  to  Ray-Buba,  ii.  603  ;  Ray- 
Buba  to  Ribago,  604 ;    Ribago  to 
Sarawu,  606. 

Hamarruwa  to  Yola,  ii.  588  ;  by  way 
of  Koncha.  589. 

Koncha  to  Joro-Fangel  and  Baya,  ii. 
618,  619  ;  Joro-Fangel  to  the  Jetem 
country,  627. 

Meso,  by  Hina,  to  I'ssege,  ii.  600. Mora  to  Yola,  ii.  591. 
Ngaiindere  to  the  Bati,  ii.  631. 
O'blo  to  Demmo,  ii.  608  ;  Demmo  to 

Laga,  611. 
Ray  to  Lame  and  Laga,  ii.  611;  to 

Le're,  607. 
Ray-Buba  to  Baya,  ii.  613;  to  Mbafu, 629. 
Sarawu,  by   Gider,    to   Fatawel  and 

Binder,  ii.  597. 
Yola,  by  Gurin,  to  Baya,  614. 

A'gades  to  Azawad,  i.  568 ;   to  Bilma, 
558  ;  to  Damerghu,  558  ;  to  Maradi, 
556  ;  to  Sokoto,  555  ;  to  Tawat,  560. 

Desert,  western  half ;  A'tar  to  Tejigja  or 
or  Rashld,  v.  511;  Tejigja  to  Jafena, 
512. 

Aulef  to  Mabruk,  western  road,  v.  459. 
Bakel,  by   Asaba,  to  the  frontier  of 

Taganet,  v.  515. 
Hamda-Allahi,  by  Sa,  to  Kabara,  v. 

476;  to  Kaiiima,  477;   to  Kahaide, 
by  Meshila,  517  ;   Kahaide  to  the 
frontier  of  Taganet,  514. 

I'nzize  to  Gogo,  v.  478, 
Kasambara  to  Bu-Jedur,  v.  492;  to 

Jawara,  491  ;  to  Kola,  direct,  498  ; 
to  Mesila,  493;  to  Nyamina,  494; 
by   Murja   to    Nyamina,  495 ;  to 
Tishit,  505  ;  to  Walata,  490. 

Kasr  el  Barka  to  Bu-t^limit,  v.  512; 
to  Kahaide,  513  ;    Kahaide  to  the  I 
frontier  of  Taganet,  5 1 5.  j 

Routes — continued. 
MesMla  to  Bakel,  v.  522. 
Murja  to  Mekoye,  v.  497. 
Sansandi  to  Kasambara,  zigzag,  v.  498  ; 

to  Timbuktu,  482. 
Tawat,  by  Mabruk,  to  Timbuktu,  v.  457. 
Timbuktu,  by  Gundam  and  Yowaru, 

to  Hamda-Allahi,  v.  467 ;   by  Ba- 
sikunnu,  to  Sansandi,  481  ;  to  Wa- 

lata,  484;    to   the  billet    Sidi  el 
Mukhtar,  iv.  454,  note. 

Wadan  to  A'ghadir  Dome,  v.  550;  to 
El  Khat,  circuitous,  510;  to  Rashid, 
by  El  Khat,  510;  to  Tishit,  508; 
to  Walata,  509. 

Walata  to  Sansandi,  v.  488,  489. 
Yowaru  to  Tenengu,  v.  468;  to  Ya- 

salame,  472,  note. 
Dar-Fur  : 

Tendelti  to  A^m-majura,  iii.  584 ;  to 
Runga,  583. 

Dendina    province  :    from    Sokoto  to 
Komba,  on  the  Niger,  iv.  544. 

Y^lu  to  Yauri,  iv.  538. 
Gurma  and  Mosi  provinces :  from  Bone, 

by  Konna,  to  Hamda-Allahi,  v.  465; 
Champagore  to  Lando,  iv.  599. 

Hombori,  by  Konna  to  Hamda-Allahi, V.  465. 
Jibo  to  Kaye,  iv.  561. 
Kaiiima  to  Hamda-Allahi,  v.  478. 
Kaye   to  Woghodogho,    iv.  561  ;  to 

Belussa  and  Belanga,  563. 
Kirotashi  to  Woghodogho,  iv.  558. 
Komba  to  Majori,  v.  554  ;   to  San- 

sanne  Mangho  and  Saiga,  554. 
Mani  to  Kong,  iv.  562  ;  return,  563. 
Pissela  to  Dore,  iv.  564. 
Saiga,  by  Kong,  to  Tanera,  iv.  557. 
Sego  to  Meggara,  iv.  565. 
Tankurgu  to  Sansanne  Mangho,  iv. 560. 
Yagha  to  Belanga,  iv.  560. 
Yendi  to  Yagha,  iv.  263,  note. 

Kanem  :   from  'Alimari  to  Karnak  Lo- 
gone, iii.  488. Beri  to  Taghgel,  iii.  486  ;  Taghgel,  by 

'Allmari,  to  Moito,  488. 
Bir  el  Kurna,  by  Bir  el  'Atesh  and Mussebi,  to  Ege,  iii.  491  ;  Ege  to 

Yen  or  Beled  el  'Omiyan,  493. 
Mawo  to  Taghgel,  iii.  484. 

Routes  in  Kanem  in  the  sixteenth  century, 
iii.  498-520. 

Ngegimi  to  Eg^,  iii.  491. Yawo  to  Mawo,  iii.  489. 
Kano  and  neighbouring  provinces  :  from 

Daraso  to  YAkoba,  ii.  584. 
Kano  to  Katab,  ii.  570 ;  Katab  to 

Yakoba,  573 ;    Kano   to  Yakoba, 
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Routes — continued. 
571  ;  to  Zinder,  559;  by  Zariya,  to 
Keffi-n-Abdezenga,  562. 

Jemmaa-n-Darroro  to  Keffi-n-Abde- 
zenga, with  branch  to  Lafiya  Bere- 

bere,  ii.  566. 
Katagurn  to  Shera,  il.  585  ;  Shera  to 

Yakoba,  587. 
Keffi-n-Abdezenga  to  Toto  and  Fanda, 

ii.  567. 
Zariya,  by  Katab,  to  Darroro,  ii,  564, 

To  Yakoba,  from  different  points,  ii.  575. 
Waday  and  Bagirmi:  from  Babaliya  to 

Moito,  iii.  616. 
Buso  to  Miltu,  iii.  590  ;  to  Bang-Day, 600. 
Chaken  to  Kim,  iii.  598. 
Fittri  to  Mawo,  iii.  586,  587. 
Kukawa,  by  Logon  Birni  and  Buso, 

to  Bang- Bay,  iii.  613. 
Laffana  to  Bang-Bay,  iii.  596. 
Lay  to  Salin,  iii.  599. 
Mabbele  to  Fong,  and  from  Fong  to 

Buso,  iii.  602  ;  to  Lay  and  Kim,  598. 
Mas-ena  to  Bang- Bay,  iii.  600,  604  ; 

to  Buso,  by  Lairy,  594  ;  to  Gogomi, 
592;  to  Kenga  Mataya,  594;  to 
Kirbe,  591  ;  to  Laffitna  and  Buso, 
589 ;  to  Lairy  and  Moito,  by  KoUe, 
596;  to  Mawo,  by  Gawi,  615;  to 
Meddeba,  617  ;  to  Moito  by  Debaba, 
596  ;  to  Musgu,  603 ;  to  Runga 
and  Silla,  608 ;  to  Salin,  599 ;  to 
Wara,  563,  565,  569. 

Miltu  to  Gogome,  iii.  591. 
Miltu  and  Day,  and  from  Day  to  Lay, 

iii.  601. 
Shenini,  by  O'grogo,  to   Bororlt,  iii. 

572  ;  to  Dumta,  577  ;  to  Jurlu, 
577 ;  to  the  Moku,  or  iron  mines,  579 ; 
to  Nyesere,  578  ;  to  Silla,  byway  of 
A'ndela,  580;  to  Silla,  direct,  581. 

Wara  to  Dumta,  iii.  575  ;  to  Runga, 
583 ;    to  Shenini,  570 ;    to  Wadi 
'Oradha,  587. 

Yauri  province :   from  Bunza  to  Yauri, 
and  from  Yauri  to  Kota-n-koro,  iv.  547, 

Zaberma  province:  from  Augi  by  Mauri 
and  Zaberma  to  Tamkala,  iv.  547. 

Yeni  to  Kurfay,  iv,  548. 
Zanfara  province  :  from  Banaga  to  A'nka and  to  Kot6r*koshe,  iv.  524. 

Kano  to  Sokoto  by  Kauri-n-Nam6da, 
iv.  522. 

Rudu,  sleeping-hut,  described  and  figured, 
iv.  127. 

Ruined  monastery  in  the  Schabet  Um  el 
Khardb,  i.  108. 

Ruraa,  historical  notice  of  the,  iv.  43].  At 
Bamba,  notice  of  the,  v.  161.     In  Sebi, 
VOL.  V.  Y 

on  the  Niger,  470, 479.  Their  complexion, 
191. 

Sa,  important  town  on  Upper  Niger,  and 
neighbourhood,  v.  476;  in  former  times, 
iv.  421. 

Sabon  Birni,  walled  town,  iv.  124. 
Sahata,  districts  and  tribes  of,  between 

A'zavvad  and  Timbuktu  on  one  side,  and 
El  Hodh  and  Baghena  on  the  other,  v.  548. 

Said  ben  Salah,  chapel  of,  i.  13.  Legend 
concerning,  19. 

Saint  Augustine's  statement  regarding  the 
use  of  bulls  for  chariot-drawing  by  the 
ancient  kings  of  Fezzan,  sculptures  con- 

firming, i.  199. 
Sakomaren  tribe,  account  of  the,  i.  565. 
Sala,  walled  town  of  Kebbi,  iv.  195. 
Salakoro  village,  v.  499. 
Saiga,  chief  town  of  Gonja,  emporium  of  the 

guro  trade,  noticed,  iv.  556. 
Salla-leja,  religious  festival  at  A'gades,  i. 429. 
Salt,  a  commercial  staple  of  Timbuktu,  v. 
23.  Prices  of  in  Timbuktu,  v.  25,  1  38. 
Salt  and  gold,  principal  articles  of  barter 
from  the  most  ancient  times,  24.  Bitter 
quality  of  salt  of  Bilma,  i.  504.  Ex- 

cellence of  salt  of  Taodenni,  iv.  228. 
How  it  is  obtained,  v.  24.  Salt  of  Ingal, 
i.  465.  Crust  of,  on  elevated  ground,  i.  1 48. 
Cornfields,  thickly  encrusted  with,  159. 
Localities  of,  between  Asiu  and  Tawat,  i. 
565.  Prepared  from  capparis  and  neat- 
dung,  iii.  44,  45.  Mode  of  extracting 
from  earth  in  the  vale  of  Fogha,  iv.  228. 
Mode  of  preparing,  and  saltpits  at  Kalala 
village,  V.  427.  Mode  of  preparing  in 
Bumanda,  on  the  Benuwe,  ii.  502,  note. 
In  Miltu,  on  the  Shari,  iii.  45.  Want  of, 
how  deeply  felt,  iv.  611,  note. 

Salt  trade  in  Kano,  ii.  132.  In  Timbuktu, 
iv.  485  ;  v.  24. 

Salt  caravan,  i.  504.  Estimate  of  its  num- 
ber, ii.  43.    See  Airi. 

Sanchergu,  farming  hamlet,  iv.  251. 
Sand-hills  between  Shiyatl  and  El  Gharbi, 
journey  over,  i.  148-153.  Menace  the 
plantations,  151.  Isolated  sandhills  with- 

out water,  called  Aukar,  or  A'kela,  v. 
529.  Immense  ridges  of  sandhills  in  the 
Western  desert,  541,  546. 

Sanem  ben  Hamedan,  ruins  of  the  temple 
of,  i.  79, 

San-kore,  mosque  of,  iv.  479;  how  restored, V.  82. 
San-shirfu,  the  Kadhi,  v.  577. 
Sansanne  'Alsa,  walled  town,  iv.  128. 
Sansanne  Mangho,  Mandingo  town,  iv.  555. 

The  gold  weight  of,  v.  23. 
Y 
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Sanyare  town,  iv.  389. 
Sar  described,  iii.  610. 
Sarawu,  important  double  village  ;  hut  de- 

scribed, ii.  438,  439. 
Sarayamo  town  and  inhabitants,  iv,  372. 
Sare-dina  town,  on  upper  Niger,  v.  517. 
Say,  important  town  on  the  Niger,  iv.  241. 

Market,  244-247,  Its  importance  for 
European  traffic,  247.  Second  residence 
at,  V.  295.  Market,  297.  Appearance  of 
the  Niger  at,  298. 

Say,  valley  of,  v.  293. 
Scorpion,  effects  of  bite  of  a,  iii.  163. 
Scott  the  sailor,  v.  471. 
Sculptures  in  the  desert,  i.  196. 
Sebba,  chief  place  of  Yagha,  town  and  in- 

habitants, iv.  275-280.  Hut  described 
and  figured,  275-277. 

Sebkha,  explanation  of  the  term,  i,  10, 
Sefuwa  dynasty,  its  foundation  in  Kanem, 

ii.  262.     Of  Berber  origin,  269. 
Segcro  village  and  neighbourhood,  ii.  431. 
Selufiet,  valley  and  village,  i.  317, 
Senhaja  tribe  noticed,  iv.  586. 
Senudebu  village  and  hills,  v.  285. 
Sepulchre  of  Sidi  Mukhtar  at  Timbuktu, 

V.  57. 
Sepulchral  monument  in  Wadi  Taglje,  i. 

116.     At  Taboniye,  123. 
Sepulchres  of  the  Musgu,  iii.  190. 
Sesamum,  cultivation  of,  ii.  95,  433,  655. 

In  Adamawa,  ii.  506  ;  iii.  336,  356,  447 ; 
V.  293. 

Sfakes,  halt  at,  i.  4.     Voyage  hence  to 
Zarzis,  i,  4,  9. 

Shabare  village,  iv.  89. 
Shabet  el  Kadim,  Roman  milestones  near, 

i.  97. 
Shabet  Um  el  Kharab,  Christian  remains  in 

the,  i.  108. 
Shamo  district,  ii.  376. 
Shari  river,  iii.  313,  325,  331.  Places  on 

the,  from  Bugoman  upwards,  588  ;  from 
Bugoman  downwards,  617.  Meaning  of 
name,  iii.  209. 

Shecheri  village,  v.  384, 
Sheikh  Sidi  A'hmed  el  Bakay  arrives  in  Tim- buktu, iv,  449.  First  interview  with, 

453,  457.  Religious  discussions  with, 
483,  510.  His  attachment  to  his  family, 
485.  Pedigree  of,  iv.  567.  Two  poems 
by,  568.  Translated,  574.  His  letter 
of  recommendation,  v.  642.  His  un- 

ceasing kindness,  v.  14.  Delivers  a 
lecture  on  the  equal  rank  of  the  pro- 

phets, 42.  Prays  at  the  sepulchre  for 
his  mother-in-law's  soul,  57.  His  noble 
family,  163.     Parting  with,  239. 

Shell  money,  mode  of  reckoning,  ii.  28. 
Shells  principal  currency  in  Kano,  ii.  142  ; 

recently  introduced  into  Kukawa,  311; 
current  in  Muniyo,  iv,  52  ;  in  Zinder,  82  ; 
in  Sokoto,  162,  170;  in  Gando,  200;  in 
Say,  246  ;  in  Yagha,  278  ;  in  Dore,  290  ; 
in  Timbuktu,  443,     In  Bunka,  v.  352. 
No  currency  in   the  country  towns  of 
Bornu,  ii,  31 1 .  In  A'damawa,  ii,  446.  In 
Bagirmi,  iii.  381.  None  in  I'saye,  iv.  332. 

Shibdawa  village,  rich  scenery,  ii.  86. 
Shigge,  term  for  cotton  in  Western  Ne- 

groland,  iv.  443,  tiote.     Kserat  shigge,  v. 500. 
Shinghlt  town  and  inhabitants  described,  v. 

510,  537.  Extension  of  name,  Shena- 

gita,  ib. Shirts,  common  white  of  Bornu,  the  com- 
mercial medium  in  Kanem,  iii.  75  ;  also 

in  Bagirmi,  381;  and  in  A'damawa,  ii. 
471  ;  even  in  Kukawa,  for  buying  large 
objects,  311.     iS'ee  Tobes. Shitati  district,  vales  of,  iii.  107.  Shitati 
tribe  called  after  the  district,  iii.  484, 

Shuwa  Arabs,  notices  of  the,  ii.  355.  Po- 
pulation, notices  of,  iii,  136,  Villages, 

154,  Remarkable  characteristics,  136, 
371,  Amount  of  their  cavalry,  iii,  524, 
S.  native  Arabs, 

Slniwa  tribes  in  Bagirmi,  iii.  544;  in  Waday, V.  544. 

Sidi  A'lawate,  interview  with,  iv.  401.  Pre- 
sents extorted  by,  439.  Religious  dis- 

cussion with,  445. 
Sidi  'All  ben  Salah  chapel  and  ruins,  i,  72, 
Sidi  'All,  m.erchant  in  Kano,  ii,  102  ;  v.  358. 
Sidi  Mohammed,  El  Bakay's  elder  brother, arrives  at  Timbuktu,  v.  45.  Interests 

himself  in  my  favour,  53.  His  character,  83. 
Siggedim  oasis,  v.  436. 
Silla,  very  important  town  on  upper  Niger, 

where  cotton  weaving  first  flourished,  v.  30. 
Silk  cotton  tree,  immense  specimens  of, 

placed  at  the  gates  of  many  a  town  in 
Negroland.  ii.  89 ;  v.  347. 

Sing-melek,  the  Vizier,  in  Waday,  iii,  553. 
Sirba  river,  iv.  268.  Reed-raft,  269. 

Country  beyond,  271.  Its  appearance  at 
Garbeguru,  v.  283  ;  and  at  Kuttukole, 
V,  284. 

Sinder  town  and  island,  in  the  Niger,  v. 
273, 

Sittahe  village,  iii.  272. 
Slave-hunting  and  butchery,  iii.  194,  203, 

Consequences,  224. 
Slavery  in  A'damawa,  ii.  502. 
Slavery  and  the  slave  trade,  influence  of 

firearms  and  civilization  upon  the  increase 
of,  iii.  133.    Domestic — its  quiet  course, ii.  23,  151, 

Slave  trade  in  Kano,  ii.  131. 
Slaves  cruelly  treated  by  the  Tebu,  v.  414. 
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Yoked  to  the  plough  in  the  valley  of 
Auderas,  i.  387.  Prices  of,  in  the  coun- 

tries S.  of  Bagirnai,  iii.  381.  In  Mas-ena, 420. 
Smelting  furnaces  described  and  figured, 

iv.  265. 
Smoking,  Mtisgu  passionately  fond  of,  iii. 

208.  Inhabitants  of  Niger  likewise,  V.  16] , 
Snake,  large,  killed,  iii.  57. 
So  or  Soy  tribe,  of  its  former  power,  ii.  277, 

638,  639.     Reduced  by  the  king  Edris 
A'lawoma,  651.     One  of   their  former 
capitals,  iii.  279. 

Soda,  corn-fields  thicklv  incrusted  with,  i. 
159. 

Sofe'jin,  rich  valley,  its  fertility,  i.  104. Sokna  town  noticed,  v.  448. 
Sokoto,  present  state  of,  iv.  155.    Aspect  of 

the  country,  166.    Rxilers  of,  527.  Fulbe 
tribes  in,  528. 

Sokoto  town  described,  iv.  173.  Second 
visit  to,  V.  333.     Swollen  torrent,  335. 

Song  of  Sheikh  'Othman,  iv.  531. 
Soiighay,  historical  notices  of,  iv.  406.  Its 

civil  polity,  416.      Provinces,  418-422. 
Commerce,  428.  Army,  429.   And  neigli- 
bouring  kingdoms,  chronological  table  of, 
579. 

Songhay,  independent,  between  the  Niger 
and  my  route  by  Yagha  and  Libtako, 
chief  towns  and  residences  of  the,  v,  652. 
An  inhospitable  race,  iv,  238;  v.  238. 
Their  mode  of  carrying  water  in  buckets, 
iv.  318 

Songhay  and  Fulbe  costume  and  weapons, 
V.  286. 

Songho-sare,  farming  village,  iv.  236. 
Sonni  'Ail,  king  of  Negroland,  iv.  413,  593. 

Plunders  Timbuktu,  594.  Conquers 
Baghena,  594.     Drowned,  596. 

Spider,  large  poisonous,  v.  175. 
Stirrups,  Arab,  valuable  properties  of,  iii. 129. 
Subterranean  villages  in  the  Ghurian,  i.  48. 
Sudo-melle  market-place,  iv.  555. 
Sugurti  tribe,  costume  of,  ii.  329. 
Suk  town,  notice  of,  v.  18i,  458. 
Sulleri  town,  ii.  461,  517  ;  described,  iv.  44. 
Summoli,  peculiar  species  of  wild  cat,  de- 

scribed iii.  168. 
Sungurure  village,  iv.  127. 
Superstition,  ii.  183;  iii.  370. 
Sark,  tribe,  iv.  504  ;  v.  468. 
Suwa-buwa,  well  of,  iv.  48. 
Suwa-KoloUuwa  well,  iv.  84. 
Syllel)awa,  or  Sissilbe,  divisions  of  the  tribe, 

iv.  182,  note. 

Tabonlye,  Roman  sepulchres  near  this  well, 
i.  123,  124. 

Tabu,  or  great  army  of  the  Awelimmiden, V.  60. 
Tademekket  tribe,  historical  notice  and 

subdivisions  of,  v.  560.  The  town  called 
Tademekka  by  the  Arab  geographers, 
iv.  498,  583;  v.  181,  458. 

Tagabata  village,  mountain  scenery,  v.  285. 
Tagama,  account  of  the  habits  of  this  tribe, 

i.  527. 
Taganama  town  described,  ii.  181. 
Taganet,  district  of  Western  desert,  described, 

and  Moorish  tribes  in,  v.  532. 
Taganet,  other  more  limited  district  of  same 

name  to  the  north  of  Timbuktu,  v.  460, 
463. 

Tagelel,  village  of  A'nnur,  described,  i.  548. 
Ta-gherburst  and  picturesque  fountain,  i.  26. 
Taghist  valley,  celebrated  place  of  prayer,  i. 385. 

Tahont-n-eggish,  first  rocky  island  in  the 
Niger,  v.  171. 

Tailelt  tobes,  i.  434  ;  ii.  129,  passim. 
Tajakant  tribe  keep  up  the  communication 

between  Timbuktu  and  Morocco,  iv.  489, 
516;  v.  33. 

Takala  town,  v.  653. 
Takulum,  valley  of  Kanem,  iii.  105. 
Talba,  walled  town,  iv.  207. 
Talisman,  curious  one  at  Taganama,  ii.  183. 
Tamarind-tree,  its  beautiful  shady  character, 

principal  ornament  of  Negroland,  i.  543. 
First  full-grown  specimen,  ii.  9 ;  splendid 
specimens,  ii.  320;  iv.  64;  on  the  Niger, 
V.  158,  250.  Silkworm  feeding  on  the 
leaves  of  the  tamarind-tree,  ii.  192,  note. 
The  fruit  the  most  refreshing  drink,  iii. 
377,  passim.  Best  medicine  for  usual 
tropical  disease,  iii.  449;  with  fried  onions, 
pleasant  lunch,  iv.  172. 

Tamki,  dress  and  food  of  the,  iii.  607. 
Tanera  town,  iv.  558. 
Tantanah,  inountain,  probable  [uncertain] 

identification  of,  i.  251. 
Tarabanasa,  their  camp    and    costume,  v. 

102. Taramt  district,  W.  of  Gogo,  v.  238. 
Tarliona,  the  district  and  its  ruins  described, 

i.  64—74. 
Tasawa  territory,  revenues  of,  ii.  16,  The 

town  and  its  inhabitants,  19.    Market,  30. 
Tasawa,  village  of  Fezzan,  i.  178. 
Tautilt  camping-ground  described,  v.  106. 
Tawarek,  see  Imoshagh,  chiefs  arrive  at  the 

camp  near  Tasawa  village,  negotiations 
with  them,  i.  183.  Their  continual  ad- 

vance into  Negroland,  ii.  100;  iv.  4. 
Chiefs  at  Timbuktu,  letter  of  franchise 
obtained  from,  iv.  507.  Encampment, 
339  —  342.  Costume,  350.  Want  of 
unity,  V.  41. 

Y  Y  2 
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Tawash,  Roman  sepulchre  near,  i.  156. 
Tawat,  the  people  of  the  chief  merchants  in 

A'gades,  i.  397.    In  Timbuktu,  iv.  489 ; 
V.  36.    My  chief  protectors,  vi.  72,  123. 
Their  relation  to  the  French,  124.  Said 
to  pay  tribute  to  them,  431.     The  horse 
of  Tawat,  i.  423,  note. 

Tebu,  form  of  the  name,  ii.  269  ;  iii.  505. 
Their  near  relation  to  the  Kanuri,  ii.  275, 
iii.  77-  Their  long  wars  with  the  former, 
636.  Their  tribes,  families,  and  settle- 

ments, iii.  493.  Their  former  settlements 
in  Kanem,  iii.  514,  515.  Their  settle- 

ments along  the  Komadugu,  ii.  216,  653  ; 
iv.  18,  20.  Their  cruelty  towards  their 
slaves,  V,  415.  The  towns  and  villages 
along  Tebu  road,  v.  425.  Their  predilec- 

tion for  dried  fish,  v.  433.  Their  com- 
mercial journeys  to  Mandara,  ii.  444. 

Tefinagh  inscription,  i.  274.  Writing,  v. 
116. 

Tegerri  village  in  Fezzan,  v,  442. 
Teghdaust,  important  tribe  of  western  de- 

sert, V,  527. 
Tejigja,  town  in  the  district  A'derer,  v.  532. Tektake  villaize  and  inhabitants,  v.  515. 
Teleshera  peak,  ascent  of,  i.  501. 
Telisaghe,  remarkable  sculptures  at,  i.  196. 
Temashight,  story  of  the  Prodigal  Son  in, 

V.  639  ;  vocabulary,  565,  638. 
Tenge  village,  v.  492. 
Tengik,  the  most  elevated  peak  in  A'ir,  i. 309,  317. 
Tents,  the  kind  suitable  for  travellers  in  hot 

climates,  i.  85.  Advantage  of  a  few  days' residence  previous  to  starting,  86. 
Tera  and  its  inhabitants,  v.  552.  The  last 

Songhay  king's  leave-taking  in  Tera,  iv. 619. 
Tergulawen  well,  dangerous  locality,  i.  523. 
Termites  used  as  food,  iii.  4.    See  Ants. 
Tessemmak  described,  i.  188. 
Tewiwa  and  its  population,  i.  160. 
Tl)niye  e'  seglura  and  Thniye  el  keblra, 

rugged  passages,  v.  441. 
Tiborawen,   rapids    of  the  Niger  near,  v. 

251. 
Tidik  valley,  i.  311. 
Tigore,  farming  village,  iv.  237. 
Tiggeda  valley  described,  i.  381. 
Tiggera-n-dumma  mountain  group,  v.  437. 
Tigger-urtin  and  its  inhabitants,  i.  172, 
Tihore,  village,  iv.  239. 
Tillage,  peculiar  mode  of,  in  Bagirmi,  iii. 

368,  400. 
Tilii  town  and  inhabitants,  iv.  221  ;  v.  319. 
Timbuktu,  approach  to,  iv.  403.  Political 

situation,  432.  View  over  the  town,  441. 
Plan  of  a  house,  449.  The  great  mosque, 
476,589.  Mosque  San-kore,  589.  Ground 

plan  of  the  town,  477.  Description  of  the 
town,  480.  Its  former  extent,  479.  Po- 

pulation, 482.  The  inundation,  513; 

subsides,  V.  49.  Its  origin,  iv.  410.  "When founded,  584.  Becomes  dependent  on 
Melle,  588.  Destroyed  by  the  King  of 
Mosi,  590.  Visited  by  E'bn  Batuta, 591.  Becomes  known  to  Europeans,  591. 
Conquered  by  the  I'moshagh,  592.  Plun- 

dered by  Sonni  'Ali,  594.  Becomes  more 
important,  ib.  Conquered  by  Jodar,  616. 
Commerce,  515.  Present  commercial  re- 

lations of,  v.  17.  Commercial  importance 
of  its  position,  37.  Identity  of  its  lan- 

guage with  that  of  A'gades,  i.  418.  Why 
so  few  trees  in  the  town,  iv.  475.  Not 
considered  very  healthy,  507.  Late  hours, 
V.  3,  65. 

Timme  town,  v.  466. 

Timmisau  well,  footprint  of  Moses's  horse near,  v.  458. 
Tindirma  town,  iv.  420  ;  v.  470. 
Tinge  town  and  inhabitants,  iv.  310. 
Tin-ger-egedesh,  notice  of  the  tribe,  v.  201. 
Tin-rassen,  interesting  incident  in  African 

warfare  at,  v.  189. 
Tin-shaman,  former  capital  of  A'sben,  i,  336. 
Tin-sherifen  district,  v.    179.  Appearance 

of  the  Niger  at,  185. 
Tin-tagh-ode,  important  village  of,  i.  321. 
Tin-teggana  valley,  i.  485. 
Tintellust  valley  described,  i.  333.  Village 

residence  of  the  powerful  chief  A'nnur, 
ibid.     Deserted,  484. 

Tintumma  desert,  v.  418. 
Tinylkum,  account  of  this  tribe,  i.  174. 

Their  conduct  in  our  adversities,  300, 
301,  306. 

Tishit  town,  its  inhabitants  and  produce,  v. 
506. 

Tobacco  cultivated  in  Katsena,  ii.  90.  Of 
Katsena  much  esteemed,  iv.  99.  Little 
cultivated  in  Bornu,  108.  Varieties  in  or 
near  Timbuktu,  v,  36.  In  Ghergo,  1  53. 
Bamba  and  E'gedesh,  165.  Cultivated 
in  great  extent  by  the  Musgu,  iii.  208, 
229.  Formerly  in  great  extent  along  the 
Niger,  v.  107,  158.  Prohibited  in  Tim- 

buktu, V.  36,  82.  Tobacco  chewed  with 
natron  by  the  Kel-owi,  i.  389. 

Tobes,  varieties  of,  ii.  126  ;  made  in  San- 
sandi,  v.  236. 

Toe,  destruction  of  the  little,  by  a  flesh 
worm,  iii.  345. 

Tolba,  or  Zuwaye,  peaceable  tribes  of  Arabs, 
identical  with  the  term  Anislimen  among 
the  Tawarek,  v.  525,  passim. 

Tombs  in  Musgu  country,  iii.  190. 
Tombo  province  and  inhabitants,  notice  of, 

iv.  550. 
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Tondibi  mount,  v.  205. 
Toiidifii  village,  iv.  240.    Svrarms  of  birds 

at,  V.  300. 
"T^ongi  hamlet,  v.  245. 
'J'onoiar  village,  v.  500. Torriare  village  on  the  Niger,  busy  state  of 

the  river  at,  v.  2G7. 
Tosaye,  remarkable  narrowing  of  the  Niger 

at,  V.  1  90. 
Toso,  edible  fruit  of  the  Bassia  Parkii,  ii. 

387.     See  Butter-tree. 
Trik  el  Merhoma  track,  v.  449. 
Tripoli,  arrival  at,  i.  15.  Excursion  from, 

17 — 84.  Final  departure  from,  87.  Return 
and  embarkation  for  Marseilles,  v.  451, 
452.  Importance  of  Tripoli  for  the  in- 

tercourse with  the  interior,  Preface,  xiv. 
Truffles  common  in  many  parts  of  the  desert, 

i.  136. 
Tsad,  excursion  to  the,  ii.  323.  Description 

of  its  characteristic  features,  325.  Repre- 
sentation of  the  grounds  along  its  swampy 

shore,  332.  The  open  water,  331.  A 
freshwater  lake,  iii.  53.  Mentioned  in 
document,  iii.  508. 

Tuburi  and  their  lake,  iii.  215.  Dr.  Vogel's 
exaggerated  opinion  of  its  size  and  im- 

portance, ib.    Compare  ii.  608. 
Tvil'p  tree,  ii.  9. 
Tumpenga  town,  desolate  site  of,  iv.  285. 
Tiingure    valley,    cotton   plantations  and 

palm  grove,  iv,  50. 
Tunis,  journey  from  to  Tripoli,  i.  1 — 16. 
Turi.  term,  meaning  of,  i.  471,  note. 
Turtles  in  Damerghu,  i.  542.     In  Kanem, 

iii.  74.     Near  Kubo,  iv.  321. 
Typgebo  village  and  inhabitants,  v.  507. 
Tynjur,  tribe  of,  their  dominion,  iii.  430, 
.    528.     Remains  of  them  in  Mondo,  468, 

489,  490. 

U'ba,  northern  frontier  town  of  A'damawa, described,  ii.  412,  529. 
Ugrefe,  the  village  and  its  inhabitants,  i. 

153. 
Uje,  fertile  and  populous  district,  the  finest 

district  of  Bornu,  ii.  362,  539.  Relation 
to  slave  trade,  370. 

Ulakias,  deep  well,  v.  485. 
U'le-Teharge  sandy  downs  described,  v. 132. 

U'm  el  '  Aruk  village,  v.  500. 
Um  e'  Zerzan,  i.   32.     Roman  sepulchre near,  33. 
Unan,  valley,  i.  5 1 5. 
U'ra,  well  of,  ii.  237. 

Vegetables,  common,  of  the  country,  ii.  86. 
Vocabulary  of  the  Temashight,  as  spoken  by 

the  Awelimmiden,  v.  565. 

Vogel,  Dr.,  meeting  with,  in  the  forest,  v. 
381  ;  and  at  Kukawa,  394.  His  journey 
to  Gombe  and  Yakoba,  573,  582.  To 
Waday,  iii.  537.  His  astronomical  obser- 

vations, V.  668. 

Wadan,  town  in  Aderer,  and  inhabitants  de- 
scribed, V.  536.  Portuguese  factory  in, iv.  595. 

Wadan,  town  in  Fezzan,  formerly  belonging 
to  Bornu,  ii.  637. 

Wadan  (Ovis  tragelaphus),  i.  266,  passim, 
Waday,  historical  sketch  of,  iii.  528.  Eth- 

nographical account  of,  539.  Govern- 
ment of,  547.  Army,  554.  Household 

of  the  sultan,  555.  Towns  and  villages, 
556.  Commerce  and  market-places,  556. 
Manufactures  and  productions,  559. 
Learning  and  food,  560. 

Wadi  town,  ii.  211. 
WAdi  Kawar,  v.  429. 
Wadi  Ran  and  its  caverns,  i.  51. 
Wadi  S6f-e'-jln,  ruined  castle  at,  i.  106. 
Wadi  Tagije,  fine  sepulchral  monument  in i.  116. 
Wadi  Talha,  Roman  ruins  at,  i.  113. 
Wadi  Zemzem  and  its  wells,  i.  121  ;  v.  449. 
Wakore,  indigenous  name  of  a  great  section 

of  the  Mandingoes,  v.  501. 
Wakure  village,  v.  516. 
Walata  town  and  inhabitants,  important 

trading  place  in  the  time  of  Ebn  Batuta, 
iv.  591.     Decline,  594  ;  v.  486. 

Wandala  (Mandara)  mountains,  ii.  395. 
Wandering  Arabs  migrating,  ii.  545. 
Wangara  village,  iii.  468. 
Wangarawa,  name  of  the  eastern  Man- 

dingoes,  iv.  144,  289,  555,  567.  Mer- 
chants in  Katsena  Wangarawa,  ii.  82. 

Wani  river,  ii,  200. 
Wanja  village  and  inhabitants,  v.  514. 
Wantila  village,  v.  284. 
Wara  described,  iii.  565. 
Warm  clothing,  would  find  a  ready  sale  in 

Central  Africa,  iii.  145. 
Warrington,  Frederic,  his  kind  services,  i. 

16;  V.  442,  447. 
Wase  town,  v.  369. 
Water,  scarcity  of,  in  many  districts  of 

Bornu,  ii.  187,  240.  In  Bagirmi,  iii.  335. 
Water  unwholesome,  v.  291,  318. 

Water  combat,  iii.  212. 
Water  communication  between  the  basin 

of  the  Tsad  and  the  Bay  of  Biyafra,  iii. 
221. 

Water  lilies  in  Tsad,  ii.  334.     In  Niger, 
iv.  378;  v.  156. 

Water-melons  the  principal  food  of  the  K6- 
betat  tribe,  v.  488. 

Waza  district  described,  iii.  255. 
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Welad  Bu-Sef,  account  of  this  tribe,  i.  120. 
Welad  Sliman,  camp  of,  iii.  59.  History  of 

the  tribe,  61.  Interview  with  their  sheikh, 
66.  Their  habits  and  mode  of  life,  69. 
Jewish  adventurer,  76.  Preparations  for 
attack,  91.  Attacked  by  the  natives, 
102,  104. 

Well,  greater  industry  in  raising  water  from, 
iv.  88. 

Wells  of  Koyam  very  deep,  iv.  14;  v.  389. 
Difficulty  of  digging  a  well  in  Kukawa, 
ii.  30.  A'zawad,  the  most  famous  of,  v. 
262.  Of  Dibbela.  impregnated  with  na- 

tron, 423.  Of  Mul  and  U'nghurutin, 
416.  Of  Taganet,  the  most  famous,  463. 
Of  Zaw-kura,  424. 

Wheat,  cultivated  in  Ngornu,  ii,  314;  iii.  262. 
Princely  dish  in  A'gades,  i.  408.    At  Y6, 
iii.  35.  In  Wushek,  iv.  61.  On  the  Niger, 
V.  158.  Atthe  Ras  el  Ma, v- 485.  Wheat 
and  rice  fetch  double  the  price  of  the  na- 

tive corn,  ii.  314. 
White  ant,  northern  limit  of,  v.  414. 
Wild  oxen,  numerous  in  the  desert,  i.  263; 

v.  424.     See  Antilope  Bubalis. 
Women  of  Kukawa  contrasted  with  those  of 

Kano,  ii.  316. 
Wuelleri  stockade,  ii.  186. 
Wukari,  capital  of  Kororofa,  and  its  inhabi- 

tants, ii.  577. 
Wuliya  district,  beauty  and  careful  cultiva- 

tion of  the,  iii.  208. 
Wulu  village  and  inhabitants,  iv.  299. 
Wurno  described,  iv.  156.  Second  visit  to, 

v.  336.     Attack  of  dysentery  at,  336. 
Wushek  town  and   inhabitants  described, 

iv.  58. 

Yagha  principality,  iv.  275.     Places  be- 
longing to,  278,  note. 

Yakoba,  its  position,  ii.  561. 
Yali  water,  iv.  281. 
Yalowe,  river-bed,  iii.  141. 
Yamiya  well,  iv.  44. 
Yams  not  indigenous  in  the  interior  of 

Africa,  iv.  108.  Not  cultivated  in  Bornu, 
ii.  315.  Cultivated  to  some  extent  in 
A'damawa,  ii.  521.  In  Kororofa,  579. 
In  Kebbi,  iv.  191.  Eastern  limit  of  cul- 

tivation, near  Katsena,  ib. 
Ycira,  ruined  town,  iv.  208. 
Ya-salame  and  Konari,  list  of  places  between V.  481. 

Ya-salame  and  Saredina,  list  of  places  be- 
tween, V.  480. 

Ya-salame  and  Sokolo,  towns  and  villages 
between,  v.  497. 

Yauri,  towns,  villages,  and  tribes  in,  iv.  545. 
Yele  district,  ii.  546. 
Ye'lu  town,  iv.  229. 
Yen,  chief  town  of  Burgu,  described,  iii.  493. 
Yendi  town  noticed,  iv.  556. 
Yerimari  town,  v.  371. 
Yerimari  village,  ii.  377. 
Y6  town  and  vicinity,  iii.  33.     Stay  at,  v. 409. 

Yola  town  and  its  inhabitants,  ii.  485.  De- scribed, 500. 
Yowaru,  important  town  on  Niger,  de- 

scribed, V.  468,  471. 
Yowaru  and  Ya-salame,  list  of  places  be- 

tween, V,  480. 
Yuri,  cliffs  on  the  Niger,  v.  291. 

Za  Alayamin  founds  the  dynasty  of  Za,  iv. 579. 

Zaberma,  towns,  villages,  and  tribes  in,  iv. 
547.    Historical  notice  of,  418. 

Zagha  town,  on  upper  Niger,  of  great  im- 
portance in  former  times,  v.  475. 

Zagha,  town  of  Dendina,  iv.  418,  539. 
Zanfara,  present  condition  of  the  province, 

iv.  120,  521.     Historical  notices,  526. 
Zangway,  monitor,  foot  prints  of  the,  v.  146. 
Zankara  district,  towns  in,  v.  479. 
Zariya,  its  astronomical  position,  ii.  561. 

Tribute  paid  by,  iv.  116. 
Zarzis  described,  i.  10.  Journey  hence  to 

Zowara,  i.  10-13. 
Zawiya  and  surrounding  country,  i.  20. 
Zengiri  komadugu  at,  iv.  27. 
Zekka,  town  and  fortifications,  iv.  114. 
Zenne,  or  plaid,  varieties  of,  ii.  125. 
Zenzur,  town  of,  described,  i.  19. 
Zinder  town,  account  of,  iv.  78. 
Zintan,  account  of  the  people  of,  i.  105. 
Zoghawa,  tribe  of,  v.  544. 
Zogirma  and  its  inhabitants,  iv.  218. 
Zogoma,  town,  iii.  151. 
Zoromawa  or  Zoghoran,  their  first  appear- 

ance, iv.  623.  Their  amalgamation  with 
the  Fulbe,  146.  Their  importance  in 
Sokoto,  175. 

Zowara  and  surrounding  country,  i.  14. 
Zurrikulo  town,  ii.  202,  iv.  40,  v.  385. 
Zyrmi  town,  iv.  120. 

THE  END. 



ERRATA. 

Vol.  I.  page  240,  line  8,  read  "  Ramadhan  "  instead  of  "  Rhamadan." 
„  459,  line  1,  read  "  10th  century  "  instead  of'''-  12th  century." 

Vol.  II.  page  233,  line  16,  add  after  the  words  "  few  huts"  the  words  "  Tliis  was  the  site 
of  the  celebrated  town  of  Damasak." 

„  272,  line  1,  read  "  Berber  "  instead  of-'  Ber  Ber." 
Vol.  III.  page  502,  line  9  from  below 

,,  512,  ,,    5  ,, 
513,  „    2  and  8  „ 

j>  517,  ,,  1 
520,  „  6 

read    ̂     instead  of  ̂̂ ^^Sjj 

Vol.  IV.  page  331,  heading  :     huts  of  I'saye  "  instead  of^^  clayhouses  of  I'saye." 
„  349,  heading  :  "  Bele  chief  of  Haw-n-Adak  "  instead  of  "  Hans-n- Adak." 

Vol.  V.  page  176,  line  9  from  above,  read  "  who  although  belonging  "  instead  of  "  who 
altliough  not  belonging." 

„  208,  line  1  from  below,  read  "  of  a  very  unseemly  breed  "  instead  of  "  of  a 
very  awkward  breed." 

„  329,  heading  :  "  leaving  Gando  "  instead  of"  departure  for  Gando." 
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